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From October 2009 to March 2012， 1 conducted two collaborative research 
projects at the National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics 
(ιNINJAL') (Tachikawa City， Tokyo， Japan)， where 1 served as the Director 
of the Department of Crosslinguistic Studies. The abbreviated titles of these 
projects are‘Mermaid construction' and ‘Five levels in clause linkage'， 
respectively. The prese国 volumeis the major outcome of the project 
‘Mermaid construction'. A crosslinguistic study of ‘Five levels in clause 
linkage' is in preparation. 
One of the most important goals of these projects is the following: 
contributions from Japanese linguistics to general linguistics. This goal is 
indeed the very title of the keynote speech 1 presented at the 1 th 
Intemational Conference of the European Association for Japanese Studies， 
held at the Universi守 ofVienna， 31 August to 3 September 2005 (Tasaku 
Tsunoda 2005).羽市at1 mean by general linguistics is the kind of linguistic 
research that proposes an idea or framework that is useful for study of other 
languagesラ andhope削 ly，al human languages. In my view， general 
linguistics does not refer to any particular theory. 
In spirit， these projects aspire to approach the level of the contributions 
made by Dixon (1972)， based on data from Dyirbal of northeast Australia， 
and Hale (1983)， based on data from Warlpiri of central Aus仕alia.Dixon's 
work on ergativity - syntactic erg瓜ivity，in particular - and Hale's work 
on configur剖ionalityprovided invaluable frameworks and insights for study 
of other languages (including my own work， e.g. Tasaku Tsunoda (2011)). 
Works on Japanese that are written in English - both books and papers 
- flourish. To the best of my knowledge， many of them examine whether a 
given theory may or may not apply to Japanese， how a certain phenomenon 
in Japanese may be analyzed employing a certain theory， or how a given 
theory may be modified on the basis of Japanese data. They (probably， not 
al of them) have made important contributions. One of the best such works 
is Harada's (1976)， in which he put forward many important insights into 
the honorifics of Japanese. 
In contrast with these works， the two projects mentioned above do not 
aim to look at Japanese in the light of a certain theory. They aim to propose 
- on the basis of Japanese data and analyses of Japanese - an idea or 
framework th剖 isuseful for study of other languages， and hopefully， al 
human languages. The inspiration for the projectιMermaid construction' 
comes from Tasaku Tsunoda's (1996) study of a certain construction in 
Japanese. That for the project 'Five levels in clause linkage' is provided by 
Mie Tsunoda' (2004， 2012) work， which is based on Japanese data. It is 
hoped that the present volume constitutes a contribution from Japanese 
linguistics to generallinguistics and that the same will apply to the proposed 
volume on‘Five levels in clause linkage'. 
1 mentioned above that works on Japanese that are written in English 
flourish. 1 t isimportant to stress in this connection that there訂 eworks that 
的 basedon Japanese data， written in Japanese， published in Japanese， and 
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that have made important con仕ibutionsto general linguistics (Tasaku 
Tsunoda 2005). Two of such works are Kindaichi (1950) and Mimami 
(1964)， both of which are based on Japanese data. Kindaichi (1950) 
proposed a theory of aspect. It is seven ye町 searlier than Vendler (1957)， 
who put forward an almost identical theory of aspect， based on English data. 
Mimami (1964) submitted a theory of clause linkage. It is twelve yeぽ S
before Silverstein (1976) and twenty ye紅 sbefore Foley and. Van Valin 
(1984) advanced very similar theories of clause linkage. Unfortunately， 
works such as Kindaichi (1950) and Minami (1964)ぽ enot known overseas. 
It is hoped that works like theirs will be better known overseas. It is in view 
of this that the two projects mentioned above aim to make contributions to 
generallinguistics， based on Japanese data. It should be added that there紅 e
a仕emptsto make such a contribution， e.g. Tasaku TSUlloda's (1995) study of 
expressions of possession. 
1 have had the good fortune to have the participation of a large number 
of expert linguist~ in the two projects mentioned above. When selecting 
linguists to request to participate in the projects， the following two criteria 
were紅 nongthe most important ones. 
Criterion 1. The EUROTYP project examined the languages of Europe 
(and pr吋uced publications of superb quality) 
( <http://www.degruyter.com/view/serialI16329?rskey=DwHMqK&result= 1 
&q=EUROTYP>) (8 March 2013). In view ofthis， and also in view ofthe 
location of Japan， 1 decided to mainly focus on languages of Asia and the 
Pacific. In addition， a small number of specialists in languages ofNorth and 
Central Americas， Africa and Europe kindly agreed to p訂ticipate.They 
added a welcome expansion of the訂 eacovered. 
Criterion 2. Works on so-called major languages are well known and 
easily accessible. In contrast， those on so-called minority languages are litle 
known and not easily accessible. In view of this， 1 made deliberate efforts to 
include the later in the projects. 
Finally 1 wish to由ankal the people who contributed towards the 
completion of the present volume. In particular， (i) the authors of the 
contributions， who patiently revised their papers over and over， (i) the 
reviewers， who - in their busy schedule - refereed the papers and provide 
very detailed and help白1comments， (ii) the other members of the projects 
who gave comments on the papers when they were presented at the proj ect 
meetings， and (iv) the secretariat at the National Institute for Japanese 
Language and Linguistics， who provided muchィleededassistance. 
March2013 Tasaku Tsunoda 
Professor Emeritus 
National Institute for Japanese Language and 
Linguistics 
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Map 1. Approximate location of 45 Nanay 
languages cited 46 nDrapa 
47 Neku 
Ainu 48 Newar 
2 Amdo Tibetan 49 Nilo-Saharan family 
3 Amis 50 'Oroe 
4 Armenian 51 PO此uguese
5 Avar 52 Pwo Karen 
6 Aymara 53 Quechua 
7 Bengali 54 Sadri 
8 Burmese 55 Sakha 
9 Central Tibetan 56 Sanskrit 
10 Coast Tsimshian 57 Saramaccan 
1 D回世sh 58 SgawKaren 
12 Dj制 59 Sive 
13 Dom 60 Sidaama 
14 Dutch 61 Slavey 
15 English 62 Swahili 
16 French 63 Tagalog 
17 Georgian 64 Tamil 
18 German 65 Thai 
19 Hawaiian 66 Tidim Chin 
20 Hindi 67 Tinrin 
21 Hmyo 68 Tok Pisin 
22 Indonesian 69 Turkish 
23 Inupiaq 70 Udihe 
24 Irabu Ryukyuan 71 Ulcha 
25 Japanese 72 Uzbek 
26 Jinghpaw 73 Wanyjirra 
27 Kannada 74 Warrongo 
28 Kapampangan 




































































Map 2. Languages with the MMC 
and those without the MMC 
1 Ainu 0 







7 Bengali (not known) 
8 Burmese 0 
9 Central Tibetan 




14 Dutch t:. 









24 Irabu Ryukyuan 
25 Japanese 0 
26 Jinghpaw 0 
27 Kannada t:. 
28 Kapampangan 
29 Kolyma Yukaghir 
30 Korean 0 
31 Koryak 0 
32 Kove t:. 
33 Kurux 0 
34 Lahu 0 

















45 Nanay t:. 
46 nDrapa 0 
47 Neku ム
48 Newar 0 
49 Nilo・Saharanfamily ム
50 'Uroe ム
51 Portuguese t:. 
52 Pwo Karen ム
53 Quechua ム
54 Sadri (not known) 
55 Sakha 0 
56 Sanskrit (not known) 
57 Saramaccan ム
58 Sgaw Karen t:. 
59 Sive 0 
60 Sidaarna 0 
61 Slavey ム
62 Swahili ム
63 Tagalog 0 
64 Tamil ム
65 Thai 0 
66 Tidim Chin ム
67 Ti町 m ム







Esperanto (not known) 
A circle indicates languages in 
which the MMC ('mermaid 
construction) and/or a quasi四 MMC
are/is attested. 
A triangle indicates languages in 
which neither is attested. 
Classification of languages 
A企O四 Asiaticfamily: Sidaama 
Athabaskan family: Slavey 
Austronesian fi釦 uly: Amis， Hawaiian， lnqonesian， Kapampangan， Kove， 
Lamaholot， Neku， 'uroe， Tagalog， Tinrin 
Aymaran family: Aymara 
Ch出lbu-Wahgi(or Simbu) family: Dom 
Chukchi-Kamchatkan family: Koryak 
Dagestanian (or North East Caucasian) family: Avar 




Armenian branch: Armenian 
Germanic branch: Danish， Dutch， English， German 
lndo-Iranian branch: Bengali， Hindi， Maithili， Marathi， Sadri， 
Sanskrit 
Italic branch: French， Portuguese 
Japonic family: 
Japanese branch: Japanese (including Modem Japanese， Gumma 
dialect， Mitsukaido dialect， Tono dialect， Tokyo 
dialect， and uld and Early Middle Japanese) 
Ryukyuan branch: lrabu Ryukyuan， 
Kartvelian (or South Caucasian) family: Georgian 
Mayan family 
Mongolic family: Khalkha Mongolian 
Niger-Congo family: Leggbo， Matengo， Swahili 
Nilo・Saharanfamily 
Pama-Nyungan family: Djaru， Wanyjirra， Warrongo 
Quechua family: Quechua 
Sino-Tibetan family 
Sinitic branch: Mandarin Chinese 
Tibeto-Burman branch: Amdo Tibetan， Burmese， Central Tibetan， 
Jinghpaw， Lahu， Meche， nDrapa， Newar， 
Pwo Karen， Sgaw K訂 en，Tidim Chin 
Tai-Kadai family: Thai 
Tsimshianic family: Coast Tsimshian 
Tungusic family: Nanay， Manchu， Sive， Udihe， Ulcha 
Turkic family: Sakha， Turkish， Uzbek 
Genetic affiliation not known for certain: Ainu， Kolyma Yukaghir， Korean 
Not classifiable: Esperanto， Saramaccanラ TokPisin 
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8. Summary and concluding remarks 
1. Prototype of the mermaid construction 
1.1 Definition αnd exαmples 
The prototype of the mermaid construction (hereafter， MMC) has the 
following three properties. 
(a) It has the structure shown in (1). 
(b) The subject of the‘Clause' and the ‘Noun'紅 enot coreferential. 
(c) The ‘Clause' can be used as a sentence by itself. 
(1) Prototype ofthe mermaid construction ('MMC'): 
[Clause] Noun Copula.' 
The ‘Noun' refers to an independent word (not a clitic) that is a noun. 
Examples are cited from Modem Japanese (to be precise， so-called 
Standard Japanese): (2) to (4). The ‘Clause' is indicated by means of 
preceding and following square brackets. 
(2) [Hanα加=wa Nagoyα=ni ik-u] 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC go-NPST 
yotee=da. 
plan=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a plan [such th剖 she]goes/will go to Nagoya.' 
FT:‘Hanako plans to go to Nagoya.' 
(3) [Hanako=wa hon=o yon-de i-ru] 
Hanako=TOP book=ACC read~GER be-NPST 
tokoro=da. 
place=COP .NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a place [such th副 she]is reading a book.' 
FT:‘Hanako is reading a book.' 
(4) [Soto=de=wa ame=ga hut-te i-ru] 
outside=LOC/INS=TOP rain=NOM fall-GER be-NPST 
moyoo=da. 
appearance=COP .NPST 
LT:‘As for the outside， the rain is an appearance [such th剖 it]is 
falling.' 
FT:‘It appears/seems to be raining outside.' 
All of (2) to (4)訂 einstances ofthe prototype ofthe MMC; they have al 
of the three properties listed above. 
Regarding the prope均r(a)， (2) to (4) have the structure shown in (1). 
Conceming the property (b)， the subject ofthe‘Clause' (Rαnako) is not 
coreferential with the ‘Noun': yotee‘plan' in (2) and tokoro‘place' in (3). 
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Hanako is a human being. She is not a p1an or a p1ace. In (4)， the subject of 
the ‘C1ause' (ame‘rain') is not coreferentia1 with the ‘Noun'， i.e. moyoo 
‘appearance'. The rain is a meteoro10gica1 phenomenon， and it is not an 
appearance. 
As for the property (c)ラ the‘C1ause' in (2) to (4) can be used as a 
sentence by itse1f. Compare (2) with (5); (3) with (6); and (4) with (7). 
(5) Hanako=wa Nagoya=ni ik-u. 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC go・NPST
'Hanako goes/will go to Nagoya.' 
(6) Hanako=wa hon=o yon-de i-ru. 
Hanako=TOP book=ACC read-GER be-NPST 
'Hanako is reading a book.' 
(7) Soto=de=wa ame=ga hut-te i-ru. 
outside=LOCIINS=TOP rain=NOM fall-GER be-NPST 
LTソAsfor the outside， the rain is faling.' 
FT:‘It is raining outside.' 
(In the following， 1 shall often refer to the prototype of由eMMC simp1y as 
the MMC - un1ess 1 am exp1icit1y refeηing to non-prototypica1 instances.) 
1.2 Unusual characteristics 01 MMC 
The MMC has unusua1 characteristics， in terms of syntax and semantics. 
Examp1es町ecited from Modem Japanese. 
[1] Syntax 
As just seen， the ‘C1ause' ofthe MMC can be used by itse1fas a sentence. 
Now， in (2) to (4)，出e‘C1ause'of由eMMC is a verb-predicate clause， 
whose predicate is a verb. However， the MMC ends with ‘Noun + Copu1a'. 
In this respect， itresemb1es a noun-predicate sentence. Examp1es of 
noun-predicate sentence include (8). 
(8) Hanako=wa gakusee=da. 
Hanako=TOP student=COP .NPST 
'Hanako is a student.' 
Th剖 is，(2) to (4) have an unusua1 structure. Their first p訂 thas the 
struc加reof a verb圃 predicateclause/sentence， whi1e their second p町thas 
出atof a noun-predicate clause/sentence. They resemb1e a mermaid in that 
出eyexhibit a combination of two different struc旬res:the structure of a 
verb-predicate clause/sentence and that of a noun-predicate clause/sentence. 
It is for this reason th瓜 1coined the term 'mermaid construction' (‘MMC') 
for them. 
The ‘C1ause' in (2) to (4) is a verb-predicate clause. Altemative1y， an 
adjective-predicate clause can occupy血e‘C1ause'slot， e.g. (9). This， too， is
an instance ofthe prototypica1 MMC. First， it has the structure shown in (1). 
Second， the subject oftheιC1ause' (i.e. Hanako) is not coreferentia1 with the 
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ιNoun'， i.e. nature. Third， the ‘C1ause' can be used by itse1f as a sentence; 
see (10). 
(9) [Hanako=wa akaru-i] see初ku=da.
Hanako=TOP be.cheerfu1-NPST nature=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a nature [such that she] is cheerful. 
FT: 'Hanako has a cheerfu1 na印re.'
(10) Hanako=wa akaru-i. 
Hanako=TOP be.cheerfu1-NPST 
'Hanako is cheerfu1.' 
Simi1arly， a noun-predicate clause can occupy the ιC1ause' slotヲ andthe 
sentence is a prototypica1 MMC. 
(11) [Hanako=wa tensai=de ar-u] 
Hanako=TOP genius=COP.GER be-NPST 
tumori=dlα. 
intention=COP .NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is an intention [such th剖 she]is a ge凶us.'
FT: 'Hanako considers herselfa genius.' 
(12) Hanako=wa tensai=de ar-u. 
Hanako=TOP genius=COP.GER be-NPST 
ιHanako is a ge凶us.'
(In the ‘C1ause' of (11) and a1so in (12)， the copu1a is in the periphrastic 
form， which consists of the gerund form of the copu1a (=de) and the verb 
ar-(here used as an auxi1iary verb)). The periphrastic form sounds formal.) 
Like (2) to (4)， both (11) and (12)町 ecombinations of two structures: an 
adjective/noun四 predicateclause + a noun-predicate sentence. 
[2] Semantics 
Semantically as well， (2) to (4) are pecu1iar. When 1iterally inte中reted，
these sentences do not make sense. A 1itera1 trans1ation of (2) is 官 anakois 
a p1an [such that she] goes/will go to Nagoya'. Obvious1y， however， Hanako 
is a human being， and not a p1an. A 1itera1 trans1ation of (3) is ‘Hanako is a 
p1ace [such th剖 she]is reading a book now'. Again， Hanako is a human 
being， and not a p1ace. A 1itera1 trans1ation of (4) is 'As for the outside， the 
rain is an appearance [such that it] is falling'. The rain is a meteoro1ogica1 
phenomenon， and it is not an appe訂 ance.
To s田nup， sentences such as (2) to (4) are pecu1iar， both syntactically 
and semantically. Syntacticallyヲ they町 e1ike mermaids. They are each a 
combination of two different structures. Semantically， when 1iterally 
interpreted， these sentences do not make sense. 
1.3 Constructions thαtare not MMC 
There町 econstructions that may 100k simi1ar to the恥仏1C，but that are in 
fact not. Two se1ected cases町 egiven. Examp1es are cited from Modern 
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Japanese. 
[1] Noun-predicate sentences whose predicate contains an adnominal 
clause ('AC') 
These sentences have the structure shown in (13). 
(13) Subject Predicate Copula 
(AC + noun) 
Examples include the following. The AC is shown by a broken line. 
(14) 血盟三盟 Hanako二 四 tukut-tα 盟並豆=dα.
this=TOP Hanako=NOM make-PST plan=COP.NPST 
Subject Predicate 
‘This is the/a plan出atHanako made.' 
(15) Ranako=wa hon=wo von-de i-ru 





‘Hanako is the/a student who is reading a book.' 
Indeed， the MMC (e.g. (2) to (4) and sentences such as (14) and (15) 
may look similar. Specifically， it may look as if the MMC， too， had the 
structure shown in (13). (Indeed， many previous studies of Japanese 
maintain this view.) However， they have different structures. (See Tsunoda， 
(this volume， 6.4).) (In the following， when a paper in this volume is cited， 
generally ‘this volume' will not be mentioned. That is， 'Tsunoda (this 
volume， 6.4)' will be cited as 'Tsunoda (6.4)'.) 
First， insentences such as (14)組 d(15)， the AC can be deleted， and the 
resultant sentence is acceptable. Compare (15) with (8); and (14) with (16). 
(16) Kore=wa yotee=da. 
this=TOP plan=COP.NPST 
Subject Predicate 
ιThis is a plan.' 
In con甘ast，in the case of the MMC， the deletion of what may look like 
an AC yields nonsensical sentences. Compare (2) with (17); (3) with (18); 
and (4) with (19). 
(17) ?Hanako=wa yotee=da. 
Hanako=TOP plan=COP .NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a plan. ' 
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(18) 7Hanako=wa tokoro=da. 
Hanako=TOP place=COP.NPST 
LT: 'Hanako is aplace.' 
(19) 7Soto=de=wa ame=ga moyoo=da. 
outside=LOC/INS=TOP rain=NOM appearance=COP.NPST 
L T: 7' As for the outside， the rain is an appearance.' 
Recall that one of the three properties of the prototype of the MMC is 
the following (1.1): 
(b) The subject of the‘Clause' and the ‘N oun' are not coreferential. 
We saw in 1.1 th国 (2)to (4) have this property. In contrast， (14) and (15) 
lack this property. For example， in (15)， Hanako and gakusee‘s加dent'are 
coreferential. In contrast， in (3)， Hanako and tokoro 'place' are not 
coreferential. 
Second， sentences such as (14)組 d(15) have the structure shown in (13)， 
repeated as (2仏a).That is， the predicate contains an AC. The AC may have 
its own subject， as distinct from the subject of the entire sentence. In (14)， 
for example， the subject of the entire sentence is kore 'this' and the AC has 
its own subject: Hanαko. The struc加reof (14) can be shown as in (20・b).
The AC may not have its own subject. See (15). The subject ofthe AC， i.e. 
gakusee‘student'， isrelativized on， and it constitutes a‘gap' (e). The 
structure of (15) may be shown as in (20・c).For the reader's convenienceラ
the structure ofthe prototype ofthe MMC， i.e. (1) is repeated in (21). 
(20) Noun圃 predicatesentences whose predicate contains an AC 
a. Subject Predicate Coupla 
(AC + noun) 
b. SUbjecti Subjectj .. noun Copula 
c. SUbjecti 町… nounj Copula 
(21) Prototype ofthe MMC 
[Clause] Noun Copula 
In contrast， the MMC c出mothave two subjects， unlike (20・b)(cf. (14). 
Also， it is difficult to set up a ιgapララ unlike(20・c).
We have givenれTI10 pieces of evidence to show that the MMC and 
sentences such as (14) and (15) have different structures - contrary to the 
view advanced in many previous studies of Japanese. (This is discussed in 
Tsunoda (6.4).) This in turn shows th剖 theMMC should be distinguished 
企omnoun-predicate sentences whose predicate contains an AC. We shall 
further discuss the structure ofthe MMC in 5.4 below. 
We have shown that the structure of the MMC differs from that of 
noun-predicate sentences whose predicate contains an AC. Nonetheless， it is 
likely that， inJapanese at least， the MMC originated in the later sentences. 
See 7.3-[2] below and Miyachi (Sections 5， 6 and 7.6). 
[2] Existential/possessive construction 
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In Modem Japanese， existence/possession can be expressed by means of the 
existential verb ar-and the DATILOC-NOM case frame. The DATILOC 
case postposition may be absent. (The verb ar-can also be used as an 





(or Hanako=wa) ie=ga 
( Hanako=TOP) house=NOM 
LT:‘As for to/at Hanako (or， As for Hanako) a house exists. 
FT:‘Hanako has a house. ' 
(23) Hanako=ni=wa (or Hanako=wa) 
Hanako=DAT/LOC=TOP ( Hanako=TOP) 
Nagoya=ni ik-u yotee=ga 
Nagoya=DAT/LOC go.-1、~PST plan=NOM 
ar-u. 
exist-NPST 
LT:ιAs for to/at Hanako (or， As for Hanako)， a plan to go (or， a 
plan [such th剖 she]goes/will go) to Nagoya exists.ラ
FT:‘Hanako has a plan to go to Nagoya.' 
(23) may look similar to the MMC. However， 1 consider it an instance of 
the existentiallpossessive construction， and not an instance of the MMC. 
The reasons are as follows. 
First， (23) involves the existential verbαr-. In contrast， the MMC 
involves the copula. 
Second， the relevant noun， i.e. yotee‘pl泊二 isfollowed by the 
nominative case marker. In contrast， the 'Noun' in the MMC is followed by 
no case marker. It is followed by the ‘Copula'. 
2. HistoηT of research into MMC 
In Section 2， 1 shall use the term‘the noun-concluding construction' 
(‘NCC') in addition to 'the mermaid construction' (‘MMC'). As noted in 
1.2，出eMMC exhibits a combination of two structures: a verb-predicate 
clause (or some other clause) + a noun-predicate clause. The noun閑 predicate
clause may follow or precede the other clause. The NCC is a type of the 
MMC in which the noun-predicate follows， not precedes， the other clause. 
Probably in al the languages investigated in the present volume， the 
existence ofinstances ofwhat 1 have labelled the MMC was already known. 
However， they did not seem to a町 actmuch attention of linguistsラ andthey 
did not seem to be recognized as a distinct construction. 
To the best of my knowledge， it is Matisoff (1972) who first stated that 
what 1 later labelled the MMC is uncommon. He examined one type of 
加lMC(to be specific， one type ofNCC) found in Lahu， Jinghpaw， Burmese， 
Tibetan (al Tibeto-Burman languages)， Chinese， and Japanese， and 
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described it as 'a phenomenon that is quite alien from the point of view of 
standard average European languages but su中risingly widespread 
elsewhere'. Matisoffs view is best appreciated in a discussion of the 
syntactic struc旬reofthe MMC， and it will be discussed in 5.4. 
For Japanese， itis probably Tsunoda (1994・a，1994・b，1994-c， 1996) 
who first proposed to recognize the peculiarity of sentences such as (2) to 
(4) and to distinguish them as a distinct construction. Previous studies of 
Japanese analyzed them as a structute that contain an AC and the head noun 
(Tsunoda， 6.4). 1 labelled these sentences as taigenゾime-bun
'noun-concluding construction' (ιNCC')， since they end with a noun 
(followed by the copula) even when the sentence starts with what has the 
structure of a verb-predicate clause/sentence. On the basis of information 
企omrelevant specialists， asof 1996， 1 (tentatively) concluded as follows. 
(a) The NCC or something similar was found in the following 
languages: Ainuラ Korean，Mongolian， Turkish， and Tibetan， in addition to 
Japanese. They are alllanguages of Asia. Also， they are agglutinating， SOV， 
and postpositional. 
(b) The NCC (or something similar) was not found in Nanay， Yukaghir， 
Tamil， Kannada， Quechua， Aymara or Eskimo. 
(c) The NCC was found in Asia， and it was not found elsewhere. 
(d) It was not the case that every SOV， agglutinating and postpositional 
language had the NCC. (The languages listed in (b) appeared to be SOV， 
agglutinating and postpositional.) The conditioning factor that favoured the 
existence ofthe NCC was not known. 
From October 2009 to March 2012， atthe National Institute for Japanese 
Language and Linguistics， where 1 served as the Director of the Department 
of Crosslinguistic Studies， 1 conducted two collaborative research projects， 
in which 1 had the good fortune to have forty specialists in individual 
languages. Slightly more than half of them訂 especialists in languages of 
Asia. 
One of the two projects aimed to conduct a crosslinguistic research into 
what was labelled the NCC剖 th瓜 time.Its major outcome is the present 
volume. This project has produced interesting findings. 
Kazuhiro Kawachi reported that this construction occurs in Sidaama， an 
SOV language of Ethiopia. This is the first report on the existence of this 
construction outside Asia. (See Kawachi (Section 5).) 
Masumi Katagiri reported that a mirror image of this construction occurs 
血 Tagalogof the Philippines， which is a predicate-initial (or verb-initial) 
language. Tagalog lacks a copula verb， and the construction in question has 
the following structure. (See Katagiri (Section 5).) 
(24) Noun [Clause] 
As is obvious， the term‘noun-concluding construction' (NCC) is not 
applicable to Tagalog. In order to accommodate (24)， 1 coined the label 
‘mermaid construction' (恥仏1C):This new label can be used as long as the 
construction is a combination of two different structures. Katagiri's report 
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has led to the discovery of the MMC in Kapampangan by Hiroaki Kitano 
(p.c.)， another predicate-initial (or verb-i凶tial)language of the Philippines. 
Hideki Ono reported that the construction in question occurs in 
Mandarin Chinese， which is an SVO language. This construction has the 
following structure shown in (25) or th瓜 shownin (26). (See Ono (this 
volume).) 
(25) Subject + Copula + Clause + Noun. 
(26) Subject (Clause-1) + Copula + Clause-2 + Noun. 
In the structure shown in (25)， the ‘Clause' does not have its own subject. 
Th剖 is，it is possible to say that the subject of the ‘Clause' is separated by 
the ‘Copula'合omthe other constituents of the ‘Clause'. In the structure 
presented in (26)， the first clause (i.e. Clause-1) is the subject of the entire 
sentence. (25) and (26) end with the ‘Noun'， and therefore they are perfect 
examples of the noun-concluding construction. (In (1)， the prototype of the 
h仏1C，strictly speaking the ‘Noun' does not conclude the sentence. It is 
followed by the ‘Copula'.) 
Other findings obtained in this project訂 ementioned in the following 
sections， and more fully in other chapters in the present volume. 
3. Geographical distribution of M加IC
A survey conducted副nongthe participants of the two collaborative 
research projects yielded the following results. 
The MMC or something similar is found in the following languages -
twenty-one in al. Except for Kapampangan (Hiroaki Kitanoラ P心)and 
Central Tibetan (Izumi Hoshi， p.C.よ theselanguages a町rediscussed i泊n 
sepa紅r悶a叫techapters in the pr問es鎚en凶tvolume， and the author' s name is given after 
the name ofthe language. 
Tagalog (Masumi Katagiri); Kapampangan; Irabu Ryukyuan (Michinori 
Shimoji); Japanese: Old and Early Middle Japanese (Asako Miyachi)， 
Modern Japanese (to be precise， the so-called Standard Japanese of Modern 
Japanese) (Tasaku Tsunoda)， Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Kan Sasaki); 
Ainu (Anna Bugaeva); Korean (Joungmin Kim); Kolyma Yukagir (Fubito 
Endo); Koryak (Megumi Kurebito); Sakha (Fuyuki Ebata); Mandarin 
Chinese (Hideki Ono); Mongolian (Hiroyuki Umetani); Sive (Tomoyuki 
Kubo and Norikazu Kogura); Amdo Tibetan (Shiho Ebihara); Central 
Tibetan; nDrapa (S剖oko Shirai); Newar (K回 uyukiKiryu); Burmese 
(Atsuhiko Kato); Thai (Kiyoko Takahashi); Hindi (Yasunari Imamura); 
Kurux (Masato Kobayashi); and Sidaama (Kazuhiro Kawachi) 
In addition， Lahu and Jinghpaw (Matisoff 1972) have the MMC. 
Among the languages listed above， the MMC is very close to， or 
identical with， its prototype (cf. Section 1) in some languages， while it 
deviates from the prototype in other languages， tovarying degrees. 
Among the instances of the MMC， that in Thai is the farthest away丘om
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the prototype. Nonetheless， the paper on it written by Kiyoko Takahashi is 
included in the present volume. It exhibits a feature出atis shared by the 
MMC in many other languages (see Takahashi， 5.5.3.1). 
Anna Bugaeva on Ainu， Hideki Ono on Mandarin Chinese， and 
Tomoyuki Kubo and Norikazu Kogura on Sive have been unable to prepare 
a ful paper for the present volume. Nonethelessラ theyhave prep訂 eda brief 
summary of the MMC in the respective languages， and these summaries are 
included at the end of the present volume. 
As noted in Section 2， as of 1996， 1 concluded that Yukaghir did not 
have the NCC (i.e. a type of what was later labelled ‘MMC'). However， 
Fubito Endo' s subsequent research has uncoveredれTI10types ofMMC in this 
language. Alsoヲ asof 1996， 1 concluded that Turkish had the NCC. However， 
according to Shi~i Ido， Turkish does not really have the MMC. 
According to the survey mentioned above， the MMC is not found in the 
languages listed below - more than fo町Tlanguages. There are cases where 
it is difficult to decide whether a given construction is an instance of the 
MMC. At least the prototyope or something close to it does not seem to be 
found in these languages. The name of a language is followed by the name 
of the person who provided the information. 
I百upiaq(Tadataka Nagai); Coast Tsimshian (Fumiko Sasama); Mayan 
languages (Yishihq Yasugi); Hawaiian (Toru Shionoya); Ti町in，Neku 
(Midori Osumi); 'Oroe (Emiko Tsuji); Kove (Hiroko S剖0);Warrongo， 
Dj町民 Wanyjirra(Tasaku Tsunoda); Dom， Tok Pisinヲ Esperanto(Syuntaro 
Tida); Indonesianヲ Lamaholot (Naonori Nagaya); Amis (Kazuhiro 
Imanishi); Nanay， Udhie， Ulcha (Shinjiro Kazama); Turkish， Uzbek (Shi吋i
Ido); A var (Hisanari Yamada); Georgian， Armenian (Yasuhiro Kojima); 
Hmyo (Yoshihisa Taguchi); Meche (Kazuyuki Kiryu); Pwo Karen， Sgaw 
Karen (Atsuhiko Kato); Tidim Chin (Kosei Otsuka); Marathi (Prashant 
Pardeshi); Malto (Masato Kobayashi); Swahili， Matengo (Nobuko Yoneda); 
German， Dutch， French， Portuguese， Leggbo， Saramaccan (Heiko Na汀og);
and English (Timothy 1. Vance， John B. Whitman). 
(1 should note， however， that Toru Shionoya on Hawaiian (a V幽 initial
language; cf. Tagalog)， Yasuhiro Kojima on Georgian， Kosei Otsuka on 
Tidim Chin， and Nobuko Y oneda on Swahili report that it may be possible 
to say that something similar to the MMC exists in the language in 
question.) 
Keren Rice (p.c.) and Bjarke Frellesvig (p.c.) report th瓜 theMMC isnot 
found in Slavey (a verb-finallanguage) and Danish， respectively. 
Most of the languages that have the MMC (or something close to its 
prototype) have the SOV order. The exceptions are Mandarin Chinese 
(SVO)， Tagalog and Kapampangan (both verb-i凶tial).
Among the languages that do not have the MMC， atleast the following 
have the verb-initial order: Coast Tsimshian， many Mayan languages， 
Hawaiian， Tinrin， Neku， 'Oroe， Kove， and Amis. Furthermore， Thomas 
Payne (p心)， who has been extensively working on V -initial languages in 
North America and Africa (including Nilotic languages of the Nilo-Saharan 
language farnily)， stated that he had never seen an戸hinglike the MMC in 
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these 1anguages. This suggests that the MMC is very uncommon arnong 
V-initia1 1anguages. Taga10g and Kaparnpangan are exceptions; both have 
the MMC， a1though they are V -initia1 1anguages. (If Hawaiian tums out to 
havethe恥仏r1C，it will be another V -initia11anguage that has the MMC.) 
On the basis of the above， itseems safe to say that the MMC is 
uncommon cross1inguistically， that江isin the main confined to Asia， and 
由atit is generally found in SOV 1anguages. 
Furthermore， there are two groups of 1anguages in which the MMC is 
common: (i) 1anguages of East Asia: Irabu Rykyuan， Japanese， Ainu， 
Korean， Mandarin Chinese， and a1so Sive (originally from Manchuria)， and 
(i) Tibeto-Burman 1anguages. We shall retum to this in 7.4. 
4. Deviations from the prototype of MMC 
The examp1es (2) to (4) are instances ofthe prototypica1 MMC， as seen in 
1.1. However， there町ea1so deviations企omthe prototype， as shown be10w. 
In the re1evant chapters in the present vo1ume， those instances which deviate 
from the prototype訂 eoften referred to as‘quasi-MMC' . 
4.1 'Noun' slot 
The prototype of the MMC has the ιNoun' slot; see (1). The ‘Noun' refers 
to an independent word (not a clitic) th瓜 isa noun. To sum up in advance， 
the ιNoun' slot may be occupied by the following. 
(a) An independent word: a noun - the prototype. 
(b) A clitic. 
( c)An affix. 
(d) Zero. 
A note on (c) is in order. In this context， by affixes I mean (i) those 
which derived from nouns， e.g. Japanese (Tsunoda， 7.7 to 7.10) and (i) 
nomina1izing affixes， e.g. Koryak (Kurebito， 5.4). In many 1anguages， 
trans1ations of sentences 1ike (2) (‘p1an to')， (3) (‘be V-ing') and (4) (‘It 
appears/seems') invo1ve verba1 inf1ectiona1 suffixes. However， verba1 
inf1ectiona1 suffixes are not considered as instances of (c) - un1ess they are 
shown to have derived from nouns. Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， 5.4) does 
have a verba1 inf1ectiona1 suffix that derived from a noun. This forms the 
MMC. (This suffix is further discussed in 6ユ1・[3]be10w.) 
In the prototype of the MMC， i.e. (a)， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by an 
independent word: a noun (Section 1). Exarnp1es from Japanese are (2)ω 
(4). In contrast， (b)， (c) and (d) are not prototypical. Regarding (d)， it is 
usefu1 and indeed important to set up出ezero-type MMC for 01d and Ear1y 
Midd1e Japansee. See Miyachi (7.4). 
In the prototype， the‘Noun' slot is occupied by a noun. In the 
quasi-MMC in Mongo1ian (Umetani， 6.2) and in the quasi 
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(Ebata， 5.3)， this slot is occupied by a noun combined with the derivational 
suffix ‘having， with'. 
See Table 1， which shows very rough1y the number ofthe words (nouns)， 
clitics， and affixes that訂 eattested in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC 
(including the q伊uas討i
a妊伍lxesar悶ea凶1suffixes. (The so 町 ces of inforτ nation were listed in Section 
3.) 
Table 1. Number of nouns， clitics組 daffixes in the ‘Noun' slot 
(c) affix (b) clitic (a) word language 
































27 and probably 
Modern Japanese 













































































Ainu 10 0 0 
Amdo Tibetan 6 4 0 
Tagalog 6 0 0 
Burmese 4 possibly 5 
nDrapa 2 2 
Thai 2 0 
Mongolian 2 and many nouns 0 
















































































Sasaki (5.2) on the Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese focuses on those 
nouns which do not occur in the ‘Noun' slot in Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 
5.4) (to be precise， the so-ca11ed Standard Japanese). No doubt the number 
of words (and also the enclitics and suffixes) that can occupy the ‘Noun' 
slot in the Mitsukaido dialect is much larger than is shown in Table 1. 
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For Korean (Kim， 5.5)， no enclitics and suffixes紅 ereported. This is due 
to time constraints. There may 印刷a11ybe enclitics and suffixes that can 
occupy the ‘Noun' slot. The same may app1y to some other 1anguages. 
For Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.2) to Sakha (Ebata， Section 5) in Tab1e 1， 
scrutinizing search by the author has uncovered only a very small number of 
words (as against enclitics and suffixes) or no word at a1. It is un1ike1y for 
白rthersearch in these 1anguages to find many words in the ‘Noun' slot. 
ln the present vo1ume， the chapters on the individua1 1anguages are 
arranged in the fo11owing order. 
Modern Japanese， Mitsukaido dia1ect of Japanese， Old and Ear1y Midd1e 
Japanese， lrabu Ryukyuan， Korean， Amdo Tibetan， nDrapa， New飢
Burmese， Taga1og， Thai， Mongo1ian， Sakha， Kurux， Sidaama， Ko1yma 
Yukaghir， Hindi， Koryak， Ainu， Mandarin Chinese， and Sive. 
This order rough1y fo11ows that shown in Tab1e 1， except for the 
fo11owing changes. The chapter on lrabu Ryukyuan fo11ows the three 
chapters on Japanese， for lrabu Ryukyuan is genetica11y and a1so 
typo1ogica11y close to Japanese. Amdo Tibetan， nDrapa， Newar and 
Burmese町eTibeto-Burman 1anguages. They - in particu1ar， Amdo 
Tibetan， nDrapa and N ewar一間typ010gica11ysimi1ar. Therefore， they are 
grouped together. Sakha fo11ows Mongo1ian， for both have many nouns with 
the ‘having， with' suffix in the ‘N oun' s10t. As mentioned in Section 3ラ the
chapters on Ainu， Mandarin Chinese and Sive are not向1papers， but brief 
summaries， and consequent1y they are p1aced after the other chapters， which 
are ful papers. 
W ords， clitics and affixes in the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC will be further 
discussed in 6.2. 
4.2 'Copula' 
The prototype ofthe MMC contains the ‘Copu1aヲ;see (1). 
There are 1anguages that 1ack a copu1a verb or the 1ikeラ e.g.Taga10g 
(Katagiri， Section 1) and Koryak (Kurebito， Section 1)， and the MMC in 
these 1anguages cannot contain the ‘Copu1a'. 
ln the MMC of 1anguages that have a copu1a， the ‘Copu1a' may be 
absent. Its absence appears to be optiona1 in some instances. However， it is 
not optiona1 in other instances. For examp1e， in Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 
5.4.3-[10])， the nounyosi 'means， clue' can be used in the 'Noun' slot ofthe 
MMC， and this MMC indicates reported evidence (an evidentia1 meaning). 
ln this MMC， the ιCopu1a' is a1ways absent (in my idio1ect， at 1east). 
Consider: 
(27) [Hanako=ga gooklαku-si-ta] yosi/今osi=da
Hanako=NOM passing-do-PST clue/clue=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a clue [such that she] passed [an examination].' 
FT:‘1 heard th剖 Hanakohad passed [an examination].' 
As another examp1e from Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[4])， when the 
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noun mono吐ling'is used in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC， this MMC may 
indicate express strong emotion， wish， or hope - of the speaker -， and the 
‘Copula' is often absent. 
(28) [Uma-i sake=o nom-i-ta-i] 
nice-NPST rice.wine=ACC drink-LINK-DES1D-NPST 
mono(=da). 
thing(=COP.NPST) 
LT:‘[1] am a thing [such that 1] want to drink nice sake.' 
FT:‘[1] would love to drink nice sake.' 
4.3 Sentencehood 01 'Clause ' 
One of the properties of the prototype of the MMC isthe following (Section 
1 ): 
(c) The ‘Clause' can be used as a sentence by itself. 
1n some of the languages， to be precise， in some of the instances of the 
MMC in a given language， the ιClause' has this property. For example， in 
the Modem Japanese examples (2) to (4)， the predicate ofthe‘Clause' is in 
the nonpast form， i.e. one of the finite forms， and the ‘Clause' can be used 
by itselfas a sentence. Compare (2) with (5); (3) with (6); and (4) with (7). 
1n other languages， tobe precise， inother instances of the MMC in a 
given language， the ‘Clause' does not have thls prope抗y.For example， in 
Modem Japanese， na-adjectives (or adjectival nominal) have a distinct 
adnominal form. They have to be in the adnominal form when they occur as 
the predicate of the ‘Clause'. The adnominal form is a non-finite formラ and
consequently the ιClause' in question cannot occur on its own as a sentence 
(Tsunoda， 5.3.2.2). Compare: 
(29) [Hanako=wa genki=na] moyoo=da. 
Hanako=TOP healthy=ADN appearance=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is an appearance [such th瓜 she]is well. ' 
FT:‘It seems that Hanako appears is well.' 
(30) * Hanako=wa genki=na. 
Hanako=TOP healthy=ADN 
1ntended meaning:‘Hanako is well.' 
As another example， in Korean (Kim， 4.2.1.1， 5.1)， which has an 
elaborate set of adnominal forms， the predicate of the ‘Clause' has to be in 
an adnominal form. (In this respect， the predicate of the 'Clause' behaves 
like that of ACs.) The adnominal forms are non-finite， and the ‘Clause' 
cannot be used by itself as a sentence. 
As we noted above， there are instances of the MMC in which the 
predicate can occur in a finite form and the‘Clause' can be used by itself as 
a sentence. However， probably in al the languages examined in the present 
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volume， the ‘Clause' has a lower degree of sentencehood than independent 
sentences - even where the predicate of the ‘Clause' can occur in a finite 
form. In particular， the illocutionary possibilities of the‘Clause'訂 elimited. 
For exampl~， in Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.3ユ2-[1])and Amdo Tibetan 
(Ebih訂 a，6ユ2)，the predicate cannot occur in the imperative form. Compare 
(31) with (2) (both， Modem Japanse). As another example， in Modem 
Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.3ユ3-[2])ラAmdoTibetan (Ebihara， 5.4.1， 6.2.9)ラand
nDrapa (Shirai， 5.4.2)， among others， sentence-final particles (e.g. a 






































We have seen some instances of the deviation from the prototype of the 
MMC. We shall now look at other aspects ofthe MMC. 
5. Other prope吋iesofMMC 
5.1 Predicate 01 'Clause ' 
As alluded to in 4.3， the morphological possibilities of the predicate of the 
‘Clause' are limited， incomparison with that ofindependent sentences. 
For example， in Korean (Kim， 5.3)， the predicate of the ‘Clause' has to 
occur m佃 adnominalforms. It cannot occur in any other non-finite form or 
in any finite form. 
Even in the cases where the predicate can occur in a finite form， its 
morphological possibilities are limited. For example， as noted in 4.3， it 
cannot occ町 inthe imperative form in Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.3ユ2・[4・2])，
Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 6ユ2)，and nDrapa (Shirai， 5.2.3)， among others. 
5.2 'Noun' 
5.2.1 Morphology: affixation to 'Noun' 
This issue has not been investigated for al the languages reported in the 
present volume， but there町 einstances in which a noun in the 'Noun' slot is 
combined with an afix. (In this respect， the noun concemed has the status 
of a noun.) For example， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.5) has at least two 
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derivational prefixes that can be added to由ピNoun'of the MMC， e.g. go-
'polite'， e.g. (33)， and 0-‘polite' . 
(33) [Tanaka-sensee=wa Nagoya=ni 
Tanaka-professor=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC 
irassyar-u] go-yotee =da. 
go.SUBJ.RESP-NPST POL-plan=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Professor Tanaka is a plan (polite) [such th瓜 he]goes/will 
go (subject respect) to Nagoya.' 
FT:‘Professor Tanaka plans to go to Nagoya.' 
01d and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， 7.5.3-[1]) has at least two prefixes 
and one suffix血atcan be added to the 寸、相
5.2.2 Synt似 :modification 01 'Noun' 
This issue has not been investigated for al the languages reported in the 
present volume， and it has proved difficult to find instances in which a noun 
in the‘Noun' slot is modified by some other word. This modification is 
probably impossible in Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.6.4). However， Kiryu 
(5.2.6) has found three examples ofthis modification in Newar. The ‘Noun' 
is modified by an adjective in two examples， e.g. (34)， and by a pronoun in 
the genitive case in the third example. (34)， cited from Kiryu， has been 
modified and simplified for the pu叩oseof exposition. 
(34) Ui na: dザa: taka ju-i du]=gu 
1 SG.ABS too member upto become-INF get.to=NMLZ 
ta:dha:=gu bhagya kha:. 
big=NMLZ luck COP.NFND 
LT:‘1 am big luck [such that 1] got to become a member [of this 
group].' 
FT:‘Very luckily 1 got to become a member [of this group].' 
Miyachi (7.5.3-[2] gives one example of this modification in Old and Early 
Middle Japanese. 
5.3 Subject 01 ‘Clα~use ' 
5.3.1 Absence 01 the subject 
In languages such as Japanese， words in sentences are often elliptical， 
provided that their referents are recoverable. Furthermore， in the case of the 
MMC， there are instances in which the subject of the ‘Clause' has to be 
absent or is generally absent. For example， in Modem Japanese (5.4.3・[4])，
the MMC may contain the noun mono 'thing' and express strong emotion， 
wish， hope or the like， e.g. (28). The emotion or the like is always th瓜 ofthe
speaker. The subject (referring to the speaker) has to be absent. Th剖 is，(28) 
cannot contain the subject. 
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5.3.2 Case of the subject 
Generally， the subject of the ‘Clause' has the same case as th剖 of
independent sentences. Consider the Japanese examples: (4) (MMC) and (7) 
(an independent sentence)， where the subject is consistently marked by the 
nominative case. There are， however， a small number of exceptions. All of 
them訂 eshown below. For sentential examples， see the relevant chapters. 
[1] Newar 
In Newar (Kiryu， 5ユ4)，the transitive subject ('A') is generally in the 
ergative case and the intransitive subject (唱す inthe absolutive case. 
Howeverヲ inone of the two types of the MMC， in which the ιN oun' slot is 
occupied by a noun， both the A and the S generally occur in the genitive 
case when the subject is expressed by a plural noun and the sentence 
describes a generic situation. (ln the other type of the Newar MMC， i加n 
which the 
the ergative case and the absolu坑剖tivecase， as in independent sentenecs.) 
[2] Hindi 
In Hindi (Imamura， Section 3， 5.1.3-(c))， the A occurs in the ergative case in 
the perfective and in the direct (i.e. absolutive) case in the imperfective. The 
S is in the direct case consistently. In the MMC， in which the predicate is in 
an infinitive form (i.e. a non-finite form)， the A is in the direct case， like the 
S. 
[3] Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese 
In this dialect (Sasaki， 5.3.3)， three cases are observed for the subject in 
independent sentences: the nominative， the locative and the experiencer 
cases. In the variety of the MMC that meansιIt looks/appears/seems'， the 
erstwhile nominative subject occurs in the experiencer case (in the nonpast 
tense only) or in the nominative case (in the past tense， the nonpast tense， 
血eprogressive aspect， etcふTheerstwhile locative subject occurs in the 
experiencer case (again in the nonpast tense only) or in the locative case (at 
least in the past and the nonpast). 
5.3.3 Person ofthe subject 
There are certain tendencies regarding the person of the su防ectof the 
‘Clause'. For example， when the MMC expresses strong emotion， wish or 
hope， the subject appears to be always the first person， e.g. (28) (Modern 
Japanese) (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[4]， 5.6.3.1-(a)). When the MMC describes 
advice， instruction or the like， the subject is often the second person， e.g. 
Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[9]， 5.6.3.ト(b).When the MMC has the 
evidential meaning of reported evidence， the subject appearsωbe always 
the third person， e.g. (27) (Modern Japanese) (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[10]). 
When the MMC has an evidential meaning of inference or co吋ecture，
the subject is generally the third person， e.g. (4) (Modern Japanese) 
(Tsunoda， 5.4.2-[4])， (47) (Tagalog) (Katagiri， 5.2.2)， (52) (Old and Early 
Middle Japanese) (Miyachiラ 7.1-[3])，and (54) (Modern Japanese). It has to 
be the third person (and cannot be the first person or the second person) in 
the MMC in Sidaama (Kawachi， 5.1). In contrast， in the MMC of the 
Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki， 5.3.5)， the subject is often the first 
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person， although it may also be the second person or the third person. 
5.4 Syntactic structure 01 MMC 
We shall consider the following two questions， which are closely related. 
(a) Does the MMC contain an AC? 
(b) Is the MMC bi-clausal or mono-clausal? 
In most (though not al) instances of the MMC， the predicate of the 
‘Clause' of the MMC behaves like that of ACs. For example， in Korean 
(Kim， 5.1)， the predicate of the ‘Clause' has to be in an adnominal form， 
like that of ACs. In Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.3ユ2)，na-adjectives (or 
so-called adjectival nouns) have a distinct adnominal form. When used as 
the predicate of theιClause'， they cannot occur in the nonpast form and they 
have to be in the adnominalおrm，e.g. (29)， like that of ACs. In Newar 
(Kiryu， 5.2.2-[2])ヲ thepredic国eof the ‘Clause' has to be followed by a 
nominalizer enclitic， like that of ACs. In such instances of the MMC， it may 
look as if the MMC contains an AC. This concerns the morphology of the 
predicate of the ‘Clause'. Virtually al the previous studies of what 1 have 
labeled the ~仏t1C in Modern Japanese regard it as involving an AC 
(Tsunoda， 6.4). 
However， syntactically is it justified to say that the MMC contains an 
AC? It has not been possible to investigate this issue in al the individual 
chapters in the present volume. At least， a tentative summary is offered. 
Previous studies have produced at least five analyses. 
[1] Nominalization analysis 
As noted in Section 2， to the best of my knowledge， it is Matisoff (1972) 
who first stated that what 1 later labeled the MMC is uncommon. He 
examined one type ofthe MMC found in Lahu， Jinghpaw， Burmeseヲ Tibetan
(al Tibeto-Burman languages)， Chinese， and Japanese， and st瓜esthat this 
construction is ‘a phenomenon that is quite alien from the point of view of 
standard average European languages but su中risingly widespread 
elsewhere' (p. 246). 
In al the instances Matisoff examines， the ‘Noun' slot of what 1 cal the 
MMC is occupied by what he terms ‘nominalizer' (and these nominalizers 
are said to be particles). In his view， this construction involves 
nominalization， and consists of a clause and a nominalizer. Specifically，ιIt 
is standing on its own， and is not a constituent of any sentence higher than 
the one to which it belongs itself、(p.247). He (p. 247) suggests that literaly 
these sentences mean， for example，‘It is the case that he will corne' or‘It is 
a he-will田 comecase'. 
The Japanese examples that Matisoff (pp. 254-255) gives involve =no. 
(In my view， itis an enclitic. It may be considered a nominalizer， a 
complementizer， a non-content noun or the genitive case marker.) As noted 
in Tsunoda (5.4.4)， sentences with =no have various meanings/functions， 
such as explanation， reason， cause， summary， conclusion， and realization. 
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An example from Modern Japanese， cited from Tsunoda (5.4.4)， is (35・b).
(35) a. Gakusee=ga issyokenmee benkyoo-si-te 
student=NOM very.hard study-do・GER
'The studentsぽestudying very hard. ' 
b. [Si舵n=g，α ar-u]=no=da. 
examination=NOM be-NPST=no=COP.NPST 
ιThis is because there will be an examination. ' 
l-ru. 
be-NPST 
According to Matisoffs view， the structure of (35・b)can be shown as 
follows. (See M剖isoff(1972: 247).) 
(36) Siken=ga ar-u =no =da. 
clause NMLZ COP 
NP COP 
Th剖 is，in Matisoffちsview， (3与b)in effect consists of an NP and the 
copula. 
Matisoff stated that what 1 later labelled the MMC is uncommon on the 
grounds that the entire sentence is a nominalized clause. In 1.2 above， 1 
stated that the MMC has unusual characteristics on the grounds that 
syntactically it is a combination of two different structures and semantically 
it makes no sense when literaly interpreted. That is， both Matisoff and 1 
realized that there is something unusual with what 1 have termed the MMC， 
but we were focusing on different aspects of the same construction. 
(In passing 1 note the following. In the Burmese examples， Matisoff 
(1972: 250， 256) uses the particle tl} for the nominalizer. Howeverラ Atsuhiko
Kato (p.c.) points out th剖 te(=t，εin his no胞tion)does not function as a 
nominalizer and that instead =ta can be used as a nominalizer. In passing， 
=ta can be used in one type ofthe MMC in Burmese (Atsuhiko Kato， 5.4).) 
For Japanese specifically， previous studies have presented the analyses 
shown below. We shall use the following sentence for an example. 
(37) [Asita Hanako=ga hon=o ka-u] 
tomo汀ow Hanako=NOM hon=ACC buy-NPST 
yotee=da. 
plan=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a plan [such th国 she]buys/will buy a book 
tomorrow.' 
FT:ιHanako plans to buy a book tomorrow.' 
[2] Adnominal clause analysis 
According to studies such as Taro Takahashi (1960)， Okutsu (1974)， and 
五ramura(1992)， what 1 have termed the MMC contains a~ adnominal 
clause ('AC'). For example， intheir view， (37) will be analyzed as follows. 
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(38) Adnominal clause analysis: 
Asit，αHαnα!ko=glα hon=o kα-u yotee =da. 
adnominal clause head noun COP 
NP COP 
[3] Complementation analysis 
Nakau (1973) regards what 1 have labeled the MMC as a cons仕uctionth剖
involves complementation. In his view， (37) will be analyzed as follows. 
(39) Complementation analysis: 
AsitαHαnα:ko=g，αhon=o kα-u yotee =dα. 
complement head noun COP 
NP COP 
According to the three analyses shown above， what 1 have termed the 
MMC consists of an NP and the copula. Note that the NP is a heavy NP， 
consisting of a clause and a noun. The MMC will be considered bi-clausal， 
and not mono-clausal， since the NP contains a clause (an AC). 
[4] Compound predicate analysis 
Regarding certain instances of what 1 have labeled the MMC， Taro 
Takahashi (1979: 157) states in effect th剖 thepredicate of theιClause' and 
the following 
compound p戸re叫d副lC叫a瓜te吋).1 propose to include theιCopula' in the predicate. 
According to this modified view， (37) will be analyzed as follows. 
(40) Asita Hqnako=gu hon=o ka-u yotee=da. 
adjunct subject object predicate 
According to this view， (37) is mono-clausal， and not bi-clausal. It does not 
contain any clause. 
E5] Bridge construction analysis 
This analysis is in effect a combination of [3] Complementation analysis 
and [4] Compound predicate analysis. Yasuhiko Kato (1994: 110) examines 
a number of sentence types， including two instances of what 1 cal the MMC， 
and refers to them as the‘bridge construction'. He states that this 
construction has the following characteristics. 
(a) Complement selection: the bridge nominals select a complement 
structure m overt syntax. 
(b) Bridge nominals as predicates: .， the nominal may constitute a 
complex predicate with a司jacentverbal elements. 
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In this view， the ‘Clause' ofthe MMC appe紅 sto be a complement and the 
predicate of theιClause' seems to form a complex predicate jointly with the 
‘Noun' ofthe MMC. Then， (37) will be analyzed as follows. 
(41) Asita Hanako=ga hon=o ka-u yotee=dα. 
predicate 
complement 
According to this analysisラ theMMC is bi-clausal， since it contains a clause 
(i.e. the complement clause). 
We have seen five syntactic analyses ofthe MMC of Modem Japanese. 
Now， which analysis will be suitable for the MMC in the languages 
investigated in血epresent volume? 
As noted above， in most (though not al) instances of the MMC， 
morphologically the predicate of the‘Clause' ofthe MMC behaves like that 
of ACs. In such instances， it may look as if the MMC contains an AC， as 
shown in (38)， and as if the MMC is bi-clausal. However， an investigation 
of the syntactic behaviour of the AC and the entire MMC does not always 
support this view. The languages under investigation can be classified into 
four groups. For the examination of the syntactic behaviour， the criteria 
employed included the following: clefting， relativization， negation， topic 
marker， and case marking of the subject. For some of the languages， only 
one or two creiteria were examined， while for some others， more than five 
were considered. 
Group 1. For some of the languages， syntactic evidence indicates that 
the ‘Clause' does not behave like ACs， and that the entire MMC is 
mono幽 clausal，and not bi -clausal. 
For example， in Korean (Kim， 5.3， Section 6)， the predicate of 'the 
‘Clause' has to be in an adnominal form (and it looks as if the MMC 
contained an AC). However， syntactically， the ‘Clause' behaves differently 
from ACs， and the entire MMC behaves like independent sentences. That is， 
syntactically the MMC does not contain an AC， and it is mono幽 clausal.
As another example， in Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.3.2.1-[2]， 6.3)， a 
certain type ofpredicate (a na-adjective) has to occur in the adnominal form. 
However， syntactically .the conclusion stated for Korean applies to al the 
types of the MMC in Modem Japanese， including the MMC that involves a 
na-adjective. 
A vailable syntactic evidence indicates that roughly the same or a similar 
conclusion applies to the following languages: Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， 
5.6)， the Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki， 5.2.2.3， 5.3.6)， Old and 
Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， 7.5.8)， Koryak (Kurebito， 5.5)， Mongolian 
(Umetani， 5.3)， Newar (Kiryu， Section 8)， Burmese (Atsuhiko Kato， Section 
6)， and Hindi (Imamura， 6.2). 
In these languages， syntactically the MMC is (or probably is) 
mono-clausal. And for their syntactic analysis， only [4] Compound preはicate
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ana1ysis is suitab1e. The other ana1yses are not suitab1e， for they present a 
bi-clausa1 structure. 
For the Hiildi MMC， Imamura (6.2) gives syntactic evidence 
(conceming negation) th瓜 ithas a compound predicate. This in tum shows 
that the Hindi MMC is mono-clausal. Imamura argues that this compound 
predicate was created by reana1ysis. 
Group 2. In Ko1yma Yukaghir (Endo， Section 6)ラ inthe同/0types of the 
MMC， not only reg紅 dingthe predicate morpho1ogy but a1so syntactically， 
the ‘C1ause' is more simi1ar to ACs than to independent sentences. That is， 
the MMC in Ko1yma Yukaghir will be considered bi-clausal. Probab1y [2] 
Adnomina1 clause ana1ysis is suitab1e for it. 
Group 3. For the 1anguages 1isted be1ow， syntactic evidence is not 
decisive， and the ‘C1ause' of the MMC is more simi1ar to neither ACs nor 
independent sentences: Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 6.3)， nDrapa (Shirai， 5.4.3， 
5.4.5)， and Kurux (Kobayashi， Section 6). It is not known whether the MMC 
is mono-clausa1 or bi-clausal. It is not known which ana1ysis is suitab1e for 
them. 
Group 4. No re1evant information is avai1ab1e for the following 
1anguages: Taga10g (Katagiri)， Sakha (Ebata)， Thai (Kiyoko Takahashi)， and 
Sidaama (Kawachi). It may be th瓜 thisissue is not app1icable (or not 
significant) to the MMC in these 1anguages. 
We have examined whether the MMC in a given language contains an 
AC or not. In this connection， 1 shou1d mention th剖 Koryak(Kurebito， 5.5) 
provides fascinating data. Koryak has a nomina1izing suffix that Kurebito 
presents with '-JQ'. The verbs to which -JQ is added ('JQ回 words')can be 
used in: 
(a) complement clauses (use as the S or the 0， but not the A)， 
(b) ACs， and; 
(c) the MMC (to be precise quasi 
Furthermore， from (司 to(c)， the JQ-words exhibit a decreasing degree of 
noun-ness， and converse1y an increasing degree of verb-ness. (lt is not 
known whether the suffix -JQ derived from a noun. Nor is it known whether 
the direction of change is from (a) to (c) or the opposite.) 
5.5下{oun'and the meanings/functions 01 MMC 
5.5.1 lntroductory notes 
We saw in 4.1 that the '~、~oun' slot may be occupied by (a) an independent 
word: a noun (in the prototype of the MMC)， (b) a clitic， (c) an affix， or (d) 
exceptionally zero (in Old and Ear1y Midd1e Japanese) (Miyachi， 7，4). 
More than 100 nouns (independent words)紅 eattested in the 市~oun' slot 
of the MMC in Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.1)， and more than 70 
(independent words) in that in Korean (Kim， 5.5). In contrast， their number 
is much smaller in other languages. See Tab1e 1. As can be seen， the number 
of the forms that are attested in the ‘Noun' slot ranges from more than 100 
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in Japanese to one in Hindi (Imamura， 5.1) and Koryak (Kurebito， 5.4). 
5.5.2 Meω1Ings and functions of MMC 
First consider the Japanese examples (2) to (4). (2) means‘X plans to do'， 
i.e. it has a modal meaning. (3) means‘X is doing'， i.e. it has an aspectual 
meaning. (5) means It appears/seems .'， i.e. it has an evidential meaning. 
A wide r組 geof meanings/抗mctions訂 ereported in the present volume. 









We shalllook at the meanings/白nctionsin each of the seven groups. Modal， 
evidential and aspectual meanings/白nctionsare frequently observed， but 
discourse田 relatedmeanings/functions are much less frequent. Temporal and 
stylistic meanings/白nctionsare the least frequent. It is intriguing that 
aspectual meanings/白nctionsare fairly common， while on the other hand 
temporal ones are uncommon， although， broadly speaking， both tense and 
aspect are concemed with the relationship between a situation and time. 
[1] Modal 
A wide range of modal meanings/白nctionsare attested. Very roughly they 
can be classified as follows. For specific details， see the chapter on the 
language concemed - except that there is no chapter on Central Tibeten. 
The' information on it was provided by lzumi Hoshi (pι). 
(a)‘Intend to do' ，‘plan to do'，‘have decided to do'，‘want to': 
Ainu (Bugaeva)， Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 7.2)， Korean (Kim， 5.5.2-[1]， 5.6)， 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2・[1]，7.12)， nDrapa (Shirai， 5ユ5)，Sakha 
(Ebata， 5.5)， Tagalog (Katagiri， 5.4)， e.g. (2)， (28)， (33) (al Modem 
Japanese). 
(b)‘Be expected to do'， 'be scheduled to'， 'be supposed to'，‘be 
forecasted to do': 
Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， Table 2)， Korean (Kim， 5.5.2-[2])， Kurux 
(Kobayashi， 5.5)， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2・[2]，7.12)， nDrapa 
(Shirai，5ユ5).
(c)‘Be destined to do'，‘be bound to': 
Amdo Tibetan (7.2)， Korean (Kim， 5.5.2-[4])， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 
5.4.2・[8])，Newar (Kiryu， 5ユ1，Section 7)， Old and Early Middle Japanese 
(Miyachi， Table 3)， Tagalog (Katagiri， 5.4). 
(d) Obligation， duty， role， instruction， advice: 
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Ainu (Bugaeva)， Burmese (Atsuhiko Kato， Table 10)， Irabu Ryukyuan 
(Shimoji， Table 2)， Korean (Kim， 5.5.2-[8]， 5.6)， Koryak (Kurebito， 5.4・(g))，
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2・[8]，7.12)， Old and Early Middle Japanese 
(Miyachi， Table 3)， Sakha (Eb瓜a，5.5).
(e) The right to do something: 
Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki， Table 5). 
(f) 'Need to do'，‘should' (deontic): 
Ainu (Bugaea)， Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.2・[F・3]).
(g) Ability， talent: 
Old and Early Middle Japanese (MiyachiヲTable3)， Sakha (Eb剖a，5.5).
(h) Strong emotion 
(h・1)Blame， displeasure， su中nse:
Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， 7.ト[1]-(b))，Korean (Kim， Table 
4). 
(h・2)Wish， hope: 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[4]). 
(h-3) Strong assertion: 
Ainu (Bugaeva)， Kolyma Yukaghir (Endo， 5.2.2)， Newar (Kiryu， 5.3.7.1)， 
Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， 7.1・[1]-(b))，Sive (Kubo and 
Kogura). 
(i)‘X feels也前'.
Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.3・[E-l])ヲ Korean(Kim， 5.5.2・[3])ラ Modem
Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2・[3]).
。)‘Xconsiders oneself . . .' (evalu剖ion):
Central Tibetan (lzumi Hoshi， p.c.)， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 7.12)， e.g. 
(11). 
(k) Guess， conjecture， uncertain conclusion， subjective assumption 
(epistemic modal f1avour): 
Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， Table 2)， Korean (Kim， Tables 3， 4)， Old and 
Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 4)， Thai (Kiyoko Takahashi， 5.7). 
(1)‘Luckily X does': 
Newar (Kiryu， 5.2.1)， e.g. (33). 
(m) Undesirable situation 
(m圃 1)‘Idid not want X to happen': 
Korean (Kim， Table 3). 
(m-2) 'X does not want to do， but has to do': 
Korean (Kim， 5.5.3・[4]).
(m-3)‘The situation is unpleasant， but it is out of control' : 
Korean (5.5.4-[3]). 
(m-4)‘Something undesirable may happen': 
Korean (Kim， 5.5.2・[4]，5.5.4・[3])，Sakha (Ebata， 5.4.3). 
(n) Tag question: 
Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， Table 2). 
(0)‘N ot ordinary' : 
Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki， Table 5). 
(P) Purpose: 
Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 3). 
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Note th剖 themodal meanings listed above include deontic modality， e.g. (d) 
and (e)， and epistemic modality， e.g. (k). 
[2] Evidential 
Again， a wide range of evidential meanings/白nctionsare attested. Very 
roughly they can be classified as follows. 
(吋 Visualor direct evidence: 
Ainu (Bugaeva)， (Shim吋i，Table 2)， Kurux (Kobayashi， 5.4.1)， Mandarin 
Chinese (Ono)， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2-[4])， nDrapa (Shirai， 
5.2.5)， Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Tables 3， 4)， Tagalog 
(Katagiri， 5.4)， e.g. (29) (Modem Japanese). 
(b) Counterfactual (ιIt appears/looks， but actually not'): 
Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.2-[F-l])ヲ Burmese(Atsuhiko Kato， 5.3)， Kurux 
(Kobayashi，5.4.1). 
(c) Reported evidence: 
Ainu (Bugaeva)， Amdo Tibetan (5.3-[E-2])， Central Tibetan (Izurni Hoshi， 
P心)， Modem Japanese (Tsunodaラ 5.4.3-[10]，7.8-[2]， 7.10-[2])， e.g. (27) 
(Modem Japanese). 
(d) Inference or co吋ec加re(based on some evidence): 
Ainu (Bugaeva)， Amdo Tibetan (5.3-[E-2])， Irabu Ryu防uan(Shim吋1，
Table 2)， Korean (Kim， Table 3)， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 7.8・[3]，
7.9-[3]， 7.10-[2]， -[3])， Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki， Table 5)， 
Sakha (Ebata， 5.5)， Sidaama (Kawachi， 5.2.1)， Sive (Kubo and Kogura)， 
Tagalog (Katagiri， 5.4)， e.g. (4) (Modem Japanese). 
(e) Probably ‘inference' : 
Burmese (Kato， 5.2). 
({) Non-visual evidence: 
Ainu (Bugaeva). 
({) 'X gives the impression that ..': 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2・[5])，Old and Early Middle Japanese 
(Miyachi， Table 3). 
(g)官esuspected to have done': 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2-[12])， Korean (Kim， 5.5.2-[12]). 
[3] Aspectual 
Very roughly aspectual meanings/伽 lctionscan be classified as follows. 
(a)‘Have finished doing'， 'havejust done': 
Burmese (K剖0，5.5)， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[8]). 
(b)‘Have started doing， but have not finished' : 
Burmese (Kato， 5.5). 
(c) Experiential: 
Sakha (5.4.6). 
(d) Progressive，‘in the middle of doing' : 
Ainu (Bugaeva)， Burmese (Kato， 5.5)， Korean (Kim， Tables 3， 4)， Modem 
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Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2-[10]， 5.4.3-[8])， e.g. (3) (Modern Japanese). 
(e)ιBe becorning rnore and rnore ..': 
Korean (Kirn， 5.5.2・[6])ラ ModernJapanese (Tsunodaラ 5.4.3-[7]，7.12). 
(ηιBe about to': 
Burrnese (Kato， 5.2， 5.4)ヲ ModemJapanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3・[8])，Old and 
Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 3)， Sidaarna (Kawachi， 5.3). 
(g)官eready to do (the preparation has been done)': 
nDrapa (Shirai， 5.2.5). 
(h)‘Be kept in a certain st剖孔‘bein such and such a state/situation': 
Korean (Kirn， 5.5.2-[4])， Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 
3). 
(i) Habit (i.e. habitual)， tendency ('tend to')， practice， custorn， nature， 
persona1ity， propensity， attitude: 
Arndo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.2・[F・2]，ー[F-3])，Burmese (K国0，5.5)， Korean 
(Kirn， Table 3)， Mandarin Chinese (Ono)， Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 
5.4.2・[6]，ー[7]，7.7)， Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki， Table 5)， Old 
and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 3)， Sakha (Ebata， 5.4.7)ラ
Tagalog (Katagiri， 5.4)， e.g. (9) (Modern Japanese). 
。)‘Haveaprope均rIphysiquel struc印reto do': 
Korean (Kirn， 5.5.2・[9])，Kurux (Kobayashi， 5.5)， Modern Japanese 
(Tsunoda， 5.4.2-[10]). 
(k)‘Have such and such a relationship': 
Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 3). 
[4] Ternporal 
(a) Past: 
Kolyma Yukaghir (Endo， 5ユ2，5.3).
(b) Fu加re:
Arndo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.2・[F・4])，Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， Table 2). 
(c)ιIt is tirne for X to do': 
Korean (Kirn， 5.5ユ[11])，Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.2-[11])， 
Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese (Sasaki 5.2.2.2)， Old and Early Middle 
Japanese (Miyachi， 7.1-[5])， e.g. (41) (Modern Japanese). 
(d)‘This is the season of the year to do ..': 
Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 3). 
(e) Universal truth， cornrnon knowledge: Korean (Kirnラ Table3). 
(42) [Wat，αsi=wa moo gakkoo=e ik-u] 
ISG=TOP already school=ALL go-NPST 
zik，αn=dα. 
tirne=COP 
LT:ι守I創nalready a tirne [such t由h瓜 I円]go to school. ' 




Korean (Kim， Table 4)， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[4]， -[5]， -[8])， e.g. 
(43) (Modem Japanese). 
(b) Humble: 
Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.3-[E-2]). 
(43) [Wareware=wa kokoro=karα owαbi-su-ru] 
lPL=TOP heart=ABL apology四 do-NPST
sidai=des-u. 
circumstance=COP.POL-NPST 
LT:‘We are the circumstance [such that we] apologize from the 
bottom of [ our] heart.' 
FT: 'We apologize sincerely.' 
In Modem Japanese， the noun sidai can be used outside the MMC， with the 
meanmg ιcircumstance， procedure， program， process'ヲetc.When used in the 
恥仏1C，it has a stylistic effect: it makes the sentence sound formal， as in 
(43). 
[6] Discourse-related 
It is very difficult to generalize about the proposed analyses. They are 
tentatively grouped as follows. 
(a) Explanation， reason， cause， grounds for judgement: 
Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.3圃 [E-3])，Burmese (K剖0，5.4)， Irabu Ryukyuan 
(Shimoji， Table 2)， Korean (Kim， Table 4)ラ Kurux(Kobayashi， 5.5)ラ
Mandarin Chinese (Ono)， Newar (Kiηu， 5.3.7.2-[1])， Modem Japanese 
(Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[3]， 5.4.4)， Old and Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， Table 
3)， e.g. (35-b) (Modem Japanese). 
(b) Summary， conclusion: 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.4)， Mongolian (Umetani， Table 5). 
(c) Realization， e.g. '1 see!'， 'No wonder (or It is natural th剖). 
Korean (Kim， Table 4)， Modem Japanese (5.4.3-[2]， -[3])， e.g. (44) (Modem 
Japanese). 
(d) Presupposed fact or presupposition: 
Sive (Norikazu Kogura， p.c.)， Newar (Kiryu， 5.3.7.2-[2]， Section 7). 
(44) (‘1 did not know th剖 Hanakowill have an examination 
tomoηow.') 
[Doori=de Hanako=wα issyokenmee benkyoo-si-te 
no.wonder Hanako=TOP very.hard study-do-GER 
i-ru] hazu=da. 
be-NPST r問ea叫li包za瓜tiぬon=COP
‘No wonder (いor巳， It is natural t出h剖)Hanako is studying ve巧ηrhard.' 
Etymologically the noun hazu means‘arrowhead' (see 6.5・[2]).It may be 
used outside the MMC， with the meaning ‘expectationラ or‘schedule，
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realization'. When it is used in the MMC， the sentence may expresss 




















































(a) Degree (e.g.‘hardly， scarcely')， extent， limit: 
Burmese (Kato， 5.3， 5.4) 
(b)‘People訂 eaffected' (passive-like): 
Thai (Kiyoko Takahashi， Section 8). 
Now， consider (2). The ‘Noun' means‘plan'， and therefore the meaning 
ofthe MMC 'Hanako plans to go to Nagoya' may be said to be predictable. 
In (42)， the ‘Noun' means 'time'， and again the meaning of the MMC 'It is 
already time for me to go to school' may be said to be predictable. The same 
applies to (4)， where the '1、~oun' means‘appearance' and the MMC means 
'It appears to be raining outside'. A1;ld also to (9)， where血e‘Noun'me組 S
'nature' and the MMC means‘Hanako has a cheer白1nature'. That is， there 
are many instances in which the meaning of the MMC is predictable - to 
varying degrees， though一一 onthe basis of the meaning of the‘Noun'. 
However， there also are many instances in which the meaning of the 
MMC is unpredictable (or at least extremely difficult to predict). For 
example， in (11)， the ‘Noun' means‘intention' and the MMC means 
ιHanako considers herself a genious'. One would expect this MMC to mean 
ιHanako intends/wants to be a genius'. The meaning of this MMC is 
unpredictable (or at least extremely difficult to predict). The same applies to 
(43)， in which the ‘Noun' means‘circumstance' and the MMC has a 
sty listic effect: formal. 
The above shows that，出 termsof meaning， some of the nouns in the 
‘Noun' slot of the MMC have undergone grammaticalization. We have 
mainly looked at Modem Japanese examples， but the s出neapplies to many 
nouns in the ‘Noun' slot of many (or al the?) languages concemed. We 
shall examine the grammaticalization of nouns in the ‘Noun' slot in Section 
6. 
5.53 Semantic types ofthe‘Noun' 
Two types of nouns are recurrent in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC: those 
which may be called generic nouns (5.5.3.1) and evidential nouns (5.5.3.2). 
Also， itis convenient to mention the frequent use of loan words in the 
‘Noun' slot (5.5.3.3) and the use of nominalizers for discourse-related 
functions (5.5.3.4). 
5.5.3.1 Generic nouns. Nouns that have a generic， rather than a specific 
me田lIng，are often found in the ιNoun' slot. They include nouns for 'thing'， 
‘fact' ，‘place' ，加d‘time'.See Table 2. (Tables 2 and 3 contain enclitics， 
preceded by an equal symbol. Sometimes there町 enouns that are best 
regarded as clitics rather than as words.) 
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Irabu Ryukyuan ku ‘fact' (a) deontic:‘should'， 
be supposed to' 
(b) anticipated future 
causal:‘because' 
(a) tag question 
(b) epistemic or evidential: 






Old and Early mono ‘thing， person' (a)‘be bound to' 
Middle Japanese (b) obligation， suggestion 
(c) tendency 
koto ‘thing' (a) tendency 
(b) s甘ongemotion 
reu 'matter， material， (a) pu中ose
means， tool' (b) grounds for judgement 
tokoro ‘place' ‘be about to' 
koro ‘time' ‘lt is time to do' 
mz ‘body' ‘be in such ad such a state' 
kokoro ‘heart， mind' ‘X feels that ..' 
Modern Japanese n官ono ‘thing' (a) obligation， advice 
(b) explanation 
(c) past habitual， e.g. (45) 
(d) su叩rise，wish， hope 
(e) stylistic: formal 
(a) progressive， e.g. (3) 
(b) formal 
advice， instruction， obligation， 
e.g. (46) 





















































ιtime' temporal:ιlt is time to do' 
Ainu pe/p ‘thing' assertive， pragmatic imperative 
ruwe ‘the trace of infi巴rence
hawe ιthe voice of reported evidence 
szrz ‘the sight of visual evidence 
humi ‘the sound of non-visual evidence 
kusu ‘the reason/intention ‘intend to' 
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of 
usi(ke) ‘the place of progresslve 
hi ‘fact' assertJve 
katu ‘the appearance/ assertJve 
reasonlcause of 
Korean hyengthの ‘forrn' 
kil ‘path， road' 
the ‘ground， place' 
kes ‘thing' 
pa ‘thing， ways' 
chan， cha ‘time， moment' 
















































































































(b) self-awareness， realization， 
(c) advice 
(d) blame， displeasrure， 
su中nse，





xereg ‘occurrence， event，‘1 mean that ..' 
fact' 
Amdo Tibetan bkopα ‘way， manner' 




Sidaama 玄αrα ‘manner， way' co吋ecture:‘Itseems that' 





It should be added that， i加nthe q伊ua悩叩S討i
occupied by the nominali包ze町rt.的hf訂io凹rkααn.The nominalizer kaαn can be used 
as a noun that means 'activity， afair' or‘matter'， and thi can be used as a 
noun th剖 means‘place'or‘entity (thing， instrument， person， etc.)'. Note 
that these nouns， too， have a generic meaning. 
Examples of nouns with a generic meaning include (3) (Modem 
Japanese: tokoro 'place') and the following (Modem Japanese): (45) (past 
habitual) and (46) (advice， instruction， oblig剖ion).
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(45) [Hanako=wa yoku 
Hanako=TOP often 
Nαgoyα=e it-tα1 




(46) [Gakusee=wa issyokenmee benかoo-su-ru]
student=TOP very.h訂 d study-do-NPST 
koto=da. 
fact=COP 
ι唱St旬ud批en凶1sshould study v刊er可yhard.' 
In their discussion of the sources of complementizers， Heine and Kuteva 
(2007: 230-231) st剖eth剖‘Onemajor source for complementizers consists 
of generic nouns' such as‘thing'，‘matter'， 'place'，‘t世間三‘kind'，and ‘way'. 
(They concem superordinate categories， rather than subordinate-level 
categories (Heine， Claudi and H面memeyer1991: 33).) Note出atthey-
except for‘kind' - are included in the nouns listed in Table 2， i.e. the 
generic nouns that recurrently occupy the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. 
5.5.3.2 Evidential nouns. In the instances of the MMC that have an 
evidential meaningラ the‘Noun' slot is often (though not always) occupied 
by a noun which refers to (i) appearance， situation， shape or the like or (i) 
the surface of a person， e.g. 'face'. They will be referred to as evidential 
nouns (adopted from Anna Bugaeva， p.c.). See Table 3. 
Table 3. Evidential nouns 
language form meaning ofnoun meaning ofMMC 
outside MMC 
Tagalog mukha ‘face' inference， visual evidence， 
e.g. (47) 
Kapampangan lupα ‘face' inference (not necessarily 
based on visual evidence) 
lasa ‘taste' inference (not necessarily 
based on taste) 
bαbau ‘smel!' inference (not necessarily 
bas巴don smel!) 








‘It appears/seems that' ， e.g. (4) 
‘It appears/seems that' 
‘It appears/seems that' 












































‘state， situation' inference 
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‘the voice of 
‘the sightl 
appearance of 













Mandarin Chinese yangzi 
Amdo Tibetan tshakka 
=khα 
















‘It appears/seems that'， e.g. 
(52) 
‘It appears/seems that' 
‘It appears/seems that' 





‘It appears that' 
‘It appears/seems that' 
unpleasant situation 
unpleasant situation or result 
inference， direct observation 
inference， direct observation 
inference， direct observation 
inference， direct observation 
inference， direct observation 
ιX seems/looks ..' 
(observation) 




(b) stylistic: humble 
(a) sensory evidence， reported 
evidence， inference 





































Burmese pOUN ‘shape' ‘It seems that' 
haN ιappearance' ‘It seems that' 
lo ‘like， as' '1t seems that' 
lolo ‘rather like， asif'‘1t looks as if' 
( counterfactual) 
An examplefrom Tagalog， cited from Katagiri (Section 1)， is the 
following. The literal translation has been changed and the squ訂 ebrackets 
have been added， incomfoロnitywith other examples in this chapter. 
(47) Mukha-ng [sa-sabog=na ang bulkan]. 
face-LK AF:CONT -erupt=already TOP volcano 
LT:‘The volcano [is] the face [such that it] will erupt a1ready.' 
FT:‘It seems the volcano will erupt soon. ' 
This example has the struc旬reshown in (24). Recall that Tagalog does not 
have a copula. 
As noted above， in the instances of the MMC that have an evidential 
meaning， the ‘Noun' slot is often occupied by a noun which refers to (i) 
appearance， situation， shape or the 1ike or (i) the surface of a person. 
However， there is one exception. In Sidaama (Kawachi， 5ユ1)，the noun 
gara‘manner， way' can occupy the 'Noun' s10t， and this MMC has an 
evidential meaning: the speaker's conjecture on the truth白lnessof the 
proposition expressed by the ‘Clause' based on hislher own observation of 
the subject's action or state or on the information on it that s/he has obtained 
from someone else. 
Also， conversely， when a noun which refers to appearance， situation， 
shape or the like occupies the ‘Noun' slot， this MMC generally has an 
evidential meaning. Korean， Amdo Tibetan and Centra1 Tibetan provide 
exceptions. See Table 3. In Korean (Kim， 5.5.2-[4])， the MMC with a noun 
from the group (a) has an evidential meaning ('It appears/seems that')， as 
expected. However， when a noun from the groups (b) and (c) is used， this 
乱仏1Cdescribes an unpleasant situation or result. It is a modal meaningラ and
not an evidential meaning. In Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.3・[E-l]，-[E・2])，the 
MMC that has the enclitic noun =khaιsurface' in the ‘Noun' slot may have 
an evidential meaning (a) inference)， but it may also have a stylistice effect: 
(b) stylistic: humb1e. Similarl)らtheMMC that involves the enclitic noun 
=kh仰 0‘mood，appearance' may have an evidential meaning ((a) sensory 
evidence， reported evidence， inference)， but it may also have a stylistic 
effect: (b) stylistic: humble. In Central Tibetan (Izumi Hoshi， p.c.)ラ the
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MMC with the noun -kuuιappe訂 ance'expresses eva1uationヲ andit does not 
have an evidentia1 meanings. 
5.5.3.3 Loan words. The use of 10an words in theιNoun' s10t is noticeab1e 
at 1east in Taga10g and Japanese - both 01d and Early Middle Japanese and 
Modem Japanese. 
In Tagalog (Katagiri， Section 1)， six nouns are attested in the ']'、~oun'
s10t. Among them， two are native Taga10g wordsラ one(mukJ切らface';see 
(47)) is a 10an from Sanskrit， and three are 10ans from Spanish. Th剖 is，
more than ha1f of the six words are 10ans. Katagiri exp1icitly states as 
follows. 
The use of the word mukha is not 1imited to educated peop1e. The 
Phi1ippines has been trading with India since as far back as the 7th 
century， and this trade has in:fluence in 1anguage. According to 
Panganiban (1972)， ofthe 30000 root words in Tagalog， close to 300 are 
loans from Sanskrit 
In Early Midd1e Japanese (Miyachiヲ Section1) (from 800 to 1200)， 
twentyseven nouns訂 ea恥 stedin the ‘Noun' s10t. Most of them are native 
Japanese words， although three町e10ans from Chinese. In contrast， in 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， Section 1)， where at least 106 nouns are found 
in the ‘N oun' s10t， about seventy訂 enative Japanese words， about forty are 
10ans from Chinese and three are 10ans from Eng1ish. Th剖 is，about 40% are 
10ans. (It shou1d be added， however， Modem Japanese on the wh01e 
abounds with 10ans from Chinese and those from Eng1ish.) Regarding the 
increase of Chinese loans in the ‘Noun' s10t， Miyachi (7.6・[3])notes as 
follows. 
Often， they [Chinese 10ans used in the ιNoun' s10t - TT] can express 
somewhat abstract concepts that native Japanese words cannot express 
precise1y. This in tum faci1itates the expression of various meanings/ 
functions， including moda1， evidentia1， aspectua1， tempora1， and sty1istic. 
It is sure1y convenient to have a construction that has such a wide range 
of meanings/白nctions.
Furthermore， in Korean (Kim， 5.5)， too， many nouns that occupy the 
‘Noun' s10t appear to be 10ans from Chinese. 
5.5.3.4 Use of nominalizers for discourse-related functions. The MMC may 
have discourse-re1ated functions (5.4.2・[6])，such as (i) exp1anation， reason， 
cause， (i) summ紅 y，conc1usion， (ii) realization， and (iv) presupposition. In 
the data avai1ab1e， ifa nomina1izer is used in the ‘Noun' s10t， this MMC 
generally has a discourse幽 re1atedfunction， e.g. the Modem Japanese 
(Tsunoda， 5.4.4) =no， e.g. (35-b)， the Arndo Tibetan (Ebihara， 5.3-[E-3])) 
=na， and the Newar (Kiryu， 5.3) =gu， although this is not a1ways the case; 
see Thai (Kiyoko Takahashi， Section 5). 
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6. Grammaticalization ofthe 'Noun' 
6.1 Introductory notes 
The nouns that occupy the ‘Noun' slot have undergone grammaticalization 
to v訂yingdegrees and in different aspects. We shall look at their 
grammaticalization， paying attention to its phonologicalヲ mo叩hological，
syntactic and semantic aspects. First， recall that we need to distinguish the 
following (5.4.1): (independent) word， clitic， and affix. 
Now， Hopper and Traugott (2003: 7) (first edition 1993) proposeιa 
cline of grammaticality' . 
(48) A cline of gramm剖icality
content item > grammatical word > clitic > inflectional affix 
Similarly， Bybee， Perkins and Pagliuca (1994: 40) put forward 




























































(50) Degree offusion 
syntactic non-bound grams inflection derivation lexical 
> 
greater白slOn
(The term ‘gram' refers to 'grammatical mo中hemes'(Bybee， Perkins and 
Pagliuca (1994: 2).) 
6.2 Word -> clitic->々がx
6.2.1 Morphological and word-class status of 'Noun' 
As we saw in 1.1 and 4.1， in the prototype of the MMCラ the‘Noun' slot is 
occupied by an independent word (or simply ‘word') that is a noun. It may 
also be occupied by a clitic， an affix or - exceptionally in the case of Old 
and Early Middle Japanese - zero. The la批 rthree types of the MMC are 
not prototypical ones. 
Regarding clitics and affixes， we only deal with those that are 
etymologically nouns and those th剖 appearto be etymologically nouns. In 
the data available， al the clitics are enclitics， not proclitics， and al the 
affixes紅 esuffixes， not prefixes. 
[1] (Independent) words 
By definition， the words th剖 occupythe ‘Noun' slot of the prototype ofthe 
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MMC訂 enouns. There are also words attested in由e‘Noun'slot that訂e
e句rmologicallynouns but that町 eno longer nouns. All of these words seem 
to function as sentence-final particles. These instances deviate企omthe 
prototype ofthe MMC. 
For example， Irabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， 5ユ2)has the word munu. 
When used outside the MMC， it is a noun with the meaning ‘thing'. When 
used in the MMC， it is used as a sentence-final particle， not as a noun. This 
MMC has a discourse-related meaning: causal. (This is shown in 
5.5.2・[6]幽 (a)and Table 2 above.) ln both uses， munu is an independent word. 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 7.4)， too， has what may be called sentence-final 
p訂ticlesthat are etymologically nouns. 
[2] Clitics 
It is not easy to ascertain the word-class status of the clitics that occupy the 
‘Noun' slot. 
There is at least one clitic that functions as a noun. nDrapa (Shirai， 
5ユ3)has the noun nkheil/=nkhei， which is tentatively translated as 
'appearance'. It tends to be an independent word (nkheil) if the preced加g
word is disyllabic or longer， and an enclitic if the preceding word is 
monosyllabic. (The number ‘l' indicates the tone of this word. Enclitics do 
not c紅可 theirown tone， and their tone is not indicated.) It is used in the 
k品1Conly and this MMC has an evidential meaning of superficial 
observation:‘It appears/looks ..'. (The noun nkheil/=nkhei is listed in 
Table 2 above.) 
lrabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， 5.3.2) has the enclitic =pαz， although the 
noun from which =paz is derived is not used. (It has a cogn剖enoun m 
Japanese: hazu 'arrowhead'. This noun can be used in the MMC， e.g. (44). 
See 6.5田 [2]below.) =paz can occupy the ‘Noun' slot and functions as a 
sentence-final particle. This MMC has an epistemic meaning: guess. 
Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 7.6) has what may be called modal p訂 ticles
that are etymologically nouns， th瓜 occupythe ιNoun' slot and that are 
enclitics， e.g. =bakariιonly' (etymology: the noun hakari 'instrument for 
measurement') and =dakeιonlyラ (etymology:the noun take‘extent， limit'). 
(These nouns do not occupy the ‘Noun' slot， inModem Japanese at least.) 
[3] Affixes 
Most of the affixes that occupy the ‘Noun' slot are derivational affixes. For 
example， Modem Japanese (Tsunoda， 7.7) has the independent word (a 
noun) kimi‘appe訂 ance，tendency' and the derivational suffix -gimi. (Note 
the voicing of the stop.) Both can occupy the ‘Noun' slot， and each ofthese 
two types of MMC has a habitual meaning or an evidential meaning (visual 
evidence?). However， there is at least one inf1ectional suffix that is 
etymologically a noun. lrabu Ryukyuan (Shimoji， 5.2.1， 5.4.1) has the 
independent word (a noun) kutu‘fact'， and this noun can be used in the 
MMC. Furthermore， this language has the suffix -kutu， which is derived 
from this noun. The suffix -kutu is attached to verb stems， occupying the 
slot that some other inf1ectional suffixes occupy and consequently it is best 
analyzed as an inf1ectional suffix. This suffix， too， occupies the‘Noun' slot 
of the MMC. The MMC with出enoun kutu and the MMC with the suffix 
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-kutu express the same meanings: (i) a deontic modal meaning ‘should; be 
supposed to'， and (i) anticipated白加re‘will'.
6.2.2 Diachronic changes 
On the basis of works such as Heine， Claudi and Hunnemeyer (1991: 15， 
213)， Bybee， Perkins and Pagliuca (1994: 40) and Hopper and Traugott 
(2003: 7， 110， 111) among others， gramm剖icalizationmay be hypothesized 
to proceed as shown below. 
(51) (independent) word ・>Clitic -> affix 
It has not been possible to investigate this issue in al the langauges 
reported in the present volume. Relevant data訂 eshown in Table 4.‘Words' 
refer to independent nouns， rather than sentence-final particles and clitic 
nouns. For specific examples， see the individual chapters. A few examples 
will be given below. In the data available on the MMC， clitics are enclitics， 
rather than proclitics， and affixes are suffixes， rather白anprefixes. There is 
no example which shows the chain of changes of ‘word -> proclitic・>
prefix' . 




























































































(b) strong assertion 
nkheil =nkhei 
(MMC) (MMC) 







(a)‘be about to' 
(b) schedu1e， intention 
(c) firm be1ief about the 
occurrence/non-occurrence 
of a situation 
It has proved to be very difficult to fmd examp1es that show that one and 
the same item has undergone the changes shown in (51). 
For examp1e， the form in each of K01yma Yukaghir (Endo， 5ユ3)，
nDrapa (Shirai， 5.2.3) and Hindi (Imamura， 6.1) has the use as a word and 
a1so as an enclitic， but its use as a suffix is not attested. As another examp1e， 
the word kao and the suffix -gao are attested in Old and Early Middle 
Japanese (‘OEMJ') (Miyachi， 7.3)ヲ butthe enclitic form =kao/=gao is not 
attested in OEMJ (or in Modem Japanese ('MJ'). The same app1ies to the 
word kimi and the su百ix-gimi in MJ (Tsunoda， 7.7). 
We have seen that it has proved to be very difficult to find examples that 
show th瓜 oneand the same item has undergone the changes shown in (51). 
Now it is even more difficult to find examples that show that the changes 
presented in (51) have taken p1ace within the MMC. For example， the 
following set of forms are attested (Miyachi， 7.2-[1]; Tsunoda， 7.9): (i) the 
word yau (a 10an 合omChinese) in OEMJ， (i) the enclitic =yau in 01d and 
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OEMJ， (ii) the enclitic =yoo in MJ， and (iv) the suffix -yoo in MJ. Among 
these four forms， the enclitics =yau and =yoo are attested in the M孔1C，but 
the word yau and the suffix -yoo are not. As another set of examples， among 
the word ke (OEMJ)ラ theenclitic =ge (MJ， dialectal; MMC) and the suffix 
-ge (MJ; MMC)， the enclitic =ge and the suffix -ge are attdted in the MMC 
(Tsunoda， 7.10). Howeverラtheword ke is not attested in the MMC in MJ. In 
OEMJ， atleast there is no unequivocal example of the MMC involving the 
word ke (Asako Miyachi， p.c.). 
The only set of an independent word (a noun)， a clitic and an affix th剖
may possibly have undergone the three phases shown in (51) within the 
MMC are the noun sama， the enclitic =soo and the suffix -soo (Miyachi， 
7.1-[3]; Tsunoda， 7.8). Nihon Kokugo Daiziten 'Large Japanese Dictionary' 
(second edition， second printing; Tokyo: Shogakukan 2009)， Vol. 8: 290 
indicates that the etymology of =soo and -soo is not certainヲ butthat one 
possibility is the noun sama 'appe町ance，si加ation'.According to this 
etymology， the noun sama， the enclitic =soo and the suffix -soo constitute 
the only set of an independent word (a noun)， a clitic and an affix that have 
undergone the three phases shown in (51) within the MMC. Examples 
follow. (i) Noun: (52) (OEMJ， cited from Miyachi， 7.1-[3])， (i) enclitic: 
(53) (MJ， cited from Tsunoda， 7.8)， and (ii) suffix: (54) (MJ， cited仕om
Tsunoda， 7.8). The example (52) is taken企omthe Taketori Story ('Tale of a 
Bamoo Cu抗er')，in which Princess Kaguya came from the moon to the earth 
and now she wishes to re印mto the moon. 
(52) (Princess Kaguya is looking at the moon.) 




LT:‘[Princess Kaguya] is an appearance to think about things 
more than usual.' 
FT:ιPrincess Kaguya seems to be in deeper thought than usual.' 




‘1 heard that Hanako went to Nagoya.' 




‘It seems that Hanako will go to N agoya. ' 
In OEMJ (Miyachi， 7.1・[3])，the noun sama means ‘situation， 
appearance'. The MMC with it has an evidential meaning: ‘It 
seems/appears'， e.g. (52). In MJ (Tsunoda， 7.8)， the MMC with the enclitic 
ニ soohave an evidential meaning， tobe precise， reported evidence， e.g. (53)， 
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and the MMC with the suffix -soo has an evidential meaning， tobe precise， 
inference， e.g. (54). (Morphologically， these forms probably changed as 
follows: Word ・>clitic・>afix. However， semantically the path of changes 
may not have been as follows:‘1 t seemsl appears'・>reported evidence ・>
inference. ) 
Note that the forms listed in Table 4 exhibit phonological changes， such 
as the following. 
(a) Voicing ofa stop， cf. Kolyma Yukaghir. 
(b) Fricativization (followed by voicing) ofa stop， cf.Hindi. 
(c) Vowel change， cf. Japanese. 
(d) Loss of inherent tone， cf. nDrapa. 
1 note in this connection that there is an instance in Japanese in which 
the ιNoun' and the ‘Copula' have merged. See Tsunoda (this volume， 7.11). 
Hopper and Traugott (2003: 154) st剖eth剖 mostof the changes that 
occur in grarnmaticalization‘are characterizable as reductions'. As the 
parameter that concerns the phonetic/phonological aspects of 
grarnmaticalization， Heine and Kuteva (2007: 34) give erosion (“phonetic 
reduction")， i.e. loss in phonetic substance. Now， most of the phonological 
changes observed in Table 4 and also the merger of the ‘Noun' and the 
‘Copula' are instances ofreduction. However， this does not seem to apply to 
(a) Voicing of a stop or (b) Fricativization (followed by voicing) of a stop. 
This suggests that the inventory of phonological changes in 
grarnmaticalization needs to be expaned to include (a) and (b). 
6.3 Affixes: derivational and injlectional 
On the basis of‘Degree of fusion'， shown in (50) (Bybee， Perkins and 
Pagliuca 1994: 40)， the order of changes shown in (55) would be expected. 
In contrast， Heine， Claudi and Hunnemeyer (1991: 213) suggest the 
opposite order， shown in (56). 
(55) Relative order of changes (1) 
in:flectional affix> derivational affix 
(56) Relative order of changes (2) 
derivational affix > inflectional affix 
ln Japanese， both in OEMJ (Miyachi， 7.3) and MJ (Tsunoda， 7.7 to 7.10)， 
there are derivational suffixes that derived from nouns. For examples， see 
Table 4. However， there is no inflectional suffix which is derived from a 
noun. 
Among the languages reported in the present volume， lrabu Ryukyuan 
(Shomoji) is the only language th剖 hasyielded an inflectional suffix th瓜 1S
derived企oma noun: the noun kutu 'fact' and the verbal inflectional suffix 
-kutu. See 6ユ1・[3].
Grarnmaticalization of a noun into a verbal inflectional affix seems 
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extremely uncommon crosslinguistically. A cursory examination of the 
relevant literature， such as Heine， Claudi and HUllnemeyer (1991)， Bybee， 
Perkins and Pagliuca (1994)， Lehmann (1995)， Hopper and Traugott (2003)， 
and Heine and Kuteva (2007) indicates th瓜 nosuch instance seems to have 
been reported previously. (Aikhenvald (2011: 609) lists five languages in 
which evidential markers derive from nouns， but she does not say whether 
or not these markers are verbal inf1ectional affixes.) In contrast， 
grammaticalization of a noun into a derivational suffix is well attested. See 
Table 4 for examples in Japanese. 
The above suggests that (57) and (58) have opposite orderings. 
(57) Crosslinguistic frequency of grammaticalization of a noun: 
derivational > inflectional 
(58) Degree of白sion(as proposed by Bybee， Perkins and Pagliuca; 
cf. (50)): 
inflectional > derivational 
Andth剖， if the relative order of changes is as shown in (56)， and not that 
shown in (55)， then (56) and (57) on the one hand and (58) on the other have 
opposite orderings. 
As noted above， the evidence is not conclusive. At least， when 
investigating grammaticalizatio民 itis important to distinguish (i) relative 
order of changes， (i) degree of fusion， and (ii) crosslinguistic企equency.
6.4 Morphosynt似 ofthe下{oun'
[1] Affixation to the ‘Noun' 
As noted in 5ユ1，there are instances in which a noun in the ‘Noun' slot is 
combined with an afix. In this respect at least， the noun concemed behaves 
like any other noun. 
[2] Modification ofthe '}、Joun'
As seen in 5.2.2， other chapters in the present volume have generally 
yielded no example in which a noun in the ιNoun' slot is modified by some 
other word. This modification is probably impossible in Modem Japanese 
(Tsunoda， 5.6.4). It seems th剖 inthis respect the nouns have lost their status 
as nouns and have been grammaticalzed. N ewar (Kiryu， 5ユ6)and Old and 
Early Middle Japanese (Miyachi， 7.5.3・[2])訂 eexceptions. Kiryu has found 
three such examples of the modification of a noun by some other word， and 
Miyachi gives one example. In this respect， the nouns in the ‘Noun' slot of 
the MMC in Newar and in Old and Early Middle Japanese may be less 
grammaticalized than those in other languages. 
6.5 Semantic aspects of the‘Noun' 
In 5.4.3.1 and 5.4.3.2， we looked at the synchronic aspects of meaning of 
the 寸、Joun'and noted that there are two groups of nouns that recurrently 
occupy the ιNoun' slot: generic nouns (Table 2) and evidential nouns (Table 
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3). We turn now to the diachronic aspects ofthe‘Noun'. It is far beyond the 
scope of the present chapter to discuss every noun reported in the present 
volume， and we shall look at perhaps the most spectacular semantic 
changes. 
[1] Non-ordinary entities: Kolyma Yukaghir and Hindi 
Kolyma Yukaghir (Endo， 5.2.2， 5ユ3)has the enclitic =ben， and the MMC 
with it expresses (i) past situation， or (i) a modal meaning， such as strong 
assetion. The etymology of this enclitic is suggested to be the noun pen 
吐lIng'，or more precisely，ιsupernatural thing'. 
Hindi (Imamura， 5.1.3， 6.1) has the enclitic =vaαlaa. Etymologically， 
this enclitic is said to have derived from the Sanskrit noun paalaka 
'guardian， protector; one who maintains or observes'. The MMC with it 
indicates (i)ιbe about to' (an aspectual meaning)， (i) schedule， intention (a 
modal meaning)， or (ii) the speaker's firm belief about the 
occurrence/non-occurrence of a situation (a modal meaning). 
It is not known how the Kolyma Yukaghir MMC， whose 守、Joun'is 
suggested to have derived from pen 'supern剖uralthing'， came to express (i) 
events in the reasonably distant past or (i) a modal meaning， such as strong 
assertion. Similarly， it is not known how the Hindi MMC， whose ‘Noun' is 
suggested to have derived from the Sanskrit noun paalaka‘guardian， 
protector; one who maintains or observes'， came to indicate (i)‘be about to' 
(an aspectual meaning)， (i) schedule， intention (a modal meaning)， or (ii) 
the speaker' s firm belief about the occurrence/non-occurrence of a situation 
(a modal meaning). It is truly intriguing how these MMCs acquired the 
meanings they have. 
[2] Japanese hazu 
There is a large literature that investigates the history of the Japanese 
language， and there are numerous works that deal with grammaticalization 
in Japanese， although they may not employ the teロn‘grammaticalization'. 
They provide fascinating accounts of the grammaticalization in Japanese. 
One such example is hazu. 
In Modern Japanese (Tsunoda， 5.4.3-[2])ヲ thenoun hazu may be used 
outside the MMC (under very limited syntactic environments)， with the 
meanmg ‘expectation' or‘schedule， • realization'. However， itis generally 
used in the MMC， and this MMC has two uses: (i) 'expect剖ion，schedule'， 
e.g. (59)， and (i) realization， e.g. (44). Both uses訂 emodal. 
(59) [Hanako=wa asiω Nagoyα=e ik-u] 
Hanako=TOP tomoηow N agoya= ALL go・NPST
hα'zu=da. 
expecta剖tion=COP
LT:‘Ha佃na北kois an expectation [su山cht由ha瓜ts油he寸]goes/川Wl出llg伊otωO 
Nagoya.' 
FT:‘Hanako is expected to go to Tokyo tomorrow.ラ
Now， how did this MMC acquire this meaning? According to Nihon Kokugo 
Daiziten 'Large Japanese Dictionary' (Tokyo: Shogakukan 2009)， Vol. 10: 
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1123， hazu refers to an arrowhead. It fits in the bowstring nicely. 
Consequently the word hazu acquired the meaning ‘It is naturally the case 
th剖..'， 'X stands to reason'，‘reason (not in the sense of cause)， logic'， and 
subsequently ‘plan， promise' . 
Regarding the so町 cesfor grammaticalization， Heine， Claudi and 
Hunnemeyer (1991: 35) state as follows:‘Despite the many attempts th瓜
have been made so f:訂， it is not yet possible to define， ina non-circular way， 
the range of items serving as a source for grammatical concepts'. They 
(1991: 33) add as follows.‘If there is a more general observation th剖 canbe 
made at the present stage of research， it is that categories of the subordinate 
level are unlikely to serve as source concepts， ..'. The data presented in the 
volume in the main support their view. Indeed， most of the nouns listed in 
Table 2 (generic nouns) and Table 3 (evidential nouns) concem 
superordinate categories， rather than subordinate-level categories. However， 
there are also many nouns referring to subordinate-level categories that訂 C
used in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC and are grammaticalized. Three such 
examples were given in [1] (Kolyma Yukaghir and Hindi) and [2] 
(J apanese). 
6.6Grαmmαticalizαtion 01αnoun intoαpart ofthe predicα!te 
As seen in 5.3ヲ syntacticallythe MMC in Modem Japanese should be 
analayzed as containing a compound predicate that consists of three parts: 
(i) the predicate of the‘Clause'， (i) the ‘Noun'， and (ii)由ピCopula'.This 
analysis applies to剖 leastseven other (and possibly more) languages. Th剖
is， in the MMC of these languages， the ‘Noun' has become a part of the 
predicate of the clause/sentence. This applies irrespective of whether the 
'Noun' slot is occupied by a noun (an indepednet word)， a clitic or an afix. 
Now， works such as Bybee， Perkins and Pagliuca (1994)， Heine， Claudi 
and Hunnemeyer (1991)， Heine and Kuteva (2007)ラ Hopperand Traugott 
(2003) and Lehmann (1995) indicate that there are numerous works that 
examine the grammaticalization of verbs， but that those which investigate 
由egrammaticalization of nouns are relatively few. Among those few that 
look at nouns， almost al deal with the grammaticalization of nouns into 
adpositions (i.e. prepositions or popstpositions). In addition， the 
grammaticalization of nouns into adverbial clause markers is discussed by 
Heine， Claudi and Hunnemeyer (1991: 45)， and that into complementizers 
by Heine and Kuteva (2007: 230・236).
The present volume is unqiue in that it extensively examines the 
grammaticalization of nouns. It is even more unique in that it examines the 
grammaticalization of a noun into a part of the predicate of a 
clause/ sentence. 
Bybee， Perkins and Pagliuca (1994) list lexical sources ofvarious verbal 
categories: modal， evidential， aspectual， and temporal. However， they do not 
give a noun as a lexical source for any of the categories discussed. (Recall 
th剖 thesemeanings can be expressed by the MMC. See 5.4.2.) 
Furthermoreラ onepaper in the present volume， i.e. that on Irabu 
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Ryukyuan by Shimoji， shows that there is an instance in which a noun has 
been grammaticalized into a verbal inf1ectional suffix. (Aikhenvald (2011: 
609) lists five languages in which evidential markers derive from nouns， but 
she does not say whether or not these markers訂 everbal inf1ectional 
affixes.) 
7. Presence/absence of the九'1MC
ス1Introductory notes. As seen in Sections 2 and 3， the MMC seems 
uncommon crosslinguistically. At this stage of investigation it is impossible 
to predict which language will or will not have the MMC. 
Even languages that間 geneticallyand typologically - and often 
geographically as well - close to each other may differ regarding the 
presence/absence of the MMC. Examples follow. (i) Hindi (Imam町 a)
possesses the MMC， but Marathi (Prashant Pardeshi， p.c.) does not. Both 
ぽ eIndo-Aryan languages with SOV order. (i) Sive (Tomoyuki Kubo and 
Norikazu Kogura) possesses the MMC， but Manchu (Haibo Wang， p心)
does not. Both are Tungusic languages with SOV order. 
The MMC is most frequently attested in agglutinating languages with 
the SOV order and postpositions. However， not every language wi出 these
properties has the MMC. Such languages include Marathi (Prashant 
Pardeshi， p心.)and Nanay (Shinjiro Kazama， p心).Furthermore， the MMC 
is found in剖 leasttwo V-initial (or predicate-initial) languages， namely， 
Tagalog (Katagiri) and Kapampangan (Hiroaki Kitano， p.c.)， and阿 oSVO 
languages， i.e. Th泊 (KiyokoTakahashi) and Mandarin Chinese (Ono). 
The MMC is generally found in language of Asia. However， it is found 
outside Asia as well， i.e. Sidaama of Ethiopia (Kawachi). 
7.2 Externαlαdnominal clauses 
It is only natural ωenquire whether the presence of the MMC can be 
predicted on the basis of the presence of some other property in a given 
language. That is， isthere any correlation between the MMC and some other 
property? 
When the collaborative research project mentioned in Section 2 started， 
it was hypothesized that the presence of extemal adnominal clauses is a 
prequisite to the presence of the MMC. We shall first outline these 
adnominal clauses. 
Teramura (1969， 1992) devides the adnominal clauses ('ACs') of 
Japanese into two types: (i) ACs of uti no kankee 'intemal relationship' and 
(i) ACs of soto no kankeeιextemal relastionship'. 1 have labeled them 
ιintemal ACs' and ‘extemal ACs'， respectively. 
Roughly speaking， with intemal ACs， the head noun corresponds to an 
訂 gumentor an adjunct of the AC. In contrast， with extemal ACs， the head 
noun is， so to speak， added丘omoutside the underlying clause. It does not 
co汀espondto an訂 gumentor an adjunct ofthe AC. 
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As examples of intemal ACs， compare (61) to (63) (involving an AC) 
with (60)， the ‘underlying' sentence to which (61) to (63) correspond. (The 
AC is shown with a broken line.) 
(60) Gakusee=ga sensee=ni syukudai=o 
student=NOM‘ professor=DAT/LOC homework=ACC 
okut・tα.
send-PST 
‘A student sent [his/her] homework to a professor. ' 
(61) sensee=ni syukudai=o okut-ta 
professor=DAT/LOC homework=ACC send-PST 
gakusee 
student 
吐lestudent who sent [his/her] homework to a professor' 
(62) gakusee=ga sensee=ni okut-ta 
student=NOM professor=DAT/LOC send-PST 
syukudai 
homework 
‘the homework that a student sent to [hislher] professor' 





‘the professor to whom a student sent [hislher] homeworkラ
As an additional example of intemal AC， compare (65) (involving an AC) 
with (64)， the ‘underlying' sentence to which (65) corresponds. 
(64) Gakusee=ga pen=de tegami=o kai-ta. 
student=NOM pen=LOC/INS leter=ACC write-PST 
'A student wrote a leter with a pen. ' 
(65) gakusee=ga tegami=o kai-ta pen 
student=NOM leter=ACC write-PST pen 
ιthe pen with which a student wrote a leter' 
In (61)， the head noun (‘s同dent)corresponds to the subject in (60). In (62)， 
the head noun ('homework') corresponds to the direct object in (60). In (63)， 
the head noun ('professor') coηesponds to the indirect object in (60). 
Similarly， in(65)， the head noun (‘pen') corresponds to the adjunct in (64). 
As can be seen， with intemal ACs， the head noun corresponds to an 
紅 gumentor an adjunct of the‘underlying' clause/sentence. 
In contrast， with extemal ACs， the head noun is， so to speak， added from 
outside the underlying clause. It does not correspond to an argument or an 
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adjunct ofthe AC. For example， compare: 
(66) Hanako=ga sakana=o 
Hanako=NOM fish=ACC 
'Hanako grils a fish. ' 




Hanako=NOM fish=ACC grill-NPST smell 
LT:‘the smell with which Hanako grils a fish' 
Intended meaning:吐lesmell emitted when Hanako grils a fish' 
(68) * Hanako=ga sakana=o nioi=de yak-u. 
Hanako=NOM fish=ACC smell=LOC/INS grill-NPST 
Intended meaning:ιHanako grils a fish with a smell.' 
In (67)， the head noun is ‘smell'. It might be thought that (67) was derived 
from (68). However， (68) is not acceptable. Ratherラ (67)may be said to be 
formed by adding the noun nioiιsmell' to (66)， placing it in the position for 
the head noun. That is， the head noun‘smell' is， so to speak， added from 
outside the underlying clause. It does not correspond to an argument or an 
adjunct ofthe AC. Another set of examples involving an extemal AC: 
(69) Doroboo=ga 
burglar=NOM 





burglar=NOM walk-NPST noise 
LT:‘the noise with which a burglar walks' 
Intetended meaning:‘the noise emitted when a burglar walks' 
(71) 牢Doroboo=ga oto=de aruk-u. 
something=NOM noise=LOC/INS walk-NPST 
Intended meaning:‘A burglar walks with a noise.' 
Extemal ACs are similar to the MMC as follows. In extemal ACs， the 
head noun is not coreferential with any argument or any adjunct of the AC. 
In the MMC， the ‘Noun' is not coreferential with the subject ofthe‘Clause'; 
see the property (c) ofthe prototype ofthe MMC listed in Section 1. 
Now， as noted above， at the beginning of this collaborative research 
project， it was hypothesized that the presence of extemal ACs is a prequisite 
to the presence of the MMC. For this reasonラ thechapters on specific 
languages in the present volume each contain a section that describes the 
extemal ACs in that language. 
However， this hypothesis has tumed out to be untenable. First， Sidaama 
(Kawachi， 4ユ1)does not have extemal ACs， and yet it has the MMC. 
Second， in Tagalog (Katagiri， 4.2.1.3)， generally extemal ACs are not 
acceptable (although there are marginally acceptable instances)， and yet this 
language has the MMC. 
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7.3 Languαge-specific factors 
[1] Sidaama 
There may be language-specific factors that lie behind the rise of the MMC 
in a given language. For example， Kawachi (Section 7) points out the 
existence of two constructions in Sidaama that may have led to the birth of 
the MMCs in this language. 
[2] Japanese 
As noted in 1.3-[1]， inJapanese at least， it is likely that the MMC originated 
in noun-predicate sentences whose predicate contains an adnominal clause. 
See Miyachi (Sections 5ラ 6and 7.6). 
There may be language-specific factors that lie behind the abundance of 
由eMMC in a language. For example， Miyachi (7.6-[1]) notes th剖， as 
Yamada (1908: 818-827， 1217-1289) points out， since the time of the oldest 
written records of Japanese (around 700)， sentences that end with a noun 
(often followed by the copula) have been very common. (Stil now in 
Modem Japanese， there訂 emany sentences th瓜 endwith a noun (followed 
by the copula) even when they describe actions， and not states. See Tsunoda 
(4.ト(d).)This may possibly be one factor th剖 hascaused the abundance of 
the MMC in Japanese. 
7.4 Dザusionand areal features 
There訂 etwo groups of languages in which the MMC isfrequently found. 
山 Tibeto-Burmanlanguages 
The MMC is found in a fair number of languages of the Tibeto-Burman 
branch of the Sino-Tibetan family of languages: Amdo Tibetan (Ebihara)， 
Central Tibetan (Izumi Hoshiラ p.c.)，nDrapa (Shirai)， Newaτ(Kiryu)， 
Burmese (Kato)， and Lahu， Jinghpaw (Matisoff 1972). However， there are 
also Tibeto-Burman languages in which the MMC is not found， e.g. Meche 
(K位 uyukiKiryu， p.c.)， and Pwo Karen， Sgaw Karen (Atsuhiko Kato， p心).
Mandarin Chinese (Ono) (a member of the Sinitic branch of the s田ne
family)， too， has the MMC. It is not known whether the MMC isgenetically 
inherited from the protolanguage or has been diffused among these 
languages. 
As noted in 7.1・[1]，the MMC is generaly found in SOV languages， 
except for Thai (Kiyoko Takahashi) and Mandarin Chinese (Ono) (SVO)， 
and Tagalog (Katagiri) and Kapampangan (Hiroaki Kitano， p.c.) (V -initial). 
Now， regarding the absence of the MMC in Pwo Karen and Sgaw Karen， 
Atsuhiko Kato (p心)notes as follows. They have been in intensive contact 
with Burmese， from which they have borrowed a large number of words -
even function words. Despite this， unlike Burmese， they do not have the 
M MC. One factor th国 hashindered the borrowing of the MMC may be 
word order: they have the SVO order， whereas Burmese has the SOV order. 
[2] Languages in East Asia 
The MMC clusters in East Asia. 
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(a) lrabu Rykyuan (Shimoji) and Japanese (Miyachi， Tsunoda， Sas北i)
(both Japonic 1anguages). 
(b) Ainu (Bugaeva) (genetic affi1iation unkown). 
(c) Korean (Kim) (genetic affi1iation unkown). 
(d) Mandarin Chinese (Ono) (a Sino-Tibetan 1anguage). 
(e) Sive (Tomoyuki Kubo and Norikazu Kogura) (a Tungusic 
1anguage， originally仕omManchuria). 
Typo1ogically， these 1anguages have the SOV order， except for Mandarin 
Chinse (SVO). Genetically， they do not be10ng to one sing1e 1anguage 
fami1y. The MMC may be an area1 feature of these 1anguages， having 
diffused across genetic borders. 
There appears to be no specific evidence to show that the MMC 
diffused among the two groups of 1anguages mentioned. ln出 sconnection， 
Kurux (Kobayashi， 5.3.4， 5.4ム Section7)ラ aDravidian 1anguage， provides 
fascinating data. According to Kobayashi， Kurux has the ~品1C， which is 
UlIcommon among Dravidian 1anguages. There紅 etwo enclitics that can 
occupy the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC， and they may be 10ans仕om
lndo-Aryan 1anguages. Hindi (lmamura) has a p訂 ale1construction， and the 
h品1Cin Kurux may possib1y have risen due to structura1 boηowing. lf the 
scenario that Kobayashi suggests is correct， the two enclitics and the MMC 
have diffused and crossed the genetic border. It is re1evant to note that both 
Kurux and Hindi are SOV 1anguages. 
8. Summary and concluding remarks 
The MMC has unique characteristics. In terms of structure， itis a 
combination of two structures: that of a verb-predicate clause， etc. and that 
of a noun-predicate structure. ln terms of meaning， its 1itera1 trans1ation does 
not make sense. 
The MMC abounds in Modem Japanese and Korean. So far it has been 
found in close to twenty 1anguages - main1y in 1anguages of Asia (except 
for Sidaama of Ethiopia)， in particu1訂， in (i) those of East Asia and (i) 
Tibeto-Burman 1anguages. It may be an area1 feature of each of these two 
groups. A1so， it is generally found in SOV 1anguages， except for two SVO 
1anguages (Mandarin Chinese and Thai) and two predicateN -initia1 
1anguages (Taga1og and Kapampangan). 
The predicate of the ‘C1ause' of the MMC often behaves 1ike that of 
ACs， and it may 100k as if the MMC contained an AC. (Indeed， many 
previous studies of Japanese in effect adopt this view). However， 
syntactically in 1angauges such as Japanese and Korean， the MMC behaves 
1ike independent sentences. That is， syntactically the MMC is mono心 1ausa1，
姐 dnot bi-clausal. 
These unique features of the MMC have not been recognized - not 
even in Japanese or Korean. In the other 1anguages， the MMC has attracted 
1it1e or no attention. 
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The MMC has been found to have various meanings/白nctions，such as 
modal， evidential， aspectual， temporal， stylistic and discourse-related. The 
nouns in the ‘Noun' slot are grammaticalized， tovarying degrees， interms 
of semantics， phonology， morphology， and syntax. 
Among the studies of grammaticalization， the present volume appe訂 sto 
be unprecedented in that it extensively examines the grammaticalization of 
nouns， and in particular， the grammaticalization of a noun into a pぽtofthe 
predicate of a clause/sentence. 
Note 
1. Kazuhiro Kawachi (p.c.) points out th瓜 thereis another property that 
needs to be attributed to the prototype of the 1¥品1C.
(d) The ‘Clause' is not the subject ofthe‘Noun'. 
This is in order to exclude sentences such as the following. (For 
exemplification，I use English words.) 
(i) [He won] a surprise is. 
‘That he won is a su中rise'. 
(i) [He lost] a shame is. 
‘That he lost is a shame.' 
Indeed， sentences such as (i) and (i) have the structure of (1). However， as 
the following discussion will show， they町enot intended to be instances of 
the MMC. As Kawachi points out， the condition (d) is necessary to exclude 
sentences such as (i) and (i) from the MMC. 
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7.7 Kimi (noun) and -gimi (suffix)‘appearance， tendency' 
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1. Introduction 
Tasaku Tsunoda (this volume) proposes that the prototype of the mermaid 
construction (市仏1C')has the following three properties. 
(a) It has the structure shown in (1). 
(b) The subject of the‘Clause' and the ‘Noun'紅 enot coreferential. 
(c) The ιClause' can be used as a sentence by itself. 
(1) Prototype ofthe mermaid construction (‘MMC'): 
[Clause] Noun Copula. 
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In (1) and also in the examples that fo11ow， the ιClause' of the MMC is 
shown by means of square brackets. 
The MMC abounds in Japanese. It is used frequently， and at least 106 
nouns訂 eattested in由ピNoun'slot. (In fact， the prototype proposed above 
is based on the Japanese MMC.) Despite this， itwas not until Tasaku 
Tsunoda -(1996) was published th瓜 theMMC was recognized as a distinct 
construction. 
The ‘Copula' slot is genera11y occupied by the copula. Altematively， it 
may be occupied by a variant of the copula. 
The ‘Clause' can be a verb-predicate clause， an adjective-predicate 
clause， or a noun-predicate clause (accompanied by the copula). 
The ‘Noun' slot is genera11y occupied by a noun; this is a prototypical 
MMC. It may also be occupied by an enclitic or a suffix; this is not a 
prototypical MMC. 
The ‘Clause' can be used by itself as an independent sentence， except 
when the predicate of the ‘Clause' is a na-adjective (also ca11ed ‘a司jectival
noun'). 
In terms of syntax， the ιClause' exhibits the 則前 behaviour as也atof 
independent sentences. The MMC is mono-clausal， not bi-clausal. 
Nouns in the ‘Noun' slot. have undergone grammaticalization， to 
varying degrees. Syntactica11y， they do not have the白1status of a noun. 
Morphologica11y， there is evidence for the fo11owing diachronic changes: 
word ・>enclitic -> suffix -> merger 
Semantica11y， nouns in the ‘Noun' slot often have a meaning different from 
that which they have when used outside the MMC. They may have a 
meaning such as modal， evidential， aspectual， and temporal. They may also 
have a stylistic effect or a discouτse-related function. Some nouns have 
acquired the use as 'a final postposition'，‘a modal postposition'， or a 
co町unction.
2. Initial illustration 
Three examples ofthe MMC are given below. 
(2) [Hanako=wa Nagoya=ni ik-u] 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DATILOC go-NPST 
yoteeニ da.
plan=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a plan [such th剖 she]goes/wi11 go to N agoya.' 
FT:‘Hanako plans to go to N agoya. ' 
(3) [Hanako=wa hon=o yon-de i-ru] 




LT:‘Hanako is a place [such that she] is reading a book.' 
FT: 'Hanako is reading a book.' 
(4，) [Soto=de=wααme =ga hut-te i-ru] 
outside=LOCIINS=TOP rain=NOM fall-GER be-NPST 
moyoo=da. 
appearance=COP .NPST 
LT:‘As for the outside， the rain is an appearance [such that it] is 
faling.' 
FT:‘It appears/seems to be raining outside.' 
3. Profile of the language 
Japanese is mainly spoken on the Japanese archipelago. It has more than 
100 million speakers. Its genetic affiliation is not known. 
The following typological profile of Japanese concems the so-called 
Standard Japanese， which is largely based on the Tokyo dialect. 
The following phonemes can be set up， depending on the analysis 
adopted: /p， t， k， b， d， g， m， n， s， z， h， r， y， w， a， i， u， e， 0/. (Examples and 
Japanese technical teロnswill be written in the Romanization system called 
Kunree-siki. In glosses and the main text， however， place n出nesand 
personal n出neswill be written in the Romanization system called 
Hebon-siki ‘Hepbum style'. Kunree-siki is largely phonemic， while 
Hebon-siki is less so. It is a common practice to use Hebon-siki for names.) 
Pitch accent is phonologically significant. 
Japanese is agglutinating. It employs both suffixes and prefixes. It is 
largely dependent-marking. In my view at least， it is mildly configurational. 
It is clear that J apanese has enclitics， which町eintermediate between 
(企ee)words and (bound) suffixes. Nonetheless， it is not a straightforward 
matter to identi命them.In the present work， 1 regard a fair number of forms 
as enclitics， but this assignment is highly tentative. (What 1 tentatively 
consider enclitics訂 eshown by means of a preceding equal symbol.) 
Some of the forms that have been traditionally regarded as words in 
studies of Japanese may be analyzed as enclitics. This applies to the forms 
that訂 etraditionally called弓losi.They are tentatively classified as follows 
(tentative English translations by me are added). 
(a) Postposition: kakuzyosi (‘case postposition')， hukuzyosi (‘modal 
postposition')， syuuzyosi (官nalpostposition'). 
(b) Corijunction: setuzoku勾losi.
Case-marking employs case postpositions. The case system is of the 
nominative-accusative type: =ga‘NOM' marks the A and the S， while =0 
'ACC' indicates the O. 
The verb-final order is preferred: AOV and SV. A demonstrative， a 
numeral， an adjective， and an adnominal clause (or a relative clause) 
precede the noun they modi命.
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There is no article， such as the English the and α. In the present paper， 
English translations of Japanese examples will select the article that seems 
appropriate in the context. 






























































































Table 1 shows portions of the conjugation of verbs， adjectives and the 
copula =da. (The terms 'infinitive' and ‘gerund' 町 eadopted from 
Frellesvig (2010).) Adjectives町eof two types: i-adjective and na-adjective 
(also known as adjectival noun). I-adjectives end in -i in the nonpast， while 
na-adjectives end in -na in their adnominal form. Morphological analysis of 
the conjugation in Japanese is highly problematic， and the analysis shown in 
Table 1 is tentative. The following account is somewhat simplified. Also， 
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excessive details of the mo中hology訂 enot necess訂yfor the pu中oseofthe 
present chapter. Therefore， in some of the examples， segmentation of 
inflectional suffixes is simplified. 
Na-adjectives and the copula have a distinct adnominal form (both 
involving =na). (This is important in the discussion ofthe characteristics of 
the MMC (5.3ユ2・[4]，6ユ3，6.4).) (However， the use of the adnominal 
form of the copula is severely limited， hence parenthesized in Table 1. An 
exceptional example is (272).) For i-a司jectivesand verbsラ theadnominal 
form is identical with the nonpast form. The use of the nonpast and the 
adnominal forms will be discussed in 4ユ1.1.
Japanese has a number of styles， e.g. neutral (or plain)ヲ formal，and 
polite. The forms in Table 1 are used in the neutral style， except for the two 
instances ofthe formal style: one ofthe nonpast forms of nルadjectivesand 
由ecopula. They involve =de ar-u '=GER be-NPST'. Ex出nplesof the 
polite style (not listed in Table 1) include ik-i-mas-u 'go四 LINK-POL-NPST'
in (60). 
Japanese has a long history of literary tradition. There is some 
difference between the spoken language and the written language. The 
examples cited below紅 elargely taken from the written language， e.g. 
newspaper articles， but a few examples are taken from the spoken language. 
The present paper considers the MMC in the so-called Standard 
Japanese of Modem Japanese. Sasaki (this volume) examines the MMC in 
Mitsukaido dialect (about 50 km north of To防0)，and Miyachi (this 
volume) the MMC in Old Japanese and Early Middle Japanese. 
4. Types of clauses and sentences 
4.1 Verb-predicαte， αdjective-predicate and noun-predicαte clα'Uses/ 
sentences 
The following three types of clauses/sentences can be recognized. 
(a) Verb-predicate clauses/sentences， e.g. (5). 
(b) Adjective-predicate clauses/sentences， e.g. (6) (involving an 
i-adjective)， (7) (involving a na-adjective). 
(c) Noun-predicate clauses/sentences， e.g. (8). 
(5) Hanako=wα Nagoya=ni 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC 
‘Hanako goes/will go to Nagoya.' 
(6) Sora=ga kura-i. 
sky=NOM dark-NPST 
'The sky is dark.' 
(7) Hanako=wa genki=da. 
Hanako=TOP healthy=NPST 




(8) Hanako=wa isya=d，α. 
Hanako=TOP medical.doctor=COP .NPST 
'Hanako is a medical doctor.' 
The predicate in noun-predicate clauses/sentences， e.g. (8)， involves 
the copula. 1 tentatively consider the copula an enclitic (indicated by a 
preceding equal symbol). 
In addition to (a)， (b)， and (c)， Minami (1993: 53， 60-61) sets up出e
following type. 
(d) Gizi-meesi-勾ノutugo-bun(‘quasi -noun-predicate clauses/ sentences '). 
(d-l)， e.g. (9)， (10). 
(d圃 2)Unagi-bun (‘eel clauses/sentences')， e.g. (11)， (12). 
The sub句rpe(d-l) typically involves a noun of Chinese origin th剖
describes an action or the like. Examples: 
(9) Hanako=wa asita syuppatu=da. 
Hanako=TOP tomoηow departure=COP .NPST 
LT:ιHanako is a departure tomorrow. ' 
FT:‘Hanako will depart tomorrow. ' 
(10) Densya=wa go-zi=ni. tootyaku=da. 
train=TOP five-hour=DAT/LOC arrival=COP.NPST 
LT: 'The train is an arrival at five o'clock.' 
FT:‘The train will arrive at five o'clock.' 
(See (177) and (178) for the formation ofsentences such as (9) and (10).) 
The label unagi-bun‘eel sentence' is due to Okutsu (1978). A typical 
example is (11). An additional example is (12). 
(11) (At a restaurant， a waiter/waitress asks a group of guests，明司副
would you like to have?' One ofthe guests replies as follows.) 
Watαsi=wαmα!gi=dα. 
1 SG=TOP eel=COP.NPST 
LT:‘1 am an eel.' 
FT:‘1 will have/order an eel dish.' 




FT:‘1 am going to Sendai.' 
4.2 Adnominal and adverbial clauses 
4.2.1 Adnominal clauses 
4.2.1.1 Introductory notes. Adnominal clauses (hereafter often abbreviated 
as 'ACs') (or relative clauses) in Japanese do not involve any relative 
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pronoun. They precede the noun出eymodifシ.The formation of ACs 
generally employs the gap s甘ategy，with a few exceptions. (In the examples 
below， the AC is indicated by means of an underline.) 
In ACs， only the past form， the nonpast form， and the adnominal form 
can be used. The use/non-use of these forms is as shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Past， nonpast and adnominal forms in adnominal clauses 
past form nonpast form adnominal form 
verb + +* +* 
e.g. (20)， (21) e.g. (29)， (31) e.g. (29)， (31) 
i-adjective + +* +* 
e.g. (112) e.g. (112) 
na-adjective + ー(=da)(neutral) + (=na) 
cf. (13) e.g. (15) 
+ (=deαr-u)料 + (=de ar-u)料 g
(formal) (formal) 
e.g. (14) e.g. (14) 
copula + ー(=dα) -(=na)*** 
cf. (16) cf. (18) 
+ (=de ar-u)料 * * + (=de ar-u)材料
(formal) (formal) 
e.g. (17) e.g. (17) 
Notes on Table 2 follow. 
The plus sign means‘can be used二andthe minus sign indicates 
‘c田motbe used' . 
キ:In the case of verbs and i-adjectives， the adnominal form is identical 
with the nonpast form. Therefore， it is possible to say that the nonpast form 
is used in ACs. (The nonpast form will be consistently glossed ‘NPST'， 
even when it is used in ACs.) 
料:=de ar-u is a formal expression. It consists of the gerund form =de 
ofana叫jectiveand the verb ar-‘be' (used as an auxiliary verb). The form 
ar-u is the nonpast form. Therefore， here again it is possible to say that the 
nonpast form is used in ACs. 
卒中申:As noted in Section 3， the use ofthe adnominal form ofthe copula 
is severely limited， and for the pu叩oseof Table 2ヲ itis best presented by a 
minus symbol. 
料*牢:What was stated regarding ι* *' above applies here， except that 
here =de is the gerund form of the copula. 
The use of the past form， the nonpast form， and the adnominal form in 
ACs is as follows. 
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(a) The past form can be used. 
(b) The nonpast form: 
(b・1)can be used in the case ofverbs and i-adjectives. 
(The nonpast form is identical with the adnominal form.) 
(b-2) can not be used in the case of na-adjectives and the copula. 
(c) The adnominal form: 
(c-1) can be used in the case ofverbs and i-adjectives. 
(The adnominal form is identical with the nonpast form.) 
(c-2) can be used in the case of na-adjectives. 
(c田 3)cannot be used in the case ofthe copula. 
There is a difference between (c・2)and (c・3)，although both involve =na. 
Compare the following set of examples， which involve a na-adjective 
(zyoobuιstrong'). 
(13) *Is!arada=f!a zvoobu=d'a otoko 
body=NOM strong=NPST man 
Intended meaning:‘a man whose body is s仕ong'
(14) Is!arada=f!a zvoobu=de ar-u otoko 
body=NOM strong=GER be-NPST man 
'a man whose body is strong' 
(15) Is!araぬ=f!a zvoobu=na otoko 
body=NOM strong=ADN man 
‘(As above)' 
Compare the following set of examples， which involve a noun (isya 
'doctor'). 
(16) 牢hahaova=f!a isva=d'a otoko 
mother=NOM doctor=COP.NPST man 
Intended meaning:‘a man whose mother is a doctor' 
(17) 1ahaova=f!a isva=de ar-u oto北ο
mother=NOM doctor=GER be-NPST man 
'a man whose mother is a doctor' 
(18) 切αhaova=f!a isva=na otoko 
mother=NOM doctor=ADN man 
Intended meaning:‘a man whose mother is a doctor' 
Regarding (c-2) and (c司 3)above， (15) (a na-adjective) is acceptable， b凶
(18) (a noun) is not. 
In passing， the nonpast form is not acceptable in either case; see (13) 
印刷16).The periphrastic form (=de ar-) (formal) is acceptable in both 
cases; see (14) and (17). 
Now， as shown in Tasaku Tsunoda (this volume， 7.2)， Teramura (1969， 
1992) divides the adnominal clauses (‘ACピ)of Japanese into two types. My 
translations of their nam白紙‘intemalACs' (see 4ユ1.2below) and 
'extemal ACs' (see 4ユ1.3).
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Roughly speaking， with intemal ACs， the head noun co汀espondsto an 
紅 gumentor an adjunct of the AC. 1n contrast， with extemal ACs， the head 
noun is， so to speak， added from outside the underlying clause. It does not 
correspond to an argument or an adjunct ofthe AC. 
4.2.1.2 Internal ACs. All of the positions on Keenan and Comrie's (1977) 
accessibility hierarchy can be relativized on， except for ‘object of 
comparison'. As a set of examples， comp町 e(19) with (20) (subject)， (21) 
(direct object)， and (22) (indirect object). 
(19) Gakusee=ga sensee=ni syukudai=o 
student=NOM professor=DAT ILOC homework=ACC 
okut-ta. 
send-PST 
ιA student sent [hislher] homework to a professor. ' 
(20) ~ensee=ni svukudai=o okut-ta 
professor=DAT/LOC homework=ACC send-PST 
gakusee 
student 
'the student who sent [his/her] homework to a professor' 
(21) lr!akusee=J!a sensee=ni okut-ta 
student=NOM professor=DATILOC send-PST 
syukudai 
homework 
‘the homework that a student sent to [his/her] professor' 
(22) lr!akusee=J!a svukudai=o okut-ta 
student=NOM homework=ACC send-PST 
sensee 
professor 
‘the professor to whom a student sent [his/her] homework' 
Other examples include the following. (i) The oblique object: (23). (i) 
The genitive or possessor: (14)， (17). 
(23) 史αkusee=四 tegami=o kai-ta pen 
student=NO恥1letter=ACC write-PST pen 
‘the pen with which a student wrote a leter' 
As seen above， the formation of ACs in Japanese generally employs 
the gap strategy. There are， however， exceptions; they involve the oblique 
object. Japanese has just a few demonstratives that can be used like a mirror 
image of resumptive pronouns， e.g. sore‘that' (not the attributive use)， e.g. 
(25)， and sono‘th剖， (the attributive use only) ， soko 'there'， e.g. (27) 
(Okutsu 1974， Shibatani et al. 1982， Teramura 1992). They do not follow 
the head noun， but they precede it (though not immediately). Teramura 
(1992: 232， 242) refers to these words as sakibure-kotoba and sakibure-go; 
my translation is ‘herald word'. Compare (24) with (25)， and (26) with (27). 
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((25) and (27)町 ecited企omShibatani et al. (1982: 371). (27) is slightly 
modified.) 




saw=LOCIINS very.hard tree=ACC 
‘Taro cut a仕eewith a saw very hard. ' 
(25) r.aroo=J!，α sore=de issvokenmee ki=o 
Akio=NO恥1 that=LOC/INS hard tree=ACC 
主企担 nokogiri 
cut-PST saw 
‘the saw with which Taro cut a tree very h町d'
(26) Taroo=ga apωω=ni naga-nen sun-de 
Taro=NOM apartment-DAT/LOC long-year live-GER 
i-ta. 
be平ST
‘Taro was living in an ap訂 tmentfor many ye町 s.ラ
(27) Taroo=ga soko=ni naga-nen sun-de 
Taro=NO恥1 there=DAT/LOC long-year live聞 GER
i-ta apaato 
be平ST ap紅白lent
‘the apartment where Taro was living for many years' 
The use of a 'herald word' is acceptable (though not obligatory) with 
‘Oblique object' only - a position low on Keenan and Comrie's (1977) 
hierarchy. It is impossible with any other position. 
4.2.1.3 External A Cs. In the formation of extemal ACs， the head noun is， so 
to speak， added from outside the uflderlying clause. It does not correspond 
to an紅 gumentor an adjunct of the AC. Also， extemal ACs do not involve 
the gap s仕瓜e白人 Compare(28) with (29)ヲ and(30) with (31). 
(28) Hanako=ga sαkαnα=0 yak-u. 
Hanako=NOM fish=ACC grill-NPST 
'Hanako grils a fish.' 
(29) Hαnαko=呈α sα'kanα=0 yak-u nzOl 
Hanako=NOM fish=ACC grill-NPST smell 
LT:‘the smell with which Hanako grils a fish' 
(30) Doroboo=ga 。ruk-u.
burglar=NOM walk-NPST 
‘A burglar walks.' 
(31) Doroboo=呈α α~ruk-u oto 
burglar=NOM walk-NPST n01se 
LT:‘the noise with which a burglar walks' 
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4.2.2 Adverbial clauses 
There町 eat least three types of clause-linkage rnarkers to form adverbial 
clauses. 
(吋 Anonfinite form ofverbs and adjectives， e.g. (155)， (156) 
(nom-i-nagara‘drink・LINK-CONCUR').
(b) Setuzokuzyosi‘coniunction'ラ e.g.=node ‘causal'. 
(c) A noun followed by a case postposition (the postposition may be 
ornitted under certain circurnstances). 
The clause-linkage rnarkers血at訂 erelevant to a discussion of the MMC町 e
those in (c). Exarnples include (32) and (33). The relevant nouns訂 ein bold 
face. Many of these nouns indicate a ternporal relationship betweenれ"10
situations. 
(32) Akio=ga tuk-u mae=ni， 
Akio=NOM arrive-NPST before=DATILOC 
Hanako=ga tu千ta.
Hanako=NOM arrive-LINK-PST 
‘Before Akio arrived， Hanako a汀ived.'
(33) Akio=ga tu-i-ta toki=ni， Hanako=mo 
Akio=NOM arrive-LINK-PST tirne=DATILOC Hanako=too 
tU-I-ta. 
arrive-LINK-PST 
‘When Akio arrived， Hanako， too， arrived.' 
A literal translation for (32) is sornething like the following:‘Before由e
tirne at which Akio arrived， Hanako arrived'. Sirnilarly for (33):‘At the 
tirne at which Akio a汀ived，Hanako， too， arrived'. That is， it may look as if 
such an adverbial clause consists of an AC and a noun (generally followed 
by a postposition). (Indeed， previous studies such出 Okutsu(1974)， 
Takahashi (1959， 1979， 1994) and Terarnura (1992) regard these adverbial 
clauses as involving an AC.) 
The case postposition =ni‘DATILOC' in (33) can be omitted. Its 
deletion in (32) would rnake the sentence unacceptable. 
5. Mermaid construction 
5.1 Prototype of MMC 
The three properties of the prototype of the rnermaid construction (‘MMC')， 
listed in Section 1，紅erepeated below. 
(a) The sentence has the structure shown in (1). 
(b) The subject of the‘Clause' and the ‘Noun' are not coreferential. 
(c) The ‘Clause' can be used as a sentence by itself. 
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(1) Prototype of the merrnaid construction (‘MMC'): 
[Clause] Noun Copula. 
As examples of (c)， the ‘Clause' of (34) (MMC) (same as (2)) can be 
used as a sentence by itself; see (35). The same applies to (36) (MMC) 
(same as (3) and (37)， and to (38) (MMC) (same as (4) and (39). 
(34) [Hanako=wa Nagoya=ni ik-u] 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DATILOC go-NPST 
yotee=da. 
plan=COP .NPST 
'Hanako plans to go to N agoya. ' 
(35) Hanako=wa Nagoya=ni ik-u. 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DATILOC go-NPST 
‘Hanako goes/will go to N agoya. ' 
(36) [Hanako=wa hon=o yon-de iィ.u]
Hanako=TOP book=ACC read-GER be-NPST 
tokoro=da. 
place=COP 
ι官Ha加na北kois reading a b加O∞O改k.'
(37) Hanako=wa hon=o yon-de i伊 ru.
Hanako=TOP book=ACC read-GER be-NPST 
'Hanako is reading a book.' 
(38) [Soto=de=wa ame=ga hut-te i-ru] 
outside=LOCIlNS=TOP rain=NOM fall-GER be-NPST 
moyoo=da. 
appear悶ance=COP
'It a叩pp戸ea紅rs/s問eemstωobe raining outside.' 
(39) Soto=de=wa αme=ga hut-te i-ru. 
outside=LOCIlNS=TOP rain=NOM fall-GR be-NPST 
ιIt is raining outside. ' 
However， there町 ealso deviations from the prototype. For example， (i) 
the copula cannot occur (see 5.6.1-[1]) - a deviation from (a) and (1). (i) 
The subject of the‘Clause' cannot occur (see 5.6.3.1) - a deviation from 
(b). (ii) The ‘Clause' cannot be used as a se目enceby itself (see 5.3ユ2・[4])
- a deviation from (c). 
5.2 'Copula' 
The ‘Copula' used in the MMC isgenerally =dα， e.g. (34)， (36)， (38)， but it 
may be replaced by one of its variants， e.g. (a) and (b) below. It may even 
be replaced by an expression that involves the case postposition =ni 
‘DAT/LOC' and the intransitive verb nar-ιbecome': (c). The pa抗ems(a) 
and (b)訂 eincluded in the prototype of the MMC. However， this is not the 
case with (c); the copula verb is not employed. 
Compare (34) with (40) and (41). 
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(a) =d何回 'COP.POL'(form)， e.g. (40). 
(b) =de ar-‘COP.GER be' (formal)， e.g. (41). 
(c) =ni nar-‘DATILOC become'， e.g. (44)， (45). 
(40) [Hanako=wa Nagoya=ni ik由 u]
(41) 
Hanako・TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC go-NPST 
yotee=des-u. 
plan=COP .POL.NPST 
'Hanako plans to go to N agoya. ' 
[Hanako=wa Nagoya=ni 






Also， the copula (or its variant) conjugates Gust like any other verb). 
(a) =da 'copula': 
(a-1) past form (=d倒的， e.g. (42). 
(a-2) gerund form， e.g. (42). 
(a・3)negative form， e.g. (43). (This involves a periphrastic 
expression， which employs the negation word na-.) 
(b) =ni nαr-'DAT/LOC become': 
(b-1) polite form， e.g. (44). 
(b-2) past form， e.g. (44). 
(b-3) gerund form plus the auxiliary verb i-'be' (progressive or 
perfect)， e.g. (45). 
(42) [Taroo=ga Nagoya=ni ik-u] 
Taro=NOM Nagoya=DATILOC go-NPST 
yotee=de， [Hanako=ga Sendai=ni 
plan=COP.GER Hanako=NOM Sendai=DATILOC 
ik-u] yotee=dat-ta. 
go-NPST plan=COP-PST 
‘Taro planned to go to Nagoya， and Hanako planned to go to 
Sendai.' 




ιTaro does not plan to go to Nagoya.' 
(44) [Seehu=wa kome=no yunyuu=o 
government=TOP rice=GEN import=ACC 
mitome-ru] mitoosi=ni 




LT:‘The governrnent has become an expectation [such th瓜 it]
permits/will approve the import of rice.' 
Somewhat仕eetranslation:‘It has become known that 
the gove口出lentis expected to approve the import of rice. ' 
(45) [Hanαko=wa Nagoya=ni ik-u] 
Hanako-TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC go・NPST
yotee=ni nat-te i-ru. 
plan=DAT/LOC become-GER be-NPST 
LT:‘Hanako has become a plan [such出剖 she]goes/will go to 
Nagoya.' 
FT: 'Hanako plans to go to Nagoya.' 
5.3 Types 01 'Clαuse'αnd the predicα!te 01 'Clause ' 
5.3.1 T主pes01 'Clαuse' 
The ‘Clause' of the MMC is generally a verb-predicate clause， e.g. (34)， 
(36)， (38). It may also be an adjective-predicate clause， e.g. (46) 
(i-adjective)， (48) (na-adjective) or a noun-predicate clause (involving the 
copula)， e.g. (51). 




LT:‘Hanako is an expression [such th剖 she]is always cheerful.' 
FT: 'Hanako always has a bright expression on her 
face'，or‘Hanako always looks cheerful.' 
5.3.2 Predicα!te 01 'Clα!use' 
5.3.2.1 Jntroductory notes. As seen in 5.1， in the prototype ofthe MMC， the 
‘Clause' by itself， without ‘Noun Copula'， can be used as a sentence. We 
shall now look at血isissue in some detail. There are three points to note. 
[1] The same morphological restrictions imposed on the predicate of 
ACs (mentioned in 4ユ1.1;cf. Table 2) apply to the predicate of the 
‘Clause' ofthe MMC. 
[2] Na-adjectives and the copula have a distinct adnominal form. 
However， with verbs and i-adjectives the nonpast form and the adnominal 
form are identical (cf. Table 1) (and it is possible to say th瓜 thenonpast 
form， rather than the adnominal form， isused in ACs and in the ‘Clause' of 
the MMC). 
[3] In comparison with the predicate of independent sentences， that of 
the ‘Clause' of the MMC (and also that of ACs) is limited regarding its 
morphological and illocutionary possibilities. Consequently， the degree of 
sentencehood of the‘Clause' is lower than that ofindependent sentences. 
5.3.2.2 Morphological possibilities. We shall look at inf1ectional categories 
first， in[1]， followed by derivational categories， in[2]. 
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[1] Inflectional categories 
Recall that Table 1 shows portions of the conjugation of verbs， i-adjectives， 
na-adjectives and the copula. As stated in 4ユ1.1，in ACs， only the past 
form， the nonpast form and the adnominal form can be used. See Table 2. 
Their use is repeated below. It applies to the predicate of the‘Clause' ofthe 
L仏1C.
(a) The past form can be used. 
(b) The nonpast form: 
(b-1) can be used in the case of verbs and i-叫jectives.
(The nonpast form is identical with批 adnominalform.) 
(b・2)can not be used in the case of na-a司jectivesand the copula. 
(c) The adnominal form: 
(c-1) can be used in the case of verbs and i-adjectives. 
(百leadnominal form is identical with the nonpast form.) 
(c・2)can be used in the case Of na-adjectives. 
(c-3) cannot be used in the case ofthe copula. 
There is a di能 rencebetween (c・2)and (c・3)，although both involve 
=na. Compare the following set of examples， which involve a na胴 adjective
(genki‘healthy'). 
(47) * [Hanako =wa genki =dα] moyoo=da. 
Hanako=TOP healthy=NPST appearance=COP.PST 
lntended meaning:‘Hanako appears to be welL' 
(48) [Hanako=wa genki=de ar-u] 
Hanako=TOP healthy=GER be-NPST 
moyoo=da. 
appe訂 ance=COP.NPST 
'Hanako appears to be well. ' 
(49) [Hanako=wa genki=na] 
Hanako=TOP healthy=ADN 



































LT:‘Hanako is an evaluation [such th剖 she]is a ge凶us.'
Intended meaning:官 anakoconsiders herself to be a genius.' 
(51) [Hanako=wα tensai=de ar-u] 




LT:‘Hanako is an evaluation [such that she] is a genius. ' 
FT:‘Hanako considers herself to be a genius. ' 
(52) 事[Rαnαko=wα tensαi=nα1
Hanako=TOP genius=COP .NPST 
tumori=dα. 
evaluation=COP .NPST 
lntended meaning:‘(As above') 
Regarding (c・2)and (c-3) above， (49) (a na-adjective) is acceptable， but 
(52) (a noun) is not. 
In passing， the nonpast form is not acceptable in either case; see (47) 
and (50). The periphrastic form (=de ar-) (formal) is acceptable in both 
cases; see (48) and (51). 
We have seen that only the past， the nonpast and the adnominal c組 be
used in thピClause'ofth~ MMC (and also in ACs). Other c剖egonesc紅mot
be used. See (53) (imperative) and (54) (intentional). 
(53) キ[Rαnαko=wα Nagoya=ni ik-e] 




(54) * [Hanako=wa Nagoyα=ni ik-oo] 




[2] Derivational categories 
All the derivational categories町eacceptable in the predicate of the‘Clause' 
of the MMC - and also in that of ACs - except for the polite suffix -mas. 
(Harada (1976: 502， 544， 559) notes由atpolite suffixes， such as -mα's， are 
unacceptable in embedded clauses， except for (i) direct discourse 
complement， (i) factive complement， (ii) nomestrictive relative clause， (iv) 
conjunct clause， and (v) adverbial subordinate clause.) (This unacceptability 
of the polite suffix -mas in a wide range of syntactic environments is 
intriguing in terms of acquisition of Japanese， for Clancy (1985: 442) states 
that‘acquisition of -mas forms，…， is precocious'.) 
(a) Non-periphrastic realizations， e.g.: 
(a-1) Voice: 
(a・ト1)Causative (ー付。se):yesラ e.g.(55). 
(a・1-2)Passive (-(r)are): yes， e.g. (55). 
(a・2)Respect: subject respect (-(r)are): yes， e.g. (56). 
(a-3) Polarity: neg剖ion(-na): yes， e.g. (57). 
(a-4) Modality: 
(a-4・1)Desiderative (-tα): yes， e.g. (58). 
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(a・4・2)Polite (-mas): no， see (62)， (63). 
(b) Periphrastic realizations， e.g.: 
(b・1)Aspect， e.g. gerund i-'progressive or perfect' (i-'be')， e.g. 
(37). 
(b-2) Respect: 
(b・2・1)Subject respect (e.g. o-infinitive=ni nar-) 
(nar-‘become')， e.g. (64). 
(b-2-1) Non-subject respect (e.g. o=infi凶tive-su)(su-‘do')， 
e.g. (65). 
Examples of non四 periphrasticrealizations follow. 
(55) [Hanako=wa hon=o yom-ase-rare-ta] 
Hanako=TOP book=ACC read-CAUS-PASS-PST 
moyoo=da. 
appearance=COP .NPST 
ιHanako appears to have been made/caused to read a book.' 
(56) [Tanaka-sensee=wa hon=o kak-αre-ru] 
Tanaka四 professor=TOP book=ACC write-SUBJ.RESP田NPST
yotee=da. 
plan=COP.NPST 
'Professor Tanaka plans to write a book.' 
(57) [Hanako=wa hon=o kak-a-na-i] 
Hanako=TOP book=ACC write-LINK-NEG-NPST 
tumori=da. 
intention=COP .NPST 
'Hanako intends not to write a book.' 
(58) [Seehu=wa kome=no yunyuu=o 
government=TOP rice=GEN import=ACC 
mitome-ta-i] kangae=da. 
approve-DESID-NPST thought=COP.NPST 
‘The government wants to approve the import of rice.ラ
Regarding the polite suffix -mas， compare the following. 
Verb-predicate sentences: 
(59) Hanako=wa Nagoya=ni 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC 
'Hanako goes/will go to N agoya. ' 














































































‘Hanako plans to go to Nagoya.' 




Intended meaning:‘Hanako plans to go tωo Nagoya.' 




Intended meaning:‘(As above)' 
Examples (59) and (60) are verb-predicate sentences. The predicate can be 
in the polite form， e.g. (60). Example (61) is an instance of the MMC. 
Examples (62) and (63) are intended to be instances of the MMC. The 
predicate of theιClause' cannot be in the polite form， cf. (62) (ik千mas-u
‘go-LINK-POL-NPST'). This is true even when the‘Copula二too，is in the 
polite form; see (63) (yotee=des-u 'plan=COP.POL・トJPSTラ)- although由c
polite form might be expected to be acceptable if the‘Copula'， too， is in the 
polite form. 
Examples of periphrastic realizations follow. 






LT:‘Professor Tanaka is a plan [such that he] becomes writing a 
book.' 
FT:‘Professor Tanaka plans to write a book.' 
(In this sentence， respect is directed剖 thesubject: Professor Tanaka. 
Roughly speaking， the expression‘become writing a book' indicates respect 
directed at the subject.) 
(65) [W;αtαsi-wαTαnαkα-sensee=o 





‘I plan to invite Professor Tanaka.' 
(In this sentence， respect is directed剖 thedirect object: Professor Tanaka.) 
[3] Sentencehood of the‘Clause' 
As seen in Section 1 and again in 5.1， one of the properties of the 
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prototypical MMC is the following: (c) The ‘Clause' can be .used as a 
sentence by itself. We shall now examine whether the ‘Clause' ofthe MMC 
in Japanese can be used as a sentence by itself. 
As noted in 5.3ユ2，only the past， the nonpast and血eadnominal forms 
can occur in the ιClause' of the MMC (and also in ACs). (Recall由剖 with
verbs and i-adjectives， the nonpast form and the adnominal form are 
identical.) Table 2 shows specific forms th剖 canoccur in the ‘Clause' and 
in ACs and those血atcannot. 
Where a given form is acceptable as the predicate of the ‘Clause' ， 
generally the ‘Clause' can be used by itself as a sentence. However， it
cannot when the predicate is a na-adjective. 
First， we shall look at verbs and i-adjectives. Both the past and the 
nonpast can occur in the ‘Clause' (Table 2)， and in every case the ‘Clause' 
can be used as a sentence by itself. 
(a) Verbs: 
(a・1)Past: compare (66) and (67). 
(a・2)Nonpast(/adnominal): comp紅 e(34) and (35); (36) and (37); 
and (38) and (39). 
(b) I-adjectives: 
(b・1)Past: compぽ e(68) and (69). 
(b・2)Nonpast(/adnominal): compare (46) and (70). 
(66) [Ame=ga hut-ta] moyoo=da. 
rain=NOM fall-PST appearance=COP.NPST 
'It seems that it rained.' 
(67) Ame=ga hut-ta. 
rain=NOM fall-PST 
'It rained. ' 




‘It seems that Hanako was cheerful.' 
(69) Hanako=wa akaru-k-atta. 
Hanako=TOP cheerful-LINK-PST 
'Hanako was cheerful.' 
(70) Hanako=wa itumo akaru-i. 
Hanako=TOP always cheer白1・NPST
‘Hanako is always cheer白1.'
We turn now to na-adjectives. The past form and the adnominal form 
can OCcur m血ピClause'.The ‘Clause' can be used as a sentence by itself 

































‘Hanako appears to have been well.' 
(72) Hanαko=wa genki=datta. 
Hanako=TOP healthy=PST 
'Hanako was well.' 
(73) [Hanako=wa genki=na] 、 moyoo=da.
Hanako=TOP healthy=ADN appe訂 ance=COP.NPST
'Hanako appears to be well.' 
(74) * Hanako=wa genki=na. 
Hanako=TOP healthy=ADN 
Intended meaning:‘Hanako is well.' 
In passing， the nonpast form (involving =da) can be used in independent 
sentences， e.g. (7). 
We shalllook at the copula (Table 2). Only the past can occur in the 
‘Clause'， e.g. (75). The ιClause' can be used as a sentence by itself， e.g. 
(76). The nonpast and the adnominal cannot occur in the ιClause'. See (50) 
(nonpast) and (52) (adnominal). 
(75) [Hanako=wa tensai=dat-ta] tumori=dlα. 
Hanako=TOP . genius=COP-PST evaluation=COP.NPST 
LT: 'Hanako is an evaluation [such that she] was a genius.' 
FT: 'Hanako considers herselfto have been a genius.' 
(76) Hanako=wa tensai=dat-ta. 
Hanako=TOP genius=COP-PST 
ιHanako was a genius.' 
In passing， the periphrastic =de αr-u '=GER be-NPST' (formal) can 
occur in the ‘Clause'， e.g. (51). The ‘Clause' by itself can be used as a 
sentence， e.g.: 
(77) Hanako=wa tensai=de ar-u. 
Hanako=TOP genius=COP.GER be-NPST 
'Hanako is a genius.' 
We have seen that the predicate of the 'Clause' exhibits a na汀ower
range of morphological possibilities than does that of independent sentences. 
First， only the past， nonpast and the adnominal forms can occurラ andother 
forms， such as the imperative and intentional， cannot. Second， concerning 
the derivational categories， the polite -mαs cannot occur in the predicate of 
由eMMC. The ‘Clause' shows a lower degree of sentencehood than 
independent sentences in two respects. 
It is worth noting that al of the imperative， the intentional， and the 
polite can be grouped together under the rubric of modality. It may be that 
the predicate ofthe MMC lacks a modal nature. 
5.3.2.3 Illocutionary possibilities. The predicate ofthe 'Clause' ofthe MMC 
lacks certain illocutionary possibilities. In this respect， too， the ‘Clause' 
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exhibits a lower degree of sentencehood than do independent sentences. 
Selected examples follow. 
[1] Conjugational categories 
As has just been seen， the predicate of the‘Clause' disallows the imperative 
form. 
[2]砂uuzyosi官nalpostposition' 
A syuuzyosi 'final pos甲osition' generally occurs sentence-finally and 
provides a modal meaning or the like， e.g. =ka 'question'， e.g. (190)， =ne 
‘request for confirmation'， and =yo '柑 ongassertion'. However， no final 
postposition can occur in the predicate of the‘Clause'. 
(78) キ[Hanako=waNagoyα=ni ik-u=klα] 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DATILOC go-NPST=Q 
yotee=da? 
plan=COP .NPST 
lntended meaning:‘Does Hanako plan to go to Nagoya?' 
(79) *[Hanako=wa Nagoya=ni ik-u=ne] 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC go-NPST=ne 
yotee=da? 
plan=COP.NPST 
lntended meaning:ιHanako plans to go to Nagoya， doesn't she?' 




lntended meaning:‘1 tel you Hanako plans to go to Nagoya.' 
5.4 Types of 'Noun ' 
5.4.1 Introductory notes 
At least 106 nouns are attested in the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. They can be 
classified very roughly as follows. The distinction between (a) and (b) is not 
clear-cut， but is a ma抗erof degree. Also， it is not a straightforward matter to 
analyze the enclitic =no as a noun. 
(a) Content nouns (5.4.2). 
(b) Non-content nouns (5.4.3). 
(c) The enclitic =no (5.4.3). 
5.4.2 Content nouns 
Roughly speaking， al of the nouns that belong to this group can be used 
outside the 1-仏tlC，with a lexical meaning， like other nouns. However， when 
used in the MMC， some of them may have a meaning that is somewhat -
though not drastically - different from that which由eyhave when used 
outside the MMC. They may be considered grammaticalized in this respect. 
Specifically， they may provide various meanings/effects， e.g. modal， 
evidential， aspectual， temporal， stylistic， and discourse-related，創nong
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others. (The classification of various evidential meanings is largely based on 
Aikhenvald (2011).) 
Content nouns can be classified as follows. This classification is highly 
tentative. Also， itis not clear-cut. The following list is intended to be 
near-exhaustive， although there may be nouns th剖 1have overlooked. 
Sentential examples will 0白enbe accompanied by a free translation 
only， without a literal translation. 
As noted in Tasaku Tsunoda (this volume， 5.5.3.3)， whether a given 
noun used in the ‘Noun' slot is a native word or a loan word may be an 
important issue. Modem Japanese on the whole abounds with loans from 
Chinese and those from English. At least 106 nouns訂 eattested in the 
‘Noun' slot of the MMC. About seventy out of the 106 nouns are native 
Japanese words， about forty訂 eloans from Chinese， and three訂 eloans 
合omEnglish. That is， about 40% are loans. In the following lists， loans 
企omChinese are indicated with ι(C)'， those from English with ‘(E)'， and 
native J apanese words with ‘(J)'. This classification is only tentative. For 
certain entries， even an authoritative dictionary like Nihon Kokugo Daiziten 
[Large Japanese Dictionary] (Tokyo: Shogakukan 2009) c出motdecide 
whether they are native Japanese words or loans from Chinese. 
[1] Nouns th剖 indicateplan， intention or the like， e.g.: 
(a) yotee， keekaku， hoosin， kontan (C)， takurami (J)‘plan'， e.g. 
(34). 
(b) ikoo， syozon (C)‘intention'ヲe.g.(81). 
(c) nerai (J)ιaim'. 
(d) kamae (J)， sisee (C)‘attitude， posture'. 
(e) ki， kimoti， kangae (J)‘mind， thought'， e.g. (58)， (82). 
(f) kessin， ketui‘decision'， kakugo 'determination' (C). 
(g) senzyutu 'tactics'， senryaku 'str剖egy'(C). 
(In (a)，ι(C)' indicates th剖 althe words that precede it are loans from 
Chinese. Similarly for the lists th剖 follow.)
(81) [Seehu=wa kome=no yunyuu=o 
govemment=TOP rice=GEN import=ACC 
mitome-ru] ikoo=da. 
approve-NPST intention=COP.NPST 
‘The gove町田lentintends to approve the import of rice.' 
(82) [Hanako=wa Nagoya=e ik-u] ki=da. 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=ALL go-NPST though七=COP.NPST
'Hanako intends to go to Nagoya by any means.' 
These nouns provide a modal meaning. 
[2] Nouns that indicate schedule， expectation or the like 
They are simila:τto the nouns of [1]， and they include the following. They， 
too， supply a modal meaning. 
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(a) dandori (C)， hakobi (1)‘schedule'， e.g. (83). 
(b) mitoosi， mikomi (J)‘expectation'， e.g. (44)， (84). 
(c) yosoo (C)‘forecast'， e.g. (85). 
(c) hookoo (C)ιdirection' . 
(d) nagare官ow'，ikioi‘strengthヲ (J).




‘The government is scheduled to have a talk with the opposition 
pa此y.'
(84) [Seehu=wa kome=no yunyuu=o 
government=TOP rice=GEN import=ACC 
mitome-ru] mi初mi=da.
approve-NPST expectation=COP .NPST 
‘The government is expected to approve the import of rice.' 
(85) [Yuki=wa yuugata=made tuzuk-u] 
snow=TOP evening=until continue-NPST 
yosoo =des-u. 
forecast(noun)=COP.POL-NPST 
'The snow is forecasted to continue until evening.' 
The nouns of [1] and [2] are frequently used in newspaper articles and 
TV news th剖 describethe political scene; see (81)ヲ (83)，and (84). 
[3] Nouns th瓜 indicatefeeling or the like 
N ouns such as初nzi，ki， kimoti， kibun， omoi (J)， and sinkyoo (C) may be 
仕anslatedas 'feeling'， 'thought' or the like. These nouns， too， add a modal 
meaning. Some of them are difficult to distinguish from the nouns of [1]. 
The following nouns are tentatively assigned to both [1] and [3]: ki and 
kimoti. 
(86) [Watasi-wa yatω mokuhyoo=o t，αssee-si-t，α] 
1 SG=TOP at.long.last goal=ACC achievement-do四 PST
kanzi=des-u 
feeling=COP .POL閏NPST
'1 feel that 1 have achieved my goal at long last.' 
(87) [Watasi-wa hitori torinokos-are-ta] 
ISG=TOP alone leave.behind-PASS-PST 
omoi=da. 
feeling=COP .NPST 
‘1 feel that 1 have been left behind alone.' 
[4] Nouns th剖 indicatesituation， appe町 ance，result or the like， e.g.: 
(a) moyoo，yoosu， huu (semi-archaic) (C)， kehai (J)‘appe町 ancピ，
e.g. (38)， (48)， (49)， (55)， (66)， (68)， (71)， (73)， (88). 
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(b)勾lootαi，zyooか00，zyoosee， zitai (C)， arisama (J)‘situation' . 
(c) katati (乃，kαkkoo (C)‘form' ， e.g. (89). 
(d) simatu (C)‘unpleasant result'. 








‘It appears that big explosions are continuing in the factory.' 
(89) [Seehu=wa s伊']Jai-o mitome-ta] 
government=TOP mistake-ACC acknowledge-PST 
katati=da. 
forロmロm=COP
LT: 'The珂 g伊ov刊ernmen目tis a s由ha叩pe/fi白orm[such t血h瓜 t由he句y]
acknowledged [their] e汀 or.'
FT: 'The government in effect acknowledged their eηor.' 
Some of these nouns may be said to 白rnishan evidential meaning， e.g. (38) 
(inference)， (88) (inference). 
[5] Nouns th瓜 indicateatmosphere， impression or the like， e.g.: 
(a) insyoo， kansyoku (C)， kanzi (J)‘impression'， e.g. (90). 
(b) omomuki (J)， hun'iki (C)， muudo、(E:mooめ‘剖mosphere'.
(90) [Kono mati=wa besseklαiニ ni ar-u] 
this town=TOP another.world=DATILOC exist小~PST
insyoo =des-u. 
impression=COP.POL-NPST 
'This town gives the impression that it exists in another world.' 
The nouns in [5] are similar to those in [4] 'Nouns th剖 indicate
situation， appe町 ance，result or the like'， and are even more similar to those 
in [3] 'Nouns that indicate feeling or the like'. For example， kanzi 
‘impression' is assigned to both [3] and [5]. The difference between [3] and 
[5] is as follows. K.αnzi， for example， in[3] indicates that someone (e.g.出e
speaker) feels in a certain way. In contrast， kanzi in [5] indicates that 
someone or something gives someone else (e.g. the speaker) a certain 
impression. The nouns in [3] provide a modal meaning. In contrast， those in 
[5] may be said to fumish something like an evidential meaning. 
[6] Nouns that indicate tendency， practice， habit or the like， e.g.: 
(a) keekoo (C)ιtendency'. 
(b) huutyoo (C)‘fashion， trend'. 
(c) narawasi (J)， huusyuu (C)‘practice'， e.g. (91). 
(d) syuu初 n(C)， kuse (J)‘habit' . 
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(e) seekatu (C)ιlife， life sty le' . 
(91) [Nihonzin=wa syoogatu=o iwルu]
1apanese=TOP New.Year=ACC celebrate-NPST 
nar側 αsi=des-u.
practice=COP .POL田 NPST
ι1apanese people have the practice of celebrating the New Year.' 
These nouns add something similar to an aspectual meaning: habitual. 
[7] Nouns th瓜 indicatethe nature， propensity or the like of humans 
These nouns include seekaku， e.g. (92)， seesitu， syoobun， kisitu (C)， tati (1)， 
taipu (E: type). All of them can be translated as‘nature' or‘propensity' . 
(92) [Hanako=wa itumo minna=o tasuke-ru] 
Hanako=TOP always everyone=ACC help-NPST 
seekaku=da. 
nature=COP.NPST 
'Hanako has the nature to always help everyone.' 
Needless to say， the meaning ofthese nouns is similar to that ofthe nouns in 
[6]‘N ouns that indicate tendency， practice， habit or the like'. They， too， 
may be said to supply something similar to an aspectual meaning. 
[8] Nouns th剖 indicaterole， rule， duty， destiny or the like， e.g.: 
(a) yakume， yakuwari (1)‘role'， e.g. (93). 
(b) sekinin (C)‘duty， responsibility'. 
(c) kimari (乃ιrule，regulation'， e.g. (94). 
(d) okite (1)‘law， ruleヲ， e.g. (95). 
(e) tatiba (1)‘position' . 
(f) sikaku (C)‘qualification' . 
(g) unmee， syukumee (C)， sadame， minoue (1)‘destiny'， e.g. (96). 
(93) [Hanako=wa minna=o tasuke-ru] 
Hanako=TOP everyone=ACC help-NPST 
yakume=da. 
role=COP 
ι官Ha加na北kohas a role to help e肝ver可y唱one.'
(94) [Gakusee=wa maisyuu repooto=o 
student=TOP every.week essay=ACC 
teesyutu-su-ru] kimari =da. 
submission田 do圃 NPST regulation=COP.NPST 
‘By regulation， the students must submit an essay every week.' 
(95) [Uragil初 2Ono=wa koros-are-ru] okite=da. 
t甘ra剖itωor=TOP kilト-PASS-NPST law=COP 
‘官Bythe law [oft由hegroup] t佐ra剖itωor路sa訂rekilled.' 





‘Hanako was destined to fail a白eral.' 
The meaning ofthese nouns is close to modal: deontic modality. 
[9] Nouns that indicate features or characteristics of someone's body or 
the like， e.g.: 
(a) kαrαda 'body'， karada-tuki (J)‘physiqueラ buildofthe body'， 
taikaku 'physique， build of the bodyラヲ taisitu(C) ‘nature (ofthe 
body)'， e.g. (106). 
(b) hyoozyoo (C)‘expression on the face'， e.g. (46). 
( c)kutiburi (J)‘way of talking' . 
(d) sisee (C)‘posture'. (It is also assigned to [1] 'Nouns th剖 indicate
plan， intention or血elike'.) 
(97) [Ano rikisi=wa rが'Pa-na]
that sumo.wrestler=TOP splendid開 ADN
taikaku=da. 
build(noun)=COP .NPST 
‘That sumo wrestler has a splendid physique. ' 
The meaning that these nouns provide is difficult to characterize. 
[10] Nouns th剖 indicatethe struc旬re，mechanism or the like of 
inanimate objects， such as cars， e.g.: 
tukuri‘make'， sikumi‘design' (J)， koozoo 'structure'， e.g. (98)， 
naiyoo 'content'， sekkee‘design' (C)， sisutemu 'system' (E: system)， 
sutairu 'style' (E: style). 
These nouns are s出lilarto the nouns in [9] 'Nouns th瓜 indicatefeatures or 
characteristics of someone's body or the like'. 
(98) [Kono kuruma=wa zi-soku-300-kiro=de 
this car=TOP hour-speed-300-km=LOC/INS 
hasir-u] koozoo=da. 
run-NPST structure=COP.NPST 
‘This c町 hasthe struc加rethat enables it to run 300 km per hour.' 
[11] Nouns that indicate temporal relations， progress， or the like， e.g.: 
zikan 't出le'，e.g. (99)， tyokuzenιimmediately before'， tyokugo 
'immediately after'，ωtyuu‘in the process/middle of， e.g. (100)， 
saityuu‘right in the middle of (C)， mae‘before'， e.g. (101)， ato 
'after' (乃， e.g. (102) 
These nouns add a temporal or an aspectual meaning. They each have the 
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same meaning both outside the MMC and in the MMC. Some of these 
nouns can be used for adverbial clauses; see 4.2.2. 




LT:‘1 am already a time to go to school.' 
FT:‘It is already tIme for me to go to school.' 
(100) [Hanako=wa ima gakkoo=e ik-u] 




































'Hanako is on the way to school now.' 
(101) [Hanako=wa tyoodo dek，αke-ru] 
Hanako=TOP just go.out-NPST 
mαe=dat-ta. 
before=COP-PST 
‘Hanako was just about to go out.' 
(102) [Hanako=wa tyoodo dekake-ta] ato=dat-ta. 
Hanako=TOP just go.out-PST after=COP-PST 
‘Hanako had just gone out.' 
[12] Utagai (J)‘suspicion' 
This noun constitutes a group by itself. It provides an evidential meaning. In 
the example below， it is shown in bold face， for the reader' s convenience. 











'Acc∞ording tωo the investigation， the previous govemor is 
suspected to have received 10 million yen from the construction 
industry.' 
The noun utagaiιsuspicion' is often used in newspaper articles that report 
someone's訂rest.The sentence generally starts with an expression such as 
sirabe=de=waιaccording to the investigation'. The copula is always absent， 
as in (103). (According to Hiroaki Kitano (p.c.)ラ itmay be not the copula but 
the verb ar-u 'exist'， together with the nominative case postposition =ga 
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following the noun utagai， th剖 isabsent. In this case， the second sentence 
will mean 'The suspicion exists that…'. This is an instance of the existential 
construction， and not an instance of the MMC (c王Tsunoda，this volume-a， 
1.3-[2].) 
5.4.3 Non-content nouns 
Some of由enon-content nouns are difficult to gloss. In the relevant 
examples， the word in question itself will be given in place of a gloss. 
However， where this is possible， an etymological note will be provided， 
cited from Nihon Kokugo DaizitenιLarge Japanese Dictionary' (abbrevi剖ed
as 'NKD') (second edition， second printing; Tokyo: Shogakukan 2009)， a 
very comprehensive dictionary of Japanese， consisting of 13 volumes. 
Unfortunately， however， itis beyond the scope of the present paper to 
discuss the semantic changes that these nouns underwent. 
The following list of non-content nouns is intended to be 
near-exhaustive， although there may be non-content nouns that 1 have 
overlooked. 
[1] Tumori (1)‘intention' and ‘evaluation' 
According to NKD Vol. 9: 454， etymologically tumori is the nominalized 
form (with the suffix -i) ofthe verb tumor-‘to be accumulated'， and later it 
acquired the meaning ‘calculation in advance'. In Modem Japanese， tumori 
may be used outside the MMC， with the meaning ‘intention'， but it is 
generally used in the MMC， and it has two uses. Both are modal. 
(a) Intention， decision or the like to do (or not to do) something (in 
the future)， e.g. (57)， (104). 
(b) Evaluation or the like about oneself， regarding hislher action/ 
situation in the past/present (but not in the future)， e.g. (51)， (57)ヲ
(105)， (106). 
(104) [Hanako=wα asita Nagoya=e ik-u] 
Hanako=TOP tomorrow Nagoya=ALL go・NPST
tumori=dα. 
intention=COP .NPST 
‘Hanako intends to go to Nagoya tomorrow.' 
(105) (Context: Hanako thinks出剖 shewas a fast runner in her younger 
days.) 
[Hanako=wa hayak-atta] tumori=da. 
Hanako=TOP fast-PST tumori=COP.NPST 
‘Hanako thinks [of herself] that she was fast'， or ‘In Hanako's 
evaluation [of herself] she was fast.ヲ
(106) [Hanα初 =wa issyokenmee doryokルsi-te i-ru] 
Hanako=TOP ve可.hard effort-do-GER be-NONPST 
tumori=da. 
tumori=COP .NPST 
'Hanako由inks[ofherself] that she is trying very hard'， or ‘In 
Hanako' s evaluation [of herself] she is trying very hぽ d.'
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There are nouns based on tumori， such as kokoro-zumori‘he訂 t-tumori'
and hara-zumori‘stomach-tumori' (J). They， too， can be used in the MMC. 
They seem to have the use of (a)‘intention， decision' only and to lack the 
use of(b)‘evaluation' . 
[2] Hazu (J)‘expect剖lOnヲ schedule'and ‘realization' 
According to NKD Vol. 10: 1123， hazu refers to an arrowhead. It五tsin the 
bowstring nicely. Consequently the word hazu acquired the meaning ‘It is 
naturally the case that .'， 'X stands to reason'，‘reason (not in the sense of 
cause)， logic'， and subsequently 'plan， promise'. In Modern Japanese， hazu 
may be used outside the MMC (under very limited syntactic environments， 
with the meaning ‘expectation' or‘schedule， realization'). However， itis 
generally used in the MMC，組d，according to Takahashi (1975)ラ ithas two 
uses here: (i)‘expectation， schedule'， e.g. (107)， and (i) realization， e.g. 
(108). 




Nagoya=e ¥ ik田 u]
Nagoya=ALL go-NPST 
‘Hanako is expected to go to Nagoya tomoηow.' 
(108) (‘1 did not know th剖 Hanakowill have an examination 
tomorrow. ') 
[Doori=de Hanako=wa issyokenmee benかoo-si-te
nO.wonder Hanako=TOP very.hard study-do-GER 
i-ru] hazu=da. 
be-NPST hazu=COP.NPST 
‘No wonder (or， It is natural th副)Hanako is studying very hard. ' 
The use of hazu in (107) is modal， and that in (108) is discourse-related. 
[3] Wake (J)ιcause， reason' 
In Modern Japanese， wake may be used outside the MMC， often with the 
meanmg ‘cause， reason'ヲ e.g.(194)ラ(196)，(197). Also it is often used in the 
MMC， largely with discourse叩 latedfunctions， such as (i) cause， reason， 
explanation， e・8・(109)，(i) conclusion， (ii) realization， and (iv) something 
like ‘in other words'， e.g. (110). Sometimes it does not seem to have any 
clear meaning and it is very difficult to仕組slateinto English. Teramura 
(1984: 272・290)provides its details， and Mie Tsunoda (2004: 129-153) a 
recent discussion. In (109) and (110)， wake is shown in bold face， for the 
reader' s convenience. 
(109) Hanako=wa issyokenmee benわloo-si-te i-ru. 
Hanako=TOP very.h町d study-do四 TE be-NPST 
'Hanako is studying veηr hard.' 
[Gookaku-si-ta-i] wake=da. 
passing-do・DESID-NPST wake=COP.NPST 
‘[This is] because [she] wants to pass [the examination].' 
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(110) Hanako=wa gookaku-si-ta. 
Hanako=TOP passing-do・PST
'Hanako passed [the examination].' 
[Mokuhyoo =0 tassee-si-ta] wake=da. 
goal=ACC achievernent-do-PST wake=COP.NPST 
'In other words (or， Th剖 is)[she] achieved [her] goal.' 
[4] Mono (J)‘thing' 
Mono is 0白enused outside the MMC， with the rneaning ‘thing'. According 
to Teramura (1984: 297-305)ヲ whenused in what 1 term the MMC， mono 
has various rneanings， such as (i) obligation， advice， e.g. (111)， (i) surprise， 
strong ernotion， wish， hope， e.g. (112)， (ii) past habitual or recalling a past 
experience， e.g. (113)， and (iv) explanation， e.g. (114). The uses (i) and (i) 
are rnodal， (ii) probably aspectual， and (iv) discourse-related. ln (114)， 
mono is shown in bold face， for the reader' s convenience. 
(111) [Oto此οnoko=wa nak-ana-i] mono=da. 
[boy=TOP町] cr可y-NEG-NPST mono=COP 
‘宮Boysshould not cr町yん，
(112) [Uma-i sake=o nom-i-ta-i] 
nice-NPST rice.wine=ACC drink-LINK-DESID-NPST 
mono=da. 
mono=COP.NPST 
‘[1] would love to drink nice sake. ' 
(113) [Hanako=wa yoku Nagoya=e it-ta] 
Hanako=TOP often Nagoya=ALL go-PST 
mono=da. 
mono=COP.NPST 
'Hanako used to go to Nagoya often.' 
(Terarnura refers to this use as 'recalling a past experience'. However， 1 
would prefer to term it‘past habitual'.) 
(114) Seehu=wa kome=no yunyuu=o 
governrnent=TOP rice=GEN irnport=ACC 
kinsi-si-ta. 
prohibition-do-PS T 
'The governrnent banned the irnport ofrice.ラ
[Noomin=no yooかuu=ni kotae-ta] mono. 
farmer=GEN demand=DAT/LOC answer-PST mono 
That is， [the governrnent] responded to the farrners' demand.' 
(The use of mono for explanation is often used in newspaper articles. In this 
use， the copula is alrnost always deleted， asin (114).) 
There is another use of mono. which Terarnura did not list. 
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(115) [Koko=ni wareware=wa 
here=DAT/LOC 1PL=TOP 
kettee=ni koogi-su-ru] 







'We hereby protest against the government' s decision.' 
Ih this use， mono makes the sentence sound formal， and does not seem to 
have any other meaning. That is， it has a stylistic effect The copula always 
(?) has the periphrastic nonpast form: ~de ar-u (formal) (Table 1). 
[5] Sidai (C)‘circumstance， procedure， program， process' 
In Modem Japanese， sidαi can be used outside the MMC， with the meaning 
‘circumstance， procedure， programme， process'， etc. When used in the 
恥伽C，it has a 町listiceffect: it makes the sentence sound formal， e.g. (116). 
Unlike mono in (115)， the copula does not have to be in the formal form 
=de ar-u. 


































‘We apologize from the [bo抗omof our] heart.' 
[6] Hoo (C)‘direction' and muki (J)ιdirection' 
Both of these can be used outside the MMC， with the meaning ‘direction' . 
When used in the MMC， they describe human propensity/tendency or the 
like. Therefore， they are similar to the nouns discussed in 5.4.2-[6] 'Nouns 
that indicate tendency， practice， habit or the like' and 5.4.2・[7]'Nature， 
propensity or the like'. They have an aspectual meaning: habitual. 






‘[Compared with other s加dents]Hanako tends to study hard. ' 
(118) [Yamadα-si=wa koo kangae-te or-are-ru] 
Yamada-Mr.=TOP 血us think-GER be-POL回NPST
muki=de ar-u. 
muki=COP.GER be-NPST 
市1r.Tanaka tends to think this way.' 
[7] Ippoo (C)‘one direction， one waγ 
When used outside the r.仏rfC，伊'Poomeans‘one direction， one way'. When 
used in the MMC， it means‘more and more' or‘increasingly， progressively'. 
It adds something like an aspec旬almeaning. 
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(119) [Soto=de=wa ame=ga tuyo・ku
outside=LOCIINS=TOP rain=NOM strong-INF 
nar-u] 伊']Joo=da.
become-NPST 伊']Joo=COP.NPST
‘The rain is becoming heavier and heavier outside. ' 
[8] Tokoro (1)‘place' 
Tokoro can be used outside the MMC， with the meaning ‘place'. When used 
in the MMC， it has various meanings， which are predominantly aspectual， 
e.g. (36) (‘Hanako is reading a book': progressive)， (120)ラ(121).(There is a 
large literature on this use of tokoro， e.g. Teramura 1984: 290-293.) 
(120) [Hanako=wa ima de初ke-ru] tokoro=da. 
Hanako=TOP now go.out-NPST tokoro=COP.NPST 
ιHanako is just about to go out now. ' 
(121) [Hanako=wa ima dekαke-ta] tokoro=da. 
Hanako=TOP now go.out-PST tokoro=COP.NPST 
ιHanako has just gone out now.' 
Although this is not mentioned in the works cited above， tokoro has 
another use: stylistic effect， tomake the sentence formal (like mono in (115) 
and sidai in (116)). 
(122) (A certain professor made the following remark about someone 
else' s research.) 




Less仕切 translation:'[We] al received stimulus [from his 
rese訂 ch].'
Freer translation:‘[His research] is stimulating to [us] al.' 
[9] Koto (1)‘fact' 
Koto can be used outside the MMC， with the meaning ‘fact'， e.g. (263). 
When used in the MMC， it expresses advice， instruction， or obligation， e.g. 
(123)， among others. It supplies a modal meaning: deontic modality. 
(Teramura (1984: 293-297) provides a detailed discussion.) 




‘Students should study very hard. ' 
[10] Yosi (1)‘reported evidence' 
According to NKD Vol. 13: 605， 622， etymologically the noun yosi means 
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‘relating a fact/thing to another'. It seems to be the nominalized form (with 
the suffix -i) of the archaic verb yos-‘to make something go/come near 
something else'. In . Modem Japanese， yosi can be used outside the MMC， 
with the meaning ιmeans， clue'. However， it is almost always used in the 
MMC. It fumishes an evidential meaning: reported evidence. It is often used 
in letersラ andthe copula is always deleted. 
(124) [Hanakoニga gookaku-si-ta] yosi. 
Hanako=NOM passing-do田 PST yosi 
‘1 heard that Hanako had passed [an examination].' 
5.4.4 Enclitic =no 
The enclitic =no has various uses， which include the following. The 
classification and the labels employed are only tentative. 
(a) Genitive case， e.g. (125). 
(b) Nominalizer or non-content noun， e.g. (126). 
(c) Complementizer or non-content noun， e.g. (127). 
(d) In the MMC， e.g. (128). 
(125) Hanako=no ie 
Hanako=GEN house 
'Hanako' s house' 
(126) Watasi=wa yasu-i=no=o 
1 SG=TOP cheap-NPST=NMLZ=ACC 
'1 bought a cheap one.' 
kat-ta. 
buy-PST 
(127) w;αtωi=wa Hanako=ga hon=o yon-de 
1 SG=TOP Hanako=NOM book=ACC read-GER 
i-ru=no=o mi-ta. 
be-NPST=COMP=ACC see-PST 
LT:‘1 saw Hanako is reading a book.' 
FT:‘1 saw Hanako reading a book.' 
(128) Gakusee=ga issyokenmee benかoo-si-te i-ru. 
student=NOM very.h町 d study-do-GER be-NPST 
'The students are studying very hard.' 
[Siken=ga ar-u]=no=da. 
examination=NOM be-NPST=no=COP .NPST 
'This is because there will be an examination.' 
When used in the .rv品1C，=no may be considered a non-content noun， a 
nominalizer， or a complementizer. There is a huge literature on =no as used 
in what 1 term the MMC (e.g. (128))， such as Teramura (1984: 305・311)and 
Mie Tsunoda (2004: 6与128).Relevant works written in English include 
Kuno (1973: 223・233). The MMC with =no abounds in Japanese， 
expressing cause， reason or the like， although its precise meaning is 
sometimes difficult to pinpoint. The use ofthis MMC isdiscourse-related. 
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5.5 Morphology of 'Noun 1 in MMC 
Japanese nouns do not involve any inf1ectional affix， and we shall be 
concemed with derivational affixes. 
There訂 eat least two derivational prefixes that can be added to the 
‘Noun' of the MMC， e.g. go-‘polite' and 0- 'polite'. First， they can be 
added to nouns outside the MMC. Examples (129)佃 d(130) are answers to 
the question ‘Will Professor Tanaka go to Nagoya?' 
(129) Sono go-yotee=wa ar-i-mas-en. 
th瓜 POL-plan(noun)=TOP exist-LINK-POL-NEG 
LTソThatplan does not exist. ' 
FT:‘[Professor Tanaka] does not have such a plan.' 
(130) Sono o-tumori=wa ar-i-mas-en. 
that POL-intention=TOP exist-LINK-POL-NEG 
LT:‘That intention does not exist. ' 
FT:‘[professor Tanaka] does not have such an intention.' 
Now， these prefixes can be added to the ‘Noun' ofthe MMC. 
(131) [Tanaka-sensee=wa Nagoya=ni 
Tanaka-professor=TOP Nagoya=DATILOC 
irassyar-u] go-yotee =da. 
go.SUBJ.RESP-NPST POL-plan=COP.NPST 
ιProfessor Tanaka plans to go to Nagoya.' 
(132) [Tanaka-sensee=wa Nagoya=ni 
Tanaka-professor=TOP Nagoya=DATILOC 
irassyar-u] o-tumoriニ da.
go.SUBJ.RESP-NPST POL-intention=COP .NPST 
'Professor Tanaka intends to go to Nagoya.' 
(There is a suppletive altemation between iι'go' (neutral) and irassyar-
'go' (subject respect).) Both (131) and (132) are correct， but stylistically 
they sound betler if the 'Copula' is in the polite form. For example， (133) 
sounds betler than (131). 




‘Professor Tanaka plans to go to Nagoya.' 
Note白瓜 yotee‘plan'is a content noun (c王5.4.2-[1])，while tumori 
‘intention' is a non:"content noun (cf. 5.4.3-[1]). That is， the polite prefixes 
in question may be added to (剖 leastsome of) both content nouns and 




The ‘Copula' of the MMC may be absent. (When the copula is absent， th瓜
particular instance of the MMC deviates合omthe prototype， shown in (1).) 
It is always absent or often absent depending on the noun that occurs in the 
‘Noun' slot. A detailed discussion， dealing with each noun separately， is
beyond the scope ofthe present paper. Selected examples follow. 
[1] The ‘Copula' is always absent in the following cases. 
判明司lenthe noun is the content-noun utagai‘suspicion'， the copula is 
always absent， e.g. (103). This MMC is often used in newspaper articles， 
but 1 have never seen the copula included. The copula may possibly be 
included， but the sentence does not sound natural (in my judgmentラ asleast). 
Compare (103) with: 






lntended meaning:‘Ac∞C∞O町rdingtωo the investigation， the previous 
govemor is suspected to have received 10 million yen企omthe
construction industry.' 
(However， there are speakers of Japanese who judge (134) as acceptable.) 
(b) When the ‘Noun' is血enon-content noun yosi‘reported evidence'， 
the copula is always absent， e.g. (124). Ifthe copula is present， the sentence 
is not acceptable (in my judgmentヲ asleast). 
(135)キ[Hanako=ga gookaku-si-ta] yosi=da. 
Hanako=NO恥1 passing-do-PST yosi=COP.NPST 
Intended meaning:‘1 heard th瓜 Hanakohad passed [an 
ex町nination].' 
(However， one speaker of Japanese considered (135) acceptable. Another 
speaker stated th剖 (135)is acceptable if the copula is replaced with the 
polite form =des-u ‘COP.POL-NPST' .) 
[2] The ‘Copula' is often absent in the following cases. 
判明司lenthe ‘Noun' is the non-content noun koto ‘fact' and 
furthermore when it expresses advice， obligation， or instruction， the copula 
1S 0仕切 deleted.(1 owe this observation to Kaoru Horie (p.cふ)Compare 
(123) with: 
(136) [Gakusee=wα issyokenmee benかoo-su-ru] koto. 
student=TOP very.hard study-do・NPST koto 
‘Students should study very hard.' 
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(b) When the‘Noun' is the non-content noun mono and furthermore 
when it expresses strong emotion， wish， or hope， the copula is often absent. 





'[1] would love to drink nice sake.' 
sake=o nom-i-ta-i] 
rice.wine-ACC drink-LINK-DESID-NPST 
(c) The MMC in which the ‘Noun' is one that indicates plan， intention 
or the like (5.4.2・[1])or one出atindicates schedule， expectation or the like 
(5.4.2-[2])， isoften used in newspapers， in particular， in articles about the 
political scene. The copula is often omitted， inparticular， inarticles on白e
political scene. Compare (81) with (138)， and (84) with (139). 
(138) [Seehu=wa kome=no yunyuu=o 
government=TOP rice=GEN import=ACC 
mitome-ru] ikoo. 
approve四 NPST intention 
ιThe government intends to approve the import of rice. ' 
(139) [Seehu=wa kome=no yunyuu=o 
government=TOP rice=GEN import=ACC 
mitome-ru] mikomi. 
approve-NPS T expectation 
‘The government is expected to approve the import of rice. ' 
5.6.2 Negation 
When the ‘Copula' is present， it can be neg剖ed，e.g. (140). The predicate of 
出eιClause'may be negated， e.g. (141). The scope of negation differs. Both 





ιHanako does not plan to go.' 
(141) [Hanako=wa ik-ana-i] 
Hanako=TOP go-NEG-NPST 
'Hanako plans not to go.' 

















































ゴtis not the case that Hanako plans not to go.' 
Another example of the negation of the ιCopula' is (43). Another example 
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of the negation of the predicate of theιClause' is (57). 
When the ‘Copula' is absent， naturally only the predicate of the 
‘Clause' can be negated. The copula can be in no way negated. Compare 
(139) (mitome-ru‘approve-NPST'; affirmative) and (143) (ne似 ive).
(143) [Seehu=wα kome=no yunyuu=o 
government=TOP rice=GEN import=ACC 
mitome-na-i] mikomi. 
approve-NEG田NPST expectation 
‘The government is expected not to approve the import of rice.' 
As noted in 5.6.1-[1]ラ the‘Copula' is always absent when the .Noun' is， 
e.g.， (a) utagai‘suspicion' or (b) yosi‘reported evidence'. In such cases， 
naturally only the predicate of the ‘Clause' can be negated. The copula can 
be in no way negated. Compare， for example， (124) (gookaku-si-ta 
.passing-do・PST';affirmative) and (144) (negative). 
(144) [Hanako=ga gookaku-si-nak-atta] yosi. 
Hanako=NOM passing-do・NEG-PST . yosi 
‘1 heard that Hanako had not passed [an examination]. ' 
Also， as noted in 5.6.1・[2]，血e‘Copula'is 0丘enabsent when the 
‘Noun' is， e.g.， (a) koto ιfact' expressing advice， obligation， instruction， (b) 
mono 'thing' indicating strong emotion， wish， hope， or (c) one也atindicates 
plan， intention or the like or one that indicates schedule， expectation or the 
like. In such cases， naturally only the predicate of the ‘Clause' can be 
negated. Compare (136) (affirmative) and (145) (ne例 ive).
(145) [めノoositu=de sawag-ana-i] koto. 
cIassroom=LOC/INS be.noisy-NEG-NPST koto 
ιDon't be noisy in the cIassroom.' 
5‘6.3 Subject of 'Clα'Use' 
5.6.3.1 Presence/absence ofthe subject. The subject 0ぱft恥he‘.Cl刷a凱加usぜeピ， cannot 
oc∞cu町ro町ris of白tenabsent depending on the 
(ω吋The no叩n-唱叩C∞ont旬e凶 noun mono ‘'thin昭g'(5.4.3-[4]) can express strong 
emotion， wish， or hope. The emotion or the like is always (?) that of由e
speaker. The subject cannot occur. Compare (112)， (137)， and (146). 
(146) *[Watasi=wα uma-i sake=o 
1 SG=TOP nice司 NPST rice.wine-ACC 
nom-i-ta-i] '¥ mono=da. 
drink-LINK -DESID四 NPST mono=COP.NPST 
Intended meaning:‘1 would love to drink nice sake.' 
In contrast， when mono‘thing' is used for (i) obligation， advice， e.g. (111)， 
(i) past habitual or past experience， e.g. (113)， (ii) explanation， e.g. (114)， 
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or (iv) stylistic effect， e.g. (115)， the subject can be present. 
(b) The non-content noun koto 'fact' (5.4.3-[8]) can indicate advice， 
instruction or obligation. In such cases， the subject can be present， e.g. (123)， 
but it is often absent. Compare (123) and (147). 
(147) [Issyokenmee benかoo-su-ru]
very.hard study-do-NPST 
'[Y ou] should study very hard.' 
koto=da. 
koto=COP 
Furthermore， this particular句rpeof the MMC is used rather like an 
imperative sentence， and in such instances the copula is always absent， and 
the subject， too， is generally absent， e.g. (145)， (148). The subject 
understood is the second person. 
(148) [砂ukudai=o su-ru] koto. 
homework=ACC do田 NPST koto 
‘Do [your] homework.' 
5.丘3.2Subject properties. The subject of the ‘Clause' of the MMC in 
Japanese has the usual kind of subject properties of the language. Tasaku 
Tsunoda(2009:214・215)proposes four criteria for identifシingthe subj ect in 
Japanese.明司1剖 1have been calling the subject of the‘Clause' ofthe MMC 
fulfils al ofthese four criteria. We shalllook at each ofthem. 
[1] Subject respect 
According to this criterion， the subject can agree with the predicate in terms 
of subject respect. Compare (149) (a verb-predicate sentence) and (150) 
(MMC). 




‘Professor Tanaka writes/will write a book.' 
(150) [Tanakα-sensee=wa hon=o 
Tanaka田 professor=TOP bOQk=ACC 
kak-are-ru] yotee=da. 
write-SUBJ.RESP-NPST plan=COP.NPST 
'Professor Tanaka plans to write a book.' 
In (149)， the subject (Tana初-sensee)agrees with the predicate (kak-are-ru) 
in terms of‘subject respect'. The same agreement exists in the 'Clause' of 
the MMC in (150). Additional examples of subject agreement in the MMC 
町e(56) and (64). 
[2] Reflexivization 
According to this criterio民 thesubject can be the antecedent of a reflexive 
expression such as zibun or zibunzisin 'self'. Compare: 
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(151) Hanako=wa zibunzisin=o 
Hanako=TOP self 
‘Hanako praised herself. ' 








‘It appears that Hanako praised herself.' 
In (151) (a verb-predicate sentence) the subject (Hanako) is the antecedent 
of the reflexive zibunzisin‘self. The same applies to the ‘Clause' of (152) 
(MMC). 
[3] Adverbial clause with -nagara‘concurrent' 
According to this crit'erion， when the predicate of a subordinate clause is in 
the concurrent form -nagara (Table 1)， the subject of the subordinate clause 
and that of the main clause cannot have different referents， cf. (153). They 
must be coreferential， and furthermore， the subject of the subordinate clause 
cannot be present， cf. (154). It has to be absent， e.g. (155). 
(153) *Akio=wa Hanako=ga biiru=o 
Akio=TOP Hanako=NOM beer=ACC 
nom-i陶 nag，αra yakyuu=o mi-ta. 
drink-LINK-CONCUR baseball=ACC watch-PST 
Intended meaning:‘Akio watched baseball while Hanako drank 
beer.ラ
(154) *Akio=wα Akio=ga biiru=o 
Akio=TOP Akio=NOM beer=ACC 
nom-i-nagara yaかuu=o mi-ta. 
drink-LINK-CONCUR baseball=ACC watch-PST 
Intended meaning:‘Akio watched baseball while he drank 
beer.' 
(155) Akio=wa biiru=o 
Akio=TOP beer=ACC 
nom千nagara yaわ仰=0 mi-t，α. 
drink-LINK-CONCUR baseball=ACC watch-PST 
'Akio watched baseball while drinking beer.' 
Exactly the s田nerestrictions apply to the ‘Clause' of the乱1MC.For 
example， compare (155) with (156). 
(156) [Akio=wa biiru=o 
Akio=TOP beer=ACC 
nom-i-nagara yaかuu=o mi-ta] 
drink-LINK幽 CONCURbaseball=ACC watch-PST 
moyoo=da. 
appearance=COP .NPST 
ιIt appears that Akio watched baseball while drinking beer.' 
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[4] Quantifier float 
According to this criterion， the subject can trigger quantifier float. Compare 
the following verb国 predicatesentences. 
(157) San-nin=no gakusee=ga ki-ω. 
three田 person=GEN student=NOM come-PST 
‘Three students c出ne.'
(158) Gakusee=ga san引 in ki四 ta.
student=NOM three-person come-PST 
'(As above)' 
Likewise， the subject ofthe‘Clause' can trigger quantifier float. 
(159) [San-nin=no gakusee=ga ki-ω] 
three-person=GEN student=NOM come-PST 
moyoo=da. 
appe訂 ance=COP.NPST
'lt appears that three students came.' 
(160) [Gakusee=ga san-nin ki-ω] 





All of the content nouns (5.4.2) and some of the non-content nouns (5.4.3) 
can be modified by an adjective， a demonstrative or也elike when they訂 e
used outside the MMC. Examples include (129)， (130)， and (161). However， 
when a noun is used in the 'Noun' slot of the MMC， it cannot be modified 
by an adjective， a demonstrative or the like. Compare (162) (MMC) and 
(163) (in which the‘Noun' is modified.) 
(161)⑪uuna yotee=ga deki-ta. 
urgent plan=NOM emerge-PST 
'An urgent schedule has come up.' 




'Hanako plans to go to N agoya.ヲ
(163) *[Hanako=wa Nagoya=ni ik-u] 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC go-NPST 
わ仰na yotee =da. 
urgent plan=COP.NPST 
1ntended meaning: 'Hanako plans to go to Nagoya urgently.' 
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5.6.5 Modificα!tion by means of 'Clαuse Noun' 
The ‘Clause Noun' of the MMC may modi命 anoun. Consider the 
following set of examples. 
(164) [Hanako=wa ik-u] 
Hanako=TOP go・NPST
'Hanako plans ωgo.' 
yotee=da. 
plan=COP .NPST 
(165) ik-u votee=de ar-u 
go-NPST plan=COP.GER be-NPST 
'the/a person who plans to go' 
(166) ik-u votee=dat-ta hito 
go・NPST plan=COP-PST person 
'the/a person who planned to go' 
(167) ik-u votee=no hito 
go・NPST plan=GEN person 
‘出e/aperson who plans to go' 
hito 
person 
Th剖 is，there are at least同10ways for the ‘Clause Noun' to modi命anoun:
(a) Clause Noun Copula， e.g. (165)， (166). 
(b) Clause Noun Genitive， e.g. (167). 
In (165) and (166) (and maybe in (167)， too)， the underlined part functions 
rather like an adnominal clause ('AC'). 
When the ‘Copula' is in the nonpast， it must have the periphrastic form 
-de ar-(formal) (Table 1)， e.g. (165). It cannot be in the non-periphrastic 
form =da; see (168). (The same restriction is observed in ACs. See (16) and 
(17).) 
(168)宇ik-u yotee=da hiω 
go・NPST plan=COP.NPST person 
Intended meaning:‘the/a person who plans to go' 
The noun yotee‘plan' is a content noun. These two methods， i.e. (a) 
and (b)， are probably available for al of the content nouns. They are also 
available for at least some of the non-content nouns， e.g. tumori‘intention' . 
Compare: 
(169) [Hanako=wa ik-u] ωmori=da. 
Hanako=TOP go-NPST tumori=COP.NPST 
'Hanako intends to go.' 
(170) ik同 u tumori=de αr-u hito 
go・NPST tumori =COP.GER be-NPST person 
‘血e/aperson who intends to go' 
(171) ik-u tumori=dat・.t，a hito 
go・NPST tumori =COP-PST person 
'the/a person who intended to go' 
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(172) ik-u tumori =no hiω 
go・NPST tumori =GEN person 
‘出e/aperson who intends to go' 
However， with some other non-content nouns， neither (a) nor (b) is 
available. These nouns include mono (5.4.3-[4]) indicating (i) obligation， 
advice， (i) explanation， (ii) past experience， or (iv) strong emotion， wish， 
hope， and koto (5.4.子[9]) expressing advice， obligation， instruction. 
Compare (173) (same as (123)) with (174) to (176). 




‘Students should study very hard. ' 
(174) *issyokenmee benかoo-su-ru
very .hard study -do-NPS T 
koto=de ar-u hito 
koto=COP.GER be-NPST person 
Intended meaning:‘the/a person who should study very hard' 
(175) *issyokenmee benkyoo-su-ru 
vef)人h町 d study-do-NPST 
koto=dat-ta hito 
koto=COP-PST be-NPST person 
Intended meaning:‘the/a person who had to study very h訂 d'
(176) *issyokenmee benkyoo-su-ru koto=no hiω 
very.h町d study-do-NPST koto=GEN person 
Intended meaning: 'the/a person who should study very hard' 
5.6.6 MMC in subordinate clauses 
In 5.6.5， we saw that certain instances of the MMC can occur in ACs， e.g. 
(165) to (167)， and (170) to (172)， but th瓜 otherscannot， cf. (174) to (176). 
The difference has to do with the noun involved. The same applies to the 
use of the MMC in other kinds of subordinate clauses. For example， 
consider the gerund - one ofthe nonfinite forms (Table 1). 
Wi出 somenouns， the MMC ending in the gerund form can occur in a 
subordinate clause. One example is (42) (yotee=de‘plan=COP.GER'); it 
involves the content noun yotee‘plan'. 
However， no such subordination is possible with， for exampleヲ koto
‘白ct'for advice， instruction， or obligation. See (145) and (148); they訂 e
used rather like imperative sentences， and they will not be used in a 
subordinate clause. 
5.6.7‘Clα!use ' without αverb 






‘The train arrives/will arrive at five 0' clock.' 
(178) Densya=wa goゾi=ni tootyaku=da. 
train=TOP five-hour=DAT/LOC arrival=COP.NPST 
LT:‘The train is an arrival at five o'clock.' 
FT:‘The train will arrive at five o'clock.' 




‘The train is scheduled to arrive at five 0' clock. ' 
(180) [Densya=wa goゾi=ni tootyaku]=no 




(181) [Densyα=wa goゴi=ni tootyaku]=no 




In (177)， the predicate is a compound verb that consists of a noun of 
Chinese origin (tootyaku 'arrival') and the native Japanese verb su-'do'. 
This type of compound verb will be abbreviated as‘Chinese-su-' . 
Example (177) is a verb-predicate sentence. Example (178) (s田neas 
(10)) is an instance of‘quasl-noun回 predicatesentence'. It is possible to say 
th剖(178)is formed by replacing the verb su-‘do' of (177) with the copula. 
This ‘replacement' is possible when the predicate is a compound verb of 
‘Chinese-su-' . 
Example (179) is a proto守picalMMC. When the predicate of its 
‘Clause' is a compound verb of ‘Chinese-su-'， su-can be replaced with the 
enclitic =no (genitive case， nominalizer， or complementizer)， resulting in 
(180). Furthermore， the ‘Copula' can be absent， as in (181). 
In instances such as (180) and (181)， the ‘Clause' lacks a verb. (They 
紅 enot instances ofthe prototypical MMC.) 
It is not known if sentences such as (180) and (181)町 epossible with 
al the compound verbs of 'Chinese-su-'. 
6. Comparison of MMC with other constructions 
6.1 Introductory notes 
We shall compare the following constructions， including the MMC， 
regarding morphological and other aspects of their predicate in 6.2， and 
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syntax in 6.3. 
(a) 1ntemal adnominal clause ('1ntemal AC') (4ユ1.2).
(b) Extemal adnominal clause ('Extemal AC') (4.2.1.3). 
(c) Adverbial clause of time. 
(d)‘Clause' ofthe MMC. 
(e) Verb-predicate sentence. 
(f) I-adjective-predicate sentence. 
(g)Mルadjective-predicatese凶ence.
(h) Noun-predicate sentence (which involves the copula). 
This list does not exhaust the construction types in Japanese. Nonetheless， 
this comparison will help to locate the MMC in a broader context of 
Japanese morphosyntax. 
6.2 Morphological and other aspects 01 the predicate 
We shalllook at the verbal categories that have a modal and/or illocutionary 
force (6ユ1)，syuuzyosi‘final postposition' (6ユ2)，and tense and related 
categories (6ユ3)，and then provide a discussion (6ユ4).The results of this 
comparison are shown in Table 3. 
丘2.1Verbα1 categories that have a modal and/or illocutionary force 
[1] 1mperative 
The imperative is possible in (e) Verb-predicate sentence， e.g. (182)， but not 
in (d)‘Clause' of the MMC. See (53) (iιe 'go・1MP').Nor is it possible in 
(a)， (b)， or (c). The imperative is absent with (f) I-adjective-predicate 
sentence， (g) Na-adjective predicate sentence， and (h) Noun-predicate 
sentence (although it may be possible to make up a periphrastic expression). 
It does not seem worthwhile to give unacceptable sentences. 
(e) Verb-predicate sentence 
(182) Hayaku hon=o yom-e! 
quickly book=ACC read-1恥1p
'Read the book quickly! ' 
[2] 1ntentional 
Exactly the same comment given on the imperative applies to the intentional. 
An example of (e) Verb-predicate sentence is (183). An unacceptable 
example of (d) the ιClause' ofthe MMC is (54) (ik-oo‘go・INT').
(183) (Context: Hanako is going to Nagoya.) 
Wαtαsi=mo Mαgoyα=ni ik-oo. 
lSG=TOP Nagoya=DATILOC go-INT 
'1， too， will go to Nagoya.' 
[3] Polite 
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The polite suffix -mas has a wider distribution than do.the imperative and 
the intentional. 
(a) lntemal AC 
The polite form is not highly acceptable (c王Takahashi1974: 42， 48， Okutsu 
1974: 41， Teramura 1992: 249). Hence the question mark in Table 3. 




'This is t由h児e/abook t由h剖 ProfessorTa加na北kawrot白怠，
Hiroshi Kudo (p.c.) and Setsuko Ando (p心)suggest th瓜 thepolite form 
becomes acceptable if the predicate of the main clause is in the polite form，、
as in (184) (=deトu'POL-NONPST')， or ifthe predicate ofthe AC is in one 
ofthe respect forms. (See 5.3ユ2-[2]for respect forms.) Harada (1976: 557) 
states in effect that polite suffixes， such as -mas， may occur in ACs，‘though 
apparently only in the hyperpolite style'. 
(b) Extemal AC 
The comment given on intemal ACs applies to extemal ACs. 
(185) ?Kore=wa Hanako=ga ~akana=o 





LT:‘This is the/a smell with which Hanako grils a fish. ' 
FT:‘This is the smell of Hanako grilling a fish. ' 
( c)Adverbial clause of time 
As seen in 4ユ2，0∞ne0ぱfthe three wa可.ystωo form adverbial clauses involves 
Noun=postpos討d副i江耐tionぜl' (the post中position ma:可y be a油bs鴎en叫tunder certain 
CIr叩cums坑tanc印es吋).Many of these nouns indicate a temporal relationship 
between two situations. It may look as if such an adverbial clause consists 
of an AC and a noun (generally followed by a postposition). lndeed， 
previous studies such as Okutsu (1974)， Takahashi (1959，1979，1994) and 
Teramura (1992) reg訂 dthese adverbial clauses as involving an AC. It is in 
view of this th瓜 (c)is included in this comparison. Also it is in view of this 
that most of the chapters on individual languages in the present volume 
contain an account of the formation of adverbial clauses. 
Regarding the acceptability of the polite form in these adverbial 
clauses oftime， the comment given on intemal ACs applies. 







LT:‘At the time [when] Professor Tanaka le抗， Professor Yamada 
a汀 ived.'
FT: When Professor Tanaka left， Professor Yamada町rived.'
(d)‘Clause' ofthe MMC 
The polite form cannot be used， cf. (64)， even when the ‘Copula' is in the 
polite form， cf. (65). 
( e)V erb-predicate sentence 
The polite form can be used， e.g. (62). 
(f) I-adjective-predicate sentence 
The polite form can be used， e.g.: 
(187) Kono biiru=wa oisi-i=des-u. 
this beer=TOP tasty-NPST=COP.POL・NPST
'This beer is tasty. ' 
(g) Na-adjective-predicate sentence 
The polite form can be used， e.g.: 
(188) Hanako=wa genki=des-u. 
Hanako=TOP healthy=COP.POL-NPST 
'Hanako is well. ' 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence (which involves the copula) 
The polite form can be used， e.g.: 
(189) Hanako=wa isya=des-u. 
Hanako=TOP doctor-COP .POL-NPST 
'Hanako is a (medical) doctor.' 
6.2.2 Syuuzyosi戸nalpostposition ' 
A syuu勾losi‘finalpostposition' generally occurs sentence-finally and 
provides a modal meaning or the like， e.g. =ka‘question'， =ne‘request for 
confirmation'， and =yo 'strong assertion'. That is， a syuuzyosi 'final 
postposition' has a modal or illocutionary effect. 
めlUl匂losicannot occur after the predicate in any of the following. 
(a) Internal AC. 
(b) External AC. 
(c) Adverbial clause oftime. 
(d)‘Clause' ofthe MMC. 
N ote that a syuu万osicannot occur a負erthe predicate of the ‘Clause' of the 
MMC. See (78) to (80). 
In contrast， a syuuzyosi can occ町 afterthe predicate in the following. 
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(e) Verb-predicate sentence. 





(f) I-adjective-predicate sentence， e.g. (191). 
(g) Na-a司jective-predicatesentence， e.g. (192). 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence (which involves the copula)， e.g. (193). 
(191) Kono biiru=wa oisi-i=des-u=ka? 
this beer=TOP tasty-NPST=COP.POL-NPST=Q 
'ls this beer tasty?' 
(92) Hanako=wa genki=des-u=ka? 
Hanako=TOP healthy=COP.POL-NPST=Q 
'ls Hanako we11?' 
(193) Hanako=wa isya=des-u=ka? 
Hanako=TOP doctor-COP.POL-NPST 
'ls Hanako a (medical) doctor?' 
6.2.3 Tense αnd related cαtegories 
We sha11100k at the past， and then the nonpast. As was the case in 4.2.1.1 
and 5.3ユ2・[2]，we need to distinguish the following two groups. 
(i) Verbs and i-adjectives. 
(i) Na-adjectives and the copula. 
These two groups exhibit different behaviours in the nonpast， although there 
is no such difference in the past. (Portions of the paradigms of verbs， 
i-adjectives， na-adjectives， and the copula紅 eshown in Table 1.) 
[1] Past 
The past can be used in a1 of the constructions listed in Table 3. There is no 
behavioural difference between the two groups. Examples fo11ow. 
(a) 1ntemal AC， e.g. (20) to (22) (okutω 仰‘send-PST').
(b) Extemal AC， e.g. it-ωιgo-PST' in: 
(19的 Hαnα!ko=叉αNα叉ovα=ni it-tαwαke 
Hanako=NOM Nagoya=DATILOC go-PST reason 
‘由ereason why Hanako went to Nagoya' 
(c) Adverbial clause of time， e.g. (33) (the first occurrence of tu-i-ta 
6ぽ rive-LINK-PST').
(d)ιClause' of the MMC， e.g. (66) (hut-taιfa11-PST') (verb)， (68) 
(akaruk・atta‘cheer白l-PST)(i-adjective)， (71) (genki=datta‘healthy=PST') 
(na-adjective)， (75) (tensai=dat-ta 'genius=COP-PST') (copula)， (86) 
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(tassee-si-ta‘achievement-do・PST')(verb). 
(e) Verb-predicate sentence， e.g. (33) (the second occu町enceof tu-i-ta 
ιarrive-LINK-PST'). 
(t) I-adjective-predicate sentence， e.g. (69). 
(g) Na-adjective-predicate sentence， e.g. (72). 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence， e.g. (76). 
[2] Nonpast 
As seen in Section 3， na-adjectives and the copula have a distinct adnominal 
form， which has the meaning of the nonpast. With i-adjectives and verbs， 
the adnominal form is identical with the nonpast form. 
[2・1]Nonpast: verbs and i-adjectives 
The nonpast form can be used in al of the relevant constructions listed in 
Table 3. (g) Na-adjective-predicate sentence and (h) Noun-predicate 
sentence町eirrelevant; their predicate is neither a verb nor an i-adjective. 
Examples follow. 
(a) Intemal AC， e.g.: 
(195) mainiti hon=o vom-y_ gakusee 
everyday book=ACC read-NPST student 
'a student who reads books everyday' 
(b) Extemal AC， e.g. (29) (yak-u 'grill-NPST')加d(31)(αruk-u 
'walk-NPST'). 
(c) Adverbial clauses oftime， e.g. (32) (tuιu'aπive-NPST'). 
(d)‘Clause' ofthe MMC， e.g. (164) (ik-u 'go-NPST') (verb) and (46) 
(akaru-i‘cheerful-NPST') (i-adjective) 
(e) Verb-predicate sentence， e.g. (35) (ik-u 'go-NPST'). 
(t) I-adjective開 predicatesentence， e.g. (6) (kura-i‘d訂 k-NPST').
(g) Na-adjective-predicate sentence: irrelevant. 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence: irrelevant. 
[2-2] Nonpast: na-adjectives and the popula 
These have a distinct adnominal form (involving =na)， separately仕omthe 
nonpast form (involving =da). 
[2・2-1]Na-adjectives 
The nonpast can occur in (g) Na-adjective-predicate sentence， e.g. (7) 
(genki=dlα‘healthy=NPST'). Elsewhere， it cannot occur， and the adnominal 
form or the periphrastic form =de ar-'COP.GER be' (formal) must occur in 
place of the nonpast form. The following types of constructions訂 C
irrelevant; their predicate can be in no way a na-adjective: (e) 
Verb-predicate sentence， (ηI-adjective-predicate sentenceラ 佃d (h) 
Noun-predicate sentence (which involves the copula). 
Examples follow. 
(a) Intemal AC. Compareキ(13)，(14) and (15). 
(b) Extemal AC. Compare *(195)ラ(196)and (197). 
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(195)牢Hanako=ga genki=da wαke 
Hanako=NOM healthy=NPST reason 
Intended meaning: 'the reason why Hanako is well' 
(196) Rcmako=J!a J!enki=na wake 
Hanako=NOM healthy=ADN 問 ason
'the reason why Hanako is well' 
(197) Ranako=J!a J!enki=de ar-u wα舵
Hanako=NOM healthy=GER be-NPST reason 
‘(As above)' 
(c) Adverbial clauses of time. Compareキ(198)，(199) and (200). 
(198) *~αtasi=wa Hanako=ga genki=da 
1 SG=TOP Hanako=NOM healthy=ADN 
toki=ni a-i-ta-i. 
time=DAT/LOC meet-LINK-DESID-NPST 
Intended meaning:‘I want to see Hanako when she is well. ' 
(199) Watasi=wa Rαnako=ga genki=na 
1 SG=TOP Hanako=NOM healthy=ADN 
toki=ni a-i-ta-i. 
time=DAT/LOC meet-LINK-DESID-NPST 
'Iw加 tto see Hanako when she is well.' 
(200) Watasi=wa Hanαko=:=ga genki・=de
1 SG=TOP Hanako=NOM healthy=ADN 
ar-u toki=ni a-i-ta-i. 
be-NPST time=DAT/LOC meet-LINK-DESID-NPST 
'(As above)' 
(d)‘Clause' ofthe MMC 
Compare * (47) (genki =dlα ‘healthy=NPST')， (48) (genki=de ar-u 
'healthy=GER be-NPST')， and (49) (genki=naιhealthy= ADN'). 
(e) Verb-predicate sentence: irrelevant. 
(f) I-adjective-predicate sentence: irrelevant. 
(g) Na-adjective-predicate sentence 
The nonpast can be used， e.g. (201). The adnominal form cannot be used; 
see (202). The periphrastic form can be used， but it sounds formal， e.g. 
(203). 
(201) Hanako=wα genki=dα. 
Hanako=TOP healthy=NPST 
'Hanako is well. ' 
(202) * Hanako=wa genki=na. 
Hanako=TOP healthy=ADN 
Intended meaning:‘Hanako is well.' 
(203) Hanako=wa genki=de ar-u. 
Hanako=TOP healthy=NPST be-NPST 
'Hanako is well. ' 
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(h) Noun帽 predicatesentence: irrelevant. 
[2-2・2]The copula 
The nonpast (=da) can occur in (h) Noun-predicate sentence (which 
involves the copula)， e.g. (8) (isya=da‘doctor=COP.NPST'). Elsewhere， it 
C出motoccur， and the periphrastic form =de ar-‘COP.GER be' (formal) 
must occur in place of the nonpast form. The adnominal forms is not 
acceptable. The following types of constructions are irrelevant; their 
predicate can be in no way a noun followed by the copula: (e) 
Verb-predicate sentence， (f) I-a司jective-predicate sentence， and (g) 
Na-adjective-predicate sentence. 
Examples follow. 
(a) lntemal AC 
Compare *(16) (isya=da 'doctor-COP.NPST')， (17) (isya=de ar-u 
'doctor-COP.GER be-NPST)， and (18) (isya=na‘doctor-COP .ADN'). 
(b) Extemal AC. Compare: 
(204)牢Hanak，ο=JW tensαi=dl'a wake 
Hanako=NOM genius=COP.NPST reason 
lntended meaning: 'the re出 onwhy Hanako is a genius' 
(205) RanαkO=J!a tensai=de ar-u wa舵
Hanako=NO孔1 genius=COP.GER be-NPST reason 
'the reason why Hanako is a genius' 
(c) Adverbial clauses oftime. Compare: 
(206) * Watasi=wa Hanako=ga gakutyoo=da 
ISG=TOP Hanako=NOM president=COP.NPST 
aida=ni a-i-ta-i. 
while(noun)=DAT/LOC meet-LINK-DESID-NPST 
lntended meaning:‘1 want to meet Hanako while she is the 
president [of a副首versity].'
(207) Watasi=wa Hanako=ga gakutyoo=de 





‘1 want to meet Hanako while she is the president.ラ
(d) The predicate ofthe MMC 
Compare *(50) (tensai=da 'genius=COP.NPST')， (51) (tensai=de ar-u 
'genius=COP.GER be-NPST') and (52) (tensαi=na 'genius=COP.ADN'). 
(e) Verb-predicate sentence: irrelevant. 
(f) I-adjective-predicate sentence: irrelevant. 
(g) Na-adjective-predicate sentence: irrelevant. 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence 
The nonpast =da can be used， e.g. (8). The periphrastic =de ar-u， too， can 
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be used， but it sounds formal， e.g. (77). 
6.2.4 Discussion 
What we have seen regarding the morphological and other aspects of the 
predicate is summarized in Table 5. The four dots indicate ‘irrelevant' . 
Table 3. Comparison of constructions: predicate 
polite 
(a) intemal AC 
(b) extemal AC 
(c) adverbial: time 
(d) MMC 
( e)verb sentence 
(f) i-adjective sentence 
(g) na-a時jectivesentence 




































(a) intemal AC 
(b) extemal AC 
(c) adverbial: time 
(d) MMC 
( e)verb sentence 
(f) i-a司jectivesentence 
(g) nα-adjective sentence 
(h) noun sentence 
nonpast and altematives 
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+ (c) adverbial: time 
=de ar-u =de ar-u 





(e) verb sentence + 
(f) i-a司jectivesentence + 
























































1n terms ofthe mo中hologicaland other aspects of the predicate， these 
eight construction types cannot be easily classified. Nonetheless， itis 
possible to say th瓜 (d)the predicate ofthe MMC issomewhat more similar 
to (a)， (b)， and (c) than to (e)， (f)， (g)， and (h). See in particul町 the
distribution of syuuzyosiι五nalpostposition' ， and that of the adnominal form 
(=na). Note th剖 (a)，(b)， and (c)訂 esubordinate clauses (a) and (b)紅 e
ACs)， while (e)， (f)， (g)， and (h)訂 e(independent) sentences. Th剖 IS，m 
terms of the mo叩hologicaland other aspects of the predicate， the ‘Clause' 
ofthe MMC may be considered slightly more similar to subordinate clauses 
(including ACs) than to (independent) sentences. 
6.3 Synt似
Those aspects that we shall examine can be roughly classified as follows: 
modal and/or pragmatic aspects (6.3.1) and purely syntactic aspects (6.3.2). 
6.3.1 Modalαnd/or prα'gmαucαspects 
丘3.1.1=wafor topic. The enclitic =wa 'TOP' can indicate topic， e.g. (208)ヲ
or contrast， e.g. (209) (although this dichotomy is not clear-cut) (see Kuno 
1973: 37-61). 
(208) ~αtasi=wa gakusee=da. 
ISG=TOP student=COP.NPST 





‘1 am a student， but Hanako is a doctor.' 
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Now， =wa for topic cannot occur in ACs (Minami 1961: 83) or adverbial 
clauses oftime (although =wa for contrast can). (Ifthe NP in question is the 
subject， the nominative postposition =ga can occur.) However， =wa for 
topic can occur in al the other constructions， including the ‘Clause' of the 
MMC. 
=wa for topic cannot occur in the following constructions: 
(a) Intemal AC. Compare (210) and (211). 
(b) Extemal AC， cf.(212). 
(c) Adverbial clause oftime， cf.(213). 
(210) *Kore=wa Hanako=wa nom-u 
this=TOP Hanako=TOP drink-NPST 
biiru=da. 
beer=COP .NPST 
Intended meaning:ιThis is the beer that Hanako drinks/will 
drink.' 
(This sentence is acceptable in the con仕astreading:ιthe beer that at least 
Hanako drinks/will drink， in contrast with other people， who may or may 







‘This is the beer that Hanako drinks/will"drink.' 
(212) *H.anako=wa hanas-u koe 
Hanako=TOP talk-NPST voice 
Intended meaning:‘the voice with which Hanako talksラ
(213) *Akio=wa 仰k-u mae=ni， 
Akio=TOP arrive-NPST before=DAT/LOC 
Hanako=伊 tu-i-ta.
Hanako=NOM arrive-LINK-PST 
Intended meaning: 'Before Akio arrived， Hanako arrived.' 
=wa for topic can occur in the following constructions (the contrast 
reading， too， ispossible)，組din fact it oceurs ve可 frequently.
(d)‘Clause' ofthe MMC， e.g. (34)， (36)， (38). 
(e) Verb-predicate sentence， e.g. (35)， (37)， (39). 
(f) I-adjective-predicate sentenceヲe.g.(69)， (70). 
(g) Na-adjective-predicate sentence， e.g. (72)， (201). 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence， e.g. (208). 
6.3.1.2 Adverbs 01 modality. They include tabun 'probably'， osoraku 
'possibly'， masaka‘unlikely'， and yomoyαιhighly unlikely'. Very roughly 
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speaking， they are at best marginally acceptable in ACs (Minami 1974: 133， 
141， Okutsu 1974: 52) and adverbial c1auses oftime. 
(a) Intemal AC， c王(214).
(b) Extemal AC， c王(215).
(c) Adverbial c1ause of time， c王(216).
(214) ?Kore=wa Ranako=f!a tabun ka-i-ta 
this=TOP Hanako=NOM probably write-LINK-PST 
hon=da. 
book=COP .NPST 
Intended meaning:‘This is the/a book血atHanako probably 
wrote.' 
(215) ?Kore=wa Ranako=f!a tabun sakana=o 
this=TOP Hanako=NO恥1 probably fish=ACC 
yak-u nioi=da. 
gri1-NPST smell=COP.NPST 
Intended meaning:‘This is the smell with which Hanako gri1s 
日sh.'
(216) ?Hanαko=ga tabun ωk-u mae=ni， 
Hanako=NOM probably arrive-NPST before=DATILOC 
Akio=ga tu-i-ta. 
Akio=NOM arrive-LINK-PST 
‘Before Hanako probably arrived， Akio a汀ived.'
These adverbs of modality can occur in the following constructions. 
(d)‘Clause' ofthe MMC， e.g. (217). 
(e) Verb聞 predicatesentenceラ e.g.(218). 
(f) I-adjective-predicate sentence， e.g. (219). 
(g) Na-adjective-predicate sentence， e.g. (220). 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence， e.g. (221). 
(217) [Hanako=wa tabun Nagoya=ni 
Hanako=TOP probably Nagoya=DAT/LOC 
yotee=da. 
plan=COP .NPST 
‘Hanako probably plans to go to Nagoya.' 
(218) Hanako=wa . tabun Nagoya=ni 
Hanako=TOP probably Nagoya=DAT/LOC 
'Hanako probably goes/will go to Nagoya.' 
(219) Kono biiru=wa tabun oisi-i. 
this beer=TOP probably tasty-NPST 
'This beer is probably tasty.' 
(220) Hanako=wa tabun genki=da. 
Hanako=TOP probably healthy=NPST 






(221) Hanako=wa tabun isy，α=da. 
Hanako=TOP probably doctor=COP.NPST 
'Hanako is probably a doctor. ' 
6.3.2 Purely syntαcticαspects 
6.3.2.1 NOM~GEN conversion. In ACs， the norninative =g，αcan be replaced 
with the genitive =no， though not always. This observation has been rnade 
by the following authors regarding certain types of what 1 have labeled the 
MMC: Mik田ni(1972: 27-28， 234-235) and Terarnura (1984: 264). This 
conversion is also possible (though not always) in adverbial clauses oftirne. 
In contrast， it is unacceptable in al other constructions. 
The NOM~GEN conversion is possible in the following constructions. 
(a) Internal AC， e.g. (222). 
(b) External AC， e.g. (223). 
(c) Adverbial clause oftirne， e.g. (224). 
(222) Ak担三gg_ (or 必 E 盟) 盟企盈 hon 
Akio=NOM ( Akio=GEN) read-PST book 
‘the/a book that Akio read' 
(223) Ranako=gg_ (or Ranako=nQ) 白血E笠 初e
Hanako=NOM ( Hanako=GEN) talk-NPST voice 
LT:吐levoice with which Hanako talks' 
(224) Hanako=ga (or Hanako=no) ωk-u 
Hanako=NOM ( Hanako=GEN) arrive-NPST 
mae=ni， Akio=ga tu-i-ta. 
before=DATILOC Akio=NOM arrive-LINK平ST
ιBefore Hanako訂 rived，Akio arrived.' 
This conversion is irnpossible in the following constructions. 
(d)‘Clause' ofthe MMC， cf. (225). 
(e) Verb-predicate sentence， cf. (226). 
(f) I-adjective-predicate sentence， c王(227).
(g) Na-adjective-predicate sentence， cf. (228). 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence， cf. (229). 




‘Hanako plans to arrive tornorrow.' 
(226) Hanako=ga (*Hanako=no) 
Hanako=NOM (Hanako=GEN) 










‘Hanako is wise.' 
(228) Hanako=g，α (*Hanako=no) 
Hanako=NOM (Hanako=GEN) 
'Hanako is well.' 
(229) Hanako=ga (*Hanako=no) 
Hanako=NOM (Hanako=GEN) 





6.3.2.2 'Herald word '. As seen in 4ユ1.2，a‘herald word'， i.e. a mirror 
image of a resumptive pronoun， can occur in certain internal ACs. 
Specifically， it can occur in adverbial phrases of place， instrument or the 
likeラl.e.‘Obliqueobject' in terms ofKeenan and Comrie's (1977) hierarchy， 
e.g. sore‘th瓜， (non-a社ributive)in (25)， sono‘th剖， (attributive)， and soko 
'there' in (27). The use of a‘herald word' is impossible with ‘Subject'， 
'Direct object'， and ‘Indirect object'. 
A‘herald word' cannot occur in any other constructions. For example， 
regarding external ACsラsee(230) and (231). Regarding the MMC， see (232) 
and (233). For the remaining types of constructions， no examples (al 
unacceptable) will be given. 
(b) External AC 
(230) *Ecmako=J!a sore=de hanas-u koe 
Hanako=NOM that=LOC/INS talk-NPST v01ce 
Intended meaning:‘the voice with which Hanako talks' 
(231) *Hanako=ga sore=de sakana=o vak-u 
Hanako=NO孔1 that=LOC/INS fish=ACC grill-PST 
nlOZ 
smell 
Intended meaning:‘the smell with which Hanako grils a fish' 
(d)ιClause' ofthe MMC 
(232)牢[Hanakο=wa sore Nagoya=ni ik-u] 
Hanako=TOP that Nagoya=DAT/LOC go-NPST 
yotee=da. 
plan=COP 
Intended meaning:‘Ha佃na旧北koplans tωog伊otωoNagoya.' 
(233)キ[Aki・o=wa soko ima dekake-ta] 
Akio=TOP there now go.out-PST 
tokoro=da. 
tokoro=COP.NPST 
Intended meaning:‘Akio has just gone out now. ' 
In (230)， sore‘th剖， is intended to be coreferential with koe‘voice'. This 
sentence does not make any sense. The same applies to (231) to (233). 
6.3.2.3 Valency reduction. Valency is very difficult to define， and it is used 
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in a very loose sense. 
(a) Intemal AC 
Valency reduction takes place (with possible exceptions noted below). The 
valency of a given AC is fewer by one than in the corresponding clause 
(Takahashi 1979: 89， Teramura 1992: 195). Compare the following 
examples， given in 4.2.1.2: 
(19) (a three-place clause/sentence). 
(20) (the subject is relativized on): the AC is two-place. 
(21) (the direct object is relativized on): the AC is two-place. 
(22) (the indirect object is relativized on): the AC is two-place. 
The possible exceptions are ACs th剖 containa‘herald word'， e.g. (25)， 
(27)， where it may be possible to say th剖 valencyreduction does not take 
place. Nonetheless， the use of a‘herald word' seems to be confined to 
'Oblique object' in terms of Keenan and Comri出 (1977)hierarchy - a 
low position on the hierarchy. It is impossible with any other position. 
Other constructions 
Valency reduction does not occur in any other construction. For example， 
regarding extemal ACs， compare (234) (a two-place clause) with the 
adnominal clause in (235) (again two-place). Regarding the MMC， compare 
(236) (two-place) and (237) (two-place). (Shin'ya (1989: 83-84) points out 
th瓜 valencyreduction does not take place in what I cal the MMC.) For the 
remaining types of constructions， no examples (al unacceptable) will be 
glven. 
(b) Extemal AC 
(234) Akio=ga ki=o kir-u. 
Aki=NOM tree=ACC cut-NPST 
‘Akio cuts/will cut a仕e.'
(235) Akio=ga ki=o kir-u 0ω. 
Akio=NOM tree=ACC cut-NPST sound 
Intended meaning:‘the sound with which Akio cuts a tre.' 
(d)‘Clause' ofthe MMC 
(236) Hanako=wa asita hon=o 
Hanako=TOP tomorrow book=ACC 
'Hanako will buy a book tomoηow.' 
(237) [Hanako=wa asita hon=o 
Hanako=TOP tomorrow book=ACC 
yotee=da. 
plan=COP.NPST 





6.3.2.4 Clefiing. The cleft construction in Japanese has the following 
structure. 
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(238) X=no=wa NP=da. 
X=NMLZ=TOP NP=COP.NPST 
Clefting is easiest to discuss if we start with independent sentences， i.e. (e) 
to (h)， and then move to (d) MMC， followed by ACs and adverbial phrases 
of time， i.e. (a) to (c). Clefting is possible in independent sentences and the 
MMC， but not in other constructions. We shall examine the clefting of the 
subject. 
Clefting is possible in the following constructIons. A pair of a cleft 
sentence and the co汀espondingsentence is given for each construction. 
(e) V erb-predicate sentence 
(239) Hanako=wa Nagoya=ni ik-u. 
Hanako=TOP Nagoya=DAT/LOC go-NPST 
'Hanako goes/will go to Nagoya.' 




‘It is Hanako who goes/will go to N agoya. ' 
(f) I-adjective-predicate sentence 
(241) Hanako=wa α初ru-i.
Hanako=TOP cheer白l-NPST
'Hanako is cheerful.' 
(242) akaru-i=no=wa Hanαko=da. 
cheer白l-NONPST=NMLZ=TOP Hanako=COP .NPST 
‘It is Hanako who is cheerful.' 
(g) Na-adjective圃 predicatesentence 
(243) Hanako=wa genki= da. 
Hanako=TOP well=NPST 
‘Hanako is well.' 
(244) genki=de ar-u=no=wa Hanako=da. 
well=GER be-NPST=NMLZ=TOP Hanako=COP.NPST 
'It is Hanako who is well.' 
(245) genki=na=no=wa Hanako=da. 
well=ADN=NMLZ=TOP Hanako=COP.NPST 
'(As above)' 
(The nonpast form of na-adjectives (=da) cannot precede =no=wa of the 
cleft construction. It must be replaced with the periphrastic =de ar-u 
(formal)， asin (244)， or by the adnominal form (=na)， as in (245).) 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence 
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(246) Hanako=wa gakusee=da. 
Hanako=TOP student=COP .NPST 
'Hanako is a s如dent.'




‘It is Hanako who is a s加dent.'
(The nonpast form of the copula cannot precede =no=wa of the cleft 
construction. It rnust be replaced with the periphrastic =de ar-u (formal)， as 
in (247). In contrast with na-adjectives， cf. (245)， the adnorninal form ofthe 
copula is not acceptable here. The sarne applies to (d) below.) 
(d)‘Clause' ofthe MMC 




‘Hanako plans go to N agoya. ' 






‘It is Hanako who plans to go to Nagoya.' 
Cle自ingis irnpossible in al the other constructions. 
(a) Intemal AC 
(250) Kore=wa H.anako=f!a ka-i-ta 
this=TOP Hanako=NOM write-LINK-PST 
hon=d匂.
book=COP.NPST 
‘This is the book that Hanako wrote.ヲ
(251) * Kore =wa ka-i-t，α hon=de 




(b) Extemal AC 
(252) Kore=wa H.anako=f!a sakana=o vak-u 




LT:‘This is the smell with which Hanako grils a fish.' 
(253)キKore=wa sakana=o yak-u nioi=de 




( c)Adverbial clause of time 
(254) Hanako=ga tuk-u mae=ni， 
Hanako=NOM arrive-NPST before=DATILOC 
Akio=ga tu-i-ta. 
Akio=NOM arrive-LINK-PST 
‘Before Hanako arrived， Akio町 rived.'
(255) *Tuk-u mae=ni， Akio=ga 




As seen above， clefting cannot be applied to intemal ACs， extemal 
ACs， or adverbial clauses oftime. The subject cannot be moved out ofthese 
clauses. This indicates that these clauses constitute 'islands' (Ross 1986: 
233-234， 288)， and this constraint on clefting is an‘island constraint'. In 
contrast， clefting can be applied to the ‘Clause' of the MMC， e.g. (249)， as 
is the case with， for example， verb-predicate sentences， e.g. (240). This 
shows that the ‘Clause' ofthe MMC， like verb-predicate sentences， does not 
constitute an ‘islandラヲ in contrast with the three types of clauses mentioned 
above. 
6.3.3 Discussion 
The syntactic aspects that we examined in 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 are summarized in 
Table 4. 
Recall that in terms of the morphological and other aspects of the 
predicate (Table 3)， the ‘Clause' of the MMC may be considered slightly 
more similar to subordinate clauses (including ACs) than to (independent) 
sentences. 
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Table 4. Comparison of constructions: syntax 

























(a) intemal AC 
(b) extemal AC 
(c) adverbial: time 
(d)MMC 
( e)verb sentence 
(t) i-adjective sentence 











+ 十(a) intemal AC 
(b) extemal AC 
(c) adverbial: time 
(d)MMC 
( e)verb sentence 
(t) i-adjective sentence 
(g) na-叫jectivese此ence
(h) noun sentence 
In contrast， regarding syntax， there is a clear boundary between the 
following two groups. 
First group: (a) Intemal AC， (b) Extemal AC， (c) Adverbial clause of 
tlme. 
Second group: (d)‘Clause' ofthe MMC， (e) Verb-predicate sentence， 
(t) I-a司jective-predicatesentence， (g) 
Na-adjective-predicate sentence， (h) Noun-predicate 
sentence. 
Note that the first group consists of subordinate clauses. This group includes 
both types of ACs: (a) and (b). In contrast， inthe second group， (e)， (η， (g)， 
and (h) are independent sentences. Note th瓜 (d)‘Clause'of the MMC 
behaves exactly like independent sentences， and not like subordinate clauses， 
such as ACs. 
丘4Does MMC involve an AC? 
Previous studies such as Takahashi (1959， 1979， 1994: 279-293)ヲ Okutsu
(1974)， and Teramura (1992) deal with many instances of what 1 have 
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labeled the MMC. They regard them as involving an AC. That is， in their 
view， the ‘Clause' of the MMC is an AC and it modifies the ‘Noun'. (More 
specifically， inTeramura's view， what 1 cal the MMC involves an extemal 
AC. See 4ユ1.3above for extemal ACs.) However、myanalysis shows th剖
the evidence to support this view is very weak. Tasaku Tsunoda (1996) 
concluded that the MMC should not be regarded as involving an AC and 
that it should be reg紅白das a separate construction. We shall examine this 
issue in the following. 
[1] Morphological and other aspects ofthe predicate 
As noted in 6.2.4 regarding Table 3， interms ofthe morphological and other 
aspects of the predicate， the ‘Clause' of the l'v仏![Cmay be considered 
slightly more similar to (a) Intemal AC， (b) Extemal AC， (c) Adverbial 
clause of time than to (e) Verb-predicate sentence， (t) i-adjective-predicate 
sentence， (g) na-adjective-clause sentence， and (h) noun-predicate sentence. 
In this respect， the facts presented in Table 3 support the view of the 
above田 mentionedgrammarians - though only weakly. 
[2] Syntax 
As noted in 6.3.3 regarding Table 4， in teロnsof syntax， there is a clear 
boundary between the two groups. It .is important to emphasize that 
syntactically (d)‘Clause' of the MMC behaves exactly like independent 
sentences (i.e. (e)， (t)， (g)， (h))， and not like subordinate clauses (i.e. (a)ヲ (b)，
(c)， such as ACs. The constructions (e)ラ(札 (g)，and (h) are al 
mono-clausal， not bi-clausaL Note in p訂 ticularth剖， in terms of clefting， (a)， 
(b)， and (c) constitute an‘island'， whereas the ‘Clause' of the MMC does 
not. That is， syntactically， the MMC should be considered mono-clausal， 
rather than bi-clausal， and there is no way that it can be regarded as 
containing an AC. 
There are three additional pieces of evidence to show that the ‘Clause' 
ofthe MMC differs企omACs.
[3] Semantic ill-formedness 
As Tasaku Tsunoda (this volume， 1.2・[2])notes， the MMC is peculiar. For 
example， consider (2) to (4). When literaly interpreted， these sentences do 
not make sense. A literal translation of (2) is‘Hanako is a plan [such th瓜
she] goes/will go to Nagoya'. Obviously， however， Hanako is a human 
being， and not a plan. A literal translation of (3) is 'Hanako is a place [such 
that she] is reading a book now'. Again， Hanako is a human being， and not a 
place. A literal translation of (4) is ‘As for the outside， the rain is an 
appearance [such that it] is falling'. The rain is a meteorological 
phenomenon， and it is not an appe訂 ance.
[4] Indispensibility/non-indispensibility 







'Hanako is a student who attends a university.' 
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(257) [Hanako=wa daigaku=ni 初yo-u]
Hanako=TOP university=DAT/LOC attend-NPST 
yotee=da. 
plan=COP .NPST 
'Hanako plans to attend a university.' 
These two sentences may look similar. However， they have different 
structures. The AC in (256) (daigaku=ni kayo-u) can be deleted， and the 
resultant sentence is well-formed; see (258). In contrast， ifdαigaku=ni 
kayo-u is deleted企om(257)ヲtheresultant sentence is ill-formed; see (259). 
(258) Hanako=wa g，αkusee=da. 
Hanako=TOP student=COP .NPST 
'Hanako is a student.' 
(259) * Hanako=wa yotee=da. 
Hanako=TOP plan=COP .NPST 
LTソHanakois a plan. ' 
The presence of daigaku=ni kayo-u is optional in (256); it is an AC. In 
contrast， it is indispensable in (257); without it the sentence is ill-formed. It 
is an essential element of the sentenceラ andits syntactic status is different 
from that of ACs. 
[5] Coreferentiality /non-coreferentiality 
One of the three properties of the prototype of the MMC is the following 
(Section 1). 
(b) The subject of the‘Clause' and the ιNoun'町enot coreferential. 
Example (257) (MMC) has this prope均 ;Hanako (a human being) and 
yotee‘plan' are not coreferential. ((259) is ill-formed.) In contrast， the ACs 
do not have this property， cf. (256); Hanako and gakusee‘student'町 e
coreferential. ((258) is well-formed.) 
To sum up [1] to [5]， the overwhelming evidence indicates that 
syntactically the MMC does not contain an AC. That is， the MMC is 
mono-clausal， and not bi-clausal. 
6.5 Syntαctic structure of MMC 
Tasaku Tsunoda (this volume， 5.4) lists five analyses of the syntactic 
structure ofthe MMC in Japanese (and in a few other languages). 
(a) Nominalization analysis. 
(b) Adnominal c1ause analysis. 
(c) Complementation analysis. 
(d) Compound predicate analysis. 
(e) Bridge construction analysis. 
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Tasaku Tsunoda (this volume， 5.4) adopts the analysis (d) for the MMC in 
Japanese (and also in a few other languages) on the grounds th抗 this
analysis regards the Japanese MMC as mono-clausal， incontrast with other 
analyses， which consider it bi -clausal. According to (d)， the predicate of the 
sentence consists of three members: (i) the predicate of the‘Clause'， (i) the 
'NOUl' and (ii) the ‘Copula'. (260)， for instance is analyzed as in (261). 






'Hanako plans to buy a book tomorrow.' 
(261) Asita Hanako=ga hon=o ls:_a-u votee=dla. 
adjunct subject object predicate 
7. Grammaticalization of‘Noun' 
7.1 Introductory notes 
So far 1 have presented a synchronic overview of the MMC of Modem 
Japanese. In what follows， 1 shall attempt to investigate the 
grammaticalization of nouns in the ‘Noun' slot. However， a ful 
investigation of this issue is far beyond the scope of the present paper; it 
would require a 1紅 gevolume of several hundred pages. The following 
account is only tentative， brief， and selective. 
In Section 5， we looked at the nouns that can occur in the ιNoun' slot 
of the MMC: content nouns (5.4.2)， non-content nouns (5.4.3)， and also the 
enclitic (nominalizer?) =no (5.4.4). In terms of syntax and mo中hology，al 
of them are grammaticalized， though to a limited degree. In terms of 
semantics， too， they訂 egrammaticalizedヲ tovarying degrees. 
Alsoヲ ModemJapanese exhibits a fair number of phenomena that 
originated， or may have originated， inthe MMC. 
Those aspects of the grammaticalization to be examined can be very 
roughly shown as follows. 
(a) Syntax 
(b) Mo中hology(1): 
(c) Morphology (2): 
(d) Word class: 
(e) Semantics: 
affixation. 
(independent) word -> enclitic -> suffix. 
noun・>hukuzyosi‘modal postposition'ラ
syuuzyosiιfinal postposition' ， 
setuzokuzyosi‘conjunction' . 
lexical meaning -> grammatical meaning. 
The lists of the nouns that can occupy the‘Noun' slot of the MMC， 
given in 5.4.2 and 5.4.3， are intended to be near四 exhaustive.In contrastラthe
lists of enclitics and suffixes given below訂 enot intended to be exhaustive; 
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they are highly selective. 
7.2 Morphology 
As seen in 5.5ラ there町ederivational prefixes th瓜 canbe added to nouns in 
the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC， e.g. go-‘polite' and go・‘polite'.In this respect， 
nouns in the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC have not lost their nounhood. 
7.3 Syntαx 
As seen in 5.6.4ラ nounsin the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC cannot be modified 
by an adjective， a demonstrative or the like when used in the MMC， 
although they can be when used oUtside the MMC. In this respect， nouns in 
the ‘Noun' slot have lost their nounhood. 
7.4 Syuuzyosi 'final pos伊osition'
Roughly speaking， syuuzyosi '五nalpostposition' and hukz勾losi‘modal
postposition' can be characterized as follows. Both provide a modal or 
discourse-related meaning to a sentence. Often， syuuzyosi 唱nal
postposition' occurs sentence-finally， while hukuzyosiιmodal postposition' 
is added to NPs. 
Now， there are syuuzyosiιfinal postposition' whose etymology is a 
‘Noun' in the MMC. Two examples訂 egiven: the nouns mono and koto. (I 
am grateful to Joungmin Kim for pointing out that these two nouns have 
acquired the use as a syuuzyosi官nalpostposition'.) 
[1] The final postposition =mono‘strong emotion， explanation'， etc. 
Miyachi (this volume) reports th剖， in 01d Japanese ('01') (700-800)， the 
noun mono 'thing' is attested in the ιNoun' of the MMC. This MMC has a 
modal meaning， such as ‘be bound to' and‘should' (obligation). In Early 
Middle Japanese ('EM1') (800・1200)，this noun means‘thing， person'. It is 
attested in the MMC， and this MMC indicates general tendency or the like. 
In Modem Japanese ('M1') (see 5.4.3・[4]above)， the noun mono 
ιthing' can be used in the MMC， and has various meanings， such as (i) 
obligation， advice， (i) explanation， (ii) recalling a past experience， and (iv) 
surprise， strong emotion， wish， hope. Also， as noted in 5.6.1-[2]-(b)， when 
mono expresses strong emotion， wish， or hope， the copula is often absent， 
e.g. (137). 
In addition， mono has the use as a syuuzyosiιfinal postposition'， 
expressing (i) explanation， (i) strong emotionラetc.An example: 
(262) (An example cited from a TV ad， about life insurance for 
women， inwhich the actress says as follows.) 
Onna=des-u=mono. 
woman=COP.POL-NPST=mono 
'1 am a woman.' 
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(The implication of this TV ad is the following:‘BecauSe 1 am a woman， 1 
want to remain young and beautiful， so 1 will buy this life insurance. 1 
recommend this to you， too'.) As noted in 5.3ユ2-[3]，the predicate of the 
‘Clause' of the MMC cannot occur in the polite form. See (62) and (63). 
Note， however， th剖 thepredicate in (262) is in the polite form. This 
indicates th剖 (262)is no longer an instance of the MCC (or at least， it is not 
an instance of the prototypical MMC). This in tum shows th瓜 monohas 
acquired the st剖usof a syuuzyosiιfinal postposition' in (262). (With al (or 
most?) of the other syuuzyosi‘白lalpostposition'， the predicate can occur in 
the polite form.) 
In the spoken language， =mono is sometimes shortened. 
(263) (An example cited企omthe dictionary K，ザien(Tokyo: Iwanami， 
2008， 6th edition， p.2807)) 
Sonna koto siトte i-ru=mon. 
such fact know-TE be-NPST=mono 
‘[1] do know such a thing.' 
To sum up， the following changes have occurred. 
(264) mono (0乃(noun)‘thing'，also ‘person' in EMJ・>
mono (OJ) (noun in MMC)‘be bound to' ，‘should' (obligation)ー>
mono (EMJ) (noun in MMC)‘general tendency'・>
mono (MJ) (noun in MMC)‘explanation， s仕ongemotion' ， etc.ー>
=mono (MJ) (日nalpostposition)‘explanation， s甘ongemotionヲ，
etc.ー>
=mon (MJ) (五nalpostposition)ιexplanation， strong emotion'， etc. 
[2] The final postposition =初to'advice， obligation， instruction' 
Miyachi (this volume) reports that the noun koto is attested in the ιNoun' 
slot in the MMC of EMJ (800幽 1200)，and this MMC indicates general 
tendency or strong emotion. 
In MJ (see 5.4.3・[9]above)， the noun koto ‘fact' can be used in the 
MMC. As seen in 5.6.ト[2]ラ whenit expresses advice， obligation， or 
instruction， the ‘Copula' is often deleted (sometimes obligatorily)， e.g. (123)， 
(136)， (17). In such examples， koto may be said to be acquiring the sta同sof 
syuuzyosi‘日nalpostposition'. 
Indeed， Kojien (Tokyo: Iwanami， 2008， 6th edition， p.1032) gives an 
example similar to (123)， (136)， and (147)， and states that koto is added to 
the end of a sentence and is used like a syuuzyosiι日nalpostposition'. 
Koto as a syuuzyosi 'final postposition' can express strong emotion or 
the like (this use is limited to women)， e.g.: 
(265) Maa kiree=na hana=des-u=koto. 
Oh! beauti白l=ADNOM flower=COP.POL-NPST=koto 
‘Oh， what a beautiful flower [this] is!' 
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As is the case with the fma1 postposition =mono‘exp1an剖ion，strong 
emotion'， etc.， the predicate that precedes =koto can be in the p01ite form， 
e.g. (265)， and this shows th剖 =kotohas acquired the status of a syuuzyosi 
'fina1 postposition' in (265). 
To s田nup， the following changes have occuηed. 
(266) koto (EMJ) (noun)‘thing'・>
koto (EMJ) (noun in MMC)‘genera1 tendency' ，‘strong emotion' 
ー>
koto (M乃(nounin MMC)‘advice， ob1igation， instruction， etc.' -> 
=koto (MJ) (fina1 postposition)‘strong emotion' 
Furthermore， in the Tono dia1ect of 1wate Prefecture in northem Japan， 
this noun and the copu1a have merged and become a particle. See 7.11. 
As noted in Section 3， 1 tentative1y regard postpositions as enclitics， 
not independent words. (Enclitics are indicated by means of the preceding 
equa1 symbol.) 1 must admit， however， that =mono， =mon and =koto may 
stil retain也estatus as independent words and血atit is difficu1t to show 
that they訂 eenclitics. 
7.5 Setuzokuzyosi 'conjunction' 
As seen in 4ユ2，one of the ways to form adverbia1 clauses is the use of a 
noun followed by a postposition. The postposition may be omitted under 
certain circumstances， and in such cases the noun by itse1f may be 
considered a conjunction. For examp1e， in(33)， the postposition =ni may be 
omitted， and subsequently the noun toki‘time' by itse1f may be regarded as 
a conjUnctlOn. 
Furthermore， some of the nouns that can occur in the ‘Noun' 810t ofthe 
孔仏I[C are in the process of acquiring the status of setuzokuzyosi 
ιconjunction'. Examp1es follow. 
[1] Tokoro 'when' 
Miyachi (this v01ume) reports th瓜 thenoun tokoro 'p1ace' can occur in the 
‘Noun' s10t in the MMC in EMJ， and this MMC means ‘be about to' . 
1n MJ， as seen in 5.4.3-[8]， tokoro 'p1ace' can occupy the ‘Noun' s10t 
of the MMC， and this MMC often has an aspectua1 meaning (e.g. 
progressive， e.g. (3)) or a tempora1 meaning or， e.g. (120)， (121). 
Teramura (1992: 299-308) examines the use oftokoro 'p1ace' in what 1 
have termed the MMC， and notes that it is becoming something 1ike a 
setuzokz勾ノosi ιconjunction' (trans1ation by me). When used 1ike a 
conjunctionラ tokorocan be trans1ated asιwhen'. 








明司len[1] went to Hanako' s home， [she] was absent.' 
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[2] Aω‘after' and tyokugo 'immediately after' 
Maiyachi's (this volume) survey has uncovered no example of the MMC 
involving either of these nouns in OJ or EMJ. 
In MJ， as seen in 5.4.2-[11]， there訂 emore than half a dozen nouns for 
temporal relation or the like that can occur in the ιNoun' slot of the MMC. 
Among them， at least a的‘a丘er'and tyokugo 'immediately after' can be 
used rather like a conjunction by themselves. 
(269) Hanako=ga tu-i-ta a的 (ortyokugo)， 
Hanako=NOM arrive-LINK-PST after (immediately.after) 
Akio=ga tu-i-ta. 
Akio=NOM arrive-LINK-PST 
'After (or immediately after) Hanako arrived， Akio訂rived.'
7. 6 Hukuzyosi 'modal pos伊osition'
There訂 emodal postpositions that are nouns etymologically and that 
apparently occupy the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC in MJ. Two of these modal 
postpositions will be illustrated: =bakari‘only， just' and =dakeιonly'. 
[1] =bakariιonly，just' 
In MJ， =ba初riis a hukuzyosi‘modal postposition'， with the meaning ‘only' 
or‘just'， e.g. (270). According to NKD Vol. 10: 1003， its etymology is the 
noun hakari‘instrument for measuring weight' (stil used in MJ). (Note the 
voicing in /b/ of =bakari.) 
According to Miyachi (this volume)， in OJ and EMJ the noun hakari 
(to be precise， the older form pα初ri) ‘ ins~rument for measuring weight' is 
not 副 estedin the ιNoun' slot of the MMC. However， the enclitic =bakari 
occupies the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC， and this MMC denotes degree， extentラ
limit or situation. 
In MJ， too， the noun hakari cannot occupy the ‘Noun' slot， but the 
modal postposition =bαkari can apparently occupy the ‘Noun' slot; see 
(271). 
(270) Akio=wα biiru=bakari non-de i-ru. 
Akio・TOP beer=only drink-GER be-NPST 
'Akio is drinking beer only.' 
(271) (Context: Akio wants to drink more beer. But:) 
[Akio=wa ima biiruニo zyuppai 
Akio=TOP now beer=ACC ten.glass 
non-dα]=bαkari=da. 
drink-PST=only=COP.NPST 
‘Akio hasjust drunk ten glasses ofbeer.' 
(The portion that corresponds to the ‘Clause' of the MMC is indicated by 
square brackets. (271) is not an instance of the :rv仏1C，瓜 leastnot an 
instance ofthe prototypical MMC; =bakari‘only' is not a noun.) 
Consider the following sentence， which 1 overheard on a train. 
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(272) (A man rushed into a train and talked to someone by mobile 
phone as follows.) 
[Ima densya=ni not-tα=bakkasi=na] 
now train=DAT/LOC ride-PST=only=COP.ADN 
mono=des-u=ka問…
mono=COP-NPST=because 
‘Because 1 have just got on the train， ..' 
There are a few points to note about this example. 
First， this example may be considered an instance of the MMC， 
involving the non-content noun mono吐lIng'(c王5.4.3-[4]).(The portion 
that co汀espondsto thピClause'ofthe MMC isshown by square brackets.) 
Second， this occurs in a subordinate clause， tobe precise， an adverbial 
clause ofreasonlcause (see =kara‘reason， cause'). 
Third， the predicate of the ‘Clause' is not directly followed by the 
‘Noun'. It is followed by =bakkasi‘only' and =na‘COP.ADN'. (This is an 
instance of the highly uncommon adnominal form of the copula; see 
6.2・[3・2-3].)
F ourth， the original noun hakari‘instrument for measuring weight' has 
undergone the following phonological changes. 
(273) pakari -> hakari 
pakari -> =bakari -> =bakkasi 
Note the gemination in /kk/. The phonological change of /r/ to /s/ is 
observed in a few other words. Thus， MJ hasれ710variants ofthe adverb-like 
word ‘a丘eral， as expected': yappari and yappαsi. 
[2] =dake‘only' 
1n MJ， =dake is a hukuzyosi‘modal postposition'， with the meaning ‘only'， 
e.g. (274). According to NKD Vol. 8: 866， the e句rmologyof this form is the 
noun take ‘extent， limit' (stil used in MJ). (Note the voicing in /d/ of 
=dake.) 
According to Miyachi (this volume)，出 OJand EMJ the noun take 
‘extent， limit' is not attested in the MMC. Nor is the enclitic =dake. 
In MJ， =dake can apparently occupy the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC; see 
(275). 
(274) Watasi=wa Tooかoo=ni=dake it-ω. 
lSG=TOP Tokyo=DAT/LOC=only go-PST 
'1 went to Tokyo only (and not to any other place).' 
(275) (Context: When asked by a police officer， a drunken driver might 
excuse himself/herself as follows.) 
[Watasi=wa biiru=o sukosi 
1 SG=TOP beer-ACC a.litle 
non-da] =dake=des-u. 
drink-PST=only=COP.POL-NPST 
‘1 on1y had a litle beer.' 
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So far we have in the main looked at three types of zyosi 
‘postposition': syuuzyosi ‘日nal postposition' (7.4)， setuzokuzyosi 
‘conjunction' (7.5)， and hukuzyosi‘modal postposition' (7.6). ln what 
follows， we shall look at individual nouns， enclitics and/or suffixes. Again， 
this list is highly selective， and not exhaustive. 
7. 7 Kimi (noun)αnd -gimi (sufix)‘αppearance， tendency' 
According to Miyachi (this volume)， inOJ and EMJ， neither the noun kimi 
nor the suffix -gimi is attested in the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. 
For MJ， Akimoto (1998) examines the change ofthe noun kimi to the 
suffix -gimi， bothιtendency， appearance'. (Note the voicing in /g/ of -gimi.) 
The examples in Akimoto (1998: 13) from the Taisho Era (1912・1926)
include a few instances of what 1 cal the MMC. They seem to have 
something like a habitual meaning or an evidential meaning (visual 
evidence?). Two examples cited from Akimoto (1998: 13) follow. 
(276) [Sukosi yuge=ni mus-αre-ru] 
a.litle bath.steam=DAT/LOC steam-PASS-NPST 
kimi=de at-ta. 
tendency=COP.GER be-PST 
‘[He] tended to be steamed by the b瓜hsteam a litle' or‘[He] 
looked steamed by the bath steam.' 
(277) [.. sinpai-su-ru] kimi=daιta. 
worrying-do-NPST tendency=COP-PST 
， [He] tended to wo汀y..' or‘He looked worried ..' 
According to Akimoto (1998: 14)， during the Showa Era (1926-1989)， 
the use of the noun kimi decreased drastically， and the use of the suffix 
-gimi was overwhelmingly common. Akimoto does not cite any clear 
instance of the MMC from the Showa Era. lndeed， in my judgment， the 
noun kimi cannot be used in the MMC. (I was bom in the 21 st year of the 
Showa Era， i.e. 1946.) 
According to NKD Vol. 4: 266， the suffix -gimi is added to a noun or 
to the infinitive form of verbs、 組dit produces nouns and na-adjectives. It 
describes appe訂 anceor tendency. (See Table 1 for the infinitive.) It 
apparently occupies the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC. An example that 1 have 
composed: 




'Hanako tends to take/accept too much work.' 
It seems likely that infinitive form plus -gimi originated in the MMC. 
Then， (278) would have originated in a sentence such as the following， 
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which 1 have composed. 
(279) *[Hαnako=wa sigoω=0 yokubar-u] 
Hanako=TOP work=ACC take.too.much-NPST 
kimi=da 
tendency=COP .NPST 
'Hanako tends to take/accept too much work.ラ
Recall th剖， in my judgement， the noun kimi‘tendency' cannot be used in 
the MMC. That is， (279) is not acceptable. 
To sum up， probably the following change occurred. 
(280) kimi (MJ) (noun in MMC)‘appe訂 ance，tendency'ー>
-gimi (MJ) (suffix in MMC)‘appearance， tendency' 
Akimoto does not report the existence of the enclitic (=kimi or =gimi). 
At least， it is not used in my idiolect. 
7.8 S砿na (noun) ‘α'Ppearance， situαuon " =soo (enclitic) ‘reported 
evidence "αnd -soo (sufix)‘iゆrence'
NKD Vol. 8: 290 indicates that the etymology of =soo and -soo is not 
certain， but th剖 onepossibility is the noun sama 'appearance， situation'. 
[1] Noun sama 'appearance， situation' 
Miyachi (this volume) reports that in EMJ the noun sαmα ‘appearanceラ
situation' can occupy the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC， and this MMC has an 
evidential meaning:‘It seems/ appears that' . 
1n MJ， this noun is stil used， but it is not used in the MMC (in my 
idiolect， atleast)， and it is not listed among the nouns in 5.4.2 or 5.4.3. 
[2] Enclitic =soo‘reported evidence' 
1n MJ， the enclitic =soo can apparently occupy the‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. 
It can be added to the following， among others. 
(a) Verb and i-adjective: past， e.g. (281)， (283)， and nonpast， e.g. (282)， 
(284). 
(b) Na-adjective: past， e.g. (285)， and nonpast， e.g. (286)， but not 
adnominalラ cf.(287). 
It is generally (though not always) followed by the copula. This MMC has 
an evidential meaning: reported evidence ('1 heard th瓜').Examples follow. 




‘1 heard that Hanako went to N agoya.' 
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‘1 heard that Hanako will go to N agoya. ' 
(283) [Hanako=wa αkaruk-att，α]=soo=da. 
Hanako=TOP cheer白l-PST=soo=COP.NPST
'1 heard that Hanako was cheerful. ' 
(284) [Hanako=wa akaru-i]=soo=da. 
Hanako=TOP cheern白1ト-NPST=soo=COP 
‘守1heard t由ha副tHa佃na北koiおsch加1児ee町rn白Il.' 
(285) [Hanako=wa genki=dlαt-ta]=soo=da. 
Hanako=TOP well=COP-PST=soo=COP .NPST 
'1 heard that Hanako was well. ' 
(286) [Hanako=wa genki=da]=soo=da. 
Hanako=TOP well=NPST=soo=COP .NPST 
'1 heard th剖 Hanakois well. ' 
(287)本Hanako=wa genki=na=soo=dlα. 
Hanako=TOP well-ADN=soo=COP.NPST 
Intended meaning:‘1 heard that Hanako is well. ' 
In accordance with the practice of many gramm訂 iansof Japanese， 
NKD does not distinguish enclitics from words and suffixes. Nonethelessヲ I
consider =soo an enclitic， not an independent word or a suffix. The reasons 
for thisぽ eas follows. 
Reason 1. There is no form soo‘reported evidence' in MJ that is used 
as an independent word. Therefore， this form must be either an enclitic or a 
suffix. 
Tl;e following reasons indicate th剖 =soois an enclitic， and not a 
suffix. 
Reason 2. This morpheme can be attached to more than one word class， 
e.g. (i) a verb in (281)， (282)， (i) an i-adjective in (283)， (284)， and (ii) a 
na-adjective in (285)， (286). 
Reason 3. The word that precedes this morpheme c組 conjugate:the 
past in (281)， (283)， (285)， and the nonpast in (282)， (284)， (286). 
In sum， the form in question should be considered an enclitic， and not 
an independent word or a suffix. 
[3] Suffix -soo 'iぱerence'
In MJ， like =sooιreported evidence'， -soo can apparently occupy the 
明oun'slot of the MMC. This MMC indicates inference based on direct 
evidence: the speaker makes a guess， conjecture or the like on the basis of 
hislher own observation ('It seems/appears th剖').





‘It seems that Hanako will go to N agoya. ' 
(289) [Rαnako=wa a初ru]-soo=da. 
Hanako=TOP cheern白1ト-soo=COP
‘守Itseems t由ha瓜tHanako is cheerful.' 
(290) [Hanako=wa genki]-soo=da. 
Hanako=TOP well-soo= NPST 
'Hanako looks well.' 
1 consider the form in question a suffix， and not an enclitic. The 
reasons for this are the following. 
Reason 1. In contrast with the enclitic =soo， the element由atprecedes 
-soo cannot conjugate. This preceding element is: (i) the infinitive form of 
verbs (cf. Table 1)， e.g. (288) (ik-i)， and (i) something like the root for the 
two kinds of adjectives， e.g. (289) (i-adjective:αkaru-)， and (290) 
(na-adjective: genki). 
Reason 2. This concerns pitch contour. Compare (291) and (292). 
(291) Ame=ga hur-u=soo=da. 
a. HL L HL LL L 
b. HL HL L 
rain=NOM fall-NPST=soo=COP.NPST 
'1 heard that it will rain.' 
(292) Ame=ga hur-i-soo=da. 
HL L LHHL L 
rain=NOM fall-LINK=COP.NPST 
ι1 t appears/looks/ seems that it will rain.' 
Tokyo dialect has two levels ofpitch phonologically: high (H) and low (L). 
A word - a phonological word， to be precise - can contain at most one 
fal in pitch (a fal from H to L， i.e.ιHL ') (Hattori 1960: 251). Note th剖
hur-i-soo=da in (292) contains only one fal. This indicates th剖
hur-i-soo=da constitutes one single word， as fi町 aspitch contour is 
concerned. This in turn indicates that -soo lacks an independent status in 
this respect， and that consequently it should be regarded as a suffixラ rather
than as組 enclitic.In contrast， in(291)， hur-u=soo=da has two possibilities. 
In (291-a) it has one fal (as is the case in (292)). However， in (291-b)， it 
containsれ7VO fals. Note in particular that =soo itself contains a fal. This 
indicates that， as far as pitch contour is concerned， =soo has a more 
independent status than -soo， and that consequently it should be considered 
an enclitic， rather由ana suffix. 
To sum up， possibly the following changes have occurred. 
(293) sama (EMJ， MJ) (noun; not MMC)‘appearance， situation'ー>
sama (EMJ) (noun in MMC)‘It appears/seemsラ->
=soo (MJ) (enclitic in MMC)‘reported evidence'・>
-soo (MJ) (suffix in MMC)‘inference' 
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7. 9 Yau (noun) 'appearance， manneκ example'， 寸rau (enclitic) 
'appearance， situation'，寸 00(enclitic)‘inference'， and -yoo (sが初‘way，
manner， method' 
According to NKD Vol. 13: 533， the etymology of =yoo is the noun yau 
'appearance， situation' (no longer used in Modern Japanese). NKD Vol. 13: 
492 indicates that yau may be a loan from Chinese. 
[1] Nounyαu‘manner， example' 
Asako Miyachi (p心)reports that the noun yαu 'manner， example' is not 
attested in the M乱1Cin EMJ. 
[2] Enclitic =yau‘appearance， situation' 
Miyachi (this volume) reports that in EMJ the enclitic =yauιappe訂 ance，
situation' can apparently occupy the ιNoun' slot of the MMCラ andthis 
MMC indicates (i) similitude ‘X looks like Y'，‘It looks as if ..' (an 
evidential meaning) or (i) uncertain conclusion (a modal meaning). 
Miyachi considers this form an enclitic， not an independent word. 
[3] Enclitic =yoo‘inference' 
In MJ， too， the enclitic =yoo can apparently occupy the ‘Noun' slot. This 
MMC has an evidential meaning: inference. The inference may be based on 
direct evidence or reported evidence. 
(294) [Hana初 =ga Nagoya=ni 
Hanako=NOM Nagoya=DAT /LOC 
it-ta] =yoo=da. 
go-PST=yoo=NPST 
‘It seems that Hanako went to N agoya. ' 
(295) [Hanako=ga Nagoya=ni 
Hanako=NOM Nagoya=DAT/LOC 
ik-u] =yoo =da. 
go-NPST=yoo=NPST 
'It seems that Hanako will go to N agoya. ' 
(296) [Hana初 =wa akaruk-atta] =yoo=da. 
Hanako=TOP cheerful-PST=yoo=COP.NPST 
'It seems that Hanako was cheerful.' 
(297) [Hanako=wa akaru-i]=yoo=da. 
Hanako=TOP cheer白1・NPST=yoo=COP.NPST
‘It seems that Hanako is cheerful.' 
(298) [Hanako=wa genki=dat-ω]=yoo=da. 
Hanako=TOP well=COP-PST=yoo=COP.NPST 
'It seems that Hanako was well. ' 
(299)キ[Hanako=wagenki=da]=yoo=dα. 
Hanako=TOP well=NPST=yoo=COP .NPST 
Intended meaning:‘I heard that Hanako is well. ' 
(300) [Hanako=wa genki=na]=yoo=dα. 
Hanako=TOP well-ADN=yoo=COP.NPST 
'1 t seems that Hanako is well.' 
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For恥1，1 consider the form in question an enclitic， and not an 
independent noun or a suffix. The reasons are virtually identical to those 
given for the enclitic status of =soo 'reported evidence'. 
[4] Suffix -yoo 'way， manner， method' 
This suffix does not seem to have any evidential meaning. An example is: 
(301) yorokob-i-yoo 
rejoice-LINK-yoo 
'the way [someone] rejoices/is glad' 
In contrast with the suffix -soo‘inference'， i江ti包sdifficult to find or compose 
加 yMMC-li 
method' does not seem to occupy the ‘Noun' s10t ofthe MMC. 
In terms of pitch contour， the enclitic =yoo‘inference' and the suffix 
-yoo 'way， manner， method' exhibit exact1y the same difference as that 
between enclitic =soo 'reported evidence' and the suffix -soo 'inference'. 
To s田nup， the following changes seem to have taken p1ace. 
(302) yau (EMJ; not MMC)‘manner， examp1e' 
=yau (EMJ) (enclitic in MMC)‘appearance， Sl印 ation'ー>
ニyoo(MJ) (enclitic in MMC)‘It appears/looks/seems'ー>
-yoo (MJ) (suffix; not MMC)‘way， manner， method' 
In passing， the enclitics =soo 'reported evidence' and =yoo 'inference' 
exhibit the opposite distributions in terms of the use of the nonpast (=da) 
and the adnomina1 (=na) of na-adjectives. 
(286) nonpast =da=soo 
(287) adnomina1 * =na=soo 
(299) nonpast牢=da=yoo
(300) adnomina1 =na=yoo 
=yoo behaves 1ike a noun in that the preceding na-adjective is in the 
adnominal form， not the nonpast form. (See (13) and (15).) In contrast， =soo 
shows the opposite distribution， and it does not behave 1ike a noUll. In this 
respect， =yoo is more noun-1ike than =soo. Since =soo has 10st this 
rioun-like prope抗y，it is more grammatica1ized than =yoo. 
7.10 Ke (noun)‘αrppearance'， =ge‘inference， reported evidence "αnd -ge 
‘inference' 
[1] Noun ke‘appearance' 
For OJ and EMJ， Miyachi's (this v01ume) survey has not found any 
unequivoca1 examp1e in which the noun ke‘appearance' occupies the 
ιNounラ slotofthe MMC. 
In MJ， this noun is no 10nger used by itse1f， and survives in compound 
nouns. It cannot occupy the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. 
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[2] Enclitic =ge (dialectal)‘inference， reported evidence' 
At least in the Gumma dialect (about 100 km northwest of Tokyo)，出e
enclitic =ge can apparently occupy the ‘Noun' slot. This MMC indicates (i) 
inference ('It seems/appears') or (i) reported evidence ('1 heard th瓜').(The 
Gumma dialect is my native dialect. What is being reported here about its 
=ge has been confirmed by two other speakers of this dialect， who have 
lived most oftheir lives in Gumma Prefecture.) 
(303) [Kinoo ame=ga hut-ta]=ge=da. 
yesterday rain=NOMfall田 PST=ge=COP.NPST 
(i)‘It seems that it rained yesterday.' 
(i)‘1 heard th剖 itrained yesterday'. 
(304) [Asita ame=ga hur-u]=ge=da. 
tomorrow rain=NOM fall-NPST=ge=COP.NPST 
(i)‘It seems that it will rain tomorrow.' 
(i)‘1 heard that it will rain tomorrow' . 
1 consider the form in question an encliticヲnotsuffix. Note in particul紅
白atthe word to which it is added can conjugate: (303) (‘fall-PST') and 
(304) (‘fall-NPST'). 
The enclitic =ge is not used in the Tokyo dialect (Mie Tsunoda， p.cよ
on which the so-called Standard Japanese is based. 
[3] Suffix -ge‘inference' 
The suffix -ge can apparently occupy the ‘Noun' slot. It can be added to a 
noun， the infinitive form of a verb， the root of an adjective， and so on. The 
resultant form conjugates like na-adjectives (NKD Vol. 4: 1199). (See Table 
1 for the conjugation of na-adjectives.) According to NKD Vol. 4: 1199ヲthe
etymology of -ge is the noun ke 'appe訂 ance'(mentioned in [1] above). 
Probably the same applies to the enclitic =ge. (Note the voicing of /g/.) 
This MMC has an evidential meaning: inference. An example provided 
by Taro Kageyama. 
(305) [Kare=wa mizuニ o nomi-ta]-ge=da. 
3SG.M=TOP water=ACC drink-DESID-ge=COP.NPST 
'He looks to be wanting to drink water.' 
1 am grateful to Taro Kageyama (e-mail message of 8th December 
2009) for drawing -ge to my attention and providing the example cited 
above. It is Taro Kageyama who first pointed out that a suffix may occur in 
the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. 
7.11 Merger 01‘Noun'αnd 'Copula' 
We have seen instances in which a noun (independent word) has become an 
enclitic or a suffix. There are even instances in which the ‘Noun' and the 
'Copula' have merged. 
Recall that， in Standard Japanese， the non幽 contentkoto ‘fact' can 
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occupy the 
reports t由ha剖ti泊nthe Tono dialect of 1wa抗tePr陀ef晶ectu町1汀rein northem J apan the 
nounkl初ot，ωOι'[;白act'and the copula =da‘NPST' have merged and become gotta. 
1t no longer conjugatesラ andit behaves like a syuu砂osi‘finalpostposition'. 
It has an evidential meaning: inference. An example cited from Takada 
(2011: 113) follows. The Romanization， morpheme demarcation， glossing， 
and English translation are by me， and are highly tentative. 
(306) Tanaka hon ka-u gotta. 
Tanaka book buy四NPST gotta 
'It seems that Tanaka will buy a book.' 
A merged form of the noun kotoιfact' and the copula =da 'NPST' 
occurs in Standard Japaneseラ tobe precise， inthe colloquial s句'le.The form 
is kotta. Probably it， too， is an enclitic and functions like a final 
postposltlOn. 
7.12 Semantics 
As mentioned in 7.1， (in MJ) content nouns (5.4.2) and non-content nouns 
(5.4.3) are grammaticalized in terms of semantics， tovarying degrees. 
1n the case of content nouns， the meaning they have in the MMC may 
differ from that which they have when used outside the MMC. 1n the case of 
non-content nounsヲ thisdifference may be drastic. Their respective 
etymologies were noted in 5.4.3. There are even instances in which 1 did not 
know the etymology (until 1 consulted DNK). The situation conceming 
non-content nouns is shown in Table 5. 
The situation conceming the nouns， enclitics， and suffixes that we 
looked at in 7.4 to 7.10 isshown in Table 6. 
The meaning and/or effect that the MMC has are the following. 
(a) Grammatical meaning: modal， evidential， aspectual， and temporal. 
(b) Sty listic effect: formal. 
(c) Discourse-related. 
(d) Difficult to classify or characterize. 
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Table 5. Semantics ofnon-content nouns 
meaning outside the MMC meaning in the MMC (MJ) 
(MJ) 
tumori Intention (a) intention， decision 
(b) evaluation 
hazu expectation (a) expectation， schedule 
(b) realization 
wake cause， reason (a) cause/reason， explanation 
(b) conclusion 
(c) realization 
(d)‘in other words' 
(e) (no clear meaning) 
mono thing various meanings， including: 
(a) obligation， advice 
(b) explanation 
(c) past experience 
(d) su中rise，strong emotion 
(e) formal 
sidai circumstance， procedure， formal 
programme， process 
hoo， muki direction human propensity or tendency 
ψ'Poo one direction， one way ‘increasingly， progressively' 
tokoro place (a) aspectual 
(b) temporal 
(c) formal 
koto fact advice， instruction， obligation 
yOSl means， clue reported evidence 
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Tab1e 6. Semantics of nouns， enclitics， and suffixes 
etymo1ogy: noun in Modem Japanese 
mono‘thing' 
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=bakari (moda1 postposition)‘on1y， just' 
=bakk，αsi (moda1 postposition)‘o凶y，just' 
kimi‘appe町佃ce，tendency' 
(used in MJ) 
-gimi‘appearance， tendency' 
?samaιappe町 ance，si刷ation'
(used in MJ) 




(no 10nger used in MJ) 
=yooιinference' 
-yoo‘way， manner， method' 
ke‘appearance' 
(fossi1ized in MJ) 
=ge (dia1ecta1)‘inference， reported 
evidence' 
-ge‘inference' 
8. Summary and concluding remarks 
In the MMC in Modem Japanese， the ‘Copu1a' slot is generally occupied by 
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the copula. Altematively， it may be occupied by a variant of the copula. It 
may be absent under certain circumstances. 
The ‘Clause' can be a verb-predicate clause， an a司jective-predicate 
clause， or a noun-predicate clause (accompanied by the copula). 
The ‘Noun' slot is occupied by a noun or the enclitic =no (which may 
be considered a nominalizer). There are also instances in which it is 
app紅 entlyoccupied by some other enclitic or a suffix. 
The ‘Clause' can be used by itself as an independent sentence -
except when the predicate of the ‘Clause' is a na-adjective. However， it 
lacks the status of an independent sentence in that its predicate does not 
have al of the morphological and illocutionary possibilities found in 
independent sentences. 
In terms of syntax， the ιClause' exhibits the same behaviour as that of 
independent sentences. The structure of the MMC is mono-clausal， and it 
does not contain an AC. 
Nouns in the ‘Noun' slot are grammaticalized， to v副γingdegrees. 
Syntactically， they do not have the向日 status of noun. Morphologically and 
phonologically， there is some evidence for diachronic changes of the 
following: 
word -> enclitic ・>suffix ・>merger 
Semantically， 0自enthe nouns in the ‘Noun' slot do not have the meaning 
that they have when used outside the MMC. Instead， they have a modal， an 
evidential， an aspectual， a temporal， or some other meaning. They may also 
have a stylistic effect (formal) or discourse-related function. Some nouns 
have acquired the use as a final postposition， a modal postposition， or a 
co町unction.
The MMC abounds in Japanese (and also in Korean)ラ incontrast with 
the other languages in which the M乱1Cis attested. The 1¥在MCis used 
frequently and at least 106 nouns are attested in the ‘Noun' slot. The cause 
for this abundance is not known， but it may not be irrelevant to note that 
Japanese has sentences whose structure resembles that of noun-predicate 
sentences and yet whose meaning is rather like that of verb-predicate 
sentences. One type of these sentences is the ‘quasi-noun-predicate 
sentence' (4.1)， and the other is the MMC. 
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1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes (1) as the prototype for the mermaid 
construction ('MMC'). 
(1) Clause + Noun + Copula 
Like Standard Japanese (on whose MMC this prototype is based; see 
Tsunoda (this volume-b))， the Mitsukaido dialect of Japanese， spoken about 
50 km north of Tokyo， has the MMC. The present paper focuses on those 
features which are absent in the MMC in Standard Japanese. 
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First， in the Mitsukaido dialect MMC， the following three nouns can 
occupy the ‘Noun' slot specified in (l). One is eN1)i‘origin': the MMC 
involving it describes a custom， e.g. (2). Another is warie: 'ratio' and the 
MMC involving it means th剖 somethingis not ordinary， e.g. (3). The third 
is segi‘seat': the MMC involving it denotes a right to do something. (The 
cognates of these three nouns cannot occupy the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC in 
Standard Japanese.) 
Second， when the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by the adjectival noun jo:， 
which may be translated as‘state， situation'， the subject may be in the 
experiencer case， and not in the nominative case， when the verb is in the 
non-past form， e.g. (4). (Standard Japanese may haveづ0:in its MMC， but 
it does not have the experiencer case， and the subject can in no way occur in 
the experiencer case.) 
2. Initial illustration 
Examples ofthe MMC in Mitsukaido include (2) (eMりi‘origin')，(3) (warie: 
'r瓜io')，and (4) (adjectival noun joιwhich may be translated asιstate， 
situation'; the subject in the experiencer case). 
(2) oraNte=O=wa ganzizu=dage 
f my.f:白amil砂y=NOM=TOP New.Yea訂r乍.Da可y=only 
udoN=O ku弘 eN1)i←=dα.
udon=ACC ea剖t.NPST orig副in=COP
LT壬:‘Myfamily is the origin tωo ea瓜tud，め'onon New Year's Da可yonly.' 
FT:‘It is my family's custom to eat udon on New Year's Day only.' 
(Udon is a type of noodle dish.) 
(3) kino:=no mame=o=wa soNdemo taNto 
yesterday=GEN bean=NO恥1=TOP nonetheless a.lot 
tore-da warie:=daQ-ke=1)a. (Tsuchi， p.306) 
be.harvested-PST ratio=COP-PST=CONCP 
LT:‘N onetheless， yesterday' s beans were the ratio to be harvested a 
lot， but.' 
FT:ιIn comparison with usual harvests， a large amount of beans 
were harvested yesterday， though.ラ
(In (23)， the concessive particle =抑‘but'is used as a conjunction， joining 
two clauses. The second clause has been deleted _ for the pu中oseof 
exposition. In (3)， it is used as a sentence-final particle.' J) 
(4) ore=1)ani se:taア o ki・-ru




LT:ι1 am the state to put on a sweater. ' 
FT:‘It seems th剖 1will put on a sweater (because it is so cold).' 
3. Profile of the language 
The孔1itsukaidodialect (referred to as Mitsukaido below) is spoken in and 
around the former Mitsukaido city (now incorporated into Josδcity)， about 
50 km north ofTokyo. 
The population of Joso city is 64，880 (August 16. 2011). Due to the 
low inf10w of population into the city， most of the population can be 
regarded as speakers of Mitsukaido. The older generation preserves the 
traditional type of gramm剖icaltraits， while the speech of the younger 
generation has been inf1uenced by Standard Japanese. (See Sasaki 2011.) 
This dialect has no writien tradition， but some sentences ref1ecting the 
grarnmatical仕aitsofthe dialect can be found in modern Japa~ese literature. 
The best-known case is the dialogue part of the novel TsuchF) 'The Earthラ
writien by Takashi Nagatsuka and published in 1910. 
The data used in this article were obtained from speakers aged over 80 
and thus ref1ect traditional features. 
The phonemic inventory of this dialect is the same as that of Standard 
Japanese. This dialect has five vowel phonemes /i， e. a， 0， u/ and 1 
consonant phonemes /p， t句 k司b，d司g，n， m司r.w， j/. In addition， 1 use the 
following three symbols: <1)>， <Q> and <N>. <1)> is used for the velar nasal 
consonant， 組 allophoneof /g/ in the non word-initial position. 1 use this 
sym:bol to distinguish it from [g] derived from /k/ by the intervocalic 
voicing. <Q> is used for the non-nasal moraic consonant. The place of 
articulation of <Q> is the same as that of the consonant th剖 follows.<N> is 
usea for the nasal moraic consonant. The segmental realization of <N> 
depends on the phonological environment: when it stands before a 
consonant， its place feature is homorganic to the following consonant; 
otherwise， it is realized as a nasal vowel homorganic to the preceding vowel. 
1 use these archi-segment symbols only for notational convenience‘with no 
implication regarding the theoretical adequacy of the archi-phonemes. 
Mitsukaido 1acks lexical accent， unlike Standard Japanese. 
恥1itsukaidois entirely agglutinating， largely suffixing and partly 
prefixing. It is entirely dependent-marking. It employs postpositions. but not 
prepositions. The postpositions are enclitics. Case is indicated by 
postpositions， and the case system is a nominative-accusative system (A/S 
vs. 0)， as in Standard Japanese. 
The difference between Mitsukaido and Standard .Japanese is most 
prominent with respect to the case system. Table 1 illustrates the case 
system of this dialect and th剖 ofStandard .Japanese. 
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Table 1. Case system in Mitsukaido and in Standard Japane 
Mitsukaido dialect Standard 
AnimateNP Inanimate Japanese 
NP 
Nominative NP=の NP=ga Nominative 
Accusative NP=godo NP園。 NP=o Accusative 
Experiencer case NP=ηani 
Dative NP=1Je NP=sa， =e NP=ni Dative 
Locative NP=ni 
Ablative NP=~ara NP=kar。Ablative 
Instrumental NP=de NP=de Instrumental 






There areれ"10 main differences between Mitsukaido and Standard 
Japanese in terms of case systems. 
First， as noted above， Mitsukaido has a nominative-accusative system， 
like Standard Japanese. However， the morphological shapes of the 
nominative and the accusative are different from those of Standard Japanese. 
The nominative is expressed by zero-marking， e.g. (5)， (6). (In Standard 
Japanese， the nominative case is marked by =伊.)The accusative case form 
varies depending on the animacy of the host nominal: zero (=O) if the 
referent is inanimate， e.g. (5)， and =godo if the referent is animateヲ e.g.(6). 
(In Standard Japanese， the accusative case is indicated by =0.) 
Accusative case， inanimate: 
(5) ma1)o=o hagamα=o 
grandchild=NOM hakama=ACC 
‘[My] grandchild put on a hakama. ' 
hae-da. 
put.on-PST 
(Hak，αmαis a type oftraditional Japanese clothing for men.) 
Accusative case， animate: 
(6) sense:=o ano kodomo=godo 
teacher=NOM th剖 child=ACC
‘The teacher scolded that child.' 
igiN-da. 
scold-PST 
Second， regarding oblique cases， the Mitsukaido dialect is more 
elaborate than Standard Japanese. The semantic sphere of the Standard 
Japanese dative/locative =ni is divided among four cases in the Mitsukaido 
dialect: the locative case =ni， e.g. (7)， the dative =1)e/=sa (=1)e for animate 
goals， e.g. (8)， and =sa for inanimate goalsヲ e.g.(9))， and the experiencer 
case =1)ani， e.g. (10). The main usage of the experiencer case =1)ani is as a 
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marker for experiencer oblique subjects. The existence of an oblique case 
specific to the experiencer appears to be typologically rare. See Sasaki 
(2004) and Sasaki (2008) for details. Examples follow. 
Locative case (NP=ni): 
(7) ora UZ1=m e-ru. 
ISG.NOM.TOP 
'1 am at home.' 
home=LOC be-NPST 
(Ora is a contracted form of ore =o‘1 SG=NOM' and the topic enclitic 
=wa.) 
Dative case， animate (NP=ije): 
(8) teijami=O QzitsiaN=ng_ naatede kj-ta. 
letier=NOM grandfather=DAT name.specified come-PST 
'The letier was addressed to grand白出er.'
Dative case， inanimate (NP=sa): 
(9) αre=o 坐担ヨ笠
3SG=NOM where=DAT 
6京市eredid s/he go?' 
Experiencer case (NP=卯 ni):
(10) Qre=nani=mQ komaQ=pe=na. 
eQ-tα? 
go-PST 
1 SG=EXP=also be.annoyed.NPST=may=FP 
'1， too， will be annoyed.' 
Experiencer case can also be used as a case-marker for the point of 
reference in stative constructions. 
(11) ore=ijani kono hku=O ega-e. 
ISG=EXP this outfit=NOM big-NPST 
'This outfit is big for me.' 
(12) ome=りanja kono hku=O nia:-ne. 
2SG=EXP.TOP this outfit.NOM suit.IRR-NEG.NPST 
'This outfit does not suit you.' 
(=卯njais a contracted form of the experiencer case enclitic =卯niand the 
topic enclitic =wa.) 
An account of the voice system is important for adequately 
understanding the MMC involving the 叫jectivalnounjo:ιstate， situation'. 
In terms of the voice system， Mitsukaido and Standard Japanese are almost 
the same. Both have productive passive， causative and potential formations， 
though the phonological shapes of the morphemes訂 enot completely the 
same: the passive and the potential suffixes of Mitsukaido are identical to 
those of Standard Japanese， namely passive C-are-N -rare-加 dpotential 
C-eN -rare-， while the causative suffix is C-aseN -sase-in Standard 
Japanese but C同 αse-N-rase-in Mitsukaido. 
Among the three types of voice mentioned above， the potential voice is 
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highly relevant to the issue of the MMC. The subject of an active sentence 
cOffesponds to a constituent marked by experiencer case in the potential 




'S/he is working.' 
Potential: 
(14) are=1Janja . hadarag-e-ru. 
3SG=EXP.TOP work-POT-NPST 
'S/he can work.' 
The constituent marked in the experiencer case in potential 
constructions maintains subject properties except for the behavior of 
floating quantifiers. Thus， the experiencer case marked oblique element can 
be regarded as an oblique subject For details of the syntactic behavior of 
the experiencer case marked oblique element， see Sasaki (2004， 2008). 
The present paper often uses the termιsubject'. Indeed， the concept of 
subject is very useful for an account of the MMC and related constructions 
in the Mitsukaido dialect. However， it is difficult to characterize precisely 
the subject in this dialect in a limited space， and consequently 1 use the term 
‘subject' in a loose way， following the practice of， for example， Palmer 
(1994). Roughly speaking， the unmarked subject is in the nominative case， 
e.g. (5)ヲ (6).In addition， there are oblique subjects: in locative， e.g. (57)， 
(58)， and experiencer case， e.g. (10)， (14) and (58). 
Noun modifiers， such as demonstratives， adjectives，‘noun=GEN'， and 
adnominal clauses， precede the head noun. Examples include (3) 
(noun=GEN) and (6) (‘that')， (11)， (12) (‘this'). AOV and SV are preferred 
orders. 
Mitsukaido is mildly configurational. 
4. Types of clauses and sentences 
4.1 Verb-predicα'te，αdjective-predicαte，αdjectival noun-predicαte αnd 
noun-predicα'te clauses/sentences 
Clauses/sentences in Mitsukaido can be classified into four types (as is the 
case in Standard Japanese; cf. Tsunoda (this volume-b)). 
[1] Verb-predicate clauses/sentences 
Examples include (5)-(10). 
[2] Adjective-predicate clauses/sentences 
Examples include (11). 
[3] Adjectival noun-predicate clauses/sentences 
Examples include: 
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(15)αre=o=wa tosijori=1)e siNsezu=da. 
3 SG=NOM=TOP old.person=DAT kind=COP .NPST 
'S/he iskind to old people.' (Sasaki 2004: 85) 
[4] Noun-predicate clauses/sentences 
These clauses/sentences involve the copular verb. Examples include: 
(16)αre=o=wa dereskeニ da.
3SG=NOM=TOP fool=COP.NPST 
官/heis a foo1. ' 
4.2 Adnominal and adverbial clauses 
The formation of adnominal clauses and adverbial clauses is the same as 
th瓜 inStandard Japanese (cf. Tsunoda (this volume幽 b，4.2).
4.2.1 Adnominal clauses 
Adnominal clauses (' ACピ)precede the head noun. Examples include (17). 
An “e" stands for a gap in the clause. 
(17) [ej ore=1)a se1)αre=godo home-daJ sense:j=wa 
1 SG=POSS son=ACC praise四 PST teacher=TOP 
ano 何to=da.
that person=COP.NPST 
‘The teacher who praised my son is that person. ' 
Like Standard Japanese， Mitsukaido has both‘intemal adnominal 
clauses' (‘intemal ACs') and ‘extemal adnominal clauses' (‘extemal ACs'). 
(See Teramura (1969) and Tsunoda (this volume-a， 7.2) for a 
characterization ofthese two types of ACs.) 
Very roughly speaking， intemal ACs are formed by the gap strategy. 
The head noun coηesponds to an argument or an adjunct of the AC. 
Examples include (17). All the positions on Keenan and Comrie' s (1977) 
accessibility hierarchy can be relativized， except for the object of 
companson. 
In contrast， the formation of extemal ACs does not involve the gap 
strategy. The head noun is， so to speak， added from ‘outside the underlying 
clause'. It does not correspond ωan argument or an adjunct of the AC. 
There is no 'gap' in the AC. Examples include (18). 
(18) [saNmα=O/=no jage-ruJ nioe 
saury=NOM/=GEN be.grilled-NPST smell 
LT:吐lesmell with which a saury (日shsp.) is grilled' 
FT:吐lesmell of sauηbeing grilled' 
In (18)， the subject of the AC may be marked either by the nominative case 
or the genitive case (as is the case in Standard Japanese). The 
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nominative-genitive conversion of the subject is also possible in internal 
ACs， as shown in example (19). 
(19) [te1Jami={O/no} ej todoe-daJ 勿;tOj
le抗er={NOM/GEN} arrive-PST person 
ιThe person who received the leter.' 
4.2.2 Adverbial clauses 
There are at least three types of clause-linkage markers used to form 
adverbial clauses. 
(的Anonfinite form ofthe verb， etc.， such as nom-i-na1Jara 
‘drink-ADV-CONCUR')， e.g. (20). 
(b) Setuzokuzyosi‘conjunction'， such as =gara‘causal'ラ e.g.(21). 
(c) A noun followed by a case po吻osition(the postposition may be 
omitted under 印刷incircumstances)， such as the locative =ni， 
e.g. (22). 
(20) oraj [ej arug-i-na1JaraJ paN=O 
lSG=NO恥1.TOP walk-ADV-CONCUR bread=ACC 
kuQ-ta. 
eat-PST 
‘1 ate bread whi1e wa1king. ' 
(21) ame=o huQ-ta=gara niwα=o bisjobisjoni 
rain=NOM fall-PST=CAUS garden=NOM thoroughly.wet 
naQ-ta. 
become-PST 
‘Because the rain fel， the ground became thorough1y wet. ' 
(22) ame=o huN-ne: me:=ni eQ-tsjaQ-ta. 
rain=NO恥1fal幽 NEG before=LOC go早ERF-PST
'(S/he) had gone before it started to rain.' 
5. Mermaid construction 
5.1 Introductory notes 
The structure of the prototype of the MMC is shoWn in (1). As noted in 
Section 1， our discussion of the MMC in Mitsukaido will focus on those 
features which町 eabsent in the Standard Japanese MMC. We shall examine 
the following two types. 
(a) The Noun匂rpe(5.2)， which inv01ve the following three nouns: eN1Ji 
‘origin'， warie: 'ratio' and segiιse剖ラ (5.2).Their cogn瓜esin Standard 
Japanese do not occupy the ‘Noun' s10t of the MMC. Furthermore， 1 shall 
cite one instance of the MMC th瓜 containsthe noun zigan‘timeヲ inthe 
‘Noun' s10t， i.e. (53). Its cogn瓜ein Standard Japanese， i.e. zikan 'time'， can 
occupy the ‘Noun' s10t ofthe MMC (Tsunoda， this v01ume-b， 5.4.2-[11]). 
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(b) The MMC with the adjectiva1 nounjo: 'state， si同ation'(5.3). When 
由e‘Nounヲ s10tis occupied by jo:， three cases are attested for the subject: 
nominative， 10cative and experiencer. Standard Japanese may haveて;0:in 
its MMC， but it does not have a distinct experiencer case， nor may the 
subj ect appe訂 withthe ob1ique case particle used to mark experiencers 
(=ni). 
5.2 Noun-type MMC 
We shall consider the above-mentioned three nouns in 5.2.1. We shall then 
comp訂 ethis MMC with independent sentences and ACs in 5.2ユ
5.2.1 Three nouns 
[1] eN1)i‘origin' 
The MMC with eN1)iιorigin' in the ‘Noun' s10t of the MMC describes a 
custom. Examp1es include (2) and (23). 
(23) eroribada=de emo=o jae=de 




origin=COP .ADN=NMLZ=COP .NPST=CONCP 
LT:ι[We]紅 ethe origin to roast [sweet] pot瓜oesin the sunken 
hearth and ω[them]ヲ but..' 
FT:‘It is [our] custom to roast sweet pot瓜oesin the sunken 
hearth and eat them， but ..' 
[2] wαrie: 'ratio' 
The MMC with warie: 'ratio'出 the‘Noun' s10t indicates that the degree of 
something is not ordinary. Examp1es include (3) (cited from the nove1 
Tsuchi by Takashi Nagatsuka)， and: 
(24) ezumoづori kuQ-ta warieァ da=na.
everyday=than eat-PST ratio=COP.NPST=FP 
'1 ate a 10t more than usual.' 
[3] segi 'seat' 
The noun segi means ‘seat'. The MMC involving this noun indicates that 
the referent of the subject has the right to do something. (25) is an instance 
of an existentia1 constructionヲ andnot an instance of the MMC. My 
subsequent inquiηe1icited (26) and (27). These are instances ofthe MMC. 
(25) ora nαnimo huhugu=O 
ISG.NOM.TOP any comp1aint=ACC 



















LT: 'As for me， the seat to say any complaint does not exist.' 
FT:ι1 have no right to complain about anything.' 
(26) ora tema=o mora: 
lSG.NOM.TOP wage=ACC receive.NPST 
segi=da. 
s問ea剖t=COP
LT:ソ'1釘nthe s回ea剖tωoreceive the wage.' 
FT壬:‘'1have right to receive the wage.' 
(27) ore=o i: segi=ζ;a ne. 
lSG=NOM say.NPST seat=COP.IRR NEG.NPST 
LTゾI田nnot the seat to say.' 
FT:‘1 have no right to say (it).' 
5.2.2 Comparison of the noun-type MMC with independent sentences and 
ACs 
5.2.2.1 Introductory notes. We saw in 4ユ1that出 thecase of extemal ACs 
the head noun does not correspond to an argument or an adjunct of the AC. 
Also， there is no 'gap' in ACs ofthisザpe.In these respects， it may look as 
if the MMC ('Clause + Noun + Copula') is made up of an extemal AC and 
its head noun. The ‘Noun' does not coηespond to an argument or an adjunct 
ofthピClause'，and there is no gap in the ‘Clause'. The same applies to the 
MMC in Standard Japanese. Indeed， many previous studies have regarded 
thピClause'of the MMC as an adnominal clause. However， as in the case in 
Standard Japanese (cf. Tsunoda， this volume-b， 6.3 and 6.4)， syntactically 
the ‘Clause' in the MMC differs 丘omACs and behaves like independent 
sentences. This will be discussed below. The result of this comparison is 
shown in Table 2. The MMC with jo:ιstate， situation' (discussed in 5.3 
below) is included in Table 2. The plus sign means 'acceptable' and the 
mmus slgn ‘unacceptable'. 'n.a.' indicates ‘not attested'. 
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5.2.2.1 Case ofthe subject. The subject is case-marked as follows. 
[1] Independent sentences 
As noted in Section 3， three cases訂 eattested for the subject: (i) nominative、
e.g. (5)， (6)， (i) experiencer， e.g. (10)， (14)， (29)， (58)， and (ii) locativeラ e.g.
(57)， (58). The genitive and the possessive are not attested. 
[2] ACs 
The subject may occur in the nominative or the genitive， e.g. (18). The 
subject optionally occurs in the experiencer case when the subject of the 
corresponding independent sentence occurs in the experiencer s case， i.e. in 
the potential voice. Compare (28)， which contains an AC司 and(29)， which is 









6唱 o'clock i臼sa time when a如nyonecan wake up.ラ
(29) rogu-zi=dαra dare=抑 ni=mo ogi-rare-Q=pe 
6o'clock=COND who=EXP=also wake.up-POT-NPST=may 
‘Anyone can wake up at 6 o'c1ock.' 
In ACs， the locative and the possessive are not attested. 
[3] MMC 
We need ωtreat (a) eNiりiιorigin'and warie:‘ratio' and (b) segi‘se剖'
separately. 
(a) eNiりiιorigin'and warie:・‘ratio'
The subject of the ιClause' of the MMC is marked by the nominative case‘ 
e.g. (2)， (3)， (30)， (31). The experiencer and the locative are not attested. 
The subject cannot occur in the genitive， as shown in (30)句 (31)and (32). 
Furthermore， my consultant accepts the possessive case. See (30) and 
(31). However， this possessive marking is not always possible; see (32). 
(30) si1)azujo:ga=ni oraNte= {wa/Oliりα/切り
8th April=LOC my family={TOP月JOM/POSS/*GEN}
ome:ri su-ru eMりi=da
visit-NPS T origin=CO P .NPS T 
‘It is my family' s custom to visit a temple on 8th April.' 
(σ31り) k.財ino仏.アno mαme={wα:lO/;勺りαa/牢旬noりI} t，ωαNtω O 
yesterday=GEN bean={TOP/NOMlPOSS/*GEN} a.lot 
tore-da warie: =da 
be.harvested-PST ratio=COP.NPST 
ιIn comparison with usual harvests‘a large amount of beans 
were harvested yesterday.' 
(32) oraNte= o={wa/旬。/旬o} ganzizu=dage 
my.family=NOM={TOP/唱'POSS/*GEN}New.Year's.Day=only 
udoN= o ku: eNiηi=da. 
udon=ACC eat.NPST origin=COP.NPST 
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‘It is my family's custom to eat udon only on New Year's Day.' 
If this use of the possessive case is a bona fide Mitsukaido expression， it 
will be possible to say that Mitsukaido exhibits the nominative-possessive 
conversion. However， this use may not a traditional expression. There are 
two reasons for this. Firstラ thephonetic shape of the possessive case particle 
=卯 isthe same as that of the Standard Japanese nominative case particle. 
The spe品cersof the恥1itsukaidodialect are under heavy influence of 
Standard Japanese. The possessive case-marked subject in (30) and (31) 
may have been borrowed from Standard Japanese. My consultant added a 
commentth剖 X=1)ameans‘only X' in (30). This interpretation is p紅 alelto 
the exhaustive reading of =ga in Standard Japanese (Kuno 1973). The 
exhaustive interpretation suggests that morpho・syntacticborrowing is 
involved. Second， as seen above， this possessive marking of the subject is 
not acceptable in every instance. This suggests that this possessive marking 
has been borrowed recently and it has not been stalilized yet. 
(b) segi‘seat' 
The subject can be marked not only in the nominative but also in the 
possessive and the genitive: 




‘S/he has no right to be pleased (with that).' 
As noted above， the possessive marking of the subject may have been 
borrowed from Standard Japanese. The 'experiencer and the locative紅 enot 
attested. 
In terms of the case of the subjectヲ theMMC with eNりi‘origin'or 
warie: 'ratio' resembles independent sentences in that the genitive case is 
not allowed. In contrast， the MMC with segi 'seat' resembles ACs in that 
the genitive is permi抗ed.
5.2.2.2 Clefting. Clefting is possible in independent sentences and MMCs 
but it is impossible in ACs. The situation is the same as in Standard 
Japanese. See TSUlloda (this volume-b， 6.3ユ4).We shall be concerned with 
the cle仕ingth瓜 putsthe subject in focus. 
[1] Independent sentences 
Cle抗ingis possible. The pre-copular noun in the cleft sentences corresponds 
to the subject ofthe independent se凶ences.Example (35) is a cle丘sentence
corresponding to the verb-predicate sentence (34). Example (37) is a cleft 
sentence corresponding to the adjective田 predicatesentence (36). Example 
(39) is a cleft se凶encecorresponding to the adjectival-noun predicate 
sentence (38). Example (41) is a cleft sentence corresponding to the 
noun-predicate sentence (40). 
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(34)αre=o seNdae=sa eQ-ta. 
3SG=NOM Sendai=DAT go・PST
'Slhe went to Sendai.' 
(35) sendae=sa eQ-ta=no=wa are=da. 
Sendai=DAT go-PST=N孔1LZ=TOP3SG=COP.NPST 
'It is herlhim由atwent to Sendai.' 
(36) kono hku=O ore=1)anja ega-e. 
this outfit=NOM ISG=EXP.TOP big-NPST 
'This cloth is (too) big for me.' 
(37) ore=仰 ni ega-e=no=wa 
1 SG=EXP big-NPST=NMLZ=TOP 
kono hku=da. 
this ou凶I此tf白it=COP
‘官Itis t由hiおscloth t由h剖 is(οto∞O吋)big for me.ラ
(38) are=o=wa 加そjori=ゲe siNsezu=da. 
3SG=NO乱M=TOPold.man=DA T kind=COP 
ι唱S/品'1恒heis kind to old p伊eo叩ple.
(39) tosjori=1)e siNsezu-na=no=wa 
old.man=DAT kind=COP .ADN=NMLZ=TOP 
are=da. 
3SG=COP.NPST 
‘It is herlhim that is kind to old people. ' 
(40)αre=wa dereske=da. 
3SG=TOP fool=COP 
‘Slhe is a foo1.' 
(41) dereske=nα=no=wα 
fool=COP.ADN=N恥1LZ=TOP




Clefting is possible. The examples (42)， (43) and (44) are cleft sentences 
coηesponding to the MMCs (2)ヲ (3)and (26)， respectively. As shown in the 
example (32) above， the MMC with segi differs from other MMCs in that it 
permits a genitive subject. 
(42) g，α地 izu=ni udoN=O ku: 
New.Yea訂r'、s.Day=LOC udon=ACC ea瓜t




6官Itis only my family t由ha剖tea剖tsudon only on New Year's Day.' 
(43) kino:・ tanto tore-da 
yesterday a.lot be.harvested 
warie:=na=no=wa mame=da 
ra剖tiぬo=COP.ADN=NMLZ=TOP bean=COP 
‘守'Itis the beans t出h瓜 we町reharvested in large quantity yesterday. ' 
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'It is me who has the right to receive the wage.' 
[3] ACs 
In contrast with the subject of MMCs and that of independent sentences， the 
subject of ACs - both intemal and extemal一 cannotbe clefted. 
(a) Intemal ACs. The ungrammatical example (45) is structurally 
parallel to the cleft sentences with MMCs in (42)-(44) in that it involves 
cle白ingof a subject out ofthe AC in the predicate noun. The corresponding 
non-clefting structure is presented in (46). 





(46) [are=o ej kae-da] teりamij
3SG=NOM write-PST leter 
'The leter that s/he wrote.' 
(b) Extemal ACs. The ungrammatical example (47) is structurally 
parallel to the cleft sentences with MMCs in (42)-(44) and th剖 withan 
intemal AC in (45) in that it involves cle仕ingof a subject out of the AC in 
the predicate noun. The corresponding non-clefting structure is presented in 
(48). 






[[kuruma=o to:r-u] odo] 
car=NOM pass-NPST sound 
‘The sound of car passing.' 
Both the MMC and ACs have the sequence [Clause + Noun]. However， 
they differ in terms of gramm瓜icality.The cleft sentences (42)ー(44)，based 
on the MMC， are gramm瓜ical，while the cleft sentences (45) and (46)， 
where pre-copular nouns correspond to the subject of ACs， are 
ungrammatical. In this respect， the MMC behaves like an independent 
sentence. 
Syntactically， specifically in terms of the case marking of the subject 
and clefting， the noun-type MMC is more similar to independent sentences 
than to ACs. Therefore， itshould probably be regarded as mono-clausaI. 
rather than bi -clausal. 
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Ross (1986: 78) argues that the Japanese Relative Clause (our‘AC') 
Formation Rule is subject to the Complex NP Constraint， a constraint 
banning a transformation moving an element contained in a sentence 
dominated by a noun phrase with a lexical head noun out of that noun 
phrase. The ungrammaticality of the cleft sentences involving an AC is 
considered to be due to the violation of the Complex NP Constraint. The 
applicability ofthe Complex NP Constraint to Japanese has been questioned 
since Kuno (1973: 239) pointed out the grammaticality of sentence (49) 
where the modified noun kodomo corresponds to出egap inside the complex 
NP. 
(49) Standard Japanese (Kuno 1973: 239) 
[ej kawαigat-te i-ta] inu=ga 
be.fond.of-GER be-PST dog=NOM 
sin-de simaQ-ta] kodomoj 
die-GER finish-PST child 
'The child who lost the dog that (he) was fond of.' 
The violability of the Complex NP Constraint in Standard Japanese 
depends on the syntactic structure where the extraction occurs. Inoue (1976: 
178-180)町 guesthat the environment where the Complex NP Constraint is 
violable is restricted: the extraction of a subject out of the complex NP 
seemsωbe possible only when the complex NP is in the subject position 
and marginally in the fronted object position or in the locative constituent. 
The ungrammaticality of (45) and (47) indicates that the sequence 
[Clause + Noun] in ACs in Mitsukaido functions as an Island at least when 
the complex NPs are in the predicate noun of the matrix clause and the 
Complex NP Constraint is applicable in this struc同re.On the other hand， 
the sequence [Clause + Noun] in the MMC does not function as an Island. 
In this respect， the MMC behaves like an independent sentence. 
There is a correlation between the case of subject and clefting: MMCs 
prohibit genitive-subjects and allow cle負担gof a subject out of the predicate 
nouns， while .internal and external ACs allow genitive-subjects and prohibit 
cle剖ngof a subject out of the predicate nouns. The MMC with segi 
apparently does not fit in this correlation. See Table 2. However， there is a 
possible analysis where the genitive-subject in (33) does not contradict the 
correlation mentioned above. 
My consultant accepted are=wa‘3SG=TOP'，αre=o‘3SG=NOM'， 
αre=仰‘3SG=POSS'，are=no‘3SG=GEN' as subject forms in (33). If the 
example (33) can be analyzed in two ways， illustrated in (50) and (51) 
below， and the cleft sentence (45) corresponds not to the AC structure (50) 
but to the MMC struc刷re(51)， the correlation between the case of the 
subject and clefting is also compatible with the MMC with segi. The 'pro' 
in parenthesis stands for an unexpressed subject in the matrix clause. 
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(50) Extemal AC 
(pro) [.α~re= {iの/可a/no} uresujar-u 
3 SG= {/NOM!POS S/GEN} be.pleased-NPST 
segi]=zjα ne: 
seat=COP.IRR NEG.NPST 




segi=zja ne: (MMC) 
seat=COP.IRR NEG.NPST 
‘Slhe has not the right to be pleased (with that).' 
The same type of dual interpretation is possible for the sequence 
[Clause + zigan‘time'] as shown in (52) and (53). The cleft sentence (54) 
corresponds to the MMC structure in (53). 
(52) Extemal AC 
zi:-zi=wa {ezumo ore={o!Jりα!no}
10-hour=TOP always 1 SG={NOM/POSS/GEN} 
ner-u] zigaN=da (extemal AC) 
sleep-NPST time=COP.NPST 
‘10 0' clock is the time when 1 always sleep.' 
(53) MMC 
ore={wa/O/fJa/*no} mo: ner-u 
1 SG=TOP/NOM!POSSI牢GENalready sleep-NPST 
zigN=da 
time=COP .NPST 
‘It is already time for me to sleep.' 
(54) mo: ner-u zigaN=na=no=wa 
already sleep-NPST time=COP.ADN=NMLZ=TOP 
ore=da 
1 SG=COP.NPST 
‘It is me who has to go to sleep.' 
(Standard Japanese has the cogn剖eof ziganιtime'， i.e. zikan‘time'. This 
noun， too， can occupy the ‘Noun' slot of血eMMC， and this MMC means 
‘It is time to do' (Tsunoda， this volume-b， 5.4.2・[11])，as is the case with 
(53).) 
5.3 MMC with the adjectival noun jo: 'state， situation' 
5.3.1 Introductory notes 
Like Standard Japanese， Mitsukaido has a v紅白tyof the MMC in which the 
‘Noun' slot is occupied by the adjectival nounjo:. The adjectival nounjo: 
may be translated as 'state， situation'. This l¥仏1Cis used to express 
inference about events. (For Standard Japanese， Tsunoda (this volume-b， 
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7.9) describes the encliticづ0ら andst剖esth剖出eMMC involving it 
indicates inference based on what the speaker observed or what he/she heard 
from someone else:‘It looks/appears/seems'. Tsunoda (this volume-b) uses 
the leter y， rather thanj， for the semivowel in question.) 
The MMC with jo: is special in th剖 thesubject may be marked with 
the experiencer case =l)ani. An example is (4). We shall examine the 
semantic and mo叩hosyntacticaspects ofthe MMC withjo:. 
5.3.2 Lexical a伊 ect
In terms ofthe lexical aspect (Vendler 1967; Dowty 1979) ofthe verb， there 
appears to be no restriction on the type of verb employed. Thus， consider 
the following pairs of a nOIトMMCand an instance ofthe MMC. 
(a) Activity: (55) and (56). 
(b) State: (57)， (58)， (59) and (60). 
(c) Achievement: (61) and (62). 
(d) Accomplishment: (63) and (64) (same as (4). 
Activity: 
(55) ore=o kimono=O hjkizuQ-t，α. 
ISG=NOM kimono=ACC trail-PST 
‘1 trailed [my] kimono.' 
(56) ore=抑 nja kimono=O hjkizur-u jo:=da. 
ISGニEXP.TOPkimono=ACCt仕raヨ泊ilト-NPST s坑ta抗te=COP
LT:ι1 am the state to trail [my] kimono.' 
FT:‘It seems th剖 1will trail [my] kimono (because the kimono is 
too long for me).' 
(A literal translation will not be given for the following examples of the 
MMC.) 
State: 
In the existential/possessive construction， when the sentence refers to 
alienable possession， the subject is case-marked only in the locative， e.g. 
(57). On the other hand， when the sentence refers to a kinship relation， the 
subject can be case-marked either by the locative or the experiencer case， 
e.g. (58). The examples (59) and (60) are the corresponding MMCs withjo:. 
Both the locative and the experiencer are possible when the sentence 
describes a kinship relationラ e.g.(60). 
(57) are={ni/*l)ani}=wα kane=O ar-u. 
3SG={LOCI牢EXP=TOP money=NOM be-NPST 
'To her/him money exists'， i.e. 'S/he has money'. 
(58)αre={ni!Jゲani}=wa sel)are=o e-ru. 
3SG={LOCIEXP}=TOP son=NOM be-NPST 
'To her/him a son exists'. i.e. 'S/he has a son. 
(59) are={niゾりαni}=wα kαne=o ar-u 




‘It seems that s/he has money.' 
(60)αre={ni/;りani}=wa seりαre=oe-ru jo:=dα. 
3SG={LOC/EXP}=TOP son=NOM be-NPST state=COP.NPST 
'It seems that s/he has a son. ' 
Achievement: 
(61) ore=o (*ore=r;ani) mune=o warug-u 
1 SG=NOM (* 1 SG=EXP) chest=NOM bad-ADV 
naQ-ω. 
become四 PST
ι1 got sick.' 
(62) ore=r;ani 
lSG=EXP 
mune=o warug-u nαT-U 
chest =NOM baιADV become-NPST 
jo:=d仏
state=COP.NPST 
‘It seems that 1 will get sick.' 
(Semantically， '1' in (61) may be considered an experiencer. However， the 
experiencer case is not allowed.) 
Accomplishment: 
(63) ore=o se:ta.・=o ki-ru. 
lSG=NOM sweater=ACC put.on-NPST 
ι1 will put on a sweater.' 
(64) ore=りani se:ta:=o ki-ru jo・=da.
lsg=EXP sweater=ACC put.on-NPST state=COP.NPST 
ゴtseems也at1 will put on a sweater [because it is so cold].' 
5.3.3 Cαse 01 the subject 
Three cases are attested for the subject in independent sentences and the 
L仏1Cwithjo 'state': nominative， experiencer and locative. This is shown in 
Table 2. The correspondence between independent sentences and the MMC 
withjo: is somewhat complicated. This is shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Case-marking ofthe subject 
independent sentence MMC withjo: 
(a) NOM， e.g. (65) NOM， e.g. (66)， (67) 
(past， non-pastラ
progressive， etc.) 
(b) NOM， e.g. (55)ヲ (61)，(63) EXP， e.g. (56)， (62)， (64) 
(non-past only) 
(c) LOC， e.g. (57)， (58) LOC， e.g. (59)，(60)， (70)ヲ (71)
(pastヲnon-past)
(d) LOC， e.g. (57) EXP， e.g. (59) 
(non-past only) 
(e) EXP， e.g. (58) EXP， e.g. (60)， (71) 
(past， non-past) 
The following two factors that concem the verb of the ‘Clause' of this 
MMC are relevant: (i) semantics and (i) tense and aspect. 
Pattem (a) is the unmarked one. The subject is in the nominative case 
both in independent sentences， e.g. (65)， and in the corresponding MMC， 
e.g. (66)， (67). In this MMC， there is no restriction on the tense and aspect 
of the verb of the‘Clause'. Past (e.g. (66))， non-past (e.g. (67))， progressive， 
etc.訂 eacceptable. 
(65) ore=o mune=の wα~rug-u nαQ-tα. 
lSG=NOM chest=NOM bad-ADV become-PST. 
‘1 got sick.' 
(66) ore =o (*ore =卯 ni) mune warug-u naQ-ta 
lSG=NOM(キlSG=EXP)chest.NOM bad-ADV become-PST 
jo:=da. 
state=COP .NPST 
‘It seems that 1 got sick.' 
(67) ore=o mune= o warug-u nar-u 
lSG=NOM chest=ACC bad-ADV become-NPST 
joァda.
state=COP.NPST 
‘It seems that 1 will get sick.' 
Pattem (b). The subject is in the nominative case in independent 
sentences， e.g. (55)ラ (61)，(63). But in the corresponding MMC itis in the 
experiencer case， e.g. (56)， (62)， (64). The verb of the ‘Clause' has to be in 
the non-past; see (56)， (62)， (64). The subject cannot occur in the 
experiencer case when the verb of theιClasue' jo: is， for example， inthe 
past form (see (68)) or the progressive form (see (69)). (The progressive 
aspect is expressed with a combination of the gerundive form of verb (V圃 te
and the existential verb (e-ru‘be')， as in most mainland Japanese dialects. 
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The gerundive suffix (北)and the existential verb root (e国)are usually 
contracted as V -te-ru (十V-te e-ru).) 






Intended meaning: It seems that I trailed the kimono. 
(69) *ore=1)anja kimono=O hjkizuQ-te-ru 
lSG=EXP.TOP kimono=ACC trail-GER.be-NPST 
jo:=da. 
state=COP.NPST 
Intended meaning: It seems that I am trailing the kimono. 
Pattem (c). The locative c出 e can mark the subject of the 
existentiallpossessive construction， e.g. (57)， (58)， and the locative marking 
of the subject may remain in the co町espondingMMC， e.g. (59)， (60)， (70)， 
(71). There appeぽ sto be no restriction on the tense or aspect of血e
predicate ofthis MMC. At least， past (e.g. (70)ヲ (71))and no距 past(e.g. (59)， 
(60)紅 eattested. 
Pattem (d). The subject is in the locative in independent sentences， e.g. 
(57)， but it is in the experiencer in the corresponding MMC， e.g. (59). The 
predicate of the‘Clause' has to be in the non-past; see (59). If the predicate 
is in the past， for example， the subject cannot be in the experiencer case: 
(70)αre={*1)ani/ni}=wa mugasi kane=o aQ-ω 
3SG={本EXPILOC}=TOP once money=NOM be-PST 
joァda.
state=COP .NPST 
ゴtseems that s/he had money before. ' 
Pattem (e). In independent sentences， the experiencer case can mark the 
subject with certain stative predicates， e.g. (10) (‘1， too， will be annoyed')， 
potential predicates， e.g. (14) (‘They may not be able to swim')， and the 
existential/possessive construction that concems a kinship relationship， e.g. 
(58). The experiencer marking of the subject can remain in the 
corresponding MMC， (60)， (71). There appears to be no restriction on the 
tense or aspect ofthe predicate ofthis MMC. At least， past (e.g. (71)) and 
non-past (e.g. (60)) are attested. 
σ1)αre=(1)αni/ni}=wα se1)α're=の e-da jo:=dα. 
3SG={EXP/LOC}=TOP son=NOM be-PST state=COP.NPST 
'It seems that s/he had a son.' 
We have seen the nominative， the experiencer and the locative may 
mark the subject in this MMC. The genitive is not acceptable; see (72). Also， 
the possessive is attested; again see (72). However， this use of the 
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possessive may have been borrowed from Standard Japanese (c王





'Tha瓜tbaby seems to be able to walk. ' 
To sum up， in the MMC with jo:‘state， si印刷on'，there may be a 
change in the case marking of the subject. When the case of the subject in 
independent sentences is retained in this MMC (i.e. (a) NOM今 NOM，(c) 
LOC今 LOC，(e) EXP今 EXP)，there appe紅 sto be no restriction on the 
tense or aspect of the verb of the 'Clause'. At least， past加 dnon-past are 
attested for al ofthe nominative， the locative and the experiencer. However， 
when the case of the subject in independent sentences is changed in this 
MMC (i.e. (b) NOM今 EXP，(d) LOC今 EXP)，the verb of the ‘Clause' 
can only occur in the non-past. It cannot occur in any other form， such as 
the past or the progressive form. In contrast， there is no change in the case 
marking ofthe subject in the noun-type MMC. 
As noted in 5.1， Standard Japanese does not have experiencer case. 
Also， the MMC does not exhibit any change in the case of the subject. 
Consider the following examples from Standard Japanese. 
Standard Japanese 
(73) kare=ni=wa musu加=ga i-ru. 
3SG.M=DAT=TOP son=NOM be-NPST 
'To him [there] is a soぜ，l.e.‘Hehas a son. ' 
(74) kare=ni=wa musuko=ga i-ru 
3SG.M=DAT=TOP son=NOM be-NPST 
jo:=da. 
S坑ta瓜te=COP
6守'Its印eemst由ha瓜the has a so∞n.' 
(75) Hanako=ga hon=o kα-u. 
(name)=NOM book=ACC buy-NPST 
'Hanako buys/will buy a book.' 
(76) Hanako=ga hon=o ka-u joァ da.
(name)=NOM book=ACC buy-PRES state=COP.NPST 
'It seems that Hanako buys/will buy a book.' 
The example (73) has the DAT-NOM case frame， and this case frame is 
retained in (74). The subject is consistentlyin the dative case. The example 
(75) has the NOM-ACC case frame， and this case frame is retained in (76). 
The subject is consistently in the nominative case. 
In both the Mitsukaido dialect and Standard Japanese， the subject in the 
MMC may occur in an oblique case: the experiencer case in the Mitsukaido 
dialect and the dative case in Standard Japanese. However， the Mitsukaido 
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dialect differs from Standard Japanese in that it exhibits a change in the case 
ofthe subject， i.e. the nominative case or the locative case to the experiencer 
case. 
5.3.4 Modalityαndvoice 
We saw in 5.3.3 that there may be a change in the case marking of the 
subject in the MMC with jo:‘state， situation' (although there is no such 
change in the noun-type MMC). This difference is important for considering 
the relation between modality and voice. 
In Mitsukaido， the subject is/may be marked by the experiencer case 
(one of the oblique cases) in two derived constructions: the potential 
construction， e.g. (14)， and the MMC withjo:， e.g. (71). In Sasaki (2004)， 1 
regard the experiencer case-marking of the subject in the potential 
construction as a manifestation of voice. It is important to enquire whether 
these two subjects in the experiencer case should be treated under the rubric 
of two separate grammatical categories or one and the same category. 
The potential construction in the恥1itsukaidodialect expresses ability 
and the MMC with jo: expresses inference. According to Kiefer (1994: 
2515)，‘[t]he essence of“modality円 consistsin the relativization of the 
validity of sentence meanings to a set of possible worlds'. F or example， 
modality may concern ability (Ziegeler 2006: 262) and inference (Kiefer 
1994: 2518). That is，企omthe semantic point of view， both t_he potential 
construction and the MMC withjo: are expressions ofmodali旬 J}
According to Klaiman (1991: 1)，ιGrammatical voice is manifested in 
systems in which alternations in the shapes of verbs signal alternations in 
the configurations of nominal statuses with which verbs are in particular 
relationships'. That is， very roughly speaking， voice involves an alternation 
in the verb morphology and in the a口組gementof NPs. According to this 
definition of voice， both the potential construction and the MMC with jo: 
are expressions of voice. 
We shalllook at the potential construction日rst.The verb in the potential 
construction contains the potential suffix: V -e-/C-rare-ヲ e.g. ojoり-e-
‘swim-POT' in (14). Furthermore， the case ofthe subject changes: NOM今
EXP; compare (13) and (14). These two facts show th剖 thepotential 
construction is an expression of voice. 
The same applies to the MMC with jo:. It contains joら whilethe 
coηesponding sentence lacks jo:. Furthermore， when the verb is in the 
non-past tense formラ thecase of the subject may change: (i) LOCう EXP
and (i) NOMう EXP.See Table 2. These two facts show th剖 theMMC 
withjoらtoo，is an expression of voice. 
To sum up， both the potential construction and the MMC withjo: are 
modal expressions and at the same time voice expressions. This indicates 
that these two subjects in出eexperiencer case should be treated under the 
rubric of one and the same category. 
Sasaki (2004: 139・140)did not treat the MMC with jo: as a voice 
expression However， the facts presented above indicate that this analysis 
should be reconsidered. 
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Constructions that straddle two grammatical categories， like the 
potential construction of the Mitsukaido dialect and the MMC withjo:， are 
not uncommon. Thus many instances of the antipassive construction， which 
is a voice phenomenon， have aspectual meanings such as imperfective， 
progressive or durative (Tsunoda 1981: 422). 
Palmer (1994: 41) discusses the ‘modal subject'. He does not 
characterize it clearly， but by ιmodal subject'， he seems to refer to an 
oblique subject that appears in a certain mood/modality. The subject in the 
experiencer case of the potential construction of the Mitsukaido dialect and 
the MMC withjo: is clearly a modal subject. 
We shall provide additional notes on the comparison ofthe孔1itsukaido
dialect and Standard Japanese. In the Mitsukaido dialect， the verb in the 
potential construction employs the suffix C-e-N -rare-， and the case of the 
subject changes from the nominative case to the experiencer case. See (13) 
and (14). The MMC with jo: expresses inference， and the subject may 
change from the locative case or the nominative case to the experiencer case 
when the verb is in the non-past form. See Table 3. 
In Standard Japanese， the verb in the potential construction employs 
the suffix C-e-N -rare-， and the case of the subject changes from the 
nominative case to the dative case， and (if the verb is a transitive verb) the 
case of the object changes from the accusative case to the nominative case. 
Compare (77) and (78). The potential construction is clearly a voice 
expression. Examples follow. 
(77) Hanako=ga kono hon=o 
(name)=NOM this book=ACC 
'Hanako reads/will read this book.' 
(78) Hanako=ni kono hon=ga jom-e-ru. 
}om-u. 
read-NPST 
(name)=DAT this book=NOM read-POT-NPST 
'Hanako can read this book.' 
Now司 inStandard J apanese司 theMMC withjo: expresses inference (as in 
Mitsukaido). This is a modal expression. (Recall， though句 th瓜 Aikhenvald
(2006) regards evidentiali旬、 includinginference， as distinct from modaliザ.)
However， the case of the subject does not change. The subject remains in 
the dative case司 e.g.(74)， or the nominative case， e.g. (76). There is no 
altemation in the configuration of the nominal status. That is， according to 
Klaiman's definition ofvoice， the MMC withjo: does not qualiちTas a VOlce 
phenomenon. 




Table 4. Modali句rand voice -in Standard Japanese and Mitsukaido dialect 
Standard Japanese Mitsukaido dialect 
potential MMC with potential 1¥仙1C with 
constructlOn =;0: constructlOn =;0: 
Morphology verb verbづ0: verb verb-NPST 
root-e/-rαre root-e/-rα're =jo: 




何bility) (inference) (ability) (inference) 
V oice not voice V oice V oice 
NOM-シDAT NOM-ラNOM，NOM-ラEXP NOM-うEXP，
DAT-うDAT LOC今EXP
5.3.5 Person 01 the subject 
In terms of person， there is no restriction on the subject of the MMC with 
jo:. Consider: 
(79) ore/ome/are=1)anja kimono=O hjkizur-u 
ISG/2SG/3SG=EXP.TOP kimono=ACC trail-NPST 
jo:=dα. 
state=COP.NPST 
‘It seems that I1youlslhe trail(s) the kimono.' 
5.3.6‘Copulα' 
The 'Copula' of the MMC withづ0:‘state'is generally in the non-past 
form， e.g. (76). It can also be in the past form， e.g.: 
(80) ore=1)ani kimono=O hikizur-u jo:=daQ-ta. 
1 SG=EXP kimono=ACC trail-NONST state=COP平ST
'It seemed th剖 1was going to trail [my] kimono.' 
5.3.6 Clefting 
As is the case with the noun-type MMC (5.2.2.3)， clefting is possible in 
MMC withづiO:'state'. (This is shown in Table 2.) Th剖 is，it does not obey 
the Complex NP Constraint. Compare (62) with (81). The predicate noun of 
the matrix clause in (81)， i.e. ore‘1 SG'， corresponds to the subject of the 
ιClause' in (62). 
(81) mune=o warug-u nαr-u 
chest=NOM bad-ADV become圃 NPST
jo:=nα=no=wα ore=dα 
state=COP .ADN=N孔1LZ=TOP ISG=COP.NPST 
'It is me who seems to get sick.ラ
Consider Table 2. Syntactically， specifically regarding the case marking 
of the subject and clefting， the jo:-type MMC ismore similar to independent 
sentences than to ACs. Therefore， itshould probably be regarded as 
mono-clausal， rather than bi-clausal. The same situation is observed in the 
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noun-type MMC (5ユ2.3).
5.4 Semαntics 01 the two types 01 the MMC 
We have seen three nouns in 5.2， one adjectiva1 noun in 5.3， and one noun 
in (53) th剖 canoccupy the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. Their semantic aspects 
訂 esummarized in Tab1e 5. As can be seen， in terms of semantics， they are 
high1y grammatica1ized in the MMC. 
















right to do something 
inference 
‘1t is time to do' 
The MMC in Mitsukaido differs丘omthat of Standard Japanese in two 
respects. 
First， three nouns， whose cognates do not occupy the ‘Noun' slot in the 
MMC in Standard Japanese，町eattested in the 市Joun'.The MMC with the 
noun eN1Ji‘origin' indicates custom， whi1e the one with the noun warie.・
'ratio' means that something is not ordinary. The one with segi‘seat' 
denotes the right to do something. 
Second， the MMC with the adjectiva1 noun jo: 'st瓜ピ isboth a moda1 
expression and a voice expression. It is a moda1 expression in that it 
expresses inference. At the same time it is a voice expression in that， at1east 
when the verb is in the nonpast form， the case of the subject may change: 
NOM今 EXP，and LOC今 EXP.In contrast， its Standard Japanese 
counte中artis a moda1 expression on1y. It does not invo1ve any change in 
the nomina1 configuration. This shows that these two MMCs withjo: differ 
in their grammatica1 status， although they both invo1ve the s副neform:jo:. 
However， these two types of the MMC are simi1ar to the MMC in 
Standard Japanese in the following respect. Syntactically， specifically 
conceming the case marking of the subject and clefting， these two types of 
the MMC in Mitsukaido紅 emore simi1ar to independent sentences than to 
ACs， and they shou1d probab1y considered mono-clausa1， not bi-clausal. 
Standard Japanese (Tsunoda， this vo1ume-b， 6.4， 6.5)白mishesc1ear 
evidence that its MMC is syntactically mono-clausa1， not bi-clausal. 
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Abbreviations 
AC -adnomina1 clause; ACC -accusative; ADN -adnomina1; ADV -
adverbia1; C -consonant; CONCP -concessive particle; CONCUR -
concuηent; DAT・dative;EXP -experiencer case; FP -fina1 particle; FT -
free trans1ation; GEN -genitive; GER -gerund; INS -instrumenta1; IRR -
irea1is; L T -1itera1 trans1ation; LOC・ 10cative;M -mascu1ine; MMC -
mermaid cρnstruction; NEG -negation; NMLZ -nomina1izer; NOM -
nominative; NPST -non-past; POSS・possessive;POT -potentia1; PST田
past; TOP司 topic;V -vowel. 
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Notes 
1) Tasaku Tsunoda (p心)points out th剖 Eng1ishthough、a1sohas two uses: 
as a conjunction and as a sentence-fina1 pa託icle.
2) 1 use the data from the Syunyδdδedition of Tsuchi pub1ished in 1971. 
3) Our view on inference and abi1ity is in line with Lyons (1977)， who 
classifies abi1ity under deontic moda1ity and inference under epistemic 
moda1ity. However， Aikhenva1d (2006) regards inference as a type of 
evidentia1ity， and evidentia1ity as a category distinct from moda1ity. 
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1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes that the prototype of the mermaid 
construction ('MMC') has the following three properties. 
(a) It has the structure shown in (1). 
(b) The subject of the‘Clause' and the ‘Noun' are not co referential. 
(c) The ‘Clause' can be used as a sentence by itsel王
(1) Prototype of the mermaid construction (‘MMC') 
[Clause] Noun Copula. 
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The MMC is attested already in the oldest written sources of Japanese: 
01d Japanese ('01'; 700・800) and Ear1y Middle Japanese ('EM1'; 
800-1200). The MMC appe町 sto be at its incipient stage ands not 
established in OJ， but it is more developed and stabilized in EMJ. The 
present paper is mainly concemed with EMJ. OJ and EMJ wi1 be jointly 
referred to as‘OE恥11'.
The l¥-仏1Cin OEMJ is of four types: noun type， enc1itic type， suffix type， 
and zero type. 1n the noun type， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by a noun， i.e. 
an (independent) word. Twentyseven nouns are attested in this slot. The 
predic剖eofthe‘Clause' is in an adnominal form (i.e. a non-finite form). 1n 
the enc1itic type， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by an enc1itic. Only two 
enc1itics have been found in the ‘N oun' slot. 1n the suffix type， the ‘Noun' 
slot is occupied by a suffix. Two such suffixes wi1 be considered in the 
present paper. These enc1itic and suffixes町 eetymologically nouns. 1n the 
zero type， the ‘Noun' slot is empty (shown withの).These four types of the 
MMC have various meanings， such as modal， evidential， and aspectua1. It is 
justifiable to say th瓜 theιClause'cannot be used by itself as a sentence. 
Th剖 is，the MMC in OEMJ is not a prototypical MMC; it lacks the property 
(c). 
The English translations of Japanese technical terms， their abbreviations， 
and also the Romanization of relevant J apanese words and sentences in the 
main follow those ofFrellesvig (2010). However， this is not always the case. 
F or example， the label ιOEM1' has been coined for this paper. 
1n the examples given below， the form in the ‘Noun' slot is in bold face. 
Enc1itics 訂 epreceded by an equal symbol， while other morpheme 
boundaries (e.g. a boundary preceding a suffix) are indicated by a hyphen. 
However， the decision to regard a given form as an independent word， as an 
enc1itic， or as a suffix is inevitably difficult; it is no longer possible to 
consult a native speaker of OEMJ. 
2. Initial illustration 
An example ofthe MMC in OJ is (2) (noun type). 
(2) kaku=bakari kwopwi-mu mono=so， 
such=RES fal.in.1ove-CONJ.ADN thing=FOC 
LT:‘[1] am a thing to fal in love in such a way， ..' 
FT:‘[1] am bound to fal in love in such a way， ..' 
(MYS 11.2547) 
Examples of the MMC in EMJ inc1ude (3) (noun type)， (4) (enc1itic 
type)， and (5) (zero type). 





L T: '[Princess Kaguya] is a sign/appearance not to consider things 
in the dusk.' 
FT:‘In the dusk [Princess Kaguya] does not seem to be worried 
about anything.' (Taketori) 
(4) (A description ofthe autumn scenery:) 
yama=no pa=o， nisiki=o 
mountain=GEN edge=NOM fine.dress=ACC 
piroge-taru=yau=nari. 
spread-ST AT.ADN=style=COP .CONCL 
LT:‘The ridgeline is a style to have spread a fine dress.' 
FT:‘The ridgeline looks like a fine dress.' (Sarαshina) 
(5) (A man is looking for a legendary treasure th剖 issaid to exist in a 
swallow nest. He orders his servant to grope for it in a swallow 
nest， but the servant cannot find it. The man says to the servant as 
follows.) 
αsiku sagureba naki O=nari 
bad.INF grope.for.PROV not.exist.ADN o=COP.CONCL 
LT: 'Because [you] grope for [it] badly， [it] is non-existent.' 
FT:‘Because the way you grope for is not good， you cannot find 
it.' (Taketori) 
Mono吐lIng'in (2) and kesiki‘sign， appearance' in (3) are independent 
words (nouns)， while =yauιstyle' in (4) is an enclitic. In (5)， the ‘Noun' slot 
is empty， shown with o in bold face. 
3. Profile of the language 
Roughly speaking， the typological profile of OEMJ is the same as that of 
Modem Japanese ('NJ') (see Tsunoda (this volume-b)). (Frellesvig (2010: 
1) employs the label ‘MJ' for Middle Japanese (1200-1600)， and the label 
‘NJ' for Modem Japanese (1600・).This practice is adopted in the present 
paper.) Nonetheless， specific details differ between OEMJ and NJ. The 
following two points are important. (For details， see Takeuchi (1999) or 
Frellesvig (2010).) 
[1] The nominative， the accusative， and the genitive cases 
In OEMJ， the nominative case is generally marked by zero; the accusative 
by zero or =0; and the genitive by =ga or =no. (To be precise， the form of 
the accusative case changed from =wo to =0 around A.D. 1000.) In NJ， the 
nominative is marked by =ga; the accusative by =0; and the genitive by 
=no. Note that =ga marks the nominative， and not the genitive. 
[2] Adnominal forms 
In OEMJ， verbs and adjectives have distinct adnominal forms. In contrast， 
in NJ， verbs and i-adjectives do not have any distinct adnominal form. Only 
na-adjectives (also called adjectival nouns) do. As an example， a portion of 
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the paradigm of the verb ake-ιopen' (transitive) of EMJ (based on 
Frellesvig (2010: 228)) is cited in Table 1. (Frellesvig assigns the adnominal 
form to the自国tegroup.) 














Table 1 lists on1y one adnominal form. This form will be referred to as 
the basic adnominal form. In addition， there is a fair number of conjugated 
forms that have the adnominal function， e.g. (3) (omopa-nu 
‘consider-NEG.ADN')， (4) (piroge-taru 'spread-STAT.ADN')， (11) 
(yom-eru‘compose-STAT.ADN')， (12) (puka-suru‘blow-CAUS.ADN')， 
(13) (suru 'do.ADN')， (26) (motaru 'have.STAT.ADN')， (26) (tora-mu 
'take幽 CONJ.ADN')， (37) (nari-nu-beki ‘become-PERF-NEC')， (60) 
(tadune-raru-maziki‘ask-RESP-NCONJ.ADN‘). They will be referred to as 
non-basic adnominal forms. 
We have seen two differences between OEMJ and NJ. F町也eロnore，it is 
use白1to give a brief account ofthe copula ofOEMJ. 
[3] The copula verb 
OEMJ has the copula =nari. Etymologically， =nari is a combination of =ni 
and the existential verb ari. (=ni may be analyzed as the case postposition 
‘DAT/LOC' or the infmitive form of the putative copula.) Subsequently 
they merged into one single lexical item. It was not well developed in OJ. In 
EMJ， it was well developed and白lyinflected like other verbs， e.g. for 
tense， aspect and mood. (See Kasuga (1968).) 
In OEMJ， noun-predicate sentences generally contain the copula verb， 
e.g. (6) (an example from EMJ)， although they do not require it; see (7) (an 
example from EMJ). In OJ， there are instances in which the copula verb 
does not appe町 andthe focus particle =so appears instead， e.g. (8). (The 
focus particle =so of OJ changed into =zo in EMJ.) 
(6) kore=wα Pourαi=no yamα=nα~ri. 
this=TOP Horai=GEN mountain=COP.CONCL 
'This is Mt. Horai.' (Taketori) 
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(7) paru=wa akebono. 
spring=TOP dawn 
‘As for spring， [the best time ofthe day] is dawn.' (Makura) 
(8) (An emperor climbed a hil to look out over his country， and 
composed this peom.) 
umasi kuni=so. Akidusima. Yamato=no 
splendid country=FOC Akitsushima Yamato=GEN 
kuni=pa. 
country=TOP 
‘Akitsushima， the country of Yamato， is splendid.' (MYS.1.2) 
(The noun akidu means‘dragonfly'， and sima means‘island'. Thereforeラ
akidu-sima literaly means the island/land of dragon:flies. The dragonf1y was 
the symbol of fertility. The intended meaning of this poem may be shown 
roughly as follows:‘My country， the country of Yamato， which is named 
after the dragonf1y， the symbol of fertility， istruly splendid'.) 
The data for the present paper is cited from the twelve written sources 
listed in Table 2. The versions consulted are those in Iwanami Koten 
Bungaku Taikei (literally ‘Grand Iwanami Classical Literature Series). 














































Short title for 
citation 
OJ 
Manyδshu 8th century Anthology MYS* 
E孔1J
ーーーーーーー圃圃圃ーー圃圃圃園圃圃ーーーーーー園田園田圃ーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーー町四四四ーーーーーー園田園ー恒ーーーーーーーー司園田ー園田ーー田園田ーー
Taketori Monogatari Late 9th to mid-10th Novel Tα!ketori 
century 
Ise Monog，α'fari Late 9th to mid-1 Oth Novel Ise 
century 
TosαNikki Circa 935 Diary Tosa 
Yαmato Monogatari Mid-to later 10th Novel Yamαto 
century 
KagerδNikki 974 to 995 Diary Kagerδ 
Utsubo Monogatari** Circa 985 Novel Utsubo 
Makura no Soshi Late 10th century Essay Makura 
Izumi Shikibu Nikki Circa 1004 Diary Izumi 
Murasaki Shikibu Nikki Circa 1010 Diary Murαsαki 
Genji Monogatari林* Circa 1010 Novel Genji 
Sarαshina Nikki 1020to 1059 Diary Sarashina 
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* See (2)， which is cited from Manシδshu.'11' is the number of the 
volume， and ‘2547' is the number allocated to this particular poem. 
*牢 (i)Only Volume 1 in /wαnami Koten Bungaku Taikei has been 
consulted. (i) See (21)， cited from Utsubo Monogatari. Tadakoso is the title 
of the volume in the original source. 
料*(i) Only Volume 1 and Volume 2 in /wanami Koten Bungaku Taikei 
have been consulted. (i) See (25)ラ cited from Genji Monogatari. 
Wakamurasaki is the title of the volume in the original source. 


























































。djective-predicate， αnd noun-predicate 
Roughly speaking， clauses/sentences in OEMJ can be classified as follows: 
(i) verb-predicate clauses/sentenceラ e.g. (9)， (i) adjective-predicate 
clauses/sentence， e.g. (10)， and (ii) noun-predicate clauses/sentence， e.g. (7)， 
(8). Noun-predicate clauses/sentences may contain the copula verb， e.g. (6). 
(9) mukasi wotoko=O ari-keri. 
long.ago man=NOM exist-MPST.CONCL 
'Long ago there was a man.' (Jse) 
(10) (The boatman says th剖 itis not time to sail.) 
kita-kaze=O αsi. 
north-wind=NOM bad.CONCL 
'The north wind is bad.' (Tosa) 
4.2 Adnominal clauses 
The formation of adnominal clauses (' ACゲ)in OEMJ differs企omth剖 of
ACs in NJ (c王Tsunoda(this volume-b， 4ユ1) in the following three 
respects. In other respects， there is no difference. For example， both in 
OEMJ and NJ， an AC precedes the noun that it modifies. 
(a) The predicate of an AC is consistently in an adnominal form: either 
the basic adnominal form or a non-basic adnominal form， e.g. (11) (an 
example企omEM乃.(In NJ， only nルadjectiveshave. a distinct adnominal 
fo町民間dconsequently only they take the adnorninal form in ACs.) 
(b) The subject in an AC is genellary marked by the genitive case， when 
it is overtly expressed， e.g. (11). (In ACs of NJ， it may be marked by the 
norninative or the genitive.) 
(11) [punαbito=no yom-eru] utα. 
boat.man=GEN compose-STAT.ADN poem 
‘the/a poem that a boatman composed' (Tosa) 
(c) OEMJ has headless ACs. A headless AC can be used as an argument. 
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For examp1e， in (29)， the AC tuki=no omosiro-ku ide-taru=o 'moon=GEN 
gracefu1-INF go.out-STAT.ADN=ACC' ιthe moon that has come out 
grace白ly'functions as the object of the transitive verb mi-te ‘100k-GER'. 
A head1ess AC can a1so occupy the s10t of the predicate of a noun-predicate 
sentence， e.g. (12) and (13). (The zero symb01のindicateswhat would 
correspond to the head noun of other ACs.) 
(12) (A warrior， who has set out on a trip to kil a dragon， iscaught in a 
violent storm and lightning， and asks the boatman to stop the 
rolling ofthe boat. The boatman replies as follows.) 
payate=mo [riu=no puka-suru] 
gale=ETOP dragon=GEN blow-CAUS.ADN 
O=nari. 
の=COP.CONCL
LT: 'The gale， too， is[something th剖]the dragon is causing ω 
blow.' 
FT:‘[The dragon is offended， and it] is making the gale blow. [So 
there is nothing 1 can do about it.]' (Taketori) 
(13) (A prince proposes to Princess Kaguya， but he is assigned a very 
difficult task by h町、 i.e.to get gem balls that hang round a 
dragon's neck. He is nearly killed in this a抗empt，and he 
complains as follows.) 
[Kaguya-pime =tepu opo-nusubitoニ no yatu=ga 
Kaguya-princess=COMP big-thief=GEN fellow=GEN 
pito=wo korosa-mu=to suru] 
person=ACC kill.CONJ=COMP do.ADN 
の=COP-MPST
O=nari-keri. 
LT:‘[Th剖 difficulttask] was [something that] the big thief called 
Princess Kaguya does in order to kil a personlpersons. ' 
FT:‘[Th剖 difficulttask] was what the big thief called Princess 
Kaguya assigns in order to kil men [who propose to her]. ' 
(Taketori) 
(To be precise， (29) is not a headless AC， but a head-internal AC;‘the 
moon' is the head.) 
5. Mermaid construction: introductory notes 
The twelve written sources listed in Table 2 have been consulted. In OJ， 
only the noun type has been found， but in EMJ al of the four types are 
副 ested:noun type司 enclitictype、suffixtype， and zero句'pe.The MMC in 
OJ will be discussed in Section 6， and that in EMJ in Section 7. 
It is important to note here that， as Tsunoda (this volume-a， 1.3・[1]) 
shows、theMMC may look similar to， but is different， from noun-predicate 
sentences whose predicate contain an AC. The later has the structure shown 
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in (14). In contrast， the MMC has the struct町 eshown in (15). (15・a)is the 
same as (1) given in Section 1. 
(14) Noun-predicate sentences whose predicate contains an AC 
a. Subject Predicate Copula 
(AC +noun) 
b. Subjecti Subjectj… noun Copula 
c. SUbjecti ei ・ nou町 Copula 
(15) MMC 
a. [Clause] Noun Copula 
b. Subject … Predicate 
(predicate of ιClause' + Noun + Copula) 
In OEMJ， too， the MMC looks similar to noun-predicate sentences 
whose predicate contain an AC. Indeed， there町einstances that allow both 
analyses， e.g. (19) and (21). We shall compare (14) and (15). In the sources 
1 consulted， sentences訂 eoften elliptical， and it is not easy to show the 
differences between (14) and (15) clearly. Therefore， 1 shall employ 
examples from NJ， based on those加 Tsunoda(this volume-a). 
The structure shown in (14) contains a subordinate clause (an AC). That 
is， it is bi-clausal. The AC may have its own overt subject， in addition the 
subject of the entire sentence， i.e. (14・b)，e.g. (16). The subject of the AC 
may be coreferential with that of the entire sentence， in which case the 
subject of the AC leaves a gap (shown with e)， i.e. (14-c)， e.g. (17). (The 
AC is shown with an underline.) 
(16) korei=wα Hanako=f!aJ.--包企ta hon=dα. 
this=TOP Ha出n旧ako=NO孔1:buy-PST book=COP 
寸hi包sis t出he/的ab加O∞O依kt由ha抗tHanak恥ob加ou略g凶仰h加批t.' (N乃
(17) Hanakoi=wa 町 buturif!aku=o benkvoo-si-te i-ru 
Hanako=TOP physics=ACC study-do・GERbe-NPST 
gakusee=da. 
student=COP.NPST (NJ) 
'Hanako is a student who is studying physics. ' 
OEMJ examples of (14-b) include (12) (the subject of the AC is 
‘dragon=GEN') and (13) (the subject ofthe AC is ‘fellow=GEN'). (In both 
(12) and (13)， the head of the AC is zero， i.e. headless ACs. In (13)， the 
subject ‘th剖 difficult阻止， is not expressed.) OEMJ examples of (14-c) 
include (19) and (21) in the AC reading. 
The structure shown in (15) does not contain a subordinate clause. Th剖
is， itis mono-clausal， not bi -clausal. The entire sentence has on1y one 
subject. (Additional evidence for the mono-clausal sta加sof the MMC in 
EMJ is given in 7.5.8.) The predicate consists of (i) the predic剖eofwhat is 
labelled ‘Clause'， (i) the '1、Joun'and (ii) the ‘Copula'. An NJ example: 
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(18) flanako=wa hon=o ka-u yotee=da. 
subject object predicate 
Hanako=TOP book=ACC buy-NPST plan=COP.NPST 
LT:‘Hanako is a plan to buy a book.' (NJ) 
FT:‘Hanako plans to buy a book' . 
Many OEMJ examples will be given below. For example， in the MMC 
reading of (21)， the subject is ‘inside=TOP' and the predicate consists 
‘exist-NEG.ADN' and ‘thing/person=COP .CONCL'. 
We have pointed out that the MMC may look similar to， but is different， 
from noun-predicate sentences whose predicate contain an AC. At the same 
timeラ there訂 einstances th剖 allowboth analyses， e.g. (19) and (21). It is 
likely that the MMC developed from noun-predicate sentences whose 
predicate contain an AC. 
In OEMJ， the head of ACs may be zero， i.e. headless ACs (4.2). 
Furthermore， we recognize the zero-type MMC， inwhich the ‘Noun' slot is 
zero， e.g. (5). Here again， the zero-type MMC may look similar to 
noun-predicate sentences whose predicate is a headless AC， e.g. (12) and 
(13). However， here again， they have different structures， although 
admittedly there are instances that allow both analyses. 
It is widely known th瓜 thezero-type MMC， e.g. (5)， and noun-predicate 
sentences whose predicate is a headless AC， e.g. (12) and (13)， have 
meanings similar to those of a construction th瓜 Tsunoda(this volume-b， 
7.5.4) terms the MMC with the enclitic =no 'genitive， nominalizer， 
complementizer'. The later indicates cause， reason， explanation or the like. 
6. Mermaid construction in Old Japanese 
Manyδshu (cf. Table 2) has been consulted. As noted in Section 1， inOJ the 
MMC appe訂 sto be at its incipient stage and not established yet. First， only 
one noun is attested in the‘Noun' slot of the MMC: mono 'thing， person'. 
Second， the examples involving mono are not unequivocal instances of the 
MMC. They may also be regarded as involving an AC. 
As just noted， the earliest attestation of the MMC in Japanese involves 
the noun mono‘thing'， which is always followed by the focus particle =so. 
Examples include (2) and (19). The MMC with mono=so have a modal 
meaning， such as ‘be bound to'，‘should (obligation)'. The predicate of the 
‘Clause' is consistently in an adnominal form: the basic adnominal form or 
a non-basic adnominal form. 
Also as mentioned above， sentences such as (2) and (19) allow both the 









stand-come.ADN time=DA T 
mono-omopu mono=so. 
thing-consider.ADN thing=FOC (MYS 11.2626) 
AC reading: 
LT:‘A man who throws away old clothes is a person who think 
about things when the autumn wind srats.' 
FT:‘A man who deserts his wife he has been married to for a 10ng 
time is the kind ofperson who regrets when his days are over.' 
MMC reading: 
LT:‘A man who throws away old clothes is a thing to think about 
things when the autumn wind st訂 ts.'
FT: 'The kind ofman who deserts his wife he has been married to 
for a 10ng time is bound to regret when his days are over. 
(19) has the structure shown in (14四 c)when it has the AC reading， and 
the structure shown in (15-b) when it has the MMC reading. For (2)， on1y 
the MMC reading was given. This is in order to avoid unnecessaη 
confusion and comp1ication at an initia1 stage ofthe paper. 
There is no unequivoca1 instance of the MMC that invo1ves the noun 
mono‘thing， person'. Examp1es such as (2) and (19) allow both ana1yses. 
This indicates that in OJ the MMC is not estab1ished yet. As noted in 
Section 1， the MMC is more deve10ped and stabi1ized in EMJ. It seems 
leike1y that sentences such as (2) and (19) developed into the MMC. 
The noun monoιthing' is a1so used in the MMC of NJ (Tsunoda (this 
vo1ume-b，5.4.2-[4]). 
7. Mermaid construction in Early Middle Japanese 
E1even sources 1isted in Tab1e 2 have been consulted. The MMC in EMJ can 
be classified into four types: noun守pe(7.1)， enclitic type (7.2)， suffix type 
(7.3)， and zero type (7.4). 
7.1 Noun-type MMC 
Where the‘Noun' slot is occupied by a noun， the predicate ofthe‘C1ause' is 
in an adnomina1 foロn:the basic adnominal form or a non-basic adnomina1 
form. The subject may be followed by =o 'NOM'， =wa‘TOP' or =mo 
官TOP'，among others. The nominative marking is by far the most 合equent.
As many as twen旬sevennouns are attested in the ‘Noun' slot. All of them 
are 1isted be10w. Rough1y speaking， they can be classified into ten groups. 
[1] Nouns th剖 indicatea thing or a ma抗er
(a) mono 'thing， person'， e.g. (20)， (21)， (60). 
(b) koto 'thing， ma抗er'，e.g. (23) to (25). 
(c) reu‘matter， materia1， means， too1'， e.g. (26) 
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These nouns can be used outside the MMC as well. 
(a) Mono ‘thing， person' 
The MMC with mono‘thing， person' indicates a general tendency or the 
like， e.g. (21). This meaning may be considered ιaspectual'. It may also 
have a modal meaning: epistemic in (20) (‘be bound to . ')， and deontic in 
(60) (obligation， du句ror the like). 
The following example involves a pun. The verb weu may mean‘be/get 
drunk' and ‘be/get seasick'. 
(20) (A group ofpeople are going on a boat to a palace. When they 
arrive thereラtheywiI1 be offered a large amount of sake to drink. 
Someone says as follows.) 
ron 'nau， wewa-mu 
undoubtedly be.seasickldrunk-CONJ .ADN 
mono=zo 
thing/person=FOC 
LT:‘[We] are a thing/person to get drunklseasick undoubtedly.' 
FT:‘[If/when we travel on a boat and then receive an offer of 
drinks of sake] we no doubt tend to get seasick on the way 
and get drunk over there on sake' or‘..， we are no doubt 
bound to get seasick on the way and get drunk over there 
on sake. ' (Kagerδ) 
(It might be argued that this sentence allows the AC analysis as well. 
However， the sentence has an epistemic meaning ('be bound to .. ')， and 
this indicates that mono‘thing， person' does not have its literal meaning. 
This in印m indicates that this sentence does not contain an AC that 
modifies the noun‘thing， person'. It is in view of this that only the MMC 
analysis is assigned to (20).) 
The following example may be considered an instance of the MMC. It 









L T(l): AC reading: 
‘The inside of the world is a thing that does not exist in 
[my] mind. 
L T(2): MMC reading: 
'The inside of the world is a thing not to exist in [my] 
mind.' 
FT:‘The word tends not go in the way 1 want.' (Utsubo: 
Kasugamδde) 
The next example is best regarded as a noun-predicate sentence that 
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contains an AC. (The AC is indicated by an underline.) 
(22) (In the imperial court， one monk is standing as a night watch. Other 
people in the co町 tare worried that he might hear them gossiping， 
and that he might see them getting into mischief. Th剖 willbe 
embarrassing. ) 
yo-wz=no sou=wα 註立
night-keep.on=GEN monk=TOP very 
pαdukasiki mono=nari. 
embarrassed.ADN thing/person=COP .CONCL 
LT:‘The night watch monk is a person [because of whom we] are 
embarrassed.' (Makura) 
(b) Koto ‘thing' 
The MMC with koto ιthing' may indicate a general tendency or the like， e.g. 
(23). In particul町， when the subject is understood and kotoιthing' is 
followed by the copula =nari‘COP.CONCL'， this I¥.仏1Cexpresses strong 
emotion or s甘ongassertion， e.g. (24)， (25). The meaning of this MMC is 
aspec加alor modal. 
(23) miya-dukawe圃 biω=wa ito uki 
court-service-person=TOP very hard.ADN 
koto=nari 
吐nng=COP.CONCL
LT:‘Court service persons are a very haτd thing.' 
FT: 'To work in the court is a veηhard job.' (Sarashina) 
(24) iω kokoro-sebaki on-koto=nari. 
very mind-narrow.ADN HON-thing=COP.CONCL 
LT:‘[Y ou] are a thing to be very narrow四 minded.'
FT:官 ownarrow-minded [you] are!' (Kagero) 
(25) (‘Y ou should not have caught that bird. ') 
tumi uru koto=zo 
sin get.ADN thing=FOC 
LT:‘[Y ou] are a thing to 0 btain a sin. ' 
FT:‘You will be punished!' (Genji: Waklαmurasaki) 
(c) Reu 'ma仕er，material， means， tool' 
The noun reu is a loan from Chinese. It means 'matter， material， means or 
tool for a certain p田pose'.Only one example has been attested. It allows 
both the AC reading and the孔1MCreading. In the孔1MCreading， it
describes p田poseor grounds for judgement. 
(26) (See (5) for the context. Koyasugapi is a legendary treasure that is 
said to exist in a swallow nest. A man says to his servant，‘Tell me 
when the swallows have made a nest'， and the servant asks，明司lat
would you use a swallow nest for?' The man replies as follows.) 
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tubakurame=no motaru 






LT:‘[A swallow nest] is a means/tool [with which 1] want to obtain 
a koyasugapi， which swallows have. ' 
FT:‘[A swallow nest] is a means/tool for obtaining a koyasug，αrpi.' 
MMC reading: 
LT:‘[1]田na matter [who] wants to obtain a koyasugapi， which 
swallows have.' 
FT:‘[A swallow nest] is for obtaining a koyasugapi， which 
swallows have.' (Taketori) 
[2] Nouns th剖 indicatelocation or direction 
(a) tokoro‘place'， e.g. (27). 
(b) ka仰‘direction'，e.g. (28). 
(c)αtαri‘place nearby' . 
These nouns can be used outside the MMC. 1n the MMC， tokoro 'place' has 
an aspectual meaning:‘be about to'， e.g. (27). The other nouns have an 





LT:‘Nakatada， too， isa place to go out， .' 
tokoro=nari. 
place=COP.CONCL 
FT:‘Nakatada， too， isjust about to go out， ..' (Utsubo: Fukiage) 
(28) on初 di-domo=mo mawiru 
HON -faith.healer-PL=ETOP come.HUM.ADN 
kata=nari. 
direction=COP .CONCL 
L T: 'The faith healers， too， are a direction to come.' 
FT: 'The faith healers， too， appe町 tohave come.' (Murasaki) 
[3] Nouns th剖 indicateappearance， situation， phenomenon， result or the 
like 
(a) sama， arisama 'situation， appe紅 ancピ， e.g. (29)， (68). 
(b) kesiki， kewαwi‘situation， appearance， atmosphere， expression on the 
face'， e.g. (3)， (62). 
(c) mama 'as such， al， inthe state in which someone/something is kept 
in' ， e.g. (30). 
These nouns can be used outside the MMC， e.g. (41) (kesiki 'sign'). 1n the 
MMC， the nouns in (a) 佃 d (b) have an evidential meaning ('It 
appears/seems')， e.g. (29)， while mama has an aspectual meaning:‘X is kept 
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in such and such a st瓜ピ， e.g. (30). According to one view， the noun sama 
'situation， appearance' is the source of the enclitic =soo‘1 heard' (reported 











thing-think-STAT.ADN state=COP .CONCL 
LT:ιLooking剖 themoon th剖 hascome out gracefully， [Princess 
Kaguya] is a state to think about things more than usual. ' 
FT:ιLooking at the graceful moon， Princess Kaguya seems to be in 
deeper thought than usual.' (Taketori) 
(30) sik，α， makade-paberu mama=nari. 
so leave.HUM-POL.ADN as.it.is=COP.CONCL 
LT:‘Yes. [1] am a st剖eto leave.' 
FT:‘Yes. 1 have left that place and am here now.' (Genji: 
Suetsumuhana) 
[4] The noun that indicates degree， extent or quantity 
Only one noun belongs to this group: podo 'degree， extent， quantiザ.It can 
be used outside the MMC， e.g. (44). 1n the MMC， it may indicate season (a 
temporal meaning)， e.g. (31)， or an aspectual meaning:‘be about to'， e.g. 
(32). 





LT:‘[1n October] the moon is an extent to be clouded and to be 
showery.' 
FT:‘October is the season when the moon is clouded and [the sky] 
is showery.' (Izumi) 
(32) kono won 'na=o， tutumi=ni mono=nado 
this woman=NOM， package=DAT thing=COMP 
tutumi-te， kuruma tori=ni yari-te matu 
pack-GER vehicle take=DAT send-GER wait.ADN 
podo=nari. 
degree=COP .CONCL 
LT:‘This woman is a degree to pack things in the package， tosend 
[ someone] to get a vehicle， and to wait.' 
FT:‘Having packed her things in the package， having sent someone 
to get a vehicle， this woman is about (or ready) to wait.' 
(Yamato) 
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[5] Nouns that indicate time 
Two nouns belong to this group: koro and korowowi， both ι(approximate) 
time， season'. They can be used outside the MMC. Some ofthe instances of 
this MMC describe the situation of a certain time or season with a strong 
emotion. The meaning is both temporal and modal. 
(33) (The season is September， the beginning of autumn.) 
subete yo=ni puru koto 
al world=LOC fade.ADN thing 
kawi-naku， αdikinaki kokoti ito 
worth-not.exist.lNF helpless.ADN feeling very 
suru koro=nari. 
dO.ADN time=COP.CONCL 
L T: 'The things th瓜 fadein the world are al worthless. [1] am a 
time/season to do an unfortunate feeling.' 
FT: 'All the things that fade away are worthless. This is the season 
ofthe year when 1 really feel helpless.' (Kagerδ) 
[6] Nouns th瓜 referto the bodyラ shapeor the like 
(a) kαtati‘shapeヲfigure，situation'， e.g. (34). 
(b) miιbody， circumstance， situation'， e.g. (35). 
( c)kawo > kao 'face， appe訂 ance'.
(The arrow '>' in‘kawo > kao' indicates a phonological change. For 
example， the form kawo later changed into kao. The change of‘wo > 0' (in a 
non-initial positon in a word) took place around A.D.lOOO， i.e. during the 
period of EMJ (800-1200). Additional examples of this change include the 
following: (i) the suffix -gawo > -gao 'appearance' (mentioned in 7.3) and 
(i) the accusative case postposition =wo > =0 (mentioned in Section 3).) 
These nouns can be used outside the MMC. 1n the MMC， they describe a 
person's circumstance or situation. The meaning may be sometimes 
evidential. The noun kawo > 初o'face， appe紅 ance'can be used as an 
independent noun in由eMMC， but its use in compound nouns is more 
dominant. See 7.3. 
(34) pasiri-ki-taru on 'na-go=o，… imiziku oi-saki 
run-come-STAT.ADN girl-child=NOM greatly old-ahead 
mie-te， utukusi-ge=naru katati=nari. 
see-GER pretty-sign=COP.ADN shape=COP.CONCL 
LT:叶 legirl who ran and came - [1] can greatly see her 
印刷re- is a pretty-looking shape.' 
FT:‘The girl who ran here - 1 can easily imagine how she will 
look when she grows up -looks very pre句人ヲ (Genji:
Wa初murasaki)
(35) ware=o tobosiku madusiki 




LT:‘1 am a body to lack [wealth] and be poor.' 
FT:‘1 have no wealth and田npoor.' (Utsubo: Toshikage) 
[7] Nouns th副 expressact， dealing or the like 
(a) waza 'act， deed， work'， e.g. (36). 
(b) motenasi‘treatment'， e.g. (37). 
(c) moteasobi‘treatme凶¥
(d) purumawi‘act， manner' . 
(e) ayumi‘walk， going out' • 
The noun waza 'act， deed' describes general tendency. In (36)， itmay be 
taken to express prohibition. The nouns in (b) to (e) are the nominalized 
forms ofverbs. For example， the noun ayum-i is the nominalized form ofthe 
verb root ayum-‘to walk'. These nouns describe the act or attitude that the 
verbs denote respectively， e.g. (37). The meaning of this MMC appe訂 sto 
be modal: deontic in (36)， and epistemic in (37). 
(36) sibasi. pito=O owasi-masu=ni 
just.a.moment man=NOMαi乱RESP-POL.ADN=LOC
kaku=wa se-nu waza=nari. 
such=TOP do-NEG.ADN act=COP.CONCL 
LT:‘Just a moment. [Y ou]訂 ean act not to do like this when there 
is a man.' 
FT:‘Wait a minute. You should not behave like this when there are 
people around.' (Makura) 
(37) (The emperor tre剖sthat lady with special favour.) 
yo=no tamesi ni=mo 
public=GEN precedent COP.INF=ETOP 
nari-nuみeki
become-PERF -NEC 
on-motenas; = nari. 
HON-treatment=COP.CONCL 
L T: '[The emperor] is a treatment th瓜 maybecome a [bad] 
precedent. ' 
FT: 'The emperor may set a bad precedent.' (Genji: Kiritsubo) 
[8] Nouns that describe mind， heart， love or the like 
(司kokoro'heart， mind'， kokorozama 'nature'， e.g. (38)， (58)， (65). 
(b) oboe 'thought， love' . 
These nouns describe perception of a situation， or， how someone feels about 
a given situation. The meaning may be evidential or modal. 
(38) Kaminaduki=O， rei=no 
October=NOM usual=GEN 
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tosi =yori =mo， 
year=ABL=ETOPラ
sigure-gati=naru kokoro=nari. 
shower田 exceed=COP.ADN mind=COP.CONCL 
LT:ι[This] October is a mind to be more showery than the 
usual years.' 
FT:‘This October seems to be more showery than usual.' (Kagerδ) 
[9] Noun th剖 describesability 
Only one noun is attested: zae‘ability': deontic modality. 




L T: 'The chamberlain is a talent th剖[people]do not need to say 
specially. ' 
























[10] Noun that indicates relationship or the like 
(a) naka‘inside， relationship， friendship'， e.g. (40) 
(b)αwawiιboundary， space in between， relationship'， e.g. (41) 
These nouns generally refer to the relationship between people. This 
meaning may be considered a type of aspectual meaning. 
(40) Nousan=no kimi=to iwi-keru 
Nosan=GEN dignitary=COMP say-MPST.ADN 
pito=o， みノαuzau=toニ wa ito ninau 
person=NOM Jδzo=COM=TOP very uniquely 
omowi北awasu naka=nari-keri. 
think -exchange.ADN 企iendship=COP-MPST
LT: 'The person called the Lord ofNosan was a friendship with [a 
monk called] Jozo to think about each other very uniquely.' 
L T: 'The Lord ofNosan has a unique friendship with the monk 
Jozo whereby they often think about each other.' (Yamato) 
(41) (Prince Sochi， who is an excellent performer of musical 
instrumentsラ oftenvisits Prince Genji and plays music with him. 
That kind of丘iendshipis modern.) 
Soti=no miya=mo tuneni 
Sochi=GEN prince=ETOP often 
watari-tamawi-tutu， on-asobi =nado =mo 
go.across-RESP-CONT HON-play=CO恥1P=ETOP 
okasiu=owasuru miya=nare-ba， 




LT:ιPrince Sochi， too， [because he is] a prince who often 
goes [to Prince Genji's p1ace and] is [an] excellent [performer] 
[he] is a modem re1ationship. ' 
FT:‘As he often goes to Prince Genji's p1ace to p1ay music 
excellently， Prince Sochi has a modem kind of 
friendship with him.' (Genji: 8αkαki) 
We have seen one noun in 01 and ten groups of nouns in EM1 that are 
attested in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC. They are summarized in Tab1e 3. 
They have various meanings， such as moda1， evidentia1ヲ andaspectual. 
Tab1e 3. Nouns in the ιNoun' slot 










































mono Thing， person Aspectua1: genera1 
tendency 




Moda1: strong emotion 
Purpose， grounds for 
judgement 
koto Thing 
reu Matter， materia1， 
means， too1 
[2] tokoro P1ace Aspectua1:‘be about to' 
kata Direction Evidentia1:‘It 
appears/1ooks' 
。tari P1ace nearby Evidentia1: 
‘It appe町 s/looks'
[3] samα Situation Evidentia1: 'It 
appears/ seemsヲ
arzsama Situation Evidentia1:‘It 
appears/ seems' 
kesiki Situation， Evidentia1: 
appearance ‘It appears/seems' 
kewαwi Situation， Evidentia1: 
appearance ‘It appears/seems' 










‘This is the season of the 
year to do'， 
Aspectual:‘be about to' 
Temporal or modal: 
‘This is the season of the 
year to do' with a strong 
emotion 
[6] katati Shape， figure， Circumstance， situation 
situation (also evidential?) 
ml Body， circumstanceラ Circumstance， situation 
situation 
kawo > kao Face， appearance Circumstance， situation 





Act， deed， work 
Treatment 
Act， manner 
















































































‘X gives the impression 
that ..' 
‘X gives the impression 
that ..' 
‘X gives the impression 
that ..' 
All evidential or modal 
Deontic: ability， talent 
‘have such and such a 
relationship' 
(Aspectual ?) 
'have such and such a 
releJ.tionship' 
(Aspectual?) 
7.2 Enclitic-type MMC 
In EMJ (800-1200)， only two enclitics are 副 estedin the ‘Noun' slot ofthe 
MMC: =yω ‘style' and =bakari‘extent， limit， and situation'. 
[1] =yau‘style' 
This morpheme is a loan from Chinese. It means‘style'. (In 7.l・[3]， we saw 
the native Japanese noun sama‘situation'. Both of the noun samα‘situation' 
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and the enclitic =yau‘style'町ewritten with the same Chinese character: 
様.)
1 regard =yauιstyle' as an enclitic， and not an independent word or a 
suffix. The reasons for this are the following. 
(a) It is not justifiable to consider =yau an independent word. This is 
because， except in a very small number of set phrases (Kondo 2006)， it is 
not used by itself; it is always preceded by a word or words that 
modifies/modi命it.
(b) =yωis not a suffix. The reasons for this are the following. 
(b-l) The word classes or the like to which =yau is added are not lirnited 
to one class. It may be attached to， for example， a verb， an adjective， a noun， 
the genitive case postposition (=ga or =no)， or the quotation postposition 
=to. 
(b・2)The inf1ected forms of， e.g.， verbs and adjectives to which =yau is 
added， are not limited to one category. =yau may be attached to an 
adnominal form (the basic adnorninal form or a non-basic adnominal form) 
or the infinitive form. 
It is in view of the above that 1 consider =yau an enclitic， n，ot an 
independent word or a suffix. 
When used in the MMC， =yau may mean (i) similitude 'X looks like Y'， 
'It looks as if ..' (an evidential meaning)， e.g. (4)， (42)ヲ (44)or (i) 
uncertain conclusion (a modal meaning)， e.g. (43)， (66). 
(42) (The color ofthe s匂atdawn is really beautiful.) 
yauyau ake-yuku sora=no kesiki=O， 




make-put.out-STAT -CONJ.ADN=style=COP .CONCL 
LT: 'The sign ofthe sky， which is gradually drawing， is a style 
which [someone] made specially.' 
FT:‘The color of the dawning sky is so beautiful that it looks like 
佃 町tofwork th剖 someonemade specially.' (Genji.・Sakaki)
(43) (The empress is about to have her first childbirth， and the monks 
訂 esaying prayers for her safe childbirth. The emperor' s father is 
so excited that he is giving instructions about everything in a ve可








LT: 'The monks， too， are overwhelmed， and the sound [oftheir 
prayers] is a style not to be emitted.' 
NT: 'The monks， too， are overwhelmed， and it looks as ifno sound 
is emitted.' (Murasaki) 
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In the MMC， the enclitic =yau 'sty1e' is a1ways followed by the copu1a. 
The copu1a is in the infinitive form (i.e. =yau=ni) most frequently (Kondo 
2006). Otherwise， it is generally in the conclusive form: =nari 
ιCOP.CONCL'ヲ i.e.=yau=nari. However， there are at 1east two ex釘np1es
invo1ving an adnomina1 form. 1 have found one examp1e: =yau=naru=yo 
'sty1e=COP.ADN=yo'. (=yo is a sentence-fina1 particle.) Kondo (2006) 
gives the other: =yau=nara-mu‘sty1e=COP-CONJ.ADN' .) 
The predicate that proceeds =yau must be in an adnomina1 form. It 
cannot be in any finite form. 
The enclitic =yωof EMJ has changed into the enclitic =yoo， and the 
suffix -yoo (both phonetically日0:])in NJ. The enclitic =yoo can occupy the 
‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC， and means‘It appears/1ooks/seems' (Tsunoda (this 
vo1ume-bラ 7.9))，e.g. (45). 
We now tum to the case marking of the subject. In the MMC with the 
enclitic =yau ‘sty1eララ when the subject is present， itis marked by the 
nominative case (=O) most frequent1y， e.g. (4) and (42). It may a1so be 
marked by =mo 'emphatic topic'， e.g. (43)， or =wα ‘topic'ヲ e.g.(44)， but 
their examp1es訂 efew. 
(44) (A 1ady describes how her husband cared for her when she had a 
chi1dbirth.‘Generally， he is not kind to me. But:') 
sono podo=no kokorobawe=wa=simo， 
that season=GEN consideration=TOP=FOC 
nengoro=naruニyau=narz.
he訂 t=COP.ADN=sty1e=COP .NPST 
LT:‘[His] consideration of that time is hearty.' 
FT:官 isconsideration at th瓜 time100ked warm-hearted.' (IGαgerδ) 
Kondo (2006) notes in e百ectthat the MMC with =yau in EMJ and the 
MMC with =yoo in NJ e油 ibita semantic difference. Consider an examp1e 
in NJ， cited from Kondo (2006). (The morpheme boundaries， glosses and 
trans1ations are by me.) 
(45) asita=wa ame=ga hur-u=yoo=da. 
tωomor汀row=TOPrain=NOM fal.ト同聞-NPST=yoo=COP
6官Ita叩pp戸ears凶 t由h剖 itwill rain tomorrow.' (NJ) 
As (44) shows， the MMC with =yoo in NJ can describe a situation that has 
not been rea1ized. Kondo (2006) states that in contrast he has not found any 
examp1e ofthe MMC with =yau in EMJ that describes such a situation. 
[2] =bakari‘extent， 1imit， situation' 
According to the dominant view， the e句rmo1ogyof =bakari is the infinitive 
form of the verb pakar-'to measure [e.g. 1ength， weight]'. A1ready in OJ， 
this form was a bound (not free) form， e.g. (2). The initia1/pl (voice1ess) had 
tumed into Ibl (voiced). This change (a phenomenon called rendaku)ヲfroma
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voiceless consonant into a voiced counte中art，is often observed in bound 
forms in Japanese. 
Regarding the use of this form in general， that is， not confining myself to 
its use in the MMC， 1 regard =bakari as an enclitic， and not as an 
independent word or a suffix. The reasons for this are as follows. 
(a) =bakari is not an independent word. The reasons for this are the 
following. 
(a-1) =bakari is not used by itself. 
(a・2)=bakari underwent the process of rendaku. 
(b) =bakari is not a suffix. The reasons for this are the following. 
(b-1) The word classes or the like to which =bakari is added紅 enot 
limited to one class. It may be attached to， for example， a verb， an adjective， 
a noun， an adverb or the quotation postposition =to. 
(b・2)The inf1ected forms of， e.g.， verbs and 叫jectivesto which =bakari 
is added町enot limited to one category. =bakari may be attached to: 
(b-2-1) the basic adnominal form， e.g. (46) (miru=bakari‘see.ADN= 
extent'); 
(b・2-2)the conclusive form， e.g. (47) (sinu=bakari‘die.CONCL')，or; 
(b-2-3) a non-basic adnominal form， e.g. (48) (asoba-nu=bakari‘play-
NEG.ADN=extent'). 
It is in view of the above that 1 consider =bakari an enclitic， not an 
independent word or a suffix. 
The enclitic =bakari can be used in the MMC， and it denotes degree， 
extent， e.g. (46)， limit， e.g. (47)ラ orsituation， e.g. (48). However， the 
presence of =bakari is difficult ref1ect in the English translation of these 
sentences. It may be that it has some kind of stylistic effect. 
In the MMC， =bakari is followed by the copula or a particle or p訂 ticles
(e.g. =bakari=zo and =bakari=ka) (=zo‘identifying' and =ka‘doubted 
identity' (Frellesvig 2010: 252-253)). The copula is generally in the 
conclusive form (i.e. =bakari=nari)， although it may be in some other form. 
(46) (A man who lives on a mountain， rather like a hermitヲsaysas 
follows. 'People in the capital city say th剖 1have hidden myself in 
a remotemountain. However， the mountain where 1 live now is not 
th瓜 remote.Consider Mt. Hiei. It is just an ordinary (not remote) 
mountain， very close to the capital city. ') 
yo=no tune=no Piei=wo toyama=to 
world=GEN usual=GEN Hiei=ACC foothill=COMP 
miru=bakari=nari. 
see.ADN=extent=COP .CONCL 
LT:‘[The mountain where 1 live now] is an extent th副[peoplein 
the capital city] regard the world's usual [i.e. not remote] 
Mt. Hiei as a foothill.' 
FT: 'The mountain where 1 live isjust an ordinary mountainjust 
like Mt. Hiei， which people in the capital city regard as just a 
nearby foothill [and not a remote mountain]'. (Yamato) 
(47) (An old man plans to make Princess Kaguya， his adopted 
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granddaughter， accept the emperor's proposal for marriage， in 
retum for an official rank promised to him. Princess Kaguya says to 





LT:‘[1 will give you] an official rank. [1] am an extent to die.' 
FT:‘1f 1 accept the emperor' s proposal， that will give you an 
official rank. Then the only thing left 1 can do is to die.' 
(Taketori) 
(48) (The splendor ofthis palace is just magnificent.) 
kuzyaku aumu=no tori=O 
peacock parrot=GEN bird=NOM 
asobα-nu=bakari=nari. 
play-NEG.ADN=extent=COP.CONCL 
LT:‘Birds of peacocks and parrots are an extent not to play. ' 
FT:ι[This palace is so magnificent that] birds like peacocks and 
Pぽrotswould not stay on the ground and they would almost 
fly around.' (Utsubo: Fukiage) 
(48) implies that birds are just about to fly. Therefore， it has something like 
an aspectual meaning. 
As noted above， in the predicate of the ‘Clause' of the MMC with 
=bakari， the following conjugational forms are attested: the basic 
adnominal foロn，non-basic adnominal forms， and the conclusive form. Also， 
the MMC with =ba初 ridenotes degree/extent， limit， or situation. Koyanagi 
(1997) provides a detailed study of (i) the conjugational forms that may 
precede =bakari and (i) the semantics of the sentences that contain =bakari 
and he concludes that there is no significant correlation between (i) and (i). 
We now tum to the case marking of the subject. 1n the MMC with the 
enclitic =bakari， the subject is absent in most instances; see (46) and (47). 
When the subject is present， it is marked by the nominative case (=O) in 
many instances， e.g. (48)， and by the topic particle =wa in very few 
examplesラ e.g.(49). 1 have not found any example involving the emphatic 
topic p訂 ticle=mo in the sources consulted. 
(49) (A prince sends a message to his girl friend:‘1 would like to come 
to see you. Unfortunately， however， 1 haveto go to a Buddhist 
temple for Buddhist training - sitting on a straw mat and 
preaching'. She replies:‘OK， then， 1 will come over.' She 
continues as follows.) 
kimi=wa tada nori=no musiro=ni 
lord=TOP solely teachings.of.Buddha=GEN mat=DAT 
piromu=bakari=zo. 
spread. CONCL=extent=FOC 
LT:‘Lord solely [sits] on a straw mat of the teaching of Buddha 
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and spreads [the teaching ofBuddha]. 
FT:‘Y our highness， you only need to sit on a seat and spread the 
teachings of Buddha. ' (Izumi) 
7.3 Suffix-type MMC 
EMJ has a number of suffixes that derived from nouns and that are attested 
in the ‘Noun' slot of the 1¥仏t1C.We shalllook at the two most productive 
ones: -ge and -gawo > -gao， both‘appearance' . 
The suffix -ge is derived仕om由enoun ke‘appe訂 ance，feeling， sign， 
atmosphere， weather'. The suffix -gawo > -gao is derived from the noun 
kawo > kao 'face， surface， situation'. Both suffixes are attached to the 
infmitive form of a verb or the stem of an adjective， and they form 
compound words. (These suffixes訂 eused in NJ， too. They are added to the 
infmitive form of a verb or血estem of an adjective， and they form 
compound words. See Tsunoda (血isvolume閏 b，7.10).) Note th剖 suffixes
have g， not k. The resultant forms町ealways followed the copula =nariヲe.g.
utukusi-ge=naru‘pre句r-sign=COP.ADN'in (34). 
These suffixes can occupy出e‘Noun'slot of the MMC. They mean 
‘feeling，副mosphere(in particular， elegantlrefined atmosphere)， taste' or the 
like. But this is difficult to reflect in the English translations of the examples. 
It may be也at，like the enclitic =bakari‘extent， limit， si回atioぜ (7.2・[2])，
these suffixes ‘appearance' have some kind of stylistic effect. Examples 
include (50)， (67) (-ge)如 d(51) (-gawo). 
(50) (A boy picks up some flowers and presents them to Prince Genji.) 
pana=no nakα=ni maziri-te， asagao 
flower=GEN inside=LOC join聞 GER moロ註ng.glory
wori-te mawiru podo=nado， we=ni 
pick-GER present.ADN exten七=COMP picture=DAT 
kaka-maosi-ge=nari. 
draw-OPT-feeling=COP.CONCL 
LT: 'The extent [that the boy] is mingled with flowers， picks 
morning glories， and presents them [to Prince Genji]， [I am] 
feeling to draw [a picture ofhim].' 
FT:‘When I see the boy walking through flowers， picking moming 
glories and presenting them to Prince Genji， I would love to 
draw a picture ofhim.' (Gerifi: Yugao) 
(51) (Spring has come.) 
niwa=no kusa=o. kowori=ni 
garden=GEN grass=NO恥1 ice=DAT 
yurusa-re-gawo=nan. 
permit幽 PASS.INF-face=COP.CONCL
LT:‘The grass in the garden is a face to be forgiven by the ice. 
FT: 'The grass in the garden looks as if it had been freed by the 
ice.' (Kagerδ) 
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NJ has both -ge and -gao. But on1y -ge (not -gao) can occupy the ‘Noun' 
slot of the MMC (Tsunoda， this vo1ume-b， 7.10). It has an evidentia1 
meaning: visua1 evidence. An examp1e cited仕omTSUlloda (this vo1ume-b， 
7.10)， which was originally provided by Taro Kageyama (p.cふ
(52) [kare=wa mizu=o nomi-ta]-ge=da. 
3SG.M=TOP water=ACC drink-DESID-ge=COP.NPST 
LT: 'He 100ks to be wanting to drink w剖er.' (N乃
FT:‘He 100ks thirsty.' 
Regarding NJ， Kageyama (1993: 329-330) examines the behaviour of a 
number of derivationa1 suffixes， including -ge and he states to the effect as 
follows. Morpho1ogically these suffixes form compound words. However， 
semantically， the scope of these suffixes is the entire phrase or the entire 
clause that precedes the suffix. According to this view， in(52)， the scope of 
-ge is the clause in square brackets. Aoki (2010) endorses Kageyama's view 
and states that the same app1ies to EMJ. He gives four ex田np1esinvo1ving 
-ge (pp. 211-212) and eight examp1es invo1ving -gao (pp. 209-210). 
The two enclitics discussed in 7.2 and the two suffixes examined in 7.3 
can be summarized as in Tab1e 4. 
Tab1e 4. Two enclitics and two suffixes 
Etymo1ogy 
(Chinese 10an) 






7. 4 Zero-type MMC 
Form in MMC Meaning in MMC 
=yau Simi1itude ('looks 1ike'ラ
‘100ks as if)， 
=bα'kari 
-ge 
-g，αwo > -g，αo 
uncertain conclusion 






In the zero type， the ‘Noun' slot is empty， indicated by -0. The predicate of 
the ‘C1ause' occurs in an adnomina1 form on1y: the basic adnomina1 form or 
one of the non-basic adnomina1 forms. This MMC has various moda1 
meanings， such as the following. It may be more accurate to say that this 
MMC has discourse functions， rather than moda1 meanings. 
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(a) Reasonlcause or the background about a situation th瓜 thespeaker 
observes， e.g. (53)， (54). 
(b) Conclusion based on a certain reason， e.g. (5). 
(c) Focus: the kind offocus th剖 wouldbe expressed by the cleft 
constructionソItis .. th剖...'， e.g. (55). 
(53) (There is a vehicle here. The people in it are here to see the festival， 
obviously shunning the public eye.) 
saiguu=no on-papa miyasudokoro=O，・ヲ





LT: 'The empress， who is the princess' mother， .， is [a thing] to 
conceal [her identity] and has gone out.' 
FT:‘The empress， who is the princess' rnother， is here incognito 
to see the festival.' (Genji: Aoi) 
(54) (A man is travelling on a ship in a stormy se. He offers nusa 
(sacred paper object offered to gods) to the god ofthe sea， but the 
sea does not calm down. The boatman says to him，‘Because the 
god of the sea is not satisfied with nusa:') 
mi-pune=mo ika-nu O=nari. 
HON-ship=ETOP go-NEG.ADN の=COP.CONCL
L T: 'The ship is [a thing] not to go.' 
FT:‘The ship does not move forward.' (Tosa) 
(55) (ιWe， the ladies-in-waiting who serve the empress， were tense， for 
we thought that supreme minister， who is her father， was going to 





LT: 'The Dainagon， who is the empress' brother， was [a thing] to 
visit. ' 
FT:‘It was the Dainagon who payed the visit.' (Mαkura) 
The ιCopula' is almost always either in the conclusive form ('CONCL')， 
e.g. (5)， (54)， or the modal past form ('MPST')， e.g. (53)， (55). This MMC 
is not used in adverbial clauses， and the ‘Copula' does not occur in any one 
of the non-finite forms that are used for adverbial clauses (e.g. infinitiveヲ
gerund， conditional， provisional). In the kind of agreement that will be 
discussed in 7.5.6， the predicate has to occur in an adnorninal form or the 
exclamatory form. However， the MMC of the zero type does not participate 
in this agreement. Therefore， its ‘Copula' does not have to occur in either of 
these two forms. 
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The ‘Noun' s10t ofthis MMC isempty (-の).In NJ， it is the enclitic =no 
that will correspond to the ーの of the zero-type MMC (Kinsui et al. 2011). 
(The enclitic =no may be considered a non-content noun， a nomina1izer， a 
comp1ementizer or the genitive case marker.) The zero-type MMC in EMJ 
and the MMC with =no in NJ overlap in their meanings/functions. However， 
they differ in that the zero勾peMMC cannot be followed by any 
sentence-fina1 particle (Takayama 2002: 185)， whi1e the MMC with =no can. 
(See Tsunoda (this v01ume-b， 5.4.4) for the MMC with =rlO in NJ. The 
diachronic deve10pment ofthe MMC with =no will be discussed in 7.6.) 
7. 5 Morphosy叫似 oftheMMC
7. 5.1 Introductory notes 
We shall now examine the mo中hosyntaxof the MMC: (i) the ‘Copu1a' 
(7.5.2)， (i) the ‘Noun' (7.5.3)， (ii) the predicate ofthe‘C1ause' (7.5.4)， (iv) 
the subject (7.5.5)， (v) Kakarimusubi (a kind of agreement) (7.5.6)ヲ and(vi) 
the embedding of an MMC in another MMC (7.5.7). (i) concems the 
noun-hood of theιNoun'， whi1e (ii)， (iv) and (v) main1y have to do with the 
sentence-hood ofthe MMC. 
Where possib1e， we shall comp町 ethe孔仏1Cwith independent sentences 
and adnomina1 clauses， inorder to e1ucidate the nature ofthe MMC. 
Un1ess stated otherwise， the discussion that follows is concemed with 
the noun-type MMC: the ‘Noun' s10t is occupied by a noun， and not by an 
enc1itic， a suffix or zero 
7.5.2 'Copula' 
[1] Inflection ofthe‘Copu1a' 
The copu1a in EMJ is inflected. However， when used in the MMC， its 
inflecton is 1imited. 
When the MMC is used as an independent sentence (to be precise， as a 
simp1e sentence or as the main clause of a comp1ex sentence)， the ‘Copu1a' 
generally occurs in the conclusive form (=nari)， e.g. (3)， (4)， (5). (The form 
that is called the conclusive form is really a tense foロn.It generally has 
present time reference. Consider， for examp1e， (3)， (4) and (5)， in al of 
which the conclusive form of the copu1a has present time reference.) The 
moda1 past form (=nari-keri) may occur， e.g. (40)， (53)， (55). Furthermore， 
the basic adnomina1 form and the exclamatory form too，町eattested， e.g. 
(58) (=naru‘COP.ADN') and (65)ヲ (66)，(67) (=nare‘COP.EXCL')， 
respective1y. However， the ‘Copu1a' (in the MMC) does not have any 
tense/aspect form other than the so-called conclusive (which is really a tense 
form) and the moda1 past (Takayama 2002: 182-183). This is in sharp 
contrast with NJ， where the ιCopu1a' in the MMC is inflected for not on1y 
tense but a1so aspect (c王Tsunoda，this v01ume-b， 5.2). 
When the MMC is used in an adverbia1 clause， a non-finite form of the 








LT:‘Because [the lady] is an appearance to be hard to comfort， 
Prince Genji is unable to deal [with the situation].' 
FT:‘Becauseドhelady] looks so difficult to comfort， Prince Ge吋i
does not know what to do.' (Genji:Usugumo) 
[2] Sentence-final particles following the ‘Copula' 
In the zero-type MMC， sentence-final particles (such as =kasi‘emphasis， 
confirmation' and =ya 'exclamation， admiration') are not attested following 
the ιCopl;la'. In contrast， in the other three types of the MMC， they are 
attested following the conclusive form of the copula， e.g. =nari=kasi and 
=n，αn-yα. 
ス5.3'Noun' 
[1] Occurrence with a prefix and suffix 
The nouns in the ‘Noun' slot町 eattested with (i) an honorific prefix， e.g. 
(24) (on-koto 'HON-thing')， (37) (on-motenasi‘HON-treatment')， (41) 
(on-awawi-domo 'HON-relationship-PL')， (57) (mi- ‘HON' in 
mi-kesiki・domo)，(58) (on-kokorozama 'HON-n剖ure')ヲ (68)(on-arisama 
'HON-appearance')， and (i) a plural suffix， e.g. (41) (-domo 'PL' in 
on-awawi-domo)， and (57) (-domo 'PL' in mi-kesiki-domo). 
(57) [ito omou koto=O nルge=naru]
very think.ADN thing=NOM not.exist-feeling=COP.ADN 
mi-kesiki-domo =nari. 
HON-appearance田 PL=COP.CONCL 
LT:‘[The prince] is an appe紅 ancesuch that things to think about a 
lot do not exist.' 
FT:‘[The prince] does not seem to be thinking a lot.' (Murasaki) 
(In (57)， the clause in squ訂'ebrackets is an instance of the MMC of the 
suffix type. The suffix employed is -ge‘feeling' (7.3). In同m this clause 
constitutes the ‘Clause' of the恥仏1C.This is an instance of the embedding 
ofan MMC withinanother MMC. See 7.5.7.) 
(58) turaki pito=simo=zo， aware=ni 





LT:‘[Prince Genji] is a human mind/nature to think sensitively 
towards persons who are hard [on other people]. 
FT: 'Prince Genji， by nature， tends to be kind to people who are 
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hard on other people.' (Genji: Aoi) 
[2] Modification 
The ‘Noun' may be modified by a preceding ‘Noun GENラ， e.g. (58) 
(pito=no 'person=GEN'). Alterτlatively， =no can be interpreted as the 
adnominal form of the copula =nari. According to either interpretation， 
(58) is an instance ofthe MMC and the ‘Noun' is modified by the preceding 
pito=no. 
The existence of the above two characteristics shows that these nouns 
stil retain the status as nouns. Among the nouns examined in 7.1， these two 
characteristics are observed in the nouns of [1] (koto‘thing' only)， [3] 
‘situation， etc.'， [6]‘shape， etc.'， [7]ιact， etc.'， [8] 'heart， etc.'， [10] 
'relationship'. These nouns in the main refer to humans. 
7. 5. 4 Predicate 
The differences and comminalities in the morphology of the predicate of (i) 
independent sentences (to be precise， the predic剖eof simple sentences and 
of the main clause of complex sentences， excluding the MMC)ヲ (i)the 
‘Clauseヲ ofthe MMC， and (ii) adnominal clauses ('ACs') are shown in 
Table 5. (Not every c剖egorylisted in Table 5 isillustrated with examples.) 
It is important to recall th剖ラ asnoted in Section 3， verbs and a司jectivesin 
EMJ have the basic adnominal form and a fair number of non-basic 
adnominal forms. 


























Voice + + + 
Negation + + + 
Respect + 十 + 
Politeness + 十 + 
[1] Adnominal and conclusive forms 
In ACs， the predicate is in an adnominal form (4.2). It cannot be in a finite 
form， such as the conclusive form. In independent sentences， the predicate 
can be in any finite form， such as the conclusive form. Exceptionally， there 
are sentences that end with an adnominal form. They are al exclamatory 
sentences， e.g.: 
(59) (A princess catches a sparrow and keeps it. Howeverヲ agirl called 
!nuki frees it. She is distressed. When asked by her grandmother， 
'What has happened'， she replies as follows.) 
suzume-no-ko=o !nuki=ga nigasi-turu. 
sparrow-GEN-baby=ACC Inuki=GEN let.go・PERF.ADN
‘Inuki has freed my spaηow!' (Genji: Wakamurasαki) 
(ln the column for independent sentenecs in Table 5， the exceptional nature 
of the use of an adnominal form is shown with parentheses.) In the ‘Clause' 
of the MMC， the situation is as follows. In the noun type (7.1)， the predicate 
of the ‘Clause' is consistently in an adnominal form (either the basic 
adnominal form or a non-basic adnominal form). The enclitic =yauιstyle' is 
attached to an adnominal form (7.2-[1]). The enclitic =仰向ri‘extent'may 
be added to an adnominal form or the conclusive form (7.2-[2]). The 
suffixes四geand -g，ω110 'atmosphereヲ taste'are added to the infinitive form 
of a verb or to the stem of an adjective (7.3). (They are not shown in Table 
5.) They form compound words. In the zero type (7.4)， the predicate ofthe 
'Clause' is consistently in an adnominal form (either the basic adnominal 
form or a non-basic adnominal foロn).
[2] Types of adnominal forms in the‘Clause' 
Adnominal forms have a wide range of categories. Even in the ‘Clause' of 
the MMC the following categoriesぽeattested. 
(a) Aspect， e.g. (4) (piroge-taru 'spread-STAT.ADN)， (62) (omow-eru 
‘think-STAT.ADN)， (68) (tukuri-ide-taru 'make-put.out-STAT. 
ADN'). 
(b) Negation， e.g. (3) (omowa-nu‘thi地 -NEG.ADN)，(36) (se-nu 'do-
NEG.ADN). 
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(c) Respect， e.g. (60) (tadune-raru-maziki‘ask-RESP-NCONJ.ADN). 
(d) Politeness， e.g. (30) (makadeてpaberu‘leave.HUM-POL.ADN).




(60) ko=wo tadune-raru-maziki mono=nari. 
this=ACC ask-RESP-NCONJ.ADN thing=COP.CONCL 
LT:ι[Y ou] are a thing not to ask [me about] this.' 
FT:‘Y our highness， 1 suggest you do not ask me about this.' 
(Utsubo: Tadakoso) 
[3] Tense 
The predicate of the ιClause' differs fom that of independent sentences and 
that of ACs in that it does not have any tense category. At least there is no 
unequivocal example. This is interestingラ forthe predicate of the 'Clause' 
has aspect categories. See [2]-(a) above. 
[4] Modality 
The predicate of the ‘Clause' 組 dthat of ACs differ企omthat of 
independent sentences in that they do not have some of modal categories. 
For example， evidential categories (e.g. inference) occur in independent 
sentences and ACs， but they do not occur in the ‘Clause'. As another 
example， hearer-oriented categories (e.g. imperative) occur in independent 
sentences， but they do not occur in the ‘Clause' or ACs. 
[5] The other categories occur in al of independent sentences， the 
‘Clause' and ACs. 
T 0 sum up， the predicate of the ‘Clause' may be said to be only slightly 
more similar to that of ACs than to that ofindependent sentences. 
Now， one important question regarding the sentence-hood of the 
‘Clause' of the MMC isthe following: Can the ‘Clause' be used by itself as 
a sentence? There is no straightforward answer to this question. 
In the case of the MMC with -ge and the MMC with -gawo > gao， the 
answer lS ‘No'. A sentence cannot end with the infinitive form of a verb or 
the stem of an adjective. 
In the case of the MMC with the enclitic =bakari， when the predicate of 
the ‘Clause' is in the conclusive form (though not the adnominal form)， the 
answer lS‘Yes'. Examples include (46) to (48). 
With al the other types of the MMC (including the MMC with 
=bakari when the predicate of the‘Clause' is in an adnominal form)， the 
Sl印刷onis as follows. EMJ has sentences that end with the predicate in an 
adnominal form. In this respect， the answer is ‘Yes'. However， these 
sentences訂 eal exclamatory sentences， e.g. (59). 'Clausピ itselfof the 
MMC does not have any exclamatory effect (although the entire MMC may). 
In this respect， the answer is ιN 0'. In view of this pragmatic di百erence，we 
should conclude that the ‘Clause' cannot be used by itself as a sentence. In 
this respect， this MMC is not prototypical. It lacks the property (c) of the 
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prototype (see Section 1). 
7. 5. 5 Subject 
ス5.5.1Su布ect:MMC and ACs. As noted in Section 5， an AC may contain 
its own subject， e.g. 'boat.man=GEN' in (11). This applies to headless ACs， 
as well， e.g. (12) (ιdragon=GEN') and (13) (宙low=GEN').A sentence th剖
contains an AC contains the subject of the entire sentence (unless the 
subject is elliptical)， in addition to the subject of the AC， c五(14-b).This 
applies to noun-predicate sentences whose predicate is a headless AC. For 
example， (12) contains the subject ofthe entire sentence:‘gale=ETOP' . 
In contrast， in al the four types ofthe MMC， what may appear to be the 
subject of an AC is in fact the subject of the entire sentence， c王(15-b)，e.g. 
(23) (‘court-service-person=TOP') (noun type)， (42) (‘sign=NOM') (encl江lC
type)， (51)(ιgrass=NOM') (suffix守pe)，(53) (‘empress=NOM') (zero type). 
They cannot contain an additional subject. 
In this respect， sentences th瓜 containan AC are bi-clausal (or possibly 
仕i-clausalor more). This applies to sentences th剖 containa headless AC. In 
contrast， the MMC ismono-clausal. 
It should be added， however， that there are examples that allow both 
analyses， e.g. (19) and (21). 
ス5.5.2.Case marking 01 the subject. As noted in Section 3， in EMJ， the 
nominative case is generally marked by zero; the accusative by zero or =0; 
and the genitive by =ga or =no. The behaviour of the subject differs 
depending on the type of sentence/clause in which it occurs. 
[1] Independent sentences， tobe precise， in simple sentences and in the 
main clause of complex sentences (excluding the MMC) 
The subject is followed by the following， among others. The nominative 
marking is by far the most frequent. 
(a) Nominative marker =o (zero)， e.g. (9)， (10). 
(b) Topic marker =wa， e.g. (6). 
(c) Emphatic topic marker =mo， e.g. (61). 
(61) (For the context， see (5). When asked， 'Have you found the 
treasure?'， the servant replies follows.) 
mono=mo naSl. 
thing=ETOP not.exist.CONCL 
'There is nothing.' (Taketori) 
[2] MMC 
In the noun type， the subject ofthe MMC isgenerally followed by (d)， (e) or 
(f). It is followed by the (g) only in a very small number of examples. Again， 
the nominative marking is by far the most frequent. For the genitive case， 
=no is attested， but =ga is not attested. 
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(d) Nominative marker =o (zero)， e.g. (32)， (34)， (35)， (39)， 
(40)， (43). 
( e)T opic marker =wα，e.g. (21)， (31)， (44). 
(f) Emphatic topic marker =moラ e.g.(26)， (28)， (41). 
(g) Genitive marker =no (but not =ga)， e.g. (62). 
(62) (These young ladies in waiting pay a visit to the prince regularly. 
However， recently they have been away from the imperial court for 
a few months， and it looks as if they have forgotten this duty and 





LT:ιThe young persons are an appearance to think [that this is a] 
new [duty].' 
FT: 'The young ladies in waiting seem to think that this is a new 
duty.' (Murasaki) 
In the enclitic type， with =yau‘style'， the subject is followed by =o 
ιNOM'， e.g. (4)， (42)， (43)， =wa 'TOP'ラ e.g.(44)， or =mo‘ETOP'. With 
=bakari‘extent， limit， si同ation'，the subject is followed by =o‘NOM'， e.g. 
(48)， or =wa 'TOP'. 
In the suffix type， the subject is followed by =o 'NOM'， e.g. (51)， =mo 
'ETOP'， or =wa‘TOP'. 
In the zero type， the following are attested. The genitive =no is more 
common than the genitive =ga， the nominative， the topic， and the emphatic 
topic. This situation differs from that in the noun type and that in 
independent sentences. 
(h) Nominative marker =o (zero)， e.g. (53). 
(i) Topic marker =wa， e.g. (63). 
。)Emphatic topic marker =mo， e.g. (54). 
(k) Genitive marker: both =no and =ga are attested. =no is common， 
e.g. (55)， but =ga is not common. 






kaku iyasiki onore=ga moto=ni 
such humble.ADN yourself=GEN side=DAT 
sibasi opasi-turu O=nari. 
temporarily be.RESP-PERV.ADN の=COP.CONCL
LT:‘Because [she] committed a sin [there]， Princess Kagya is 
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temporarily at such a humble， your side.' 
FT:‘Princess Kaguya is temporarily staying at such a humble place 
like yours on the earth for punishment because she committed 
a sin on the moon.' (Taketori) 
[3] Adnominal clauses ('ACs') 
As noted in 4.2ラ thesubject of ACs - including headless ACs - is 
generally in the genitive case (Kinsui et al. 2011: 111). Both二 gαand=no 
訂 ecommon. Examples include (11)， (12) (=no)， and (13)， (59) (=ga). 
To sum up， in the main the subject of the MMC behaves like th剖 of
independent sentences and unlike that of ACs. 
ス5.6Kakarimusubi 
EMJ exhibits a phenomenon called kakarimusubi: when a certain focus 
p訂 ticleoccurs in the sentence， the predicate has to occ町 ina certain form 
an adnominal form (either the basic adnominal form or a non-basic 
adnominal form) or the exclamatory form. (See Frellesvig (2010: 247-257).) 
That is， this phenomenon may be considered a type of agreement: 
agreement between a focus particle and the predicate. Specifically， the 
following focus particles are employed: =ka ‘doubted identityヲラ =ya 
ιconfirmation soliciting'ヲ =zo'identifシmgに=namu‘confirmative'，and 
=koso 'unique identification'. They can be classified as follows. 
(a) Interrogative: =ka， =ya 
(a-1) =初 and=ya agree with an adnominal form. 
(b) Emphatic: =zo， =namu， =koso 
(b-1) =zo and =namu agree with an adnominal form. 
(b聞 2)=koso agrees with the exclamatory form. 
An example of =namu‘confirmative' is (64)， cited from Frellesvig (2010: 
254). The notation system in (64) follows that of Frellesvig. Note th剖 the
predicate is in an adnominal form ('MPST.ADN'). 
(64) pasi wo yatu watas-eru ni yorite 
bridge ACC eight lay-STAT.ADN DAT depend.GER 
nαmu yatupasi to ipi-keru 
NAMU Yatsuhashi COMP call-MPST.ADN 
‘It is because there訂 eeight bridgesラyousee， that it is called 
“Yatsuhashi'" (Ise 9) (cited from Frellesvig 2010: 254) 
It is widely agreed upon that klαkarimusubi concerns the main clause 
only， and it does not occur within ACs (Yamada (1908)). Focus particles do 
not occur within ACs. 
It is important to enquire whether kakarimusubi occurs in the恥仏1C，and 
if it does， how? Kakarimusubi does occur in the MMC. Specifically， it
occurs between a focus particle and the ‘Copula'. However， itdoes not 
occur between a focus particle and the predicate of the ‘Clause'. That is， it 
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does not occur within the ‘Clause'. 
As noted in 4.1， noun-predicate sentences may contain the copula =nari. 
F or kakarimusubi， they are attested with the focus particles of the group (b) 
‘emphatic': =zo， =nam民 =koso.But there is no example involving the 
group (a)‘interrogative' =ya or =ka (Takayama 2002: 188). Exactly the 
same applies to the MMC. 
Examples follow: (65) (noun type: kokotiιheart')， (66) (enclitic type: 
=yau‘style')， and (67) (suffix type: -ge 'appearance'). The enclitic-type 


















LT:‘As for the hollyhock， tofollow the sunlight and to lean 
[towards the sunlight] is indeed not a heart to cal [the 
hollyhock] a plan. ' 
FT: 'The hollyhock follows the sunlight and its f10wers lean toward 
it. The hollyhock is sensible almost to the extent that you 
cannot cal it a plant.β1akura) 
(66) (A lady visits his son， a prince， whom she has left under a nanny's 
care. She is really impressed to see how big her son has grown.) 
kokoti=koso kasira siroku 
feeling=FOC head white.INF 
nari=ni-t，αru=yau=nare. 
become=COP.INF-STAT.ADN=style=COP.EXCL 
LT:‘骨骨]feeling is a s匂rle[such that my] head has become white.' 
FT:‘1 feel as ifI have grown old.' (Utsubo: Kuniyuzuri) 
(67) (A prince does not send leters to a certain lady friend. This is 
because:') 




L T: '[The prince] is an appearance to hear [th瓜]a person is a sign 
to come and visit [the lady friend].' 
FT:‘The prince seems to have heard that someone else seems to be 
visiting her.ヲ (1zumi)
The predicate of theιClause' is in an adnominal form ('be-NEG.ADN') 
in (65)， again in an adnominal form in (66) 
(‘become=COP.INF-STAT.ADN')， and the infinitive form in (67) 
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(‘hear-get.HON'). The focus p訂 ticleemployed in (65) to (67) is =koso， 
which agrees with the exclamatory form (and not an adnominal form). Note 
that in each of (65) to (67) it is the ‘Copula'， and not the predicate of the 
‘Clause'， that is in the exclamatory form. This shows that it is the 'Copula'， 
and not the predicate of the ‘Clause'， that agrees with the focus particle 
=koso. That is， this agreement occurs in the entire恥仏1C，but it does not 
occ町 withinthe ‘Clause'. 
In passing 1 note that 1 selected the examples involving=koso on pu中ose.
In examples involving =zo or =namu， both the ‘Copula' and the predicate of 
the ‘Clause' may occur in an adnomninal form， e.g. (58). In such examples 
it will be difficult to decide which agrees with the focus particle. 
We have seen that in the MMC itis the ‘Copula'， and not the predicate 
ofthe‘Clause'， that agrees with the focus p訂 ticle=koso. In this respect， the 
‘Clause' of the MMC lacks the sentence-hood. This shows由at，血 termsof 
kakarimusubi， not the ‘Clause' but the entire 恥仙1C behaves like 
independent sentences. This in tum shows th瓜 theMMC is mono-clausal， 
and not bi-clausal. It does not contain an AC. 
7. 5.7 Embedding of an MMC in an MMC 
An instance of the MMC may be embedded in another. Examples include 
(57)組 d(68). 






HON -appearance=COP .CONCL 
LT:‘[The stepmother] is an appe町叩ceto produce [her stepchild's 
outstanding ability] unnaturally as a story.' 
FT: 'The way the woman talks about her stepchild's ability is 
unna旬ral.It almost sounds like a story.' (Genji: Sakaki) 
In (68)， the frst MMC ends with =yau=naru， and it is embedded in the 
L仏1Cthat ends with on-arisama=nari. 
Takayama (2002: 185・188)in effects states th剖 whatwe have termed 
由ezero-type MMC behaves differently. Namely， the zero type has yielded 
no example of embedding in another instance of the MMC. (Also， there is 
no example in which he MMC of the zero type is used as an adverbial 
clause. At least， the noun type can be used as an adverbial clause， e.g. (56).) 
7.5.8 Comparison ofthe MMC， independent sentences and ACs 
We shall now compare the constructions shown in Table 6. This comp訂 lson
concems the following respects. 
(a) Morphology: predicate 
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For the MMC， this concems the predicate ofthe‘Clause' (notthethe 
'Copula'). 
(b) Syntax 
(b・1)Marking ofthe subject 
For ACs， this concems the subject of an AC， and not th剖 ofthe
main clause. 
(b-2) Kaklαrimusubi 
Kakarimusubi cannot occur within an AC. It occurs in the 
noun-type MMC， the enclitic-type MMC involving =ya‘style' ， 
and the suffix勾peMMC， and it involves the ‘Copula'， and not the 
predicate of the‘Clause'. 
Table 6. Comparison of ACs， the MMC， and independent sentences 
Morphology Syntax 





MMC: noun type Adnominal 
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The MMC contains 'Clause + Noun' (see (1). Consequently， itmay 
look as if the ‘Clauseヲ ofthe MMC is an adnominal clause (' AC'). Indeed， 
in terms of the morphology of the predicate of the‘Clause'， the MMC ofthe 
noun type behaves like ACs. The predicate is in an adnominal form (the 
basic adnominal form or a non-basic adnominal form). As noted in 7.5.4， 
regarding the four types of the MMC as a whole， the predicate of the 
‘Clause' may be said to be only slightly more similar to that of ACs than to 
that of independent sentences. 
However， in terms of syntax， i.e. (i) the marking of the subject， and (i) 
初初rimusubiヲ thenoun-type MMC， the enclitic-type MMC with =yau 
'style' and the suffix-type MMC behave like independent sentences. Recall 
also th剖， an AC has its own subject unless江iscoreferential wHh th剖 ofthe
entire sentence. In contrastラ theMMC cannot have two subjects. Th剖 lS，m 
terms of syntax， the MMC does not contain an AC. Consequently， it is not 
bi-clausal， but mono-clausal. 
In terms of the marking of the subject， the zero勾peMMC is an 
exception among the four types ofthe MMC. The genitive marking (at least 
=no) is企equent.In this respect， it is similar to ACs， where the subject is 
genera11y marked by the genitive: both =no and =ga are common. 
7.6 Diachronics note on the MMC 
As seen in Section 6ラtheMMC is at its incipient stage in OJ. However， it is 
flourishing in NJ (Tsunoda， this volume-b). We shall trace this development 
just breifly. A白1discussion of this issue is far beyond the scope of the 
present paper. We sha11100k at two aspects ofthis develoment: [1] syntactic 
struc如re，and [2] nouns in the ‘Noun' slot. In [3]， we shall attempt to 
investigate the causes ofthe abundance ofthe MMC in NJ. 
[1] Syntactic structure 
As seen in Section 6， in OJ the MMC appears to be at its incipient stage and 
not established yet. There is no unequivocal example of the MMC. Possible 
examples allow both出eAC analysis， cf.(14)， and the MMC analysis， cf. 
(15). In contrast， in NJ (Tsunoda， this volume-b)， the MMC is firmly 
established. There are a truly large number of examples that allow the MMC 
analysis only and exclude the AC analysis. In EMJ， there are examples that 
allow both the AC analysis and the MMC analysis， e.g. (21). But there訂 e
also those that do not allow the AC analysis， e.g. (20). In view of this it is 
probably in EMJ that the I¥.仏1Cbegan to be established， as a construction 
distinct from noun-predicate sentences whose predicate contain an AC. 
It is relevant to mention出at，since the time of OJ， sentences that end 
with a noun (often followed by the copula) have been very common 
(Yamada 1908: 818-827， 1217・1289).This may have faciliatted - partially 
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at least， ifnot totally - the development of the MMC from noun-predicate 
sentences whose prediacte contains an AC (cf. Section 5). 
[2] Nouns in the‘Noun' slot 
The number of the nouns thatぽ eattested in the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC is
only one in OJ (700-800). But it increased to twenザsevenin EMJ 
(800-1200)， and at least 106 in NJ (1600・).It is in EMJ that the number 
began to increase. 
That is， inteロnsof both the syntactic struture and the number of nouns 
employed， it is probably in EMJ that the MMC began to develop. 
The presence of loan words is conspicuous in the MMC of languages 
such as NJ， Korean and Tagalog (Tsunoda， this volume-a， 5.5.3.3). 
Regarding the Japanese language in general， and not confining our attention 
to the MMC， loans from Chinese were initially used in the written language 
only， but especially in the first half of the EMJ period (800-1200) the 
majority of them gained currency in the spoken language (Frellesvig 2010: 
284). From the time of Late Middle Japanese (1200-1600) an increasing 
number of Chinese loans were used that express abstract concepts or 
superordin剖ecategories (as against subordinate-level categories). 
Now， regarding the MMC， inOJ， no loan word is attested in the ‘Noun' 
slot. In EMJ， three out of the twentyseven nouns (i.e. about 7%)訂 eloans 
from Chinese: reu‘matter， material， means， tool'ヲ kesikiand kewawi both 
‘situation， appe訂 ance'(7.1-[1]，ー[3]).In addition， one of the two enclitics 
(i.e. 50%) is a loan企omChinese: =yau‘style' (7.2・[1]).Th剖 is，four out of 
the total of twen句rnine(i.e. about 14%) are loans from Chinese. In the 
MMC ofNJ， out ofthe 106 nouns， roughly speaking， fortyfour (about 42%) 
are loans from Chinese and three (about 3%)町 eloans from English. Th剖 lSヲ
about 45%町 eloans. The remaining nouns (about 55%) are native Japanese 
words. (It should be added， however， Modern Japanese on the whole 
abounds with loans企omChinese and also with those企omEnglish.) 
[3] Why does the MMC abound in Modern Japanese? 
The number of the nouns in the ‘Noun' slot in NJ， i.e. 106， isroughly 
speaking centupled since the time of OJ (700-800) and quadrupled since the 
time of EMJ (800・1200).In NJ， the MMC f1ourishes， exhibiting a wide 
range of meanings/伽 lctions，including ιmodal'， 'evidential'， 'aspec回al'， 
‘temporal'， and ‘stylistic' (Tsunoda， this volume-b). The MMC is perhaps 
most pr吋 uctivelyand most frequently used in Japanese， among the 
languages studies in the present volume (and possibly among al the 
languages of the world). It is tempting to enquire why Japanese abounds 
with the MMC. On the basis of works such as Aoki (2005)， Horie & 
Pardeshi (2009: 152-153) and Shida (1970)， the following scenario can be 
postulated concerning the increase of the nouns in the ‘Noun' slot. 
(a) The verbs (and adjectives) in OEMJ distinguished between 
adnominal forms (the basic adnominal form and non-basic adnominal 
forms) and the conclusive form (cf. Section 3 above). 
(b) T owards the end of the 12th cen旬ry(i.e. towards the end of the EMJ 
period)， with verbs and i四 adjectives，the adnominal forms began to oust the 
conclusive form. That is， these two groups of forms began to merge. Kinsui 
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et al. (2011: 110) surmise th剖 thismerger was comp1eted in the spoken 
1anguage of the capita1 area， i.e. Kyoto， in the 15th century. (ln NJ， only 
na-adjectives retain this morpho1ogica1 difference.) Consequent1y， the 
predicate of the ‘C1ause' of the zero type， too， 10st the opposition between 
adnomina1 forms and the basic forms. 
(c) After this merger， the enclitic =no (which may be considered a 
non-content noun， a comp1ementizer， a nomina1izer or the genitive marker) 
began to be used as the head of what was head1ess ACs previous1y and a1so 
in p1ace of zero in出ピNoun'slot ofthe zero-type MMC. 
(d) In paralle1 with this， an increasing number of nouns began to be used 
in the ‘Noun' slot. As a resu1t， the number of the nouns that occupied the 
‘Noun' slot has been mu1tip1ied， from twentyseven in EMJ to瓜 1east106 in 
NJ. 
Admitted1y， it is difficult to prove the cause-and-effect relationship企om
(吋 (themerger of adnomina1 forms and the conclusive form) to (d) (the 
increase of the nouns in the ‘Noun' slot). For examp1e， in Korean， verbs 
have distinct adnomina1 forms. Despite this， more than 70 nouns are attested 
in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC (Kim， this vo1ume， 5.5.1). At 1east， the 
following point may be re1evant. Name1y， many 10an words from Chinese 
began to be used in the ‘Nounヲ slotof the MMC. (They are stil used in the 
h仏1C.See Tsunoda (this vo1ume-b).) Often， they can express somewhat 
abstract concepts that native Japanese words cannot express precise1y. This 
in turn faci1itates the expression of various meanings/functions， including 
moda1， evidentia1， aspectua1， tempora1， and sty1istic. Partially at 1east， ifnot 
totally， this may account for the increase in the use of Chinese 10ans in the 
‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. 
8. Summary and concluding remarks 
In OJ (700-800)， the MMC appears to be at its incipient stage. Only one 
noun is attested in the 'Noun' slot: mono‘thing' in OJ (700-800). This 
MMC has a moda1 meaning:‘be bound to' or‘shou1d (ob1igation)'. Its 
syntactic strucure is not estab1ished yet. Possib1e examp1es allow both the 
AC ana1ysis and the MMC ana1ysis. 
In EMJ (800田 1200)the MMC began to be estabished. Twentyseven 
nouns are attested in the ‘Noun' slot. There are examp1es that allow the 
M乱1Cana1ysis on1y and that exclude the AC ana1ysis. In addition， the 
copu1a =nari is削除 deve10ped，and now the ‘Copu1a' slot of the MMC is 
filed. (In NJ， at1east 106 nouns are attested in this slot. Their number has 
been quadrup1icated during the 1ast 800 years.) 
The MMC in EMJ is of four types: noun type， enclitic type， suffix type， 
and zero type. The noun type is used the most丘equent1y.The predicate of 
the ‘Clause' is in an adnomina1 form. Some of the nouns in血ピNoun'slot 
exhibit noun-hood in that they may be combined with a prefix or a suffix， 
and in that they may be modified by a genitive phrase. For the 
Oぱft由heenclitic typ戸e，on1y two enclitics have been attested. For the su伍xtype， 
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同rosuffixes were examined. In the zero type， the ‘Noun' slot is empty. 
These fo町 typesof the MMC have various meaningsヲ suchas modal， 
evidential， and aspectual. 
In terms of the morphology of the predicate， the ‘Clause' ofthe MMC 
may be said to be slightly more similar to adnominal clauses (‘ACs') than to 
independent sentences. However， in terms of syntax， specifically， (i) the 
behaviour of the subject and (i) kakarimusubi， not the ‘Clause' but the 
entire rv仏1Cbehaves like an independent sentence. That is， the MMC is 
mono-clausal， and not bi-clausal. (The MMC with the enclitic =bakari 
deviates somewhat from the other types ofthe MMC.) 
It is justifiable to say that the‘Clause' cannot be used by itself as a 
sentence， and the MMC is not prototypical. In the main， the degree of the 
‘subject-hood' ofthe‘Clause' is not high. 
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1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes th剖 theprototype of the mermaid 
construction (hereafter， MMC) has the following three properties. 
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(めIthas the structure shown in (1). 
(b) The subject of the‘Clause' and the ‘Noun'訂 enot coreferential. 
(c) The ‘Clause' can be used as a sentence by itself. 
(1) Prototype ofthe mermaid construction ('MMC'): 
Clause Noun Copula. 
lrabu Ryukyuan (Irabu hencefor吐1)has three types of the MMC: the 
word田 type，the clitic type， and the affix type. 
(a) Word-type MMC 
The ‘Noun' slot is occupied by a noun which is an independent word， e.g. 
kutu 'fact' and munu‘thing'. The predicate of the ‘Clause' is in an 
adnominal form. The MMC with kutu expresses (i) a deontic modal 
meaning ιshould; be supposed to'， or (i) anticipated白加re‘willうwhilethat 
with the noun munu expresses a causal meaning ‘because'. 
(b) Clitic-type MMC 
The ‘Noun' slot is occupied by an enclitic， e.g. (i) =su(u) 'man， thing'， 
which denotes a tag-question-like meaning or an evidential modal meaning 
('It seems')， and (i) =paz， which has an epistemic modal meaning ‘maybe'. 
These enclitics are attached to the predicate verb of the‘Clause'， which is in 
an adnominal form. 
(c) Affix-type MMC 
The ‘N oun' slot is occupied by the verbal inf1ectional suffix -kutu， which 
attaches to the stem of the predicate verb of the‘Clause'. The suffix -kutu is 
a grammaticalized form of the noun kutu 'fact'， and has the same range of 
meanings as that of the孔仏tlCwith the noun kutu. The inflected verb form 
may further be followed by the copula verb， demonstrating that it stil 
occupies the ‘Noun' slot even when it is now part of the verb 
morphologically. 
The word type conforms to the prototype of the MMC; it has al of the 
three properties listed above. The clitic type and the affix type do not 
conform to the prototype. For example， the ιNoun' slot is not occupied by a 
noun. N onetheless， the affix type serves as an interesting example of 
grammaticalization associated with the MMC. 
Thus， lrabu demonstrates al three possibilities with regard to the 
grammaticalization path of the ‘N oun' slot: independent word， enclitic and 
suffix. Note in particular the following grammaticalization path: 
kutu 'fact' (noun) => 
kutu‘should; be supposed to; wil' (noun) in the word-type MMC=> 
-kutu 'should; be supposed to; will' (verbal inflectional suffix) in the 
affix勾peMMC
Grammaticalization of a noun into a verbal inflectional suffix appe訂 sto be 
uncommon crosslinguistically. 
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2. Initial illustration 
As an initia1 illustration， t祉eeexamp1es町 egiven. The ιNoun' slot is 
occupied by a noun in (2)， by an enclitic in (3)ヲ andby a suffix in (4). The 
‘Noun' slot is indicated with square brackets. 
(2) kai=ga=du sac=n idi-r [kutu}. 
3SG=NOM=FOC first=DAT go.out-ADN.NPST should 
‘S/he shou1d go first.' 
(3) 初i=ga=du sac=n idi-r[=pα2}. 
3SG=NOM=FOC first=DAT go.out-ADN.NPST=maybe 
‘S/he may go first.' 
(4) 初 i=ga=du
3SG=NOM=FOC 

































3. Profile of the language 
3.1 The languαge and its speαkers 
lrabu is a northwest variety of the Miyako Ryukyuan 1anguage， which 
be10ngs to the Southern Ryukuan group of the Ryukyuan branch of the 
Japonic 1anguage fami1y. All Ryukyuan languages a陀 inan imminenet 
danger of extinction. The number of lrabu speakers is estimated to be 
approximately 2，500 (Shimoji 2008). There is one detailed reference 
gramm訂 ofIrabu (Shimoji 2008). Like most other Ryukyuan languages， 
Irabu has no written tradition. The data used in this study is thus based on 
the spoken 1anguage. 
Irabu has five sub-varieties， i.e. Irabu， Nakachi， Kuninaka， Nagahama， 
and Sawada. Our focus is on Nagahama. To the best ofmy know1edge， there 
is no major dialectal difference with regard to the types of the MMC and the 
relevant features of each守pe，except for one point: the affix-type MMC 
does not seem to be attested in血eIrabu and Nakachi sub-varieties. 
3.2 Phonology 
lrabu has five vowe1 phonemes /a， i， u， e， 0/， and eighteen consonant 
phonemes /p， t， k， b， d， g， f， v， s， (h)ヲ c[ts]， z [dz]， m， n，芝 [z]，r， w， j/.The 
phoneme /主/will be written as z in practical orthography. 
A basic understanding of the word-level prosody of lrabu is essential in 
examining the grammatica1ization Qf the elements of the MMC， which will 
be dealt with in Section 5. 
Irabu has no lexica1 accent. The word-level prosody is characterized by 
a foot-based alternating rhythm of tone features (/H/ vs. /L/). The domain in 
which foot building and tone assignenment occur is defined as a 
phono10gica1 word. A phono10gical word is generally a morphosyntactic 
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word plus a whole number of clitics (see Shimoji 2009 for detail). 
F oot building is based on the moraic structure. In Irabu， any light 
syllable is monomoraic， whereas a coda (as in Irl of par‘needle')， a 
geml削 edonset (as in the first Ifl offfa‘child')，也esecond component of a 
long vowel/consonant or a diphthong， and a syllabic consonant (e.g. 1m! of 
m.ta 'mud') have one mora each. Thus， a monosyllabic word ssair‘get to be 
known' (CCVVC) has four morae. 
A foot is bimoraic or trimoraic. A phonological word must have at least 
one foot. If a monomoraic morpheme occurs as a phonological word， then it 
undergoes obligatory lengthening， as in r-‘enter' (root) > r ‘enter' 
(non-past adnominal). Within a phonological wordヲ twoor three adjacent 
moras form a foot. Binary footing is default， and temary footing is marked. 
Footing proceeds from left to right exhaustively in each phonological word. 
Temary footing occurs in either of the following two cases. First， ifthe 
default binary footing results in one stray mora finally， the stray is 
integrated as part ofthe preceding binary foot， as in tunuka 'egg' > (tunuka) 
and banckira‘guava' > (ban)(ckira). Second， a polymoraic morpheme (or 
allomorph) always commences a foot， and this may give rise to a stray on 
the part of the host to which the morpheme is attached. The stray is avoided 
by temary footing， as noted above: uttu‘younger sibling' + -gama 
(diminutive) > u加 (gama)> (ut)加(gama)> (u加 )(gama);banckira 'guava' 
+四nagi(approximative) > (ban)(cki)ra(nagi) > (ban)(ckira)(nagi). 
On the basis of the pre-existing foot structure generated by the 
above園 mentionedrule， tone is assigned by a rhythmic rule. The rhythmic 
rule states th剖 (i)word-initial foot is always assigned圧-IItone， (i) 
word-final foot is always toneless (ILI)，組d(ii) the other feet within a 
phonological word have an altemat~ rhythm of IHI while satis命ing(i) and 
(i). Thus， (ban)(ckira)(nagi)‘guava， etc.' is assigned the tonal p副 emof 
(H)(L )(L) rather than (H)(L )(H)， the later of which would violate (i). On 
the other hand， (ban)(ckira)(nagi)(mai)‘guava， etc.， too' (where the clitic 
=mai‘too' is further attached) is assigned the tonal pa抗emof (H)(L )(H)(L)， 
with the五rstand third feet bearing IHI tone to satis令(ii).
3.3 Morphosynt似
Irabu is a verb-final language with SV/AOV being the most common and 
unmarked word order. In a noun phrase， the modifiers (e.g. a司jectiveand 
adnominal clause ('AC')) precede the head noun. Irabu has a largely 
agglutinating morphology， but there is some fusion in the verbal inflectional 
morphology. Most affixes and clitics訂 esuffixes and enclitics. Irabu has a 
dependent-marking system. 
Nouns do not inflect. Case is indicated by a case enclitic. Irabu has the 
nominative-accusative case system. Both A and 0 arguments are marked. 
The nominative case is marked by the enclitic =nu or =ga. (The choice is 
based on the animacy/defniteness of the NP to which the clitic is attached; 
see Sh出1吋i2008). The accusative case is indicated by the enclitic =Cu or 
=Ca (/CI is mo中hophonologicallydetermined). Whereas =Cu is an 
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unrnarked choice for 0 arguments， =Ca only occurs in clause-chaining 
constructions， and correlates with low transitivity (Shirnoji 2008). 
The inflectional rnorphology of verbs is characterized by rnarking of (i) 
syntactic dependency (i.e. whether the verb heads an independent clause) 
and (i) finiteness (tense-rnood rnarking). Verbs have the following forms. 
(a) Independent forms， which inflect for tense and/or rnood. 
(b) Adnorninal dependent forrns， which町etensed. 
(c) Adverbial dependent forms (or converbs): 
tensed ones and tenseless ones. 
Independent forms can occur as the predicate of independent sentences. 
They cornprise (i) irrealis forms， such as the intentional (e.g. mii-di‘will 
look') and the optative (e.g. mii-baa 'want to look')， which express 
future-oriented rnodal rneanings (with no overt rnarking of tense) and (i) 
realis forms， which express the speaker' s perceived certain守(withan overt 
rnarking of tense). Adnorninal forms are rnark for tense only. They can be 
used as the predic瓜eof adnorninal clauses (cf. 4.2.1). In additional， they can 
occur as the predicate of independent sentences. Unlike rnost other Miyako 
Ryukyuan dialects， such as Hirara， independent realis forrns and adnorninal 
forms are formally distinct in Irabu， with the former additionally carrying 
the realis rnood affix -m. See Table 1. 
Table 1. Inflection of the independent realis and adnominal forms (with the 
一ーー一一一r-ー一一ーー
Non-R~st Past 
I(nRdoeopte-TndEeNnS t realis mll-r-m mii-ta-m 
E-MOOD) 
Adnorninal mll-r mii-tar 
(Root-TENSE) 
There are two major conjugation classes: Class 1 and Class 2. They are 
phonologically deterrnined. If a stern ends in liんthenit is a Class 1 verb. 
The root mii-‘look' in Table 1， for example， isa Class 1 verb. Otherwise， 
the stern belongs to Class 2 (or one of other rninor conjugation classes 
which 1 do not rnention in this chapter). One crucial difference between the 
two classes is that， for non-past adnorninal inflection， Class 1 verbs take -r 
(e.g. mii-r‘look')， whereas Class 2 verbs take none (or zero form， e.g. jum 
ιread'). 
A Class 2 verb stern rnay be changed into a Class 1 stern by attaching a 
derivational affix ending in li/. Thus， ifa Class 2 verb stern jum-‘read' is 
followed by the passive-potential affix -rai， for exarnple， the derived stem 
jum-ai (where Irl is deleted) is a Class 1 stern， and thus carries -r for 
non-past adnorninal inflection (jum-αi-r‘be read'， not *jum-αi). 
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3.4 Ti叩icandfocus 
Irabu has a rich inventory of topic and focus markers. They紅 eal clitics 
that phonologically attach to the last word of the host phrase. There is a 
distributional constraint on topic and focus markers which is relevant to the 
main body of this chapter. That is， embedded subordinate clauses (i.e. 
adverbial and adnominal clauses) c創motcontain a topic marker or a focus 
marker. Ifa clause contains either ofthem， then it is not embedded. 
There are two topic markers: =ba(a) and =α. =ba(a) only co・occ町 s
with a direct object訂 gument.-αis used in al the other environments. 
Basically， they follow a case clitic. However， the nominative case 
(=ga/=nu) is replaiced by the topic marker =α. F or example， in (5)， the 
subject argumentjarabi‘child' is not case-marked， for the nominative case 
is replaced by the topic marker =α. 
(5) }<αrabi=α miz=zu=du 
child=TOP water=ACC=FOC 
'The child drank water.' 
num-t，α!r. 
drink-PST 
The object topic =ba(a) simply follows the accusative case marker. If the 
object argument miz‘water' in (5) (which is focus-marked) is topic-marked， 
we will 0 btain: 
(6) jarabi=a miz=zu=baa num-tar. 
child=TOP water=ACC=TOP drink-PST 
'The child drank water.' 
There are three focus markers， the choice of which is sensitive to the 
type of speech act in which the focus marker occurs: =du (statement)， =ru 
(Yes-No question)， and =g，α(information question). In (7)， which is a 
statement， the subject NP is focus-marked by =du. 
(7) jarabi=nu=du miz=zu num-tar. 
child=NOM=FOC water=ACC drink-PST 
‘A child (e.g. as opposed to an adult) drank w瓜er.'
If this sentence is tumed into a Yes-No question， we obtain the following， 
with the focus marker replaced by =ru. 
(8) jarabi=nu=ru miz=zu num-tar? 
child=NOM=FOC water=ACC drink-PST 
‘Did a child (as opposed to an adult) drink water?' 
On the other hand， if(7) is tumed into an information question in which the 
subject NP is questioned， the resultant sentence is the following， in which 
the focus marker is replaced by =ga. 
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(9) taru=nu=ga miz=zu num-tar? 
who=NOM=FOC water=ACC drink-PST 
'¥屯odr出lkwater?' 
4. Types of clauses and sentences 
4.1 Verbαl-predicateαnd nominal-predicate clauses 
There紅 etwo major types of clauses: verbal-predicate clauses (4.1.1) and 
nominal-predicate clauses (4.1.2). 
4.1.1 Verbα!/-predicα'te clα~uses 
The predicate of verbal聞 predicateclauses consists of a main verb and 
optionally an auxi1iary verb.明弓lenit consists of a main verb aloneラ themain 
verb is inflected， either in an independent form， e.g. (10)， or an adnominal 
form， e.g. (41). 
(10) k.αnu pz印 =nu
that person=NOM 
'That person danced.' 
budur-tar. 
dance-PST 
When the predicate consists of a main verb and an auxiliary verb， the main 
verb must be inflected as the medial form (a tenseless adverbial dependent 
verb)， and the tense-mood marking is taken over by the auxiliary verb. As 
shown in (11)， focus marking may occur on the main verb， but some 
auxiliaries do not allow focus marking on the main verb， as shown in (12). 
(11) kanu pztu=nu budur-i-i=du u-tar. 
that person=NO乱1[ dance-THM・MED=FOC PROG-PST 
'That person danced.' 
(12) kanu pztu=nu budur-i-i fii-ta-m. 
that person=NOM dance-THMゐ1ED PROG-PST-RLS 
'That person danced for me. ' 
4.1.2 Nominal-predicate clauses 
The predicate of nominal-predicate clauses consists of the predicate NP and 
the copula verb. The coupla verb is not obligatory; see (13). 
(13) kanu pitu=u sinsi. 
that person=TOP teacher 
‘That person is a teacher.' 
The copula verb indicates predic剖ecategories (tense， mood， polarity， etc.)， 
which cannot be indicated by the predicate NP. Thus， the copula is required 
only if an overt marking oftense， mood， polarity， etc.， isnecessa巧r，e.g. (14) 
(tense) and (15) (polarity). 
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(14) kanu pztu=nu=du sinsii a-tar. 
出at person=NO乱1=FOC teacher COP-PST 
'That person was a teacher.' 
(15) kanu pztu=u sinsiiでja ar-an. 
that person=TOP teacher=TOP COP四 NEG.NPST
ιThat person isn't a teacher.' 
We have seen nominal-predicate clauses and verbal-predicate clauses. 
Adjectival predication takes two forms. 
(a) Stative verb (e.g. t，αka-klα-tar (high-VLZ-PST)‘was high')， which is 
a subtype of the verb， and thus follows the predication pattem discussed in 
4.1.1. 
(b) Dummy compound nominal (e.g. taka-munu (high-NMLZ) 'high'， 
e.g. (39)， where the head stem munu is a dummy noun th剖 doesnot have a 
substantive or referential meaning)， which is a subtype ofthe noun， and thus 
follows the predication pa抗emdiscussed in 4.1.2. 
4.2 Adnominal and adverbial clauses 
4.2.1 Adnominal clauses 
The adnominal clause construction ('AC') in Ir油uis a diachronic source of 
a vane匂T of grammaticalized constructions including the MMC. An AC 
precedes the head noun. It does not employ a relative pronoun or a 
resumptive pronoun. The predicate verb of an AC must be in an adnominal 
form. (Adnominal forms are tensed; cf. Section 3.) The subject occurs in the 






'the man you called' 
Irabu has two kinds of ACs: intemal ACs and extemal ACs. (See 
Teramura (1969) and Tsunoda (this volume-a， 7.2) for a discussion ofthese 
two types of AC.) Roughly speaking， in intemal ACs， the head noun 
corresponds to an訂 gumentor an adjunct of the AC. In contrast， in extemal 
ACs， the head noun is， so to speak， added from outside the underlying 
clause. It does not correspond to an町gumentor an adjunct ofthe AC. In the 
formation of intemal ACs， the‘gapラ s甘剖egy(Keenan 1985) marks the 
position relativised on. 
[1] Intemal ACs 
Any position on Keenan and Comrie's (1977) accessibility hierarchy can be 
relatvised on， except for the object of comparison. Examples include (17) 
(subject; to be precise， intransitive subject)， (18) (subject; to be precise， 
transitive subject)， (16) (direct obeject)， (19) (indirect object)， (20) (oblique 
object)， and (21) (possessor). 
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(17)担笠二企血 pz印=u=baa z-zadi. 
come-NEG-ADN.PST man=ACC=TOP scold-INT 
‘[1] have to scold those men who did not come. ' 
(18) 1aa=;u muc・i-u'!_ pz仰=u daiz. 
house=ACC have-THT.ιPROG.ADN.NPST person=ACC great 
‘People who have their own houses are quite something.' 
(19) kuri=a :Eva=J!a iravc=cu narααs-ωr 
3SG=TOP 2SG=NOM Irabu=ACC teach-PST 
pztu=dara. 
man=EMP 
‘This [guy] is the man to whom you taught Irabu a lot. ' 
(20) munu=u iatこ8 此οnro=mai
thing=ACC burn-NPST grill=even 
njaa-t-ta-iba.. . 
not.exist-NEG-PST-CVB.CSL 
'Because there was no gril with which [one] burns things...' 
(21) nau=ti=ga az-tar=gagara， unu， 
wha七=QT=FOC say-PST=I.wonder INTJ 




How can 1 sayラwell，[I'm talking about] the old man whose child is 
the wife of a Japanese mainlander...' 
[2] External ACs 
An NP th剖 cannotbe seen as an argument or an adjunct of血eAC can 
establish a modiちringrelationship with the AC， where pragmatic inference 
determines how the AC n訂rowsdown the reference without the head noun 
playing any role in the AC. 
(22) hαi， kuri=a mmja ~tabutu=nu 
Hey 3SG=TOP well bed.fellow=NOM 
ur-O kui=dooi=tii. 
exist-NPST voice=EMP=QT 
‘Hey， this (voice ofher that is he町dover telephone) sounds like a 
voice which is heard when her bedfellow is at her place.' [i.e. This 
voice sounds so upset that this probably indicates that her 
bedfellow is at her place now.] 
The external AC has a main-clause-like syntax， i.e. it is a ful-f1edged 
clause with no gap occurring within the clause. As will be noted in 5ユ3.4，
sentences血atcontain an AC (they町 ebi-clausal) were reanalyzed as 
mono-clausal and resulted in the MMC. The existence of the 
mam幽 clause-like(i.e. external) AC is definitely a relevant factor for an AC 
to develop into the MMC in Irabu. 
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4.2.2 Adverbial clauses 
Some adverbial subordinate clauses tak:e the form of AC structure in which 
the head noun of the NP is a time noun denoting a temporal relation (e.g. 
tulga 'time'， atu‘after'， mai‘before'， etc.). For example， in (23)， the 
underlined clause functions as a time adverbial clause， even though， strictly 



























‘When the war became severe， (didn't the government) make 
(people) move toTaiwanア
Note由atthe underlined temporal adverbial clause ending in the tIme noun 
tulga carries the dative clitic =n， for it is syntactically an NP functioning as 
a peripheral argument of the sentence. 
Many temporal adverbial clause structures that developed企omthe AC 
structure show grammaticalization on the part of the (former) head noun of 
由eNP. In (23)， even though the noun tu駒 istypically followed by the 
dative enclitic， it may often be absent. This shows th瓜 thenoun tulga has 
been denominalized. 
{ヱ的 siensuu=nucuu-( nar=kiα=α 
war=NOM strong-A VLZ become.ADN.NPST=time=TOP 
tαiwαn=kαi=}α ik-ah-α-Hα-m=mu? 
Taiwan=ALL=TOP go司 CAUS-THM-NEG-PST-RLS=Q 
'When the war became severe， (didn't the government) make 
(people) move toTaiwan?' 
The verb of the former AC， i.e. nar‘become'， isstil in an adnominal form， 
a feature that inherits from the source struc加re.
Fur吐lermore，there is the clitic =駒‘when'，which is a reduced form of 
the noun tulga 'time' and which never carries the dative clitic. Here， 
denominalization has proceded one step further. 
5. Mermaid construction 
5.1 Introductory notes 
Following Tsunoda (this volume-a; also see (1) above)， the structure ofthe 
MMC in Irabu is schematized as follows. 
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(25) (Subiect) (Obiect) (Circumstance) Verb Noun (Copula) 
first part (‘Clause') second part 
The constituents in brackets are not always present; they may be absent 
under certain conditions. As mentioned in 4.1.2， the use of the copula verb 
is not obligatory in 1rabu. Hence， an MMC may end in the ‘Noun' 
component， without the copula verb. 
As summarised in Table 2， 1rabu has three types ofthe MMC in teロnsof 
the morphological and phonological status of the element that fils the 
‘Noun' slot. Each ofthe three types ofthe MMC will be examined in 5.2 to 
5.4， noting how the‘Noun' in each type is different in terms of the 
morphological and phonological independence and the ways in which the 
L仏1Cand ACs are differentiated. 
乱10rphological Phonological 
independence of‘Noun' independence of‘Noun' 
Word-type MMC + 土
Clitic-句rpeMMC + . 
Affix-type MMC - ー
5.2 Word-type MMC 
1n the word-type MMC， the ‘N oun' slot is occupied by an independent word. 
This MMC is a prototypical one. It has al of the three properties of the 
prototype listed in Section 1. 1t abounds in Irabu. 1n this section， 1 examine 
the following two企equentlyoccurring words that are used in the word-type 
MMC: kutu‘fact' and munu‘thing'.百leseoriginal meanings are not 
necessarily retained in the MMC. Rather， the MMC has a variety of 
non-substantive and non-referential meanings， ranging from modal to causal 
meanings. The predicate of the‘Clause' is in an adnominal form. 
5.2.1 Kutu戸ct'
When used outside the MMC， the noun kutu means ‘fact'. The MMC with 
the noun kutu expresses (i) a deontic modal meaning ‘should; be supposed 
to'， e.g. (2)， (26)， (27)， or (i) anticipated futureιwill'， e.g. (38)ラ (46).As 
noted above， the predicate of the ‘Clause' is in an adnominal form. To be 
preclse， m由eMMC with the noun kutu， the predicate is in the non-past 
adnominal form (as opposed to the past adnominal form). The meaning of 
the non-past is compatible with the meanings (i) and (i) ofthis MMC. 
(26) vα=a z-zai-r tutu. 
2SG=TOP scold-PASS-ADN.NPST be.supposed.to 
‘You訂 esupposed to be scolded.' 
(27) uri=u=baa mainic as kutu=dooi 
that=ACC=TOP everyday dO.ADN.NPST should=EMP 
‘(You) should do th国 everyday.'
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The word kutu may be followed by the copula verb where necess訂 y.For 
example， it may be followed by the copula verb when negated， e.g. (28)， or 
in past tense， e.g. (29). 
(28) vva=a z-zai-r kutu 
2SG=TOP scold-PASS-ADN.NPST be.supposed.to 
ar-a-n. 
COP-THM-NEG.NPST 
‘Y ou are not supposed to be scolded.' 
(29) vva=α z-zai-r kutu 
2SG=TOP scold-PASS・-ADN.NPST be.supposed.to 
a-tar=ri. 
COP-PST=eh 
‘Y ou' d have been scolded， would you?' 
The predicate of the‘Clause' can be negated， e.g.: 
(30) vva=a z-zai-n kutu. 
2SG=TOP scold-PASS-NEG.ADN.NPST be.supposed.to 
ιYou訂 esupposed not to be scolded.' 
In (30)， the neg瓜lVeoper剖oris within the scope of the modal oper剖or，
whereas in (28) the modal operator is within the scope of the negative 
operator. 
5.2.2 Munu 'thing' 
事'henused outside the MMC， the noun munu means ‘thing'， e.g. (20). The 
恥仏1Cwith the noun munu denotes a causal meaning， roughly translated as 
'because' in English (but see the discussion below). 
(31) A: 初i=mai . if=dara=i. 
3SG=too go.NPST=EMP=eh 






































'Com'on! (He) c副nefrom the mainland Japan by ai中lane.
(So he can't come with us.)' 
Unlike the MMC with kutu， the MMC with munu never contains the 
copula. 
Despite the fact that the MMC with munu has a causal meaning， it does 
not require a clause that serves as the effect clause. The effect is only 
inferred from the causal statement. Thus， the MMC with munu is distinct 
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合oma causal adverbial clause such as one ending in -(i) ba‘because'， which 
is (in principle) followed by the effect clause. The munu MMC is a 
sentence-terminating， main-clause construction. It is not an incomplete， or 
insubordinated (Evans 2007)， bi-clausal construction. 
5.2.3 Structural charαcteristics of the word-type MMC 
5.2.3.1 'Copula'. According to my research (elicitation and text-search)， the 
noun kutu‘fact' at仕actscopula support where necess訂 Y(5.2.1). In contrast， 
the noun munu never attracts copula support， and it always occurs 
sentence-finally. This ‘edge-only' dis仕ibutionalcharacter is very much like 
也atof speech-act particles， such as the question particle =Cu (e.g. (23)) and 
the tag p訂 ticle=i‘eh?' (e.g. (3トA).This shows th副 munuused in the 
MMC may be regarded as a sentence-final particle (ιSFP'). (This analysis is 
shown in (37).) In contrast， kutu‘fact' may be said to retain a nominal 
feature in that it a町actscopula support. In this regard， the noun munu is 
more denominalized由ankutu when they町eused in the MMC. 
5.2.3.2. Subject of the ‘Clause '.In indendent sentences， the subject is 
generally marked by the nominative case， e.g. (10) to (12) and (14). 
However， when the verb has the passive-potential suffix， the subject may 
occur in the dative case， e.g. (32). The same applies to the MMC. When the 
verb has the passive-potential suffix， the subject occ町 sin the dative case， 
e.g. (33). 
(32) vva=n=na nau=mai 
2SG=DA T=TOP what=too 
‘Y ou cannot do do anything.' 






























'Y ou will not be able to do anything.' 
5.2.3.3 Dependency ofthe 'Noun'. In the word-type MMC， the ‘Noun' slot 
is filed by an independent word. The mo中hologicalindependence of the 
‘Noun' is evidenced by the following two facts. 
First， the form filing this slot may occur as a free noun in other 
environrnents， e.g. munu 'thing' in (20). Thus， the forms kutu 'fact'加d
munu‘thing' are productively used as nouns. 
Second， the preceding verb occurs as a 白lyinflected word form. In 
(26) and (31・B)，for example， the verb ends in由enon田 pastadnominalaffix
-r， demonstrating that there is a morphosyntactic word boundary between 
the verb and the‘Noun'. 
As just seen， there訂 etwo pieces of evidence for the morphological 
independece of the‘Noun'. In contrast， its phonological independence is 
ambiguous. The prosodic bound紅 y(i.e. phonological田 wordboundary) is not 
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always drawn between the verb and the ‘Noun'. Consider the following 
example， where the verb is bizismirair‘be made to sit' and the ‘Noun' is 
kutu. 
(34)αi=nu siitu-mmi=α mmja bizi-smi-rai-r 
that=GEN pupil平L=TOPwell sit-CAUS-PASS-ADN.NPST 
kutu=dara. 
should=EMP 
‘Th剖 sortof pupil should be made to sit (as a p山首shment).'
(35) bizi-smi-rai聞 r kutu=dara 
(bizi)(smi)(rair) (ku加)(d紅 a)
a. H L L# H L# 
b. H L H L Lが
The second line in (35) indicates foot building， and the third one and the 
fourth one assignment. Both assignment patterns (a and b) are possible， even 
though the a pattern is the more common according to production tests 
devised for five native consultants of Irabu; al were in favour of the a 
pa仕ern，one actually pronounced the b p甜 ern，and three reported that they 
accept the b pa社ern.In the a pa抗em，there is a phonological-word boundary 
(indicated by '#') between the verb and the‘Noun三fora sequence of two L 
tones indicates the termination of a phonological word. In the b pattern， then， 
the phonological word boundary comes at sentence-final position， with the 
verb and‘Noun' treated as part of a single phonological word. That is， there 
are two contradicting pieces of evidence regarding the phonological 
independence of由ピN'.
5.2.3.4 Word-type MMC and ACs. It seems certain that the MMC developed 
from the AC construction as its source structure. Compare: 
(36) Source struc加問:ACs
(Subiect) (Obiect) (Circumstance) Verb 
first part ('Clause') 
AC 
(37) Word-type MMC 








However， it is possible to distinguish between the two cons仕uctions.This is 
because the MMC is a mono-clausal construction in which the‘Clause' is 
not an embedded AC and the ‘Noun' is no longer a head noun c訂巧Tingan 
AC. This conclusion can be drawn from two facts: [1] the ‘Clause' in the 
L仏1Cbehaves differently from a usual AC in terms of topic and focus 
marking within it， and [2] the ιClause' is not embedded. 
[1] Topic marking and focus marking 
Consider (5)， (6)， (13) and (15). They are al independent sentences， and 
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出ey紅 eal mono-clausal. As these examples show， topic markers can occur 
in independent sentences. In contrast， topic markers cannot occur in ACs (cf. 
4ユ1).Now， in what is presented by‘Clause' in (37)， topic markers can 
occ町.For ex田nple，in (33)， the dative subject is topic-marked. It might be 
argued that this sentence is a bi-clausal copular construction in which the 
subject of the sentence is vα， the predicate of the sentence is absent (an 
ellipted copula)， and asirain is the predicate of the‘AC' which modifies the 
head noun kutu. This would be schematized as [vva=n=na [[nau=mai 
asirain]ku加](COP)].Ifthis were the case， then it would not be justifiable to 
say出剖thetopic marking on the subject occurs within the MMC. However， 
in my view the structure is [vva=n=na nau=mai asirain kutu] ， where the 
dative-marked subject belongs to the predicate asirain. This is because the 
dative marking on the subject is always motivated by the potential affix of 
the predic剖everb. In other words， the subject vva and the predicate asirain 
must be in the same clause. (33) shows that， in terms of topic marking， the 
‘Clause' of the MMC behaves unlike ACs， but like mono-clausal 
independent sentences， since the ‘Clause' allows topic marking within it. 
Likewise， the ‘Clause' allows focus marking. Consider (5)， (7) to (9)， for 
example. They訂 eal independent sentences， and they are al mono-clausal. 
As they show， focus markers can occur in independent sentences that are 
mono-clausal. In contrast， in ACs (cf. 4ユ1)，focus markers c創motoccur. 
Now， in what is presented by ‘Clause' in (37)， focus markers can occur， 
e.g.: 
(38) uri=u=du fau kutu=dara. 
that=NOM=FOC eat.ADN.NPST will=EMP 
'(We) are supposed to eat that. ' 
This shows that， in terms of focus marking， too， the ‘Clause' of the MMC 
behaves unlike ACs， but like mono四 clausalindependent sentences. 
It should be noted， however， that focus marking in the word-type MMC 
is not仕equentlyobserved in natural discourse， even though native speakers 
judges them absolutely gramm瓜ical.This suggests th国 theMMC is not 
completely reanalysed as mono-clausal in the synchronic system of Irabu. 
[2] Non-embeddedness ofthe‘Clause' 
The ιClause' in the MMC differs企oman AC in that it is not embedded. 
That is， itis not subordinated to the NP structure. This observation is 
supported by the fact that the ‘Noun' is no longer analyzed as the head noun， 
and that there is no reason to assume the NP structure in the MMC. Let us 
illustrate this step by step. Whereas a noun preceded by an AC can function 
as an argument， e.g. (17) (object)制(18)(subject)， the‘Noun' in the MMC 
C田mot白nctionas an町 gument.N either kutu nor munu is used as an 
訂 gument.In fact， munu functions like a sentence-final particle， as was 
noted in Section 5.2.2. 
Since the 'Noun' is never used as an町 gument，it is impossible to claim 
that it is the head noun of an NP. It is also noted that the ‘Noun' cannot be 
modified by other adnominal modifiers， such as an adjective 
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sabicc-sabic=nu 'be lonely'， even though this would semantically be 
possible. Thus， these synchronic facts show that the ‘N oun' is not the head 
noun of an NP anymore. It is therefore impossible to postulate the NP 
structure. In (39) below， for example， the underlined part (i.e. the ‘Clause' 
ofthe MMC) c出motbe analyzed as embedded in the modifier slot of the 
‘NP' whose head is kutu， since such an NP cannot be claimed to exist. 
(39) ~au-butu=u tumi・r. . kutu=dooi. 
good-司占.
‘可(You吋1)should find a good husband， OK?' 
The most appropriate analysis for the MMC like (39) is由atthe ‘Clause' is 
reanalyzed as a main clause， towhich the ‘Noun'， which is now reanalyzed 
as a sentence-fmal particle， simply juxtaposes as a particle， and the sructure 
1S mono圃 clausal.
The situation here is substantially different from that in what may be 
called a genuine NP structure whose head is a formal noun (e.g.加 (40)
below， where the AC isindicated by an underline): 
(40) ~au-bu印=u 仰mi-r kuω=u 
good-husband=ACC look.for-ADN.NPST fact=TOP 
muckas-munu. 
difficult-ALZ 
‘To find a good husband is difficult.' 
Note that even though this example may look like the kutu MMC in (39)， it 
involves a usual NP， in which the underlined AC is followed by the head 
noun kutu‘fact'， with吐leentire construction being used出 asubject NP. In 
this example， kutu functions as a clause-nominalizer (or a complementizer). 
Note also that the underlined AC never allows topic or focus marking. 
5.2.3.5 Can the 'Clαuse' be used as a sentence by its selj? As seen in 
Section 1， one of the three properties of the prototype of the 1仏1Cis the 
following: (c) The ‘Clause' can be used as a senterice by itself. The ‘Clause' 
ofthe word-type MMC possesses this property. Its predicate has to be in an 
adnominal form (5.2). Adnominal clauses can be used as the predic蹴 of
independent sentences (3.3， 4.1.1). Therefore， for example， the ‘Clause' of 
(38) c組 standon its own as an independent sentence: 
(41) uku-kazi=nu=du f. 
big-wind=NOM=FOC come.ADN.NPST 
'A句Tphooncome/will come.' 
5.3 Clitic-type MMC 
5.3.1 An overview 
In the clitic-type 乱仏1C，the ‘Noun' slot is filled by a clitic. A clitic is 
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integrated into the host word to which it is phonologically attached. In the 
L仏1C，the host is the predicate verb of the ‘Clause'. The phonological 
integration established between the verb and the ‘Noun' will be examined in 
detail in the sections below. 
Like Standard Japanese (Tsunoda， this volume-b， 7.8 to 7.10)， there are 
av町ietyof clitics that occur in the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC in Irabu. In this 
section， 1 shall examine only two forms: =paz‘maybe' and =su(u) 
‘tag-question; guess ('It seems'). 1 have selected =paz because the MMC 
involving =paz is a typical example of the clitic-type MMC in Irabu. 1 have 
chosen =su(u) because the MMC involving =su(u) does not have its 
corresponding construction in Standard Japanese. 
The two major generalizations for the word-type MMC apply to the 
clitic-type MMC as well. First， the ‘Clause' is not an AC~ i.e. the entire 
sentence is reanalyzed as mono-clausal. Second， the ‘Noun' is reanalyzed as 
a sentence-final particle， and there is no evidence th剖 itheads an NP as will 
be expected of ordin町 nouns.
In what follows， the focus is on how the clitic-type MMC differs仕om
the word-type 1¥.仏1C.In particular， the following two aspects will be 
examined in detail: (i) the degree of ‘denominalization' on the part of the 
明oun'component， and (i) phonological dependency established between 
也ピVerb' and the ‘Noun'. 
5.3.2 =pαz 
The clitic =paz denotes an epistemic modal meaning ranging from a weak 
guess ('maybe') to a somewhat stronger guess based on the speaker's 
certainty ('must be'). It may attach to a verbal predicate， e.g. (42)， and a 
nominal predicate， e.g. (43). It functions as a sentence-final modal particle. 
The predicate verb of the ιClause' is generally in an adnominal form 





ιHe may have come企omHir紅 a.'
(43)初ri=α sinsii=paz.
3SG=TOP teacher=maybe 
官 emay be a teacher.' 
t-t，α~r=pαz. 
come田 ADN.PST=maybe
The clitic =paz shows a higher degree of denominalization than kutu 
'fact' and munu‘thing' used in the word-type MMC. We shall look at 
various aspects of the denominalization of =paz. 
[1] Unlike kutu and munu， there is no independent nounpaz in Irabu. Its 
nominal origin is on1y indirectly traced and its nominal feature is on1y 
weakly justified. There areれ"'0kinds of evidence for the noun origin of 
=paz. 
(吋 Historical-comparative evidence. The cogn瓜eform =hazu in 
Standard Japanese was once used as a noun denoting ‘arrowhead' (Tsunoda， 
this volume聞 b，5.4.3・[2]).
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(b) Language-internal evidence 
(b・1)The clitic =paz a町 actscopula support， like the noun kutu‘fact' 
(5ユ1).






‘It was probable that he had come from Hirara. ' 
It should be emphasized， however， that the copula support is not us国 ly
encountered in natural discourse. The above example was constructed by the 
the present writer. 1t was judged as grammatical by two consultants， even 
though they would not normally use such an expression. 
(b-2) The clitic =paz mostly requires the preceding verb to be in an 
adnominal form. This shows that =paz was the head noun that carried an 
AC. 
[2] Even though the verb to which the clitic =paz attaches is in most 
cases in an adnominal form， there 訂 eimportant exceptions to this 
generalization. That is， innatural discourse we do encounter cases where the 
preceding verb is in an independent form (not an adnominal form). 1n (45)， 
the verb form azzattam is an independent form， inf1ecting for tense and 
mood. 
(45) s-sa-n. α:z-za-ιω-m=paz. 
know-TH恥f・NEG.NPST say-THM・NEG平ST・-RLS=maybe
‘(I) don't know. (He) may have not said (that).' 
Recall that in the word-句rpeMMC and also ACs; the predicate verb must 
always be in an adnominal form. 1n this regard， then， the MMC with =paz 
shows a higher degree of denominalization than the word-type MMC and 
also ACs， for the preceding verb does not have to be in an adnominal form. 
[3] The clitic =paz never allows modification by an adnominal word like 
the demonstrative unu‘由at'or other expressions由atwould occur in an 
ordinary NP. 1i is interestingly to note that， while the adverbial αiι出atway' 
can direcdy precedes the clitic =paz (i.e.αi=paz 'may be出剖 way')，the 
adnominal expression made企omai (i.e.αi=nu‘that sort of; =nu marks the 
genitive case) never modifies =paz. This is in sharp contrast with nouns， 
which紅 enever preceded by ai directly， and always require it to be turned 
into ai=nu. Likewise， in(43)血ecliticニpazdirectly follows the noun sinsii 
‘teacher'， since it simply attaches to a nominal predicate. 1f the clitic =paz 
were a noun， then this kind of juxtaposition would never occur， and the 
noun sinsii would take the genitive form sinsii=nu (teacher=GEN). This 
shows that the clitic =paz no longer behaves as a noun， only functioning as 
a sentence幽 finalparticle. 
[4] There is also a conspicuous difference between kutu and munu in the 
word-type MMC and =paz in the clitic-type MMC with regard to the 
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phonological dependency of the ‘Noun' component. That is， while the 
'Noun' in the word-type MMC and the predicate verb of也e‘Clause'may 
or may not form a single phonological word (c五5ユ3.3)， the clitic =paz is 
always phonologically integrated into the host， forming a single 
phonological word with the verb，出 shownbelow. 
A sequence of two L-toned feet， which indicates a phonological-word 
boundary (cf. 3.2)， may or may not occur in the verb ofthe‘Clause' ofthe 
word-type MMC; see (46) and (47). In contrast， it never occ町 sin th剖 ofthe
clitic-type MMC; see (48). This indicates that phonologically the clitic =paz 
is integrated into the host， forming a single phonological word with the 
verb. 
(46) Word-type MMC 
α c α k αnu匂α=u=bα ugunα!r-αs
tomorrow 3PL=ACC=TOP gather田 CAUS.ADN.NPST
kutu=dooi. 
will=EMP 
‘(Someone) will make them get together tomorrow.' 
(47) (ugu) (naa)(ras ) (kutu) ( dooi) 
H L L# H L 
H L H L Lが





(ugu) ( naa)( ras )(paz)( dooi) 
H L H L L# 
‘(Someone) may make them get together tomorrow.' 
To sum up， =paz was a noun etymologically but it has been 
denominalized in phonologically， morphologically and syntactically. 
We now examine whether the ‘Clause' of this MMC can be used as a 
sentence by itself. As seen above， the predicate of the ‘Clause' is generally 
in an adnominal form， and exceptionally in an independent form. An 
adnominal form can be used as the predicate of independent sentences (c王
3.3，4.1.1)， and the ‘Clause' whose predicate is in an adnominal form can 
stand on its own as a sentence. Thus， comp町e(44) with (49). When the 
predicate of the ‘Clause' is in an indepenfdent form， naturally the ‘Clause' 
can be used as a sentence by itsel王Compare(45) with (50). 
(49) kari=a pzsara=kara トωr.
3SG=TOP Hirara=ABL come田 ADN.PST
ιHe came from Hirara.' 
(50)αz-za千加-m.
say-THM-NEG-PST -RLS 
‘(He) did not say (th剖).~ 
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5.3.3 =su(u) 
Another clitic th瓜 isused in the clitic勾peMMC is =su(u). Etymologically 
it was a noun which meant ‘person; thing'. Its original form is not known 
for certain. In Modem Irabu， it is not an independent word， but an enclitic. It 
has an allomorph =ru(u)， which occurs when preceded by a word that ends 
in Ir/. The vowel in brackets occurs as企eevariation. This clitic is usually 
used as a non-content noun or non-lexical noun， and it always carries an AC. 
In the following example， the clitic =ruu carries an AC (which is 
underlined)， and the entire NP consisting ofthe AC and the head noun =ruu 
functions as a subject町 gumentmarked by the nominative case =nu. The 
verb that precedes =su(u) has to be in an adnominal form. 




‘A person who has his own house is better.' 
In the above example， the clitic functions as an agent norninal. It may also 
function like a complementizer (glossed 'CMP')， like that in English: 






‘(1) didn't know th瓜 youhave your own house. ' 
The clitic =su(u) in the MMC functions as a sentence-final particle， 
denoting a tag-question-like meaning， as in (53)， or an evidential meaning 
('It seems')， as in (54). 
(53) vva=mai az-tar=ruu=da. 
2SG=too say-ADN .PST=I.think=TAG 
‘Y ou also said (so)， didn't youア
(54) pztu=nu jaα=nu sUl)a-gama=n 
person=GEN house=GEN balcony-DI恥1=DAT
ik-i-i， mmna par-ri-i 
go・THM-MED al leave-THM幽 MED
uk-i-ar=ruu. 
put-THM-RSL.ADN.NPST=it.seems 
‘It seemed白at(they) had gone to the balcony of someone's house， 
and had al entered (under the balcony).' 
When this MMC functions like a tag-question， the clitic =su(u) usually 
occur as a sequence of =su(u) + =da， e.g. (53). The meaning of the 
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rno中herne=dlαis stil unknown， for it always occurs with =su(u). One 
rnight thus want to analyze the two forms as constituting a single rnorpherne 
=su(u)da， which denotes a tag question. However， there do exist cases 
where =su(u) is used without =da; see (54). 
My current analysis tre仰 =su(tりasa sep紅 aterno中he脱出剖
designates speaker' s guess or evidentiality (‘It seerns'， etc.)， and it is =da 
由atdesignates a tag question. As far as distributional features are concemed， 
the formative =da always occurs sentence-finally. In Irabu， sequences of 
two sentence-final p訂ticlesare quite cornrnon， and when an edge-only 
particle (i.e. =da in this case) and another particle co-occur successively， the 
final particle is likely to be a speech-act oriented， discourse rnarker whereas 
血eone to its le白islikely to be a rnodal rnarker. 
When =su(u) is used without =da， asin (54)ヲ =su(u)denotes a speaker's 
guess roughly translated as 'It seerns'. However， this kind of isolated use of 
=su(u) is highly limited in natural discourse. According to the existing data， 
出eclitic =su(u) denotes a guess based on visual or auditory evidence th剖 IS
available to the speaker. If this sketchy description is adequate， =su(u) 
contrasts with other episternic expressions th剖 denotea sirnple guess (like 
=paz 'rnaybe')， which do not specifシtheso町 'ceand type of the information 
that enables the guess. In this respect， it rnay be rnore appropriate to say that 
the clitic =su(u) in the MMC denotes an evidential rneaning th抗 specifies
visual or auditory evidence. 
The clitic =su(u) is closer to a noun on由edenornInalization scale than 
is the clitic =paz. When used in the MMC， the clitic =su(u) always requires 
the preceding verb to be in an adnorninal form. This is not surprising， since 
the source structure ofthe =su(u) MMC (e.g. (51)) stil exists， with the clitic 
=su(u) functioning as the head of an NP. Probably the only feature that 
shows a certain degree of denominalization is that the clitic =仰向)is never 
followed by the copula verb when used in an MMC. Note that the other 
clitic =paz does allow copula support. 
On the other hand， the phonological dependency of =su(u) is conspicuous. 
First， as is the case with =paz， itforms a single phonological word with the 
preceding verb. Second， ithas出emono同 moraicallornorph =su， which 
violates the minimali句rconstraint in Irabu (c王3.2):a phonological word 
must have at least one foot (bimoraic or trimoraic). Third， the clitic =su(u) 
altemates its initial segment (/s/ > /r.今 asa rnorpho-phonological altemation， 
which only occurs within a phonological word. The second and third 
characteristics are not found in =paz. 
Th剖 is，syntactically =su(u) is less denominalized than =paz. However， 
phonologically =su(u) is more denominalized than =paz. 
We now examine whether the ‘Clause' of this MMC can be used as a 
sentence by itself. As seen above， the predicate verb of the‘Clause' is in an 
adnominal form. An adnominal form can be used as the predicate of 
independent sentences (c王3.3，4.1.1)ラandthe ‘Clause' whose predicate is in 
an adnominal form can stand on its own as a sentence. Thus， compare (53) 
Wl由:
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(55) vva=mai az-tar. 
2SG=too say-ADN.PST 
'You also said (so).' 
In the clitic-type MMC， topic marking is possible， e.g. (42). Focus 
marking， too， is possible， e.g. (3). 
5.4 Affix-type MMC 
5.4.1 An overview 
In the affix-type MMC， the ‘Noun' slot is filed by the suffix -kutu. 
Etymologically it is a noun which means‘fact'. The noun kutu‘fact' can 
occ町 inthe ‘Noun' slot of the MMC (5ユ1)，and the MMC expresses (i) a 
deontic modal meaning ‘should; be supposed to'， e.g. (57)， •or (i) 
anticipated 白ture‘wil'，e.g. (59). The MMC with the suffix -kutu expresses 
the same meaning: (i) a' deontic modal meaning ‘should; be supposed to'， 
e.g. (56)， or (i) anticipated白 出 ピwil'，e.g. (61). However， the structural 
difference between the word勾peand affix-type MMCs is conspicuous. In 









‘1 am supposed to give (社)to them tomorrow.' 
Here， fiikutu is a single verb consisting of白estem fi-'give' and the 
in:flectional affix -kutu. This struc加redeveloped from the following 
word-type ~仏1C， in which the predicate of the ‘Clause' is the non-past 
adnominal verb fiir‘give' and the‘Noun' slot is occupied by the noun kutu 
‘fact'. 
(57)初nukia=nkai=iaaca 包王 迦旦-
3PL=ALL=TOP tomo町ow give-ADN.NPST be.supposed.to 
Clause Noun 
‘1 am supposed to give (it) to them tomorrow.' 
Note that in the affix-type MMC， the non-past in:flectional affix -r ofthe 
adnominal verb fiir is replaced by what was the noun kutu previously. 
Diachronically speaking， mo中hologicalfusion occurred so that the non-past 
affix -r was lost and the noun kutu came to fil the in:flection slot， and kutu 
came to be reanalyzed as a new in:flectional afix. (In the MMC with the 
noun kutu， the predicate of the‘Clause' is in the non-past adnominal form 
(5.2.1).) 
Interestingly，血.ea百ix司 kutustil retains its former status as a noun. As is 
也ecase with the word-type MMC containing the noun kutu (cf. 5.2.1， 








‘1 am not supposed to give (it) to them tomoηow.' 
In the su伍x-typeMMC， topic marking is possible， e.g. (58). Focus 
marking， too， ispossible， e.g. (4). 
5.4.2 Morphological dependency 
It is obvious th剖 the‘Noun' of the affix勾peMMC is morphologically 
dependent; it occurs within a morphosyntactic word， i.e. as an in:flectional 
affix by replacing the original inf1ectional affix -r. 
As is often the case in grammaticalization phenomena， however， the 
fused mo中hologyas noted above is not regular or stable. First， itocc町 s
only in Class 1 verbs (mii-ιlook'， idi-'come out'， nkai-'bring (someone)'， 
fi-'give'ヲ ni-ιboil'，nci-‘put'， et包C仏.よ whichal end i泊n-イrfor non-pa出st
adnom凶n凶i泊nalinf1ection. As noted in 3.3， Class 1 verbs may be derived from 
Class 2 verbs (e.g. jum-'read ') by attaching the passive-potential a出x-rai 
(e.g. jum ‘read' ーラjum-ai).Such derived Class 1 verbs may also undergo 
this fused morphology: jumair kutu今 jumai-kutu‘besupposed to be read'. 
Second， Class 1 verbs do not always show the fused mo叩hology，and they 
o丘enoccur in the non-fused form (i.e. with the original inf1ectional affix -r). 
Th剖 is，the source struc旬re like (57) (word勾pe MMC) and its 
grammaticalized struc同relike (56) (affix-type MMC) are co-existent in 
Irabu. 
Wi白 respectto Class 2 verbs (such as fau-‘eat'， tur-‘take'，jum-‘read'， 
kug-'paddle'， etc.)， the non-past meaning is denoted by a stem alone (or， 
血eyhave a zero non-past a百ix).Thus， we cannot say whether what we are 
looking at is， say， jum kutu (j・um-Okutu) or jum-kutu， since the original 
inf1ectional affix is not 'replaced'. Hence， we cannot say that Class 2 verbs 
instantiate the affix-type MMC in which kutu functions as an in:flectional 
afix. No useful test is forthcoming that will conflrm this. Therefore 1 
tentatively treat every instance of a Class 2 verb as the 'Noun' of the 
word-type MMC. 
We now examine whether the ‘Clause' of白eMMC can be used as a 
sentence by itself. As noted above， the suffix -kutu is added to the stem of a 
verb. In the case of Class 2 verbs， the stem by itself can be used as the 
non-past form. That is， the ‘Clause' can stand on its own as a sentence. In 
the case. of Class 1 verbs， the stem by itself cannot be used as an 
independent form， and the ‘Clause' by itself cannot be used as a sentence. 
5.4.3 Phonologicα1 dependency 
As noted in earlier sections， one striking fact about the affix-type MMC is 
由at the 令~oun' component (i.e. the affix -kutu) is morphologically 
integrated into the preceding verb， although this only applies to Class 1 
verbs unequivocally. Moreover， prosodic evidence shows that the two 
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cornponents constitute a single phonological word; there is no prosodic 
(phonological-word) boundary between the preceding verb (Class 1 verb 
stern) and the ιNoun' (-kutu). Consider the following pair of exarnples. (59) 
is a repetition of (34) (word-type MMC). (61) is an instance of the 
affix-type MMC， with the inf1ectional affix of (59) is replaced by the affix 
-kutu. 




‘That sort ofpupil should/will be rnade to sit (as a punishrnent).' 
(60) bizi-smi-r，αi-r kutu=dara 
(bizi)(srni)(rair) (kutu)(d訂 a)
a. H L L# H L# 
b. H L H L Lが
(61) ai=nu si印-mmi=α mmja
that=GEN pupil-PL=TOP well 
bizi-smi-rai- -kutu=dara. 
sit-CAUS-PASS- -will=EMP 
‘Th剖 sortof pupil should八九rilbe rnade to sit (as a punishrnent).' 
(62) (bizi)(srni)(rair) (kutu)(d町 a)
本a. H L Lが H L# 
b. H L H L L岸
As indicated by the asterisk on (62a)， it is irnpossible for a 
phonological-word boundary to be drawn between the verb and the ‘Noun' 
in the affix-type MMC. Thus， in the affix-type MMC， the ‘Noun' 
cornponent is both rnorphologically and phonologically dependent. 
In 5.4.2， 1 noted that it is irnpossible to訂 guethat Class 2 verbs rnay 
instantiate the affix-守peMMC given that the original inf1ectional affix is 
zero in the fust place. When the phonological criterion as discussed in this 
section is applied， it becornes clear that the ‘Noun' kutu and the preceding 
verb (a Class 2 verb) are not always treated as a single phonological word. 
That is， they behave like the verb of the ‘Clause' and ‘Noun' in the 
word-type MMC， where the two cornponents rnay or rnay not be sep訂 ate
phonological words (see (35)). 
5.5 Meanings of the MMC 
We saw the rneanings ofthe three types ofthe MMC，企orn5.2 to 5.4. They 
can be surnrnarized as in Table 3. Where possible， the etyrnology of the 
‘Noun'， too， isshown. 
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Table 3. Meanings ofthe MMC 
etymology meaning outside MMC 
kutu‘fact' 
munu‘thing' 
(cf. Japanese =paz 
hazu‘arrowhead') 
‘person， thing' =su(u， 
kutu 'fact' -kutu 
meaning ofthe MMC 
(a) deontic:‘should; be supposed to' 
(b) anticipated 白ture:‘wil'
causal:‘because' 
epistemic: guess (‘may be' or 'must 
be') 
(a) tag question 
(b) epistemic ('1 think') or evidential:， 
(‘It seems': visual/auditory 
evidence)' 
(a) deontic:‘should; be supposed to' 
(b) anticipated fu印re(‘will') 
5.6 Comparison with the MMC with other constructions 
In 5.2 to 5.4， we compared the MMC (or the ιClause' of the MMC) with 
independent sentences and ACs. Thre result can be summarized as in Table 
4. The columns list constructions that町 ecompared， while the rows list the 
features/criteria used for this comparison. Not every point in this 
comparison was discussed or exemplified above. The plus sign indicates 
ιpossible'， and the minus sign‘notpossible' . 









MMC: kutu adnominal + 
MMC: munu adnominal 
MMC: =paz adnominal， + 
independent 
MMC: =su(u) adnominal 
MMC: -kutu stem + 
















The first two features/criteria pertain to the predicate of these 
constructions， while the other由reeconcem their syntax. 
[1] The predicate 
(吋 Verbform 
The predicate may be in an independent form or an adnominal form in 
independent sentences， and江isconsistently an adnominal form in ACs. 1n 
由ピClause'ofthe ~伽C， it is generally in an adnominal form - except for 
也eMMC with =paz (adnominal and independent) and the MMC with -kutu 
(stem). That is， in terms of the form of the predicate， the‘Clause' of the 
h仏1Cgenerally behaves like ACs. However， the ~仏1C with =paz behaves 
more like independent sentences. 
(b) The occuηence of the copula verb 
Among independent sentences， nominal-predicate sentences may contain 
the copula verb， though not always obligatorily. The s創neapplies to the 
h仏1Cwi也知tu，the MMC with =paz， and the ~仏1C with -kutu. Also， this 
applies when an AC followed by the head noun constitutes a predicate NP. 
The MMC with munu and the MMC with =su(u) MMC訂 eexceptions; the 
‘Noun' is not followed by the copula and functions as a sentence-final 
particle. Therefore， munu and =su何 areles noun-like than kutu， =paz， and 
-kutu in terms of syntactic distribution and copula support. 
[2] Syntax 
(c) T opic marking 
Among the construction types listed in Table 4， topic marking is possible in 
al ofthem - except for ACs. That is，出thisrespect， the ‘Clause' ofMMC 
behaves like independent sentences， and unlike ACs. 
(d) F ocus marking 
What was stated above regardinf topic marking applies to focus marking. 
1n sum， the MMC as a whole resembles neither independent sentences 
nor ACs with respect to the morphological and syntactic characteristics of 
the predicate. However， interms of topic marking and focus marking， i.e. in 
teロnsof syntax， the MMC behaves like independent sentences. That is， in 
these syntactic respects， the MMC is mono-clausal， not bi胆 clausal.The 
L仏，.fCdoes not contain an (embedded) AC. 
6. Summary and concluding remarks 
The present paper has shown th剖 1rabuthree types of the MMC: the 
word-type， the clitic-type， and the affix-type MMC. Most instances have a 
modal meaning: deontic， epistemic， or evidential， while the munu MMC has 
a causal meaning. 
1n terms of the predicate of the‘Clause'， the MMC as a whole resembles 
neither independent sentences nor ACs. However， regarding topic marking 
and focus marking， which are syntactic criteria， the MMC behaves like 
independent sentences， and unlike ACs， and it is mon∞1旧o-cl心.lausa剖1，ラ no叫t 
bi-c 
The three t守ypesof乱MMCe泣油1討ibi江td副i百eren凶lts坑ta砲ge白soぱfgr紅凹na剖ti詑cali包za瓜tiぬon民， 
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in which the word-type MMC is clearly the source struc加re仕omwhich the 
a伍x匂peMMC has developed: 
independent word => enclitic => su伍x.
Perhaps the most striking fact about this process is that a noun (kutu 
'thing') has become a verbal inflectional suffix (-kutu (i) deontic‘should; be 
supposed to'， (i) anticipated白ture).The co-existence of a grammaticalized 
strucuture together with its non-grammaticalised so町 ce structure is 
common crosslinguistically. However， the grammaticalization of a noun to a 
verbal inflectional suffix is definitely uncommon. A cursory examination of 
the relevant literature， such as Heine， Claudi and Hunnemeyer (1991)， 
Hopper and Traugott (2003) and Lehmann (1995)， indicates that no such 
instance seems to have been reported previously. 
It needs to be emphasized here that this crosslinguistically uncommon 
grammaticalization phenomenon seems rather common in Ryukyuan in 
general. For example， in Shuri (Okinawa Ryukyuan)， the formal noun kutu 
ιthing' is used as a converbal suffix denoting the causal relation (Shim吋i
2012). Yuwan (Amami Ryukyuan) has a formal noun si (note that it 
corresponds to =su(u) in lrabu; Section 5.3.3)， which stands as a clitic when 
used in an NP with an adnorninal word， whereas it stands as an affix when 
used in an NP wth an adnominal clause (Niinaga 2011). The Ryukyuan data 
presented here indicate one possible source structure that feeds the 
crosslinguistically uncommon grammaticalization (from a noun to a verbal 
inflectional afix): in Ryu匂1uan，this structure commonly developed from 
the AC s加 cture，with the head noun of an NP being grammaticalized to 
become an inflectional a百ixof the predicate verb of the AC that precedes 
the head noun. The affix勾peMMC in lrabu is one resulting construction of 
this grammaticalization phenomenon. 
Abbreviations 
ABL -ablative; AC -adnominal clause; ACC -accusative; ACC2・
accusative (non-canonical); ADN -adnominal; ALL -allative; ALZ -
adjectivalizer; AVLZ - adverbalizer; CAUS - causative; CMP 
complementizer; COP -copula; CSL幽 causal;CVB -converb; DA T -
dative; DIM -diminutive; E孔1p-emphasis; FOC・focus;GEN -genitive; H 
-high; INT -intentional; INTJ -interjection; L・low;MED・medialverb; 
MMC -mermaid construction; NEG同 negation;NOM -nominative; NPST -
non園 past;P ASS -passive-potential; PL -plural; PROG・progressive;PST -
past; QT -; RSL -resultative; SG・singular;THM -thematic vowel; TOP -
topic; 2 -second person; 3・thirdperson 
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1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes th剖 theprototype of the mermaid 
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construction ('MMC') has the following three properties. 
(司Ithas the structure shown in (1). 
(b) The subject ofthe‘Clause' and the ‘Noun'町enot coreferential. 
(c) The ‘Clause' can be used as a sentence by itself. 
(1) Prototype ofthe mermaid construction (‘MMC') 
[Clause] Noun Copula. 
Korean has three types of the乱仙1C.
(a) [Adnominal clause] Noun Copula 
(b) [N ominalized clause] N oun Copula 
(c) [A出ominalclause] Noun Adjective or auxiliary verb 
The present paper examines the dominant type: (a) type. In the 
following， this type of the MMC will be simply referred to as 'the MMC' 
unless it is compared with the other two types. 
In the dominant type， more than 70 nouns are attested in the ‘Noun' slot. 
They can be classified into three groups: content nouns， non-content nouns， 
and defectives nouns. Some of the nouns in the ‘Noun' slot exhibit 
grarnmaticalization to varying degrees. 
The MMC has a wide range of meanings/伽 lctions，such as modal， 
evidential， aspectual， temporal and stylistic meanings/白nctions，田nong
others. 
The ‘Copula' slot may be occupied by the copula =i-or by one of its 
variants， which differ in terms of tense， speech levels， and degree of 
politeness. 
In terms of the morphology of the predicateラ the‘Clause' of the MMC 
and that of adnominal clauses (herea立er‘ACs')(or relative clauses)訂 e
identical; they must take an adnominalizer suffix. Adnominal forms町 e
non-finite， and the ‘Clause' by itself cannot be used as a sentence. 
Regarding syntax， however， the ‘Clause' of the MMC in the main 
behaves di旺erently企omACs. Rather， the entire MMC behaves like 
independent sentences. That is， syntactically， the乱品1Cdoes not contain an 
AC， and it is mono-clausal， and not bi-clausal. 
The MMC abounds in Korean and it is企equentlyused both in written 
and spoken discourse in Korean. 
2. Initial illustration 
Three examples of the MMC are given below. In this paper， Yale 
Romanization will be adopted for the illustration of Korean examples. 
(2) [Chinkwu=nun ilpon=ey ka-l] 




LT:‘Friend is a plan [th剖 he/she]goesωJap組，
FT:‘[My]丘iendplans ωgo to Japan.' 
(3) [Pakk=ey=nun pi=ka o-nun] 
outside=DATILOC=TOP rain=NOM fall-ADN.NPST 
moyang=i-ta. 
appearance=COP-DECL 
LT:‘As for the outside， the rain is an appe町ance[th瓜 it]is faling.' 
FT:‘It appears to be raining outside.' 
(4) [Na=nun unhayng=ey ka・nun] kil=i-ω. 
I=TOP b町立=DATILOCgo-ADN.NPST road=COP-DECL 
LT:‘1 am the road [th瓜 1]go to血ebank.' 
FT:‘I田non my way to the bank. ' 
3. ProfIle of the language 
The Korean language is mainly spoken in the Korean peninsula， by 
approximately 78 to 80 million people. It can be classified as an Altaic 
language， although this is a controversial issue. The variety spoken in South 
Korea and that spoken in North Korea exhibit some differences in 
pronunciation， spelling， gramm訂 andvocabulary. The present paper deals 
with the Seoul dialect of South Korea. 
The phonemes of Korean are 19 consonants (14 consonants and 5 
geminates): /k， n， t， 1， m， p， s， ng，ιch， kh， th， ph， h， kk， t， pp， SS， cc/， and 21 
vowels and diphthongs : /a， ya， e， ye， 0， yo， wu， yu， u， i， ay， yay， ey， yey， wa， 
way， oy， we， wey， wi， U}¥パ
Korean is largely agglutinating， dependent四 marking 組 d mildly 
configurational. It employs both suffixes and prefixes. 
Verbs inflect. They have a rich set of adnominal forms， in addition to 
finite forms and conjunctive forms. 
The preferred order is the predicate-final order: SOV. Case markers are 
postpositions. The case system is of the nominative-accusativeザpe.A 
demons回.tive，a numeral， an adjective and an AC precede the noun由ey
modifシ.
Korean has a literary/literacy tradition. The data in this paper is mainly 
taken企omthe written language， such as newspaper articles and blogs on 
the internet. This paper also contains examples that 1 have composed. 
4. Types of sentences and clauses 
4.1 Verbてpredicate，adjectiveてpredicate，noun-predicate and existential-
predicate sentences 
Sentences in Korean can be classified into four types. Furthermore， 
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adjective-predicate sentences can be divided into two subtypes. 
(a) Verb-predicate sentence， e.g. (5). 
(b) Adjective-predicate sentence: (6) and (7). 
(c) Noun-predicate sentence， e.g. (8). 
(d) Existential-predicate sentence， e.g. (9). 
In every type of sentences， the predicate is followed by a sentence-final 
suffix， e.g. -t，αfor declarative sentences. Noun-predicate sentences contain 
the copula verb. The predicate of existential.掴-predicatesentences is is目 'be，
exist， have' or eps-ιdo not exist， be absent' . 
(5) Chinkwu=nun nayil i伊on=ey
friend=TOP tomorrow Japan=DATILOC 
'[My] friend goes/will go to Japan tomorrow.' 
(6) Chinkwu=nun yeyppu-ta. 
friend =TOP pre社y-DECL




(8) Chelswu =nun uysa=i-ta. 
riendTOP medical doctor=COP-DECL 
'[My]丘iendis a medical doctor.' 
(9) Onul=un seysi=pwuthe hoyuy=ka 
today=TOP 3.0'clock=ABL meeting=NOM 
‘T oday there is a meeting at 3 0' clock. ' 
4.2 Adnominal clauses and adverbial clauses 





4.2.1.1 Introductory notes. In Korean， an AC precedes the noun it modifies. 
Korean has no relative pronouns. Verbs (including the copula and the 
existential verb) and a司jectiveshave an elaborate set of adnominal forms， in
addition to finite forms and conjunctive forms. Adnominal forms involve an 
adnominal (or rel剖ivizer) suffix (hereafter ‘adnominalizer' ). 
Adnominalizers are shown in Table 1. The predicate of an AC has to be in 
an adnominal form， e.g. (10): adnominal past (-un). 
(10) [sosel=ul ilk-un] namca 
novel=ACC read-ADN.PST man 
‘the man who read a novel' 
Korean has both ‘intemal adnominal clauses' (ιintemal ACs') and 
‘extemal adnominal clauses' (‘extemal ACs'). (See Teramura (1969) and 
Tsunoda (由isvolume-a， 7.2) for a discussion of these two types of ACs). 
Roughly speaking， in intemal ACs， the head noun corresponds to an 
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argument or an adjunct of the AC. In contrast， in external ACs， the head 
noun is， so to speak， adc:led from the outside of the underlying clause. It does 
not correspond to an訂 gumentor an adjunct ofthe AC. 
Table 1. Adnominalizers 
Verb Adjective Copula Existential 
Nonpast (indicative) -nun ー(u)n -n -nun 
Past (Perfective) ー(u)n (none) (none) (none) 
Retrospective -ten -ten -ten -ten 
Past retrospective -向/e)sten -(a/e)s ten -ess-ten -ess-ten 
Prospective ー(u)l ー(u)l -ul 
Past prospective ー (α/巴~ss-ul -(a/e)ss-ul -ess-ul -ess-ul 
4.2.1.2 Internal ACs. In the ACs ofKorean， al the positions on Keenan and 
Comriピs(1977) accessibility hierarchy can be relativized on， except for吐le
object of comparison. Examples include (10) (subject)， (11) (direct object)， 
(12) (indirect object)， and (13) (oblique object). Relativization of也e
possessive requires a mirror image of a resumptive pronoun， e.g. caki 'self' 
in (14). (See Cho (1999) and Keenan and Comrie (1977).) 
(11) [Kim かoswunim=kkeyse ssu-si-n] chのJk
Kim professor=NOM.HOR write-HS-ADN.PST book 
'This is a book that Professor Kim wrote.' 
(12) [Kimかoswunim=kkeyse chayk=ul cwu-si引]
Kim professor=NOM.HOR book=ACC give-HS-ADN.PST 
haksayng 
student 
‘the student to whom Professor Kim gave a book.' 
(13) [Emma=ka chayk=ul ilk-un] secem 
mother=NOM book=ACC read-ADN.PST book.store 
‘the book store where [my] mother read a book.' 
(14) [caki emma=ka uysa-i-n] ku haksayng 
self mother=NOM doctor閏 COP-ADN.NPST由at student 
吐lestudent whose mother is a doctor' 
4.2.1.3 External ACs. An example is (16). Compare it with (15) (internal 
AC). 
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(15) [Sayngsen=ul kwup・nun] nαmca 
fish=ACC grill-ADN.NPST man 
‘the man who grils a fish. ' 
(16) [Sayngsen=ul kwz伊-nun] naymsay 
fish=ACC grill-ADN.NPST smell 
‘the smell with wruch [someone] grils a fish. ' 
4.2.2 Adverbial clauses 
There訂 etwo ways to form adverbial clauses. 
(吋 Useofa co吋unctivesuffix (which is attached to the stem ofthe 
predicate)， e.g. -ketun 'if， -nikka，‘because'，・ko‘and'， -ca maca‘as 
soon as'. 
(b) A noun followed by由eDAT/LOC case maker， e.g. cen(=ey) 
‘before'， ttay(=ey)，' when'. This forms adverbial clauses of time. 
The case maker can be omitted. 
The me吐lOd(b) is relevant to the discussion of the MMC. (At least on 
the surface， these adverbial clauses have the form of ‘clause + noun'， like 
也eMMC.) Nouns such as the following訂 eemployed: cen‘before'， e.g. 
(17)， ttay‘time'， e.g. (18)， si‘time'， tongan 'during'， and tocwung 'during'. 
They encode the temporal relationship between two events. 
(17) [Enni=ka o-ki cen=ey] 
elder.sister=NOM come-NMLZ before=DAT/LOC 
αrppα=kα o-si-ess-t，α. 
father=NOM come-HS-PST田 DECL
‘Before [my] elder sister came， [my] father came.ヲ
(18) [Emma=nun cip=ey 0-1 ttay] 
mother=TOP home=DAT/LOC come-ADN.PROS time 
ppαng=ul sα-s-t，α. 
bread=ACC buy司 PST・DECL
‘When [my] mother c副neback home， she bought bread. ' 
5. Mermaid construction 
5.1 Introductory notes 
The three properties and the structure ofthe prototype ofMMC as proposed 
by Tsunoda (trus volume-a)訂 egiven in Section 1. Korean has three types 
oftheMMC. 
(a) [Adnominal clause] Noun Copula， e.g. (2)， (3) and (4) 
(b) [Nominalized clause] Noun Copula， e.g. (19). 
(c) [Adnominal clause] Noun Adjective or auxiliary verb， e.g. (20). 
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(19) [Salam=un cwuk-k司 malyen=i-加.
person=TOP die-NMLZ preparation=COP-DECL 
LT:‘Human beings紅 ethe prep町剖lOnドhatthey] die. 
FT:‘Human beings町edoomed to die.' 
(20) [Pi=ka 0-1] kes kath・ta.
rain=NOM fall-ADN.PROS thing same-DECL 
LT:‘Rain is the same appearance [th剖 it]will fal.' 
FT:‘It looks like it will rain.' 
The predicate of the ‘Clause' contains an adnominalizer suffix in出e
types (a) and (c)， and the nominalizer suffix -ki in the type (b). Th剖 is，the 
predicate is a non-finite form， and consequently the ‘Clause' c出motbe used 
as a sentence by itself. In this respect， al of these three types of the MMC 
deviate from the prototype. The type (c) does not have the copula verb， and 
it deviates from the prototype in this respect， too. 
The three types of the恥仏1C訂 e企equentlyused both in written and 
spoken discourse in Korean. Due to space and time constraint， the present 
paper will examine the type (a). The reasons for this are the following. First， 
the type (a) is the most仕equentlyused among the three types. Second， the 
type (a) allows the largest number of， and also， the widest range of， nouns 
for the ‘Noun' slot. In the following， 1 shall refer to the句rpe(司simplyas
the MMC. 
The nouns that can occupy the ‘N oun' slot can be classified into three 
groups: content nouns， non-content nouns， and defective nouns. 
5.2 Previous studies 
In Korean linguistics， what we term the MMC has not been recognized as a 
distinct construction. It has been regarded as a type of‘copula construction' 
(Nam 2004a， b) or as an instance ofιgrammaticalization of noun' (Ahn 
1997， Kang 2004). Nam (2004a， b)pays more attention to the identification 
of category of copula =i-than to the types of nouns that are attested in this 
construction. Ahn (1997) and Kang (2004) focus on the clarification of the 
semantic changes of content nouns and the process of their 
grammaticalization. Al血ough由eypresent an exhaustive list of nouns 
employed， they do not provide a detailed discussion of what 1 refer to as 
non-content nouns. 
In the白nctional-typologicalapproach， much attention has been paid to 
血egrammaticalization of nominalizers (e.g. Horie 1998， 2008， Rhee 2008). 
However， these works are largely confined to the nominalizer kes (discussed 
in 5.5.4 below). Therefore， itis important to examine exhaustively由e
nouns that can occupy the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. 
5.3 Predicate 01 the 'Clα!use' 
As seen in 4.1 regarding sehtences， the predicate is of four types. All of 
them can occur in the‘Clause' of the MMC. Examples are (2)， (3)， (4) 
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(verb)， (21) (adjective)， (22) (noun plus the copul司， and (23) (existential). 
In the examples below， the predicate is in bold face. 




LT:官 eis an expression [白瓜he]is a1ways cheerfu1. ' 
FT:‘He always looks cheer白1.'
(22) [Ku=nun uysa=i-n] 
he=TOP doctor=COP-ADN .NPST 
moyang=i-ta. 
appearance=COP-DECL 
LT:官 eis an appearance [that he] is a medical doctor.' 
FT:‘He seems to be a medical doctor.' 
(23) [Seysi=pwuthe hoyuy=ka iss-ul] 
3.0'clock=ABL meeting=NOM exist-ADN.PROS 
yeyceng=l・ta.
plan=COP-DECL 
L T: 'The meeting is a plan [that it] exists from 3 0' clock.' 
FT:‘The meeting is scheduled to be held from 3 0' clock .ヲ
Recall， however， that the predicate ofthピClause'ofthe孔仏1Chas to be 
in an adnominal form. Consequently the ‘Clause' cannot be used by itself as 
a sentence. The predicate ofthe‘Clause' can be negated. See 5.7.2. 
5.4 'Copula' 
The copula is the enclitic =i-. Portions of its inflection are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. _cQl'll 
Speech level Nonpast form Past form 
Plain form =i-ta =i-ess-ta 
Intimate =l-ya =l-ess-e 
Polite form =i-e刀o/=ye刀0 =l-e_ss-eyo 
Deferential =i-pniωta =i-ess-supni-t，α 





LT:‘The teacher was the appearance [that he/ she] was 
embarrassed. ' 







The negative form of the copula is an=i-. That is， the negation marker 
an is added to the beginning of the copula. Negation in the MMC will be 
discussed in See 5.7.2. 
When preceded by a noun血atends with a vowel and followed by the 
sentence司 finalsuffix目的， the copula =i can be omitted， e.g. pwunwiki=(i)-ta 
'atmosphere， mood=COP-SFS' in (35) and chwusey=(i)-ta 
‘tendency=COP-SFS' in (36). 
5.5 Types ofthe 'Noun' 
5.5.1 Introductory notes 
In the Japanese MMC， at least 106 nouns紅 eattested in the ‘noun' slot 
(Tsunoda， this volume-b， 5.4.1). On the basis of Tsunod山 listof these 
nouns， 1 examined what nouns can occur in the ‘Noun' slot of the Korean 
MMC. About 70 to 75 nouns have been attested in this slot. This is the 
largest number副nongthe languages examined in the present volume 
apart from Japanese. These Korean nouns訂 etentatively classified into 
three groups. 
(a) Content nouns (5.5.2) 
(b) Non-content nouns (5.5.3) 
(c) Defective nouns (5.5.4) 
Defective nouns c田motbe used independently outside the MMC. Both 
content nouns and non-content nouns can be used outside the MMC. 
Roughly speaking， when used in the MMC， content nouns have the meaning 
that they have when used outside the MMC， while non-contents nouns do 
not. However， this classification is not clear-cut， but a matter of degree. It 
may not be endorsed by every specialist in Korean grammar. For example， 
moyang‘appe町 ance'，pep‘lawヲ andkil 'path， road'， which are tentatively 
assigned to (b)， may be assigned to (a). 
And as mentioned above (4.2.1.1， Table 1)， Korean has an elaborate set 
of adnominalizer suffixes. There are co・occurrencerestrictions between 
adnominalizer suffixes and nouns. These res仕ictionsare difficult to 
generalize about， but at least they are much more strict with (b) non-content 
nouns and (c) defective nouns than with (a) content nouns. 
5.5.2 Content nouns 
The classification of content nouns is largely based on that of Tsunoda's 
(this volume-b， 5.4.2) classification of the content nouns th剖 occurin the 
‘Noun' slot of the Japanese MMC. Due to space consideration， the 
examples of the MMC given below will often be accompanied by a企ee
translation only. The nouns that are not fully acceptable in the MMC are 
marked by ヴ， and those that町 etotally unacceptable are indicated by '*' . 
In the examples given below， the relevan1nouns are in bold face. 
[1] Nouns that indicate plan， intention or the like 
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The MMC has a modal meaning. Nouns in (吋 to(f) tend to co・occurwith 
the prospective adnominalizer -(u)l. 
(a) yeyceng，かeyhoyk，pangchim ‘plan'， e.g. (2)， (23) 
(b)cakceng， ~hyang ‘ intention' ， e.g. (25) 
(c) mokcek 'aim' 
(d) casey ‘a悦iωde'
(e) maum‘mind'， sayngkak ‘thought' 
(f) ?かelsim，? kyeluy，‘decision' ， kako 'determination'， e.g. (26) 
(g) ? censwul 'tactics'， cenlyak 'str剖egy'
(25) Na=nun nayil yeki・=lul ttena-l 
I=TOP tomorrow here=ACC leave-ADN.PROS 
cakceng= i-ta. 
intention=COP-DECL 
‘1 willleave here tomorrow.' 
Among the nouns listed in (f)， kako‘determination' is felicitous in the 
MMC， whileかelsimand kyeluy， both‘decision' ，訂enot. 
(26) Na=nun ku=wa ssawu・1
I=TOP he=CO乱1 fight-ADN.PROS 
kakol*kyelsiml*kyeluy =仰・仰.
determinationldecisionldecision= COP-DECL 
Intended meaning:‘1 was getermined to fight with him. ' 
[2] Nouns th剖 indicateschedule， expectation or the like 







‘view， expectation'， e.g. (27) 
‘forecast' ， e.g. (28) 
ιdirection' 
‘日ow'
‘strength'， e.g. (29) 
(27) Mwulka=ka olu-l cenmang=i-ta. 
price=NOM go.up-ADN.PROS expectation=COトDECL
‘Prices will go up (prospectively).' 
(28) Samkup=un silyong yenge=lul 
3.level=TOP practical English=ACC 
chukceng-ha-nun sihem=i toy-l 
measure-do-ADN.NPST test=NOM become-ADN.PROS 
yeysang=i-ta. 
forecast=COP-DECL 
'Leve13 will be the test to measure practical English ability.' 
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(29) Ku=nun tangcang malニul . tha-ko 
he=TOP immediately horse=ACC ride-CONJ 
naka-l kisey=仰-ta.
go.out-ADN.PROS strength=COP-DECL 
‘He appears to ride on a horse and go out immediately.' 
Most of the nouns listed in [1] and [2]町 eproductively used in 
newspapers (i.e. in written articles). 
[3] Nouns出国indicatefeeling or the like 
Nouns such as maum， simceng， e.g. (30)， nukkim， k伊wun，e.g. (31)， and 
simかeng町 etranslated as‘feeling' ，‘mind' or the like. The MMC has a 
modal meaning. 
(30) Na=nun cwuk-ko siph-un simceng=i-ta. 
1=TOP die-want-ADN.NPST mind=COP-DECL 
'1 want to die.' 
(31) Wuntong=ul sicak-ha-n ilay na=nun 
exercise=ACC start-do-ADN.PST since 1=TOP 
say salam=i toy-n kipwun=ふta.
new person=NOM become-ADN.PST feeling=COP-DECL 
'Since [1] started to exercise. 1 feellike another person. ' 
[4] Nouns th剖 indicatesi卸ation，appe町ance，result or the like 
(a) moyang， mosupラkisayk
(b) hyengthay 
(c) sangthay， sanghwang， hyengphyeng 
(d) kkol 
‘appearance， looks'， e.g. (3) 
‘form' 
‘situation' (‘be in such and 
such a situation'， e.g. (32)， 
(33) 
‘look， sight' ，‘unpleasant 
state/result'， e.g. (34) 
(32) SaynghwalJフi=ka pwucok-hay-se na=nun 
living.expenses=NOM shortage-do・CONJ 1=TOP 
il=ul かのsok hay-ya ha-l 
work=ACC continously do・CONJ do・ADN.PROS
hyengphyeng=i-ta. 
situation=COP-DECL 
‘1 have to keep working because 1 am short of [my] living expenses. ' 
(33) Cikum namca chin伽 u=wa t，αngsin=un 
now boy friend=COM you=TOP 
heyeci-l sanghwang=i-ta. 
break.up-ADN .PROS situation=COP司 DECL
LT:‘Y ou and [your] boyfriend紅 ethe situation to break up.' 
FT:‘Y ou and your boy企iend訂 ebound to break up.' 
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(34) Pangsim-ha-ta初 na=wα oppa=nun kathi 
carelessness-do-CONJ I=COM brother=TOP together 
nemeci-n kkol=i-ta. 
fall.down-ADN.PST result=COP-DECL 
‘羽市ile[we] were acting carelessly， we ended up falling down 
together.ヲ
The MMC with a noun from (a) and (b) has an evidential meaning:‘It 
appears白at'， e.g. (3). However， the MMC with a noun from other groups 
appears to have some kind of modal meaning. Specifically， (c): situation 
(‘be in such and such a situation'， e.g. (32) and (33)， and (d): unpleasant 
situation or result， e.g. (34). 
[5] Nouns th剖 indicate国mosphere，impression or the like 
The meaning ofthe MMC isprobably modal. 
(a) insang ‘impression' 
(b) pwunwiki ‘atmosphere， mood' ， e.g. (35) 
(35) Onul-to eccenci yakun-ha-l 
today-also somehow overtime-do-ADN.PROS 
pwunwiki=(i)-ta. 
atmosphere=COP四 DECL
‘[1] feel somehow [1] have to do overtime job again today.' 
[6] Nouns th剖 indicatetendency， practice， habit or the like 

























































(36) Hanb仰 ke haksupca=ka nulena-nun 
Korean.language learner=NOM increase-ADN.NPST 
ch wusey = (i)-ta. 
tendency=COP-DECL 
'Korean leamers訂 eon the inctease.' 
(37) Yocum=un olay sal-ki ttaymwuney hwankap 
recently=TOP long live-because 60.years.old 
canchi-cocha αn ha-nun phwungco=i-ta. 
celebration-even NEG do・ADN.NPST trend=COP-DECL 
'Recently， because people live long， [they] tend not to celebrate 
even their 60th birthday.' 
Note th瓜 supわωn，pelus‘habit' jn (c) and lnωnsup， phwungsup 
'practice' in (d)訂 enot felicitous in the Korean MMC; see (38). In contrast， 
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in Japanese， the noun narawasi‘practice' can be used in the MMC 
(Tsunoda， this volume幽 b，5.4.2-[6]). Th瓜 is，the Japanese equivalent of (38) 
is acceptable. 
(38) *Hankwuk salam=un 10仰 ceng=ul
Korea people=TOP lunar.new yeぜ s.day=ACC
soy-nun kwansup=i-ta. 
celebrate-ADN.NPST practice=COP-DECL 
lntended meaning:‘Korean people have the practice of 
celebrating the New Year's day in the lunar calendar.' 
However， the Korean nouns supkwan and pelus， both守labit'，and also 
わ仰nsupand phwungsup， bo血‘practice'，become acceptable if the copula 
=i is replaced with the existential verb is-， e.g. (39). The noun kwansup is 
followed by the nominative case marker. The example (39) is an instance of 
an existential-predicate sentence， and not an instance ofthe MMC. 
(39) Hanlo仰 k salam =un kwuceng=ul 
Korea people=TOP lunar.new.year's.day=ACC 
soy-nun kwansup=i is-ta. 
celebrate-ADN.NPST practice=NOM exist-DECL 
L T: 'The practice that Korean people celebrate the lunar new 
ye紅、dayexists.'
FT:‘Korean people have the practice of celebrating the N ew Year' s 
Day in the lunar calendar.' 
[7] Nouns白瓜 indicatethe natureヲorthe propensity of humans 
The meaning ofthe MMC isprobably habitual， i.e. a type of‘aspectual' . 
(a) sengkyek， sengcil，? kicil ‘personality' 
(b)的α伊"suthail ‘type， style' (loan words from English) 
(40) Ponlay cem kath-un ke-n 
in.nature fortune.telling be.like-ADN.NPST thing=TOP 
mit-GI anh-nun sengkyek= i-ta. 
住ust-NEG-ADN.NPST personality=COP-DECL 
‘1 have the nature not to trust the like of fortunetelling. ' 
(-ci and anh-jointly indicate negation.) 
(41) Ku=nun inkan kH仰伽y=lul cwungyohakey 
he=TOP person relationship=ACC importantly 
sのmgkak-ha-nun tha伊=i-ta.
think-do-ADN.NPST type=COP-DECL 
‘He is the kind of person who thinks much of personal 
relationships. ' 
[8] Nouns that indicate role， duty or destination 








































































































(42) flpen thaca=nun thwuswu=lul 
one.number batter=TOP pitcher=ACC 
koylophi-nun yekhal=i-ta. 
harass-ADN.NPST role=COP-DECL 
'The frst hitter has a role to harass the pitcher.' 
(43) Cengpwu=nun ssal sもl1U伊=ey
government=TOP rice import=DAT/LOC 
pant，の-ha-nun ipcang=i-pni・ta.
disagreement -do・ADN.NPST position=COP-DEF-DECL 
'The government disagrees with the import of rice.' 




‘He was destined to fail after al. ' 
Ipcang‘position' is丘equentlyobserved in Korean TV news programs 
and newspapers articles， e.g. (43). 
Chaykim and uymwu， both ‘responsibility， duザ， and caわlek
'qualification' c創 motbe used in血e‘Noun'slot ofthe 1¥品1C.
Similarly， kyuchik andかuceng，both‘rule， regul瓜ion'，c出motbe used 
m也eMMC; see (45). In con回 st，in Japanese the noun 'kimari'‘rule， 
regulation' and okite‘law， rule' can be used in the MMC (Tsunoda， this 
volume-b， 5.4.2-[8]). Th瓜 is，the Japanese equivalent of (45) is acceptable. 
(45)申Haむのmg=un maycwu leyphothu=lul 
student=TOP every.week report=ACC 
ceychwul-ha-nun kyuchikl匂JUceng=i-ta.
submission-do・ADN.NPST regulationlrule=COP-DECL 
‘By regulation， the students must submit an essay every week. ' 








‘nature (ofthe body)'， e.g. (46) 
‘physique'， momc伊‘physique，build of body'， e.g.( 47) 
‘expression on the face'， elkwul 'face'， e.g.(48) 
‘way oftalking' 
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(t) casey ‘po sture ， 
(46) Ku=nun cokum-man mek-eto sal=i cal 
he=TOP a.li抗le-o凶y eat-CONJ fa七=NOM well 
cci-nun cheycil=i-ta. 
get.fat-ADN.NPST nature.of.body=COP-DECL 
'He gains weight easily on small portions [offood]. ' 
(47) Mikwuk yeseng=un taypwupwun khu・n
America women=TOP most.of tall-ADN.NPST 
khi=ey ttwungttwung-ha引 momcip=i-ta.
height-DATILOC fat-do-ADN.NPST physique=COP-DECL 
‘Most of American women紅 etal and fat.' 
(48) Ku=nun hangsang palk-un 
he =TOP always bright-ADN.NPST 
phyoceng=i-ta. 
expression=COP-DECL 
‘He always looks bright.' 
[10] Nouns th剖 indicatethe s佐山知reor the mechanism of inanimate 
objects 
The meaning ofthe MMC issimilar to白瓜 examinedin [9]， except that [10] 
concems inanimate objects. 
(a) kwuco 'structure'， e.g. (49). 
(b) selkyey 'design'， e.g. (50). 
(c) nayyong ‘content'， 
(d) sisutheym (a loan from English: system)ιsystem'， 
(e) suthαil (a loan from English: style)‘style '. 
(49) Maycik thechi=nun kamayngcem=i ton=ul 
(n出neof a company)=TOP franchise=NOM money=ACC 
pe-nun kwuco=i-ta. 
eam-ADN.NPST structure=COP-DECL 
LT:‘Magic Touch is the structure that the franchises eam money. ' 
FT:‘Magic Touch is structured in such a way that its franchises 
make a big profit.' 
(50) 1 kwangcang=un simin-tul=eykey hyusik 
this square=TOP citizen-PL=DAT/LOC rest 
kongkan=kwa mwunhwa kongkan=ul tongsiey 
space=COM culture space=ACC simultaneously 
ceykong-ha-nun selkyの，=i-ta.
supply-do-ADN.NPST design=COP-DECL 
ιThis square is designed to prQvide citizens with a space to relax 
and to experience cul旬resimultaneously. ' 
[11] Nouns th剖 indicatetemporal relations， progress or the like 
The meaning of the ~仏1C is aspectual or temporal. The co-occurrence 
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restrictions訂 efound in the following nouns. Nouns in (a) co・occ町 withthe 
prospective adnominalizer -(u)l， e.g. (51)ヲ (52);ωcwungin (b) on1y with the 
non-past adnomina1izer -nun， e.g. (53); and cikhwu in (c) on1y with the past 
adnominalizer -n. 
(a) sikan， sicem， ttay ‘time'， e.g. (51)， (52) 
(b)ωcwung ‘m出eprocess/middle of'， e.g. (53) 
(c) cikhwu ‘immediately a白er'
(51) Icey=nun simin-tul=i him=ul 
now=TOP citizen田 PL=NOM power=ACC 
moa-ya ha-l ttay=仰-ta.
get-CONJ do・ADN.PROS time=COP-DECL 
'It's time for citizens to get together.' 
(52) Wuli hoysa=nun cikum sepisu kaysen=i 
our company=TOP now service improvement=NOM 
philyo-ha-n sicem=i-ta. 
need-ADN.NPST time=COP-DECL 
‘It' s time for our company to improve service.' 
(53) Na=nun cikum swukcey=lul ha-nun 
I =TOP now homework=ACC do・ADN.NPST
tocwung=i-ta. 
in.the.middle.of=COP-DECL 
T田ndoing homework now.' 
[12]‘Suspicion' 
On1y two nouns belong to this group: hyemuy and uyhok， bo血‘suspicion'. 
The meaning of the MMC isevidential. In the MMC， hyemuy is acceptable， 
e.g. (54)， but uyhok is not白lyacceptable; see (55). 
(54) Noymwul=ul pat-un hyemuy= i-ta. 
bribe-ACC receive-ADN.PST suspicion=COP凶 DECL
‘[He] is suspected to have received a bribe.' 
(55) ? Noymwul-ul pat-un uyhok=i-ω. 
bribe-ACC receive-ADN.PST suspicion=COP-DECL 
'[He] is suspected to have received a bribe.' 
5.5.3 Non-content nouns 
As mentioned above， there are co-occuηence restrictions between 
adnomInalizers and some ofthe non-content nouns. 
[1] Moyangιappearance' 
Moyang is often used outside the 1¥品1Cwith the meaning ‘appearance， 
looks， design'， e.g. (56). 
(56) Theyibul moyang=i yeyppu-t，α. 
table appe訂 ance=NOM pretty-DECL 
'The look [i.e. design] ofthe table is pre町，
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When used in the MMC， moyang=i-ta encodes an evidential meaning， 
to be precise， inference based on visible， tangible， or audible evidence. All 
ofthe adnominalizers can precede it. See (57). 




‘It seems that it rained/it is raining/it will rain.' 
Nam (2004b) points out th剖， when moyang，‘appe訂 ance，looks'， is
used in what 1 term the MMC， negation of the copula is not highly 
acceptable; see (58). 
(58)? Pi=ka 0-1 moyang=i 
rain=NOM fall-ADN.PROS appe町 ance=NOM
an=i-ta. 
NEG=COP-DECL 
‘It does not seem that it will rain.' Nam (2004b: 79) 
(In (58) not only the relevant noun but also the word(s)/morphemes(s) under 
discussion are也 boldface. The same applies to (59) to (61)， (91) (92)， and 
(101).) 
As noted above， moyang can be used outside the MMC and， in出 suse， 
it has a lexical meaning ('appearance， looks'). Therefore， itcan also be 
classified as a content noun - probably as a member of 5.5.2-[4] 'Nouns 
that indicate situation， appearance， result or the like'. When moyαng is used 
in what 1 term the MMC， it cannot be modified by a demonstrative; see (59). 
In this respect， when used in the MMC， moyangιappearance， looks' does 
not have the ful status as a nounラ i.e.it is grammaticalized. (Modification of 
nouns in the ‘N oun' slot of由eMMC will be伽 therdiscussed in 6.2 and 
6.3.) 










Intended meaning:‘Today it appe訂 sthat it will rain. Yesterday it also 
appearedドorain]. 
[2] Pep ‘law' (modal meaning) 
The lexical meaning of pep when used outside the MMC is‘law'. An (1997) 
叩 dKang (2004) point out that， when used in what 1 term出eMMC，pep 
has various meanings， such as universal truth， common knowledge， and 
moral obligation. They also point out that， in that case， pep tends to take 
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only the non-past adnominalizer， e.g. (60)， (61). The meaning ofthis MMC 
is in the main modal. 




‘Students should study hard.' 




‘[Every] bride is beauti白1[innature].' (Ahn 1997: 107) 
The恥仏1Cwith pep‘law' shows a semantic commonality p紅 tialy
w1出 theJapanese MMC that contains the non-content noun mono‘thing'， 
which can express obligation or advice (Tsunoda， this volume-b， 5.4.3・[4]).
The Japanese equivalent of (62) with由enounmono‘thing'is acceptable. 
(62) Namca αi=nun wul-ci anh-nun pep=i-ta. 
male child=TOP cry-NEG-ADN.NPST law=COP-DECL 
‘Boys should not cry. ' 
[3] Kil 'p剖h，road， means， ways' 
Kil 'path， road' can be used outside the MMC with the meaning of‘road， 
path， ways， means'. See (63) and (64). 
(63) Te isang a-l kil=i 
no.more know-ADN.PROS way=NOM 
eps-ta. 
do.not.exist-D ECL 
‘There is no way to know any more. ' 
(64) Hakkyo-kkaci klα-nun kil=ul 
school-to go司 ADN.NPST road=ACC 
al-ko siph-eyo.l 
know-CONJ wish-POL 
‘1 want to know how to go to school.' 
When used in the MMC， kil encodes an aspectual meaning: progressive. 
In this case， ittends to exclusively take the non-past (indicative) 
adnominalizer， e.g. (65). 
(65) Na=nun cikum hakkyo=ey 






‘1 am on my way to school now.' 
[4] Seym‘calculation' 
Seym‘calculation' is a derived noun， which consists of the verb sey-‘to 
calculate' and the derivational nominalizer suffix -m.明司lenit is used 
outside the 1'v品1C，it has the meaning of‘calculation'， e.g. (66). 
(66) Ku=nun seym=ul cal ha-n-ta. 
he=TOP calculation=ACC well do-PRES-DECL 
‘He is strong/good at calculation.' 
When used in the MMC， seym has various meanings. Different 
adnominalizers contribute to different meanings (Ahn 1997， Nam 2004b). 
For example， when preceded by the adnominalizer -(u)n (past or perfective) 
or -nun (nonpast or indicative)， seym encodes a result or situation that a 
speaker actually did not want to happen， e.g. (67). This meaning is modal， 
and at the same time aspectual or temporal. 
(67}Cengka-pota pissakey sa-n 
regular.price-than expensively buy-ADN.PST 
seym=i-ta. 
calculation =COP幽 DECL
'We paid too much more than its regular price. (Actually we did not 
want to.)' 
When the adnominalizer -(u)l (prospective) is used， the MMC with 
seym‘calculation' indicates an intention (including an intention in血epast)， 
e.g. (68)， or an adverse state in which the subject is si知ated，e.g. (69). 
(68) Na=nun ocen-cwung=ey tolao-l 
I=TOP noon-during=DAT/LOC come.back-ADN.PROS 
seym=i-ta. 
calculation =COP-DECL 
‘1 was planning to come back before noon.' 
(69) Wuli=nun pwuto=lul mak-ki wihayse 
we=TOP bankruptcy=ACC prevent-in.order.to 






'We have to borrow money企omvarious sources in order to prevent 
b町立ruptcy.'
When this MMC expresses intention， itsmeaning is similar to that of the 
MMC with a noun such as ωkceng‘intention' andかeyhoyk‘plan'
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(5.5.2・[1]). 
Ahn (1997) points out that this MMC (-(u)l seym=i-) usually encodes 
(the speaker's)‘negative' or‘unexpected， undesirable' situation rather 
‘positive' one. For example， (70) is not acceptable; it expresses a positive 
intention. 
(70)* Na=nun kαryin saep=ul sicak-ha-l 
I=TOP personal business=ACC start-do-ADN.PROS 
seym= i-t，α. 
calculation=COP-DECL 
'1 am going to st訂 tmy own business.' (Ahn 2007: 125) 
[5] Phan 'venue， spot， site，' 
Phan c組 beused outside the恥仏1Cwith the meaning ‘venue， spot， site'. 
When used in the MMC， phan refers to 'negativelbad situation' (An 
1997:125). (71) and (72)町 eacceptable， but (73) is not. This meaning is 
modal， and at the same time， aspec加alor temporal. 
(71) Ku kenmwul=un olaytongan In仰nli sohol=lo 
出at building=TOP for.long.time maintain neglect=as 
mwunecye nayli-l phan=i-ta. 
crumble-ADN.PROS venue=COP-DECL 
‘The buildings are about to crumble from ye町 sof neglect. ' 
(72) Ipen hakki=nun nakcey-ha-l phan=i-ta. 
this semester=TOP fail-do・ADN.PROS venue=COP-DECL 
'1 may fail the class this semester.' 
(73)* Ipen hakki=nun 01 eyi=lul 
this semester=TOP al A=ACC 
phan=i-ta. 
venue=COP-DECL (Ahn 1997: 125) 


































Phok can be used outside the MMC with the meaning of‘width (of space)' . 
(74) Ikos=un hanmyeng=i cina初ーl
here=TOP one.person=NOM pass-ADN.PROS 
swu iss-nun phok=i-ta. 
thing be-ADN.NPST width=COP田 DECL
'It is just wide enough for one person to pass.' 
When used in the MMC， phok describes a situation or result that the 
speaker (or the subject) did not want to happen， e.g. (75). This meaning is 
similar to that of the MMC with seym‘calculation' preceded by the past 
adnominalizer or the nonpast adnominalizer， e.g. (67). This meaning is both 
modal and aspectual or temporal. 
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(75) Nay=ka chenwen mithci-n phok=i-ta. 
1=NOM thousand.won lose凶 ADN.PSTwidth=COP-DECL 
'1 lost as much as one thousand won.' 
[7] Phyen 'side， part， direction， way' 
When used outside the MMC， phyen means ‘side， p訂t，direction， way'， e.g. 
olun phyen 'right side'， oyn phyen‘left side'， and ce phyen‘出atway'. 
U弓lenused in the MMC， phyen describes tendency， habit or a抗i旬de，e.g. 
(76). This 1¥仏rfChas an aspectual meaning. Phyen can be preceded by由e
nonpast adnominalizer or the past adnominalizer， but not by the prospective 
adnominalizer. 
(76) Chinkwu=nun achim=ey _ ilccik 
企iend=TOP morning=DATILOC early 
ilena-nun phyen=i-ta. 
get.up幽 ADN.NPST side=COP-DECL 
‘[My] friend has a habit of getting up early in the morning.' 
[8] The 'ground， place' 
When used outside the MMC， the means‘ground， place'， e.g. swi・1the 
‘rest-ADN.PROS place'， i.e. 'place to rest'. When used in the MMC，江 lS
preceded by the prospective adnominalizer and encodes the speaker' s (i) 
strong intention， e.g. (77)， or (i) co吋印刷re，guess， e.g. (78). This MMC has 
a modal meaning. The phonologically contracted form ofイ14)1the=i-ta， i.e. 
ー1they=ta， is丘equentlyused in casual spoken discourse. 
The copula =i-is 0抗enomitted when this MMC is used in the title of 
news articles， e.g. (79). The copula can remain， e.g. (78) and (80). Its 
presence/absence does not affect the acceptability of the sentence. 
(77) Na=nun sihem=ey kkok hapかek-ha・l
1=TOP exam=DATILOC at.any.cost pass-do-ADN.PROS 
they-ta. 
ground.COP-DECL 
'1 will pass the exam at any c6st.' 
(78) Ama ku=nun yongki=ka philyo-hay-ss ul 
maybe he=TOP courage=NOM need-dかADN.PROS
the=i-ta. 
ground=COP-DECL 
‘He might need courage.' 
(79) Na=nun na=lul towαcu-n 
1=TOP 1=ACC help-ADN.PST 
kkok potap-ha-l 
surely repayment-do・ADN.PROS





(80) Na=nun na=lul ωwacu-n salam-tul=eykey 




'1 will repay those who helped me.' 
5.5.4 Dψctive nouns 
[1] Kes 'thing' 
the=i-ta. 
ground=COP-DECL 
Kes has been discussed extensively in the Korean literature (e.g. Hwang 
2004， Lee 2005， Lee 2009， Rhee 2008， 2011). Etymologically， it is traced to 
a noun me出血g‘thing'.In Modem Korean， it is a defective noun. It is no 
longer used as a lexical morpheme except in expressions like i kes‘this 
血ing'，ku kes‘that thing' and mek-ul kes 'eat-ADN.PROS thing'，‘thing to 
eat'， i.e. 'food'. It is used as a function morpheme， with various uses such as 
nominalizer， complementizer， and cleft construction marker (cf. 6.6). In 
addition， it can be used in the MMC. In this regard， kes closely resembles 
the enclitic =no of Japanese (c王Tsunoda，this volume-b， 5.4.4). However， 
unlike the Japanese =no， the Korean kes does not have the use as a genitive 
marker; the genitive case is marked by =uy. 
As just noted， kes can be used in the MMC. There is no co・occuηence
restriction between kes and adnominalizers. That is， it can occur wi也 any
adnominalizer. It has a phonologically reduced variant: ke. 
TheN品1Cwith kes has various meanings， which depend on出e
adnominalizer employed. For instance， when preceded by the past 
adnominalizer or也enonpast adnominalizer， kes=I-(and its variant in 
spoken discourse ke-ya) receives contex知allyvariable interpretations such 
as (i) background explanation， or reason， e.g. (81)， (i) self-awareness or 
speaker's realization， e.g. (82)， (ii) advice to the addressee， e.g. (83) (Yin 
2003， Kim 2008， Kim and Horie 2009， Rhee 2008)， and (iv)由espeaker's 
emotivity， such as blame， displeasure， and surprise (Yin 2003， K耐12008， 
Kim and Horie 2009)， e.g. (84). ((81) and (82) are cited企omKim and Horie 
2009: 283)， with minor modifications in the glosses.) Rhee (2008) posits 
由atit is in Middle Korean血atthis construction became productive. 
(81) Mancye pelye-ss-e. Kulayse kunynag sa-n 
touch. end-PST-SFS so just buy-ADN.PST 
ke=ya. 
thing=COP-DECL 
'[1] touched [it]. So [1] just bought [it]， you se.' 
(82) Ku=ka wa-ss-ta. Ku=ka cengmallo nay 
he=NO恥1 come-PST -DECL he=NOM really my 
aph=ey nathana-n kes=iイa.
仕on七=DATILOC appear-ADN.PST thing=COP-DECL 
‘He really presented himself before my very eyes， as1 am reporting 
in disbelief.' 
(83) Hoyngtanpoto=eyse cw仰 u=lul cal sゆhi-ko
cross.walk=DAT/LOC left.righ七=ACC well look-CONJ 
kil=ul kenne-nun keヲa.
street-ACC cross-ADN.NPST thing=COP 
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‘Look both ways when you cross the street at the cross walk. ' 
(84) Ecc勾1 chayksang soli=lul nのんcianh-nun-ta 
somehow desk sound=ACC make-NEG-PRES-DECL 
s伊h-ese tol，αpo-myen ipen=ey=nun 
seem-because look.back-COND this.time=DAT/LOC=TOP 
swuep-cwung=ey seiss-nun ke=y切 101
class四 during=DAT/LOC stand.up-ADN.NPST 血ing-COP
⑫eysokhayse 1 
continually 
‘Just as 1 was thinking [she] did not seem to make any sound at the 
desk， next thing， (surprisingly) [she] kept standing al the time 
during the class!' (Kim and Horie 2008: 284) 
When the prospective adnominalizer is used， this MMC has various 
meanings， such as guess， conjec加re(向田repossibility)， e.g. (85)， and 
speaker's intention， e.g. (86)， (87) (An 1997，即lee2008). 
(85) Ama nayil pi=ka 0・l
probably tomorrow rain=NOM come-ADN.PROS 
kes=i-ta. 
thing=COP-DECL 
'Probably it will rain tomorrow.' 
(86) Na=nun ku kapang=ul kkok sa-I 
I=TOP that bag=ACC in.any.case buy-ADN.PROS 
ke=ya. 
thing=COP 
‘[1] will buy th剖 bagin any case.' 




'[1] will attend the meeting. ' 
Like (86)， the孔tIMCwith a noun such as cakceng‘intention' in 
(5.5.2-[1])， e.g. (25)， or seym‘calculation' (5.5.3・[4])，e.g. (68)， can indicate 
intention. The adnominalizer has to be in the prospective form. 
[2] Pα‘thing， ways' 
Pa， too， isa defective noun. It c出motbe used independently outside ~仏tIC;
see (88). A modifier or an AC ismandatory， e.g. (89) and (90). 
(88) * Pa=ka is-ta. 
thing=NOM exist-DECL 
(U ntranslatable) 
(89) Na=nun ipen phuloceykthu=eyse math-un 




‘[1] have some吐ungto take a responsibility on this project.' 
(90) 1 yenkwu=nun enehak=ey 
this research=TOP linguistics=DAT/LOC 
konghen-ha-nun pa=kα khu-ta. 
contribution-do-ADN.NPST thing=NOM big-DECL 
L T: 'The thing that this research contributes to linguistics is big.' 
FT: 'This study makes much contribution to linguistics.' 
The defective noun pa can be used in the MMC. According to Ahn 
(1997: 128)， pa was productively used in Middle Korean and it meant 
‘place'， and in Modern Korean its fossilized form (i.e. the MMC) became its 
mam usage. 
The MMC with pa is restricted to specific contexts such as newspaper 
articles and politicians' formal speeches. It has a stylistic effect: it makes 
sentence sound formal， like the Japanese MMC wi也 thenoun mono‘thing' 
or sidai ‘procedure' (Tsunoda， this volume-b， 5.4.3四 [4]，-[5].) The 
adnominalizer has to be the nonpast adnominalizer form. The MMC has to 
contain the copula， and the copula has to be the nonpast foロn:=i-ta or its 
deferential form = i-pni-fα(Table 2ふ




T田ndeeply so口yfor the victims. ' 
(92) Ikes-ulo chwuksa=lul 
this-with congratulatory. address=ACC 
taysin-ha・nun pa=;.てpnιta.
replacement-do-ADN.NPST thing=COP-DEF-DECL 
'By these [words 1] do offer my congra加l瓜oryaddress.' 
[3] Ci旬開g‘domain'and nolus 'role， part' 
Both訂 edefective nouns. Ciかeng‘domain'cannot be used by itself outside 
the MMC except for some fossilized expression with demonstrative i 
ciかeng‘thissituation'; see (93). Outside the MMC， it has to be modified by 
an AC， e.g. (94). 
(93) Yelsimhi kongpwL←hay-ss-ciman かelkwa弔問 i
hard study-do・PST-but result=TOP this 
cikyeng=i-ta. 
domain=COP-DECL 
‘[1] studied hard， but the result is terrible. ' 
(94) Chelswu=nun il=i himtul-ese cwuk-ul 




'Chelswu almost feels as ifhe is going to die because ofhard work.' 
Nolus‘role， part' cannot occur outside the MMC except in some 
fossilized expressions with a demonstrative， such as i nolus 'this si同ation'，
ce nolus‘that situation'， or cornpound nouns， such as emma nolus 'rnother's 
role'， appa nolus‘father's role'， and coswu nolus‘assistant's role'. See (95). 
(95) Na=nun kunye=uy coswu nolus=ul hay-ss-ta. 
I=TOP her=GEN assistant role=ACC do・PST-DECL
LT:‘1 did her assistant role. ' 
FT:‘1 was her assistant.' 
Both nolus 'role， p訂t'and ciわleng‘dornain'can be used恒也eMMC.
This乱仏t1Cencodes a somewhat unpleasantヲ negativesituation that is out of 
one's control rather than a pleasant， positive one (Ahn 1997: 122). Cornpare 
(96) and (97). 
(96) 1 nai=ey yenge=lul pの!Wu-cani
由isage=DATILOC English=ACC leam-CONJ 
cwuk-ul { ci，砂eng，々 'lO1附 }=i-ta.
die-ADN.PROS dornain/role=COP-DECL 
‘Learning English at rny age is killing rne.' 
(97)申 Ikes=un cengmal haplicek-i-n 
血is=TOP really reasonable-COP-ADN.NPST 
{cikyenglnolus} =i-ta. 
domainlrole =COP-DECL 
Intended rneaning:‘This is really reasonable.' (Ahn 1997: 122) 
[4] Cham， cha‘tirnef rnornent' 
Cham and cha， both‘tirne， rnornent'，紅edefective nouns. They cannot be 
used outside the MMC. But they can be used in the MMC. In the MMC， 
when preceded by the prospective adnorninalizer， it indicates the speaker's 
intention (a rnodal rneaning) e.g. (98) It rnay also have a progressive 
rneaning (a type ofaspectual rneaning). Ahn (1997: 131) s阻.testo the e旺ect
that the MMC with cham indicates that the eventls回.teof affairs continues 
for a relatively long tirne， e.g. (99) (the adnornInalizer is the nonpast form)， 
while th剖 withcha indicates just the very rnoment when the eventlstate of 
affairs happens， e.g. (100) (the adnorninalizer is the re仕ospectiveform). 
(98) Na=nun i iyaki=nun kkok ch句lk=eyta
I=TOP this story=TOP surely book=DAT/LOC 
M ル1 cham=i-ta. 
write-ADN.PROS tirne=COP-DECL 
‘1 arn sure that 1 will write this story as a book.' 
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(99) Cikum mak cemsim=u/ mek-nun 
now right lunch=ACC eat-ADN.NPST 
cham=i-ta. 
time=COP-DECL 
‘[I]田neating lunch right now.' 
(100) Cikum achim hanswu/ tuーかe-ten
now breakfast one.spoon scoop.up-VOL-ADN.RETRO 
cha=の開仰.
moment=COP-DECL 
‘[I] am just having a bite of breakfast. ' 
[5] Cwung‘middle' 
Cwung is a defective noun which has an aspectual meaning of‘be in也e
middle of. The adnominalizer has to be in the nonpast form or the 
retrospective foロn.
(101) Na=nun yenkwusil=eyse nonmwun=u/ 
I=TOP lab=DAT/LOC _paper=ACC 
{ssu-nun} cwung=i-ω. 
write-ADN.NPST middle=COP-DECL 
'I am writing a paper in [my] laboratory.' 
5.6 Discussion 
So fe訂 wehave looked at three types of nouns that ean occur in the ‘Noun' 
slot ofthe MMC. As noted in 5.5.l， when used in the MMC， content nouns 
have the meaning( s) th剖 theyhave when outside the MMC. In con仕ast，this 
is not the case with non-content nouns or defective nouns. They have lost 
their lexical meanings. That is， they町egrammaticalized in this respect. 
Table 3 summarizes the meaning(s) th剖 non-contentnouns have outside 
血eMMC and the meaning(s) of the MMC with respective nouns. The 
meaning of the MMC is largely modal. But an evidential meaning and an 
aspectual meaning， too，紅eattested. 
Table 3. Semantics ofnon-content nouns 
meaning outside the MMC meaning of the MMC 
[1] moyang ‘appe訂 ance' evidential: inference 
[2]pep ‘law' (a) modal: moral obligation 
(b) temporal (?): universal truth 
[3] kil ‘road， path， means， ways' aspec旬al:progressive 
[4] seym ‘calculation' Various modal meanings: 
(a)‘did not want X to happen' 
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[5]phan ιvenue， spot， site' 
[6] phok 'width' 
[7] phyen 'side， part， direction， 
way' 
[8] the ‘ground， place' 




aspectual/ temporal: negative/ 
目 badsituation 
aspectual: tendency， habit， attitude 
(a) modal: strong intention 
(b) modal: conjecture， guess 
Table 4 summarizes (i) the etymology of defective nouns or由e
meaning( s) they have when used outside the ~品1C and (i) the meaning(s) 
of也eMMC with respective nouns. The meaning of the 1¥品1Cis mainly 
modal. In addition， aspectual meanings and one stylistic effect紅 eobserved. 
(The meanings (g) and (h) in [1] were not discussed above. They will be 
discussed in 5.7.1.) 
Table 4. Meanings of defective nouris 














various modal or discourse-pragmatic 
meanings， such as: 
(a) background explanation， reason 
(b) self-awareness， speaker' s realization 
(c) advice 
(d) speaker's emotivity， e.g. blame， 
pleasure， surprise 
(e) guess， co吋ec加re
(f) speaker's intention 
(g) advice， command， instruction 
(h) s仕ongobligation 
stylistic: formal 
modal: unpleasant situation 
a.spec加al:progressive 
aspectual:‘in the middle of' 
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1n this connection， we shall look at the co・occuηencepossibilities 
between the nouns and the adnominalizer suffixes. They are shown in Table 
5 reg紅 dingnon-content nouns， and in Table 6 regarding defective nouns. 1t 
is difficult to make any generalizations， except to note that the nonpast has 
the widest range of possibilities. 
Table 5. Non-content nouns and adnominalizer suffixes 
Non-content NPST PST RETRO PRETRO PROS PPROS 
nouns -nun -n -ten -ss ten ー(!A -ss ul 




[3] kil + + 
‘road， path' 
[4] seym + + + + + つ
‘calculation' 
[5]phan + + + 
‘venue，bo町d'
[6]phok + + 
‘width' 
[7]phyen + + + + 
'side， p紅l'
[8] the + + + + + + 
‘ground，place' 
Table 6. Defective nouns and adnominalizer suffixes 
Non-content NPST PST RETRO PRETRO PROS PPROS 
nouns -nun -n -ten -ss ten ー坐!)J_ -ss ul 
[1] kes '出ing' + + + + + + 
[2]pa‘thing' + つ つ
[3]ci匂;eng，nolus + + ? つ + + 
‘domain， role' 
[4] cham， cha 十 + + + + 
‘time， momentラ
[5] cwung + + 
‘middle' 
5. 7 Morphosynt.似 ofthemermαid construction 
5.ス1'Copula' 
The copula =i-in the MMC can be omitted rather freely. It tends to be 
omitted in newspaper articles， but its presence/absence does not affect the 
acceptability of the sentence. 
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For example， as mentioned in 5.5.3-[8]， the copula is often absent when 
the MMC wi血 thenon-content noun the ‘ground， place' describes the 
speaker' s strong intention or when it is used in" newspaper articles， 
Of particular interest is the MMC that contains the defective noun kes 
'thing' (5.5.4-[1]). When the copula is absent， this MMC has modal 
meanings such as obligation， strong advice， command， or instructions to 
address (Kim and Horie 2006， Rhee 2011). 
(102) Tampay phiwu-ci ma-l kes. 
cigarette smoke-NEG-ADN.PROS thing 
‘N 0 smoking.' 
(103) Hoyuy=ey chamsek-ha-l kes. 
meeting=DATILOC attendance-do-ADN.PROS thing 
'Attend the meeting. ' 
Note th剖 (86)and (87)， which contain the copula， do not indicate strong 
command toward addressees. They describe the speaker' s intention. 
5.7.2 Negation 
The negative form ofthe copula is an=i-. That is， the negation marker an is 
added to the beginning of the copula (5.4)， e.g. (104). (In the examples 
given so far， bold face indicates the relevant nouns， and additionally the 
word(s)/morpheme(s) under discussion. In the examples given below， bold 
face indicates the word(s)/morpheme(s) under discussion. It does not 
necessary show the noun in the ‘Noun slot'.) 
(104) Chinkwu=nun uysa=初 an=i-飢
企iend=TOP doctor=NOM NEG=COP-DECL 
‘[My] friend is not a doctor.' 
The ‘Copula' in the MMC can be negated， with certain restrictions 
discussed below. Compare (105) (affirmative) (same as (2) and (106) 
(negative). When the copula is neg剖ed，either the nominative case marker 
or白etopic marker follows the ‘Noun'; see (106). As pointed out by Nam 
(2004a: 88)， the ωpic marker is more acceptable than the nominative case 
marker. This probably has to do with由escope of negation and focalization. 




'[My]丘iendplans to go to Japan.' 
(106) Chinkwu=nun i伊on=ey ka-l 
企ined=TOP Japan=DATILOC go・ADN.PROS
yeyceng={i/un} an=i-ta. 
plan={NOM/TOP} NEG =COP-DECL 
‘[My] friend does not plan to go to Japan.' 
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As noted above， there町erestrictions on the negation of the‘Copula' in 
血eMMC. The acceptability of白isnegation depends on the type of也e
noun in the‘noun' slot (Nam 2004a). We shall look at content nouns， 
non-content nouns and defective nouns. 
[1] Content nouns 
明司lena content noun is in the‘Noun' slot， the‘Copula' can be negated with 
no restriction. Examples include (107) (cakceng‘intention') and (108) 
(cheycil 'nature ofbody'). 
(107) Chinkwu=nun nayil yeki=lul ttena-l 
仕iend=TOP tomoηow here=ACC leave-ADN.PROS 
cakceng=i an=i-ta. 
intention=NOM NEG=COP-DECL 
‘[My] friend will not leave here tomorrow.' 
(108) Chinkwu=nun sal=i cal cci・nun
friend =TOP fat=NO乱1: well get.fat-ADN.NPST 
cheycil=i an=i-ta. 
nature.of.body=NOM NEG=COP-DECL 
'[My] friend does not gain weight easily.ヲ
[2] Non-content nouns 
With most of the non-content nouns， e.g. moyang‘appearance' in (109) and 
pep‘law' in (110)， negation ofthe‘Copula' is not acceptable. However， this 
negation is possible with non-content nouns such as phyen‘side' in (111). 
(109)本Chinkwu=nun wu-nun moyang=i 
仕inend=TOP cry幽 ADN.NPST appearance =NOM 
αn=i-ta. 
NEG=COP-DECL 
Intended meaning:‘[My] friend does'not seem to cry.' 
(110) * Sinpwu=nun wenlay yeyppu-n 
bride-TOP in.nature beautiful-ADN.NPST 
pep=t an=i-ta. 
law=NOM NEG=COP-DECL 
Intended meaning:‘Every bride is not beautiful [in nature].' 
(111) Chinkwu =nun sal=i cal cci-nun 
friend =TOP fat=NOM well get.fat-ADN.NPST 
phyen=i an=i・ta.
side=NO恥1: NEG =COP-DECL 
‘[My] friend does not gain weight easily. ' 
[3] Defective nouns 
The acceptability of the negation of the ‘Copula' varies depending on the 
defective noun involved. This negation is not acceptable with defective 
nouns such as keピthing'in (112) and ciかeng‘domain'in (113). In contrast， 
it is acceptable with defective nouns such as cwung 'during' in (114). 
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(112)*Na=nun ku kapang=ul kkok sa-l 
I=TOP that bag=ACC in.any.case buy-ADN.PROS 
kes=i an=i-ta. 
thing=NOM NEG=COP-DECL 
Intended meaning:‘[1] will not buy th剖 bagin any case.' 
(113) * Na=nun yocum cwuk-ul cikyeng=i 
I=TOP these.days die-ADN.PROS domain=NOM 
an=トta.
NEG=COP帽 DECL
Intended meaning:‘1 do not feel half dead these days.' 
(114) Na=nun yenkwusil=eyse nonmwun=ul 
I=TOP lab=DAT/LOC paper=ACC 
ssu-nun cwung=l an=lてpni-ta.
write-ADN.NPST middle=NOM NEG=COP-DEF 
古田nnot writing a paper in [my] laboratory.' 
Thus far we have examined the negation of the‘Copula' ofthe lV岱1C.
The predicate of the‘Clause'， too， can be negated. In Korean， there訂 e
two ways to negate verbs (other也anthe copula) and adjectives. They can 
be used for the negation of the predicate of the ‘Clause'， as well. One 
involves the short form an， which precedes the predicate， e.g. (37)， (115). 
The other employs the bipartite form -ci anh-， which is attached to the end 
ofthe stem ofthe predicate， e.g. (62) and (116). Both the ‘Copula' and the 
predicate of the‘Clause' can be negatedラ e.g.(117). 
(115) [Na=nun ilフon=ey an ka-l] 
I=TOP Japan=DAT/LOC NEG plan-ADN.PROS 
yeyceng=i-ta 
plan=COP-DECL 
'1 plan not to go to Japan.' 




'1 plan not to go to Japan.' 
(117) [Na=nun ilpon=ey an ka-l] 
I=TOP Japan=DAT/LOC NEG go-ADN.PROS 
yeyceng=l anニi-ta.
plan=NOM NEG=COP-DECL 
'1 do not plan not to go to Japan.' 
5‘7.3 Subject respect suffix -納品ー
The honorific suffix イu)si-ιHS'is used for subject respect. It is attached to 
the stem of the predic瓜e，e.g. 0・si-ess-ta‘come-HS-PST-DECL'in (17) and 
初-si-ta‘go・HS・DECL'.In the MMC， it can be added to the predicate ofthe 
‘Clause'， e.g. (118)， tothe ιCopula'， ~.g. (24)， (119)， and to both， e.g. (120). 
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(118) [Halapeci=kkeyse=nun nayil ilpon=り
grandfather=NOM.HOR=TOP tomorrow Japan=DATILOC 
ka-si-[J yeyceng=i-ta. 
go・HS-ADN.PROS plan=COP-DECL 
ι[My] grandfather plans to go to Japan tomorrow.' 
(119) [Ha/.αrpeci=kkeyse=nun nayil i伊on=ey
grand.father =NOM.HOR=TOP tomoηow Japan=DATILOC 
初斗 yeyceng=i-品 ta.
go・ADN.PROS plan=COP-HS-DECL 
‘[My] grandfather plans to go to Japan tomo汀ow.'
(120) [Halapeci=kkeyse=nun nayil iljヮon=り
grand.father =NOM.HOR=TOP tomorrow. Japan=DATILOC 
ka-si-司 yeyceng=i-sιta.
go・HS-ADN.PROS plan=COP-HS-DECL 
‘[My] grandfather plans to go to Japan tomorrow.' 
6. Comparison of the mermaid construction with other constructions 
6.1 Introductory notes 
We shall compare the MMC with some 0血erconstructions in terms of出er
syntactic behaviour. The constructions白atwill be compared are as follows. 
(a) Intemal AC (discussed in 4ユ1.2)
(b) Extemal AC (discussed in 4ユ1.3)
(c) Adverbial clause of time (discussed in 4.2.2) 
(d) MMC with a content noun (discussed in 5.5.2) 
(e) MMC with a non-content noun (discussed in 5.5.3) 
(f) MMC with a defective noun (discussed in 5.5.4) 
(g) Verb四 predicatesentence (discussed in 4.1 ) 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence (discussed in 4.1) 
Six tests will be conducted for this comparison. 
Test 1: Modification by a demonstrative (6.2) 
Test 2: Modification by an adjective (6.3) 
Test 3: Head noun in relativization (6.4) 
Test 4: NOM!GEN conversion (6.5) 
Test 5: Topic marker (6.6) 
Test 6: Clefting (6.7) 
Test 1 to Test 3 are designed to investigate the noun-hood of the ‘Noun' of 
也e~仏t1C， while Test 4 to Test 5町eintended to examine the sentence-hood 
ofthe‘Clause'. Test 6 serves both pu中oses.
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6.2 Test 1: Modification bya demonstrative 
Content nouns， non-content nouns and defective nouns can be modified by 
an adjective， a demonstrative and some other modifier when也eyare used 
outside the MMC， e.g. (31) (say salam‘new person': a content noun)， (86) 
(ku kapang‘th剖 bag':a content noun). When used in由ピNoun'slot ofthe 
由.eMMC， however， nouns cannot be modified by a demonstrative， such as i 
‘this' and ku‘thぜ.See (124)， (125) and (126). 
Similarly， nouns th瓜町eused in由econjunction-like expressions for 
adverbial clauses oftime (i.e. (c) do not allow this modification; see (123). 
That is， these nouns lack the noun-hood in that they cannot be modified by a 
demonstrative. 
There is no such restriction in the other constructions: (a) Intemal AC， 
(b) Extemal AC， and (h) Noun-predicate sentence; the nouns have the 
noun-hood in this respect. See (121)， (122) and (123). Superficially， (a)， (b)， 
(c)， (d)， (e) and (f)れhoughnot (g) or (h)) contain the structure of ‘clause + 
noun'. However， (c)， (の， (e) and (f) differ from (a) and (b) in th剖 thenouns 
in question lack the noun-hood in this respect. 
(a) Intemal AC 
(121) Chinkwu=ka sa-n i os 
friend=NOM buy-ADN.PST this clothes 
'these clothes that [my]企iendbought.' 
(b) Extemal AC 
(122) Chinkwu=ka mal-ha-nun i moksoli 
friend =NOM talk-do・ADN.PRES this voice 
LT:‘this voice with which [my] friend talks' 
(c) Adverbial clause of time 
(123) *Chin伽 u=kα ka-I ku t，のう
合iend=NOM go-ADN.PROS that time 
na-to ka-n-ta. 
I-too go・PRES-DECL
Intended meaning:寸h剖 timewhen [my]企iendgoes， 1 will go 
too.' 
(d)MMCwi由 acontent noun 
(124)申Chinbtノu=nun iljヲon=ey 初-1
friend=TOP Japan=DATILOC go-ADN.PROS 
ku yeyceng=i-ta. 
由at plan=COP-DECL 
LT:‘[My] friend is th剖 planto go to Japan.' 
(e) MMC with a non-content noun 
(125)* Chinkl仰 =nun cikum hakkyo=ey 
企iend=TOP now school=DATILOC 
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ka-nun ku kil=i-ta. 
go・ADN.NPST that road=COP-DECL 
LT:‘[My] friend is on th剖 wayto go to school now.' 
(f) MMC with a defective noun 
(126)牢Nα=nun cikum mak cemsim=ul 
I=TOP now right lunch=ACC 
mek-nun i cham=i-ta. 
eat-ADN.NPST this time=COP-DECL 
LT:‘I田nthis time to eat lunch right now.' 
(g) Verb-predicate sentence 
The test is inapplicable because there is no relevant ‘Noun'. 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence 
(127) Mの chinkwu=nun i uysa=仰-ta.
my friend=TOP this doctor=COP-DECL 
‘My friend is this doctor.' 
6.3 Test 2: Modification byan adjective 
This test yields exactly the same result as that ofTest 1. 
(a) Intemal AC 




‘the pre町Tclothes that [my]企iendbought' 
(b) Extemal AC 
(129) Chinkwu =此a mal-ha-nun coh-un 
合iend=NOM talk-do・ADN.PRES good-ADN.NPST 
moksoli 
v01ce 
LT:‘the good voice with which [my]企iendtalks' 
( c)Adverbial clause of time 
(130)申Chinln仰 =ka cip=ey ka-l 
friend=NOM home=DATILOC go田 ADN.PROS
kupha-n tay， nα=to kα-n-ta. 
urgent-ADN.PRES time l=too go・PRES-DECL
LT:‘Urgent time th剖 [my]企iendgoes， 1 will go too.' 
(d) MMC wi也 acontent noun 
(131)*Chinkwu=ka ilpon=ey ka-l 
friend=NOM Japan=DAT /LOC go・ADN.PROS
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kupha凶 n yeyceng=i-ta. 
urgent-ADN.NPST plan=COP-DECL 
Intended meaning:‘[My] friend has an町 gentplan to go to 
Japan.' 
(e) MMC with a non-content noun 
(132)*Chinkwu=nun cikum hakkyo=ey ka-nun 
friend=TOP now school=DAT/LOC go・ADN.NPST
kupha-n kil=i-ta. 
urgent-ADN.NPST road=COP-DECL 
Intended meaning:‘[My] friend is going to school now in a huηy.' 
(f) MMC with a defective noun 
(133)*Chinlo仰 =nun cemsim=ul mek-ul 
企iend=TOP lunch=ACC eat-ADN.PROS 
kupha-n cham=i-ta. 
urgent-ADN.NPST time=COP-DECL 
Intended meaning:‘[My] friend is eating lunch in a hu町y.'
(g) Verb-predicate sentence 
The test is inapplicable because there is no relevant ‘noun'. 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence 
(134) Chinkwu=nun yumyeng-ha-n uysa=仰-ta.
friend=TOP famous-do・ADN.NPST doctor=COP-DECL 
'[My] friend is a famous doctor.' 
6.4 Test 3: Head noun in relativization 
This test examines whether the subject can be the head noun in 
relativization， i.e. in the formation of adnominal clauses. It concerns the 
subject of: 
(i) the main clause of(a)， (b)， (c); 
(i) the ‘Clause' ofthe MMC， i.e. (d)， (e)， (f)， and; 
(ii) simple sentences: (g) and (h). 
In the case of (e) MMC with a non-content noun and (f) MMC with a 
defective noun， the acceptability depends on the noun employed. Selected 
examples ofnouns will be given. In other constructions， i.e. (a)， (b)， (c)， (d)， 
(g)， (h)， nouns can be the head in relativization. 
(a) Internal A C 
(135) Chinkwu=nun [nay=ka 






‘[My] friend ate the curry th瓜 1cooked.' 
(136) [Nay=ka manω-n khaleyJ=lul 
1 =NOM make-ADNOM.PST c町可=ACC
mek-un chinkwu 
eat-ADN.PST friend 
‘[myJ friend who剖ethe cu町y白瓜1cooked ' 
(b) Extemal AC 
(137) Chinkwu=nun [nay=ka mal-ha-nun moksoli]=lul 
friend=TOP I=NOM talk-do・ADN.PRES voice=ACC 
tul-ess-ta. 
hear-PST-DECL 
ι[My] friend heard the voice with which 1 talk.' 
(138)[nのI=ka mal-ha-nun ' moksoliJ=lul 
father=NO乱M t岡alk-doか-ADN.PRES voice=ACC 
tulι-un chink. 
hea訂r-ADNOM.PST f企旨I"iend
‘[myJ斤iendwho heard the voice with which 1 talk' 
(c) Adverbial clause of time 
(139) Chinkwu=nun cが=ey 0-1 ttay， 
friend =NOM home=DATILOC come-ADN.PROS time 
ppang=ul sa-ss・ta.
bread=ACC buy-PST・DECL
‘明司len[My] friend c副neback home， [he] bought bread.ヲ
(140) c伊=ey 0-1 ttay ppang=ul 
home=DATI止LOC c∞ome争圃ADN.PROS time bread=ACC 
Sα-n chinkわF
buy-ADN.PST fr創le叩nd
‘[myJ斤iendwho bought bread when [he] came back home' 
(d)MMCwi由 acontent noun 
If the noun in the‘Noun' slot is a content noun， e.g. yeyceng‘plan' in (141)， 
吐lesubject of血e‘Clause'of the MMC， i.e. Chinkwu in (141)， can be the 
head noun in relativization， asin (142). 
(141) Chinkwu=nun i伊on=ey ka-I 
friend =TOP Japan=DATILOC go・ADN.PROS
yeyceng=i-ta. 
plan=COP-DECL 
'[My] friend plans to go to Japan.' 




‘[myJ斤iendwhoplans to go to Japan' 
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(e) MMC with a non-content noun 
In the case of non田 contentnounsヲthisis possible with some of them， but it is 
not possible with others. Non-content nouns such as moyang‘appe紅 ance'
andpep‘law' cannot be the head in relativization; see (144) and (146). In 
contrast， non-content nouns such as phyenιside' can. 
Involving moyang‘appearance' : 
(143) Chinkwu =nun wu-nun moyang=i-ta. 
friend=TOP cry-ADN.NPST appearance =COP-DECL 





Intended meaning:‘[myJ斤iendwho seems to be crying' 
Involving pep‘law': 
(145) Haksayng=un yelsimhi kongpwu-ha-nun 
studen七=TOP hard study-do-ADN.NPST 
pep=トta.
law=COP-DECL 
'Students should study hard.' 
(146)* Yelsimhi kongpwu-ha-nun pep=i-n 
hard study -do・ADN.NPST law=COP-ADN.NPST 
haksayng 
student 
Intended meaning:‘students who should study hard' 
Involving phyen‘side': 
(147) Chinkwu=nun sal=i cal cci-nun 
friend =TOP fat=NOM well get.fat-ADN.NPST 
phyen=i-t，α. 
side=COP-DECL 
‘[My] friend gains weight easily. ' 
(148) Sal=i cal cci-nun 
fat=NOM well get.fat-ADN.NPST 
phyen=i-n chinkwu 
side=COP-ADN.NPST friend 
'[myJ斤iendwho gains weight easily. ' 
(t) MMC with a defective noun 
If the noun in the ‘Noun' slot is a defective noun， this is possible with some 
of them， but it is impossible with others. Compare (149) and (150)， which 
have the defective noun kes噛 ing'in the‘Noun' slot. The example (150) is 
not acceptable. In contrast， defective nouns such as ciかeng‘domain'and 
cwung‘middle' can. See (152) and (154). 
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lnvolving kes‘thing': 
(149) Chinkwu=nun ku 初rpang=ul k加k
企iend=TOP that bag=ACC in.any.case 
sa-l kes=i-ta. 
buy-ADN.PROS thing=COP-DECL 
‘[My] friend will buy白瓜bagin any case.' 
(150)申Ku kapang=ul kkok sa-l 
由at bag=ACC in.any.case buy-ADN.PROS 
kes=i-n chinkwu 
thing=COP-ADN.NPST friend 
lntended meaning: '[my ]斤iendwho will buy曲目bagin any case' 
lnvolving ciわleng‘domain':
(151) Chinkwu=nun cwuk-ul cikyeng=i・ta.
friend =TOP die-ADN.PROS domain=COP-DECL 
'[My] friend feels half dead. ' 
(152) cwuk-ul ciかeng=i-n chinkwu 
die-ADN.PROS domain=COP-ADN.NPST 企iend
‘[myJ friend who feels half dead' 
lnvolving cwung‘middle' : 
(153) Chinwku=nun yenkwusil=eyse nonmwun=ul 
企iend=TOP lab=DAT/LOC paper=ACC 
ssu-ten cwung=i-ta. 
write-ADN.RETRO middle=COP-DECL 
‘[My] friend is writing a paper in [my] laboratory.' 
(154) yenkwusil=eyse nonmwun=ul ssu-ten 
lab=DAT/LOC paper=ACC write-ADN.RETRO 
cwung=i-n chinkwu 
middle=COP-ADN.NPST 合iend
'a/the person who is wtiting a paper in [his品er]laboratory' 
(g) Verb-predicate sentence 
(155) Chinkwu =nun chαryk=ul sa-ss-ta. 
合iend=TOP book=ACC buy-PST-DECL 
‘[My] friend bought a book' 
(156) chayk=ul sa-n chinkwu 
book=ACC buy-ADN.PST friend 
'[myJ斤iendwho bought a book' 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence 
(157) Chinkwu=nun uysa=i.・ta.
f白nend=TOP dωoctor=COp.心ECL
‘'[My汁f守]friend i臼sa doctor.' 
(158) uysa=;.・n chinkwu 
doctor=COP-ADN.NPST friend 
'[myJ斤iendwho is a doctor' 
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6.5 Test 4: NOル1IGENconversion 
In Japanese， the subject exhibits an altemation between the nominative case 
and the genitive case in adnorninal dauses ('ACs') and certain adverbial 
clauses， but this conversion is prohibited in the 1仏1Cand independent 
sentences， such as verb慣 predicatesentences (Tsunoda， this volurne-b， 
6.3.2.1). 
In Korean (NOM: =i/ka， GEN: =uy)， the NOM/GEN conversion is 
possible in (a) Intemal AC and (b) Extemal AC. However， as indicated by 
Horie and Kang (2000)， the subject in the genitive case is not generally 
accepted in Modem Korean. Only a lirnited nurnber of exarnples can be 
found in folk songs， e.g. (159)， and the titles ofbooks and songs， e.g. (160). 
Both町 eexarnples ofintemal AC. (161) is an ex田npleof extemal AC. 
(159) [Na=uy sal-ten] kohy，αng 
I=GEN live-ADN.RETRO hornetown 
官lehornetown where 1 used to live' (Horie and Kang 2000: 95) 
(160) [Na=uy ka-nun] kil 
I=GEN go-ADN.PRES road 
‘rny way to go ' 
(161) Chinkwu=uy mal-ha-nun mokso/i 
合iend=GEN talk同 do-ADN.NPST voice 
‘the voice of [rny] friend talks with' 
The NOMlGEN altemation is unacceptable in other constructions. 
( c)Adverbial clause of tirne 
(162) Chinkwu=ka 汁chinkwu=uy) 初ーl
合iend=NOM 企iend=GEN go・ADN.PROS
tαy， na=to ka-n-ta. 
tirne l=too go-PRES-DECL 
'When [rny] friend goes， 1 will go too.' 
(d) MMC with a content noun 
(163) Chinkwu=ka (*chinkwu=uy) ilpon=ey 
企iend=NOM friend=GEN Japan=DAT/LOC 
ka-l yeyceng=i-ta. 
go-ADN.PROS plan=COP-DECL 
'[My] friend plans to goωJapan.' 
(e) MMC with a non開 contentnoun 
(164) Chin伽 u=ka (*chin灼lU=uy) cikum hakかo=ey
friend=NOM friend=GEN now school=DAT/LOC 
ka-nun kil=i・ta.
go・ADN.NPST road=COP-DECL 
‘[My] friend is on his way to go to school now. ' 
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(1) MMC with a defective noun 
(165) Chinkwu=ka 什Na=uy) cikum 
friend =NO恥f 企iend=GEN now 
mek-nun cham=iィα.
eat-ADN.NPST time=COP-DECL 
'1 am eating lunch right now.' 
(g) Verb-predicate sentence 
mak cemsim=ul 
right lunch=ACC 
(166) Chinkwu=k，α f牢chinkwu=uy)iljフon=ey ka引ーta.
合iend=NOM 企iend=GEN Japan=DAT/LOC go回 PRES-DECL
'[My] friend goes to Japan.' 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence 
(167) Chinkwu=ka (*chinln仰 =uy) uysa= i-ta. 
friend=NOM 企iend=GEN doctor=COP-DECL 
'[My] friend is a medical doctor.' 
6.6 Test 5: Topic marker 
The topic marker (=unl=nun) cannot occur in (a) lntemal AC or (b) 
ExtemalAC. 
(a) lntemal AC 
(168) Ikes=un [chinkwu=*nunlka sa-n 
this=TOP friend=TOPINOM buy-ADN.PST 
os]=i-ta. 
clothes=COP幽 DECL
lntended meaning:‘These町ethe clothes that [my] friend bought.' 
(b) Extemal AC 
(169) [chinkwu=*nunlka mal-ha-nun moksoli] 
合iend=TOPINOM talk-do-ADN.PRES voice 
lntended meaning:‘the voice with which [my] friend talksヲ
ln (c) adverbial clause of time， the topic marker is acceptable if the 
subject of the adverbial clause of time and th瓜 ofthe main clause町 e
identical， e.g. (170). However， it is unacceptable if they are not identical; 
see (171). 
(c) Adverbial clause of time 
(170) Chinkwu=nunlka cip=ey 0-1 
friend =TOPINOM home=DAT/LOC come-ADN.PROS 
ttay， ppang=ul sa-ss-ta. 
time bread=ACC buy-PST・DECL
lntended meaning:‘When [my] friend came back home， [he] 
bought bread. ' 
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(171) Chinkwu =*nunlka cip=ey kαJ 
friend =TOPINOM home=DATILOC go-ADN.PROS 
ttay， na=to ka-n-ta. 
time 1 =too go司 PRES-DECL
Intended meaning:‘When [my] friend comes home， 1 will go too. ' 
The topic maker can occur in other constructions. 
(d) MMC with a content noun， e.g. (26)， (28)， (29). 
(e) MMC with a non-content noun， e.g. (60)， (65)， (71). 
(ηMMCwi廿1a defective noun， e.g. (7)， (78)， (79)， (80)， (98)， (101). 
(g) Verb-predicate sentence， e.g. (5). 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence， e.g. (8). 
6. 7 Test 6: Clefting 
The cleft construction in Korean has the following structure. X represents 
the focus. 
(172) X=kes=un NP=(i)-ω. 
X=NMLZ=TOP NP=COP-DECL 
In the following discussion， the subject will be put in focus by clefting. 
It is most convenient to start this discussion with (g) verb-predicate sentence 
and (h) noun-predicate sentence. For each construction守pe，a clefted 
example and the corresponding (non-cle抗ed)example will be given. 
Clefting is acceptable in (g)， (h)， and (d) MMC with a content noun. 
(g) Verb-predicate sentence 
(173) Chinkwu=nun chayk=ul sa-ss-ta. 
仕iend=TOP book=ACC buy-PST-DECL 
‘[My] friend bought a book.' 
(174) Chayk=ul sa-n kes=un 
book=ACC buy-ADN.PST NMLZ=TOP 
chinkwu=仰-ta.
合iend=COP-DECL
'It is [myJ斤iendwho bought a book，' 
(h) Noun-predicate sentence 
(175) Chinkwu=nun haksayng=i-ta. 
企iend=TOP student=COP-DECL 
‘[My]仕iendis a s加dent.'




'It is [myJ斤iendwho is a s旬dent.'
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(d)MMCwi由 acontent noun 
(177) Chinkwu=nun i/pon=ey ka-l 
friend=TOP Japan=DAT/LOC go田 ADN.PROS
yeyceng=i-ta. 
plan=COP-DECL 
'[My] friend plans to go to Japan.' 
(178) Ilpon=ey 初-1 yeyceng=i-n 
Japan=DAT/LOC go・ADN.PROS plan=COP.NPST 
kes=un chinわ仰=(i)-ta. 
NMLZ=TOP 仕iend=COP-DECL
Intended meaning:‘It is [myJ斤iendwho plans加 goto J apan. ' 
In (e) MMC with a non-content noun and (f) MMC with a defective 
noun， the acceptability of clefting depends on the noun employed. Selected 
ex田nplesof nouns will be given. 
(e) MMC with a non-content noun 
The acceptability of clefting depends on the noun employed. For example， 
cle抗ingis acceptable with non-content nouns such as phyen‘side'， e.g. 
(180). However， it is not acceptable with non-content nouns such as pep 
‘law'; see (182). 
(179) Chinkwu=nun achim=ey ilccik 
friend=TOP moming=DATILOC early 
ilena-nun phyen=i-ta. 
get.up-ADN.NPST side=COP-DECL 
ι[My] friend has a habit of ge社ingup early in the moming.' 
(180) Achim=ey i/ccik ilena-nun 
moming=DAT/LOC early get.up-ADN.NPST 
phyen=i-n kes=un chinlo仰=(i)-ta. 
side=COP-ADN.NPST N恥1LZ=TOP 企iend=COP-DECL
‘It is [my ] friend who has a habit of getting up early in the 
moming.' 




‘Students should study hard. ' 
(182)*Yelsimhi kongpwu-ha-nun pep=i-n 
hard study-do-ADN.NPST law=COP-ADN.NPST 
kes=un haむのmg=(i)-ta.
NMLZ=TOP student=COP-DECL 
Intended meaning:‘It is students who should study hard. ' 
(f) MMC with a defective noun 
The acceptability of clefting depends on the noun employed. For example， 
cle抗ingis acceptable with defective nouns such as cikyeng‘domain'， e.g. 
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(184). However， itis not acceptable with defective nouns such as kes 
'thing'; see (186). 
(183) Chinわ仰=nun cwuk-ul cikyeng=i-ta. 
企iend=TOP die-ADN.PROS domain=COP-DECL 
'[My]企iendis feeling as if he is almost dead. ' 




1ntended meaning:‘It is [myJ friend who is feeling as ifhe is 
almost dead. ' 
(185) Chinkwu=nun hoyuy=ey 
合iend=TOP meeting=DATILOC 
chamsek-ha -1 kes=i-ta. 
attendance-do・ADN.PROS thing=COP-DECL 
'[My]企iendwill attend the meeting.' 
(186)* Hoyuyニey chamsek-ha -1 
meeting=DATILOC attend-do-ADN.PROS 
kes=i-n kes=un chinkl仰 =ω-ta.
thing=COP四 ADN.PRES N孔1LZ=TOP friend=COP-DECL 
1ntended meaning:‘It is [myJ斤iendwho will attend the meeting. ' 
(c) Adverbial clause of time 
Clefting is acceptable if the subject of the adverbial clause of time and th剖
of the main clause町 eidentical， e.g. (188). However， it is unacceptable if 
they訂 enot identical; see (190). 
(187) Chinkwu=ka c伊=ey 0-1 ttay， 
合iend=NOM home=DAT/LOC come-ADN.PROS time 
ppang=ul sa-ss-ta. 
bread=ACC buy-PST-DECL 
‘明司len[my]企iendc田neback home， [he] bought bread. ' 
(188) Cip=ey 0-1 ttay ppαng=ul 
home=DATILOC come-ADN.PROS time bread=ACC 
sa-n kes=un chinkwu=仰イα.
buy-ADN.NPST NMLZ=TOP friend=COP-DECL 
LT:‘It is [myJ斤iendwho， [when] he c紅neback home [he] 
bread.' 
(189) Chinkwu=ka cip=ey ka-I ttay， 
friend=NOM home=DAT/LOC go-ADN.PROS time 
nα=to ka-n-ta. 
1=too go圃 PRES-DECL
'When [my] friend goes home， 1 will go too.' 
(190)申C伊=ey ka-I ttay， na=ω 




‘When [my] friend goes home， 1 wil1 go to.' 
(190) *C伊=ey ka-l ttay， na=ω 
home=DATILOC go・ADN.PROS time l=too 
ka-nun kes=un chinlnゲu=i-ta.
go・ADNOM.NPST NMLZ=TOP friend=COP-DECL 
(untranslatable) 
Clefting is impossible in (a) intemal AC and (b) external AC. 
(a) Intemal AC 
(191) lkes=un chinkwu=ka ssu-n 
this=TOP 仕iend=NOM write-ADN.PST 
chayk=i-ta. 
book=COP-DECL 




book=COP-ADN.NPST NMLZ=TOP friend=COP-DECL 
(untranslatable) 
(b) Extemal A C 
(193) lkes=un chinkwu=ka mal-ha-nun 
this=TOP 仕iend=NOM talk-do-ADN.NPST 
moksoli=仰-ta.
voice=COP-DECL 




voice=COP-ADN.NPST NMLZ=TOP friend=COP-DECL 
(un仕anslatable)
6.8 Discussion 
We shall summarize the commonalities and differences among the eight 
constructions examined above， interms of [1] morphology and [2] syntax. 
[1] Mo中hology
We shall consider the morphology of the predicate. As seen in 5.1， the 
predic剖.eofthe‘Clause' ofthe MMC (to be precise， the dominant type: type 
(a) has to contain an adnominalizer suffix. In this respect， the ‘Clause' of 
the MMC behaves exactly like the predicate of ACs (cf. 4ユ1.1)，and differs 
企omthat of independent sentences. That is， ifwe confine our attention to 
the predicate， it wil1100k as ifthe‘Clause' ofthe MMC were an AC. 
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abbreviations employed indicate the following. 
(i)‘+': acceptable 
(i) '-': unacceptable 
(ii)‘+/'ー:the acceptability differs from the noun 
(iv)‘N/A' : the test is not applicable 
Table 7. Syntactic aspects ofthe eight constructions 
(a)Intema1 。 出 剛al(c)Ad'問削11伸 悼 の
AC AC clause:! MMC: ~⑪1C: MMC 
time content non-content defective 
noUs noun noun 
Test 1. Demons甘ative + + 
Test 2. Adjective + + 
Test 3. Head noun + + + i+ +/圃 +1ー
z 
Test4. NO加lIGEN +/ー +/ー
Test 5. Topic marker +/- !十 + + 









Test 1 to Test 3 are designed to investigate the noun-hood of the ‘Noun' of 
血e乱仏t1C，while Test 4 to Test 5訂 eintended to examine the sentence-hood 
ofthピClause'.Test 6 serves both p町 poses.
(a) Noun-hood 
In the main， the ‘Noun' ofthe MMC (d)， (e)， (f) e泣ribitsa low degree of 
noun-hood. In particular， in terms of Test 1 and Test 2， itbehaves 
differently from the noun in (a) intemal AC， (b) extemal AC， and (h) 
noun-predicate sentence. 
Regarding Test 3， some of the non-content nouns and the defective 
nouns c恒motbe the head in relativization. In this respect，出eyarelow in 
noun-hood. Consequently， they are the lowest in noun-hood among al the 
nouns examined in Table 7. 
To put it differently， in terms of syntax， the nouns in the ‘Noun'訂 e
grammaticalized. Among them， some of non-content nouns and the 
defective nouns mentioned above町ethe most grammaticalized. 
Recall also that in terms of semantics， non-content nouns and defective 
nouns in the ‘Noun' slot訂 ehighly grammaticalized (Tables 3 and 4). 
(b) Sentence-hood 
In the main， the ‘Clause' of the MMC behaves like independent sentences: 
(g) verb幽 predicatesentence and (h) noun-predicate sentence. The only 
exceptions are found regarding Test 6; they訂 einstances of the 1¥仏1Cwith 
certain non-content nouns and instances of the MMC羽thcertain defective 
nouns. 
[3] Summary 
In terms of the mo中hologyof the predicate， the ‘Clause' of the 1¥品t1Cis 
identical with ACs. However， regarding syntax， the ‘Clause' differs from 
ACs. In the main， the entire MMC behaves like independent clauses - with 
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血eexceptions noted above. That is， interms of syntax， the MMC does not 
contain an AC， and consequently it is mono-clausal， and not bi-clausal. 
7. Summary and concluding remarks 
The 1¥仙1Cabounds in Korean， and it is ofthree types. In the dominant type， 
more than 70 nouns are attested in the ‘Noun' slot. They can be classified 
into three groups: content nouns， non-content nouns， and defectives nouns. 
These nouns (more than 70) and the nouns a抗estedin the‘Noun' slot ofthe 
Japanese MMC (剖least106) in the main coincide. However， there町 esome 
nouns that町 eacceptable in the Korean MMC， but not in the Japanese 
恥仏1C.The reverse applies to some other nouns. 
The MMC in Korean has a wide range of meanings/functions， such as 
modal， evidential， aspectual， temporal and stylistic meanings/伽 lctions.
In terms of the morphology of the predicate， the ‘Clause' of the MMC 
and that of ACs訂 eidentical; they must take a nominalizer suffix. Since the 
predicate is in an adnominal form， the ‘Clause' by itself cannot be used as a 
sentence. 
Regarding syntax， however， the ‘Clause' of the MMC in the main 
behaves differently企omACs. Rather， the entire 1¥品1Cbehaves like 
independent sentences. That is， syntactically， the 1¥品1Cdoes not contain an 
AC， and it is mono-clausal， and not bi-clausal. 
In terms of semantics and syntax， the nouns in the ‘Noun' slot of the 
MMC訂 egrammaticalized to varying degrees. Among them， some of the 
non-content nouns and the defective nouns mentioned above訂 ethe most 
granlIDaticalized. 
Abbreviations 
ABL -ablative; ACC・ accusative;ADN -adnominal; AS・ adjectivising
suffix; COND -conditional; CONJ・conjunctive;COM -comitative; COP -
copula; DAT/LOC・dative/locative;DECL -declarative; DEF -deferential; 
FT -仕eetranslation; GEN・ genitive;HOR・ honorific;HS -honorific 
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polite; PRETRO・pastretrospective; PST閉 past;PRES -present; PROG田
progressive; PROS・ prospective;PPROS -past prospective; RETRO -
retrospective; SFS -sentence final suffix; TOP -topical; VOL田 volitional
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8. Summary and concluding remarks 
1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes the structure of the prototype of the 
mermaid construction (‘MMC') as foIIows. 
(1) [Clause] Noun Copula 
Amdo Tibetan has two types of the MMC: the free noun type and the 
encIitic type. 
In the free noun type， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by a noun (a free form). 
Six such nouns have been attested. The verb of the ‘Clause' is followed by a 
nominalizer. In the enclitic type， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by an enclitic. 
The enclitic is directly attached to the verb of the ‘Clause'. Four such 
encIitics have been attested. 
The meanings/functions of the MMC can be cIassified as foIIows: (i) 
grammatical: modal， evidential， aspectual，旬mporal，counterfactual， (i) 
stylistic: humble， and (ii) informational: focus. 
In teロnsof the mo中hologyof the predicate， the ‘Clause' of the MMC 
behaves like adnominal clauses (' ACs')， but syntacticaIIy it is intermediate 
between ACs and independent sentences. 
The nouns and the encIitics attested in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC are 
grammaticalized， tovarying degrees， interms of semantics， mo叩hologyand
syntax. 
2. Initial illustration 
Examples of the free noun type incIude (2) and (3). Examples of the encIitic 
type include (4) and (5). The ‘Clause' in the MMC is embraced by square 
brackets. The encIitic nominalizer 竺la in (5) indicates future. (See 
5.3-[E-4].) 
(2) [ar}a=ka nor ptS01)-ju] ntEhar:J2 rε1 
father=ERGyak sel.lPF-NMLZ.GEN plan COP.B 
LT:‘[My] father is a plan to seI yaks.' 
FT:‘[My] father plans to seI yaks.' 
(3) [khargεmthama=a phamkh，α l1，o-jU] 
3SG last=DAT defeat buy.lPF-NMLZ.GEN 
le rε. 
karma COP.B 
LT: ‘He/she is a karma to buy [i.e. su百'er]a defeat after aI.' 
FT:‘He/she was destined to su百'era defeat after aI.' 
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(4) [k~εrgε lhasha=a sh01J=1J，ofj=kha=zakJ rε. 
3SG PLN=DAT go.PF=AUX=surface=INDF COP.B 
LT:‘He is a surface to have gone to Lhasa.' 
FT:‘It seems that he has been to Lhasa.' 
(5) [k勺1J，akarεmma ryo守aJ rε. 
3DU right.now go.lPF=NMLZ COP.B 
LT:‘They are things to go right now.' 
FT:‘They will go right now.' 
3. Profile of the language 
Tibetan languages belong to the Tibeto-Burman branch of the Sino-Tibetan 
language family. They are spoken mainly in China. They are spoken in India， 
Nepal， Bhutan and Pakistan as well. 
The Tibetan languages that are spoken in China are traditionally 
classified into three groups: Central Tibetan (U-tsan)， East Tibetan (Kham)， 
and North-East Tibetan (Amdo). Amdo Tibetan is spoken in Qinghai 
Province， the northern and southern part of Gansu Province， and the 
northern part of Sichuan Province. 
The data for the present paper was provided by Mr. rGya ye bKra bho 
(born in 1963) and Mr. A khu Phun tshogs (born in 1947)， who live in rGya 
ye village of Gonghe County， Qinghai Province. Some additional examples 
are repeated from Ebihara (2008， 2010). 
According to Nanjia Cairang (1997: 65)， the number of Amdo Tibetan 
speakers is estimated to be about 1，300，000， which is 33% of the Tibetan 
speakers in China. 
The following is a typological profile of Amdo Tibetan spoken in rGya 
ye village of Gonghe County. 
Unlike other Tibetan languages， Amdo Tibetan has no !onal opposition. 
The~ following phoneme尽canbe set up: Ip/[p]，jph/[ph]， Ib/["b]， It/[t]，小1[th]， 
Id/["d]， It![t]， Ith/[th]， Iqj["q]， Ic/[c]， Ich/[Ch]，与IrJ]， l!d[k]， Ikh/[kh]， Ig/[lIg~y]， 
Its/[ts]， Itsh/ltsh]， Idz/r'dz]， ItG/[t~]， ItGh/[tGh]， Id:ur'dl>]，)f/[η， liI[i]， Is/[ s]， 
ISh/[Sh]， Iz/["z]， -le/[e]，-IG/[G]， IzI [fi~]， lc!(cX]: Ix/[X]-， Ii;[白区]， Ih/[h]， Im/[m]， 
Imj[m}Il]， In/[n]， /rぜ[町1]， Iq([ I}，] 1九![えnJ， 11)1 [ 1)]， 1ぜi[1)01)]， 1/[1]， Ir/[な]， Iw/[w]， 
Ij/[j] ， li/[i]， l:Ji/[:Ji]， lu/[山戸~田u]，le/[e]， 1εI[ε]，/g/[g]，/o/[o]，/a/[a]. 
Amdo Tibetan is agglutinative. It employs both suffixes and prefixes. 
Some enclitics can be recognized， for example， case markers， auxiliary 
verbs， sentence-final particles， and conjunctions. Enclitics are shown by 
means of a preceding equal symbol. Su百ixesand enclitics may have a 
number of allomorphs. 
Case-marking employs case postpositions (they are enclitics) or vowel 
change: (i) =o‘ABS'， (i) vowel change or =ka/=ga‘ERG/GEN' ， (ii) =ni 
‘ABL' ， (iv) =nα‘LOC' ， (v) =Ca‘LOC' ， and (vi) =thakshi‘TER'. The case 
system is of the ergative-absolutive type. (In the examples given below， =o 
‘ABS' will not be indicated.) 
Amdo Tibetan has no definite marker， but it has an indefinite marker 
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(=zak). The use of the indefinite marker is not obligatory. In the present 
paper， English translations of Amdo Tibetan examples will select the article 
that seems appropriate in the context. 
Verbs can be classified into four groups: copula verbs， existential verbs， 
stative verbs， and active verbs. Some of the active verbs inflect: imperfect 
(lP町， perfect (PF)， and imperative (lMP). The other active verbs， and also 
copula verbs， existential verbs， and stative verbs do not inflect. Verbs do not 
show agreement in terms of person， number， or gender. Also， they exhibit no 
distinction between finite and non-finite forms， i.e. they do not have any 
distinct non-finite form. 
In addition to these verbs， there are auxiliary verbs， which are enclitics. 
They have an aspectual， temporal， evidential or modal meaning. 
Copula verbs and existential verbs have negative forms of their own. 
Their negation employs the respective negative forms. Other verbs do not 
have their own negative forms， but they can be negated by adding the 
negative prefix ma-/ma-. 
Verb-final orders are preferred: AOV， e.g. (7)， and SV， e.g. (6). A 
demonstrative， a numeral aId an adjective follow the noun they modify. An 
adnominal clause generally precedes the noun it qualifies. 
Most adjectives are derived from stative verbs. They are formed by the 
addition of a nominalizer su百ixor by the reduplication of verbs that have a 
stative meaning. Adjectives can modify a noun. (They follow the noun.) 
Amdo Tibetan is largely dependent-marking. It is partly configurational. 
Amdo Tibetan has a tradition of literature， and the literary/written 
language is fairly di百erentfrom the spoken language. The data for the 
present paper is taken from the spoken language. 
4.可rpesof clauses and sentences 
4.1 1ntransitive， transitive， copula and existential clauses/sentences 
Clauses/sentences can be classified as follows. All of them contain a verb as 
the predicate. The verb may be a copula verb. There is no‘verb-less' 
clause/sentence. (There are， however， exceptions; see 5.4.3-[1].) 
(a) Intransitive clauses/sentences， e.g. (6). 
(b) Transitive clauses/sentences， e.g. (7). 
(c) Copula clauses/sentences: 
(c-1) noun-predicate clauses/sentences， e.g. (8)， (9)， and 
(c-2) adjective-predicate clauses/sentences， e.g. (10). 
(d) Existential clauses/sentences， e.g. (11)， (12). 
Intransitive clauses/sentences， e.g. (6)， and transitive clauses/sentences， 
e.g. (7)， will be jointly referred to as‘verbal clauses/sentences'. Copula 
clauses/sentences are of two types: noun-predicate clauses/sentences， e.g. 
(8)， (9)， and adjective-predicate clauses/sentences， e.g. (10). Existential 
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clauses/sentences are used to express existence， e.g. (11)， or possession， e.g. 
(12). 
(6) 1)a ryo=go. 
ISG go.IPF=SFP 
‘1 wilI go.' 
(7) 1)e sama sa=gajo. 
ISG.ERG food eat.IPF=A UX.A 
‘1 am eating food.' 
(8) 1)a hjamtsho jan. 
ISG PSN 
‘1 am Yumtso.' 
(9) nda nor re. 
this yak COP.B 
‘This is a yak.' 
COP.A 
(10) nor nda t(;h01)+t(;hOり rε.
yak this smal1 COP.B 
‘This yak is smal1.' 
(11) nor nda=na jo. 
yak this=LOC exist 
'There is a yak here.' 
(12) 1)a=a lak jo. 
ISG=DAT sheep exist 
‘1 have sheep.' 
As seen above， (8) and (9) are examples of noun-predicate 
clauses/sentences. The MMC involves a copula verb， and as a preliminary to 
a discussion of the MMC， a somewhat more detailed account of 
noun-predicate clauses/sentences is in order. The structure of noun-predicate 
clauses/sentences in Amdo Tibetan is shown in (13). Noun phrases (A， B) 
appear in the absolutive case and a copula verb is placed in the 
sentence-final position. 
(13) A B COP 
‘A is B.' 
There are two series of copula verbs: pattern A and pattern B. See Table 
1. The distinction between these two patterns concerns the point of view of 
the speaker or the original speaker of reported speech. Pattern A is chosen if 
the speaker is involved in the process of the event， regardless of the person 
of the subject， e.g. (14) to (16). Otherwise， pattern B is chosen， e.g. (17). (In 
addition to copula verbs， some of the auxiliary verbs exhibit this 
opposition.) 
Again see Table 1. In the positive/non-inte汀ogativeseries， the pattern A 
copula verb is jan， and the pattern B copula verb is r，εor r，εt. In the 
ne gati ve/non-inteηogative， the pattern A copula verb is man， and the pattern 
B copula verb is ma-rεor ma-ret. Interrogative forms are produced by 
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adding the interrogative prefix or the interrogative encIitic to the forms 
shown in Table 1. 
P'ositive/non-interrogative 
Negative/non-inte汀ogative
(14) YjdZO wot jan. 
lPL.EXCL Tibet COP.A 
‘We are Tibetans.' 
(15) nqakmotsho Yja r;amo jan. 
PSN ISG.GEN daughter COP.A 
‘nφkmotsho is my daughter.' 
(16) kore nda r;am-bo jan. 
bread this delicious COP.A 
‘This bread [that 1 made] is delicious.' 
(The speaker was involved in the process of making bread.) 
(17) kharge manba rε. 
3SG doctor COP.B 
‘He is a doctor.' 
Under certain conditions this opposition is neutralized， and pattem A has 
to be used. 
In the sentence-final position， the predicate verb is followed by an 
auxiliary verb in some cases (especially when the speaker is not involved in 
the process of the event)， e.g. (7)， (30)， (32)， or by a sentence-final particIe， 
e.g. (108)， (109). Auxiliary verbs have an aspectual， temporal， evidential or 
modal meaning， e.g. (7)， (30)， (32). Sentence final particIes have various 
modal meanings， e.g. (108)， (109). There are sen臼ncesthat lack both of 
them， e.g. (8)ー(12)，(14)ー(17).Auxiliary verbs have an aspectual， temporal， 
evidential or modal meaning. Sentence final particIes have various modal 
meanmgs. 
4.2 Adnominal clauses and adverbial clauses 
4.2.1 Adnominal clauses 
4.2.1.1 Introductory notes. Amdo Tibetan has no relative pronoun. A 
nominalizer is attached to the verb of adnominal cIauses ('ACs'). There are 
four such nominalizers. See Table 2. One of them is an encIitic， while the 
other three are suffixes.ゾo/-coare allomorphs of a suffix， and so areゾu/ーcu.
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Table 2. Nominalizers used for ACs 
Nominalizer Meaning 
1PF/PF=no (ABS)， =nu (GEN) doing "'，a person to do， 
a thing to do， e.g. (19)-(22)， 
(24)ー(27)
1PF~/O/-CO (ABS)， ~/U/-CU (GEN) doing "'，e.g. (28) 
1PF-hcakko (ABS)， -hcakku (GEN) instrument to do， way to do 
1PF-sha， -ShO (ABS)， -ShU (GEN) place to do， e.g. (23) 
As seen in Section 3， some of the active verbs inflect for imperfect， 
perfect and imperative. If the verb concemed inflects， the enclitic =no 
(ABS)/=nu (GEN) may be attached to the imperfect form or the perfect 
form of verbs， while the three su百ixesare added only to the imperfect forms， 
and not to the perfect forms. 
Among these nominalizers， =no is the most widely used. When =no is 
used， the AC may precede or follow the noun it modifies. See (18) and (19). 
The AC + noun order is prefe汀edif the clause is not too heavy. (This does 
not apply to the other three nominalizers; the AC must precede - and 
cannot follow -the noun.) 
(18) Position of an AC and the head noun 
a. AC + Noun: [V=Nominalizer.GEN] Noun 
b. Noun + AC: Noun [V=Nominalizer.ABS] 
(19) a. [tca ntho1J=nuJ m11，e) 
tea drink=NMLZ.GEN people 
b. mlla [tca ntho1J=noJ 
person tea drink=NMLZ.ABS 
‘the person who drinks/drank tea' 
1n the ‘Noun + AC' order， the nominalizer appears in the absolutive case， 
e.g. (19-b) (=no‘ABS'). 1n the ‘AC + Noun' order， the nominalizer appears 
in the genitive form， e.g. (19-a) (=nu‘GEN'). As Table 2 shows， =no is the 
absolutive form of， and =nu is the genitive form of， the same nominalizer. 
As noted above， only =no/=nu allows both the ‘Noun + AC' order and 
the ‘AC + Noun' order. The other three nominalizers allow the ‘AC + Noun' 
order only. That is， the AC must precede the noun. 
Among these four nominalizers， only =no and ゾo/-coare used in the 
MMC. 
Like Japanese， Amdo Tibetan has two types of ACs:‘intemal ACs' and 
‘extemal ACs'. (See Teramura (1969) and Tsunoda (this volume司 a，7.2) for a 
characterization of these two types of ACs.) Roughly speaking， in intemal 
ACs， the head noun corresponds to an a培umentor an adjunct of the AC. 1n 
contrast， in extemal ACs， the head noun is， so to speak， added from outside 
the underlying clause. 1t does not correspond to an argument or an adjunct 
oftheAC. 
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4.2.1.2 1nternal ACs. Two examples have been given above: (l9-a， -b). 
Additional examples are given below. 
All of the positions on Keenan and Comrie's (1977) accessibility 
hierarchy can be relativized on， except for ‘o吋ectof comparison'. 
Examples: (i) subject: (19-a， -b)， (20)， (i) direct object: (21)， (ii) indirect 
object: (22)， (iv) oblique object: (23)， and (v) genitive or possessor: (24). 
(20) [k勺rgε XeU;hahtεr=nu] m1')，a 
3SG.DAT book give.lPF=NMLZ.GEN person 
‘the person who gives/gave the book to him' 
(21) [k"arga htsar=nu] m1')，a 
3SG.ERG beat=NMLZ.GEN person 
‘the person he beats/beat' 
(22) [fje xεtsha san=nu] m1')，a 
ISG.ERG book give.PF=NMLZ.GEN person 
‘the person whom 1 give/gave the book to' 
(23) [fje jage [i=nu] 1')，aga 
lSG.ERG leter write.PF=NMLZ.GEN pen 
‘the pen that 1 wrote a leter with' 
(24) [hofjwo tshe=nu] m1')，a 
body big=NMLZ.GEN person 
‘the person whose body is big' 
4.2.1.3 External ACs. Examples include the following. 
(25) [ca ~ëk=nu] [ima sam=ga. 
meat grill=NMLZ.GEN smell delicious=AUX 
LT:‘The smell with which [someone] grils meat is delicious.' 
Ff: 'The smell of grilling meat is delicious.' 
(26) [hlappa tÞë-~a ryo=nu] Xεtsha 
brain more-good go.lPF=NMLZ.GEN book 
‘the book by which [someone] will become cleverer' 
(27) [tsho ma-nbat=nu] sαma 
fat NEG-come.out.IPF=NMLZ.GEN food 
‘the food by which [someone] does not gain weight' 
(28) [ak勺 lash，α=a ryo-)u] r;amtshan 
uncle PLN=DAT go.lPF-NMLZ.GEN reason 
fje ko=wa. 
ISG.ERG hear=AUX 
‘1 heard the reason why [my] uncle goes to Lhasa.' 
4.2 .2 Adverbial clauses 
Adverbial clauses are mainly formed by adding a co吋unctionto a clause. In 
my data， there are eleven conjunctions used for forming adverbial clauses. 
They are al enclitics， and they are added to the verb of the clause in 
question. In addition， there are periphrastic co吋unctionsin which a noun is 
followed by a case postposition， e.g. (i) temporal ('when '): V =nu hkap=wα 
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‘V=NMLZ.GEN time=DAT'， and (i) causal ('because'): V =nu khu=ga 
‘V=NMLZ.GEN reason=ERG'. See Table 3. Capitalletters indicate that the 
form in question is an underlying form that has several allomorphs. 
Table 3. Conju for adverbial cl 
conjunction function/meaning 
=na conditional 
=Ni sequential action， simultaneous action 
=Na sequential action， simultan~ous action 
=nara adversative， concessive conditional， e.g. (29) 
=Ra adversative， concessive 
=Ga purpose 
=kh，α 'just before ~' ， e.g. (30) 
=Rokko ‘until ~' 
ma-verb=koηnα ‘befor'e ~' 
=Roηkorma 'just after ~' 
=Rithatsho (=Ri) ‘while~ ， when ~ 
， 
V=nuhkαrp=wa temporal (‘when ')， e.g. (31) 
‘V=NMLZ.GEN 
time=DAT' 
V=nu khu=ga causal (‘because')， e.g. (32) 
‘V=NMLZ.GEN 
reason=ERG' 
(29) {hjak jan=naraj ca ryo=ga. 
male.yak COP=CONJ die go.IPF=AUX 
‘Even if it is a male yak， it will die.' 
(30) {1J，o=khaj khargεthon=tha. 
buy.lPF=CONJ 3SG' arrive=AUX 
‘Just before 1 could buy [something]， he arrived.' 
(31) {khargε jOlJ=nu hkap=waj lJa nda=na 
3SG come=N恥1LZ.GENtime=DAT ISG this=LOC 
mεk=ka. 
exist.NEG=A UX 
‘When he came， 1 was not here.' 
(32) {gergan jOlJ=nu khu=gaj 
teacher come=NMLZ.GEN reason=ERG 
tca blak=talJ=lJa. 
tea pour.PF=AUX=AUX 
‘[1] pou陀 dtea， because the teacher came.' 
5. Mermaid construction 
5.1 Introductory notes 
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The prototype of the mermaid construction (‘MMC') as proposed by 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) is shown in (1). As noted in Section 1， the MMC in 
Amdo Tibetan is of two types. 
(a) Free noun type: the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by a free noun. 
(b) Enclitic type: the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by an enclitic. 
Six free nouns and four enclitics are attested in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC. 
All of these nouns and enclitics are Amdo Tibetan native words. Loan words 
have not been attested in this slot. We shall now look at each of these two 
types. 
5.2 Free nounη'Pe 
Six free nouns have been attested in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC of this 
type: [F-l] to [F-6] given below. (‘F' stands for ‘free noun'.) They are al 
content nouns， rather than non-content nouns. 
Part of the structure of the free noun type MMC is the same as that of 
adnominal clauses (4.2.1). That is， a clause is followed by a noun， and the 
verb of the clause is combined with a nominalizer. In the MMC of the free 
noun type， the verb of the ‘Clause' is combined a nominalizer: the enclitic 
=nu or the suffix -ju/-cu. 
(a) IPF/PF=nu‘GEN' in [F-l] to [F-3]， and 
(b) IPF-}u/ -cu‘GEN' in [F-4] to [F-6]. 
As seen in Section 3， some of the active verbs inflect for imperfect， 
perfect and imperative. As noted in 4.2.1 regarding ACs (Table 2)， when the 
verb is one that inflects， the enclitic =no (ABS)/=nu (GEN) may be attached 
to the imperfect form or the perfect form， while the three suffixes are added 
only to the imperfect form， not to the perfect form. 
Almost the same applies to the MMC of the free noun type. If the verb is 
one that inflects， the enclitic =nu‘GEN' may be attached to the imperfect 
form or the perfect form， while the su百IXゾu/-cu‘GEN'can only be added 
to the imperfect form. This will be shown as， for instance，‘IPF/PF=nu' . 
We shall now look at each of the six nouns. Outside the MMC， al of 
these nouns are used as content nouns， rather than non-content nouns. 
[F-l] IPF/PF=nu ts勺kka‘IPF/PF=NMLZ.GENappearance' 
This MMC has a counterfactual meaning， and generally it can be translated 
as follows:‘It looks/appears "'， but actually it isn't'. It often implies ‘not that 
much' or‘not so much'. It may also be considered a type of ‘evidential' : 
sensory evidence， reported， and inference (cf. Aikhenvald 2006). Examples 
follow. 
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(33) [k句rgehpo la1)=go=nu] ts勺kka rε. 
3SG anger rise.up=AUX=NMLZ.GEN appearance COP.B 
LT:‘He is an appearance [that he] is angry.' 
FT:‘He looks angry (but actually he is not that angry).' 
(34) [k"arga ma-ci=nu] ts句kka re. 
3SG.ERG NEG-know=NMLZ.GEN appearance COP.B 
LT:‘He is an appearance not to know.' 
FT:‘He appears not to know (but actually he knows).' 
(35) [hnam nbak=ko=nu] ts勺kka rε. 
sky fall.IPF=AUX=NMLZ.GEN appearance COP.B 
LT:‘The sky is an appearance to be falling.' 
FT:‘It looks raining (but actually it is not raining that much).' 
Other examples include (64)， (81)， (103)， (116) and (132). 
[F-2] IPF/PF=nu nd:$.o1)wa‘IPF/PF=NMLZ.GEN character， nature' 
This MMC means‘have the nature to do'. This meaning may be considered 
a habitual meaning -a type of‘aspectual' . 
(36) [k勺rgεrεmma hpo la1)=nu] nd:$.o1)wa r，ε. 
3SG instantlyanger rise.up=N恥1LZ.GENnature COP.B 
LT:‘He is a nature to get angry instantly.' 
FT:‘He has the nature to get angry instantly.' 
(37) [k"argεla1)mo tn=nu] nd:$.o1)wαrε. 
3SG honest COP.A=NMLZ.GEN nature COP.B 
LT: 'He is a nature to be honest.' 
FT:‘He is honest by nature'. 
[F-3] IPF/PF=nu xwe‘IPF/PF=NMLZ.GEN habit， custom' 
This MMC usually means‘have the habit to do'， i.e. a habitual meaning: a 
type of‘aspectual'， e.g. (38). It may also have a modal meaning: deontic 
modality ('need to')， e.g. (39). 
(38) k"arga lehkα ma-le=nu ‘xwe rε. 
3SG.ERGwork NEG-do=NMLZ.GEN habit COP.B 
LT:‘He is a 'habit not to do work.' 
FT:‘It is his habit not to work.' 
(39) 'tkε lopla=a ryo rgo=nu 
everyone school=DAT go.IPF need=N恥1LZ.GEN
xwe rε. 
custom COP.B 
LT:‘Everyone is a custom to need to go to school.' 
FT:‘Everyone needs to go to school (due to the custom of society).' 
[F-4] IPFjulーcuntchar~ ‘IPF-NMLZ.GEN plan' 
This MMC means‘plan to do'. The meaning is modal. Furthermore， this 
MMC may add the meaning of ‘future' - i.e. a temporal meaning. One of 
the consultants， Mr. rGyαye bKra bho， commented that this MMC is a 
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rather recent way of saying， andゾU/ーcubkopα([F-5]) is the traditional 
Amdo Tibetan expression. Examples include (2) and: 
(40) k勺rgεna1Jhka f1}O-jU ntshar:;.a rε. 
3SG tomorrow go.IPF-NMLZ.GEN plan COP.B 
LT:‘He is a plan to go tomoITow.' 
FT:‘He plans to go tomo汀ow.'
(41)αme sama hku-ju ntshar:;.a rε. 
mother.ERG food cook-NMLZ.GEN plan COP.B 
LT:‘[My] mother is a plan to cook food.' 
FT:‘[My] mother plans to cook food.' 
Other examples include (65)， (96)， (117) and (130). 
[F-5] IPFゾU/-CUbkopa‘IPF-NMLZ.GEN way， manner' 
This MMC means 'have decided to do， plan to do'. The meaning is modal. 
Furthermore， this MMC may add the meaning of future， i .e.a temporal 
meamng. 
(42) kharga lak ptso1J-ju bkopa rε. 
3SG.ERG sheep sel.IPF-NMLZ.GEN way COP.B 
LT:‘He is a way to sel sheep.' 
FT:‘He has decided to sel sheep.' 
(43) 1Ja k~εrndak jεc-cu bkopa jan. 
ISG being.single do.IPF-NMLZ.GEN way COP.A 
LT:‘1 am a way to be single.' 
FT:‘1 have decided to remain single.' 
Other examples include (69). 
[F-6] IPF-ju/-cu le COP‘IPF-NMLZ.GEN karma， destiny' 
This MMC means‘be destined to do'. This meaning may be considered a 
type of deontic modality. Examples include (3) and: 
(44) 1Ja nthorチU k rε. 
ISG get.divorced-NMLZ.GEN karma COP.B 
LT:‘1 am a karma to get divorced.' 
FT:‘1 am destined to get divorced.' 
53 Enclitic η'/)e 
Four enclitics are attested in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC. Among them， 
=kha‘surface' ([E-l]) and =khawo‘mood， appearance' ([E-2]) may be 
considered nouns. (‘E' stands for ‘enclitic type' .) =na‘doing ~， a person to 
do， a thing to do' ([E-3]) and守a/=ca‘thingto do， value for doing~' ([E-4]) 
are nominalizers; their lexical meaning is not c1ear. It is relevant to mention 
that， in one type of the MMC in Japanese， the ‘Noun' slot， isoccupied by 
the enclitic =no， which may be analyzed as a nominalizer (Tsunoda (this 
volume-b，5.4.3). 
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If the verb is one that inflects， =kha‘surface' ([E-1])， =khawo‘mood， 
appearance' ([E-2]) and =na‘doing "'， a person to do， a thing to do' ([E-3]) 
may be attached to the imperfect form or the perfect form， while弓a/=ca
‘thing to do， value for doing "，' ([E-4]) can only be added to the imperfect 
form. This will be shown as， for instance，‘IPF/PF=kha' . 
We shall now look at each of these four enclitics. 
[E-1] IPF/PF=kha=zak‘IPF/PF=surface=IND F' 
The enclitic =kha may be related to the word kha. The word kha is polysemic 
in Amdo Tibetan. Its uses/meanings include the following (Hua & 1ρng 
(eds.) 1993: 37). (The English translations are by the present author.) 
The uses/meanings of the Amdo Tibetan word kha: 
(a)‘Mouth， beak' . 
(b) (following a verb)‘just before "，' . 
(c) (following a verb)‘doing "，' . 
(d)‘Surface' . 
(e)‘Dark color'. 
(η ‘A sheet of "，' . 
(g) (following a verb)‘might "，'. 
The MMC with =kha indicates ‘inference from the appearan白'.That is， 
it has an evidential meaning. On the basis of the meaning ‘inference from 
the appearance'， itmay be hypothesized that =kha used in the MMC is 
related to the word kha， and that its meaning is‘surface'. However， this is 
not certain. First， the word kha is rarely used with the meaning ‘surface' . 
Second， one of the consultants， Mr. rGya ye bKra bho， stated that kha in the. 
MMC derived from k"at which means‘pretense'. The other consultants are 
not certain about its etymology. In the present work 1 tentatively gloss =kha 
as‘surface' . 
When used in the MMC， the enclitic =kha‘surface' must be followed by 
the indefinite marker =zak. =zak is the only indefinite marker in Amdo 
Tibetan but its use is not obligatory. Generally， the indefinite marker =zak 
follows nouns and adds the meanings of ‘indefinite' or‘one'， sometimes 
‘humble'. That is， it may have something like a stylistic effect. This is the 
case in the MMC， too， e.g. (45)， (46). Examples of this MMC include (4) 
and: 
(45) 1Je rpmtshan 臼 ma-ci=kha=zak jan. 
1 SG.ERGreason that NEG-know=surface=INDF COP.A 
LT:‘1 am a surface not to know the reason.' 
Ff:‘1 fel that 1 don't know the reason.' (humble expression) 
(倒的rgrma-sho1J=拘 =zak r，ε. 
3SG NEG-go.PF=surface=INDF COP.B 
LT:‘He is a surface not to have gone.' 
Ff:‘It seems that he did not go.' 
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[E-2] IPF/PF=khawo‘IPF/PF=mood， appearance' 
There is a noun khawo that can be used outside the MMC， but it is rarely 
used by itself. This word is difficult to gloss， and its gloss‘mood， 
appearance' is only tentative. The enclitic =khawo can occupy the ‘Noun' 
slot of the MMC. Roughly speaking， this MMC has the same meaning as 
that of the MMC discussed in 5.2-[F-l] (=nu t，均kka(=NMLZ.GEN 
appearance)):‘It looks/appears '" (but actually not that much)'， e.g. (47). 
That is， it has a counterfactual meaning. It may also be considered a type of 
‘evidential': sensory evidence， reported， and inference. 
Furthermore， this expression may mean‘that an action was carried out 
but that the action is not really significant': perhaps a type of modal 
meaning. When the speaker is talking about himself/herself， the sentence (or 
the speaker) sounds humble， iιit has something like a stylistic e百ect，e.g. 
(48). 
(47) k勺rgε was=sho1J =khawo rε. 
3SG go.out.PF=AUX =mood COP.B 
LT:‘He is an appearance to have gone.' 
FT:‘It looks like he went out (but actually he just pretended to go).' 
(48) 1Ja makjal nqap=s切り =khawo rε. 
ISG.GEN purpose accomplish=AUX =mood COP.B 
LT:‘[1] am a mood to have accomplished my purpose.' 
FT:‘1 feel that 1 have accomplished my aim.' (humble expression) 
Other examples of the enclitic =khawo used in the MMC include (70)， (78)， 
(104)， (118) and (128). 
[E-3] IPF/PF=na 'IPF/PF=doing "'，a person to do， a thing to do' 
The enclitic =na is a nominalizer. It cannot be used as an independent word. 
When used outside the MMC， it means‘doingヘaperson to do， a thing to 
do'， e.g. (49) and (50). 
My consultants in e百'ectseem to regard =na as a cognate of the enclitic 
nominalizer =no‘ABS' (see 4.2.1). Indeed， these two enclitics look similar 
to each other. However， their functions are di百erent.For example， in the 
following examples， the nominalizer =na cannot be substituted by the 
nominalizer =no. 
(49) tcha1J=t，α ma-ntho1J=na jet. 
alcohol=PP NEG-drink=NMLZ do.lPF 
LT:‘[1] do not do drinking alcohol.' 
FT:‘[1] decided not to drink alcohol.' 
(50) sa=na aゾo?
eat.IPF=NMLZ Q-exist 
‘Is there anybody who eats?' 
The enclitic nominalizer =na can be used in the MMC. Here， =na does 
not have any clear lexical meaning. This MMC has an‘ex planatory' 
meaning; it provides some information to answer someone's enquiry， e.g. 
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(51)， (52). Sometimes， part of the sentence is focused on in this MMC， e.g. 
(53). 
The MMC with =na is similar to the Japanese MMC that contains 
‘=no=da'. (See Tsunoda (this volume-b， 5.4.3). The Japanese =no is an 
enclitic that can be used as a nominalizer and =dαis the copula. Noda 
(1997) discusses two functions of =no=d，α: (i) scope and (i) mood. These 
two functions are parallel to the ‘explanatory' and ‘focus' functions， 
respectively， of the Amdo Tibetan MMC with =na. 
Recall that copula verbs have the pattem A forms and pattem B forms 
(Table 1). The positive/non-interrogative series have the pattem A form jan 
and the pattem B form re. Now， it is interesting to note that the combination 
of the nominalizer =na and the pa仕emA formjan， i.e. =na jan， has a fused 
form: =ne. See (51). In contrast， the combination that involves the pattem B 
form re， i.e. =na r，ε， does not have a fused form. See Table 4. The other two 
combinations， too， lack a fused form. 
Table 4. Nominali d rb 
Pattem A form Pattem B form 
Affirmative/ =na ]an， =ne， e.g. =nar，ε，e.g. (52) 
non-mteηogatlve (51)， (53) 
Negative/ =na man， e.g. (53) =namα-rε 
non-inte汀ogative
(51) (A reply to the question‘Have you ever ridden a horse?') 
1Je hta thokω1Jwo con=na jan 
1SG.ERG horse first.time ride=NMLZ COP.A 
(or con=ne). 
( ride=NMLZ.COP) 
‘1 rode a horse for the first time.' (explanatory meaning) 
(52) (A reply to the question‘What did he do?') 
k匂rga lehka le=na r，ε. 
3SG.ERG work do=NMLZ COP.B 
‘He worked.' (explanatory meaning) 
(53) 1Ja 也陸自 j01J=na man. 
1SG yesterday come=NMLZ COP.A.NEG 
E盟立 ]o1J=na jdn. 
today come=NMLZ COP.A 
‘1 did not come yesterday. 1 came today.' 
(Focus is indicated by an underline.) Other examples of the enclitic =na 
used in the MMC include (62) and (71). 
[E-4] IPF=;a/=ca‘IPF=thing to do， value for doing~ ， feeling of~' 
Amdo Tibetan has the nominalizer su百IXチθ/-ca(Table 3). It cannot be used 
as an independent word. It indicates ‘thing to do， value for doing ~， feeling 




‘something to buy' 
(55) htaゾg
watch .IPF-NMLZ 
‘value to watch' 
(56) hcak-p 
vomit.IPF-NMLZ 
‘feeling of nausea' 
There is the enclitic =p/=ca. It can occupy the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. 
It does not have any clear lexical meaning. 1 tentatively regard it as a 
nominalizer. One of my consultants in effect holds the view that守a/=ca
can be regarded as a cognate of the nominalizer suffixゾO/-CO(cf. Table 2). 
Indeed， these two pairs， =jo/=co andゾθ/ーca，look similar. However， their 
functions are di百erent.For example， in (54) to (56)，ゾa/-ca cannot be 
replaced by =jo/=co. 
The MMC with守a/=caCOP can describe a future situation， e.g. (5)， 
(57). That is， it has a temporal meaning. When the ‘Copula' is r，ε， i.e. the 
pattern B form for the affirmative/non-interrogative， this MMC indicates 
inference in some cases， e.g. (58). That is， it has an evidential meaning. 
Other examples of the enclitic弓a/=caused in the MMC include (63)， 
(66)， (67)， (72)， (95)， (105)， (119)， (126) and (146). 
The combination of 弓a/=caand the copula jan (pattern A; affirmative/ 
non-inteηogative) has a fused form: =jI/=ci. See Table 5. An example is 
(57). In contrast， other combinations in Table 5 do not have a fused form. 
Table 5.三割=caand th 
Pattern A form 
Affirmative/ =p/=cajan 
non-interrogative =ji/ci， e.g. (57) 
Negative/ =ja/=ca man， e.g. 
non-mterro_gatlve (134) 
(57) 1Ja t，εra1J Yl}o=p jan 
lSG today go.lPF=NMLZ COP.A 
(or Yl}o=}i). 
( go.lPF=NMLZ.COP.A) 
‘1 will go today.' 
Pattern B form 
=子a/=carε，e.g. (58) 
(=8j7g)/=cg ma-rε， e.g.l | 
(58) go=o sho1J=na m1]，a joc=ca rε. 
outside=DAT go.PF=CONJ person exist=NMLZ COP.B 
'[If you] go outside， there might be a person.' (inference) 
We saw in [E-3] above (Table 4) that the combination of the nominalizer 
=na and the copulajan (again， pattern A; affirmative/non-interrogative) has 
a fused form:ご ne，e.g. (51). The existence of these two fused forms (=ne 
and =}i/ci) indicates that these two types of the MMC， [E-3] and [E-4]， have 
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undergone grammaticalization as far as those instances that involve the 
copula jan (pattem A; affirmative/non-interrogative) are concemed. 
Furthermore， as noted above， the lexical meaning of the enclitic =p/=ca is 
vague. 
It may not be irrelevant that the copula involved in these two 
abbreviated forms is a pattem A form (jan). As noted in 4.1， pattem A forms 
are used when the speaker is not involved in the process of the event， 
regardless of the person of the subject. That is， as far as these fused forms 
are concemed， the forms that concem the speaker's viewpoint are more 
grammaticalized than other forms. 
As noted in 5.1， al of the nouns and the enclitics that occupy the ‘Noun' 
slot of the MMC are Amdo 'f.ibetan native words. Loan words are not 
attested in this slot. Especially， [E-3] =na COP ('doing "， a person to do， a 
thing to do') and [E-4]弓θ'/=caCOP(‘thing to do， value for doing "，feeling 
of "，') appear in everyday conversation of Amdo Tibetan more frequently 
than other types of the MMC. It is relevant to note that， in terms of the 
existence of fused forms， [E-3] and [E-4] are more grammaticalized than the 
others. 
5.4 Morphosyntactic features of the MMC 
We shall examine the predicate of the ‘Clause' (5.4.1)， the ‘Noun' (5.4.2)， 
and the ‘Copula' (5.4.3). 
5.4.1 Predicate ofthe‘Clause' 
[1] Aspect 
In the free noun type (5.2)， if the verb one that inflects， the enclitic =nu 
‘GEN' may be attached to the imperfect form or the perfect form， while the 
suffixゾu/-cu‘GEN'can only be added to the imperfect form. 
In the enclitic type (5.3)， [E-l] =kha=zak (‘surface=INDF')， [E-2] 
=khawo (‘mood， appearance') and [E-3] =na ('doing "， a person to do， a 
thing to do') may be attached to the imperfect form or the perfect form， 
while [E-4] =;a/=ca (‘thing to do， value for doing "， feeling of "，') can only 
be added to the imperfect form. 
[2] Negation 
Some of the verbs have negative forms of their own (cf. Section 3). These 
negative forms can be used as the predicate of the ‘Clause' of the MMC. 
Other verbs are negated by adding the negative prefix ma-or ma-. ma-and 
ma-are two separate suffixes， and not allomorphs of one su百Ix.They， too， 
can be used as the predicate of the‘Clause'， e.g. (34)， (38)， (45)， (46). 
[3] Verb + Auxiliary verb 
The verb of the ‘Clause' may be followed by an auxiliary verb. Examples 
include the free noun type: (33)， (35)， and the enclitic type: (4)， (47)， (48). 
[4] Sentencehood 
Recall that， asnoted in 4.1， in the sentence-final position， the predicate verb 
is sometimes followed by an auxiliary verb or a sentence-final particle 
(especially when the speaker is not involved in the event). Some sentences 
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are not really well-formed without an auxiliary verb and a sentence-final 
particle. There are， however， well-formed sentences that lack both a 
sentence-final particle and an auxiliary verb， e.g. (8) to (12). 
Now， inthe MMC， the ‘Clause' cannot be followed by a sentence-final 
particle. (The end of the ‘Clause' is not sentence-final.) In this respect， the 
sentencehood of the ‘Clause' of the MMC is low. (However， the predicate 
can be followed by an auxiliary verb， e.g. (i) free noun type: (33)， (35)， and 
(i) enclitic type， e.g. (4)， (47). In this respect， the sentencehood of the 
'Clause' of the MMC isnot low.) 
We now examine whether the ‘Clause' of the MMC can be used by itself 
as a sentence. 
In the free noun type， the predicate of the ‘Clause' is followed by a 
nominalizer (which is in tum followed by the ‘Noun'). A nominalizer cannot 
conclude a sentence， and consequently the ‘Clause' cannot be used by itself 
as a sentence. 
In the enclitic type， the situation is somewhat complicated， but it may be 
summarized very roughly as follows. The ‘Noun' slot is occupied by a 
nominalizer， and the predicate of the ‘Clause' itself does not involve any 
nominalizer. In some instances， the ‘Clause' without an auxiliary verb and a 
sentence-final pa此iclebecomes a well-formed sentence. (Such sentences are 
those like (8) to (12).) In other sentences， ifthe ‘Clause' lacks both an 
auxiliary verb and a sentence四 final particle， it will not become a 
well-formed sentence. 
As seen in Section 3， Amdo Tibetan verbs have no distinction between 
finite forms and non-finite forms. Nonetheless， the above shows that in most 
instances the ‘Clause' of the MMC cannot be used as a sentence by itself. 
5.4.2 'Noun' ofthe MMC 
When used outside the MMC， nouns can be modified by an adjective， a 
demonstrative and a numeral. On the other hand， modification of a noun in 
the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC by an adjective， a demonstrative or a numeral is 
unacceptable. For example， (59) is ungrammatical. 
(59)本[1)α nthorju} le 1)an-ba rε. 
ISG get.divorced-NMLZ.GEN karma bad COP.B 
LT:‘1 am a bad karma to get divorced.' 
In the MMC of [E-l]， in which the enclitic =kh，α‘appearance' occurs in 
the ‘Noun' slot， =kha is always modified by the indefinite marker =zok， e.g. 
(45)， (46). However， in the other types of the MMC， modification of the 
‘Noun' by the indefinite marker is not possible. See (60) and (61). 
(60) * [khargεWoS=Sh01)} =khawo=Zok rε. 
3SG go.out.PF=AUX =mood=INDF COP.B 
LT:‘He is an appearance to have gone out 
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(61) *[kharga lehka ma-le=nuJ 
3SG.ERG work NEG-do=NMLZ.GEN 
xwe=zak rε. 
nature=INDF COP.B 
LT:‘He is a nature not to work.' 
The above shows that the nouns and the enclitics that occupy the ‘Noun' 
slot of the MMC lack the status of noun in these respects. The enclitic =kha 
‘appearance' is an exception; it can be modified by the indefinite marker. 
5.4.3‘Copula' 01 the MMC 
The ‘Copula' verb of the MMC isabsent in certain instances (see [1] below). 
It may occur in the negative form (see [2]) or the interrogative form (see 
[3]). There are two fused forms that involve the 'Copula' (see [4]). 
[1] A bsence of the ‘Copula' 
The enclitic =na‘doing~，a person to do，a thing to do，(IE-31)and弓a/=ca
‘thing to do， value for doing "'， feeling of "，' ([E-4]) can appear without the 
‘Copula' if (and only iηthey are followed by the interrogative 
sentence-final particle =nα， e.g. (62)， (63). The absence of the ‘Copula' is 
not acceptable in other types of the MMC. The instances of the MMC 
without the ‘Copula' deviate from the prototype of the MMC， shown in (1)， 
since they lack the ‘Copula' . 
(62) ta1)sha1) nbaKoゲ tchamo jan=na=nα7 
recently insects' price how.much COP.A=NMLZ=SFP 
‘How much is the insects' price [i.e. the price of plant worm] 
recently?' 
(63) tsagezak d'to1)=p=na? 
a.litle study=N恥1LZ=SFP
‘Will [you] study a litle?' 
[2] Negation of the ‘Copula' 
When the ‘Copula' verb is present， it can be negated in some types of the 
MMC. This negation employs either (i) the negative prefix ma-or ma-， e.g. 
(64) (ts"akka‘appearance'; [F-l])， (65) (ntchar'td ‘plan'; [F-4]) ， and (66) 
(守9 ‘thingto do， value for doing'; [E-4]) or (i) the negative form of the 
copula concerned， e.g. (67) (=p‘thing to do， value for doing'; [E-4]). (As 
noted in Section 3， only copula verbs and existential verbs have negative 
forms of their own.) However， inother types of the MMC， negation of the 
‘Copula' is not acceptable. See (68) (=kh，α‘surface' [E-l]). At this stage of 
research， the factor that may condition the acceptability/unacceptability of 
this negation is not known. In the later types， the MMC as a whole cannot 
be negated (although the predicate of the ‘Clause' may be negated; see 
5.4.1-[2]). 
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(64) hnαm nbak=ko=nu tshakka mα-r，ε. 
sky fall.lPF=AUX.A=NMLZ.GEN appearance NEG-COP.B 
LT:‘The sky is not an appearance to be raining.' 
FT:‘It does not seem to be raining (but actually it is raining).' 
(65)αme sama hkuゾu nt{;har~ ma-r，ε. 
mother.ERG food cook-NMLZ.GEN plan NEG-COP.B 
LT:‘[My] mother is not a plan to cook food.' 
FT:‘[My] mother does not plan to cook food.' 
(66) aze jet thap=ヲa ma-rε. 
1PL.INCL.ERG do.lPF can=NMLZ NEG-COP.B 
‘We do not seem to be able to do [it].' 
(67) 1)a ndak=p man. 
lSG stay.lPF=NMLZ COP.A.NEG 
‘1 will not stay.' 
(68) *khargε sho1)=kha=zak ma-rε. 
3SG go.PF=surface=INDF NEG-COP.B 
LT:‘He is not a surface to have gone.' 
[3] Interrogative form of the ‘Copula' 
When the ‘Copula' verb is present， it can be combined with the interrogative 
prefix a-in some types of the MMC， e.g. (69) to (72). However， this 
combination is not possible in other types of the MMC. See (73) (xwe 'habit， 
custom' [F-3]). At this stage of research， the factor that may condition the 
acceptability/unacceptability of this use of the interrogative prefix is not 
known. 
(69) k勺rga lak ptso1)jU bkopa a-Yε7 
3SG.ERG sheep sel.lPF-NMLZ.GEN way Q-COP.B 
LT:‘Is he a way to sel sheep?' 
FT:‘Did he decide to sel sheep?' 
(70) khargε was=sho1) =khawo a-rε7 
3SG go.out.PF=AUX =mood Q-COP.B 
LT:‘Is he an appearance to have gone?' 
FT:‘Does it seem that he went out?' 
(71) cho kh，αhtsa1) j01)=na aゾan?
2SG yesterday come=NMLZ Q-COP.A 
‘Did you come yesterday?' 
(72) che nda 1]，0守a a-jan? 
2SG.ERG this buy.lPF=NMLZ Q-COP.A 
‘Will you buy this?' 
(73)申kharga lehka ma-le=nu xwe a-re? 
3SG.ERG work NEG-do=NMLZ.GEN habit Q-COP.B 
LT:‘Is he a habit not to work?' 
[4] Fused forms 
As seen in Table 4 and Table 5， there are two fused forms that involve the 
‘Copula'. Both involve the pattern A form for the a百irmative/
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non-interrogative (jan). 
(a) Involving the enclitic =na‘doing "'，a person to do， a thing to do': 
the abbreviated form =ne for the combination =na jan， e.g. (51). 
(b) Involving the enclitic=pl=ca‘thing to do， value for doing "，': 
the abbreviated form =JII=ci for the combination弓al=cajan， e.g. 
(57). 
No such fused form exists for any other types of the恥f恥1C.
6. Comparison of the MMC with other constructions 
6.1 Introductory notes 
For illustrating the mo叩hosyntacticcharacteristics of the MMC more 
clearly， itis important to compare it with other constructions. We shall 
employ the following as representatives of the MMC. 
[F] Free noun type of the MMC: 
[F-l] ts勺kka‘appearance'， preceded by the enclitic nominalizer 
=nu. 
[F-4] nf;harTJ‘plan'， preceded by the suffix nominalizerゾul-cu.
[E] Enclitic type of the MMC: 
[E-2] =khawo‘mood， appearance'. 
[E-4]竺;al=ca‘thingto do， value for doing "，' . 
We shall compare these four types of the MMC - to be precise， the 
'Clause' of the MMC - with the following constructions: (a) to (d) 
adnominal clause， (e) adverbial clause， U) verbal sentence， and (k) copula 
sentence. (j) and (k) have been selected as representatives of independent 
sentences. 
Adnominal clauses (4.2.1) can be classified into four types in terms of 
the internal/external dichotomy and the type of the nominalizer (=no or 
ゾol-co):(a) internal AC (=no)， (b) internal AC (ゾol-co)，(c) external AC 
(=no)， and (d) external AC (ゾ01ーco).
This comparison concerns the morphological properties (6.2) and the 
syntactic prope此ies(6.3). 
6.2 Morphologicalfeatures ofthe predicate 
6.2.1 Introductory notes 
We shall examine the morphology of the predicate in terms of the following 
eight criteria: imperative form ('IMP'; 6.2.2)， imperfect form ('IPF'; 6.2.3)， 
perfect form ('PF'; 6.2.4)， auxiliary verb (‘AUX'; 6.2.5)， negation (‘NEG'; 
6.2.6)， nominalizer ('NMLZ'; 6.2.7)， copula verb ('COP'; 6.2.8)， and 
sentence-final pa此icle(‘SFP'; 6.2.9). The result is shown in Table 6. As 
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noted in 4.1， al types of clauses/sentenees contain a verb as the predicate. 
(The verb may be a copula verb.) There is no‘verb-less' clause/sentence. 
Table 6. Morphological features of the predicate 
IMP IPF PF AUX 
(a) intemalAC (=no) + + + 
(b) intemal AC (ゾo/-co) + 
(c) extemal AC (=no) + + + 
(d) extemal AC (ゾo/-co) + 
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+ + + 
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+ + + 
+ + 
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6.2.2 Imperative form 
The predicate verb can occur in the imperative form ('IMP') only in u) 
verbal sentence， e.g. (74)， and certain instances of (e) adverbial clause， e.g. 
(75)， but this is not possible in the other construction types， including the 
MMC. It does not seem worthwhile to give unacceptable sentences. 
(74) xεtsha rtti! 
book watch.lMP 
‘Read a book!' 
(75) xεtsha rtli=a dot! 
book watch.lMP=CONJ stay.lMP 
‘Stay and read a book!' 
6.2.3 Imperfect form 
The predicate verb can occur in the imperfect form ('IPF') in al the 
constructions except for (k) copula sentence and certain instances of (e) 
adverbial clause. 
(a) Internal AC (=no) 
An imperfect form can be used， e.g. (20). 
(b) Internal AC (-.Jo/-co) 
An imperfect form can be used， e.g. (76). 
(76) 1Je cho=o ht，εrゾo gormo 
lSG.ERG 2SG=DAT give.lPF-NMLZ money 
‘the money 1 will give you' 
(c) External AC (=no) 
An imperfect form can be used， e.g. (26)， (27). 
(d) External AC (-.Jo/-co) 
An imperfect form can be used， e.g. (28). 
(e) Adverbial clause 
An imperfect form can be used， e.g. (77). 
(77) k勺rgεY1}o=na 1Ja ma-Y1}o. 
3SG go.lPF=CONJ lSG NEG-go.lPF 
‘If he goes， 1 will not go.' 
(ηVerb=nu ts匂kka‘appearance'
An imperfect form can be used， e.g. (64). 
(g) Verbゾu/-cuntshar:;.a‘plan' 
An imperfect form can be used， e.g. (40). 
(h) Verb=khawo‘mood， appearance' 
An imperfect form can be used， e.g. (78). 
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(78) k~εrgε Yl}o=pþm=khawo rε. 
3SG go.IPF=AUX.A=mood COP.B 
‘It looks like he will go (but actually， he isjust pretending to go).' 
(i) Verb=p/=ca‘thing to do， value for doing "，' 
An imperfect form can be used， e.g. (57)， (72). 
(j) Verbal sentence 
An imperfect form can be used， e.g. (6)， (7). 
(k) Copula sentence 
No imperfect form can be used， for copula verbs do not inflect (as noted in 
Section 3)， and consequently they lack an imperfect form. 
6.2.4 Perfectform 
The predicate verb can occur in the perfect form ('PF') in (a)， (c)， (e) 
(certain instances only)， (η， (h) and (j). It does not seem worthwhile to give 
unacceptable examples. 
(a) Internal AC (=no) 
A perfect form can be used， e.g. (22). 
(b) Internal AC (ゾo/-co)
N 0 perfect form can be used， for the su汀ix-Jo/-co can follow an imperfect 
form only. (See Table 2.) 
(c) External AC (=no) 
A perfect form can be used， e.g. (79). 
(79) [akha lasha=a sh01J=nuJ pmtshan 
uncle PLN=DAT go.PF=NMLZ.GEN reason 
1Je ko=wa. 
lSG.ERG hear=AUX 
‘1 heard the reason why [my] uncle went to Lhasa.' 
(d) External AC (-jo/-co) 
No perfect form can be used， for the suffix -jo/-co can follow an imperfect 
form only (Table 2). 
(e) Adverbial clause 
A perfect form can be used in some adverbial clauses， e.g. (80). 
(80) k匂rgεs切り=na 1Ja ma-YI}o. 
3SG go.PF=CONJ lSG NEG-go.lPF 
‘If he goes， 1 wiU not go.' 
(ηVerb=nu ts"akka‘appearance' 
A perfect form can be used， e.g. (81). 
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(81) kharga sama si=ta1)=nu ts勺kka
3SG.ERG food eat.PF=AUX=NMLZ.GEN appearance 
rε. 
COP.B 
‘It looks like he has eaten food (but actuaIIy he has not).' 
(g) Verb-ju/-cu ntchar:J2‘plan' 
No perfect form can be used， for the suffix -ju/-cu can foIIow an imperfect 
form only (Table 2). 
(h) Verb=khawo‘mood， appearance' 
A perfect form can be used， e.g. (47)， (70). 
(i) Verb=p/=ca‘thing to do， value for doing "，' 
No perfect form can be used， for the suffixゾu/-cucan foIIow an imperfect 
form only (Table 2). 
。)Verbal sentence 
A perfect form can be used， e.g. (82). 
(82) 1)a sh01J=1)a. 
ISG go.PF=AUX 
'1 went.' 
(k) Copula sentence 
No perfect form can be used， for copula verbs do not inflect， and 
consequently they lack a perfect form. 
6.2 .5 Auxiliary verb 
The verb can be foIIowed by an auxiIiary verb in aI the constructions except 
for those in (b)， (d)， (g) and certain instances of (e). Examples foIIow. 
(a) Intemal AC (=no) 
An auxiliary verb can be used， e.g. (83). 
(83) sama sa=gajo=nu m1J.a 
food eat.lPF=AUX.A=NMLZ.GEN person 
‘the person who is eating food' 
(b) Intemal AC (ゾo/-co)
No auxiliary verb can be used， cf. (84). 
(84) *htεr=gajoc-cu gormo 
give.lPF=AUX.A-N恥1LZ.GEN money 
Intended meaning:‘the money [someone] is giving' 
(c) Extemal AC (=no) 
An auxiIiary verb can be used， e.g. (85). 
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(85) sama hku=gajo=nu {ima sam=ga. 
food cook=AUX.A=NMLZ.GEN smell delicious=AUX 
'The smell of cooking food is delicious.' 
(d) Extemal AC (チo/-co)
No auxiliary verb can be used， cf. (86). 
(86)吋匂rga lehka le=gajoc-cu rpmtshan 
3SG.ERG work do=AUX.A-NMLZ.GEN reason 
Intended meaning:‘the reason why he is working' 
(e) Adverbial cIause 
An auxiliary verb can be used in some of the adverbial cIauses， e.g. (87). 
(87) k匂rga lehka le=gajo=na， 
3SG.ERG work do=AUX.A=CONJ 
J01J=p ma-r，ε. 
come=NMLZ NEG-COP.B 
‘If he is working， he wiI not come.' 
(ηVerb=nu ts勺kka‘appearance'
An auxiliary verb can be used， e.g. (64). 
(g) Verb-ju/-cu ntshartJ‘plan' 
No auxiliary verb can be used， e.g. (88). 
(88) *na1Jhka kharga lehka le=gajok-cu 
tomoηow 3SG.ERG work do=AUX.A-NMLZ.GEN 
ntshαrtJ re. 
plan COP.B 
Intended meaning:‘He plans to be working tomo汀ow.'
(h) Verb=khawo‘mood， appearance' 
An auxiliary verb can be used， e.g. (47) and (48). 
(i) Verb=p/=ca‘thing to do， value for doing "，' 
An auxiliary verb can be used， e.g. (126). 
(j) Verbal sentence 
An auxiliary verb can be used， e.g. (89). 
(89) kharga lehka le=goka. 
3SG.ERG work do=AUX.B 
‘He is working.' 
。)Copula sentence 
An auxiliary verb can be used， e.g. (90). 
(90) ta=rit~αtso k勺rgε10 ptso1Ja jan=goka. 
that=CONJ 3SG year fifteen COP.A=AUX.B 
‘At that time， he might be fifteen years old.' 
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6.2.6 Negation 
The verb or the auxiliary verb can be negated ('NEG') in al the 
constructions except for (h) and (i). This negation employs the negative 
prefix， e.g. (91) to (97)， or the negative form of the verb or the auxiliary 
verb， e.g. (98). 
(a) Intemal AC (=no) 
This negation is possible， e.g. (91). 
(91) lehka ma-le=nu mf}，a Yje ci=ga. 
work NEG-do=NMLZ person lSG.ERG know=AUX 
'1 know the man who does not work.' 
(b) Intemal A C (-jo/ -co ) 
This negation is possible， e.g. (92). 
(92) naYjhka ma-hta-ju XεU;ha 
tomorrow NEG-watch.IPF-NMLZ.GEN book 
Yja=a Tan. 
lSG=DAT give.IMP 
‘Gi ve me a book that you will not read tomorrow.' 
(c) Extemal AC (=no) 
This negation is possible， e.g. (93). 
(93) khargε iash，α=α ma-17Jo=nu りamtshan
3SG PLN=DAT NEG-go.IPF=NMLZ.GEN reason 。e cz=ga. 
1 SG.ERG know=A UX 
‘1 know the reason why he does not go to Lhasa.' 
(d) Extemal AC (ゾo/-co)
This neg剖ionis possible， e.g. (94). 
(94) kharge iasha=a ma-17Jo-ju rjdmtshan 
3SG PLN=DAT NEG-go.IPF-NMLZ.GEN reason 
Yje cl=ga. 
1 SG.ERG know=A UX 
‘1 know the reason why he does not go to Lhasa.' 
(e) Adverbial clause 
This negation is possible， e.g. (95). 
(95) k勺rgεmaゾoYj=na Yja=rα joYj弓a jan. 
3SG NEG-come=CONJ lSG=PP come=N恥1LZCOP.A 
'If he does not come， 1 will not come， either.' 
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(ηVerb=nu ts匂kka‘appearance'
This negation is possible， e.g. (34). 
(g) Verbゾu/-cuntchar:;.a‘plan' 
This negation is possible， e.g. (96). 
(96) k勺rga lehka ma-le弓u ntchar:;.a rε. 
3SG.ERG work NEG-do=NMLZ.GEN plan COP.B 
‘He is not planning to work.' 
(h) Verb=kh，αwo‘mood， appearance' 
No negative form can be used. 
(i) Verb守a/=ca‘thingto do， value for doing "，' 
No negative form can be used. 
。)Verbal sentence 
This negation is possible， e.g. (97). 
(97) k勺rga ma-ci=ga. 
3SG.ERG NEG-know=AUX 
‘He does not know.' 
(k) Copula sentence 
This negation is possible， e.g. (98). 
(98) r;a gεrgan man. 
lSG teacher COP.A.NEG 
'1 am not a teacher.' 
6.2.7 Nominalizer 
The verb or the auxiliary verb is (obligatorily) followed by a nominalizer 
(‘NMLZ') in (a)， (b)， (c)， (d)， certain instances of (e) (such as V =nu 
hkap=wa‘when "，' and V =nu khu=ga‘because "，'; cf. 4.2.2)， (η， (g)， (h) 
(=khawo can be analyzed as a nominalizer) and (i)， but not in other 
constructlOns. 
6.2.8 Copula verb 
A copula verb ('COP') can appear in al the construction types except (b)， ，
(d)， (g) and (j). As noted in 4.1， there are two series of copula verbs: pattern 
A and pattern B (Table 1). Both A and B forms are acceptable in (k) and 
certain instances of (e)， while on the other hand only pattem A forms are 
acceptable in (a)， (c)， (η， (h)， (i)， (k) and certain instances of (e). No copula 
can occur in other construction types. Examples follow. 
(a) lntemal AC (=no) 
Only pa仕emA forms can be used， e.g. (99). 
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(99) gergan jan/*r，ε=nu I'}，a 
teacher COP.A/COP.B=NMLZ.GEN person 
‘the person who is a teacher' 
(b) Intemal AC (子o/-co)
No copula verb can be used. 
(c) Extemal AC (=no) 
Only pattem A forms can be used， e.g. (100). 
(100) gergan jan/*r，ε=nu hnetshal 
teacher COP.A/COP.B =NMLZ.GEN reason 
f}e ma-cz=ga. 
1SG.ERG NEG-know=AUX 
‘1 do not know the reason why [he/she] is a teacher.' 
(d) Extemal AC (-jo/-co) 
No copula verb can be used. 
(e) Adverbial clause 
In most adverbial clauses， only pattern A forms can be used， e.g. (101)， but 
in some adverbial clauses both A and B forms are acceptable， e.g. (102). 
(101) [margε manba jan/*r，ε=na]， 
3SG doctor COP.A/COP.B=CONJ 
nεpa hta ci=ga. 
patient watch.lPF know=AUX 
‘If she is a doctor， [she] knows how to examine patients.' 
(102) [marge manba jan=nqa/re{={a]， 
3SG doctor COP.A=CONJ /COP.B=CONJ 
nepa hta ma-ci=ga. 
patient watch.lPF NEG-know=AUX 
'Though she is a doctor， she does not know how to examine 
patients.' 
(ηVerb=nu ts"akkα‘appearance' 
Only pattem A forms can be used， e.g. (103). 
(103) k勺rgεgεrgan jan/*re=nu 
3SG teacher COP.A/COP.B=NMLZ.GEN 
ts"akka re. 
appearance COP.B 
‘He looks like a teacher (but actually he is not).' 
(g) Verbゾu/-cu ntchar;a‘plan' 
No copula verb can be used. 
(h) Verb=khawo‘mood， appearance' 
Only pattem A forms can be used， e.g. (104). 
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(104) k勺rgegergan tm/*r，ε =khawo rε. 
3SG teacher COP.AICOP.B =mood COP.B 
‘He is something Iike a teacher.' 
(i) Verb=;a/=ca‘thing to do， value for doing "，' 
Only pattem A forms can be used， e.g. (105). 
(105) ju=α 1jo=go=na jan/*rε =}a 
home=DAT go.IPF=AUX.A=NMLZ COP.AICOP.B=NMLZ 
ra? 
COP.B.Q 
‘Is [he] going home?' 
(j) Verbal sentence 
No copula verb can be used. 
(k) Copula sentence 
Both A and B forms are acceptable， e.g. (8) (pattem A) and (9) (pattem B). 
6.2.9 Sentenceタnalparticle 
A sentence-final particle ('SFP') can appear in the sentence-final position of 
(j) verbal sentence， e.g. (108)， and (k) copula sentence e.g. (109). Note in 
particular that a sentence-final particle cannot occur in the ‘Clause' of the 
MMC. This position is not sentence-final. I should add that a sentence-final 
particle cannot precede the nominalizer in the ‘Clause' of the MMC， either. 
See (106) and (107). There are several sentence-final pa此iclesin Amdo 
Tibetan (cf. 4.1). In the following examples， the two particles =na 
(question)/=pα(inference) are tested. 
(ηVerb=nu ts"akka‘appearance' 
A sentence-final particle cannot be used; see (106). 
(106) *的rgεhpo 1，仰 =go *=na/*=oa =nu 
3SG anger rise.up=AUX.A =SFP =NMLZ.GEN 
tshakka r，ε. 
appearance COP.B 
Intended meaning:‘He looks angry (but actually he is not that 
angry).' 
(i) Verb弓a/=ca‘thingto do， value for doing "，' 
A sentence-final particle cannot be used; see (107). 
(107) *l)a teral) 1jo ~=na/*=m 守a jan 
ISG today go.IPF =SFP =NMLZ COP.A 
Intended meaning:‘I will go today.' 
。)Verbal sentence 
A sentence-final particle can be used， e.g. (108). 
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(108) $ak=ne t"ak=α. 
later=ABL meet=SFP 
‘See [you] later.' 
(k) Copula sentence 
A sentence-final particle can be used， e.g. (109). 
(109) cho bde-mo jan=na? 
2SG fine COP.A=SFP 
‘Are you fine?' 
6.2 .1 0 Discussion 
We have looked at the mo中hologicalfeatures of the predicate of eleven 
construction types (i.e. (a) to (k)) in terms of the eight criteria (iι6.2.2 to 
6.2.9). The result is shown in Table 6. The MMC (i.e. (0 to (i) - to be 
precise， the ‘Clause' of the MMC - shares the following three properties 
with adnominal clauses (iι(a) to (d). (i) Imperative forms and 
sentence-final particles are not acceptable. (i) Imperfect form can appear. 
(ii) A nominalizer appears obligatorily. In contrast， the MMC exhibits no 
significant similarity to (j) verbal sentence and (k) copula sentence， which 
have been selected as the representatives of independent sentences. To sum 
up， interms of the morphological properties of the predicate， the ‘Clause' of 
the MMC behaves like adnominal clauses， not like independent sentences. 
6.3 Syntactical features 
6.3.1 Introductory notes 
We shall look at the syntax of the ten construction types in terms of the 
following three criteria: contrast (6.3.2)， clefting (6.3.3)， and valency 
reduction (6.3.4). The result is shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Syntactic features 
[1] contrast [2] clefting [3] valency reduction 
(a) internal AC (=no) 
(b) internal AC (ゾo/-co)
(c) external AC (=no) 
(d) external AC (ゾo/-co)
(e) adverbial clause 
(ηVerb=nu ts"akka + 
‘appearance' 
(g) Verb-.Ju/-cu ntþhar~ + 
‘plan' 
(h) Verb=khawo + 
‘mood， appearance' 
(i) Verb弓a/=ca + 
‘thing to do， value for 
doing "，' 
。)verbal sentence 








There is an enclitic =ta. It is a pragmatic particle， and it is used for 
expressing ‘contrast， emphasis， topic' (although this distinction is not 
clear-cut). This pa此icleis similar to the Japanese enclitic =wa in that it may 
indicate topic or contrast (Tsunoda (this volume-b， 6.3.1-[1]). We shall 
focus on the ‘contrast' use of =ta. The enclitic =ta for contrast cannot occur 
in adnominal clauses or adverbial clauses， but =ta can occur in al1 the other 
construction types， including the MMC. 
(a) Internal AC (=no) 
=ta cannot be used; see (110). 
(110) *[k句rgε=ta 1)a=a Tan=nu] xεttha 
3SG=PP lSG=DAT give.PF=NMLZ.GEN book 
Intended meaning:‘the book which he [in contrast with 
someone else] gave me.' 
(b) Internal AC (ゾo/-co)
=ta cannot be used; see (11). 
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(111) *[k勺rg<J=ta 1)a=a ht，εrゾu] xεt!;h，α 
3SG.ERG=PP ISG=DAT give.lPF-N恥1LZ.GEN book 
lntended meaning:‘the bo~k which he [in contrast with 
someone else] gives me.' 
(c) External AC (=no) 
=ta cannot be used; see (112). 
(112) *[ak勺=ta lasha=α sho1)=nu] rpmtshan 
uncle=PP PLN=DAT go.PF=NMLZ.GEN reason 
lntended meaning:‘the reason why [my] uncle [in contrast 
with someone else] went to Lhasa.' 
(d) External AC (ゾo/-co)
=ta cannot be used; see (113). 
(113) *[akh;J=ta lasha=α ryoゾu] rpmtshan 
uncle=PP PLN=DAT go.lPF-NMLZ.GEN reason 
1)e ko=wa. 
1 SG.ERG hear=A UX 
lntended meaning:‘1 heard the reason why [my] uncle [in 
contrast with someone else] goes to Lhasa.' 
(e) Adverbial clause 
=ta cannot be used; see (114) and (115). 
(114) キk勺rgε=t，αmαゾo1)=nα 、 1)a ryo竺Jd j<Jn. 
3SG=PP NEG-come=CONJ ISG go.lPF=NMLZ COPA 
lntended meaning:‘If he [in contrast with someone else] does 
not come， 1 will go.' 
(115) *1)a=ta ryo=kha kh-orgεthon=tha. 
ISG=PP go.lPF=CONJ 3SG reach=AUX 
lntended meaning:‘Just before 1 [in contrast with someone 
else] went， he arrived.' 
(ηVerb=nu tsh;Jkkα‘appearance' 
=ta can be used， e.g. (116). 
(116) k勺rgeご tα ヮ<Jmtshan m<J-ci=nu 
3SG.ERG=PP reason NEG-know=NMLZ.GEN 
ts勺kka rε. 
appearance COP 
‘[Other people might know， but] he seems not to know the 
reason.' 
(g) Verbゾu/-cu nt!;har$.d‘plan' 
=t，αcan be used， e.g. (117). 
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(117) ar}a=ka=ta nor ptso1)-ju ntshar:;，a r，ε. 
father=ERG=PP yak sel.IPF-NMLZ.GEN plan COP 
‘[Other people do not， but my] father plans to sel yaks.' 
(h) Verb=khawo‘mood， appearance' 
=t，αcan be used， e.g. (118). 
(118) k"argε=tα was=shoり=kh，αwo rε. 
3SG=PP go.out.PF=AUX=mood COP 
‘[Other people might stay， but] it looks like he went out (but 
actually， he just pretended to go).' 
(i) Verb=;a/ =ca‘thing to do， value for doing "，' 
=t，αcan be used， e.g. (11 9). 
(119) 1)e=ta xetsha 1]，0弓a man. 
ISG.ERG=PP book buy.IPF=NMLZ COP.NEG 
‘[Other people might buy， but] 1 will not buy the book.' 
。)Verbal sentence 
=t，αcan be used， e.g. (120). 
(120) 1)e=ta xεtsha ma-1]，o. 
ISG.ERG=PP book NEG-buy.IPF 
‘[Other people might buy， but] 1 will not buy the book.' 
(k) Copula sentence 
=ta can be used， e.g. (121). 
(121) cho=tα m1]，a ts吋α re.
2SG=PP person excellent COP.B 
‘[Other people might not be， but] you are an excellent person.' 
(contrast) 
(This sentence may also have an emphasis reading.) 
6.3.3 Clefting 
In cle白ing，a sentence is divided into two parts. In Amdo Tibetan， clefted 
sentences have the form of copula sentences， and the part that immediately 
precedes the copula verb is focused on. Clefting can be applied to (j) verbal 
sentence and (k) copula sentence only， and not to other construction types. 
In the following discussion， the subject will be clefted. It is most 
convenient to sta此 thisdiscussion with (j) verbal sentence and (k) copula 
sentence. For each construction type， a clefted example and the 
corresponding (non-clefted) example will be given. 
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(k) Copula sentence 
Clefting is possible. 
(122) k匂rgegergan re. 
3SG teacher COP.B 
‘He is a teacher.' 
(123) gergan jan=no khargεre. 
teacher COP=NMLZ 3SG COP.B 
‘The [person] who is a teacher is he' or‘It is he who is a 
teacher.' 
。)Verbal sentence 
Clefting is possible. 
(124) kharga lehka le=goka. 
3SG.ERG work do=AUX.B 
‘He is working.' 
(125) lehka le=gajo=no k匂rgerε. 
work do=AUX.A=NMLZ 3SG COP.B 
‘The [person] who is working is he' or‘It is he who is working.' 
Note that in (123) and (125) the verb in the non-focused part is followed by 
a nominalizer (to be precise =no‘ABS'; Table 2). The non-focused part 
resembles one type of adnominal clause (4.2.1) and also the MMC of the 
free noun type in that in al of them the verb is followed by a nominalizer. 
(i) Verb=p/=ca‘thing to do， value for doing~' 
Clefting is not possible; see (127). 
(126) khargεlehka le=gajoc=ca r，ε. 
3SG work do=AUX.A=NMLZ COP.B 
LT:‘He is a thing to do work.' 
Ff:‘He might be doing work.' 
(127) *lehka le=gぞjoc=ca k匂rgεrε.
work do=AUX.A=NMLZ 3SG COP.B 
LT:‘A thing to do work is he.' 
Intended meaning:‘The person who might be doing work is he' 
or‘It is he who might be doing work.' 
(h) Verb=khawo‘mood， appearance' 
Clefting is not possible; see (129). 
(128) k句rga lehkα le=gajo=khawo rε. 
3SG.ERG work do=AUX.A=mood COP.B 
LT:‘He is a mood/appearance to be working' 
Ff:‘It looks like he is working (but actually he is not 
doing that much work).' 
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(129) *lehkα le=gajo=khawo khargεrε. 
work do=AUX.A=mood 3SG COP.B 
LT:‘The mood/appearance of working is he.' 
Intended meaning:‘The [person] who looks working (but actually 
not) is he' or‘It is he who looks working (but actually not).' 
(g) Verbゾu/-cuntf:har'l.d‘plan' 
Clefting is not possible; see (131). 
(130) k勺rgεlehka le-.Ju ntf:har'l.d re. 
3SG work do-N恥1LZ.GENplan COP.B 
LT:‘He is a plan to work.' 
Ff:‘He plans to work.' 
(131) *lehka le-.Ju ntf:har'l.d k"argεrε. 
work do-NMLZ.GEN plan 3SG COP.B 
LT:‘The plan of working is he.' 
Intended meaning:‘The [person] who plans to work is he' or‘It 
is he who plans to work.' 
(町Verb=nutshakka‘appearance' 
Clefting is not possible; see (133). 
(132) k勺rga lehka le=gajo=nu 
3SG.ERG work do=AUX.A=NMLZ.GEN 
ts勺kka r，ε. 
appearance COP.B 
LT:‘He is an appearance to be working.' 
Ff:‘He looks to be working (but actually he is not working that 
much).' 
(133) *lehka le=gajo=nu ts"akka k勺rger，ε. 
work do=AUX.A=NMLZ.GEN appearance 3SG COP.B 
LT:‘The appearance of working is he.' 
Intended meaning: 'The [person] who looks to be working (but 
actually is not) is he' or ‘It is he who looks to be working (but 
actually is not).' 
(e) Adverbial clause 
Clefting is not possible; see (135). 
(134) k勺rga lehka le=gajo=na 
3SG.ERG work do=AUX.A=CONJ 
1Ja J01J弓aman.
lSG come=AUX.A.NEG 
‘If he is working， 1 will not come.' 
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(135) *lehka le=gojo=na 1Ja j01J=子omon=no
work do=AUXA=CONJ ISG come=AUX.A.NEG=NMLZ 
K勺rgεrf.
3SG COP.B 
Possible literal translation:‘The person， ifhe is working， 1 will 
not come is he.' 
(d) Extemal AC (ゾo/-co)
Clefting is not possible; see (137). 
(136) k勺rgεlash，α=a ryo-ju ワomtshan
3SG PLN=DAT go.lPF-NMLZ.GEN reason 
1Je ko=wa. 
1 SG.ERG hear=AUX 
‘1 heard the reason why he goes to Lhasa.' 
(137) *{asha=α ryoゾu r}omtshan 
PLN=DAT go.lPF-NMLZ.GEN reason 
1Je ko=no khargεre. 
ISG.ERG hear=NMLZ 3SG COP.B 
Possible literal translation:‘The person whose reason to go to 
Lhasa that 1 heard is he.' 
(c) ExtemalAC (=no) 
Clefting is not possible; see (139). 
(138) k勺rgo samα pts"i=nu tima 
3SG.ERG food steam.PF=NMLZ.GEN smell 
1Je nam=t，α1J=1Jα. 
1 SG.ERG smell=A UX=A UX 
LT:‘1 smelled the smell with which he steamed food.'s 
(139) 本samα pts"i=nu tima 
food steam.PF=NMLZ.GEN smell 
1Je nam=ta1J=no k勺rgεrε.
ISG.ERG smell=AUX=NMLZ 3SG COP.B 
Possible literal translation:‘The person who steamed food 
with the smell that 1 smelled is he.' 
(b) Intemal AC (チ0/・co)
Cle白ingis not possible; see (141). 
(140) khorgo le-nu sama 1Je 
3SG.ERG make-NMLZ.GEN food ISG.ERG 
si=ta1J=1Ja. 
eat.PF=AUX=AUX 
‘1 ate the food he made.' 
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(141) *le-nu sαmα りe sa=no 
make=NMLZ.GEN food 1 SG.ERG eat.IPF=NMLZ 
k"argεrε. 
3SG COP.B 
Intended meaning:‘The person who made the food that I ate is 
he.' 
(a) Intemal AC (=no) 
Clefting is not possible; see (143). 
(142) 1je k"arga le=nu sama 
ISG.ERG 3SG.ERG make=NMLZ.GEN food 
si=ta1j=1ja. 
eat.PF=A UX=A UX 
‘I ate the food that he made.' 
(143) *le=nu sαma 1je si=ta1j=no 
make=NMLZ.GEN food ISG.ERGeat.PF=AUX=NMLZ 
khargεre. 
3SG COP.B 
Intended meaning:‘The [person] w ho made the food that I ate is 
he.' 
6.3.4 Valency reduction 
Valency reduction occurs in the formation of intemal ACs only， i.e. (a) and 
(b). It does not occur in other construction types. 
(a) Intemal AC (=no) 
Compare (144) and (145). Valency reduction takes place in the formation of 
the AC in (145); (144) is two-place， while the AC in (145) is one-place. 
(144) k"arga sama si=ta1j=zak. 
3SG.ERG food eat.PF=AUX=AUX 
‘He ate food.' 
(145) kharga si=ta1j=nu sama 
3SG.ERG eat.PF=AUX=N恥1LZ food 
‘the food that he ate' 
(b) Intemal AC (-.Jo/-co) 
Compare (146) and (147). (146) is two-place， while the AC in (147) is 
one-place. 
(146) k"arga sama sa弓a rε. 
3SG.ERG food eat.IPF=NMLZ COP.B 
‘He will eat food.' 
(147) k"arga sa=Ju sama 
3SG.ERG eat.IPF=NMLZ food 
‘the food that the man wiI1 eat' 
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6.3.5 Discussion 
[1] We have examined the syntax of eleven construction types in terms 
of'three criteria. The results are shown in Table 7. In terms of contrast 
(6.3.2)， the four types of the MMC (i.e. (ηto (i) are identical with (j) verbal 
sentence and (k) copula sentence (the representatives of independent 
sentences)， and they differ from the four types of ACs (i.e. (a) to (d)) and (e) 
adverbial clause. Regarding valency reduction (6.3.4)， they di百'erfrom the 
intemal ACs (i.e. (a) and (b)， and they are identical with al the other 
constructions， including the extemal ACs (i.e. (c) and (d). Conceming 
clefting (6.3 .3)， they differ from (j) verbal sentence and (k) copula sentence， 
and they are identical with al the other constructions， including ACs. That is， 
in terms of these syntactic criteria， roughly speaking， the four types of the 
MMC are intermediate between ACs and independent sentences. 
In contrast， interms of the mo叩hologyof the predicate (6.2.10)， the 
‘Clause' of the MMC behaves like an AC， not like an independent sentence. 
[2] Recall that the prototype of the MMC as proposed by Tsunoda (this 
vo1ume-a) has the structure shown in (1). 
(1) [C1ause] Noun Copu1a 
In the Amdo Tibetan MMC， the ‘Noun' slot may be occupied by a noun (i.e. 
a word) (5.2) or by an enclitic (5.3). It may 100k as if the Amdo Tibetan 
MMC has the structure shown below， particularly when the ‘Noun' slot is 
occupied by a noun. 
(148) [Adnominal clause ('AC')] Noun Copula 
Indeed， this view is supported by the data regarding the mo中ho10gyof the 
predicate， as seen above. However， syntactically， again as seen above， there 
is no strong reason to regard [C1ause] in (1) as an AC. 
7. Grammaticalization of nouns 
7.1 Eηmology 
The nouns and enclitics that are attested in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC are 
listed in Table 8. All of the nouns used in the free noun type are independent 
words and also content nouns: ts勺kkα‘appearance'([F-l])， nd~o1Jwa 
'character， nature' ([F-2])， xwe‘habit， custom' ([F-3])， nt{;har:l2‘plan' ([F-4])， 
bkopa‘way， manner' ([F-5])， and le‘karma， destiny' ([F-6]). In contrast， in
the enclitic type， al the elements that are attested in the ‘Noun' slot of the 
MMC are enclitics， not independent words. The enclitic =kha‘surface' 
([E-l]) may be possibly related to the noun kha‘surface'， but this noun is 
rarely used by itself with the meaning ‘surface'. This etymo10gy is not 
certain， and the gloss‘surface' for =kha is highly tentative. The enclitic 
=k勺wo‘mood，appearance' ([E-2]) may be related to the noun khawo 'mood， 
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appearance'. This noun can be used outside the恥4恥1C，but it is rarely used 
independently. Its meaning is not clear. Both the noun khawo and the enclitic 
=khawo are difficult to gloss. Their gloss‘mood， appearance' is highly 
tentative. At least there is no evidence that the enclitic =kha‘surface' ([E-l]) 
and the enclitic =khawo ‘mood， appearance' ([E-2]) derived from 
independent nouns. The other two enclitics， i.e. =na‘doing "'， a person to do， 
a thing to do' ([E-3]) and =}o/=co‘thing to do， value for doing "，' ([E-4])， 
are nominalizers when they are used outside the MMC (and also inside the 
MMC). They cannot be used as independent words. 
7.2 Semαntics 
The nouns and enclitics listed in Table 8 are grammaticalized in term包of
semantics， to varying degrees. Their meanings and functions can be 
classified as follows. 
(a) Grammatical meaning: modal， evidential， aspectual， temporal， 
and counterfactual. 
(b) Stylistic e百ect:humble. 
(c) Informational e百ect:focus. 
In the main， the meanings and functions of the nouns in the free noun 
type of the MMC may be said to be predictable on the basis of those they 
have when they are used outside the MMC. In contrast， this is not the case 
with the MMC of the enclitic type. In the case of =kha‘surface' ([E-l]) and 
=khawo ‘mood， appearance' ([E-2])， itis difficult to ascertain the 
meaning/function of the nouns they may possibly be related to. Conceming 
=no‘doing "'，a person to do， a thing to do' ([E-3]) and =;a/=co 'thing to do， 
value for doing "，' ([E-4])， it is difficult to predict their meaning/function as 
used in the MMC on the basis of the meaning/function that they have 
outside the MMC. 
Table 8. Semantics of nouns and enclitics in the MMCs 





nd;，ofjwa character， nature 
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both evidential (sensory， 
reported， inference) and 
counterfactual ('It looks/appears 
'" (but actually not that much)') 
aspectual (habitual) (‘have the 






















doing "'，a person to do 
(a) aspectual (habitual) 
(‘have the habit to do') 
(b) modal (deontic) (‘need to') 
(a) modal (‘plan to do') 
(b) temporal (future) 
(a) modal (‘have decided to do， 
plan to do') 
(b) temporal (future) 
modal (deontic) (‘be destined to 
do') 
(a) evidential (inference') 
(‘It seems "，') 
(b) stylistic (humble; first 
person only) 
(a) both evidential (sensory， 
reported， inference) and 
counterfactual 
(‘It looks/appears '" (but 
actually not that much)') 
(b) stylistic (humble; first 
person only) 
(a) modal (explan剖ion)
(b) informational (focus) 
=戸/=ca thing to do， value for doing '" (a) temporal (future) 
(b) evidential (inference) 
7.3 Morphosyntax 
In terms of mo叩hosyntaxas well， the nouns and enclitics listed in Table 8 
are usually grammaticalized. 
[1] As seen in 5.4.2， these nouns and enclitics do not allow modification， 
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with one exception. The enclitic =kha‘surface' ([E-1]) can be modified by 
the indefinite marker. 
[2] =na‘doing "'， a person to do， a thing to do' ([E-3]) and守a/=ca
‘thing to do， value for doing "，' ([E-4]) are more grammaticalized 
morphologically than other enclitics and also the six nouns in that they have 
fused forms involving a copula verb; see Table 4 and Table 5. This may be 
due to the fact th剖 [E-3]and [E-4] appear in everyday conversation of 
Amdo Tibetan the most frequently of al the types of the MMC. 
8. Summary and concluding remarks 
The Amdo Tibetan MMC isof two types: the free noun type (six nouns are 
attested in the ‘Noun' slot) and the enclitic type (four enclitics are attested in 
the ‘Noun' slot). 
The meanings/functions of the MMC can be classified as follows: (a) 
grammatical: modal， evidential， aspectual， temporal， counterfactual， (b) 
stylistic: humble， and (c) informational: focus. These meanings/functions 
may be said to be largely predictable in the case of the free noun type: the 
nouns can be used as content nouns outside the MMC. In contrast， this 
prediction is very difficult to make in the case of the enclitic type. 
Amdo Tibetan verbs do not have a distinction between finite and 
non-finite forms. Nonetheless， inmost instances the ‘Clause' of the MMC 
cannot be used as a sentence by itself. Also， the sentencehood of the 
‘Clause' is not so high as that of independent sentences. 
The ‘Clause' of the MMC behaves like an AC， not like an independent 
sentence， interms of the mo中hologyof the predicate， but syntactically it is 
intermediate between ACs and independent sentences. There is no strong 
evidence to regard the ‘Clause' of the MMC as an AC. 
The nouns and the enclitics that are attested in the ‘Noun' slot are 
gramrnaticalized to varying degrees: In terms of semantics， the 
meanings/functions that the enclitics have in the MMC are difficult to 
predict. Morphologically， two of the enclitics have forms in which the 
enclitic is fused with the ‘Copula'. Syntactically， with one exception， these 
nouns and enclitics do not allow modification by an adjective or the like. 
Note 
1. Tsunoda (this volume-a， 1.3同 [2])points out that the existential (or the 
existential/possessive) construction needs to be distinguished from the 
MMC. The existential(lpossessive) construction employs an existential verb， 
but the M恥1Cuses a copula verb. 
Now， inthe Lhasa dialect of Central Tibetan， ina sentence that would 
correspond to (2)， a copula verb cannot be used. Instead an existential verb 
has to be used， and the word for 'father' is in the dative/locative case. This is 
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an instance of the existential/possessive construction. In Amdo Tibetan， too， 
an existential verb can be used， and the word for ‘father' is in the dative case. 
This， too， is an instance of the existential/possessive construction. 
(i)αr}a=a nor ptS01}-}U ntchar:J，o 
father=DAT yak sel.IPF-NMLZ.GEN plan 
LT:‘To [my] father， a plan to sel yaks exists.' 




Sincere words of thanks are due to my Amdo Tibetan consultants: Mr. rUyα 
ye bKra bho and Mr. A khu Phun tshog. 1 also thank Tasaku Tsunoda (the 
editor of this volume) and Yasuhiko Nagano for their useful comments on 
earlier versions of this paper. 
Abbreviations 
A -pa仕ernA， transitive subject; AC -adnominal clause; AUX - auxiliary 
verb; B -pa仕ernB; CONJ -conjunction; COP -copula; DAT -dative; 
ERG -ergative; EXCL -exclusive; Ff -free translation; GEN -genitive; 
IMP -imperative; INDF -indefinite; IPF -imperfect; LOC -locative; LT -
literal translation; MMC -mermaid construction; NEG -negative; NMLZ -
nominalizer; 0 -object; PF -perfect; PL -plural; PLN -place name; PP 
pragmatic particle; PSN -personal name; Q -question; S -intransitive 
subject; SFP -sentence-final particle; SG -singular; V -verb; 1 -first 
person; 2 -second person; 3 -third person. 
In certain instances (though not always)， the plus sign (+) indicates a 
mo叩hemeboundary in compounds， e.g. (10). 
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6. Summary and concluding remarks 
1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes that the prototypical mermaid 
construction (MMC) has the three following properties. 
(a) It has the structure shown in (1). 
(b) The subject of the‘Clause' and the ‘Noun' are not coreferential. 
(c)官le‘Clause'can stand alone as a sentence. 
(1) Prototype ofthe MMC: 
Clause Noun Copula. 
The MMC is found in nDrapa， although it does not have the prototypical 
form described above. Four morphemes are attested in the ‘Noun' slot ofthe 
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nDrapa MMC: (i) =ndei‘intention'， (i) -zj‘prospect'， (ii) n幼 eil/=n幼 ei
‘appearance'， and (iv) 111Alo3 'readiness'. (官lenumbers ‘l' and ‘3' indicate 
tones; see Section 3.) Among them， =ndei‘intention' is an enclitic， while 
E幼 eil/=n幼 ei‘appearance'is used both as an independent noun and an 
enclitic. -zj‘prospect' is a suffix， and 111Alo3‘readiness' is consistently used 
as an independent noun. When the morpheme in the ‘Noun' slot is not a 
noun， the nDrapa MMC deviates from the prototype; see (1). 
The meaning of the nDrapa MMC is modal ('intend to'， 'be supposed 
to'，‘be expected to')， evidential (‘1t appe町 s')，or aspectual (‘be ready to'). 
Generally， the ‘Clause' of the M恥1Ccannot be used as a sentence by 
itself. 1n this respect， too， the nDrapa MMC deviates from the prototype; see 
(c) above. Further， the ‘Clause Noun' part of the MMC cannot be used as 
the 0句ectof a verb. 
The four morphemes listed above are rarely used outside the MMC. 
Moreover， their etymologies are difficult to ascertain， as nDrapa does not 
have a literary tradition and there is no written record of earlier stages of the 
language. Nonetheless， their tentative etymologies will be suggested in 
Section 5. 
2. Initial iIustration 
Examples of the nDrapa MMC include (2) (enclitic =ndei‘intention') and 
(3) (noun n劫eil‘appearance').The portion出atcorresponds to the ‘Clause' 
in (1) is shown by an underline. 
(2) somu副J I/oro 1 nchencha3 i = ndeil 詑 3.
tomorrow 3SG shopping go=intention COP4 
Lit:‘He is an intention to go shopping tomo汀ow.'
Fr:‘He intends to go shopping tomorrow. ' 
(3) gorol kaotogl lo=ci2 fidi={j3 nkheil r.ε3. 
3SG high.school leam=wish think=1PFV appearance COP4 
Lit:官 eis an appearance to want to leam at a high school.' 
Fr:‘He seems to want to go to high school.' 
3. Profile of the language 
The nDrapa (or Zhaba) language is spoken in Daofu and Yajiang Counties， 
Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture， Sichuan Province， China. According 
toHuang Bufan (1991) and Gong Qunhu (2007)， it has approximately 8，000 
speakers. Its genetic affiliation requires further validation， but the emerging 
consensus is that it belongs to the Qiangic branch of the Tibeto-Burman 
language family of the Sino-Tibetan language phylum (Sun Hongkai 1983， 
2001， Matisoff 2003).百lepresent chapter is concemed with the Matro 
dialect， which is spoken in Matro (Mazhong) Vi1lage of Daofu County by 
approximately 260 speakers. 
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The following phonernes can be posited for the Matro dialect: (i) 
consonants /ph [Ph]，出 [th]，th [th]， ch [ch]， kh [kh]; p， t， t c， k;b， d， <t j， g;
tsh [tsh]， tc;h， [tc;h]; ts， tc;dz， d~; rn， n， 1J"IJ;甲[tprn]，早[lJ1]， t)， [前回.]， ~ [加];
血[:fb]， sh [Sh]， c;h [C;h]; f， S， c;x， h;v， z， ~， y，且;w， j; 1， r [t:]; ! [1]， r [白/;(i) 
vowels /i， i， tl: U， e [1]， e， 0，ε， A， ~， a; ei/; (ii) word tones: 1 (high-level)， 2 
(high-falling)， 3 (low-rising) and 4 (low-rising-falling). Enclitics and 
suffixes do not carrγa specific tone. Their tone varies according to that of 
the preceding elernent. In view of this， they are presented without 
specification for tone. Enclitics are rnarked by a preceding equal sign， while 
suffixes are shown by a preceding hyphen. 
nDrapa is an agglutinating language which ernploys both suffixes and 
prefixes. It is largely dependent-rnarking and slightly configurational. 
Case is rnarked by postpositions. Case postpositions in nDrapa are 
always dependent upon the preceding word. Therefore， they are considered 
enclitics. 
The case systern is basically norninative司 accusative(A/S vs. 0). The 
norninative case has no overt rnarker， while the accusative case is rnarked by 
the enclitic = wu‘ACC'. Other case postpositions include =ji 'BEN'， =1a 
‘DAT'， =ne 'DIST'， =flA 'COM'， =ntsha‘ASS'， =kAtA 'INS'， and =ma 
℃恥1PR'.Moreover， there are a number of locative postpositions that 
provide a more specific description of location or the like: = ta 'ON'， =，$A 
‘UNDER'， =kA ‘IN'， and ={o 'PLACE' (Shirai 2010). 
The basic constituent orders町 everb圃 final:AOV and SV. Adjectives and 
numerals follow the noun they modifシ.However， dernonstratives precede 
the noun. Adnominal clauses (or relative clauses) precede the noun they 
qualify. Moreover， so-called head-intemal relative clauses are 0抗enfound as 
well. 
Verbs inflect for aspect (perfective vs. imperfective) and mood (plain vs. 
imperative). A verb may be followed by an auxiliary verb， inwhich case the 
auxiliary verb (and not the main verb) is inflected. 
The plain-mood predicates show the opposition of Pattems A and B 
(Shirai 2007a， b). Pattem B (glossed as“B") is overtly rnarked by an aspect 
suffix. Pattem A lacks an aspect suffix. That is， Pattem A is shown by the 
absence of any overt marker. A similar distinction to Pattem AIB is found in 
Tibetan. Ebihara (this volume) on Amdo Tibetan uses the same terms 
(Pattems A and B) as those used in the present paper. I Pattem A indicates 
the viewpoint of the pivot， where the pivot is (i) the speaker of a direct 
declarative sentence， (i) the hearer of an interrogative sentence， or (ii) the 
original speaker of a reported sentence. A pa抗emB suffix indicates that the 
sentence does not concem any viewpoint. The following is the main 
semantic di旺erencebetween the two pa仕ems.Unintentional predicates use 
Pattem B in principle， while intentional predicates use either Pattem A or B. 
Pattem A is typically used for sentences that express an event under the 
pivot's control (e.g.， for a declarative sentence that irnplies the speaker's 
intentional action). In contrast， Pattem B is typically used if the event is out 
of the pivot's control (e.g.， third person's action). These main points are 
summarized below. 
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(a) Imperative mood 
(b) Plain mood 
(b・1)Pattem A; Zero suffix; Viewpoint of the pivot. 
(b・2)Pattem B; Aspect su出x;No viewpoint. 
nDrapa has no written tradition. However.チ inthe areas where nDrapa is 
spoken， Tibetan is the traditional lingua 合anca，and more recently， Chinese 
has become the dominant language. Under such circumstances，“cultured" 
nDrapa speakers are often familiar with Written Tibetan and Written 
Chinese. Nonetheless， the main consultant of my research has not received 
formal education. All data in this paper are compiled from the spoken 
language. 
4. Types of sentences and clauses 
4.1 陪rb舗predicateand noun-predicate sentences 
Sentences in nDrapa can be classified into two types: verb-predic剖e
sentences and noun-predicate sentences. Each of these types can be further 
classified as follows. (Details are given in Shirai (forthcoming).) 
(a) Verb-predicate se凶ences




(b田 2)Copula-less sentences 
We shall examine each of these sentence types in tum. 
(a) Verb-predicate sentences 
Verb-predicate sentences can be classified into two groups: auxiliary 
sentences， e.g. (4)， and non-auxiliary sentences， e.g. (5). Roughly speaking， 
their structures are as shown below. (Abbreviations are listed at the end of 
this paper.) 
(a) Verb-predicate sentences 
(a-l) Auxiliary sentences: 
(DIR-) VS (NEι) AUX (-B) (SFP) 
(a・2)No-auxiliary sentences: 
(DIR-) (NEG-) VS (ーB) (SFP) 
The constituents given in parentheses do not always occur. However， it is 
important to note that， in the plain mood， when the sentence does not 
concem the viewpoint of the pivot， Pattem B must be used. 
Auxiliary sentences contain an auxiliary verb. For example， (4) contains 
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the auxiliary verb IJA2 'experiential' (realized as -n-in (4). Non-auxiliary 
sentences contain no auxiliary verb. See (5). 
(4) tshonbal no=tol ~♀~til to-htcul me-n-a2. 
shopkeeper 2SG=PLACE leter NTL-send NEG-EXP-B.PFV 
'The shopkeeper has never sent you a le枕er.'
(5) jellA3 IJonε=ぬ 1 je3 a-hpe-a3. 
yesterday 3PL=GEN house DWN圃 bum-B.PFV
‘Their house bumed [in fire] yesterday.' 
(b) Noun-predicate sentences 
These sentences can be classified into two groups: copula sentences， e.g. (6)， 
and copula-less sentences， e.g. (7). The structure of each pa伽 m is shown 
below. 
(b) Noun-predicate sentences 
(b-l) Copula sentences: NP1 NP2 COP (-B) (SFP) 
(b・2)Copula四 lessentences: NPI NP2 SFP 
(6) nol nqapi3 tcj-e3 mo3. 
2SG nDrapa.people COP2-B.IPFV CFM 
'You are nDrapa， aren't you?' 
(7)担r:J= ne3 miwo = i3 sa3. 
REF=TOP old.woman=CLF ADM 
'1t is an old woman.' [FT] 
There are four copula verbs: wa3 'COP1'， tce3/句CJ'COP2'， te3 'COP3'， 
and re3 'COP4'. Among them， wa3 'COP1' is used only for Pattem A. 
tce3/tcj3 'COP2' istypically used in polar questions and answers to them 
and it can be used either for Patten A (tce3; without a suffix) or Pattem B 
(tcj-e3; accompanied by the imperfective Pattem B suffix). te3 'COP3' is 
used for generic propositions. re3 'COP4' is the unmarked copula， and it is 
most widely used. (Details are given in Shirai (forthcoming).) 
1f the predicate is an adjective， the sentence is either of the 
verb-predicate type (a)， e.g. (8)， or the noun-predicate type (b)， e.g. (9). For 
example， (8) lacks an auxiliary verb， and the adjective is inflected (cf. (a・2)
and (5); the imperfective B suffix -e is a討achedto the adjective stem 1id:Jzj3 
(1id:JZ劫‘beautiful.'1n contrast， (9) contains a copula verb (ぱ (b・1)and 
(6). 
(8) IJorol tch:Jku3 1id:Jzj-e3. 
3SG very beautiful-B.IPFV 
'She is very beautiful.' 
(9) IJorol 1id:JzjzjJ re3. 
3SG beautiful COP4 
'She is beautiful.' 
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We have seen that sentences can be classified into two types. Similarly， 
clauses can be classified into two types: verb-predicate clauses and 
noun-predicate clauses. Sentences and clauses differ in terms of 
morphological restrictions on the predicate. For example， generally 
subordinate clauses cannot contain a Pattem B suffix. 
4.2 Adnominal clauses 
4.2.1 Formation 
nDrapa has four types ofadnominal clauses ('ACs'). 
(a) Extemal-head AC: AC + noun. 
(b) Intemal-head AC: the head noun is inside the AC. 
(c) CompoundingAC: Verb-noun. 
(d) Headless AC. 
The predicate of an AC is combined with a nominalizer-typically， a verbal 
su百ix.That is， it is non-finite. (c) Compounding AC is exceptional: a noun 
白nctionsas the nominalizer.) There is no relative pronoun. Nominalizer 
suffixes (NMLZs) include -l1A， -l11AIA， -pi， -perA， and -hti. Roughly 
speaking，コpiand -perA are used for human head nouns， while -hti， -l1A， and 
-l11AIA are for nonhuman head nouns. In nDrapa， ACs do not employ a 
resumptive pronoun. (In the examples of ACs， the AC is underlined.) 
In the extemal-head type， an AC precedes the head noun， e.g.: 
(10) l)orol J2!.，'I3 htSA-/)i'1 1ige1ige3 l)oro 1 a3. 
that Tibetan.leter teach-NMLZ teacher 3SG COP4 
‘Thattβacher who taught Tibetan Literature was he.' 
(11)臼heri a-mθ-l11AIA3 /ei3 戸ci3
PSN DWN-make-NMLZ bun PSN 
ld-佑il h印 -a3.
INW-eat PST-B.PFV 
‘Tashi ate the meat buns that Tseri made.' 
Intemal-head ACs are used the most frequently ofthe four types of ACs 
in nDrapa. Moreover， they are strongly preferred when the direct object is 
relativized on， e.g. (12). In (12)， the dotted line indicates the head ofthe AC. 
(12) lJal lJoro = wu 恒三 fA-htsi-l11AIA2 tcjutshele3 nε3. 
1 SG 3SG=ACC bun NTL-feed-N恥lLZ chive.bun COP4 
'The bun that I have gave him was a chive bun.' 
In the compounding type， the head noun directly follows the clause. An 
example is (13)， in which the head noun払13‘day'directly follows the 
clause l)oronel hteime3 mθ1 'they do a wedding'. Moreover， inthis case， 
the verb mθ1 'make' and head noun易13‘day'form one phonological word， 
and the second mo中hemeloses its original tone. (If the verb of the clause 
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contains affixes， the head noun may retain its tone， e.g. (54).) 
(13) 1.7Orone1 hteime3 mθ=μ1 a-1idtJ!iぬ'3 hce-a4 
3DU wedding make=day DWN-quarrel PST・RT
a3. 
COP4 
'They quarreled on the day when they had their wedding.' 
The compounding type is rarely found as a nominal constituent of a 
sentence. However， its structure is involved in the type of MMC discussed 
in 5.2. 
In the headless type， the head noun is not expressed overtly.百leverb of 
the AC is followed by a nominalizer suffix. Nominalizers can specifically 
indicate a category， such as thing (-mA)， person (-pl)， e.g. (14)， and place 
(みの.
(14) !J'ei3 Jd-ttSj-TJL~ !}orol a3. 
bun INW-eat-NMLZ 3SG COP4 
‘The person who at怠 themeat buns was he.' 
Like Japanese， nDrapa has both intemal ACs and extemal ACs. (See 
Teramura (1969) and Tsunoda (this volume-a， 7.2) for a discussion of these 
同'0types of AC.) Roughly speaking， in intemal ACs， the head noun 
coηesponds to an argument or an adjunct of the AC. In contrast， inextemal 
ACs， the head noun is， so to speak， added from outside the underlying 
clause. It does not correspond to an argument or an adjunct of the AC. 
4.2.2 Internal ACs 
Examples of intemal ACs include (10)， (11)， and (14) to (18). 
The following positions on Keenan and Comrie's (1977) accessibility 
hierarchy can be relativized on: subject (e.g. (10))， direct object (e.g. (11 )，
indirect object (e.g. (15))， and oblique object， such as goal (e.g. (16))， 
location (e.g. (17))， instrument (e.g. (18))， and comitative (e.g. (19)). 
However， the possessor and the object of comparison cannot be relativized 
on. 
(15) 9a1 lei3 fA-htSI-mArA1 pAijA3 !}oro1 詑 3.
lSG bun NTL-feed-NMLZ child 3SG COP4 
'The child to whom 1 gave meat buns was he.' 
りもi)lJ，je A-ji-hti1 satsa3 seitha3 r.ε3. 
1PL UP-go・NMLZ place PLN COP4 
'The place where we went was Seita.' 
(17) 9a1 hteime3 me-hti3 S8lぉ'83 jala3p担恩返=kA1 r.ε3. 
1SG wedding make-NMLZ place Yala.Hotel=IN COP4 
'The place where 1 had a wedding was Yala Hotel.' 
(18) 9oro1 v;ε3 k主・tsj-mArAl n孟hazjJ koro 1 r.ε3. 
3SG tsampa 悶 W-eat-N恥任Z spoon this COP4 
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‘This is the spoon with which he ate tsampa (parched barley 
powder).' 
(19) ~εI 亘;dol sei，也'83 A-ji-perA2 co3 gorol詑 3.
lPL together PLN UP-go-NMLZ friend 3SG COP4 
'The friend with whom we went to Serta together was he.' 
4.2.3 Externα'iACs 
Examples of extemal AC include (20). 
(20) gorol lAl kO-I11AIA2 hkel JidAzjzj3 
3SG song sing-NMLZ voice beautiful 
gA-te3 詑 3.
OUT-come DECL 
Lit:‘The voice that he sings comes beautiful.' 
Fr:‘His singing voice sounds beautiful.' 
5. Mermaid construction 
5.1 Introductoり1notes 
In the MMC of nDrapa， four morphemes are attested in the ホJoun'slot: (i) 
=ndei 'intention'， (i) -zj‘prospect'， (ii) n幼 eil/=n品。i‘appearance'，and 
(iv) 111Alo3 'readiness'. Among them， =ndei‘intention' is an enclitic 
(although it is used as an independent noun (ndeiみoutsidethe MMC). 
2幼 eil/=n幼 d ‘appearance'is used both as a word and an enclitic. -zj 
‘prospect' is a suffix. 111Alo3‘readiness' is consistently used as an 
independent noun. When the morpheme in the ‘Noun' slot is not a noun， the 
nDrapa MMC deviates from the MMC prototype; see (1). Outside the MMC， 
E品。il/=n劫 dιappearance'is not attested， and the other three forms are 
rarely used. 
The etymologies of these four morphemes are difficult to ascertain. 
Nonetheless， itis possible to suggest their etymologies on the basis of 
fossilized compound words in nDrapa and relevant forms in the 
Proto・Tibeto-Burman(PTB). In 5.2， we shall look at each of these four 
morphemes， paying attention to their etymologies as well. My discussion of 
the Proto-Tibeto-Burman will be based on Matiso町(2003).
Generally， the 'Clause' ofthe MMC cannot stand alone as a sentence. In 
this respect， too， the nDrapa MMC deviates from the MMC prototype. See 
the prope此y(c) ofthe prototype ofthe MMC， shown in Section 1. 
Some instances of the MMC are difficult to translate into English， but 
they are easily and nicely translated into Japanese. As shown in Tsunoda 
(this volume-b)， the MMC abounds in Japanese. In view ofthis， many ofthe 
examples that follow are accompanied by a Japanese translation as well as 
an English translation. 
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5.2 Morphemes in the 'Noun' slot 
We shall exarnine each of the four rnorphernes listed above. 
5.2.1 =ndei 'intention' 
=ndei‘intention' is rarely used as an independent noun outside the MMC. In 
this use， ithas the low-rising tone (indicated by ‘'3")， e.g. (21). The 
consultant uttered this sentence during rny atternpt to elicit a topicalized 
version of (2).百lenorninalizer su出x-.品目1.(cf. 4.2.1) is attached to the 
verb ji-‘go'， and the entire clause somUl)，I3 1)orol nchenchal jil is 
topicalized (by means of the topic enclitic = ne). The noun ndei3 is focused. 
(21) implies that the plan ofhis going shopping is more definite than in (2). 
This is probably because ndei3‘plan' is focused. 
(21) somUl)，I3 1)orol nchenchal s四'II1AI"A=nel ndei3 reJ. 
tomoηow 3 SG shopping go・NMLZ=TOPintention COP 4 
Lit:‘That he goes shopping tornoηow is an intention.' 
Fr:‘He definitely intends to go shopping tornorrow.' 
In the MMC， this rnorpheme occurs as an enclitic. (Recall that enclitics 
do not ca汀yany specific tone and that they are presented with no tonal 
specification (Section 3).) =ndei forms one phonological word with the 
word that imrnediately precedes it， and this phonological word has the tone 
ofthe word preceding =ndei. For example， in(2)，jil has tone 1. Therefore， 
the combined phonological wordji=ndeil has tone 1. As another exarnple， 
in (22)， me3 has tone 3. Therefore， the phonological word mθ=ndei3 has 
tone 3. 
The MMC with =ndei has a modal meaning ‘intend to'. It is not used 
仕equently.
The predicate of the‘Clause' is a root or a stem. That is， it is not in a 
finite form. In e旺ect，the MMC involves an AC of the compounding type 
(4.2.1). Since the predicate of the‘Clause' is not in a finite form， the 
‘Clause' cannot stand independently as a sentence. 
The verb of the‘Clause' can be either intransitive， e.g. (2)， or transitive， 
e.g. (22). (ln the examples ofthe MMC， the ‘Clause' is underlined.) 
(22) ~'omul)，Í3 nol tcheiJ me = ndeiJ wa3. 
tomoηow 2SG what make=intention COPj 
Lit:‘You are an intention to make what tomorrow?' 
Fr:‘What do you intend to do tomorrow?' 
明日あなたは何をするつもりですか。
All four copulas are acceptable in the ‘Copula' slot. re3‘COP4' is the 
unmarked choice. Examples include (2) and (23). An example of tce3/tcjJ 
'COP2' and te3 'COP3' is (24). The copula wa3 'COPj' can be used if the 
sentence implies the pivot's intention， e.g. (22) and (25). (The pivot may 
refer to the speaker of a direct declarative sentence; see Section 3.) 
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(23) ami3 1]oro1 ko3 a-nε=ndei1 r.ε:3. 
evening 3SG here DWN-come.down=intention COP4 
Lit:‘He is an intention to come down here this evening.' 
Fr:‘He intends to come down here in the evening'. 
夕方、彼はここに(下りて)来るつもりですO
(24) somUl)J3 1]oro1 nchencha3 ji=ndeil 
tomorrow 3SG shopping go=intention 
t吋ーε:31[e3.
COP2-B .IPFV /COP 4 
Lit:‘He is an intention to go shopping tomorrow. ' 
Fr:‘He intends to go shopping tomoηow.' 
彼は明日、買い物に行く予定だ。
(25) somUl)J3 1]a1 nchara3 ji=ndei1 wa3. 
tomorrow 1 SG have.fun go=intention COPl 
Lit:‘1 am an intention to go out to have fun tomorrow.' 
Fr:‘1 intend to go out for fun tomoηow.' 
明日私は遊びに行くつもりです。
As noted above， the predicate of the‘Clause' is not in a finite form， and 
the ‘Clause' cannot be used as a sentence by itsel王Forthis pu中ose，the 
predicate must inflect. For example， the ιClause' of (2) (where the predicate 
is a root/stem) cannot be used as a sentence. Compare (2) with (26). In (26)， 
the imperfective auxiliary verb， with the Pattem B suffix ([-e3 
'IPFV・B.lPFV')，is added to the verb root/stem， and consequently (26) can 
stand on its own as a sentence. 
(26) somm;bI3 1Joro1 nchencha3 
tomorrow 3 SG shopping 
‘He will go shopping tomoηow.' 
ji=[-ε:3. 
go=IPFV-B.lPFV 
The MMC with = ndei‘intention' is unacceptable if the event described 
is unintentional， asin (27). 
(27) *!l:mi3 mokku3 t.'e = ndei1 re3. 
evening rain fall=intention COP4 
Intended meaning:‘It is expected to rain this evening.' 
(今晩、雨が降る予定だ。)
The etymology of =ndei(ndei3)‘intention' is difficult to ascertain. The 
same form is found in the second syllable of the noun jandei3 'hand， arm'. 
However， itsmeaning is quite far frorn =ndei (nde.均‘intention'.Yasuhiko 
Nagano (p.c.) suggests that =ndei (ndei3)‘intention' may be related to the 
Written Tibetan word 'dod，千pa)‘desire，wish' (cf. Jaschke 1881: 280・281).
There are two pieces of evidence that support this view. First， in many 
modem Tibetan dialects， the initial leter '円 beforean obs加 entin Written 
Tibetan is realized as a nasal. (Recall that nDrapa has been influenced by 
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Tibetan for a long time (Section 3).) Second， innDrapa no consonant is 
allowed in the syllable-final position. In view of this， 1 tentatively adopt 
Nagano's view th瓜 =ndei(ndei刀‘intention'is related to the Written 
Tibetan word 'dodιdesire， wish'. 
5.2.2 -詮‘'prospect，strα'tegy' 
There is no example of the mo中hemezj‘prospect， strategy' used 
independently as a noun， without modi命ingword(s). Consider (28)， where 
-zj‘prospect' is the head noun that is modified by an AC (to be precise， a 
compounding type AC)， and it functions as the argument of the verb p03 
‘exist.' This example indicates that， in (28)， the mo中heme-zj‘prospect， 
strategy' has status as a noun (although it may not be an independent word). 
(28) ale3 a1.ε=ne3 nonε=/)，εT;J3 tεtε1 
sometime=TOP 2DU=CNT each.other 
to・hmo=nel mo-co-zi3 p03. 
NTL-forget=then NEG-recognize-prospect existj [FT] 
Lit:‘Someday there is a prospect that you two forget each other 
and cannot recognize each other.' 
Fr:‘Some day you two may forget each other and may not 
recognize each other.' 
When used in the MMC， the mo中hemein question is a suffix (-Zl)， not a 
word， that is added to the root/stem of a verb. That is， the predicate of the 
‘Clause' is not in a finite form. Therefore， the‘Clause' cannot stand as a 
sentence on 1tS own. 
This suffix may be translated as‘prospect' or‘strategy'. It is combined 
with the final syllable of the preceding clause to form one phonological 
word. 
The MMC containing -zj‘prospect， strategy' mainly has a modal 
meaning， such as‘be supposed to do'，‘be scheduled to do'， or‘be expected 
to do'. This MMC is used仕equently，in contrast with the MMC containing 
=ndei‘intention' . 
Examples ofthe MMC with -zj‘prospect， str瓜egy'include (29) to (31). 
(29) a11A3 1J，j.ε=tol 1.εme3 vo・zj3 詑 3.
today lPL=place monk come-prospect COP4 
Lit:‘A monk is a prospect to come to our place today.' 
Fr:‘A monk is scheduled to come to our home today.' 
今日、私たちのところにお坊さんが来る予定だo
(30)匝'TA3 tetshi = r;J 1 也配=tAl me-zj3 
REF whole.life=GEN LOG.PL=place live.in-prospect 
rε3. 
COP4 [FT] 
Lit:‘[She] is a prospect to live in our house for the whole life.' 
Fr: [The millionaire said，] 'She is supposed to live in our house 




(31) (An example obtained through elicit瓜ion)
na1 10tfa =k;J3 a-103 wu3 tSMJJi1 
lSG school=別 DWN-read finish after 
畳間1if!，ε1 me-zi3 r.ε3. 
teacher make-prospect COP 4 
Lit:‘1 am a prospect to become a teacher after finishing reading 
at school.' 
Fr:‘1 expect to become a teacher after graduating from school.' 
私は、学校で勉強し終えたあと、先生になる予定だ。
In the examples given thus far， the copula used is re3 'COP4'. The other 
three copulas， too， can be used; see (32). 
(32) aM3 W.ε=101 1.εme3 voトzi3
today lPL=place monk come-prospect 
wa3/tg-e3/te3/r.ε3. 
COPj/COP2-B.lPFV ICOP3/COP 4 
Lit:‘A monk is a prospect to come to our place today.' 
Fr:‘A monk is supposed to come to our home today.' 
今日、私たちのところにお坊さんが来る予定だ。
In the examples given thus far， the恥仏1Cwith -zi describes intentional 
events. Where unintentional events are concemed， this MMC is acceptable 
if it expresses common knowledge， e.g. (33). 
(33) zyi3 kA吋ε=包1，回i3 mεt03 
hot.season INW-come=TIME immediately flower 
型ニ.1ibo-zjJ r.ε3. 
OUT-bloom田 prospect COP4 
Lit:‘When the hot season comes， flowers are a prospect to bloom 
immediately. ' 
Fr:‘When the hot season comes， flowers are supposed to bloom 
immediately. ' 
春になれば、じきに花が咲くのだ。
As noted above， the predicate of the‘Clause' is not in a finite form， and 
the ‘Clause' cannot be used as a sentence by itself. For this pu中ose，the 
predicate needs to inflect. For example， the ‘Clause' in (32) cannot stand 
independently as a sentence. Its predic副eis a rootlstem. Comparing (32) 
with (34). In (34)， the verb rootlstem is followed by the imperfective 
auxiliary verb μ31=μ， and (34) is used as a sentence. 
(34) aM3 珂ε=t01 1.εme3 vo=tA3. 
today lPL=place monk come=IPFV 
‘A monk wiI1 come to our home today.' 
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As seen above， the MMC with -zi‘prospect， strategy' mainly has a 
modal meaning， such as 'be supposed to do'，‘be scheduled to'， or‘be 
expected to do'. The act described is generally intentional. Furthermore， the 
MMC with -zimay express a strategy， e.g. (35) to (37). 
(35) !)，~ε =rAl hk.εtcha3 klεCA3 a-liti-zi3 
2PL=GEN word how DWN-talk-strategy 
ra3. 
COP4.Q 
Lit:‘Your language is a strategy how to say?' 
Fr:‘How do you say this in your language?' 
Lit:あなたがたの言葉はどのように言う方法ですか。
Fr:あなたがたの言葉でどのように言うのですか。
(36) (An example， cited from a folk tale) 
.aw.ε1 kε~cA3 A -ttchu-zi3 ra3. 
2PL how UP-bring-strategy COP4・Q[FT] 
Lit:‘You are a strategy how to bring [that box]?' 
Fr:‘How do you bring [the big box]?' 
Fr:あなたがたは、(その大きな箱を)どうやって
運ぶのですか。
(37) (In the same folk tale， asan answer to (37)) 
n/Jhei = tal ndole3 fA-1"Iεr-zjJ 1"1ε3. 
ice=ON horseshit NTL・scatter-strategy COP 4 [FT] 
Lit:‘[We] are a s回 tegyto 印刷erhorse droppings [on ice].' 
Fr:‘We will scatter horse droppings [on ice].' 
(ねずみが箱を運ぶのに)氷の上に馬糞を撒く(そして、その
上を滑らせる)のです。
Regarding the etymology of -zi‘prospect， strategy'， there is another 
morpheme zi‘child'， which is used in nominal compounds such as mizi3 
‘mother and child'. However， semantically the れ~o mo中hemesare quite 
remote. Another possible etymology is PTB *ケー)tsy:Jy‘count'(M剖isoff
2003: 645). Although its form is remote from -zi， the initial consonant might 
have been vocalized and fricativized through grammaticaliztion. Moreover， 
its ref1ex in Written Tibetan， i.e. rtsis means‘counting， account， estimation' 
(Jaschke 1881: 439)， and this meaning is close to that of -zi 'prospect， 
strategy' (Yasuhiko Nagano pふ).(Recall that nDrapa has been inf1uenced 
by Tibetan for a long time (Section 3).) At this stage of research it is difficult 
to decide whether the nDrapa -zi is derived from PTB *かゾtSy:Jy‘count'or 
is related to the nDrapa noun zi'child'. 
5.2.3 nkheill = nkhei 'appearance' 
This morpheme is tentatively translated as 'appearance'. It is not used 
outside the MMC. Within the MMC， it tends to be: 
(a) an enclitic (=n幼 el)，combined with the preceding word， ifthe 
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final phonological word of the preceding clause is monosyllabic， 
e.g. (41)， (44)， (45)， and; 
(b) an independent word (n幼 ei乃， if the final word of the preceding 
clause is disyllabic or longer， e.g. (3)， (38) to (40)， (42)， (43)， (46)， 
(50). 
In other words， the enclitic form tends to be used if the predicate of the 
‘Clause' is a rootlstem， while the independent word form is preferred if the 
predicate is inflected. 
The MMC with n劫 ei1/=n劫 eihas an evidential meaning of superficial 
observation:‘It appears/ looks ..'. This MMC isused frequently. 
The ‘Clause' may be any one ofthe following. 
(i) A verb-predicate clause， e.g. (3)， (38)， (39)， (40)， (46)， (50). 
(i) A noun-predicate clause， e.g. (41)， (42). 
(ii) An adjective-predicate clause ofthe verb-predicate type， e.g. (44). 
(iv) An adjective-predicate clause ofthe noun-predicate type， e.g. (43)， 
(45). 
The following are examples that involve a verb-predicate clause. The 
verb of the clause may be either an in仕ansitiveverb， e.g. (38) (‘die')， (39) 
(‘白日')and (50) (‘be il') or a transitive verb， e.g. (40) ('eat'). 
(38) ga1 achi3 CA-a2 nkhei1 nε3. 
1 SG tonight die-RT appearance COP4 [FT] 
Lit:‘1 am an appearance to die tonight. ' 
Fr:‘It appears that 1 will die tonight.' 
私は今夜、死んでしまうようだ。
(39) ami3 mo地 '13 a-t.ε-a3 nkhei1 nε3. 
evening rain DWN・白H圃 RT appearance COP4 
Lit:‘The rain is an appearance to fal1 in the evening.' 
Fr:‘It appears that it will rain this evening.' 
今晩、雨が降りそうだ。
(40) goro3 lei3 ld-ttsj-al nkhei 1 nε3/tcj-ε3. 
3SG bun INW-eat-RT appearance COP4/COP2-B.lPFV 
Lit:‘He/she is an appearance to eat buns. 
Fr:‘He appears to have eaten the meat buns.' 
彼が包子を食べたみたいだ。
Examples involving a noun-predicate clause include (41) and (42). 
(41) ~oro3 1a = r:J m'i=n幼 ei3 re3. 
this ISG=GEN mother=appearance COP4 
'It appears that this woman is my mother.' 
この人が私の母親みたいだ。
(42) !l'oro1 h即位-e3 nk方。i1 re3. 
3SG teacher appearance COP4 
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‘It appears that he is a teacher.' 
彼は先生みたいだ。
((41) means the following:‘1 do not know who my mother is. But my 
observation indicates that this woman is my mother'. Similarly， (42) means 
the following:‘1 do not know what his job is. But my observation indicates 
that he is a teacher'.) 
Examples involving an adjective-predicate clause are (43) to (45). 
(43) luoro3 chemo3 koto3 tci =ti2 n劫 eil reJ. 
this clothes price big=COP3 appearance COP4 
Lit:‘These clothes are an appearance [that their] price is big.' 
Fr:‘These clothes look expensive.' 
この服は値段が高そうだ。
(44) ~oro3 chemo3 koto3 tc.'i=n劫 ei1 a3. 
this clothes price big=appearance COP4 
'These clothes look expensive.' 
この服は値段が高そうだ。
(45) g_orol meme-l11A3 mθ-ndza3 nc:3=n幼 eiJ re3. 
3SG think-NMLZ NEG-good COP4=appearance COP4 [FT] 
Lit:‘What he thinks [about] is an appearance [that it] is not good.' 
Fr:‘What he thinks does not seem good.' 
彼が考えているのは、良からぬ事のようだ。
The copulas that can occur in the ‘Copula' slot are砲;3'COP2' and a3 
'COP4'; see (40). re3 'COP4' is the most commonly occuring one. The 
sentence-final particle paJ‘悶F'is also attested in place of a copula， e.g. 
(46). 
0的 noro3lei3 ld-ttsi-al n地'eil pa3. 
3SG bun INW-eat-RT appearance INF 
Lit:‘1 guess he/she is an appearance to eat the buns.' 
Fr:‘He appears to have eaten the buns.' 
彼が包子を食べたみたいだ。
We shall now examine whether the ‘Clause' slot of the MMC with 
nk企eil1=nkhei‘appearance' can be used by itself as a sentence. First， the 
verbal inflectional morphology is summarized in Section 3. See (a) and (b)， 
in particular. 
The imperative (i.e. (a) cannot occur in the 'Clause' slot (of any MMC 
in nDrapa)， and consequently， it is irrelevant to this discussion. 
Pattem A (i.e. (b-l)) does not occur in出e‘Clause'slot， and it， too， is
irrelevant here. 
The meaning of Pattem A is largely incompatible with the meaning of 
the MMC with n幼 eil1=n幼 d‘appearance':superficial observation. Events 
that are superficially observed by the speaker are irrelevant to the speaker's 
intention. As mentioned in Section 3， unintentional predicates have Pattem 
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B in principle. For exarnple， ifthe speaker has unintentionally induced or 
forgotten the event， the verb takes the Pattem B form， e.g. (47). 
(47) wotsB to-fi4tJ-al. 
hat NEUT-leave. behind-B .PFV 
'(1 accidentally) left the hat behind.' 
We now tum to Pattem B (i.e. (b-2))， for which the situation is 
sornewhat cornplex， as shown below. It is irnportant to bear in rnind that 
Pattem B， rather than Pattem A， rnust be used when the sentence does not 
concem the viewpoint of the pivot. An exarnple is (48) (Pattem B suffix: -e 
‘B.IPFV'). 1 note in passing that， ifthe speaker wants to rnention such an 
unintentional event frorn his viewpoint， a sentence四 finalparticle rnust be 
used to clari今 hisviewpoint. For exarnple， the inferential particle pa3 is 
used in (49). 
(48) l)orol tchi2 l)，I={-e3. 
3SG sornething be.ill=IPFV・B.IPFV
'He is ill.' 
(49) l)orol tchi2 l)，I =ρ pa3. 
3SG sornething be.ill=IPFV INF 
‘1 guess he is ill.' 
[1] General rule: absence ofPattem B in the ‘Clause' 
As a general rule (with the exceptions noted in [2] and [3])， Pattem B cannot 
occur in the ‘Clause' of any MMC in nDrapa--even when Pattem B would 
be expected (i.e. even when the sentence does not concem the viewpoint of 
the pivot). Consequently， the ‘Clause' of the MMC with n幼 ei1/=n劫 ei(or
of any MMC， for that rnatter) cannot stand as an independent sentence. For 
exarnple， consider (50)， an instance of the MMC with n幼 eil/=n劫 ei
‘appearance'， in which the ‘Clause' has no Pattem B suffix. Its ‘Clause' 
cannot stand alone as a sentence; see (51).百lisis because the predicate of 
(51) does not have a Pattem B suffix， despite the fact that Pattem B would 
be expected. 
(50) !l.oro 1 tchi2 l)，I =ti3 n幼 eil 広 3.
3SG sornething be.ill=IPFV appearance COP4 
Lit:‘He is an appearance to be sornewhat ill.' 
Fr:‘He looks sornewhat ill.' 
彼は何かを患っているみたいだ。
(51) * l)oro 1 tchi2 1)，i = {i3. 
3SG sornething be.ill=IPFV 
Intended rneaning:‘He is ill.' 
As noted above， asa general rule， Pattem B cannot occur in the ‘Clause' 
of any 恥品1C in nDrapa. At least in the case of the MMC with 
n幼 eil/=n幼 ei‘appearance'，there are two exceptions to this. 
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[2] Exception 1: Perfective: remote time and perfective Pattem B 
The ‘Clause' in the MMC with n幼 eil(word)‘appearance' may involve the 
remote time suffix -a 'RT'， e.g. (38) to (40). ( =nk企ei(enclitic)‘appearance' 
cannot occur with the suffix.) This suffix has the same form as that of the 
perfective Pattem B suffix 同ピB.PFV'.Therefore， when the ‘Clause' occurs 
by itself， the suffix -a 'RT' can function as the perfective Pattem B suffix -a 
'B.PFV'， and the ‘Clause' can now be used as a sentence by itself-when 
Pattem B would be expected. For example， ifthe‘Clause' of (40) is used by 
itself， we obtain (52). 
(52) I]oro3 lei3 Jd-tsI-al. 
3SG bun INW-eat-B.PFV 
'He has eaten meat buns.' 
The suffix -a‘RT'， which functions as the remote time suffix in (40)， can 
function as the perfective Pattem B suffix in (52). (52) does not concem the 
viewpoint of the pivot， and Pattem B would be expected. Indeed， it does 
have a Pattem B suffix， and (52) is acceptable as an independent sentence. 
As can be seen， the remote time suffix -a 'RT' and perfective Pattem B 
suffix -a 'B.PFV' exhibit a complementary distribution. Namely， -a‘B.PFV' 
occurs sentence-finally， but -a‘RT' does not. Therefore， it is possible to say 
that -alにB.PFV'is at the same time the perfective Pattem B suffix -a 
‘B.PFV.' It is according to this view that the ‘Clause' of (40) can be used by 
itself as a sentence， namely (52). 
[3] Exception2: re3 'COP4' 
The copula re3 'COP4' can be used in both Pattems A and B. Ifthe 'Clause' 
of (45)， for example， isused by itself， we obtain (53). 
(53) I]orol me伊'e-ll1A3 me・lld$a3 re3. 
3SG t由hink-判MLZNEG-good COP町4 
‘Wha剖the thinks is no叫tg伊O∞O吋d.'
(53) does not concem the viewpoint of the pivot， and Pattem B would be 
expected. Indeed， it does have Pattem B; the copula re3 'COP4' can be used 
for Pattem B， and (53) is acceptable as an independent sentence. 
To sum up， as a general rule， Pattem B cannot occur in the ‘Clause' of 
the MMC with n幼 eil/=n劫ei‘appearance'一-evenwhen Pattem B would 
be expected (i.e. even when the sentence does not concem the viewpoint of 
the pivot). Consequently， the ‘Clause' cannot stand as an independent 
sentence. However， there are two exceptions， inwhich the form that occurs 
in the predicate of the ‘Clause' can be used in Pattem B， and consequently 
the ‘Clause' can be used as a sentence by itself. 
The etymology of n品。i1/=n劫d‘appearance'is difficult to ascertain. 
This mo中hemeis not used as an independent noun outside the MMC. 
Nonetheless， the nDrapa noun 品。1'shape， appearance' is similar to 
E幼 eil/=n劫 ei‘appearance'in both form and meaning. Furthermore， there 
is an adjective th瓜 hasthe same form: n幼 eil'same'. This adjective may be 
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related to nkhei1/ =n幼 ei‘appearance'. 
A possible cognate morpheme of n幼 ei1/=n幼 ei‘appearance'is found 
in Written Tibetan:のkhod‘surface，superficies' (Jaschke 1881: 56). As 1 
mentioned in 5ユ1，the initial letter '円 beforean obstruent in Written Tibetan 
is realized as a nasal in many modem Tibetan dialects， and in nDrapa no 
consonant is allowed in the syllable-final position. It is possible that nDrapa 
nkhei1/ =n幼 eiis related to (')khod in Written Tibetan， although it is 
di白cultto ascertain whether it is derived from the Written Tibetan (')khod 
or from a loanword that was borrowed from Tibetan. 
There is another PTB root th瓜 maybe relevant in this regard: *ka(-y) 
‘like， similar; thus， so' (Matisoff 2003: 488). 1 tentatively regard 劫 cl，
‘shape， appearance' as the nDrapa descendent ofPTB *ka-y. 
At this stage of research， it is difficult to decide whether the nDrapa 
E品。i1/=nkhei‘appearance' is derived from a morpheme (such as the 
Written Tibetan (')khoめthatmeans‘surface' or from the PTB *初件以‘like，
similar; thus， so'. 
5.2.4 IIlAl03 'readiness' 
There is no example of the morpheme lllAloJ 'readiness' used as an 
independent noun by itself. However， lllAloJ can be used as an independent 
noun when it is modified by some other words. For example， see (54). 
zamaJld-的 1-a1'meal INW-eat-RT' is an AC ofthe compounding type (cf. 
4.2.1・(c))，and it modifies lllAloJ 'readiness'. The entire zamaJ ki-ttsi-a1 
lllAloJ functions as the direct object of the transitive verb a-meJ 'make'. 
lllAloJhas its own tone， and this indicates that it is neither an enclitic nor a 
suffix， th瓜 is，it is an independent noun (cf. Section 3). 






Lit:‘[Someone] made the readiness of a meal to eat.' 
Fr:‘[Someone] made al necessaηprepar剖ionsfor a meal. ' 
(誰かが)食事を食べるばかりの用意をした。
In the恥仏1C，too， lllAloJ 'readiness' occurs as an independent word. 
This MMC has an aspectual meaning:‘be ready to'. This MMC is rather 
uncommon; only a few examples have been found in my field research. 
The ‘Clause' ofthis MMC has to be a verb-predicate clause. It cannot be 
an adjective-:predicate or noun-predicate clause. The verb of the ‘Clause' 
may be either intransitive， e.g. (56)， or transitive， e.g. (55) and (57). 
(55) 1Joro1 vo暢包3， zamaJ ki-ttsi-a1 lllAloJ tlε3. 
3SG come-when meal INW-eat-RT readiness COP3 [FT] 
Lit:‘When he came back， he was the readiness to eat a meal. ' 
Fr:‘When he came back， meal preparations have been finished.' 
彼が帰ってくると、食事を食べるばかりになっていた。
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(56:】norol 1)，;'ε=to 主:"mi-al mAlo3 tlε3. 
3SG lPL=place INW-sleep-RT readiness COP3 
Lit:‘He is readiness to sleep in our house.' 
Fr:‘He is ready to sleep in our house. ' 
彼がわたしたちの家で寝るばかりになっている。
(57) !l四 rtchi-I1ε2 lll1A3 khεx凶1 ntsho・a4 mAlo3 tlε3. 
leader-PL today meeting hold-RT readiness COP3 
Lit:‘The leaders are readiness to hold a meeting today.' 
Fr:‘The leaders are ready to hold a meeting today.' 
指導者たちが今日会議を開くばかりである。
The verb of the‘Clause' is always followed by the remote time suffix -a， 
which concems either remote past or remote future. (This is intriguing， for 
this MMC means‘be ready to'.) 
'We shall now examine whether the ‘Clause' ofthis恥品1C can be used by 
itself as a sentence. Given that the verb of the ‘Clause' involves the remote 
time suffix -a， and also that the remote time suffix is identical to the Pattem 
B perfective suffix， it is possible to say that the ‘Clause' can be used by 
itself as a sentence. (Recall that this is exactly the case of the MMC with 
E幼 eil/=n劫 ein幼 eil/=n劫 d‘appearance'.)For example， compare (58) 
(MMC) with (59). Since the remote past suffix is considered to be the 
Pattem B perfective su伍xat the same time， the ‘Clause' in (58) can stand 
alone as a sentence， as in (59). 
(58) 1)orol zama3 1<.ヨL伽・41 mAlo3 te3. 
3SG meal INW-eat-RT readiness COP3 
'He was/is ready to have a meal.' 
(59) 1)orol zama3 Jd-tsi-al. 
3SG meal INW-eat田 B.PFV
'He had a meal.' 
Generally， the ‘Copula' employed is te3 'COP3'， e.g. (55) to (58). 
However， wa3' CO P，'is used if the sentence describes an intentional action 
by the pivot. Comparison of (57) (te3 'COP3') with (60) (wa3 'COP， '). In 
(60)， the preparation ofthe meeting has been done by the speaker(s). 
(60) !l自主'ttcm-I1ε2aM3 池 ε'Xuil ntsho・a4 mAlo3 wa3. 
leader-PL today meeting hold-RT readiness COP， 
Fr:‘The leaders are ready to hold a meeting today. I/We have 
prepared for it. ' 
(私[たち]は、)指導者たちが今日会議を開くばかりに
(会議場などの準備を)しである。
A parallel contrast is found between (56) (te3 'COP3') and (61) (wa3 
'COP， '). Example (56) has no implication regarding who did the 
preparation， while (61) implies that “we" did. 
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(61) gorol 1)，;'ε=10 込 mi-al lllA103 wa3. 
3SG lPL=place INW-sleep司 RT readiness COP1 
Fr:‘He is ready to sleep in our house. We have prepared for it.' 
(私[たち]は、)彼がわたしたちの家で寝るばかりにしてある。
The MMC with mA103 'readiness' is unacceptable if the sentence 
expresses the third person's overt intention; see (62). 
(62) *yoro1 tchlJ=ji2 lllA103 [e3. 
3SG harvest.crops=go readiness COP3 
Intended meaning:‘He is ready to go for harvesting the crops.' 
(彼は麦刈りに行くばかりだ。)
The etymology of mA103 'readiness' is difficult to ascertain. It is 
probably a compound of lllA and 10. The morpheme mA  has the same 島町n
as the nominalizer suffix -lllA (mentioned in 4.2.1). This suffix is probably 
derived from the PTB *ma‘what' (Matisoff 2003: 488). Its reflexes are 
found in modern languages， e.g. me35 'what' in Jiulong Prinmi (a Qiangic 
language) (Huang Bufan 1992: #954). (1 indicate the lexicon number in 
Huang Bufan 1992 with a sharp mark.)百leetymology of mo中heme10 is 
more difficult to propose. It might have been derived from the PTB *luk 
'enough' (Matisoff 2003: 357).百1Isroot has reflexes in modern languages， 
e.g.lu‘ful' in Shixing (a Qiangic language) (Huang Bufan 1992:が984).
On the basis of the above， I tentatively suggest that the etymology of 
lllA103 'readiness' is possibly a compound noun that consists of *ma 'what' 
and *luk 'enough'， although this issue awaits further research. 
5.2.5 Summαηofthe‘Noun' 
Table 1 presents a summary of the discussion of the four morphemes that 
can occur in the ‘Nolin' slot. The meaning ofthe恥仏，fCis modal， evidential， 
or aspectual. 


















 = ndei (enc1itic) 
‘desire， wish' 
さ










modal (‘be supposed to 
do'，‘be expected to do') 
‘surface' or 
‘like， similar' 
evidential (‘It appears') 
‘thing-enough' (?) aspectual (‘be ready to') 
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5.3 Negation 
It is interesting look at negation in the MMC， for the恥仏ICcontains two 
words that can possibly be negated: (i) the predicate of the‘Clause' and (i) 
the ‘Copula'. 
1n nDrapa， sentence negation generally involves the negative prefix mθー
(for the perfective) or ma-(for the imperfective). 
Verb-predicate sentences are negated by the addition of the negative 
prefix to the main verb or the auxiliary verb， e.g. (4). Regarding 
noun-predicate sentences， copula-less sentences (e.g. (7) cannot be negated. 
However， copula sentences are negated by the addition of ma-to the copula. 
For example， compare (63) and (64). 
(63) taci3 ncfapi3 re3. 
PSN nDrapa.person COP4 
'Tashi is a nDrapa person.' 
(64) taci3 ncfapi3 ma-re3. 
PSN nDrapa.person NEG-COP4 
‘Tashi is not a nDrapa person.' 
Negation of the MMC employs the same method: addition of the 
negative prefix ma-. Now， as noted above， the MMC contains two words 
that can possibly negated: (i) the predicate of the ‘Clause' and (i) the 
copula. 
The negative prefix is generally added to the ‘Copula'-irrespective of 
which morphemes fil the ‘Noun' and ‘Copula' slots. Selected examples 
follow. Compare (i) (2) and (65)， (i) (29) and (66)， (ii) (40) and (67)， and 
(iv) (61) and (68). 
(65) A:.'omUJJJ3 IloroJ nchencha3 ji'j = ndeiJ ma-re3. 
tomorrow 3SG shopping go=intention NEG-COP4 
'He does not intend to go shopping today.' 
明日彼は買い物に行かないつもりです。
(66) sru3 I:bie=toJ leme3 vo-zj3 ma-re3. 
today 1 PL=pla心emonk come-prospect NEG-COP 4 
'The monk is not supposed to come to our home today.' 
今日、私たちのところにお坊さんは来ない予定だ。
(67) !7oro3 lei3 ld-ttsj-a1 n幼 eil ma-re3. 
3SG bun INW-eat-RT appearan∞ NEG-COP4 
'He does not appear to have ea旬nthe meat buns. ' 
彼が包子を食べたのではないようだ。
(68) !l.oroJ I:bie=to ld-mi-aJ JIlAio3 ma升3.
3SG lPL=place INW幽 sleep四 RT readiness NEG・COPj




The predicate of the ‘Clause' can be negated， e.g. (45) (me-nd$a3 
'NEG-good')， although this is less common than the negation of the 
‘Copula'. 
It is not known if both the ‘Copula' and the predicate of the‘Clause' can 
be negated in one sentence. 
5.4 Comparison ofthe MMC with other constructions 
5.4.1 Introductory notes 
In this section， 1 shall compare the morphosyntax of由eMMC with that of 
three other constructions. Specifically， 1 compare the following. 
(a) Verb-predicate sentences， asthe representative of independent 
sentences (cf. 4.1) 
(b) MMC with =ndei(enclitic)‘intention' (c王5ユ1)
(c) MMC with -zi(su伍x)‘prospect，str瓜egy'(c王5ユ2)
(d) MMC with n幼 eij(word)‘appearance' (cf. 5.2.3) 
(e) MMC with =n幼 ei(enclitic)‘appearance' (cf. 5.2.3) 
(t) MMC with l11Alo3 (word)‘readiness' (cf. 5ユ4)
(g) Head-intemal adnominal clauses (‘Head-intemal ACs') (c王4.2.1)
(h) Head-extemal adnominal clauses ('Head-extemal ACs') (cf. 4ユ1)
This comparison will concem the struc加reof the predicate (5.4.2)， 
topicalization (5.4.3)， and the ‘Clause + Noun' as the predicate of a verb 
(5.4.4). The result of this comparison is shown in Table 2. The comparison 
in 5.4.2 in the main concems morphology， while those in 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 
deal with syntax. 
Superficially， the ‘Clause + Noun' structure of the MMC may look 
similar to an AC plus a noun， and it is particularly important to examine if 
the morphosyntax of the‘Clause' ofthe Mfv1C really behaves 1ike ACs 
5.4.2 Predicate 
We shalllook at the struc加reofthe predicate. 
(a)泊 rb-predicatesentences 
The verb is inflected. It can occur in Pattem B. It can be. followed by a 
sentence-final particle ('SFP'). 
(b) MMC with =ndeiιintention' 
The predicate is the root/stem of a verb. It cannot occur in Pattem B. It 
cannot be followed by an SFP. 
(c) MMC with -zi'prospect， strategy' 
The predicate is the rootlstem of a verb. It cannot occur in Pattem B. It 
cannot be followed by an SFP. 
(d)恥削Cwith nkheij (word)‘appearance' 
The predicate is inflected. It can occur in Pattem B. It cannot be followed by 
an SFP. 
(e) MMC with =n幼 ei(enclitic)‘appearance' 
The predicate is the rootlstem of a verb. It cannot occur in Pattem B in 
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general (see 5ユ3).It cannot be followed by an SFP. 
(f) MMC with ll1Alo3 'readiness' 
The predicate is a verb and it always takes the remote time suffix -a. This 
suffix can function as a Pattem B suffix. The verb cannot be followed by an 
SFP. 
(g) Head-intemal ACs 
(h) Head-extemal ACs 
The predicate is combined with a nominalizer suffix. It cannot occur in B 
Pattem. It cannot be followed by an SFP. 
5.4.3 Topicalization 
A constituent of a sentence can be topicalized by adding the topic enclitic 
=ne‘TOP' to it and moving it to the sentence-initial position. This test is 
designed to examine the syntactic structure of the‘Clause'. 
(a) Verb-predicate sentences 
Topicalization is possible. Compare (4) and (69). 
(69) tshonba=nel no=to1 tc;Jtil to-htcul 
shopkeeper=TOP 2SG=PLACE leter NTL-send 
mθ-n-a2. 
NEG-EXP-B.PFV 
‘As for the shopkeeper， he has never sent you a leter.' 
Topicalization is applicable to any type ofMMC. Examples follow. 
(b) MMC with =ndei‘intention' 
Compare (2) with: 
(70) l)oro=nel somw;u3 nchencha3 ji=ndeil reJ. 
3SG=TOP tomo汀ow shopping go=intention COP 4 
Lit:‘As for him， he intends to go shopping tomoηow.' 
彼は、明日買い物に行くつもりです。
In (70)， the subject of the‘Clause'， l)oro '3SG'， is topicalized. 
(c) MMC with -zi'prospect， strategy' 
Compare (29) with the following sentences: (71) (the subject: 1eme3 'monk' 
is topicalized)， (72) (the goal noun l)，je=tol 'lPL=place' is topicalized)， and 
(73) (the time noun anA3‘today' is topicalized). 
(71) leme=ne3 aM3 l)，je=to1 vo-zi3 re3. 
monk=TOP today lPL=place come-prospect COP4 
Lit:‘As for the monk， he is supposed to come to our home today.' 
お坊さんは、今日、私たちのところに来る予定だ。
(72) l)，je=to=nel anA3 leme3 vo-zi3 re3. 
lPL=place=TOP today monk come-prospect COP4 
'To our home， a monk is supposed to come today.' 
私たちのところは、今日、お坊さんが来る予定だ。
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(73) aDA =ne3 珂ε=(Iρ1 1.εmε vo岨zi3 1ε3. 
today=TOP lPL=place monk come-prospect COP4 
'Today， a monk is supposed to come to our home.' 
今日は、私たちのところにお坊さんが来る予定だ。
As additional examples， compare (35) and (74): 
(74) l)，je=rAl hketcha=nel konkhei3 
lPL=GEN word=TOP this.appearance 
a-lij功'I-zjJ re3. 
DWN-talk-prospect COP4 
‘In our language， [we] say like this. ' 
わたしたちの言葉は、このように言うのです。
(d) MMC with nkheil (word)‘appearance' 
Compare (40) and (75): 
(75) Ijoro=neJ lei3 ld-ttsi-al nkheil re3. 
3SG=TOP bun INW-伺.t-RTappearance COP4 
‘As for him， He appears to have eaten the meat buns.' 
彼は、包子を食べたみたいだ。
(e) MMC with =n幼 ei(enclitic)‘appearance' 
Compare (44) and (76): 
(76) koro3 chemo=ne3 koto3 tci=n幼 eil re3. 
this clothes=TOP price big=appearance COP4 
‘As for these clothes， they look expensive.' 
この服は値段が高そうだ。
(ηMMC with mAlo3 'readiness' 
Compare (56) with (77): 
(77) Ijoro=nel l)，je=tol ki-IJ1i-al mAlo3 te3. 
3SG=TOP lPL=place INW-sleep-RT readiness COP3 
'He is ready to sleep in our house.' 
彼は、わたしたちの家で寝るばかりになっている。
(g) Head-intemal ACs' 























Tentative translation:‘As for Tseri， Tashi ate the meat buns that 
she made.' 
(h) Head-extemal ACs' 
Topicalization is not possible. Compare (11) and (80). 









It is interesting to note that in Japanese a noun phrase within an AC 
cannot be topicalized (Tsunoda， this volume-b， Section 6.3.1.1)， incontrast 
with nDrapa ACs. 
5.4.4‘Clause十 Noun'αsthe object ofαverb 
We shall examine whether ‘Noun + Clause' can be the 0吋ectof a verb. This 
test is designed to examine the noun-hood of the ‘Noun' ofthe MMC. It is 
convenient to start this test with ACs. 
An NP modified by an AC can be used as the object of verbs such as si2 
‘know，' as in (81) and (82)， {02‘see，' and re2‘achieve' . (In (81)， the intemal 
head is indicated by a broken underline.) 
(g) Head-intemal ACs 




‘Do you know the words that say like this?' 
(h) Head-extemal ACs 
(82) I}onkhei3 a-.白血I-I11ArA3 h1atchal 
that.appearance DWN-泊lk-NMLZ word 
nol si=m.ε2. 
2SG know=Q 
‘Do you know the words that say like that?' 
In the MMC， the ‘Clause Noun' part cannot be used as the object of 
these verbs. This applies even when the ‘Noun' is an independent word， not 
an enclitic or suffix; see (85) and (86). Selected examples follow. 
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(b) MMC with =ndei(enclitic)‘intention' 
Compare (2) with: 
(83) *ga goro somw;u3 nchencha3 ji=ndeil si2. 
lSG 3SG tomoηow shopping go=intention know 
Intended meaning:‘I know that he intends to go shopping 
toロlorrow.'
(c) MMC with -zi(suffix)‘prospect， strategy' 
Compare (29) with: 
(84) *anA3 1)，je={ol Jeme3 vo-zi3 re-a2 re3. 
today lPL=place monk come-prospect achieve-RT COP4 
Intended meaning:‘We obtained the prospect that a monk will 
come to our home today. ' 
*お坊さんにうちに来てもらう予定ができた。
(d) MMC with nkheil (word)‘appearance' 
Compare (41) with: 
(85) * lJa lJoro3 lei3 が tsi-al n幼 eil si2. 
ISG 3SG bun INW-eat-RT appearance know 
Intended meaning:‘I know that he appears to have eaten 
the meat buns. ' 
(86) * lJa goro3 lei3 ki-ftsi-al n幼 eil {o2. 
ISG 3SG bun INW-eat-RT appearance see.l 
Intended meaning:‘I saw that he appears to have eaten 
the meat buns.' 
(f) MMC with lIlAlo3 (word) 'readiness' 
Compare (56) with: 
(87) * lJa lJoro3 1)，je = {o . ki-lJ1i-al lIlAlo3 si2. 
ISG 3SG lPL=place INW司 sleep回RTreadiness know 
Intended meaning:‘1 know that he is ready to sleep in our house.' 
(a) Verb-predicate sentences 
They are irrelevant to this test， for they do not contain ‘Clause + Noun'. 
We have seen th国守lead聞 internalAC + Noun' can be the object of 
certain verbs， while ‘Clause + Noun' ofthe MMC cannot. This applies even 
when the ‘Noun' is an independent word， not an enclitic or suffix. The result 
shows that， atleast in this respect， the ‘Noun' ofths恥仏1Cdoes not have the 
status of a regular noun. 
5.4.5 Discussion 
The result of the comparison conducted above is shown in Table 2. In terms 
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of the structure of the predicate， in the main the ~仏tlC resembles neither 
verb-predicate sentences not ACs. It differs from verb-predicate sentences 
and behaves like ACs only in one respsct: the predicate cannot involve a 
sentence-final particle. With respect to topicalization and the use of ‘Clause 
Noun' as the object， i.e. conceming syntax， it is difficult to say whether the 
L仏tlCresembles verb-predicate sentences or ACs. 
Table 2. Comparison ofthe MMC with other constructions 
predicate 
SFP 
(a) verb-predicate sentence 
(b) MMC: =ndei‘intention' 
(c) MMC: -zi‘prospect' 




















(g) Head-intemal AC 
(h) Head-extemal AC 
‘Clause Noun' as 0吋ect
(a) verb-predicate sentence 
(b) MMC: =ndei‘intention' 
(c) MMC: -zi‘prospect' 
(d)恥1MC:nkhei1‘appe訂 ance'
(e)MMC: =n幼 d‘appearance'
(f) MMC: mAlo3‘readiness' 
(g) Head-intemal AC 















To sum up， the MMC does not closely resemble either verb-predicate 
sentences or ACs. As noted in 5.4.1， superficially， the ‘Clause Noun' 
struc加reofthe MMC may look similar to an AC plus a noun. However， the 
above comparison has revealted that the ‘Clause' of the MMC does not 
closely resemble ACs. (At the same times， itdoes not closely resemble 
verb-predicate sentences， either.) 
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6. Summary and concluding remarks 
nDrapa has the MMC， although it is not a prototypical one. Four 
morphemes are attested in the ‘Noun' slot of the nDrapa MMC: =ndei 
‘intention'， -zj ‘prospect'， nkheil/=n幼 ei ‘appearance'，and mAlo3 
'readiness'. Among them， =ndei‘intention' is an enclitic (although it is also 
used as an independent noun (ndei刀 outsideMMCs). nk左eil/=nkhei
‘appearance' can be either a word or an enclitic. -zj 'prospect' is a suffix， 
and m Alo3 'readiness' is consistently used as an independent noun. The 
恥仏1Chas a modal， evidential or aspectual meaning. Generally (with two 
exceptions)， the ‘Clause' of MMC cannot stand as an independent sentence. 
The ‘Clause' of the MMC does not closely resemble ACs or verb-predicate 
sentences. These four forms attested in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC are 
rarely used outside the恥仏1Cand it is difficult to ascertain their etymologies. 
Nonetheless， possible etymologies have been suggested. The suggested 
etymologies show that the ‘Noun' slot is filled only by fossilized 
mo中hemes.This， inturn， may indicate that the nDrapa 1¥仙1Chas reached a 
fairly advanced stage of grammaticalization. 
Abbreviations 
1 -first person; 2司 secondperson; 3・thirdperson; AC開 adnominalclause; 
ACC -accusative閏 dative;ADM -admirative; ASS・ associative;AUX -
auxiliary; B -Pattern B su田x;BEN -benefactive; CFM -confirmative; 
CLF -classifier; CNT 国 content(case); COM -comitative; CMPR -
comparative (case); COP ・ copula; DAT ・ dative-locative; DECL -
declarative; DIR・ directionalprefix; DU -dual; DIST -distal; DWN -
downward directional prefix; EXP -experiential; GEN -genitive; Fr ・free
translation; FT -example cited from a folk tale; INF -inferential; INW -
inward directional prefix; INS -instrumental; IPFV -imperfective; Lit -
literal translation; LOG - logophoric pronoun; MMC - mermaid 
construction; NEG ・ negative;N孔1LZ ・ nominalizer;NTL ，- neutral 
directional prefix; OUT・outwarddirectional prefix; PFV・perfective;PL -
plural; PLN -place name; PST -past; PSN -person name; PTB -
proto・Tibeto-Burman;Q -question marker; REF -referential pronoun; RT田
remote time; SFP -sentence-final particle; SG -singular; TOP -topic; UP -
upward directional prefix; VS・verbstem. 
Note 
1. The Pattern AIB system may be considered corresponding to the 
conjunct/disjunct pa抗ernin Newar (Hale 1980). However， there is a 
di旺erencebet;ween the two: the conjunct/disjunct pa抗ernis a form of person 
marking， while Pattern AIB in nDrapa concerns modality. 
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1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes that the prototype of the mermaid 
construction ('MMC') has the following three properties. 
(a) It has the structure shown in (1). 
(b) The subject of the‘Clause' and the ‘Noun' are not co-referential. 
(c) The ‘Clause' can be used as a sentence by itself. 
(1) Prototype ofthe mermaid construction (‘MMC'): 
[Clause] Noun Copula. 
Newar has two types of the MMC: the noun type and the enclitic句'pe.
Neither is a prototypical MMC. 
In the noun type， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by the enclitic nominalizer 
=伊(inanimate)and the noun bhagya‘fate， destiny， lot， luck'， and this 
恥品1Chas something like an epistemic meaning that concerns fate， destiny， 
lot or luck. Under certain conditions， the intransitive subject ('S') and the 
transitive subject ('A') must occur in the genitive case， and not in the 
absolutive case and the ergative case， respectively. 
In the enclitic type， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by the enclitic 
nominalizer =gu (inanim瓜e)(without any noun). The S occurs in the 
absolutive case， and the A in the ergative case. This MMC has three 
discourse functions: (i) to make a strong assertion， and (i) to state a 
presupposed fact. (ii) In interrogative sentences， this MMC has a tone of 
interrogation or keen interest. 
In addition， there is a construction that involves the enclitic nominalizer 
=mha (animate singular) (cognate with the noun mha‘body') or =pi: 
(animate plural). It is a noun-predicate sentence whose predicate is a 
nominalized clause. It expresses‘one who does ..'. The subject must occur 
in the absolutive case even when the verb in the nominalized clause is a 
transitive verb. 
2. Initial iIustration 
An example of the noun type is (2)， and one example of the enclitic type is 
(3). 
(2) [ram=a: ta:mi=mha manu:=ya che: jya 
Ram=ERG rich=NMLZ man=GEN house.LOC work 
yaィ da-i]=伊 bhagya kha:. 
do-INF get.to・FD=NMLZ luck COP.NFND 
LT: 'That Ram gets to do the work at a rich person's house is 
goodluck.' 
FT: It is lucky that Ram will get to work at a rich person's house. 
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(3) [mhiga:}i: ma:ma: nay-a]=gu kha:. 
yesterday ISG.ERG durnpling eat-NFC=NMLZ COP.NFND 
L T: It is true that 1 ate sorne durnplings yesterday. 
FT:‘Yesterday 1 ate sorne durnplings.' 
3. Profile of the language 
[1] Outline 
The Newar language is a rnernber of the Tibeto-Burman branch of the 
Sino-Tibetan language farnily. It is spoken rnainly in the Kathrnandu Valley 
of Nepal and also in other towns and villages al over the country. It is 
officially called ‘Nepal Bhã~ã' ， and its self-denornination is newa: bhae:. 
According to the National Census 2001， the total population ofNewars 
is about 1，200，000 and the nurnber ofNewar speakers is 825，458. 
The Newar language discussed in this chapter is the dialect spoken in 
the rnetropolitan areas of Kathrnandu and Patan cities. In what follows 1 
sirnply use the term‘Newar' to refer to this variety. 
[2] Phonology 
The following phonernes can be set up: vowels /a [:，)] a:， a， a:， a [a]， a:， a， 
a:， ，i， i:， i， i:u， uャU，u:， e， ae [ε:]， ae， ae [a:]， ae， ai， ai， aえdえau，au， au， 
au/ and consonants /k， kh， g， gh， c [ts]， ch [tsh]，} [dz/屯]，}h，t， th， d， dh， n， nh， 
p，ph， b， bh， m， mh，y， hy， r， 1， Ih， w， hw，s， h/. The h beforey and w and the h 
after other consonants represent aspiration with voiceless consonants and 
breathiness with voiced consonants. Tone， pitch and stress are not 
distinctive. 
[3] Morphology 
Newar is agglutinating in rnost cases， except the verb conjugation， which is 
often fusional. There is only one prefix， the negation rnarker ma-， and other 
bound rnorphernes are suffixes or enclitics. 
[4] Nouns and cases 
Newar has the following cases: absolutive， ergative， genitive， dative， 
locative， cornitative， allative and ablative. The ergative may indicate an 
agent in transitive clauses/sentences (i.e. ‘A')， an instrument， or a 
source/starting point. The absolutive case marker is zero， while other cases 
are generally shown by enclitics. The case system is basically of the 
ergative-absolutive type: the ergative case for the A and the absolutive case 
for the S and the object. However， case marking is not syntactically 
rnotivated but semantically motivated (Kiryu 2007). 
Newar has a rich system ofnurneral classifiers. 
Number distinction is obligatory with animate nouns: singular (zero) and 
plural (indicated by one of the two plural suffixes). Bare inanirnate nouns 
are neutral with respect to number. (See Kiryu 2009b.) 
[5] Verbs 
There are five classes of verbs (Hale 1986; Hale & Shrestha 2006). See 
Table 1. 
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Table 1. Classes and conjugation of verbs 
Class 1 Class 1 Class 11 Class IV Class V 
'get.up' ‘do' ‘eat' ‘tum' ~ 
Dictionaryforms dane yaye n句le hile mhite 
Finite Forms 
future/irrealis dan-e yα-e na-e hil-e mhit-e 
conjunct (FC) 
向ture/irrealis dan田 i: yα-1 na-l hil-i: mhit-i: 
disjunct (FD) 
nonfuture/realis dan-a yαn-α n句1-α hil・a mhit-a 
conjuct (NFC) 
nonfuture/realis dan-a yat-α nal-a hil・0 mhit-ala 
perfective disjunct 
σWPD) 
nonfuture neutral da: yα: nα: hyu: mhit-u: 
disjunct (NFND) 
imperative (lMP) da ヱα na hyu mhit-u 
Nonfinite Forms 
infinitive (INF) dan-e ya-e na-e hil-e mhit-e 
concatenated (CM) dan-a yan-a nay-a hil-a mhit-a 
conjunctive (CP) dan-a: yan-α: nのI-a: hil-a: mhit-a: 
purposive (PURP) da: ェα: na: hyu: mhit-α: 
Verbs conjugate for tense， aspect， modality and person. See Table 1.1 
Person marking system in Newar is different from that commonly found 
in European languages; it is called the “conjunctldisjunct" system (Hale 
1980). In ma仕ixclauses， conjunct forms are used when the subject is first 
person in affirmative or is second person in interrogative， as long as it 
reserves controllability and has recognition ofthe event happening. 
The nonfuture neutral disjunct is often called the stative form. In this 
form， activity verbs express habitual situations， and state verbs express 
stative situations in the matrix clause. However， in nominalized clauses 
(discussed in 4.2) activity verbs in this form express only past perfective 
sltuations. 
Concatenated forms， which are identical to the nonfuture conjunct forms， 
occur before some auxiliary verbs to form a verbal complex. Co吋unctive
forms are used for clause linkage. (See Hale and Shrestha 2006 for details.) 
Verbs are negated in two ways. With the non印刷re/realisforms， 
negation mainly employs the negative prefix ma-. Compare (4) and (5). 
With future forms， the negative particle makhu follows the verb， e.g. (6). 
(4) ji: 
ISG.ERG 




(5) fl: Ja ma-n句1・α.
ISG.ERG cooked.rice NEG-eat-NFC 
'1 didn't eat rice.' 
(6) ji: Ja na-e (mα!khu). 
ISG.ERG cooked.rice eat-NFC NEG 
‘1 wil1 (not) eat rice.' 
Newar has two copula verbs: khaye‘equational' and juye‘inchoative' . 
Basically， juye has an inchoative meaning (‘become')， but it can have an 
equation meaning ('be') under limited circumstances (4.1-[2]，ー[3]).It may 
also be translated as 'happen'， e.g. (40). 
[6] Adjectives 
Adjectives conjugate like verbs， but their negation involves not the prefix 
ma・butthe negated inchoative copula maゾu:(Kiryu 2011). 
[7] Syntax 
Basically Newar is a head-final language. A complement and an adjunct 
precede the head. The basic word order of an intransitive clause is SV， and 
that of a transitive clause is AOV. 
A genitive NP， an adjective， a demonstrative and an adnominal clause 
precede a noun when they modi命 it.Numerals do not modifシanoun 
directly. Numerals are always followed by a numeral classifier and form a 
quantifier phrase. The quantifier phrase may precede or follow the head 
noun. 
There are two types of grammatical marking. In noun-modification， the 
genitive marker and adnominal markers are attached to the dependent. The 
adnominal markers agree with the head noun in terms of animacy and 
number (see Section 4.2)， and the grammatical relations of arguments to the 
verb appear on arguments. They are dependent-marking. On the other hand， 
the verb-subject agreement is a head-marking type， with the person of the 
subject marked on the verb (the conjunctldisjunct dichotomy; see Section 
3.2). 
Newar is a configurational language but the order of S， A， 0 and other 
elements is rather free， while the predicate almost always comes after the 
arguments and adjuncts. Although the grammatical notion of subject is 
rather elusive in Kathmandu Newar， the subject of a clause can be identified 
by the subject-verb agreement and the reflexive-binding (see 5.3.5.3). Any 
element in a clause may be omitted as long as they are understood by 
discourse inference. 
[8] Written tradition 
Newar is one of the Tibeto-Burman languages that have a long history of 
written tradition， and the third oldest next to Tibetan and Burmese. The 
oldest manuscript was written in 1114 A.D (Malla 1990). Traditionally the 
language would be written in some variants of Newar scripts. Although the 
traditional scripts are stil1 in use for special pu中oses，Newar nowadays is 
mostly written in the devanagari script， which is used in Sanskrit， Hindi and 
Nepali. 
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Some of the data to illustrate the MMCs in Kathmandu Newar are 
elicited and the others are taken fro_m written sources such as mag位 ines，
textbooks， newspapers， and weblogs." 
4. Types of clauses and sentences 
4.1 Verb-predicate， adjectiveてpredicate and noun-predicate clauses/ 
sentences 
Clauses/sentences in Newar can be classified into three types， asfollows. 
[1] Verb-predicate clause/sentences 
Examples include (7) (intransitive) and (4) to (6) (transitive). 
(7) gita wal-a. 
Gita come-NFPD 
‘Gita came.' 
[2] Adjective-predicate clauses/sentences 
Newar has two copula verbs: khaye‘equational' and juye‘inchoative' (see 
3-[5]). In adjective-predicate clauses/sentences， khaye is not used， and only 
juye is used. 
Whenjuyピinchoative'occurs in the nonfuture neutral disjunct formju:， 
which is stative (see 3-[5])， it functions as an equational copula， e.g. (8). 
This copula is not obligatory， but when it exists， itimplies (i)‘in 
comparisonωothers' or (i)‘judged by the speaker's experience'; see (8). 
However， for negation， it is obligatory， asin (9). 
(8) thwa jya thaku Ou.). 
this job difficult COP.NFND 
‘This job is difi日cult(compared to others or from experience).' 
(9) thwa jya thaku maゾu:.
this job difficult NEG-COP.NFND 
‘This job is not difficult.' 
When juye occurs in other forms， which are dynamic， it signals a change 
of s回te，i.e. 'inchoative'， e.g. (l0). In the inchoative sense， its omission is 
not possible. 
(10) thwa jya thaku juια. 
this job difficult COP-NFPD 
‘百lisjob has become/became difficult.' 
[3] Noun-predicate clauses/sentences 
Both khaye‘equational' andj句le‘inchoative'can be used. 
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(a) khaye‘equational' 
Generally khα(Ye is not obligatory; see (11). However， for negation， it is 
obligatory; see (12). 
H(1 1)gitd dauu fkhaj. 
Gita doctor (COP.NFND) 
‘Gita is a doctor (indeed).' 
(12) gita daktar ma-khu. 
Gita doctor NEG-COP.NFND 
'Gi阻 isnot a doctor.' 
In an affirrnative clause/sentence， the copula verb khaye is assertive. In 
fact， khaye is also used as a lexical verb meaning ‘be true'. The strong 
assertive nuance comes from this fact. When khaye is not omitted， (11) may 
be literaly translated as‘It is true that Gita is a doctor' or‘It is the case that 
Gita is a doctor' . 
(b)juye‘inchoative' 
With a noun predicate， juye may occur， e.g. (13). However， its nonfuture 





Gita became a doctor/ホGitais a doctor. 
There is a special use of juye as an equational copula in noun predicate 
sentences: juye may be used instead of kha: when the sentence signals a 
surprising fact or background inforrnation introduced into the discourse. In 
this function， itoccurs in the expression juy-a cwan-a 'COP-CM 
CONT-NFPD'， as in (14). The copula is followed by the continuous 
auxiliary. 
(14) wa la taska: sa:=gu nasa 
that EMPH very be.tasty.NFND=NMLZ food 
juy-a cwan-a. 
COP-CM CONT-NFPD 
LT:‘Th瓜 onehas become very tasty food.' 
FT:‘To his su中rise，that was very tasty food.' 
4.2 Adnominal and adverbial clauses 
We shall examine adnominal clauses ('ACs') in 4ユ1.官官民 nominalizers
are employed in the forrnation of ACs. One of them can be used as a 
complementizer， and it is use白1to look at this use (4.2.2)， before 
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considering the formation of adverbial clauses (4.2.3). 
4.2.1 Adnominal clauses 
4.2.1.1 Introductory notes. Newar has three enclitic nominalizers. They 
agree with the head noun with respect to animacy and number (Malla 1985; 
Hale and Shrestha 2006). 
(a) =mha 
(b) =pi: 
animate singular (‘ANIM SG') 
animate plural (‘ANIM PL') 
(c) =，伊 inanimate (‘INAN') 
=mha and =pi: are only used to head adnominal phrases or clauses while 
=gu can function as a complementizer as well as an adnominal marker. 
=mha is cognate with the noun mha‘body'. It is also used as a classifier that 
denotes animate beings. Although the origins of the other two enclitic 
nominalizers are not clear， = pi: is cognate with the plural suffix -pi: (e.g. 
(52))， and =gu seems to be cogn剖ewith the generic inanimate classifier 
=gu:， for their case declensions in ergative and locative are identical. 
When a noun， adjective or verb modifies a noun， the modifier must be 
followed by one of the nominalizers above. (The nominalizer agrees with 
the head noun with respect to animacy and number.) 1 will briefly illustrate 
this point. 
When a noun modifies another noun， the modifシingnoun is obligatorily 
followed by the genitiveヲ'a，but the genitive marked modifying noun 
phrase (iふ ram=yaand asa:=ya) may further take a nominalizer to its right， 
as in (15)-(16). The nominalizer is optional， and this is shown by means of 
parentheses. 





‘a friend in Asan' 
In contrast， when an adjective modifies a noun， a nominalizer is 
obligatory. 
(17) thaku=gu lya 
difficult= NMLZ job 
‘a difficultjob' 
(18) ci:dhika: =mha khica 
Ram=NMLZ plcture 
‘a small dog' 
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4.2.1.2 Internal and external adnominal clauses. The three nominalizers 
discussed in 4.2.1.1 are also used to form adnominal clause~ ('ACs') (or， 
relative clauses). ACs in Newar can be classified as follows: (i) intemal ACs， 
(i) extemal ACs， and (ii) headless ACs. Roughly speaking， inintemal ACs， 
the head noun corresponds to an argument or an adjunct of the AC. 1n 
contrast， inextemal ACs， the head noun is， so to speak， added from outside 
the underlying clause. It does not correspond to an argument or an adjunct 
of the AC. (See Teramura (1969) and Tsunoda (this volume-a， 7.2) for a 
characterization ofthese two types of ACs.) 
1n the examples below， the AC is shown with square brackets. 
[1] 1ntemal ACs 
Relativization is possible on al of the positions on Keenan and Comrie's 
(1977) accessibility hierarchy， except the object of comparison. Examples 
include (i) subject: (20)， (i) direct object: (21)， (ii) indirect object: (22)， (iv) 









‘the teacher who narrated a story to the children' 
(21) [sar=a: mas加=e=ωιa:=gu]
male.teacher=ERG children=GEN=DA T narrate.NFND=NMLZ 
kha 
story 
‘the story that the teacher narrated to the children' 
(22) [sar=a: kha kaァpT.'] mas的
male.teacher=ERG story narrate.NFND=NMLZ children 
‘the children to whom the teacher narrated a story' 
(23) UT.' citi cway-a=gu] k，αlam 
1 SG leter live聞 NFC=NMLZ pen 
‘the pen with which 1 wrote a leter' 
(24) [pau sya:=gu] che 
roof be.broken.NFND=NMLZ house 
‘a house whose roof is broken' 
The verb in a nominalized clause is almost fully finite， except that it 
cannot occur in the nonfuture perfective disjunct form. As noted in 3-[5]， 
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there are two nonfuture disjunct forms: perfective and neutral (Table 1). In 
nominalized c1auses， only the nonfuture neutral disjunct form can appear， 
and the nonfuture pe由 ctivedisjunct form cannot occur. In this context， the 
nonfuture neutral disjunct form has the meaning of the nonfuture perfective 
disjunct (except for intransitive verbs of change of state)， e.g.: 
(25) [ram=a: nya:=gzρnyat-a=gu] saphu: 
Ram=ERG buy.NFND=NMLZ/*buy-NFPD=NMLZ book 
‘the book that Ram bought' 
[2] External ACs 
Newar also allows external ACs to some extent， e.g.: 3 
(26) [maca khway-a cwa:=gu] sαwα" 
child cry-CM CONT.NFND=NIv1LZ voice come.NFND 
LT:‘The sound of child's crying comes.' 
FT:‘1 hear a child crying. ' 
(27) [ipi.' phyatun四 a cwa:=gu] khawa=e ji 
3PL sit-CM CONT.NFND=N恥1LZ le白=LOC lSG 
phyatun-a. 
sit-NFC 
LT:‘1 sat to the left of where they are siting.' 
FT:‘1 sat next to them on the le抗wherethey sat.' 




LT:‘a talk ofnot being okay to let drowsiness to come' 
FT:‘a talk during which you should not fal asleep' 
As mentioned above， in external ACs， the head noun is， so to speak， 
added from outside the underlying c1ause. lt does not co汀espondto an 
argument or an adjunct of the AC. In (26)， for example， the head noun sa: 
‘voice' does not correspond to any argument or adjunct of the AC. The 
voice is understood as an outcome ofthe child's crying. In an external AC， 
the AC and the head noun are correlated through a pragmatic construal 
between the two. The cause-effect relationship is. one of such pragmatic 
construals that enable the external adnominal c1ause to be interpreted. 
[3] Headless ACs 
ACs may occur without the head noun.. The nominalizer in a headless AC 
bears a case marker like a regular nounプTheassumed heads are understood 
from the context. 
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(29) [kwapa=e cwa:=pi.']=sa: la:=yata 
Bhaktapur=LOC live.NFND=NMLZ=ERG water 
na: dha=i. 
sewage say=FD 
‘People living in Bhaktapur say na: [， which means sewage in 
Patan dialect] for water.' (An interview with Sham Dangol) 
(30) [likka cwa:=伊 li]=i twatha: du. 
nearby stay.NFND=NMLZ=LOC step exist.NFND 
'There are stairs near the place where he was.' 
See Section 6 for headless ACs in the noun-predicate position. 
4.2.1.3 Complement clauses with the nominalizer =gu. The inanimate 
nominalizer =gu also functions like a complementizer to head a 
complement clause. 
Verbs of cognition (khane‘see'， swaye‘look， watch') and verbs of 
mental process (lumane‘remember'， lwa:mane‘forget') can take a =gu 
nominalized clause in the ‘Complement' slot， e.g.: 
(31) cha-ma 仰:-ma=gu sima=e a:gur jwaejwae 
one-CLF big-CLF=NMLZ tree=LOC grape heavily.laden 
say-a cwa:=gu khan-a. (Sweet Grapes) 
be.bome-CM CONT=NMLZ see-NFPD 
‘[百lejackal] saw that the tree was heavily laden with grapes.' 
(32) tara kae=ya=ta kwatha=e kun-a 
but son=GEN=DA T room=LOC lock.up-CM 
ta:=gu 
keep.NFND=NMLZ 




‘[He] had even forgotten that he had locked up his son in the 
room.' 
Phasal verbs， which indicate a phase of intemal aspectual development， 
(suru y司ye‘start'，twa:te‘stop')， too， can take a nominalized clause as the 
complement. The verb of the nominalized clause is not finite， but occurs in 
the infinitive form. 
(33) maca: akha: bwan-e=gu suru yat-a. 
child.ERG leter read-INF=NMLZ starting do・NFPD
‘The child started studying.' 
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(34) maca: akha: bwan-e=gu twa:t-ala. 
child.ERG letler read-INF=NMLZ stop聞NFPD
‘The child stopped studying.' 
In the following exarnple， the norninalized clause， which is bracketed， 
functions rather like an adverbial clause. 
(35) wa: 
3SG.ERG 
la [印ti sya:=，伊 ]=ya=ω
EMPH leg hurt.NFND=NMLZ=GEN=DA T 
wasta he mα-ya:-se wαl-a. 
concem EMPH NEG-do.NFND晴 ADV corne-NFPD 
‘He carne without caring about his leg hurting. ' 
4.2.2 Adverbial clauses 
The inanirnate nornina1izer =伊 andsorne nouns are involved in forming 
sorne adverbial clauses. All the finite verb forms except the nonfuture 
perfective disjunct form can corne before the norninalizer =，伊.百leergative 
form of =gu， iふ伊li:， is used to introduce a causal clause， e.g. (36). 
(36) wa wα:=gulz: la pyat-α. 
rain corne.NFND=NMLZ.ERG road get.wet-NFPD 
‘As it rained， the road got wet.' 
There are at least three subordinators - al enclitics - which derive 
frorn nouns. 
The relative locational noun nhya: 'front' is used to index a ternporal 
relation. The verb that cornes before nhya: occurs only in the infinitive form， 
e.g. (37). 
(37) ji liha: wa-e=nhya: ram wal-a. 
lSG back corne-INF=before Rarn corne-NFPD 
'Before 1 carne back， Rarn carne.' 
The sense of ‘when' in English is expressed by balae， which is 
originally a noun plus the locative rnarker. This is now grarnrnaticalized as a 
subordinator， rneaning‘when'. The verb that cornes before balae inflects 
alrnost fully finitely， except that it cannot occur in the nonfuture perfective 
disjunct form. (This is exactly the case with the inanirnate norninalizer =，伊
(4ユ1.2).)
(38) wa wa-i=balae piha: wan-e mate. 
rain corne-FD=when out go-INF NEG.IMP 
'When it rains， don't go outside.' 
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Hale and Shrestha (2006) discuss the use ofthe noun that means‘place' ， 
thae， as a subordinator. 
(39) jhi:=sa: chu:t biy-a ta:=thae malsaman 
lPL.ERG discount give-CM PRF .NFND=place goods 
nyan-α cwan-α. 
buy-CM CONT-NFC (Hale and Shrestha 2006: 217) 
‘We were buying the goods at the place where the discount is given.' 
The noun thae is in the unmarked form and heads the subordinate clause 
without a nominalizer. 
The nominalization of a clause requires a nominalizer: ACs (4ユ1.2)and 
complement clauses (4ユ1.3).As seen above， in some of the adverbial 
clauses， the subordinate marker derives仕oma noun. These adverbial 
clauses look similar to ACs ('AC + noun'). However， there is one important 
difference. Namely， in ACs， the verb has to be accompanied by a 
nominalizer. In contrast， at least in the case of =balae‘when' and =thae 
‘place'， the verb in these adverbial clauses is not accompanied by a 
nominalizer. It inflects almost fully finitely， except that it cannot occur in 
the nonfuture perfective disjunct form. 
5. Mermaid construction 
5.1 Introductory notes 
Newar has two types of the mermaid construction ('MMC'): the noun type 
(5.2) and the enclitic type (5.3). Neither conforms to the prototype of the 
MMC (see Section 1). 
5.2 Noun-type MMC 
We shall look at the ‘Noun' slot (5.2.1)， the predicate ofthe‘Clause' (5.2.2)， 
the ‘Copula' (5ユ3)，and the subject ofthe‘Clause' (5.2.4). 
5.2.1 'Noun' slot 
Only one noun is attested: bhagya， e.g. (2). The noun bhagya was borrowed 
from Sanskrit and means‘fate， lot， destiny， luck'. In examples such as (40)， 
it is better translated as‘good luck'. The part that would correspond to the 
‘Clause' of the MMC is shown with square brackets. The subject of the 
‘Clause' is in bold face. 
(40) [ram守 d sarkar=ya jya ya-e 
Ram=GEN govemment=GEN work do-INF 
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da-i]=gu bhagya ju何.
get.to・FD=N恥1LZ luck COP-NPD 
LT:‘Luck such that Ram will get to do the work at the govemment 
has happened.' 
FT:‘Luckily Ram will get to work at the govemment.' 
In (40)， the copula juye‘inchoative' can be translated as 'happen'， as shown 
above. 
(41) [kwa拘門la manu:-ω=e thaゾat=ya
lowe町r可.
manu:-t，ω'a pakhe.ι ni)砂ノ栂antrか.αn=αe cwαn-e  
man-PL from domina侃.tion=LOC live-INF 
ma:叫]ド=伊1. bh初agyα juy-a CYj，仰4 
need.NFND=NMLZ destiny COP-CM CONT・NFND
LT:‘That lower-caste people must stay under the domination 
from the higher-caste people is becoming destiny.' 
FT: Lower-caste people are destined to be dominated by 
higher-caste people. 
It has been difficult to elicit examples of the MMC with the noun 
bhagya 'fate， destiny， lot， luck'， and， my database yields just a few 
examples thereof. For example， (41) was obtained in elicitation. It is a direct 
translation of a Japanese M乱1Cwhose noun is unmee‘fate'. (See Tsunoda 
(this volume-b， 5.4.2-[8]).) The following discussion of this MMC is based 
on the limited data available. 
In terms of meaning， this MMC has something like an epistemic 
meaning that concems fate， destiny， lot or luck. 
5.2.2 Predicate of the‘Clause' 
[1] Modal auxiliary verb 
It appears that the predicate of the ‘Clause' may not be a simple verb but 
that it must contain a modal auxi1ary verb， inaddition to the main verb. For 
example， the predicate contains dai (possibility/opportunity) in (2) and (40)， 
and the ma: (necessity/obligationlinevitability) in (41). The modal auxiliary 
verb may not be omitted. This seems to be related to the semantics of the 
noun bhagya. Namely， one's fate or luck is out of human control and the 
sense of non-controllability needs to be expressed. 
[2] Nominalizer 
The predicate of the‘Clause' (to be precise， the modal auxiliary verb) must 
be followed by the enc1itic nominalizer =gu (INAN) (c五4.2.1.1).
It is possible to say th瓜 thisMMC has the structure shown in (42)， in 
which the‘Noun' slot is occupied by the noun bhagya and that the 
nominalizer =gu is inside the ‘Clause'. (The square brackets indicate the 
'Clause'.) However， conceming the enclitic-type MMC (5.3)， 1 have 
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adopted the view that the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by =gu， i.e. =gu occurs 
outside the ‘Clause'. In view of this， in the noun-守peMMC， too， 1 regard 
=gu is as part of the ‘Noun'. That is， this MMC has the structure shown in 
(43). 
(42) [.. Verb=.伊 ] bhagya Copula 
(43) [.. Verb]=伊 bhagya Copula 
[3] Inflection of the predicate of the‘Clause' 
The modal auxiliary in the predicate is in a finite form. It inflects fully 
finitely. For example， the modal auxiliary verb is in the白turedisjunct form 
in (40)， and the nonfuture neutral disjunct form in (41). 
5.2.3 'Copula' 
Both copula verbs are attested in the ‘Copula' slot. Examples include (i) 
khaye (equational): (2)， and (i) juye (inchoative): (40)， _( 41)， (44). 
The copula verb may be followed by an auxiliary verb， e.g. cwan-a 
‘CONT-NFND' in (44). 
In some cases， juya cwana‘COP-C恥1CONT-NFND' has to be used or 
is strongly preferred， e.g.: 
(44) [waeka:=ya jyα!l=αe Sl: ma:]=gu bhagya 
3HON=GEN jail=LOC die.INF need.NFND=NMLZ fate 
}uy-a cwan-a. 
COP-C恥4 CONT-NFPD 
LT:‘The fate that he/she must die in jail is/was taking place.' 
FT:‘The person was destined to die in the jail.' 
In this sentence，juya cwana is much more natural than kha:. 
5.2.4 Subject ofthe 'Clause' 
In Newar generally， the A occurs in the ergative case， e.g. (4) to (6)， while 
the S occurs in the absolutive case (phonologically zero)， e.g. (7). 
Furthermore， the A and the S can occur in the genitive case when the 
sentence expresses a generic situation.o Examples follow: (45) (the S) and 
(46) (the A). 
(45) Ihau;守 a masla=e swα-da pya-da mse: 
today=GEN children=GEN three-year four-year smce 
sku:l=αe wan-e mα. (Elohan) 
school=LOC go・INF must.NFND 
‘Children today must go to school when they become three or four 
years old.' 
(46) newa:-Ia=e 品協: dαkwasiya newa:. bhae 
Newar平L=GEN CNTR al Newar language 
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lha-i， nh司pa=nise:. (An interview with Shyam Dangol) 
speak-FD before=since 
‘Newars al speak Newar， since a long time ago.' 
In (45) and (46)， the subject is in the genitive form. It can also appear in 
the absolutive form， e.g. (47) and in the ergative form， e.g. (48)， respectively. 
Nonetheless， ina generic context it is more natural to use the genitive form. 
In such sentences， the genitive subject functions as the topic of the sentence 
that describes a generic or habitual situation. 










sku:l=αe wα!n-e ma:‘ 
school=LOC go・INF must.NFND 
‘Children today must go to school when they become three or four 
years old.' 









We shall now look at the subject of the‘Clause' ofthe MMC. 
When the ‘Copula' of the MMC is the inchoative copula verb juye 
‘become'， the genitive subject is the only choice， whether the situation is 
generic/habitual or not; the absolutive subject and the ergative subject are 
not acceptable. Examples include the following. The S: (41) 
(‘lower-caste=GEN man-PL=GEN')， (44) (‘3HON=GEN'). The A: (40) 
(‘Ram=GEN'). 
When the 'Copula' is the equ剖ivecopula khaye‘be'， the genitive 
subject is not the only possibility. The A may be either in the ergative case， 
e.g. (2) (‘Ram=ERG')， or in the genitive case， e.g. (49). 
(49) [ram=ya: ta:mi=mha manu:=ya che: jya 
Ram=GEN rich=NMLZ man=GEN house.LOC work 
ya-e da-i] =伊 bhagya kha:. 
do-INF get.to-FD=NMLZ luck COP.NFND 
LT:‘That Ram gets to do the work at a rich person' s house is 
goodluck.' 
FT: It is lucky that Ram will get to work at a rich person's house. 
As noted above， in non-MMC sentences， when the situation described is 
generic or habitual， the subject (S or A) can alternate with the genitive 
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subject. In this MMC， when the ‘Copula' is the equative copula khのほ， the 
subject can be in the genitive. In this case the genitive subject seems to 
function as the topic of the sentence. When the ‘Copula' is the inchoative 
copula jzザム thegenitive subject is the only choice. Again， the genitive 
subject seems to function as the topic of the sentence. At this stage of 
research， it is not clear why the genitive is the only choice in the case of the 
inchoative copulajuye， e.g. (41)， (44). 
5.2.5 Sentencehood ofthe 'Cl，α!use' 
We now enquire whether the ‘Clause' can be used by itself as a sentence. 
Recall first that the predicate (to be precise， the modal auxiliary verb) ofthe 
‘Clause' is日nite.That is， as far as the inflection of the predicate is 
concemed， the 'Clause' should be able to stand on its own as a sentence. 
The crucial issue is the case marking ofthe subject. 
As seen in 5.2.4， in a generic or habitual context the genitive subject can 
altemate with the ergative subject (for the A) or the absolutive subject (for 
the S). The same applies to the MMC， although when the ‘Copula' is jU)民
the genitive subject is the only choice. In such instances， the ‘Clause' with 
the genitive subject can be used as a sentence by itself. Compare the 
following. 
(a) MMC 
(a・1)S: (41) ('lower-caste=GEN man-PL=GEN')， (44) (‘3HON=GEN'). 
(a・2)A: (40)(‘Ram=GEN')， (49) (‘Ram=GEN') 
(b) non-MMC 
(b田 1)S: (45) (‘today=GEN children=GEN')， (50) (‘3HON=GEN'). 
(b・2)A: (48)(‘Newar-PL=GEN'). 
When the subject ofthe‘Clause' is not in the genitive case， that is， when 
the A is in the ergative case or when the S is in the absolutive-case， the 
‘Clause' can stand as a sentence on its own. Compare the following. 
(a) MMC 
(a-l) S: (52) (‘ISG.ABS'). 
(a-2) A: (2) (‘Ram=ERG'). 
(b) non-MMC 
(b-l) S: (7) (‘Gita=ABS'). 
(b-2) A: (51) (‘Ram圃 ERσ).
Examples follow. 
(50) waeka:=ya jyα1=αe si: mal-a. 
3HON=GEN jail=LOC die.INF need.NFPD 
‘The person was destined to die in the jail.' 

































‘Ram wil get to do the work at a rich person's house.' 
5.2.6 Modificatωn ofthe 'Noun' 
In the MMC of Japanese， nouns used in the ‘Noun' slot cannot be 
accompanied by a modifier (such as an adjective， a demonstrative or the 
like) (Tsunoda， this volume胴 b，5.6.4). In this respect， they have lost their 
nounhood and they are grammaticalized. 
In the noun勾peMMC in Newar， the noun bhagya‘fate， lot， destiny， 
luck' used in the ‘Noun' slot can be modified. In this respect， it retains its 
nounhood and it is not grammaticalized. There are at least three examples in 
which the ‘Noun' is modified by a modifier: an adjective in two.examples 
and a pronoun in the genitive case in the third example. 
[1] Adjective 
In the two examples available， the adjective employed is ta:dh丘、ig'.
(52) wae:ka:-pi: nめla・ wa upadhyacha 
3HON-PL president and vice“president 
ju:=balae fi na: diザa: 的kaju-i 
become.NFND=when 1 SG too member upto COP-INF 
du=伊 ta:dha:]=伊 bhagya khα. 
get.to.NFND=NL big=NMLZ luck COP.NFND 
LT:‘That 1， too， got to be a member when they became the president 
and the vice-president， isbig luck.' 
FT:‘Very luckily， 1， too， get to be a member when they became the 
president and the vice-president.' (Webpage data) 
(53) yashodhara， [ajya:=伊 des=ya maharani: 
Yashodhara like.this=NMLZ country=GEN queen 
ju-i da-i]=gu cha:=gu ta:dha:=gu 





LT:‘Yashodhara， that you got to become the queen of a country 
like this is big fate.' 
FT:‘Yashodhara， it is your great fate that you get to 
become the queen of a country like this.' (Yasodhara) 
[2] Genitive pronoun 
The only example available is (54). Compare it with (49). 
(54) [ram守a
Ram=GEN 
sarkar=ya jya ya-e 
govemment=GEN work do-INF 
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da-i] =伊 wa=ya bhagya jul-a. 
get.to・FD=NMLZ 3SG=GEN luck COP-NPD 
LT:‘That Ramj will get to do the work at the govemment has 
become hisj luck.' 
FT: It is lucky to Ramj that hej will get to work at the govemment. 
According to the consultant with whom 1 checked the above examples， both 
(54) and (49) sound natural， but (54) shows more clearly whose luck it is. It 
is possible to interpret (49) as implying that Ram' s getting to work at the 
govemment is lucky to someone else. 
5.3 Enclitic type: nominalizer =gu (inanimate) 
5.3.1 Introductory notes 
Newar has three enclitic nominalizers: =mha (ANIM SG)， =pT: (ANIM PL)， 
and =gu (INAN) (c王4ユ1.1).百leanimate nominalizers are only used to 
head adnominal phrases or clauses while the inanimate nominalizer can 
function as a complementizer as well as an adnominal marker. They agree 
with the head noun. with respect to animacy and number; see (17) to (19). 
=gu (INAN) can occupy the 'Noun' slot of the MMC (c五(1)).In this 
use， it does not agree with any noun. In fact， it lacks any head noun that it 
can agree with. 
=mha (ANIM SG) and =pT: (ANIM PL) .cannot occur in the ‘Noun' slot 
of the MMC. Though they can occur in a similar construction， this 
construction is best regarded as a noun-predicate sentence/clause whose 
predicate is a headless AC. It will be discussed separately， inSection 6. 
As just noted， inthis MMC， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by the enclitic 
nominalizer =gu. That is， this MMC has the structu問 shownin (55). 
(55) [.. Verb]=gu Copula 
Examples of this MMC include (3) and the following. (The portion that 
corresponds to the ‘Clause' is shown with square brackets.) 
(56)αe pasa， thαnα jhasa:， thαnα jhasa:. 
hey friend here come.HON.lMP here come.HON.lMP 
bτ: chi=ta: sa:t=a]=gu kha: (Elohan) 
1SG.ERG 2SG=DAT call-NFC=NMLZ COP.NFND 
‘Hi， my friend! Come here please， come here please. 1 calied you.' 
This MMC is very similar to the variety of the Japanese MMC that has 
the enclitic =no in the ‘Noun' slot. =nO may be considered a nominalizer， 
although it may also be regarded as the genitive case marker， a non-content 
noun or a complementizer (Tsunoda， this volume-b， 5.4.4). 
The most frequent type of clause in the MMC isa verb-predicate clause， 
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e.g. (56). Nonetheless， it may be an adjective-clause or a noun-predicate 
clause. These types of clauses will be discussed in 5.3.5.2 to 5.3.5.4. 
5.3.2 'Copula' 
Both khaye 'equational' andjuye‘inchoative' can occur in the ‘Copula' slot. 
[1] khaye‘equational ' 
When khaye occurs in the ‘Copula' slot， mQre often than not it occurs in the 
nonfuture neutral disjunct form kha:， e.g. (56). Other forms of khaye， except 
conjunct forms， are also possible， for instance， the nonfuture per島ctive
disjunct form， khata， as in (57). (This is an intransitive sentence. The 
ergative case indicates， not an agent in a transitive sentence， but a source (to 
be precise， the source of information).) 
(57) [sakhya=ya hisab=a: thwα 
statistics=GEN calculation=ERG this 
bl砂'ar的i phel ju:] =gu 





‘According to the statistics， it tumed out to be the case that these 
hundreds of thousands of students had failed.' 
(www.nepalmandal.com) 
[2]j句ノe‘inchoative'
The inchoative copula juye can be used in noun-predic抗eclauses/sentences. 
In this use， ithas an inchoative meaning ('become')， not an equational 
meaning ('be')， e.g. (13)， except for the exceptional use noted shortly. 
Whenjuye is used in this MMC， the sentence implies that the situation is 
decided. Hence it can ca汀ya sense of strong promise， as in (58)， where a 
mother， seeing her son reluctant to say what hc wants， is urging him to say 
what it is， and is making a promise. 
(58) Ui nhya=伊 dhaァsa bi:]=gu 
ISG.ERG any=NMLZ say.NFND=though give.FC=NMLZ 
jul-a. 
COP-NFPD 
LT:‘It happened that 1 will give whatever you say.' 
FT:‘1 will never fail to give you whatever you ask.' 
When juye is in the nonfuture disjunct form， i.e. jula， this MMC 
indicates that the event depicted in the nominalized clause is a newly 
established situation due to other factors. 
(59) [ca:hyu:wαn-e={α dhyα!ba mali:] =gu jul-a. 
travel-lNF=DAT money need.FD=NMLZ COP-NFPD 
LT:‘That 1 need some money for traveling happened.' 
FT:‘1 eventually needed some money for traveling.' 
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As noted in 4.1・[3]，the copula juye‘inchoative' may function as an 
equational copula ('be') when it occurs in the periphrastic form juy-a 
cwan-ピ COP-CMCONT・NFPD'，e.g. (14). This form often stands in the 
‘Copula' slot of this MMC. The main function is to introduce background 
information. 
(60) [cha-gu: des=αe ramanagar na:=gu 
one-CLF coun仕y=LOC Ramanagar name=NMLZ 
ga: du] =gu juy-a cwan-a. 
village exist.NFND=NMLZ COP-CM CONT-NFPD 
'It so happened that a village named Ramanagar existed in 
a country.' (Elohan) 
All ofthe examples ofthis MMC given above are affirmative sentences. 
The ‘Copula' of this恥仏r1Ccan be negated only when it is the equational 
copula. This negation employs the negation prefix ma-. Examples include 
(61) and (62). However， it is not possible to neg瓜ethe ‘Copula' juye in any 
forms. 
(61) [ba=ya=ke na: dhyaba du] =gu 
father=GEN=LOC too money exist.NFND=NMLZ 
ma-khu. 
NEG-COP.NFND 
‘It was not the case that his father had any money.' 
(62) a: fjimi=ke pasa: wan-e=gu i: 
now lPL.EXCL.GEN=LOC shop go・INF=NMLZ time 
na: du] =gu ma-khut-a. 
too exist.NFND=NMLZ NEG-COP-NFPD 
‘Now itis not the case anymore that we have time to go shopping.' 
5.3.3 Subject 
We shall first deal with the properties of the subject ([1])， followed by the 
case marking ofthe subject ([2]). 
[1] Subject properties 
Thus far 1 have often used the terms‘subject' ，‘transitive subject' (‘A')， and 
‘in仕ansitivesubject' (S) without characterizing them. Here 1 propose to 
characterize the subject in Newar on syntactic grounds. Namely， the 
proto句'picalsubject has the following properties: 
(63) Prototypical subject in Newar 
a. The ref1exive pronoun tha: is controlled by the closest subject. 
b. The subject agrees with an honorific auxiliary verb. 
Each ofthe ‘transitive subject' in the ergative case and the ‘intransitive 
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subject' in the absolutive case possesses these two properties. That is， they 
are prototypical subject in terrns of (63). 
(a) Reflexive pronoun 
Consider the following examples. 
(64) ram=a: gita=ya=ta 
Ram=ERG Gita=GEN=DA T 
khan-a. 
see-NFPD 
‘Ramj saw Gitaj in his/*heηhouse.' 
thα:=gu che: 
REFL=NMLZ house.LOC 
(65) ram=a: gita=ya=ta tha:=gu ghari 
Ram=ERG Gita=GEN=DAT REFL=NMLZ watch 
syan-a dha此a: dhal-a. 
be.brokerトNFPD QUOT say-NFPD 
‘Ramj told Git匂thathis/*he号。watchgot broken.' 
(66) ram=a: gita=ya=ta wa tha:=gu 
Ram=ERG Gita=GEN=DAT 3SG REFL=NMLZ 
che: thyan-a dhaka: dhal-a. 
house.LOC arrive-NFPD QUOT say-NFPD 
a.‘Ramj told Gitaj that hej arrived at hisj/ヴownhouse.' 
b. 'Ramj told Gita that hej arrived at his*jij own house.' 
c. 'Ram told Gitaj that shej arrived at herj own house.' 
d.‘Ram told Gitaj that shej arrived at her切 ownhouse.' 
In (66)， there are two subjects: one in the matrix clause and the other in the 
quoted clause. The reflexive pronoun can only be controlled by the closest 
subject in the sentence. 
This is also the case with the subject of this MMC. Compare the 
following sentences. The entire sentence (not just the matrix clause or the 









‘Ramj saw Gitaj at his/*heηown house.' 
(68) [ram=a: gita=ya=tα thα:=gu 
Ram=ERG Gita=GEN=DA T REFL=NMLZ 
sy，αn-α dhaka: dha:]=gu 
break-NFND=NMLZ QUOT say.NFND=NMLZ 














a. 'Ram; told Git匂thathe; arrived at hisνゥownhouse.' 
b.‘Ram; told Gita that hej arrived at his句 ownhouse.' 
c. 'Ram told Gita; that she; arrived at her; own house.' 









(b) Honorific auxiliary verb 































‘God has come.' 
If the verb of a clause is volitional， it may further take an honorific auxiliary 
verb， and this auxiliary verb agrees with the subject， e.g. (72). Non-subject 
participants do not agree with the honorific auxiliary verb; see (73). 
(72) sar=a: bidyarthi=pi:=ta dhay-a dil-a. 
teacher=ERG student田 PL=DAT say-CM HON-NFPD 
'The teacher told (it to) the students.' 
(73) *bidyarti=pi:=sa: sar=ya=ω dhay-a dil-a. 
student-PL=ERG teacher=GET=DA T say-CM HON-NFPD 
‘The students told (it) to the teacher.' 
This is also the case with the subject ofthe MMC， asfollows. 
(74) [sar=a: bi砂artiてpf:=ta dhay-a 砂川=伊
teacher=ERG student=PL=DAT say-CM HON.NFND=NMLZ 
kha:. 
COP.NFND 
'The teacher told (it) to the students.' 
(75) *[bidyarti-pi:=sa: sar=ya=ω dhay-a 




'The students told (it) to the teacher.' 
[2] Case marking 
Case marking of the subject in the main does not differ between 
independent sentences and this MMC. The A is in the ergative in 
independent sentences， e.g. (4)旬 (6)(‘Gita.ERG')，and this MMC， e.g. (56) 
(‘1 SG.ERG'). The S is in the absolutive case in independent sentences， e.g. 
(7)(‘Gita') and this MMC， e.g. (57) (‘studentす.
5.3.4 Predicate 01 t恥 'Clα悶 e'
The predicate of the ‘Clause' of this MMC is followed by the inanimate 
nominalizer =gu， like the predicate of ACs. The same restriction imposed 
on the predicate of ACs (4.2.1.2・[1])applies to the predicate of this MMC. 
The restriction is the following. The verb is almost fully finite， except that it 
cannot occur in the nonfi山 reperfective disjunct form. It can be in the 
neutral disjunct form. 
The predicate of the ‘Clause' of this MMC differs from that of 
independent sentences in the following two respects. 
(a) Independent sentences may be declarative， imperative or 
interrogative. However， the ‘Clause' of this MMC (and that of any MMC 
for th剖 matter) can only be ‘declarative-like'. Imperative.;;like and 
interrogative-like clauses may not occur in the MMC. 
(b) Sentence-final discourse particles， such as ka (informative assertion) 
and nhi (confirmation)， do not occur in the ‘Clause'. The ‘Clause' does not 
occupy the sentence-final position. 





'We didn't drink any liquor yesterday.' 
jimi=sa:: αela: ma-twαn-a=gu 
lPL=ERG liquor NEG-drink-NFC=NMLZ 
As illustrated in 5.3.2， the ‘Copula' ofthis MMC can be negated when it 
is the equational copula khaye， e.g. (61) and (62). It is possible to neg瓜e
both the predicate of the‘Clause' and the ‘Copula'， e.g. (77). 
(77) chan=ta ji: biswas 
2SG=DAT lSG.ERG belief 
ma-khu. (Elohan) 
NEG-COP.NFND 































5.3.5 Sentencehood ofthe 'Clause' 
5.3.5.1 Introductory notes. We now enquire whether the ‘Clause' of this 
民仏，fCcan be used by itself as a sentence. 
Very roughly speaking， it is not incorrect to say that the ‘Clause' ofthis 
MMC can stand on its own as a sentence. For example， compare the 
‘Clause' of (3) with (78)， and similarly (56) with (79). 
(78) mhig，α Jl: ma:ma: nのんa.
yesterday ISG.ERG dumpling eat-NFC 
‘Yesterday I ate some dumplings.' 
(79) Jl: chi=ta: sa:t=a. 
ISG.ERG 2SG=DAT call-NFC 
‘I called you.' 
Indeed， the propositional meaning of， e.g.， the ‘Clause' of (3) and that of 
the corresponding independent sentence， i.e. (78)， do not difer. However， 
there are certain complications. 
First， the verb in independent sentences may occur in the nonfuture 
perfective disjunct form. However， asjust noted， that in the ‘Clause' ofthis 
MMC cannot. 
Second， the ‘Clause' of the MMC and that of the corresponding 
independent sentence may differ in meaning. This will be discussed in 
5.3.5.2. 
Third， this MMC has a discourse effect different from that of the 
corresponding independent sentence. This will be discussed in 5.3.7. 
We shall now look at the three types of clause that can occur in the 
‘Clause'一-verb-predic国eclauses (5.3.5.2)， adjective-predicate clauses 
(5.3.5.3)， and noun-predicate clauses (5.3.5.4)一一 payingattentibn to the 
sentencehood ofthe 'Clause'. 
5.3.5.2 Verb-predicate clauses. As noted above， the ‘Clause' may be used 
by itself as a sentence. However， they. may differ in meaning. This 
difference is seen both in the conjunct series and the disjunct series (cf. 
Table 1). Selected examples follow. 
[1] Disjunct series 
(a) Non印刷reneutral disjunct form . and non印刷reperおctivedisjunct 
form 
As shown in Table 1， there are two nonfuture disjunct forms with respect to 
aspect: perfective and neutral. The nonfuture perfective disjunct form 
expresses a perfective situation， and the nonfuture neutral disjunct form 
expresses mainly a habitual (with action verbs， which express on-going 
situations with the continuous auxiliary verb cwane) or stative (with state 
verbs， which express resultant state with the continuous auxiliary verb 
cwane) situation but in a certain context a perfective situation. In 
nominalized clauses， the nonfuture perfective disjunct may not occur 
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syntactically at al (see (80) and (81))， and only the nonfuture neutral 
disjunct form can be used (see (82) and (83)). In this context， the nonfuture 
neutral disjunct form has the meaning of the non白加reperfective disjunct 
form. 
(80) * [syan-a=，伊] ghari 
be.broken-NFPD=NMLZ watch 
‘the watch that broke' 
(81) * [ram=a: nyat-α=伊] sα'Phu: 
Ram=ERG buy-NFPD=NMLZ book 
‘the book Ram bought' 
(82) [sya:=gu] ghari 
be.broken.NFND=NMLZ watch 
‘the watch that broke/is broken' 
(83) [ram=a: nya:=gu] saphu: 
Ram=ERG buy-NFND=NMLZ book 
‘the book Ram bought' 
The interpretation of the nonfuture. neutral disjunct form varies 
depending on the type of the verb. When it is a state verb， the meaning is 
either perfective or stative in a nominalized clause， e.g. (82). When it is an 
action verb， only a perfective reading is possible， and a habitual meaning is 
not obtained， e.g. (83). 
Semantically， the nominalized clause in (82) corresponds to the 
independent sentences in (84) and (85)， and that in (83) coηesponds to the 
independent sentence in (86)， in which the verb is in the nonfuture 
perfective disjunct form. 
(84) ghari syan-a. 
watch be.broken-NFPD 





‘The watch is broken.' 
(86) ram=a: saphu: 
Ram=ERG book 
‘Ram bought a book.' 
nyat-a. 
buy-NFPD 
The same restriction applies to this MMC. That is， the nonfuture 
perfective disjunct may not occur at al， and only the nonfuture neutral 
disjunct form can be used. In this context， when the verb is a stative verb， 
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the nonfuture neutral disjunct form in the ‘Clause' of the MMC can be 
stative or perfective. Consider the following example of a state verb in (87) 
with (84) and (85). 
(87) ghari sya:=伊
watch be.broken.NFND=NMLZ 
‘The watch broke/is broken.' 
kha:. 
COP.NFND 
On the other hand， when the verb is a dynamic verb， the nonfuture 
neutral disjunct form in the ‘Clause' of the MMC cannot be habitual but 
only perfective. Consider the following examples of an action verb. 
(88) wa: αela: twa:. 
3SG.ERG liquor drink.NFND 
‘He drinks liquor.' 




‘He drank some liquor.' 
(90的) [μwa: a似ela: tw干 a丘丘←F伊i k妨hα .  
3SG.ERG liquor drink.NFND=NMLZ COP.NFND 
'He drank some liquor.' 
Outside the MMC， the nonfuture neutral disjunct form of an action verb 
is inte中retedas present habitual (c王子[5])- if interpreted out of context 
. - e.g. (88).百lenonfuture perfective disjunct form has a past perfective 
meaning， e.g. (89). In the ‘Clause' of this MMC， the nonfuture perfective 
disjunct form may not occur at al， and only the nonfuture neutral di司unct
form can be used. In this context， the nonfuture neutral disjunct form has the 
meaning of the nonfuture per白ctivedisjunct form. That is， itis not 
inte中retedas present habitual but exclusively interpreted as past perfective. 
See (90). In other words， the ‘Clause' of (90) has the meaning of (89)， not 
th瓜 of(88).
(b) Future disjunct form (FD) 
Outside the MMC， the future disjunct form is generally inte叩retedas future， 
although a habitual inte中retationis possible. 
(91) wa: aela: 仰lan-i:.
3SG.ERG liquor drink.FD 
'He will drinkldrinks liquor.' 
When the fu加redisjunct form is used in the‘Clause' of this MMC， it
describes a present habitual situation. 
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φ2) [wa: aela: twan-i:]=gu khα. 
3SG.ERG liquor drink.FD=NMLZ COP.NFND 
‘He drinks liquor.' 
The independent sen臼nces(88) and (91) have a present habitual 
meaning. However， they differ in白瓜 the白turedisjunct form (i.e. (91)) 
implies higher frequency than the non白tureneutral disjunct form (i.e. (88)). 
This holds true in independent sentences. However， inthe ‘Clause' (and in 
nominalized clauses generally)， the nonfuture neutral disjunct form is 
exclusively interpreted as indexing a past situation， as in (90). 
[2] Conjunct series 
(a) Future conjunct 
A future conjunct verb is interpreted only as modal when it occurs without 
the nominalizer =gu， e.g. (93). When it occurs with =gu， it is interpreted 
either as a印刷replan or as a habitual action， e.g. (94) (an instance of this 
MMC). 
(93) ji sutha=e cha bajae dan-e. 
ISG moming=LOC six o'clock get.up-FC 
‘1 will get up at six in the moming.' 
(94) [ji sutha=e cha bajae dan-e]=gu 
ISG moming=LOC six o'clock get.up-FC=NMLZ 
(kha:). 
COP.NFND 
‘1 get up/am going to get up at six in the moming.' 
(b) Nonfuture conjunct 
A nonfuture conjunct verb is interpreted， ifwithout . any context， as past 
perfective， e.g. (95)， but can be interpreted as nonfuture habitual ifthere is a 
frequency adverb， e.g. (96). 
(95) ji sutha=e cha bajae dan-a. 
ISG moming=LOC SlX o'clock get.up-NFC 
‘1 got up at six in the moming.' 
(96) ji Eαbαle:glαble: sutha=e chα bajae 
ISG so町letI口les moming=LOC six o'clock 
dan-a. 
get.up-NFC 
‘1 sometimes get/got up at six in the moming.' 
However， when a nonfuture conjunct verb occurs in a nominalized clause， it 
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is only interpreted as past perfective， not as habitual， even when there is a 
frequency adverb. This constraint holds with this MMC as対el，e.g. (97). 











In a nominalized clause or the ‘Clause' of the恥仏1C，the habitual meaning 
is expressed only by the白tureconjunct form， e.g. (94). 
In sum， a verb-predicate clause used as the ‘Clause' ofthis MMC can be 
used as a sentence by itself. However， there may be a semantic difference 
between the ‘Clause' and the co町espondingsentence with respect to the 
interpretation of tense and aspect. 
5.3.5.3 Adjective-predicate clauses. As noted in 4.1-[2]， a司jective-predicate
clauses/sentences may contain the copula juye‘inchoative'， but not the 
copula khaye‘equational'. Adjective-predicate clauses used in the ‘Clause' 
slot of this MMC have the same properties as those they do in independent 
sentences， except for the following two respects， which concems the copula 
juye‘inchoative' . 
[1] N on-omissibility 
In independent adjective-predicate sentences， the copula juye may be 
omitted， e.g. (8). However， in the ‘Clause'， the copula juye may not be 
omitted. Consider (98)， an instance of this MMC. If the copula in the 
‘Clause' is deleted， we will obtain (99). 
(98) [的wajya taska: thaku ju:]=gu kha:. 
this job very difficult COP.NFND=NMLZ COP.NFND 
'It is the case that this job has become very difficult.' 
(99) thwa jya taska: thaku=gu kha:. 
this job very difficul七=NMLZ COP.NFND 
‘This job is a very difficult one.' 
However， (99) cannot be considered to be an MMC. The omission of the 
copula ju: changes the entire sentence struc加reto a headless AC， meaning 
‘This job is a very difficult one'. As discussed in 4.2， when adjectival 
predicate clauses modify a noun， a nominalizer must follow the adjective， 
and it must agree the head noun. In the above example， thaku=gu kha: looks 
like an MMC， but this is a headless AC， whose head is the subject of the 
‘Clause' (i.e. this job). 
In ACs， the nominalizer must agree with the head noun. In a headless 
AC， the nominalizer agrees with the covert head. The covert head in (99) is 
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inanimate. The inanimate nominalizer agrees with the head. However， inthe 
following example， ifthe copula ju: is omitted， the inanimate nominalizer 
will not be licensed because the covert head is understood to be animate. 
(100) thwa misa taska: d句;alu *Ou.)=gu 
this woman veη kind COP .NFND=NMLZ 
kha:. 
COP.NFND 
'This woman *is/became very kind.' 
This sentence would be acceptable as a headless AC only when the 
nominalizer was replaced with the animate singular nominalizer =mha. 
Likewise， it is better considered that (99) is not an MMC but a headless 
adnominal clause. 
[2]ju: 'nonfuture neutral disjunct' for an inchoative meaning only 
In independent adjective-predicate sentences， the nonfuture neutral di司unct
of the inchoative copula is interpreted as equational， e.g. (8). However， 
when used in the ‘Clause' (and in nominalized clauses generally)， it is not 
inte中retedas equational. It is interpreted as inchoative. This is shown in the 
English translations， e.g. (98)， (100). 
This is true not only with affirmative clauses/sentences but also with 
negative clauses/sentences. An adjective predicate is negated by attaching 
the negation prefix to the copula maブu:，e.g. (9)， (101)， (102). A negated 
adjective predicate has an equational meaning ('bピ)in adjective-predicate 
sentences， e.g. (101). However， it has an inchoative meaning an inchoative 







‘This woman is not kind.' 
(102) [的wa misa dのlalu maゾu:]=伊 kha:.
this woman kind NEG-COP.NFND=NMLZ COP.NFND 
‘This woman once became unkind (but now is kind again).' 
This shows that an a司jective-clauseused in the ‘Clause' can be used by 
itself as a sentence， but that there is an aspectual difference between them. 
5.3.5.4 Nounてpredicateclauses. As noted in 4.1-[3]， a noun-predicate 
sentence may have no copula verb (when it is an affirmative sentence)， e.g. 
(11). In contrast， a noun-predicate sentence with no copula verb cannot 





Intended meaning:‘(It is the case that) Ram is a doctor.' 
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We shall comment on the uses of the two copula verbs in the ‘Clause'. 
[1] khaye‘equational' 
kha: 'equational' can occur in a noun-predicate sentence. Its presence makes 
the sentence more assertive， since khα: is originally a verb meaning ‘to be 
true'. See (11) and (104). 
(104) ram daktar 仕ha.).
Ram doctor COP.NFND 
‘Ram is a doctor (indeed).' 
Noun-predicate clauses with kha: cannot appear in the ‘Clause'; see 
(105). 
(105) *[ram daktar kha:] =gu kha:. 
Ram doctor COP.NFND=NMLZ COP.NFND 
lntended meaning:‘(It is the case that) Ram is a doctor.' 
[2]juye‘inchoative' 
ln noun-predicate sentences， juye can occur e.g. (13)， (106). It has an 
inchoative meaning. (However， itsneutral disjunct form cannot occur here.) 
It can occur in the ‘Clause'. Here， too， it has an inchoative meaning， not an 
equational meaning. See (107). 
(106) ram daktar jul-a. 
Ram doctor COP-NFPD 
‘Ram has becomelbecame a doctor.' 
(107) [ram daktar ju:] =gu khα.. 
Ram doctor COP.NFND=NMLZ COP.NFND 
‘(lt isthe case that) Ram has becomelbecame a doctor.' 
Note that， in the ‘Clause'， noun-predicate clauses and 
adjective-predicate clauses share the same property: they must have the 
inchoative copula; and the copula has an inchoative meaning only， and lacks 
an equational meaning. 
Noun-predicate clauses used in the ‘Clause' can be used by themselves 
as independent sentences， but not as they stand. The independent sentence 
that co町espondsto the ‘Clause' of (1 07) must be (106). Since the nonfuture 
neutral disjunct form of the inchoative copula， i.e. ju:， cannot appear in a 
noun田 predicatesentence (c王(13))，the ‘Clause' part in (107) cannot be an 
independent sentence as it stands. Since the meaning of the copula ju: in 
(107) is dynamic， the co汀espondingindependent sentence will be only 
(106). This is because the nonperfective disjunct form of a verb cannot 
occur before the nominalizers， and the respective nonfuture neutral disjunct 
form is used instead in this case. 
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In sum， the sentencehood of the‘Clause' of the MMC where the ‘Noun' 
is =gu (INAN) differs in degree among verb-predicate， adjective-predicate 
and noun-predicate clauses. The ‘Clause' whose predicate is a verb is higher 
in the degree of sentencehood than the other two， and the ‘Clause' whose 
predicate is an a司jectiveis higher than that whose predicate is a noun. 
5.3.6 Use in adverbial clauses 
This MMC may occur in some adverbial clauses. However， there are some 
cases in which the copula khaye‘equational' is disfavored or rejected. In 
such cases， the copula verb juye‘inchoative' is in tum preferred. Examples 
follow. 
[1] Temporal clauses th剖 areheaded by balae‘when'， nhya:‘before' or 
dhil:ka:‘after' 
Generally this MMC isnot natural. Nonetheless 1 found one example: 
(108)αle [ni-thae jαkα bil wanィ]=gu
and two-CLF only paddy go・FC=NMLZ
ju:=bαlae n槌: nh'i: ni-mha 
COP.NFND=when day.ERG day.ERG two-CLF 
ni-mha: bil wan-a cwan回 e
two幽 CLF.ERG field go-CM stay-INF 
mwa:l-α. 
be. unnecessary-NFPD 
‘And when it was the case that we went only to two paddies， it 
was no longer necessary for two of us to go there every day.' 
(Stories in my memories) 
In this example， the copula ju: does not caηy the inchoative sense. It 
functions exactly like the equational copula kha:. It is not possible to replace 
ju: with kha: here. 
[2] Causal clauses 
Both khaye and juye are possible， but when there is no assertive tone， the 
copula juye is prefe町ed，as in (l09). 
(l09) [gil:la=ya punhi kunhu b.an-i:l=_!!U 
Gunla.month=GEN full.moon day respect-FD=NMLZ 
ju:=，伊 l'i: thuki=ya=ta gil.punhi 
COP.NFND=because this=GEN=DAT Gunpunhi 
dha:=伊 kha:. (Elohan) 
say.NFND=NMLZ COP.NFND 
‘Since they respect the day ofthe ful moon in Gunla 
(August-September)， they cal this day “Gunpunhi". ' 
In this example， the copula ju: can be replaced with kha:， but khα: will 
sound emphatic， stressing that it is a fact. Without such a tone， the copulaju: 
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is unmarked; or it signals a change of state， hence the establishment of what 
is described in the MMC. 
[3] Concessive clauses and concessive conditional clauses 
These clauses are headed by =sa:. Examples are (110) (concessive) and 
(111) (concessive conditional). 
(110) [ram kanhae wa-i]=gu kha:=sa:， 
Ram tomo汀ow come-FD=NMLZ COP .NFND=though 
ji: wa=ya=ta napla-e makhu. 
ISG.ERG 3SG=GEN=DAT meet-FC NEG 
‘Though Ram is coming tomorrow， 1 will not see him.' 
(111) [ram kanhae wa-i]=gu ju:=sa:， 
Ram tomoηow come-FD=NMLZ COP.NFND=though 
wa=ya=ta napla-e makhu， fi:. 
3SG=GEN=DAT meet-FC NEG ISG.ERG 
‘Even ifRam is coming tomorrow， 1 will not see him.' 
[4] Conditional clauses that are marked with =sa 
Either ju: or kha: may occur. In (112)， the copul_a kha: occurs， but it can be 
replaced withju: with no change in the meaning.' 
(112) Ui." chan=ta bwa: byu:] =gu 
1 SG 2SG=DA T scolding give.NFND=NMLZ 
kha:=sa cha gya-i ale chu 
COP.NFND=if 2SG be.frightened and what 
thu-i na: makhu. (Elohan) 
understand-FD too NEG 
‘If it was the case that 1 had scolded you， you would have been 
frightened and would not have understood anything.' 
We have seen that this MMC can occur in adverbial clauses. 
5.3.7 Discourseβmctions 
The enclitic-type MMC signals various functional pu中ortsin discourse. 
There are two fundamental functions ofthe MMC， irrespective ofwhether it 
occurs with or without a copula: (i) to make a strong assertion (5.3.7.1); and 
(i) to st剖ea presupposed fact that is related to a topic in discourse (5.3.7.2). 
This MMC signals that the speaker presupposes that the situation stated in it 
is true. When it is used in an interrogative sentence， it bears a tone of 
interrogation whether what is stated is true or not， or the questioner' s keen 
interest (5.3.7.3). 
5.3.7.1 Making a strong assertion as a concluding remark. This MMC is 
often used to put forward a strong assertion， especially when the speaker 
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gives a concluding remark based on the preceding context. In this function， 
the 'Copula' ofthe MMC may not be omitted. 
The utterance in (113) was made after another speaker said that， asthey 
had not leamed Japanese since coming to Japan， they had found life more 
dificult. By using this rv仏1C，the speaker asserts in a strong tone that what 
he thinks is no les than an indisputable白ct.
(113) wa la kha:， ukT: [chik伊i=sa:
that EMPH be.true.NFND therefore 2PL.HON=ERG 
japani: bhae bhaca sa: saek-e=gu 
Japanese language a.litle though leam-INF=NMLZ 
kuta: yan-a di-i ma:] =gu kha:. 
effort do四 CM HON-INF need.NFND=NMLZ COP.NFND 
‘That's indeed right. Therefore， you must make at least some effort 
to leam Japanese.' (Newar Conversation) 
Now consider the following example. In this story， Dara， who used to be 
a sheep herdsman and has become a high ranking official， issuspected of 
embezzling tax， carrying it in a trunk， and one day the king tels him to open 
the trunk， only to find his old clothes in it. Then he explains why he always 
carries his old clothes in his trunk， uttering (114c). In this case， too， the 
speaker makes a strong assertion as a concluding remark. 
(114) a. ji a: nhya=mha he ju:=sa: 
ISG now any=NMLZ EMPH COP.NFND=though 
nhapa: ji cha-mha phαijwa: kha:. 
first 1 SG one-CLF sheep.herdsman COP .NFND 
'Whatever 1 am now， 1 am primarily a sheep herdsman.' 
b. thwa kha lwa:man-a=ki ji gabαle: he 
this story forget-NFPD=if 1 SG anytime EMPH 
nyaya nisaph bi: pha四 i-makhu.
justice judgment give.INF can-FD-NEG 
‘If 1 forgot this fact， 1 would not be able to make a logical 
judgment at any time.' 
c. uk'i: [il. tha:=ya=ta thamha: 
so 1 SG.ERG REFL=GEN=DA T REFL.ERG 
lumak-a ta-e=ta he thwa wasa: 
remember-CM put-INF=DA T EMPH this clothes 
napa: tay-a juy-a] =gu kha:. 
nearby put-CM travel-NFC=NMLZ COP.NFND 
‘So 1 carry these clothes with me intentionally to remind me.' 
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A statement by this MMC must refer to an established白ct.It is possible 
to question whether a certain proposition is true or not by using this恥品1C，
e.g. (115). However， it is not possible to use this MMC in the as印刷veto 
express the speaker's recognition of a白ct;see (116). 
(115) la pyan-a cwα!n-a. [can=ae wa 
road be.wet-CM CONT-NFPD night=LOC rain 
wa:]=gu kha: fd? 
come.NFND=NMLZ COP.NFND Q 
LT:‘The road is wet. Is it甘uethat it rained during the night?' 
FT:‘The road is wet. Did it rain during the night?' 
(116) la pyan-a cwan-a. * [can=ae wa 
road be.wet-CM CONT-NFPD night=LOC rain 
wa:]=gu khα. 
come.NFND=NMLZ COP.NFND 
‘The road is wet. It was the case that it rained during the night.' 
The MMC in the above sentence is a concluding remark that is drawn by 
conjecture based on the白ctth剖 theroad is wet. The proposition ‘It rained 
during the night' is not guaranteed as a fact， so it is not natural to use this 
MMC here. However， adding the modal auxiliary verb ma:， which marks 
conjecture， will save the sentence， asfollows. 
(117) la pyan-a cwan-α [can=αe wa 
road wet四 CM CONT・NFPD night=LOC rain 
wα:]=gu khα-e ma:. 
come.NFND=NMLZ COP-INF should.NFND 
LT:‘The road is wet. It must have been the case that it 
rained during the night' 
FT: 'The road is wet. It must have rained during the night. ' 
5.3.7.2 Background information. The enclitic勾peMMC is often used to 
supply background information: [1] introducing a statement that leads to the 
main theme of narrative， [2] providing additional explanatory information 
such as reason， evidence， etc.， or [3] elaborating on a topic in detail. 
When the background informafion consists of more than one sentence， 
this MMC may be used sequentially， indicating that the sequence of MMCs 
constitutes a set of background information. The MMCs may have the 
‘Copula' (full-fledged MMCs) or omit it (copula-less MMCs)， the presence 
of the copula kha: delivers a more assertive tone. . 
[1] Introducing a statement for the main theme 
In narratives， the first line of a story is usually a lead sentence， either a topic 
sentence or a sentence that supplies background information that is relevant 
to the topic. This MMC can be used to introduce background information at 
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the beginning of a story when the statement concems a previous situation 
that no longer holds true at the time of the main story but that is relevant to 
it. The following sentence， which is taken仕oma story about clothes， is the 
first line of the passage. The 恥仏1Cprovides a piece of background 
information relevant to the main theme of the passage about the 
development of clothes. 
(118) [nhapa nhapa dhi1， bhalu， sala， kisi th会
before before fox bear horse elephant like 
manu: na: gu=l he cwan=i:]=伊
man too forest=LOC EMPH live-FD=NMLZ 
khα" (Elohan) 
COP.NFND 
‘A long， long time ago， men used to live in forests like foxes， 
bears， horses and elephants. 
In this function， regardless of the tense in the ‘Clause'， the 1¥仏1C
implies that the situation presented in it no longer holds at the moment of 
speech. The verb is interpreted as past habitual in (118). The following 
example is an elicited sentence. The consu1tant says that the MMC signals 
that the proposition presented is no longer true and the sentence that follows 
may start with tara 'but' . 
(119) [ji.' yakwa khanji akha: luma:k-a] =gu 
1 SG.ERG many kanji 、character memorize-NFC=NMLZ 
kha:. 
COP.NFND 
'(lt istrue that) 1 remembered a lot ofkanji characters.' 
The above sentence implies that now the speaker does not remember al of 
them. On the other hand， if the =gu kha: portion is removed to make an 
independent clause， this implication is canceled. 
A copula-less MMC may also be used in this function， though such 
cases are not common. The following sentence is the first line of a story， 
which presents a background setting for what follows. The function is the 
same as the one of the full-fledged MMC: to introduce a new topic into 
discourse. 
(120) [ja:glαl=ya sitha=e cha田 mha mαnu: nhi=ya . 
jungle=GEN border=LOC one-CLF ロlan day=GEN 
nhitha: Sl mly-α: ji:ban hαn-a 




ιOn the edge of a jungle， a man was eaming a living by selling 
garments from sunrise to sunset.' (Elohan) 
[2] Stating a reason as background information 
Another use of this MMC is to state a reason as background information. 
The MM  C in (121 b) is stated as a reason for the event described in (121 a). 
(121) a. juju， lani wa me =pi: sakale: bhaca 
a.litle 
aggya 
king queen and other=NMLZ.PL al 
l伊a jaka bijya-e dhaigu 
later only come.HON-lNF QUOT instruction 
ju:=伊 du.
happen.NFND=NMLZ exist.NFND 
‘According to the king's instruction， the king， the queen and 
the others will al come a litle later.' 
b. [yuwaraj 同ur=ya rajkumari napa khalhabalha 
prince Sir=GEN princess with talk 
ya-e=臼 awωar byu:]=，伊 kha:.
do・lNF=DAT chance give.NFND=NMLZ 
‘[The king] gave Y our Majesty the Crown Prince a chance 
to talk with the princess.' 
[3] Topic elaboration 
In elaborating on a topic in discourse， a set of sequential MMCs may be 
used (Hale and Shrestha 2006). In such cases， they are often copula-less. In 
elaborating on a topic， specific events and states related to it are presented in 
sequential MMCs.d 
The following example， which is taken from Hale and Shrestha (2006: 
195)， illustrates a case of elaboration of a topic. 
(122) a. cihrima:=mesya punakhu: mai:ca mikha 
stepmother=ERG Punakhun Mainca eye 
ba-gala: he swa・e ma-ya:. 
half-CLF .ERG EMPH look.at-骨~F NEG-like.NFND 
'The stepmother couldn't stand the sight of 
Punakhun Mainca.' 
b. ala: [wa: 
so that.ERG 
na・ke:






‘So she would feed her stepdaughter very litle.' 
Lit.:‘kil bv feedin!!' 
c. thα mhyae=ya=ta dha:sa ・[ghyα duru
oneself daughter=GEN=DA T TOP ghee milk 
la t句1・a: ja nαk-i]=gzι 
meat put-CP rice feed-FD=NMLZ 
‘As for her own daughter， she would feed her rice together 
with ghee， milk and meat.' 
d. [sã:~sã: bhì:~bhì: dha-kwα 
be.tasty.NFND-PL good.NFND-PL say-much 
nak-i:] =gu. 
feed-FD=NMLZ 
‘She would feed her as much good tasty food as she would 
ask for.' 
According to Hale and Shrestha， the sentence in (122a) states the 
stepmother' s antipathy for Punakhun Mainca in a verb-predicate clause. 
Then the series of copula-less MMCs follow it to develop the antipathy 
theme. 
The MMC in the example above is copula-less. The MMC with the 
copula khのleis stronger in assertion (cf. 4.1-[3]). In the foIlowing examples， 
the MMC has the copula kha:， giving rise to a strong assertive tone. 
(123) a. “babu cha:! [kasi: he bwa:-wan-e 
my.boy 2SG Kasi EMPH study.PURP-go・FC
dhの-a]=伊 kha: la?" 
say-FC=NMLZ COP.NFND Q 
‘My boy， did you say that you will go to Kasi to s加dy?'
b. cha-nhu cirima-mha: nyan-a dil-a. 
one-day stepmother-AD ask-CM HON-NFPD 
‘One day his stepmother asked him. ' 
c. "kha:， cirima:! [ii kasi: he wan-e 
yes stepmother 1 SG Kasi.LOC EMPH go-FC 
dhay-a] =gu kha:. 
say-NFC=NMLZ COP.NFND 
‘Yes， Mom! It is true that 1 said that 1 would go to Kasi.' 
d. thana he bwan-e dha:=sa 
here E恥fPH study-FC say.NFND=if 
[bwanekhuthi du]=gu ma-khu. 
school exist.NFND=N孔1LZ NEG-COP.NFND 
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LT:‘If 1 decide to study， it is not the case that there is a 
school here.' 
FT:‘Even if 1 decide to study， there is no school here.' 
e. ehu ya-e? la kharca ja此a
what do・FC road expense only 
du=sa [ga:] =伊 kha:."(Elohan) 
exist.NFND=if suffice.NFND=NMLZ COP.NFND 
L T: 'What do 1 do? It is sufficient if 1 have only travel 
expense.' 
FT:‘What should 1 do? 1 only need travel expenses.' 
f. wa: cirima:=ya khwa: pulukka 
3SG.ERG stepmother=GEN face in.a.glance 
sway-a: dhal-a. 
look-CP say-NFPD 
‘He said， glancing at his stepmother's face.' 
Asked by his stepmother in (123a)， the child answers her by using the 
民1MCsin (123c-f). In the sequence ofthe M恥1Cswith the copula kha:， his 
answer is more assertive， implying his strong will to go to Kasi to study. 
5.3.7.3 MMC in interrogative clauses. The enclitic匂peMMC may be used 
in interrogative sentences. Asking a question employing this MMC gives 
rise to a tone ofinterrogation， or the questioner's keen interest. Compare: 
(124) chu yan-a? 
what put-NFC 
‘What did you do?' 
(125) [chu yan-a]=gu? 
what put-NFC=N恥1LZ
'What did you do?' 




‘京市aton earth did you do?' 
All of the three pa悦 rns町epossible: (124) independent sentence， (125) 
copula-less MMC and (126) full-fledged MMC.. According to my 
consultants， (124) is the unmarked question. It is 0負enused. (125)， too， is
often used， but江hasa more intimate tone， and sometimes it is less polite. 
(126) has a strong tone of interrogation. 
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6. Noun-predicate sentences with the nominalizers =mhwヒ=pi:
So far we have discussed two types of the MMC: the noun type (5.2) (see 
(127a)) and the enclitic type (5.3) (see (127b)). 
(127) a. [Clause]=gu bhagya Copula 
b. [Clause]=gu Copula 
As seen in 4.2.1.1， Newar has three nominalizers: =gu‘INAN'， =mha 
(ANIM SG) and =pi: (ANIM PL). We examined the use of =gu 'INAN' in 
5.2 and 5.3. The animate nominalizers =mha and =pT: can occur in a 
construction that looks similar to the MMC that involves the nominalizer 
=gu‘inanimate'， discussed in 5.3. Its struc加recan be shown as follows. 
(128) Subject [… Verb] =mha/=pT: Copula 
The ‘Verb' is almost fully finite; al the finite forms occur except the 
nonfuture perfective disjunct. The portion ‘[… V erb ] =mha/=pT:' represents 
a nominalized clause. This construction expresses‘one who does ..'. This 
is illustrated in (129) and (130). Curly brackets indicate the po此ionthat may 
look like the ‘Clause' ofthe MMC. 
(129) {ram [ya灼la aela: t干van-i:]}=mha 
Ram much liquor drink-FD=NMLZ 
LTソRamis one who drinks a lot of liquor.' 
FT:‘Ram drinks/used to drink a lot of liquor.' 
(130) {deba-debi: dha-i=pi: Uhi:=.伊
god-goddess say-FD=PL 1 PL.INCL=NMLZ 
raccha ya-i]} =pi: kha:. 
protection do・FD=NMLZ COP.NPND 
khα. 
COP.ND 
LT:‘Those who we call gods and goddesses do our protection.' 
FT:‘Gods and Goddesses protect us.' 
It may look as if these were instances of the MMC in which the 叩Joun'
slot is occupied by the nominalizer =mha/=pT:. However， this construction is 
best regarded not as an instance of the MMC， but as a noun-predicate 
sentence whose predicate is a nominalized clause (or a headless AC). There 
are two reasons for this. 
(a) The ‘Subject' is syntactically outside the ‘Clause' and it is the 
subject of the‘Copula'， and not that ofthe‘Verb'. 
(b) The nominalizer agrees with the covert animate head， which in tum 
refers to the ‘Subject' . 
As is represented in (1)， the MMC has the ‘Clause'， as a constituent distinct 
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from the ‘N oun' and the ‘Copula'. That is， al the other elements but the 
‘Noun' and the ‘Copula' are in the ‘Clause' syntactically. Therefore， the 
‘Clause' can be used as an independent sentence as it stands. This is the case 
with the two types of MMC in (127)， as discussed in 5ユ5and 5.3.5. 
Unlike the阿 otypes of MMCs in (127)， what may look like the 
‘Clause' (shown with curly brackets) may not be used as an independent 
sentence. 
In an independent sentence， ifthe verb is transitive， the subject must be 
in the ergative case; see (131) and (132). 
(131) ram=a: yαrkwααela: れναn-i:.
Ram=ERG much liquor drink-FD 
'Ram drinks a lot ofliquor.' 
(132) deba-debi: dha-i=pi:=sa: jhi:=gu 
god-goddess say-FD=PL=ERG 1 PL.INCL=NMLZ 
raccha ya-i. 
protection do・FD
‘Gods and Goddesses protects us.' 
However， in(129) and (130)， although the verb is transitive， the subject 
is in the absolutive form. This means that the‘Subject' of the construction 
in (128) always occurs in the absolutive case， irrespective of the case of the 
subject in the coηesponding independent sentence. The following pair of 
examples confirms this point. 
(133) {chα [atika: buddhi du]} =mha kha:. 
2SG much knowledge exist.NFND=NMLZ COP.ND 
LT:‘Y ou are who have much knowledge.' 
FT:‘Y ou have much knowledge.' 
(134) cha=ke atika: buddhi du. 
2SG=LOC much knowledge exist.NFND=NMLZ 
LT:‘Much knowledge is with you.' 
FT:‘Y ou have much knowledge.' 
(134) is an example of the existential/possessor construction， where the 
possessor is marked with the locative case. In the =mha kha: construction 
(133)， the possessor will never remain to be the locative but must occur in 
the absolutive. In this case as well， the ‘Subject' must be in the absolutive 
case， although the possessοr in the corresponding independent sentence 
occurs in the locative form.フ
Now consider the nominalizers. In (129)， the ‘Subject' is ‘Ram'， and the 
nominalizer is =mha‘ANIM SG'. In (130)， the ‘Subject' is ‘god-goddess' ， 
and the nominalizer is =pi:‘ANIM PL'. In (133)， the ‘Subject' is ‘2SG'， 
and the nominalizer =mha‘ANIM SG'. The nominalizers al ‘agree' with 
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the ‘Subject'. To be precise， the nominalizer agrees with the covert head， 
which is coreferential with the ‘Subject' . This， too， shows that the 
construction (128)， e.g. (129)， (130) and (133)， contains a nominalized 
clause， or a headless AC， that agrees with the ‘Subject' . 
In contrast， the nominalizer in the enclitic聞 typeMMC (see (127b)) is 
consistently =gu 'INAN'， irrespective of the animacy or the number of the 
subject of the MMC. This shows that， inthe enclitic-type MMC， =伊 does
not agree with any constituent. For example， consider the following 
sentences. The subject is shown in parentheses. (56) (‘lSG.ERσ)， (57) 
(‘students')， (58) (‘lSG.ERG')， and (60) (‘village'). This provides evidence 
for the view th国 sentencessuch as (129)， (130) and (133) should be 
distinguished from the enclitic-type恥1MC.
To sum up， we have seen evidence that (129)， (130) and (133)町e
noun-predicate sentences whose predicate is a nominalized clause or a 
headless AC， and that they should be distinguished from the enclitic-type 
MMC. 
7. Semantics/pragmatics and etymolo罰roftheMMC
We shall briefly summarize the semantics/pragmatics of the two types of the 
MMC. It is convenient to include the nourトpredicatesentences whose 
predicate is a nominalized clause. 
























meaning or use outside MMC semantics/pragmatics 
ofMMC 
bhagya 'fate， 10t， 1uck' epistemic: fate， destiny， 10t， 1uck 
c1asifier =gu =gu (a) comp1ementeizer， 
(b) nominaIizer (別AN)
(a) strong assertion， 
(b) presupposed fact 
(c) question: tone of 
interrogation， keen interest 




‘those who do ..' 
8. Comparison ofthe M酌'[Cswith other constructions 
We shall compare the two types of the MMC with a few other constructions. 
The constructions compared are the following. 
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(a) Verb-predicate sentences， as the representative ofindependent 
sentences (c五4.1)
(b) Noun勾peMMC (noun bhagya '白te，destiny， lot， luck') (cf. 5.2) 
(c) Enclitic園町peMMC (nominalizer =gu (INAN)) (c王5.3) 
(d) Construction with the nominalizer =mha (ANIM SG)/=pi: (cf. 6) 
(e) Adnominal clauses ('ACピ)(cf.4ユ1).
Recall that the predicate of ACs is followed by the nominalizer =伊4
(ANIM). 
This comparison will concem the following respects. 
(i) Mo中hologyof the predicate 
(i) Case ofthe transitive subject ('A') 
(ii) Case of the intransitive subject (‘S') 
(iv) Sentencehood: Can the ‘Clause' or the ‘underlined part' be used as a 
sentence? 
The result of the comparison is shown in Table 3.‘NFPD' indicates 
'nonfuture perfective disjunct' . 
Table 3. Comparison ofthe MCC with other constructions 
(a) Verb-predicate 
sentence 
(b) MMC: bhagya 
(c)MMC: =gu 
(d) =mhal =p'i: 
(e)AC 
( =guJ=mhal=p'i:) 
predicate S A sentencehood 
fully finite ABS， ERG， n.a. 
GEN GEN 
almost fully ABS， ERG， generally yes 
finite， but GEN GEN 
NFPPD cannot 
occur 













The noun圃 typeMMC issimilar to verb-predicate sentences (not to ACs)， 
at least in terms of the case of the S and the A. In contrast， the enclitic勾pe
MMC is similar to ACs (not to verb-predicate sentences) regarding (i) the 
case of the S and the A， (i) the mo中hologyof the predicate， and also (ii) 
the use of the nominalizer =gu. 
9. Summaη， and concluding remarks 
Newar has two守pesof the MMC. In the noun圃type，the ‘Noun' slot is 
occupied by the enclitic nominalizer =，伊 (INAN)and the noun bhagya 'fate， 
lot， destiny， luck'. This MMC has something like an epistemic meaning that 
concems fate， destiny， lot or luck. Under certain conditions， the S and the A 
must occur in the genitive case， and not in the absolutive case and the 
ergative case， respectively. The noun bhagya retains its nounhood in that it 
can be modified. This MMC is slightly more similar to verb-predicate 
sentences than to ACs. 
In the enclitic-type of the MMC， the Noun' slot is occupied by the 
enclitic nominalizer =gu (INAN).百lIsMMC isnot a prototypical MMC in 
that the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by.an enclitic， and not a noun. The S occurs 
in the absolutive case， and the A in the ergative case. This MMC has three 
discourse functions: (i) to make a strong assertion， and (i) to state a 
presupposed fact. (ii) In interrogative sentences， this MMC has a tone of 
interrogation or keen interest. This恥1MCis more similar to ACs， than to 
verb-predicate sentences. 
In both types of the MMC， the ‘Clause' can generally be used by itself. 
However， this is not always the case. In this respect， they are not 
prototypiocal MMCs. 
In addition， there is a construction that involves the enclitic nominalizer 
=mha (ANIM SG) (cognate with the noun mha‘body') or =pT: (AINM PL). 
It is a noun-predicate sentence whose predicate is a nominalized clause or a 
headless AC. It expresses‘one who does ..'. The subject must occur in the 
absolutive case even when the verb in the nominalized clause is a transitive 
verb. 
Abbreviations 
A 圃 transitivesubject; ABS -absolutive case; AC -adnominal clause; AD -
antideictic; ADV -adverbial marker; ANIM・animate;BEN -benefactive; 
CAUS -causative; CONT -continuous; CLF -classifier; CM 
concatenation marker; CNTR -contrastive; COP -copula; CP・co吋unctive
participle; DAT -dative; EMPH -emphatic; ERG -ergative; EXCL -
exclusive; FC -future conjunct; FD・futuredisjunct; FT・freetranslation; 
GEN・ genitive;HON司 honorific;IMP -imperative; INAN・ inanimate;
INCL -inclusive; INF・infinitive;nぜF恥4・informative;LOC -locative; L T 
-literal translation; MMC -mermaid construction; NFND -nonfuture 
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neutral disjunct; NEG -negation; NFC・ nonfutureconjunct; NFPD・
nonfuture perfective disjunct; NPST -nonpast; NMLZ -nominalizer; LOC園
locative; PRF・Perfect;PL・plural;Q -question marker; QUOT -quotative; 
REFL -reflexive; S -intransitive subject; SG・singular;STEM -stem; TOP 
-tOplC. 
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Notes 
The dicti'Onary f'Orms are the literal transliterati'On 'Of the devanagari exp'Onents and 
'Only appear as the entry f'Orm in dicti'Onaries. Dicti'Onary f'Oロnsare used t'O cite 
uninflected f'Orms 'Ofverbs in this paper. 
2 1 elicited data仕om恥1r.Manik Ratna Shakya， Ms. Rata Shakya， both合omPatan， and 
Mr. Arun Shrestha， fr'Om Kathmandu. The source written materials are represented in 
parentheses with examples. They are: Elohan， monthly Newar magazines; Newar 
Textbook， an official school textbook ofNewar Reader; Newar Conversation， a Newar 
conversati'On textbo'Ok written by Tej Ratn処Kansakar，T'Oky'O: Research Institute 'Of 
Languages and Cultures 'Of Asia and A合ica，2002; Original Asti， a Newar st'Ory b'O'Ok; 
Sweet Grapes， a Newar st'Ory b'O'Ok; A今 Memory，a Newar essay b'O'Ok; An Interview 
with Sham Dangol: a rec'Orded interview with恥1r.Sham Dangol. 
3 Q'R'Ourke (2000) and Hale and Shrestha (2006) extensively discuss Newar ACs， but 
they d'O rec'Ognize extemal ACs. 
4 The l'Ocative f'Orm 'Ofthe n'Ominalizer =伊 isguli-i as in (30). 
5 When a c'Omp'Ound verb， like /wa:mane in (32)， is negated by th巴negativeprefix ma・
'Or emphasized by an emphatic particle he， the additi'Onal element is attached t'O the 
stem verb bef'Ore the b'Ound m'Orpheme 'On the left. In the gl'Os， the left m'Orpheme is 
given the sense 'Of the∞mp'Ound verb， and the stem verb is labeled as STEM. 
6 Hale and Shrestha discuss the altemati'On 'Of regular cases with the genitive in 
n'On-generic c'Ontexts. They cal the phen'Omen'On as“genitive experiencer 'Overlay"， 
analyzing the effect as“casting the agent as 'One wh'O ch'O'Oses t'O perf'Orm an acti'On 'Or 
as an agent wh'O experiences the result 'Ofthe acti'On" (Hale and Shrestha 2006:174). 
7 Alth'Ough the subject 'Of the恥岱1Cis the first pers'On and the verb den'Otes an intenti'Onal 
acti'On， the verb '0∞urs in the di司unctf'Orm (here， neutral disjunct). This is because the 
sentence expresses a c'Ounter-factual situati'On， inwhich c蹴 thec'O吋unctform will 
n'Ot be used. 
8 Hale and Shrestha (2006: 195的 discussc'Opula-less MCCs， which they cal “finite 
n'Ominal clauses". 1 d'O not make a ful reference t'O their discussi'On， but they als'O 
describe the functi'On 'Of the c'Opula-less 恥仏i{Cas marking backgr'Ound materials， 
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ilIustrating examples of elaboration of a theme， laying plans and summarization of 
previous events. 1n such cases as well， the events and states expressed in the 
nominalized clauses are presupposed facts， as1 discussed. 
9 When the verb of the nominalized c1ause in (128) is an activity intransitive verb， the 
subject wil be in the absolutive form. Therefore the portion that may look like the 
'Clause' ofthe恥品1C(i.e. the ‘Subject' [… Verb]) wil be incidentaly able ωbe an 
independent sentence. 
(i) {ram [yakwa k伽 a-i]}=mha kha:. 
Ram much cry-FD=N恥1LZ COP.NFND 
‘Ram cries a lot.' 
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1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volurne-a) proposes the s仕uctureof the prototype of the 
rnermaid construction (‘MMC') as follows. 
(1) Prototype ofthe MMC: 
[Clause] Noun Copula 
Burmese has the MMC， and so far nineteen forms have been 副 estedin 
the Noun slot of the MMC. The Burmese MMC can be classified into four 
types in terms of the category of the nineteen forms. (i) Type 1: four‘ful 
nouns' (they are fully independent words). (i) Type 2: three 
‘subordinate-nouns' (they can function like enclitics). (ii) Type 3: two 
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nominalizers (they are enclitics put after verbs). (iv) Type 4: ten‘special 
heads' (they are attached to verbs and form compound nouns; some ofthem 
may be regarded as enclitics or suffixes). The semantic/functional categories 
of the nineteen forms in the MMC concem modality， evidentiality， aspect， 
discourse， degree， and limit/extent. Burmese does not have a copula verb. 
Nonetheless， the MMC may have an‘assisting verb' in the predicate. 
Syntactically the恥1MCin Burmese behaves like an independent simple 
sentence， and it should not be regarded as a construction that involves a 
subordinate clause. 
2. Initial iIustration 
As an initial illustration ofthe MMC ofBurmese， see (2). It is an instance of 
Type l;pouN‘shape' is a ful noun. 
(2) manega s，u yatha=nE CaUN l，Wa=dE pouN(=bE) 
yesterday 3SG train=with school go=AN shape(=EMP) 
LT:‘He is a shape that he went to school by train yesterday.' 
FT:‘It seems that he went to school by train yesterday.' 
(昨日彼は汽車で、学校に行ったようだ)
Some of the instances of the Burmese MMC are difficult to translate 
into English， but they can be easily and nicely translated into Japanese. The 
MMC abounds in Japanese (Tsunoda， this volume-b)， and some of the 
instances of the Burmese MMC have almost exact parallels in Japanese. In 
view of this， some of the examples in this paper are accompanied by a 
Japanese translation， inaddition to an English translation. 
3. Profile of the language 
[1] Location， genetic affiliation， and number of speakers 
Burmese belongs to the Lolo-Burmese branch of the Tibeto-Burman family 
of the Sino-Tibetan linguistic stock. It is mainly spoken in Myanmar. 1 
estimate the number of its native speakers to be somewhere between 45 to 
50 million. The present paper examines the YangorトMandalaydialect， 
which is generally recognized as the standard language in Myanmar. In 
English， this language has come to be called Myanmar because this word is 
close to the indigenous name of the Myanmar people: /myama/. However， 
the present paper uses ‘Burmese' in order to avoid confusion in 
terminology. 
[2] Phonology 
The syllable struc卸reof Burmese is C 1 (C2)Vl (V2)(C3)/T， where C and V 
stand for a consonant and a vowel， respectively， and T indicates the tone of 
the whole syllable. The part -Vl(V2)(C3) is called ‘rhyme'. Consonant 
phonem:es are: /p， S" t， c[tG]， k， 7， ph[ph]，出[th]，ch[tGh]， kh[kh]， b， ~， d， j[dz]， 
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g， (0， s， G， h， Sh[Sh]， Z， m， n，jl， I] N， hm[rpm]， hn[早n]，hjl品川， hI][加]， w， y[j]，
hw[¥}'W]， 1， hl[l]， (の/.There are twenty-two rhymes: /i， e， E， a， :J0， U， iN， eiN， 
aiN， aN， aUN， OUN， UN， i7， ei7， ai7， E7， a7， au7， ou7， u7/. There are three tones: 
/a/ (low level)， /a/ (high level)， and /a/ (falling). In addition， there is an 
atonic syllable: Ca. 
The voiceless initial consonant phoneme of many bound morphemes， i.e. 
particles and affixes placed after nouns or verbs， altemates with its voiced 
counte中artunless it is preceded by a glottal stop. The same altemation 
occurs in compounding. In what follows， when a bound morpheme is cited， 
both voiceless and voiced forms are shown， e.g. =ka/=ga‘agent; source'. 
[3] Word classes 
In my view， four word classes can be set up for Burmese: nouns， verbs， 
particles， and interjections. There is no need to set up adjectives or adverbs 
because words that denote a state are a subcategory of verbs and many 
words that can modifシaverb are a subcategory of nouns. Verbs can be 
defined as words th瓜 canbe followed by a verb sentence marker (see [4] 
below). 
Nouns are not easy to define in a clear-cut way. A typical noun has the 
following characteristics. 
(3)A句'picalnoun: 
(a) cannot be followed by a verb sentence marker; 
(b) can be followed by a case particle， and; 
(c) can be preceded by a demonstrative. 
An e.xample of a typical noun is JeiN‘house'. It cannot be followed by a 
verb sentence marker; see (4). It can be followed by a case particle， e.g. (5)， 










These criteria， however， are not fulfilled by al nouns. For example， nouns 
that are formed by reduplicating a stative verb meet criteria (a) and (b) only. 
Let us take JeJe 'coldness' as an example. It is formed by reduplicating the 
verb }e‘cold'. First， it cannot be followed by a verb sentence marker; see 
(7). Second， it can be followed by a case particle， e.g. (8). However， it 





(8) IJa k泊 sho=yiN '1ω炉供 cai?=tE 
1 SG coffee say=if coldness=KO like=RLS 
‘When it comes to coffee， 1 like the cold one.' 
(9) *di ?e?e 
this coldness 
lntended meaning:‘this coldness' 
ln the present paper， criterion (a) is considered the necessary condition for a 
word to be a noun. As for criteria (b) and (c)， a word is regarded as a noun if 
it matches either of the two criteria. Thus， .?ePe‘coldness' is a noun. 
[4] Morphosyntax 
Burmese has both prefixes and suffixes， although their number is small. To 
this extent， Burmese is an agglutinative language. However， the affixes are 
used for derivation only. There is no inflection. 
Burmese is non-configurational and dependent-marking. The basic order 
is SOV. Modifiers of a noun， e.g. a demons仕ativeand an adnominal clause， 
precede the noun. 
Burmese uses postpositions， if the so幽 calledparticles are considered 
enclitics， rather than sufl日xes.
Grammatical relations， semantic roles， and the like are generally 
indicated by case particles (tentatively presented as enclitics， preceded by an 
equal symbol)， such as =ka/=ga‘agent (subject); source'， =ko/=go‘patient; 
recipient; goal' ， =ni ‘instrument; accompanier; enumeration'， =hma 
‘location'， =yi ‘possession'， =CaUNウ'aUN‘cause'.Examples include (10)， an 




(11)帥(=ga) ?aphと=nE ?とiN=hma I)a(=go) sa=dE 
3SG=KA father=with house=at fish=KO eat=RLS 
'He ate a fish with Father at home.' 
The case particles =kal=ga‘agent (subject); source'， =ko/=go‘patient; 
recipient; goal'， and =yi‘possession' can be absent as 白ras the 
syntactic/semantic structure ofthe clause is parsable. 
The case system is of the nominative-accusative type: =ka/=ga for the 
AlS， and =がi/=gofor the O. 
The verb (in a simple sentence or in the main clause of a complex 
sentence) has to be followed by one of the particles that are called verb 
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sentence markers by Okell (1969: 118・119).They mainly indicate modality. 
The verb sentence markers that are important for the discussion in the 
present paper are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Verb sentence markers 


































Sentences with =te/=dE:‘realis' basically concem a present event or a 
past event， e.g. (12). Those with =m止‘iηealismodality' basically concem a 
fu印reevent， e.g. (13). 
(12)同?とiN=hma ka=dE 
3SG house=at dance=RLS 
‘He dances at home. I He danced at home.' 
(13)日?とiN=hma ka=mE 
3SG house=at dance=IRR 
'He will dance at home.' 
The verb sentence marker =phu/=bu 'negation' is used in negative 
sentences. A negative sentence is formed by putting the negative prefix ma-
before the verb and putting the particleニphu/=bu‘negation'after the verb， 
e.g. (14). In a negative sentence， the opposition between realis and irrealis 
modality is neutralized. Thus， (14) may mean‘He did not dance ..' (past) ， 
‘He does not dance ..' (present)， or‘He will not dance...' (future). 
(14)帥?とiN=hma ma-ka=b白
3SG house=at not-dance=NEG 
‘He did not dance at home. I He does not dance at home. I He will 
not dance at home.' 
[5] Literacy and styles 
Burmese has a long history of the written language dating back to the 12th 
century， and the literacy of Burmese-speaking people has been relatively 
high. 
Modem Burmese has two styles: the literary style and the colloquial 
style. The present paper deals with the coIloquial s句rle.
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4. Types of clauses and sentences 
4.1 Verb predicate and non-verb predicate sentences 
Sentences in Burmese can be grouped into (i) verb predicate sentences and 
(i) non-verb predicate sentences (including noun predicate sentences). 
Verb predicate sentences must contain a verb sentence marker (see 
Table 1) encliticized to the head verb， e.g. (12) to (14). They can also 
contain an auxiliary， e.g. =hnaiN 'can' in (21). Auxiliaries are e1ements that 
can appear between the verb and the verb sentence marker. 
In non-verb predicate sentences， the predicate may be a noun phrase， e.g. 
(15)， or a noun and a case particle， i.e.， a postpositional phrase， e.g. (16). 
(15)!u my益ma(=bt)
3SG Myanmar(=EMP) 
‘He is a Myanmar (iふ aBurman).' 
(16)!u yaNgOUN=ga(=bt) 
3SG Yangon=from(=EMP) 
‘He is from Yangon.' 
Sentences whose predicate consists of a noun phrase， e.g. (15)， are called 
noun predicate sentences in the present paper. There are four points to note 
about non-verb predicate sentences. 
[1] Absence of a verb sentence marker 
In contrast with verb predicate sentences， non-verb predicate sentences 
cannot have a verb sentence marker in the predicate. Instead， some other 
particle， such as =ptl=bt ‘emphasis' ， e.g. (15)， (16)， or =pa/=ba 
‘politeness'， 0抗enappears in the predicate final position， probably in order 
to indicate a sentence boundary. The use of such particles， however， isnot 
obligatory. In the relevant examples， they are shown in parentheses， as in 
(15) and (16). 
[2] Absence of an auxiliary 
In contrast with verb predicate sentences， non-verb predicate sentences 
cannot have an auxiliary in the predicate. 
[3] Absence of a copula verb 
In my opinion， Burmese does not have any verb that can be unequivocally 
regarded as a copula verb. In this connection， it is important to make a note 
on‘assisting verbs' . 
[4] Assisting verbs 
Certain verbs may occur after the predicate of a norトverbpredicate sentence 
without changing the propositional meaning of the sentence. In the present 
paper they will be referred to as‘assisting verbs' - a term suggested by 
Timothy J. Vance (pふ).Assisting verbs include lou? ‘to do'， e.g. (17)， TI ‘to 
exist'， e.g. (18)， and phyi? 'to become， tohappen， tobe'. Compare (15) with 
(19)， and (16) with (20). 
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(17) ~ù=gâ yidiyada (lou?=tE) 
3SG=KA ambiguousness 
‘He behaves shilly-shally.' 
(18) di ?とiN=ga hlahlapaba 
this house=KA beautifulness 
'This house is beautiful.' 
(19) ~ù myama (phyi?司を)




‘He is a Myanmar (i.e. a Burman).' 
(20)伯尚NgゐUN=ga (phyi?=tを)
3SG Yangon=from (be=RLS) 
‘He is from Yangon.' 
These three verbs - /ou'l ‘to do'，;i ‘to exist'， and phyi'l‘to become， to 
happen， tobe' -， are frequently used as assisting verbs， and they can also be 
used as the ‘main verb'. Although phyi'l‘to become， to happen， to be' is 
glossed as 'be' for convenience， it is not really a copula verb; it is one ofthe 
assisting verbs. Selection of an assisting verb for a given non-verb predicate 
sentence is determined mainly by semantic features of the predicate. 
However， an assisting verb is sometimes collocationally fixed with the 
predicate. Details of this selection are stil unknown. In the MMC， some 
more verbs can be used as assisting verbs， aswe will see in 5.2 to 5.5. 
The addition of an assisting verb to non-verb predicate sentences has 
two functions. 
First， this addition tums a non-verb predicate sentence into a verb 
predicate sentence， and the resultant verb predicate sentence can now have a 
verb sentence marker (see Table 1)， e.g. =te/=d去‘realis'in (21)， and 
auxiliaries， e.g. =hnaiN 'can' in (21) - in contrast with non-verb predic蹴
sentences. Consequently the sentence can now be modified with various 
elements denoting modali句"aspect， and so on by employing an assisting 
verb. 
(21)前向1ama phyi?=hnaiN=dE 
3 SG Myanmar be=can=RLS 
‘He may be a Myanmar (i.e. a Burman).' 
Second， an assisting verb is necessaηfor negating non-verb predicate 
sentences. Compare (15)， (19)， (22)， and also (16)， (20)， (23). The verb hou'l 
'to be so' is used for the negation of phyi'l 'to be'， because the negated form 
of phyi'l， I.e. ma-phyi'l， means‘not to become (something)'. 
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(22)帥 myama mふhou?=phu
3SG Myanmar not-be.so=NEG 
‘He is not a Myanmar (i.e. a Burman).' 
(23) lu yaNgOUN=ga ma-hou?=phu 
3SG Yangon=仕om not-be.so=NEG 
'He is not from Y angon.' 
Negation requires the addition of the prefix ma-‘not' and the enclitic 
=phu/=bu‘NEG' to the verb. In other words， negation cannot occur without 
a verb. Non-verb predicate sentences do not contain a verb， and as they 
stand they cannot be negated. 
In terms of style， the use of an assisting verb makes the sentence 
somewhat more formal. 
4.2 Adnominal and adverbial clauses 
4.2.1 Adnominal clauses 
4.2.1.1 Introductory notes. Adnominal clauses ('ACs') (or relative clauses) 
in Burmese are formed by means of one of the two adnominalizing markers 
shown in Table 2. The adnominalizing markers =te/=de and =me are 
enclitics. They differ from the verb sentence markers =tE:/=dを‘realis'and 
=mE:‘irealis' regarding tone only. An AC always precedes the noun it 
modifies. 
Table 2. Adnominalizing markers 
adnominalizing marker modality 
=te /=de realis 
=me irrealis 
Examples are: 
(24) lJa sa=dE hiN 
1 SG eat=AN cuηY 
'the cu汀ythat 1 ate' 
(25) lJa sa=mE hiN 
ISG eat=AN cuロy




Burmese has both‘intemal adnominal clauses' (‘intemal ACs') and 
‘extemal adnominal clauses' (‘extemal ACs'). (See Teramura (1969) and 
Tsunoda (this volume田 a，7.2) for a discussion of these two types of ACs.) 
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Roughly speaking， in intemal ACs， the head noun corresponds to an 
argument or an adjunct of the AC. In contrast， inextemal ACs， the head 
noun is， so to speak， added 仕omoutside the underlying clause. It does not 
correspond to an argument or an adjunct ofthe AC. 
4.2.1.2 Internal ACs. In the ACs of Burmese， al the positions on Keenan 
and Comrie' s (1977) accessibility hierarchy can be relativized on， except for 
the object of comparison. Examples include (26) (subject)， (27) (direct 
object)， (28) (indirect object)， (29) (oblique object)， and (30) (possessor). 
(26) di hiN sa=de shaya 
this cuπy eat=AN teacher 
‘the teacher who ate this cu口γ
(27) lJa shaya=go pe=dを ZUN
1 SG teacher=KO give=AN spoon 
‘the spoon which 1 gave to the teacher' 
(28) lJa ZUN pe=de shaya 
1 SG spoon give=AN teacher 
‘the teacher to whom 1 gave the spoon' 
(29) lJa hiN sa=de ZUN 
1SG cu汀y eat=AN spoon 
‘the spoon with which 1 ate the cuηγ 
(30) lJa ?ou?thou? kho=dを shaya
1 SG hat steal=AN teacher 
‘the teacher whose hat 1 stole' 
The formation of intemal ACs employs the gap strategy. Compare (26)， 
for example， with the corresponding sen臼nce(31). 
(31) sh通ya di hiN sa=dE 
teacher this cuηyeat=RLS 
‘The teacher ate this cu汀y.'
4.2.1.3 External ACs. Examples ofextemal ACs include: 
a・
(32) lu lJa khou?=te ?alaN 
3SG fish cut=AN sound 
LT:‘the sound with which he is cutting a fish' 
FT:‘the sound of him cutting a fish' 
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(33) tT IJa kiN=dE I話naN
3SG fish grill=AN smell 
LT:‘the smell with which he is grilling a fish' 
FT:‘the smell of him grilling a fish' 
Compare (32) with (34)， a sentence intended to correspond to (32)， and 
also compare (33) with (35)， a sentence intended to coηespond to (33). Both 
(34) and (35) are unacceptable. That is， for any instance of an extemal AC， 
there is no literaly corresponding sentence. 
(34) *~ù Îã~àN=nÊ IJa khouI=te 
3SG sound=with fish cu七=RLS
lntended meaning:‘He is cutting a fish with a sound.' 
(35)市首naN=nE IJa kiN=de 
3SG sound=with fish grill=RLS 
Intended meaning:‘He is gril1ing a fish with a smell.' 
4.2.2 Adverbial clauses 
Burmese has a number of ways to form adverbial clauses. The one that is 
relevant to a description of the MMC will be discussed in 5.3. Examples 
include (61)， and (69) to (71). 
5. Mermaid construction 
5.1 Introductory notes 
As noted in Section 1， Tsunoda (this volume圃 a)proposes the structure ofthe 
prototype of the mermaid construction (‘MMC') shQwn in (1). 
(1 ) Prototype of the mermaid construction (‘MMC'): 
[Clause] Noun Copula. 
As mentioned in 4.1， Burmese does not have a verb which can be 
unequivocally considered a copula verb. That is， itdoes not have the 
prototype of the MMC. Nonetheless， as is the case with non-verb predicate 
sentences， including noun predicate sentences， an assisting verb may appear 
in the MMC. Therefore， the Burmese MMC can be represented.as in (36). 
(36) Mermaid construction in Burmese: 
[Clause] Noun (Assisting verb). 
If we represent the verb of ‘[Clause]' as 'V' and the adnominalizing 
marker as‘AN'， we can represent the essential constituents of the Burmese 
恥骨fCas in (37). 
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(37) V + (AN) + Noun 
Nineteen forms have been so far attested in the ‘Noun' slo1. The 
Burmese MMC can be classified into four types in terms of the category of 
these nineteen forms. 
(a) Type 1: four ‘ful nouns' (fully independent words). 
(b) Type 2: three ‘subordinate-nouns' (they can function like enclitics). 
(c) Type 3: two nominalizers: =ta/=da and =hma (they are enclitics put 
after verbs). 
(d) Type 4: ten‘special heads' (they町 eattached to verbs and form 
compound nouns; some of them may be regarded as 
enclitics or suffixes). 
That is， independent nouns， enclitics， and possibly suffixes can occur in the 
‘Noun' slot. 
Also， interms of (37)， the four types of the MMC can be represented as 
in (38). The underlined parts correspond to 'Noun' of (37). In Type 3 and 
Type 4，‘AN' (adnominalizer) does not appear. It is for this reason that‘AN' 
in (37) is placed in p町 entheses.
(38) Four types ofthe MMC 
(a) Type 1: V + AN + E叫出♀盟 (5.2) 
(b) Type2: V+AN+~ubordinate-nou!! (5.3) 
(c) Type 3: V + .:ta/=da or =hmg (5.4) 
(d) Type 4: V + ~oecial heag (5.5) 
The ‘Clause' of the Burmese MMC cannot stand as a sentence on its 
own. It does not have the structure of ful sentences. The verb is followed by 
an adnominalizer in Type 1 and Type 2， and by a nominalizer in Type 3. It 
is involved in compounding in Type 4. Importantly the ‘Clause' cannot 
contain a verb sentence marker (cf. Section 3 and Table 1). 
Note that sentences such as (39) are not instances ofthe MMC. Example 
(39) may look similar to the MMC in that it has ‘V + (AN) + Noun'. 
However， it is a noun predicate sentence ('This is the fish') whose predic国e
noun happens to be modified by an adnominal clause ('th剖 heate').l 
(39) da=ga Uu sa=dE] l)a(=bE) 
this=KA 3SG eat=AN fish(=EMP) 
‘This is the fish that he ate.' 
We will now look at each ofthe four types ofthe Burmese MMC. 
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5.2 Type 1: V + AN + Full noun 
This type involves a ful noun preceded by an adnorninalizing rnarker (cf. 








‘nature， characteristic， concept' 
'rnornent just before sornething' 
‘Full nouns' are nouns that can constitute a noun phrase on their own， 
e.g.pOUN 'shape' in (40). 
(40) pOUN rna-hla=bu 
shape not-beautiful=NEG 
‘The shape is not beautiful. ' 
To be precise， shtzE:‘rnornent just before sornething' cannot constitute a 
noun phrase on its own. Nonetheless， it is included here because it can 
constitute a noun phrase as long as it is rnodified by a dernonstrative， e.g. 
Jtdi shtzt‘rnornent just before that' (Jtdi‘that'). 
These four forrns are evidently nouns. First， they cannot be followed 
by any verb sentence rnarker. Second， they can be preceded by a 
dernonstrative. Third， they can be followed by a case particle. 
Exarnples: 
(41) di P加N=ga kauN=dE 
this shape=KA good=RLS 
'This shape is good.' 
(42)花di haN=ゆ myiN=dE
that gesture=KO see=RLS 
'[1] saw that gesture [ofhis].' 
(43) 7edi a通b5=gδnalE=dE 
that nature=KO understand=RLS 
‘[1] understood that concept. ' 
(44)花di Shfzf=hrna t.u la=dE 
that just.before=at 3SG corne=RLS 
'Just before that， he carne.' 
When used in the MMC， these nouns denote the rneanings shown in 
Table 3. The nouns pδUN 'shape' and haN‘appearance' have an evidential 
rneaning; both express the speaker' s inference based on hislher direct 
observation. The difference between thern is that haN is sornewhat rnore 
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formal than pOUN. The meaning of the 1¥仏1Cwith shtzt is aspectual， or 
possibly temporal. The function of the MMC with dab!J is considerably 
difficult to understand， but we can say with certainty that it has some sort of 
discourse function. 
Table 3.長1eaningsof Type 1 
‘Noun' meaning in MMC 
pOUN ‘shape' ‘it seems that' 
haN ‘appearance' ‘it seems that' 
dab五 ‘nature' ‘it is that， it is as if 
shtzt ‘moment just before' ‘be about to' 
Examples follow. 
(45) tT di hiN=gO sa=dE pouN(=bE) 
3SG this cuπy=KO eat=AN shape(=EMP) 
‘It seems that he ate this cuロy.'
(彼はこのカレーを食べたようだ)






3SG this cu町r=KO eaドANappearance(=EMP) 
‘It seems that he ate this cu町y.'
(彼はこのカレーを食べたようだ)
(47)叫 di hi炉供 mahlwEs，falo sa=dを
3SG this cu町y=KO against.one's.will eat=AN 
d益b5(=bE)
nature(=EMP) 
‘It is that he unwillingly ate this cu汀y.'
(彼はこのカレーを嫌々食べた{わけ/次第}だ)
(48) ~ù di hiN=gO sa=mを ShfZf(=bE)
3SG this curry=KO eat=AN just.before(=EMP) 
‘He is about to eat this cuπy.' 
(彼はこのカレーを食べるところだ)
In the case of pOUN 'shape'， haN‘appearance'， and dab五‘nature'，both 
=te/=de (realis) and =me (iηealis) can occur as the AN. For example， if
we replace =te/=de in (45) with =me， we get a grammatical sentence shown 
in (49)， with a difference in meaning. The action of eating is generally 
interpreted to have occurred before the utterance time in (45) (realis)， while 
in (49) (irrealis) the action is generally interpreted not to have occurred yet. 
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(49) ~ù di hiN=gゐ sa=mE pゐUN(=bE)
3SGthis cu汀y=KO eat=AN shape(=EMP) 
‘It seems that he will eat this cu汀y.'
(彼はこのカレーを食べるようだ)
1n the case of shtzE 'moment just before'， only =mi‘irealis' can occur 
as the AN. 
Only the verbs shown in Table 4 can be used as an assisting verb in this 
type of MMC; other verbs cannot. 1n the case of haN 'appearance'， only tu 
'to resemble' can be used. For each of the other three nouns， two verbs are 
possible. The difference in meaning brought by using di旺erentassisting 
verbs is so subtle that it is not understood. 
Table 4. Assisting verbs for Type 1 
一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一










































































































(50)叫 di hiN=gO sa=dE pOUN 
3SG this cu汀y=KO eat=AN shape 
‘1t seems that he ate this cu汀y.'
{ya=de / pき=dを}
get=RLS I appear=RLS 
(51) ~ù di hiN=gδsa=dを haN tu=de 
3SG this cuπy=KO eat=AN shape resemble=RLS 
'It seems that he ate this cuηy.' 
(52) ~ù di hiN=gO m油lWEd剖o sa=dE 
3SG this cu汀y=KO against.one's.will eat=AN 
dab6 {GI=de I phyi1寸を}
nature exist=RLS I be=RLS 
‘It is that he unwillingly ate this cuηy.' 
(53) ~ù di hiN=gδsa=mを shEzE {GI=di: 
3SGthis cuηy=KO eat=AN just.before exist=RLS 
/ phyi1=tを}
Ibe=RLS 
'He is about to eat this cu汀y.'
Both verb sentence markers =必v=de‘realis'and =m去‘irealis'(Table 1)， 
enc1iticized to the assisting verb， can occur with either the adnominalizing 
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marker =ti/=di‘realis' or =mi‘irealis' (Table 2). That is， there are four 
combinations in al. See (54) to (57). In these examples， the verb sentence 
marker =te/=ds‘realis' basically denotes th瓜 thejudgment of the observer 
(mainly the speaker) occurs in the present/past time; see (54) and. (56) (‘It 
seems'). The verb sentence marker =ms‘irrealis' indicates th剖 the
judgment will occur in the future time; see (55) and (57) (‘It will seem'). On 
the other hand， the adnominalizing marker =til=di‘realis' denotes that the 
action of eating is anterior to the judgment; see (54) (‘he atピ，‘hehad 
eaten') and (55) (‘he will have eaten'). The adnominalizer =mi‘irealis' 
indicates th瓜 theaction of eating is posterior to the judgment; see (55) (‘he 
will eat'，‘he would eat') and (57) (‘he will eat'). 
(54) sá=d~ PゐUN ya=di: 
eat=AN(rls) shape get=RLS 
‘It seems that [he] ate/ It seemed that [he] had eaten.' 
(55) sá=d~ pOUN ya=me 
eat=AN(iη') shape get=IRR 
'[Tomoηow when 1 see him]， it will seem th剖 [he]will have 
eaten.' 
(56) sá=m~ pOUN ya=di: 
eat=AN(rls) shape get=RLS 
'It seems that [he] will eat/ It seemed th剖 [he]would eat.' 
(57) sá=m~ pOUN ya=mi: 
eat=AN(i汀) shape get=IRR 
'[Tomorrow when 1 see him]， itwill seem that [he] will e副，
If an assisting verb does not appear， the judgment is usually the one that is 
made by the speaker at the time of the utterance. 
It should also be added that out of these four nouns discussed above， 
pδUN 'shape' and haN‘appearance' may form a compound with the verb 
when the realis adnominalizing marker =ti/=di (though not =mi‘i汀'ealis')
is used. Sentences (58) and (59)， which involve such compounding， can be 
used in place of (45) and (46)， respectively. 
(58)日 di hiN=gO sa-bゐUN(=bE)
3SG this cu汀y=KO eat~shape(=EMP) 
‘It seems that he ate this cuηy.' 
(59) t"u di hiN=gδsa-haN(=bE) 
3SG this cu汀y=KO eat-appearance(=Eお1P)
‘It seems that he ate this cu汀y.'
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5.3 T}戸 2:V + AN + Subordinate-noun 
Burmese has a number of nominal morphemes that function like 
postpositions. Oke11 (1969: 142-144の)ca11s them ‘、subor吋.せdina叫.te.引 .
a叫ls叩oWhea剖tley1982: 142勾).Sawada (1998) ca11s them kakumeishi ('case 
nouns')， and Okano (2007) fo11ows his terminology. Myint Soe (1999: 
72-93)， however， classifies them among‘propositional semantic role 
markers'， which include what are referred to as case particles in the present 
paper. Oke11 enumerates eighteen subordinate-nouns. Those that are used 
frequently in my observation are shown in Table 5， with the meaning as a 
fu1 noun and the meaning as a subordinate-noun. English glosses are taken 
企omOkell. 
Table 5. Subordinate-nouns in frequent use 
subordinate- meanmg meanmg 
noun as a白1noun as a subordinate-noun 
Jasa ‘substi加te' ‘instead of 
JataiN ‘measuring' ‘in accordance with' 
Jatwu ‘calculation' ‘for' 
Jathi ‘reaching' ‘as far as' 
JaphyiJ ‘being， status' ‘as' 
Jahmya ‘equal share' ‘as much as' 
Jaya ‘acquisition' ‘in accordance with' 
lδ ‘requirement' ‘like， as' 
lδlo (reduplicated form ‘rather like， asif 
of lo) 
lauJ ‘sufficiency (?)' ‘as much as' 
一一一一一一一 一一 一一一
Etymologica11y， these nouns contain the nominalizing prefix Ja-， except 
for the last three nouns: lo， lolo， and lauJ. 
Synchronica11y， these nouns can also be used as ful nouns， again except 
for the last three nouns: lo， lolo， and lauJ. Sentence (60) is an example 
where Jatwu‘calculation' is used as a ful noun. 
(60)的施れvε1 kauN=dを
3SG calculation good=RLS 
‘He is good at calculation.' 
Subordinate-nouns can be generally modified by an adnominal clause. 
The resultant clause plus the subordinate-noun functions as an adverbial 
clause， e.g. (61). 
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(61) ~ù py5=&=1溢何rε1 ?achとiN hrni 炉供dE
3SG tell=AN=for time reach go=RLS 
'Because he told me， [1]arrived on time.' 
When four of the subordinate-nouns， i.e.， }ahmya‘as much as'， lo‘like， 
as'， lolo 'rather like， as if'， and lau}‘as much as'， are modified by an 
adnominal c1ause， the adnominalizing markers =tfl=dE (realis) and =mE 
(irrealis) have to be in the weakened forms =J.a/=rJa and =ma， e.g. (69) (必
‘like， as')， (70) (lolo 'rather like， as if')， and (71) (lau} 'as much as'). The 
reason for the use of the weakened forms is unknown. 
Furthermore， subordinate-nouns can function like case partic1es 
(tentatively presented as enc1itics; cf. [4] in Section 3). They introduce 
adjuncts， rather than arguments. Below is an example of }atwe} 'for' . 
(62) 1Ja mya?th加=1丞何r.1 hiN chE1司を
1 SG (personal name )=for cu汀Y cook=RLS 
'1 cooked the cu符yfor Myat Htun.' 
Three of the subordinate-nouns shown in Table 5 can be used in the 





‘rather like， as if' 
‘as much as' 
Etymologically， the subordinate-noun lau} 'as much as' originated in the 
verb lau} ‘to be sufficient'， and both lo‘like， as' and lolδ‘rather like， as if' 
originated in the verb lo 'to require' . In Modem Burmese， the verb lau}‘to 
be sufficient' and lo ‘to require' are stil used as verbs， but the 
subordinate-nouns lo， lolo， and lau} are al evidently nouns. First， they do 
not co田 occurwith any verb sentence marker. Second， they can be preceded 
by a demonstrative. Third， they can be followed by a case particle. 
Examples: 
(63) di=lδ=ga po kauN=dE 
this=like=KA more good=RLS 
'This way is the better.' 
(64) di=lδlら=nE pi ~wá=dÈ 
this=rather.like=with finish go=RLS 
‘It has been al finished rather in this way.' 
(65) di=lau1=ka kei?sa mふGI=bu
this=as.much.as=KA problem not-exist=NEG 
'This amount is no problem.' 
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Like other subordinate-nouns， these subordinate-nouns can be used to 
introduce adjuncts， e.g. (66) to (68)， and they can be modified by an 
adnominal clause， resulting in an adverbial clause， e.g. (69) to (71). 
(66) mya?thuN=1δlou?=tE 
(personal name)=like do=RLS 
‘[He] didjust as Myat Htun did.' 
(67) mya?thuN=lolδlou?=tE 
(personal name)=rather.like do=RLS 
‘[He] did just as Myat Htun would have done.' 
(68) mya?thuN=lau1 mふsa=bu
(personal name)as.much.as not-eat=NEG 
‘[He] did not eat as much as Myat Htun.' 
(69)帥 mya?thUN lou?=t，a=lδlou?=tE 
3SG (personal name) do=AN=like do=RLS 
‘He did just as Myat Htun did.' 
(70)叫 mya?thUN lou片付渦 lou?=tE 
3SG (personal name) do=AN=rather.like do=RLS 
'He didjust as Myat Htun would have done.' 
(71)叫 mya?thUN sa=併=lau1 ma-sa=b白
3SG (personal name) eat=AN=as.much.as not-eat=NEG 
'He did not eat as much as Myat Htun ate.' 
The adjuncts and adverbial clauses involving lolδ‘rather like， as if have 
a counterfactual meaning， e.g. (68) and (70). 
In the MMC， these subordinate-nouns have the meanings shown in 
Table 6. The noun lo 'like' has an evidential meaning: the speaker's 
inference based on a direct observation， like pOUN 'shape' and haN 
‘appearance' in Type 1 (5.2)， but the speaker is les su問 aboutthe j udgment 
when lo is used. The noun lolo has a counterfactual meaning in the MMC， 
too. The MMC with lauJ‘as much as' indicates degree. 





meaning in MMC 
‘like， as' ‘it seems that' 
‘rather like， asif ‘it looks as if 
( counterfactual) 







Examples of the MMC follow. Recall that the adnominalizing marker 
has to be in the weakened form when lo 'like， as'， lolo 'rather like， asif and 
lau'l‘as much as' are modified by an adnominal clause. This applies to the 
MMC. 
(72)的 di hiN=gO sa=出=1δ(=bE)
3SG this cuロy=KO eat=AN=like(=EMP) 
‘It seems that he ate this cu町y.'
(彼はこのカレーを食べたようだ)
(73)帥 di hiN=gO sa=併=1δIゐ(=bE)
3SG this curry=KO eat=AN=rather.like(=EMP) 
‘It looks as if he had e瓜enthis cuηy (but in fact he did not).' 
(彼はまるでこのカレーを食べたかのようだ)
(74)的 di hi炉供 ma-sa=出.=lau1(二pE)
3SG this cu町y=KO not-eat=AN=as.much.as(=EMP) 
‘He hardly eats any of this cu町y.'
(彼はこのカレーをほとんど食べなかった)
The subordinate-noun lau'l ‘as much as' only co同 occurswith a negated 
verb in the MMC; see (74). It cannot be used unless the verb is negated; see: 
(75) *S，u di hiN=gO sa=出=lau1(=pE)
3SG this curry=KO eat=AN=as.much.as(=EMP) 
Intended meaning:‘He ate almost al of this cu汀y.'
(彼はこのカレーをほとんど食べた)
Examples involving the irealis adnominalizing marker =ma‘irealis' 
include the following. (=maιirealis' never co・occurswith lau'l. Negation 
generally does not occur in an irealis clause.) 
(76)叫 di hiN=gO sa=m通=lo(=bE)
3SG this cuπy=KO eat=AN=l ike (=EMP) 
‘It seems that he will eat this cuηy.' 
(彼はこのカレーを食べそうだ)
(77)叫 di hiN=gO sa=m通=1ゐlo(=bE)
3SG this curry=KO eat=AN=rather.like(=EMP) 
‘It seems almost like he will eat this cuηy.' 
(し、かにも彼はこのカレーを食べそうな気配だ)
Only the verbs shown in Table 7 can be used as an assisting verb in this 
type ofMMC; other verbs cannot. 
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Table 7. Assisting verbs for Type 2 
一 一一一一 一一一一一一 一 一 一 一 一一一一一
‘Noun' assisting verb example 
lo 'like， as' {;i ‘to exist'， phyi'i‘ωbe' (78) 
lolo 'rather like， asif 
lau'i ‘as much as' 
Examples follow: 
{;i ‘to exist'， phyi'i‘to be' (79) 
phyii 'to be' (80) 
(78)叫 di hiN=go sa=Qa=lo {si=de / phyi1=te} 
3SG this curry=KO eat=AN=like exist=RL / be=RLS 
'It seems that he ate this cu汀y.'
(79) ~ù di hiN=gO sa=点=lolo {si=de / phyi1=te} 
3SG this cu汀y=KO eat=AN=rather.like exist=RL / be=RLS 
'It looks as ifhe had eaten this cuロy(but in白cthe did not).' 
(80) 1Jl di hiN=gO ma吋=出=lau7 phyi1=怯
3SG this cuηy=KO not-eat=AN=as.much.as be=RLS 
‘He hardly ate any of this cuロy.'
5.4 Type 3: V + =tal=da or =hma 
The particles =ta/=da and =hma are nominalizers. =ta/=da indicates realis， 
while =hma indicates irealis. Out of the forms that have the function of 
nominalizing clauses， these two are the most widely used in colloquial 
Burmese. Clauses nominalized by =tal=da or =hma denote either an entity， 
e.g. (81)， oran event， e.g. (82). 
(81) ~ù chE7=ta=go lJa ywe=dを
3SG cook=TA=KO 1 SG select=RLS 
'1 selected what he cooked.' 
(82) ~ù y主NgOUN la=da=go lJa ，ti=de 
3SG Yangon come=TA=KO ISG know=RLS 
'1 know that he came to Y angon.' 
These particles cannot be followed by any verb sentence marker， while 
they can be followed by a case particle， e.g. (81)， (82). In these respects， 
V=ta/=da and V =hma are nouns. However， unlike typical nouns， they 
cannot be modified by a demonstrative; see (83). 
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(83) *di chE1=ta 
this cook=T A 
Intended meaning:‘this food， which [someone] cooked' 
The nominalizers =ta/=da and =hma can occupy the ‘Noun' slot of the 
MMC. However， itis considerably difficult to precisely describe the 
meaning or function of =ta/=da and =hma in the MMC. They seem to have 
some sort of discourse function. Regarding the function of =ta/=da used in 
what the present paper calls the MMC， Okell and Allot (2001: 94・95)state 
that“[=ta/=da is used] for emphasis， or when correcting the hearer' s 
mistaken view"， and also that “[it is used] when the information conveyed 
by the verb is already known to the listener and the new information in the 
sentence is in one of the noun phrases preceding the verb; compare English 
sentences of the form: It was because X that Y". 
Kato (1998: 88-89)， ina Burmese primer， points out that the “meaning" 
of =ta/=da and =hma resembles that of the =no=da. construction of 
Japanese (for this Japanese construction， see Tsunoda (this volume-b， 
5.4.4). Very roughly speaking， the Japanese =no=da construction provides 
explanation or reason， among others. I gloss these Burmese nominalizers as 
'it is the case th剖" as is shown in Table 8. Matisoff (1972) points out th瓜
the Lahu nominalizer ve appears frequently in the sentence-final position. 
This Lahu nominalizer seems to have a function similar to that of the 
Burmese =ta/=da and =hma. 
Table 8. Meanings of Type 3 
‘Noun' meaning in MMC example 
=ta/=da‘nominalizer (RLS)' 'it is the case that' (84) 
=hma 'nominalizer (lRR)' ‘it is the case that' (85) 
Examples follow: 
(84) ~ù di hhpgo sa=da 
3SG this curry=KO eat=TA 
‘It is the case that he ate this cuロy.'
(彼はこのカレーを食べたのだ)
(85) ~ù di hiN=gO sa=hma 
3SG this curry=KO eat=HMA 
‘It is the case that he will eat this cu町y.'
(彼はこのカレーを食べるのだ)
Sentences in (86) are cited from a conversation in a Burmese radio 
drama， and sentences in (87) from a conversation in another scene of the 
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same drama. (86・B)and (87-B) are instances of the MMC. They will give 
some indication ofhow this type ofthe MMC isused in ac加aldiscourse. 
(86) A. nwとmokhaiNQazIN ma-houi=phu=la 
(personal name) not-be.so=NEG=Q 
‘Aren't (you) Nwe Moe Khine Thazin?' 
(あなたはヌエモーカインダズィンではないのか?)
B. ma-houi=pa=bu j;IN. 
not-be.so=POL=NEG SFP 
j;IN=do lu hm村 a=da=ba
2=PL person mistake=PL=TA=POL 
‘1 am not. Y ou are mistaking me for another person. ' 
(違います。あなた方は人違いをしているんですよ)
(87) A. ba phyii=nと=Qa=doUN kwa 
what happen=PROG=RLS=Q SFP 
‘What' s happening?' 
(どうしたのだ?)
B. baii=ka t脳 na=nと=da
stomach=KA severely ache=PROG=T A 
‘1 have a severe stomachache.' 
(腹がひどく痛むのだ)
Only the verb phyiJ‘to be' may occur as the assisting verb in the MMC 
with =ta/=da and =hma， e.g.: 
(88) t，u di hiN=gO sa=da phyi1=tE 
3SG this curry=KO eat=TA be=RLS 
‘It is the case that he ate this cuロy.'
(89) ~ù di hiN=gO sa=hma phyi1司を
3SG this cuηy=KO eat=HMA be=RLS 
'It is the case that he will eat this cu汀y.'
5.5 Type 4: Vキ Speciα'1head 
There are over twenty nominal morphemes that Okell (1969: 65) calls 
‘special heads'. They can combine directly with a verb to yield a compound 
noun (see also Wheatley 1982:109・111，Yabu 1992:581， Myint Soe 1999: 
34). For example， in(90)， the special head JaJ.aN 'sound' and the verb py:5 
'speak' form a compound noun. In compounding， the first syllable of Jal.aN 
is dropped and the initial consonant of its second syllable， i.e.l.， altemates 
with (/ unless it is preceded by a glottal stop. The compound noun py五-(/aN
means‘speaking noise'. Such a verb compounded with a special head can 
take its own arguments. In (90)， I.u '3SG' and zaga‘language' are the 
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arguments of the verb py:5‘speak'. In other words， the verb compounded 
with a special head can be the head verb of a subordinate clause. 
(90)ゆ帥 zaga py6]圃 daN=go ca=dE 
ISG 3SG language speak-sound=KO hear=RLS 
‘1 heard his voice speaking a language.' 
In contrast， inan ordinary ‘verb + noun' compound (in which the noun is 
just an‘ordinary' noun， and not a‘special head')， the verb cannot take its 
own arguments. See (91); zayeiJ 'expenses' is an‘ordinary' noun， and not a 
special head， and it cannot take any argument. 
(91) *lJa [1u _paza sa]-zayei?=ko pe=dE 
ISG 3SG dinner eat-expenses=KO give=RLS 
Intended meaning:‘1 paid for his eating dinner.' 
This is a crucial difference between the ‘V + Special head' and ‘verb + 
noun' compounds. 
Table 9 shows special heads in frequent use， together with their meaning. 
Those above the single line， i.e.， from JacauN 'fact' to Jasa‘beginning'， can 
be used as a ful noun， while the others， i.e.， from -yOUN‘only thing to V' to 
北haza/-gaza‘timewhen one has just started V -ing'， cannot be used as a ful 
noun. The latler are represented with a hyphen in order to show this fact. 
The forms with a hyphen can be considered particles (i.e. enclitics) or 
suffixes. 
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Table 9. Special heads in frequent use 
special head meanmg MMC 
JacauN ‘fact; fact ofV-ing' no 
Jakha ‘time; time when one V-s' no 
JacheiN ‘time; time when one V-s' no 
JachiN ‘happening， event; act ofV-ing' no 
JakhwIN ‘permission; opportunity to V' no 
Jahmu ‘problem; act ofV-ing' no 
Jaye ‘matter， afair; matter ofV-ing' no 
Jal，aN ‘sound; sound ofV-ing' no 
m ‘method; way ofV-ing' no 
話A '3SG pronoun; person who V-s' no 
Japho ‘share， portion; to V' yes 
JashOUN ‘end; thing that is the most V' yes 
Jasa ‘beginning; time when one yes 
hasjust started V-ing' 
開.yOUN ‘mere act ofV-ing' yes 
国 fOUN/-doUN ιprocess ofV-ing' yes 
-shHー.ze ‘process ofV-ing' yes 
-pi(/a ‘thing that has already V-ed' yes 
< pi ‘to end' + I，a‘emphatic nominalizer' 
-ne]Q ‘thing that one habitually V -s' yes 
<ne ‘to stay' + Jaca‘fal， drop (n)' 
国 [usa ‘thing that is halfway through V -ing' yes 
< [，εP‘hand' + Jasa‘beginning' 
-khaza/-gaza ‘time when one has just started V -ing' yes 
< Jakha‘time' + Jasa‘beginning' 
F or the special heads that can be used as a ful noun， the meanings that 
they have when they are used as a ful noun are shown before the semicolon， 
while those that they have when they are combined with a verb are shown 
after the semicolon. 
When the forms with the first syllable .?ふ arecompounded with a verb， 
this syllable is dropped; see (90). This is for an etymological reason that is 
not directly relevant to the theme ofthe present paper. (Ja-is a nominalizing 
prefix. Compare the noun JashOUN 'end' and the verb ShOUN‘to end'.) 
Special heads shown with ‘yes' in the rightmost column in Table 9 can 
occupy the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. Table 10 shows the meanings that they 
have when they are used in the MMC. They generally have an aspectual (or 
possibly temporal) meaning. In addition， JashOUN‘be the most V' indicates 
degree， e.g. (93)， and-youN 'only do V -ing; have only to V' indicates limit 
or extent:‘only'， e.g. (95). 
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The form 'iashouN‘be the most V' has a particular characteristic in that 
the nominalizing prefix 'ilふ isattached before the verb when it is 
compounded with a verb. See (93). 
Table 10. Meanings ofType 4 
































































































‘be about to V' 
‘be the most V' 
'have just V -ed' 
'havejust V-ed' 
‘only do V-ing; 
have only to V' 
‘be in the middle 
ofV・ing'
‘be in the middle 
ofV・ing' (106) 
(more formal than -t，仰N)
‘have finished V -ing' (107) 
'habitually V' (108) 
‘have started V-ing， (109) 







-sht/-zt ‘process ofV-ing' 
てpi(/a‘thingthat has already V -ed' 
-neja‘thing th剖 onehabitually V幽 s'
Jε'isa‘thing that is halfway 
through V・ing'
Compounds consisting of a verb and a special head are nouns in two 
respects. First， they cannot be followed by any verb sentence marker. 
Second， they can be followed by a case particle. However， they are not 
typical nouns. Namely， they cannot be modified by a demonstrative. 
The follo!Ving examples show that special heads can be followed by a 
case particle.'o 
(92) miN pha?-pho=go yu la=。
2SG read-to=KO take come=IMP 
'Bring what you have to read.' 
(93) miN 袖・cai?-shoUN=gゐ yu la=。
2SG A-like-most=KO take come=IMP 
'Bring what you like best.' 
(94) lu yaNgゐUN=gδyau?{品/圃khaza}=hmaqhIE twe=dを
3SG Yangon=KO arrive {-beginning} =at ISG=with meet=RLS 
'He met me soon after he came to Yangon.' 
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(95)ゆ py6-yゐUN=括 的 nalE=dE 
ISG tell-only=with 3SG understand=RLS 
‘He understood it when 1 merely told it.' 
(96) IJa ?ei?=ne-douN=hma Au la=dE 
1 SG sleep=PROG-process=at 3SG come=RLS 
'He came while 1 was sleeping.' 
(97) IJa ?ei?=nふzr=hma Au la=dを
ISG sleep=PROG-process=at 3SG come=RLS 
‘He came while 1 was sleeping.' 
(98め)miN lou?-p 
2SG doか田a叫lr問eady=KOtake c∞ome=斗IMP
‘Bring what you have finished.' 
(99) miN pha?-neja=go yu la=。
2SG read-habit=KO take come=IMP 
'Bring what you are habitually reading.' 
(100) miN pha?-lusa=go yむ la=0
2SG read-not.yet=KO take come=IMP 
'Bring what you haven't finished reading.' 
Now， special heads can occupy the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC: 
(101)叫 di hiN=gO 品目bo(=bE)
3SG this cu汀y=KO eat-about.to(=EMP) 
‘He is about to eat this cuηy.' 
(彼はこのカレーを食べるところだ)
(102)帥 di hiN=go ?a・cai?閏 ShOUN(=bE)
3SG this curry=KO A-like-most(=EMP) 
‘He likes this cuηy the best of al.' 
(彼はこのカレーが一番好きだ)
(103) Au yaNgOUN=gO yau?{-sa/-khaza}(=bE) 
3SG Yangon=KO arrive{ーbeginning}(=EMP) 
‘He has just arrived.in Yangon.' 
(彼はヤンゴンに来たばかりだ)
(104) Au di hiN=gO Sa-YOUN(=bE) 
3SG this curry=KO eat-only(=EMP) 




(105)叫 di hiN=gO sa=nと-dOUN(=bt)
3SG this cu汀y=KO eat=PROG-process (=EMP) 
‘He is in the middle of eating this cuηy.' 
(彼はこのカレーを食べている最中だ)
(106)叫 di hiN=go sa=nと-u(=bt)
3SG this curry=KO eat=PROG-process(=EMP) 
‘He is in the middle of eating this curry.' 
(彼はこのカレーを食べている最中だ)
(107) l.u di hiN=gδsa-piaa(=bt) 
3SGthis cuηy=KO eat-finishing(=E恥lP)
‘He has already finished eating this cuπy.' 
(彼はこのカレーをもう食べ終わっている)
(108) ~ù di hiN=gO sa-neja(=bt) 
3SGthis cu汀y=KOeat-habit(=EMP) 
‘He is habitually eating this cu町y.'
(彼はこのカレーを食べつけている)
(109)日 di hiN=gO sa-Iusa(=bt) 
3SGthis cu町y=KOeat-not.yet(=E恥1P)
‘He started eating this curry， but hasn't finished yet.' 
(彼はこのカレーを食べかけだ)
Only the verbs shown in Table 1 can be used as an assisting verb in this 
type ofthe MMC; other verbs cannot. 
Table 1. Assisting verbs for Type 4 
‘Noun' 
Japho ‘be about to V' 
JashOUN 'be the most V' 
Jasa and -khaza匂aza‘havejust V -ed' 
-yOUN 'only do V-ing; have only to V' 
-toUN/-doUN 'be in the middle ofV-ing' 
-sheんzt ‘bein the middle ofV-ing' 
-pida ‘have finished V-ing' 
-neja 'habitually V' 
ーlεJsa 'have started V-ing， 
but have not finished V・ing'
Examples follow. 
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assisting verb example 
louJ ‘to do' (110) 
phyiJ 'to be' (111) 
d‘to exist' ， phyiJ‘to be' (112) 
TI ‘to exist' ， phyiJ 'to be' (113) 
I:i ‘to exist' ， phyiJ‘to be' (114) 
I:i ‘to exist' ， phyiJ‘to be' (115) 
phyiJ‘to be' (116) 
TI ‘to exist' ， phyiJ‘to be' (117) 
I:i ‘to exist' ， phyiJ‘to be' (118) 
(110)帥 di hiN=gO sふbo lou1=nと=dE
3SG this curry=KO eat-to do=PROG=RLS 
‘He is about to eat this cu町y.'
(111)的 di hi炉供 施-cai?-shoUN phyi1司を
3SG this curry=KO A-like-most be=RLS 
‘He likes this cu汀ythe best of al.' 
(112)!u yaNgOU炉供 yau?{同 sa/-khaza} {sI=dE / phyi1司を}
3 SG Yangon=KO arrive{ -beginning} exis七=RLS/ be=RLS 
‘He has just arrived in Yangon.' 
(113)的 di hiN=gO Sa-YOUN {sI=dE / phyi1=tE} 
3SGthis cu町y=KOeat-only exist=RLS / be=RLS 
'He only ate this cuηy; He has only to eat this cuηy.' 
(114)日 di hiN=gO sa=nふdOUN {sI=dE / phyi1司を}
3SG this curry=KO ea七=PROG-process exist=RLS / be=RLS 
'He is in the middle of eating this cu汀y.'
(115)叫 di hiN=gO sa=nふzE {sI=dE / phyi1=tE} 
3SG this curry=KO eat=PROG-process exist=RLS / be=RLS 
'He is in the middle of eating this cuηy.' 
(116)日 di hiN=gO sa-pida phyi1=tE 
3SGthis cu汀y=KO eat-already be=RLS 
'He has already finished eating this cu汀y.'
(117)!u di hiN=gむ sふneja {sI=dを/phyi1寸を}
3SGthis cu口y=KOeat-habit exist=RLS / be=RLS 
'He is habitually eating this cu汀y.'
(118)叫 di hiN=gO sふlε?sa {sI=dE / phyi1=tE} 
3SGthis cuηy=KO eat-not.yet exist=RLS / be=RLS 
‘He started eating this cu町y，but hasn't finished yet.' 
5.6SummaりF
Table 12 is an exhaustive list ofthe forms that are attested in the ‘Noun' slot 
of the MMC. Nineteen forms have been found so far. Their use can be 
grouped into four semantic/functional categories: evidentiality， aspect， 
discourse， degree， and limitlextent (c王Vittrant2005 for the semantic 
categories of the Burmese predicates). The table also shows these 
categones. 
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Table 12. Exhaustive list ofthe forms used in the ‘Noun' slot 

































































































Type 2 (V + AN + Subordinate-noun) 
lo ‘it seems that' 
lolo 'it looks as if 
lau'l 'hardly V' 
evidentiality 
evidentiality (to be precise， 
counter白c刷ality)
degree 
Type 3 (V + =ta/=da or =hma [nominalizer]) 
=ta/=da‘it is the case that' discourse 
=hma ‘it is the case that' discourse 
Type 4 (V + Special head) 
'lapho 'be about to V' aspect 
'lashoUN 'be the most V' degree 
'lasa ‘have just V -ed' aspect 
-khaza/-gaza ‘have just V-ed' aspect 
-yOUN ‘only do V四 ing' limitlextent 
-toUN/-a仰:N'be in the middle ofV-ing' aspect 
-shtl-zt ‘be in the middle ofV-ing' aspect 
-pi(/a ‘have finished V・i昭， aspect 
-neja ‘habitually V' aspect 
-lusa ‘have started V -ing' aspect 
It is worth pointing out that the forms that have an aspectual meaning do 
not show a realis/irrealis opposition in the‘AN' of‘V + (AN) + Noun' (see 
(37)). In shtzt‘be about to' of Type 1， only the irrealis adnominalizing 
marker =me can occur as the AN. All of the other forms that have an 
aspectual meaning belong to Type 4， inwhich the adnominalizing markers 
themselves do not occur. 
6. Comparison ofthe恥f恥fCwith other constructions 
6.1 Introductory notes 
We shall compare the MMC with some other constructions in teロnsoftheir 
syntactic behavior. The constructions that will be compared are as follows. 
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(a) Intemal AC:‘V + =ti/=di or =mi十Noun'(4.2.1.2). 
(b) Extemal AC:‘V + =ti/=di or =mi + Noun' (4.2.1.3). 
(c)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an entity (5.4)， e.g. (81). 
(d)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an event (5.4)， e.g. (82). 
(e) MMC ofType 1 (5.2). 
(f) MMC ofType 2 (5.3). 
(g) MMC ofType 3 (5.4). 
(h) MMC ofType 4 (5.5). 
(i) Noun-predicate sentence (4.1). 
0) Verb-predicate sentence (4.1). 
The following comparison of these constructions will bring the syn同ctic
characteristics of the MMC into relief. In particular， it will show that the 
MMC has characteristics similar to those of simple sentences (not complex 
sentences)， th瓜 is，the MMC is mono-clausal (not bi-clausal). 
1 will employ the following five tests in order to examine the syntactic 
characteristics ofthe MMC. 
Test 1: Modification by a demonstrative~ 
Test 2: Clefting (1):‘Noun'. 
Test 3: Topicalization. 
Test 4: Relativization. 
Test 5: Clefting (2): elements in the clause or‘Clause'. 
Test 1 and Test 2 are designed to highlight the syntactic properties ofthe 
‘Noun' ofthe MMC (cf. (36) and (37))， while Tests 4，5， and 6 are intended 
to highlight those ofthe‘Clause' ofthe MMC. 
These tests will be applied to the following sample sentences of the ten 
constructions (a) to 0).百leportion which can be represented as‘V + (AN) 
+ Noun' is underlined in each sample sentence. Recall that the essential 
constituents ofthe Burmese MMC are‘V + (AN) + Noun'; see (37). 
(a) Intemal AC:‘V + =ti/=di or =mi + Noun' 
(119)帥 chu寸E hiN=9δIJa sa=dE 
3SG cook=AN cu町y=KO 1 SG eat=RLS 
'1 ate the cu町ywhich he cooked:' 
(彼が作ったカレーを私は食べた)
(b) Extemal AC:‘V + =ti/=di or =mi + Noun' 
(120) l.u IJa kIN=dE ?anaN=go IJa ya=dE 
3SG fish grill=AN smell=KO 1 SG get=RLS 
'1 smelled the smell ofhim grilling a fish.' 
(彼が魚を焼くにおいを私はかいだ)
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(c)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an entity 
(121) S，u 辿dヨ主:=go lJa sa=dを
3SG cook=TA=KO ISG eat=RLS 
“1 ate what he cooked.' 
(彼が作ったのを私は食べた)
(d)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an event 
(122) S，u yaNgOUN 1主盛:=go lJa t，i=dを
3SG Yangon come=TA=KO 1 SG know=RLS 
‘1 know that he came to Y angon.' 
(彼がヤンゴンに来たのを私は知っている)
(e) MMC ofType 1 
(123) S，u di hiN=gO ~á=dÊ 凶 UN=bE
3SG this curry=KO eatニAN shape=EMP 
'It seems that he ate this cuπy.' 
(彼はこのカレーを食べたようだ)
(f) MMC ofType 2 
(124) Rむ di hiN=gO ~á=ÍÌN=dã=lò=bÉ 
3SG this cu町y=KO eat=want.to=AN=like=EMP 
'It seems that he wants to eat this cu口小'
(彼はこのカレーを食べたいようだ)
(g) MMC of Type 3 
(125)日 japa炉供 m油 IWEQalo 1主活三盆=bE
3SG Japan=KO against.one's.will come=must=TA=EMP 
‘It is the case that he unwillingly came to Japan.' 
(彼は日本に仕方なく来なければならなかったのだ)
(h) MMC ofType 4 
(126)叫 di hiN=gO 並虫針金.=bE
3SG this curry=KO eat・habiむ=EMP



















































































(128)!u di hiN=gO sa=dE 
3SG this cuπy=KO ea七=RLS
‘He ate this cuηy.' 
(彼はこのカレーを食べた)
We shall now look at each test. As mentioned above， Test 1 (6.2) and 
Test 2 (6.3) are designed to highlight the syntactic properties ofthe‘Noun' 
ofthe MMC. 
6.2 Test 1: Modification byαdemonstrative 
This test examines whether the ‘Noun' of (37)‘V + (AN) + Noun' can be 
modified by a demonstrative. The demonstrative 'i:di‘that' will be put in 
front of the ‘Noun' in question of the sample sentences. The sample 
sentences of(a) and (b) remain gramm瓜ical，but those of (c)， (d)， (e)， (f)， (g)， 
and (h) become ungrammatical. This test is not applicable to constructions 
(i) and 0)，おrthey lack the ‘Noun' in question. 
(a) Intemal AC:‘V + =ti/=di or =mi + Noun' 
(129)叫 chE7=tを ?εdi hiN=供。a sa=dを
3SG cook=AN that cuηy=KO ISG eat=RLS 
'1 ate this cu汀ywhich he cooked.' 
(彼が作ったそのカレーを私は食べた)
(b) Extemal AC:‘V + =ti/=di or =m正+Noun' 
(130)!u lJa kiN=de 1i:di ianaN=go lJa ya=dE 
3SG fish grill=AN that smell=KO ISG get=RLS 
'1 smelled that smell ofhim grilling a fish.' 
(彼が魚を焼くそのにおいを私はかいだ)
(c)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an entity 
(131)勺i:di!u chE7=ta=go lJa sa=dE 
that 3SG cook=TA=KO ISG eat=RLS 
Intended meaning:‘1 ate that thing he cooked.' 
(その、彼が作ったのを私は食べた)
(d)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an event 
(132) *托di!u yaNgoUN la=da=go lJa !i=dE 
that 3SG Yangon come=TA=KO ISG know=RLS 
Intended meaning:‘1 know the fact that he came to Yangon.' 
(その、彼がヤンゴンに来たのを私は知っている)
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(e) MMC ofType 1 
(133) *~ù di hi炉供時=dを'1edi pouw-=bE 
3SG this curry=KO eat=AN that shape=EMP 
‘untranslatable' 
(彼はこのカレーを食べたそのようだ)
(f) MMC ofType 2 
(134) *~ù di hiN=gO '1εdi sa寸iW-=Qa=lゐ=bE
3SG this curry=KO that eat=want.to=AN=like=EMP 
'untranslatable' 
(彼はこのカレーをその食べたいようだ)
(g) MMC ofType 3 
(135) *叫 japaw-=go mahlwEQalo 延世 la=ya=da=bE
3SG this=KO against.one's.will that come=must=TA=EMP 
'untranslatable' 
(彼は日本に仕方なくその来なければならなかったのだ)
(h) MMC ofType 4 
(136) *~ù di hiN=gO '1edi sa-nと:ja=bE
3SG this curry=KO that eat-habitually=EMP 
‘untranslatable' 
(i) Noun-predicate sentence 
Inapplicable because there is no relevant ‘Noun'. 
。)Verb-predicate sentence 
Inapplicable because there is no relevant ‘Noun'. 
6.3 Test 2: Clefting (1): 'Noun' 
Clefting in Burmese involves the nominalizer =ta/=da or =hma and yields a 
construction which can be represented as‘V + =ta/=da or =hma X'， where 
X represents the focus. Here， clefting is applied to the‘Noun' of‘V + (AN) 
+ N oun' of the M M  C and the equivalent head noun of (a) and (b). 
When clefting is applied， in(a)， the resultant sentence is grammatical; 
see (137). In (b)， the resultant sentence is unacceptable; see (138). However， 
if the head noun is modified by a demonstrative， the sentence becomes 
acceptable; see (139). In (c)， (d)， and (g)， this test is not applicable， -for the 
head noun itself is the morpheme that makes a cleft sentence: =ta/=da or 
=hma. In (e)， (f)， and (h)， the resultant sentence is unacceptable. This test is 
inapplicable to (i) and (j). 
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(a) Internal AC:‘V + =te/=de or =me + Noun' 
(137) lu chE?=ta hIN=bE 
3SGcook=TA cuロy=E恥1P
'It was curry that he cooked.' 
(彼が作ったのはカレーだ)
(b) External AC:‘V + =te/=de or =me + Noun' 
(138) *lu lJa kiN=da 1anaN=bE 
3SG fish grill=TA smell=EMP 
LT:‘It is with a smell that he grilled a fish.' 
(彼が魚を焼くのはにおいだ)
(139) lu lJa kiN=da di 1anaN=bE 
3SG fish grill=TA this smell=EMP 
‘It is with this smell that he grilled a fish.' 
(彼が魚を焼くのはこのにおいだ)
(c)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an entity 
Inapplicable because =ta itself is a morpheme that yields a cleft sentence. 
(d)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an event 
Inapplicable because =ta/=da or =hma itself is a mo中hemethat yields a 
cleft sentence. 
(e) MMC ofType 1 
(140) *lu di hiN=gO sa=da pouN=bE 
3SG this cu汀y=KOeat=TA shape=EMP 
LT:‘It is a shape that he ate this cu汀y.'
(彼がこのカレーを食べたのはようだ)
(ηMMC ofType 2 
(141) *lu di hiN=gO sa寸iN=da Iδ=bE 
3SG this cuηy=KO eat=want.to=T A like=EMP 
‘untranslatable' 
(彼がこのカレーを食べたいのはようだ)
(g) MMC of Type 3 
Inapplicable because 寸断=daor =hma itself is a mo中hemethat yields a 
cleft sentence. 
(h) MMC of Type 4 
(142) *lu di hiN=gO sa=da neja=bE 
3SG this curry=KO eat=TA habit=EMP 
'un仕anslatable'
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(i) Noun-predicate sentence 
Inapplicable because there is no such constituent as‘V + (AN) + Noun'. 
。)Verb-predicate sentence 
Inapplicable because there is no such constituent as‘V + (AN) + Noun'. 
We have looked at the tests that are designed to highlight the syntactic 
properties of the ‘Noun' of the MMC. We shall now加mto those tests that 
are intended to highlight the syntactic properties of the ‘Clause' of the 
MMC. In 6.4， 6.5， and 6.6 below， the following will be compared. 
(143) (i) The subordinate c1ause of(a) to (d) 
(i) The ‘Clause' ofthe MMC: (e) to (h) 
(ii) Simple sentences: (i)， U) 
6.4. Test 3: Topicalizαtion 
This test examines whether topicalization can apply to elements in the three 
structures Iisted in (143). 
F or this test， we use =化adS/=gadS，which 1 consider to be a contrastive 
topic marker. This form is a compound ofthe case particle =ka/=ga‘agent' 
and the particle =tS/=d5 which indicates contrastiveness. The case particle 
=ka/=ga can only follow the subject， e.g. (10)， (11)， but =kadS/=gad5 can 
follow non-subjects， e.g. (144). For this reason 1 consider =kad51=gadS a 
different word from =ka/=ga. 
(144) di s幻oUI=kad5 mる-pha?=phu=bu
3SG book=CON not-read=experience=NEG 
'As for this book， 1 have never read it.' 
In the examples below， the contrastive topic marker =kad5/=gadS is 
placed after the subject I，u '3SG' of the sample sentences. (The gIoss ‘HE， 
HIM' is in capital letters， for the reader's convenience.) It basically cannot 
occur in the subordinate clauses， as is shown in the results of (a) to (d) 
below. However， it can occur in the “Clause" of the MMC， i.e， (e) to (h)， 
and aIso in simple sentences: (i) and U). 
(a) Intemal AC:‘V + =te/=d正or=me + Noun' 
(145) *1u=gad5 chel=tを hiN=go lJa sa=dE 
3SG=CON cook=AN cu町y=KO1 SG eat=RLS 
‘1 ate the cuπy that HE cooked.' 
(1，皮は作ったカレーを私は食べた)
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(b) Extemal AC:‘V + =ti/=di or =mi + Noun' 
(146) *帥=gad5 IJa kiN=dE ?anaN=go IJa 
3SG=CON fish grill=AN smell=KO ISG 
‘1 smelled the smell of HIM grilling a fish.' 
(彼は魚を焼くにおいを私はかいだ)
(c)‘V+寸断=daor =hma' denoting an entity 
(147) *1u=gad5 chε?=ta=go IJa sa=dE 
3SG=CON cook=TA=KO ISG eat=RLS 
'1 ate what HE cooked.' 
(彼は作ったのを私は食べた)
(d)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an event 
ya=dE 
get=RLS 
(148) ?1u=gad5 yaNgOUN la=da=go IJa ~î=dÈ 
3SG=CONYangon come=TA=KO ISG know=RLS 
'1 know that HE came to Yangon.' 
(彼はヤンゴンに来たのを私は知っている)
(e) MMC ofType 1 
(149) 1u=gad5 di hiN=gゐ sa=dE pOUN=hE 
3SG=CON this curry=KO eat=AN shape=EMP 
'It seems that HE ate this cuロγ，
(彼はこのカレーを食べたようだ)
(ηMMCofType2 
(150) !u=gad5 di hiN=gO 拍手N=併=lo=bE
3SG=CON this cuπy=KO eat=want.to=AN=like=EMP 
'It seems that HE wants to eat this cuηy.' 
(彼はこのカレーを食べたいようだ)
(g) MMC ofType 3 
(151)帥=gad5 japaN=go m油IWEaalo la=ya=da=bE 
3SG=CON Japan=KO against.one's.will come=must=TA=EMP 
'It is the case that HE unwillingly came to Japan.' 
(彼は日本に仕方なく来なければならなかったのだ)
(h) MMC ofType 4 
(152)帥=gad5 di hi炉 go sa-n対a=bE
3SG=CON this curry=KO eat-habiドEMP
'HE is habitually eating this cuロy.'
(彼はこのカレーを食べつけている)
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(i) Noun回 predicatesentence 
(153) 1u=gad5 Iashδdき=bE
3SG=CON singer=EMP 
‘HE is a singer.' 
(彼は歌手だ)
。)Verb-predicate sentence 
(154)帥=gad5 di hiN=go sa=dE 
3SG=CON this curry=KO eat=RLS 
‘HE ate this cu汀y.'
(彼はこのカレーを食べた)
6.5 Test 4: Re/，αtivizα'fion 
This test examines whether relativization can apply to elements in the three 
constructions listed in (143). 
In order to conduct this test， we need to include an assisting verb in the 
sample sen臼nceof (i)‘Noun-predicate sentence'， as well as those of the 
MMC， i.e. (e)， (t)， (g)， aiJ.d (h)， because relativization does not work for 
sentences which end with a noun. 
The resultant sentences of (a) to (d) are ungrammatical， while those of 
al the other constructions are grammatical. 
(a) Intemal AC:‘V + =tf/=dE or =mE + Noun' 
Relativization of the subject of the adnominal clause of (119)， i.e.(u '3 SG': 
(155) *chεI=tE hiN=go IJa sa=dを lu
cook=AN cu町y=KOISG eat=AN person 
Intended meaning:‘the person who cooked the cu汀ythat 1 ate' 
(作ったカレーを私が食べた人)
(b) Extemal AC:‘V + =tf/=dE or =mE + Noun' 
Relativization of the subject of the adnominal clause of (120)， i.e.l.u‘3SG': 
(156) *IJa kiN=dE I通naN=goIJa ya=dE 1也
日shgrill=AN smell=KO 1 SG get=AN person 
Intended meaning:‘the person who grilled a fish whose smell I 
smelled' 
(魚を焼くにおいを私がかいだ人)
(c)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an entity 
Relativization of the subject of the clause nominalized by =ta of (121)， i.e. 
tu‘3SG': 
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(157) *chE?=t炉供 lJa sa=dを lu 
cook=TA=KO ISG eat=AN person 
Intended meaning:‘the person who cooked what I ate' 
(作ったのを私が食べた人)
(d)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an event 
Relativization of the subject of the clause nominalized by =ta of (122)， iふ
/.u‘3SG': 
(158) *yaNgゐUNla=da=gゐlJa .ti=dE lu 
Yangon come=TA =KO ISG know=AN person 
Intended meaning:‘the person who， I know， came to Yangon' 
(ヤンゴ、ンに来たのを私が知っている人)
(e) MMC ofType 1 
Relativization ofthe subject ofthe“Clause" of (123)， i.e. /.U‘3SG': 
(159) di hiN=gO sa=dE pOUN ya=dE lu 
this cuηy=KO eat=AN shape get=AN person 
‘the person who seems to have eaten this cu汀y'
(このカレーを食べたようである人)
Sentence (159) is grammatical， but sounds somewhat unnatural because 
=te/=di occurs twice. In order to avoid this， the verb and the noun pOUN are 
compounded， asin (160) (see (58) for compounding of pOUN). 
(160) di hiN=gO sa-boUN ya=dE lu 
this cu汀y=KOeat-shape get=AN person 
‘the person who seems to have eaten this cu汀γ
(このカレーを食べたようである人)
。MMCofType2
Relativization ofthe subject ofthe“Clause" of (124)， iふ t，u‘3SG':
(161) di hiN=gむ sa寸iN=出=1ゐ Gi=dを lu
this cuπy=KO eat=want.to=AN=like exis七=ANperson 
‘the person who looks like he wants to eat this cu町y'
(このカレーを食べたいようである人)
(g) MMC ofType 3 
Relativization ofthe subject ofthe“Clause" of (125)， i.e. t，u‘3SG': 
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(162)片岡炉供 m油lWEaalo la=ya=da phyi7=mE 
Japan=KO against.one's.will come=must=TA be=AN 
lu 
person 
Intended and literal meaning: 'The person who， it must have been 
the case that， unwillingly came to Japan' 
(日本に仕方なく来なければならなかったのであろう人)
Sentence (162) is grammatical， but somewhat unnatural. This is probably 
because it sounds extremely formal. In order to express the intended 
meaning in daily conversation， the sentence below without the恥仏1Cis 
used: 
(163) japaN=gO mahlwEaalo la寸 a=dE lu 
Japan=KO against.one's.will come=must= AN person 
'The person who unwillingly had to come to Japan' 
(日本に仕方なく来なければならなかった人)
(h) MMC ofType 4 
Relativization ofthe subject ofthe“Clause" of (126)， i.e.(u '3 SG': 
(164) di hiN=gゐ sa-nとua GI=dを lu
this curry=KO eat-habit exist=AN person 
‘百leperson who habitually eats this cuηγ 
(このカレーを食べつけている人)
(i) Noun-predicate sentence 
Relativization ofthe subject of(127)， i.e.(u '3SG': 
(165) 7ashod占 phyi7=tElu 
singer be=AN person 
‘The person who is a singer' 
(歌手である人)
。)Verb-predicate sentence 
Relativization ofthe subject of (128)， i.e.(u '3SG': 
(166) di hiN =go sa=dを lu
this cu汀y=KOeat=AN person 
‘The person who ate this cu汀y.'
(このカレーを食べた人)
6.6 Test 5: Clefting (2): elements in the clause 
This test examines whether elements in the three structures in (143) can be 
placed in the focus slot by clefting. Clefting is applied to the subject.(u 
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'3SG' of the sample sentences. The resultant sentences of (a) to (d) are 
ungrammatical， while those of al the other constructions are grammatical. 
(a) Intemal AC:‘V + =til=df or =mf + Noun' 
(167) *chE?司E hir-go IJa sa=da !u=bE 
cook=AN curry=KO ISG eat=TA 3SG=EMP 
lntended meaning:‘It is he whose cuηy 1 ate.' 
(作ったカレーを私が食べたのは彼だ)
(b) Extemal AC:‘V + =tfl=df or =mf + Noun' 
(168) *IJa kiN=dE IゑnaN=gδIJa ya=da !u =bE 
日shgrill=AN smell=KO ISG get=TA 3SG=EMP 
‘untranslatable' 
(魚を焼くにおいを私がかいだのは彼だ)
(c)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an entity 
(169) *chu司炉供 IJa sa=da !u=bE 
cook=TA=KO ISG eat=TA 3SG=EMP 
‘untranslatable' 
(作ったのを私が食べたのは彼だ)
(d)‘V + =ta/=da or =hma' denoting an event 
(170) *yaNgゐUNla=da=go IJa ti=da !u =bE 
Yangon come=TA =KO lSG know=TA 3SG=EMP 
Intended and literal meaning:‘It is he who， 1 know， came to 
Yangon.' 
(ヤンゴンに来たのを私が知っているのは彼だ)
(e) MMC ofType 1 
(171) di hiN=gO sa=dを pOUN ya=da !u=bE 
this cu町y=KOeat=AN shape get=TA 3SG=EMP 
‘It is he who seems to have eaten this cuηy.' 
(このカレーを食べたようであるのは彼だ)
(f) MMC of Type 2 
(172) di hiN=gO sa寸iN=併=lbet=da lh=bt 
this cuロy=KOeat=want=AN=like exist=TA 3SG=EMP 




(173) japa炉供 mahlwε併lo la寸 a=da
Japan=KO against.one's.will come=must=TA 
phyi?=hma 帥=bE
be=H孔も生 3SG=EMP 
Intended and literal meaning:‘It is he who， it must have been the 
case that， unwillingly came to Japan.' 
(日本に仕方なく来なければならなかったようであるのは
彼だ)
Although (173) is grammatical， itsounds somewhat unnatural. This is 
probably because it sounds extremely formal. In daily conversation， (174) is 
used instead: 
(174) japaN=go m油lWEQalo la=ya=da lu=bE 
Japan=KO against.one's.will come=must=TA 3SG=EMP 
‘It is he who unwillingly came to Japan.' 
(日本に仕方なく来なければならなかったのは彼だ)
(h) MMC ofType 4 
(175) di hiN=gO sa-nとja GI=da lu=bE 
this curry=KO eat-habit exis七=TA3SG=EMP 
‘It is he who habi加allyeats this cuηy.' 
(このカレーを食べつけているのは彼だ)
(i) Noun-predicate sentence 
(176) ?ashod占 phyi?=ta 1u=bE 
singer be=T A 3SG=EMP 
'It is he who is a singer.' 
(歌手であるのは彼だ)
Sentence (176) is grammatical， but somewhat unnatural. This may be 
because the same meaning can be expressed by using a simple 
noun-predicate sentence as in (177). 
(177) ?忌shらd~=gâ lu=bE 
singer=KA 3SG=EMP 
‘The singer is he.' 
(歌手は彼だ)
。)Verb-predicate sentence 
(178) di hiN=gゐ sa=da 1u=bE 
thiscurry=KO eat=TA 3SG=EMP 
'It is he who ate this cu汀y.'
(このカレーを食べたのは彼だ)
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6. 7 Discussion 
Table 13 sums up the results of the tests conducted above. The symbols and 
the abbreviation employed indicate the following. 
(i)‘+': the construction passes the test. 
(i)‘_': the construction does not pass the test. 
(ii)‘土':the result differs from case to case. 
(iv)‘n1a': the test is not applicable. 
(v) '?': acceptability is difficult to judge. 
The results of Test 1 and Test 2 show that the ‘Nouns' ofthe MMC (i.e. 
(e) to (h)) have a low degree of‘noun-hood' . 
It may look as ifthe MMC - in particular (e) Type 1， which involves a 
ful noun (5.2)， and (ηType 2， which contains a subordinate-noun (5.3) -
is a construction that involves a subordinate clause headed by the ‘Noun'， 
i.e. a bi-clausal construction. However， the results of Tests 3， 4， and 5 show 
that syntactically the ‘Clause' ofthe MMC behaves like simple independent 
sentences (i) noun predicate sentences and G) verb predicate sentences)， 
and differently from the subordinate clauses of (a)， (b)， (c)， and (d). That is， 
the MMC should not be regarded as a construction that involves a 
subordinate clause. It is mono-clausal， not bi田 clausal.
Table 13. Syntactic behavior ofthe MMC and other constructions 
MMC 
ゆ)(c)(d)j(e) (f) (g) (h)l (i) 
Test 1. demonstrative + +一一;一一一_! n/a 
Test 2. clefting (1) +士n1an1al _ _ n1a _ l n1a 
Test 3. topicalization _一一? ~+ + + + ~+ 
Test 4. relativization _ _ -! + + + +! + 













7. Summaηr and concluding remarks 
The MMC in Burmese can be grouped into four types in terms of the 
category of the ‘Noun': (i) Type 1 :‘ful nouns'， (i) Type 2: 
‘subordinate-nouns' (iふ， nouns that can function like enclitics)， (ii) Type 
3: nominalizers (i.e.， nominalizing clitics)， and (iv) Type 4:‘special heads' 
(theyじompoundwith verbs; they are nouns， clitics， or possibly suffixes). 
semaFtidfunctional c蹴 goriesof the MMC are evidentiality， aspect， 
disC9前向ι出gree，and also limit/extent. 
The ‘Clause' cannot stand as a sentence on its own. It does not have the 
structure of ful sentences. The verb is followed by an adnominalizer in 
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Type 1 and Type 2， and by a nominalizer in Type 3. It is involved in 
compounding in Type 4. Importantly the ‘Clause' cannot contain a verb 
sentence marker. 
The恥f乱1Cof Type 1 and Type 2 is similar to ACs in that the verb is 
fol1owed by an adnominalizer. Syntactical1y， however， the ‘Clause' of Type 
1 and Type 2 behaves like simple sentences， and differently from ACs 
(clauses adnominalized by =til=di or =mi). This shows th剖 theMMC of 
Type 1 and Type 2 should be regarded as mono-clausal， and not as a 
construction that contains a subordinate clause. The same is true of Type 3 
and Type 4. They should also be regarded as mono-clausal. 
The Burmese MMC exhibits the phenomenon of grammaticalization. 
First，白1nouns in Type 1 (see Tables 3 and 12) have a grammatical or 
discourse related meaning/function when they are used in the恥品1C.Second， 
the ful1 nouns pOUN‘shape' and haN 'appearance' have acquired the use like 
enclitics or suffixes. See (58) and (59). 
To the best of my knowledge， there is no previous study that has clearly 
pointed out that Burmese has the MMC. Probably， many of the previous 
studies have simply considered it a noun-predicate sentence. Nonetheless， 
some of the previous studies including Okel1 and Al10t (2001: 128) and 
Ohno (1983) suggested， ineffect， that the MMC is mono-clausal. Okel1 and 
Al10t (2001: 128) state that the noun pOUN‘shape'， which is one of the 
nouns that form the MMC of Type 1 (see Table 3)， is‘perhaps in process of 
becoming a sentence final phrase particle'. Ohno (1983: 253) classifies the 
expression pOUN ya (the noun meaning ‘shape' + the verb meaning‘to get'; 
see Table 4) among auxiliaries. Their views imply that the construction in 
question is becoming mono-clausal. 
What remains to be done in future research is to investigate how the 
MMC has developed in Burmese. In order to do this， we need research on 
old documents and comparative studies of various dialects. 
Abbreviations 
A 幽 (i)nominali:z;ing prefix Ja-， (i) transitive subject ; AC -adnominal 
clause; AN -adnominalizer or adnominalizing marker; AN(ir)・ irrealis
adnominalizer; AN(rls) 胴 realisadnominalizer; CON 圃 contrastedtopic; 
EMP -emphasis; FT -free translation; HMA -nominalizer =hma; IMP -
imperative; IRR・ irrealismodali旬;KA・ caseparticle =ka/=ga‘agent 
(subject); source'; KO・caseparticle =ko/=go‘patient; recipient; goal'; L T 
-literal translation; NEG・ negation;0 ・ object;PL 圃 plural;POL -
politeness; Q -question; PROG -progressive; RLS -realis modality; S -
intransitive subject; SFP・ sentencefinal particle; SG -singular; T A -
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Notes 
1. 1 have had discussions about the Burmese MMC with several specialists 
in Burmese and some of them inquired if sentences such as (i) below were 
instances of the MMC. In fact， (i)， as well as (39)， isa noun predicate 
sentence， and not an instance of the MMC. Its .predicate is the noun 
cau}-saya‘a thing to be scared of. The morpheme -saya is a nominalizing 
suffix that forms a noun that means‘thing which is to be V -ed'. 
(i) ~ù=gâ cau7-saya(=bE) 
3SG=KA scared.o手to.be.V.ed(=EMP)
LT:‘He is a thing to be scared of.' 
FT:‘He is a scary man.' 
2. Among the special heads listed in Table 10， -yOUN can only be followed 
by the caSe particle =ni“with"， and not by other case particles， whereas the 
other special heads in Table 10 can be followed by any case particle. In this 
respect， the nounhood of V -yOUN can be said to be lower than that of the 
other special heads listed in Table 10. 
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5.4 Semantics of the two types 
6. Summary and concluding remarks 
1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume) proposes the prototype of the mermaid construction 
(‘MMC') as follows. 
(1) Prototype ofthe MMC: 
[Clause] Noun Copula 
This prototype of the 恥仏1Cis based on the "t¥.品1C泊 Japanese， a 
predicate-fmal (or verb-final) language. Tagalog is a predicate-initial (or 
verb占utial)language. Nonetheless， it has the mirror image of the kind of 
由eMMC found in Japanese and other predicate-fmal (or verb-final) 
languages. This is， to my knowledge， the first "t¥.仏1Cthat has ever been 
reported企omany predicate-initiallanguage. 
The Tagalog MMC isoftwo types. 
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(2) Finite守pe:
Noun( -)Linker [Clause (白lIte)]
(3) 1nfi凶tivetype: 
Noun(-)Linker [Clause (infinitive)] 
Tagalog has no copula verb， and consequently， its恥仏tfC contains no 
copula verb. There間 differencesbetween the two types in terms of (i) 
mo中hology(五nitevs. infinitive)， (i) syntax， and (ii) semantics. 
1n the五回te句rpe，the predicate of the‘Clause' is in a finite form， and 
也ピClause'by itself can be used as a sentence. The noun in吐1ピNoun'slot 
is mukha‘face'， a loan word from Sanskrit. The白lItetype has evidential 
meanings: inference and visual evidence. 
1n the infinitive type， the predicate of the ‘Clause' is in the infinitive 
form， and the ‘Clause' by itself cannot be used as a sentence. The nouns that 
can occupy the ‘Noun' slot訂 eplano 'plan'， tradisyon 'tradition'， destino 
‘destiny' (al 訂 eloans企omSpa凶sh)，balak‘plan' and kapalaran‘fate'. 
The infinitive type indicates ‘X plans to ..' (a modal meaning)，‘X has the 
practice of VERBing' (an aspec印alme町並ng)，or‘X is destined to ..' (a 
modal meaning). 
2. Initial illustration 
An example of由e白首te匂rpeis (4) (mukha‘face')， and an ex田npleofthe 
infmitive type is (5) (plano‘plan'). 
(4) Mukha-ng sa-sabog=na ang bulkan. 
face-LK AF:CONT-erupt=already TOPvolcano 
LT:‘Face that the volcano will erupt already.' 
FT:‘It seems the volcano will erupt soon. ' 
(5) Plano-ng apruba-han nang gobyerno ang 
plan-LK approve-PF:INF GEN government TOP 
pag-import nang bigas. 
NMLZ-import GEN rice 
LT:‘Plan for the government to approve the import of rice. ' 
FT:‘The government plans to approve the import of rice. ' 
3. Profile of the language 
Tagalog is a member of the Westem Malayo-Polynesian branch of the 
Austronesian language family. 1t is spoken by approximately 22 million 
people as the first language in the southem part of the island of Luzon 
including Metro Manila， and by about 50 million people as L2 over the 
entire archipelago of the Philippines. Filipino， the national and an official 
language of the Philippines， isthe standardized form of Tagalog with a 
lexicon enriched with words borrowed企omother Philippine languages. 
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There are certain stylistic differences between spoken and written 
Tagalog， but not in significant ways. The data presented here町 ebo血
spoken and written in narratives and newspapers. 
Tagalog has 27 phonemes: 5 vowels /i e a 0 U!， 6 diphthongs /ay aw uy 
oy ey iw/， and 16 consonants /p b t d k g ? m n IJs h 1 [' y w/. Stress and 
pitch紅 edistinctive. 
Tagalog is largely agglut也ative，and partially fusionaL Tagalog 
morphology is generally characterized as prefixal， but it has suffixes， infixes， 
and circumfixes as well. Its verb morphology is quite complex; see 4.1ユ1.
Tagalog， like other Philippine languages， is predicate-initial (or 
verb-initial) in its basic word order: VOS and VSO. It uses prepositions， but 
not pos中ositions.In terms of c1ause structure， ithas the so-called 
Philippine-type of rich voice altemations; see 4.1.2.1. 
With regard to the order of an adjective and the modified noun， there is 
no fixed order: an adjective can either precede the noun it modifies or 
follow it， with a linker na (or its variant: -ng) between them. 
(6) Na-kita=ko αng P句1αt na aso. 
PF:PFV -see= 1 SG:GEN TOP thin LK dog 
‘1 saw the thin dog.' 
(7) Na-kita=ko αng aso-ng P句1α!t.
PF:PFV -see= 1 SG:GEN TOP dog-LK 也m
(‘As above.') 
A preferred order seems to be determined partly by the relative length of 
words or phrases: the heavier constituent tends to follow the other. 
The linker links various kinds of constituents that stand in the 
modifier-modified relation， such as a numeral and a noun，同onouns 
(nominal， pronominal， or pronoun) in appositive re1ation， a demonstrative 
and a noun， the main c1ause and a subordinate c1ause， etc. An adnominal 
c1ause and the noun it modifies訂 ealso linked by the linker， and the 
adnominal c1ause either precedes the noun or follows it. (See 4ユ1.1.)A
demons回.tivecan either precede or follow the modified noun with a linker 
between them， e.g.， either ito・ngbahay (this:TOP-LK house) or bahay na 
ito (house LK血is:TOP)‘thishouse'. A numeral always precedes the 
modified noun， e.g.， tatlo-ng relo (three-LK watch)‘three watches' . 
Tagalog is both head-marking and dependent-marking. The Tagalog 
c1ause structure is configurationaL 
4. Types of clauses and sentences 
4.1 Verbα!l-predicα!te and non-verbα1・predicα!teclα!uses/sentences 
The predicate of a c1ause/sentence can be either verbal or non-verbal， and 
c1auses/sentences can be c1assifiedaccordingly. 
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4.1.1 Non-verbal clauses/sentences 
In non-verbal clauses/sentences， the predicate may be nominal， e.g.， (8); 
a司jectival，e.g.， (9); or prepositional， e.g.， (10). The basic structure of these 
clauses/sentences consists of the predicate followed by the subject 
expresslOn. 
PREDICATE SUBJECT 
(8) Estu砂ante sa UP ang babae め仰.
student OBL UP TOP woman there 
‘Th剖 womanis a student at UP (=University ofthe Philippines).' 
(9) Mα~ganda ang babae めlan.
beautiful TOP woman there 
‘That woman is beautiful.' 
(10) Nasa kusina ngayon si 
in kitchen now TOP 
'Maria is in the kitchen now.' 
Maria. 
恥1aria
There is no copula verb in Tagalog， as shown in the examples above. 
The term ‘subject' for血econstituent marked by prepositional ang (si 
for personal names) may be con白singin that it does not exactly correspond 
to the subject in languages such as， say， English. This constituent is 
仕aditionallycalled ‘topic' in Philippine linguistics (cf. Constantino 1971; 
Schachter and Otanes 1972 among others)ラ butit is highly grammatical in 
nature comp訂 edwith topics in languages like Japanese， and it does have 
some of the properties that may be considered subject properties. For 
example， it is the obligatory constituent in clauses， and it is the t町 getof 
many syntactic phenomena， such as relativization. For the sake of 
convenience， we use the teロnSUBJECT here as opposed to PREDICATE， 
to describe也ep町tof the clause containing the topic constituent. 
The subject and the predicate can be inverted， with the inversion 
markeray. 
SUBJECT PREDICATE 
(11) Ang babαe めlan αy estudyante sa UP. 
TOP wo宜lan there INV student OBL UP 
‘That woman is a student at UP. ' 
(12) Ang babae のlan αy magandα. 
TOP woman there 問V beauti白l
'That woman is beautiful.' 
The inversion construction is a stylistic variant of the basic construction 
shown in (8)ー(10)，and is textually limited. According to Schachter and 
Otanes (1972:485)， the inversion construction“is characteristic of formal 
style， and is more common in writing， lectures， sermons， etc.ヲ thanit is in 
ordinary conversation". Constituents that can be inverted are limited to the 
topic of the clause， an adverbial expression， and a non-topic actor (Katagiri 
1992). (‘Non-topic actor'， that is， an actor nominal th剖 isnot the topic， will 
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be discussed in 4.1.2.2.) 
4.1.2 Verbαlてpredicateclauses/sentences 
We shall first look at the morphology of verbs (4.1ユ1)，組dthen the 
structure ofthese clauses/sentences (4.1.2.2). 
4.1.2.1 Morphology 01 verbs. Basically， verbs always contain an affix-a 
prefix， an infix， a suffix， or a circumfix-which expresses focus， aspect， and 
mode in a merged form. Here， the terms‘focus'加 d‘topic'are not used in 
the way由ey町 eused in discourse study.‘Focus' refers to a kind of 
agreement， and‘topic' indicates the NP that agrees with the focus-marked 
verb. That is，‘focus' does not mean the most essential piece of new 
information. Nor does‘topic' necessarily concem what is being talked about. 
In what follows， the terms‘focus' and‘topic' will be used in the way they 
紅 eused in Philippine linguistics， and not in由eway they are used in 
discourse analysis. 
The focus affixes that町 ecommonly used紅 eshown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Focus affixes 
Actor Focus (AF) -um-， mag-， m-， mαng口 mα-，mαrgkα-， mα'ki-， 
mα，kipαrg-， mαka-
Patient Focus (PF) -in， i-， -an， ma-
Direction Focus (DF) -an 
Beneficiary Focus (BF) i-， ipag-，がang-
Location F ocus (LF) -an，ια--an， pag--an， pang--an 
Instrumental Focus (IF) i-， ipag-， ipαng-
Reason F ocus (RF) ika-， ikapag-， i初rpang-
The forms of the affixes shown in Table 1 are in their infinitive form. The 
choice among different affixes under the same focus is lexically determined 
although there紅 ecertain generalizations that can be made. 
Verbs further inflect for aspect and mode. As an example， the 
inflections of verbs bigay‘give' and bili‘buy'紅 eshown in Table 2. (Focus 
affixes訂 eboldfaced.) 
Table 2. Inflections of big，の‘give'and bili‘buy' 
Infinitive Perfective Imperfective Contemplated 
AF magbigay nagbigay nagbibigay magbibig，の
bumili bumili bumibili bibili 
PF ibigay ibinig，の ibinibigay ibibigay 
bilhin binili binibili bibilhin 
DF bigyan binigyan binibigyan bibigyan 
BF ibili ibinili ibinibili ibibili 
4.1.2.2 Structure 01 clauses/sentences. In the basic word order， 
sentences/clauses with a verbal predicate consist of a verb followed by one 
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or more arg田nents.The order of the nominal (vis-a-vis pronominal) 
訂 gumentsis not fixed， and the basic word order is either VOS or VSO. 
(Personal pronouns are enclitics and由ey訂 eattached to the first constituent 
ofthe clause/sentence.) Thus， the role ofthe町gumentsis not determined by 
word order， but partly by the marking of the constituent and mainly by the 
form of the verbal afix. 
In verbal-predicate sentences/clauses， one of the constituents of the 
clause is obligatorily chosen as由etopic of the clause， and the verb contains 
an affix that agrees with the topic constituent and marks its semantic role. 
For example， in ditransitive clauses where an actor nominal， a patient， and a 
beneficiary are present， there are three possible clauses. 
Actor focus: 
(13) B-um-ili ang lalaki nang 
AF:PFV・buy TOP man GEN 
sa asawa mya. 
OBL spouse 3SG:GEN 
'The man bought a ring for his wife. ，1 
Patient focus: 
(14) B-in-ili nang lalaki ang 
PF:PFV-buy GEN man TOP 
sa asωva mya. 
OBL spouse 3SG:GEN 
‘The man bought the ring for his wife.' 
Beneficiary focus: 
(15) I-b-in-ili nang /，αlαki nang 
BF:PFV-buy GEN man GEN 
ang asawa mya. 
TOP spouse 3SG:GEN 







In (13)， the actor nominal is chosen as the topic of the clause， and its 
semantic role is marked on由everb by the focus afix. The same applies to 
(14)， where the patient nominal is chosen as the topic， and (15)， where the 
beneficiary nominal is chosen as the topic. The topic constituent is marked 
by the topic preposition ang and it is usually interpreted as de自国te.
Non-topic actor nominals and non-topic patient nominals訂 emarked by the 
genitive marker nang (ni for personal names)， and non-topic obliql1;.e 
constituents are marked by the oblique marker sa (kay for personal names).'" 
There has been a debate as to a proper characterization of the focus 
system of Philippine languages. See， for example， Shibatani (1988， 1999) 
and Katagiri (2005). 
Tagalog makes use of various kinds of enclitics that occur in the 
second position of the clause: personal pronouns， and adverbial particles 
白羽 denoteaspect and modality. 
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4.2 Adnominal and adverbiα1 clauses 
4.2.1 Adnominal clauses 
4.2.1.1 Formation. 1n Tagalog， an adnominal clause ('AC') is formed by the 
gap strategy; compare (16) with (17) and (18). An AC basically follows the 
head noun it modifies， e.g.， (17)， but it can also precede the noun if the 
clause is not too hea可， e.g.ラ (18)，just as an叫jectivecan either precede or 
follow the noun it modifies. A head noun and an AC are linked by a linker. 
The form ofthe linker is as follows: (司 theword na following a consonant， 
e.g.， (17); and (b) the suffix -ng following a vowel， e.g.， (18). 
(16) B-in-ili=ko ang bahay. 
PF:PFV-buy=ISG:GEN TOP house 
'1 bought the house.' 
(17) Mahal ang bahay [nα b-in・ili=加'].
expensive TOP house LK PF:PFV-buy=ISG:GEN 
'The house 1 bought was expensive.' 
(18) Mahal ' ang [b-in-ili=ko-ngj bahay. 
expensive TOP PF:PFV-buy=ISG:GEN-LK house 
'The house 1 bought was expensive.' 
An important point is that the head nominal must be血e‘topic'
nominal， th剖 is，it must agree with the focus-marking of the verb of the AC. 
Thus，泊 (17)and (18)， the head noun bahの1'house' is the topic of the AC， 
whose verb is in the patient-focus form. The head noun is the patient of the 
verb of the.AC. That is， the head noun agrees with the focus-marking of the 
AC. On the other hand， if a non-topic of the AC is relativized on， the 
resultant sentence is ungrarnmatical. Compare (19) with (20) and (21). 
(19) B-um-ili=ako nang bahay. 
AF:PFV・buy=1SG:TOP GEN house 
'1 bought a house.' 
(20) * Mahal ang bめの na [b-um-ili=αko]. 
expensive TOP house LK AF:PFV-buy=ISG:TOP 
lntended meaning: 'The house 1 bought was expensive.' 
(21) 申Mahal ang [b-um-ili=αko-ngj . bahα01. 
expensive TOP AF:PFVゐuy=ISG:TOP-LKhouse 
1ntended meaning: 'The house 1 bought was expensive.' 
1n al of (19) to (21)， the verb is in the actor-focus form. 1n (20) and (21)， 
the topic of the AC is ako 'I' (the actor). However， the intended head noun 
is bahay‘house' (the patient nominal)， and it is not the topic ofthe AC. The 
intended head noun does not agree with the focus回 markingof the verb of the 
AC， and consequently， (20) and (21) are ungrarnmatical. 
To be precise， there are exceptional cases where a non-topic nominal 
can be relativized on. See 4.2.1.口之2
Tag伊aloghas two t旬y中pesof ACsぶ:intemal ACαs and extemal ACαs. (See 
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Teramura (1969) and Tsunoda (this volume， 7.2) for a characterization of 
these two types of ACs.) Very roughly speaking， inintemal ACs， the head 
noun coηesponds to an紅 gumentor an adjunct of the AC. In contrast， in 
extemal ACs， the head noun is， so to speak， added仕om'outside the 
underlying clause'. It does not co町espondto an訂 g山田凶 oran adjunct of 
由eAC. We shall discuss these two types of ACs in加rn.
4.2.1.2 1nternal ACs. As long as the head noun is the topic ofthe AC， a wide 
range of nominals with various semantic roles can be the head noun of ACs. 
Actor: 




‘The woman who teaches Filipino language is she.' 


















LT:‘The woman for whom you bought a ring is who?' 
FT:‘Who isthe woman for whom you bought a ring?' 
Instrumental: 
(24) 1to ang lagari-ng i-p-in-am-utol ni 
也is:TOPTOP saw-LK IF:PFV四 cut GEN 
Pedro nang puno. 
Pedro GEN tree 
‘The saw with which Pedro cut a tree is this.，3 
As shown above， any nominal can be relativized on as long as it is the 
topic of the AC. Furthermore， a non司 topicnominal can be relativized on in 
some cases. For example， a possessor nominal can be relativized on if it is 
extracted企omthe topic nominal of the AC. 
Non同 topicpossessor: 
(25) Mahusay [ang paper nang 
skil白1 TOP paper GEN 
'The student's paper is outstanding.' 
(26) Siya ang es仰の仰te-ngmahusay ang 
3SG:TOP TOPstudent-LK skillful TOP 



































Also， certain oblique expressions can be relativized on， but this requ国 sthe 
use of an adverbial interrogative. 
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(27) Ito ang railway station kung saan 
this:TOP TOP railway station ADV where 
galling si Pedro. 
be.from TOP Pedro. 
‘The railway station where Pedro is企omis this.' 
Headless relatives町'ecommon if the omitted head denotes a person or 
a thing，吐loughthe grammatical restriction on AC formation holds here as 
well: the (omitted) head must be the topic ofthe AC. Thus， in(28)， the actor 
nominal， which refers to a person， is omitted. In (29)， the patient nominal， 
which refers to a thing， isomitted. In both sentences， the semantic role of 

































‘Who isthe person who helps the poor?' 
(29) Mahal ang b-in-ili=ko. 
expensive TOP PF:PFV-buy=lSG:GEN 
‘羽市at1 bought was expensive.' 
4.2.1.3 External ACs. Generally， extemal ACs are not acceptable. First， 
comp訂 e(30) and (31). 
(30) I-p-in-iprito=niya ang isda. 
PF:IPFV-fry=3SG:GEN TOP fish 
官 eIS企yingthe fish.' 
(31) 牢I-p-in-ipriω=niya ang isda sa amoy. 
PF:IPFV・fry=3SG:GEN TOP fish OBL smell 
Intended meaning:‘He is匂ingthe fish with the smell.' 
百leex. (31) shows that sa amoy‘with the smell' cannot occur in (30). Now 
comp町e(30) with (32) (intemal AC) and (33) (*extemal AC). 
(32) isda-ng i-p-in-i-prito=niya 
fish-LK PF:IPFV-fry=3SG:GEN 
‘the fish也前heis向ring'
(33) * Mabaho ang amoy na iてp-in-i-prito(=niya)
stinky TOPsmell LK PF:IPFV-fry(=3SG:GEN) 
ang isda. 
TOP fish 
L T: 'The smell with which he is frying the fish is stin勾r.' 
FT:‘The smell of (his) frying fish is stinky.' 
In (30)， the verb is in the patient-focus form， and isda官sh'(the patient 
nominal) is the topic of the clause. The ex. (32) is perfectly acceptable: the 
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head noun isda 'fish' (the patient nominal) agrees with the focus-marking 
(patient focus) of the verb of the AC. 
The ex. (33) is intended to be an instance of extemal AC， but it is not 
acceptable. Recall first th瓜 saamoy‘with the smell' cannot occur in (30). It 
is， so to speak， added to (33)企omthe outside of (30). (It is in view of this 
血atthe term‘extemal AC' is used. Cf. Teramura (1969).) Note th剖 sa
amoy 'with the smell' does not agree with the verb of由eAC. (It c田mot
occur in (30) in the first place， and there is no way it can agree with the verb 
ofthe AC.) 
However， there are instances in which an extemal AC is marginally 
acceptable. One such example is (37). Compare it with (34)， (35)， and (36). 
Note th剖出 (37)，amoy‘smell' does not agree with the verb (the actor 
focus) ofthe AC. 
(34) Na-lu-luto=na ang bigas. 
AF:IPFV -cook=already TOP rice 
‘The rice is cooking.' 
(35) * Na-lu-luto=nα ang bigas sa amoy. 
AF:IPFV -cook=already TOP rice OBL smell 
Intended meaning:‘The rice is cooking with the smell.' 
(36) bigas na na-lu-luto=na 
rice LK AF:IPFV -cook=already 
'the rice that is cooking' 
(37) ?amoy na na-lu-luto αng bigas 
smell LK AF:IPFV -cook TOP rice 
LT:吐lesmell with which the rice is cooking' 
Another example is (38). It employs the method mentioned in 4.2.1.2: the 







‘The reason why he got angry is that. ' 
4.2.2 Adverbi，α1 clauses 
bα~kit 
why 
There紅 ebasically two types of clause-linkage markers to form adverbial 
clauses. 
(a) Preclausal adverbial conjunctions， e.g.， kung/(ka)pag(ka)‘when， if; 
sapagkat‘because' . 
(b) Nominalizers， e.g.ラpag-dating(NMLZ-arrive)‘when one arrives'; 
pagka-kain (NMLZ-eat)ιafter one e仰¥
Some nouns or 叫jectiveswith an oblique marker sa can be used as 
adverbial conjunctions， e.g.， dahil sa (reason OBL)‘because'; bu此οdsa 
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(aside OBL)‘in addition that' . 
Adverbial clauses can either precede or follow the rnain clause. 
5. Mermaid construction 
5.1 Introductory notes 
As seen in Section 1， Tsunoda (this volurne) proposes the prototype of the 
rnermaid construction (‘MMC') as in (1)， repeated here as (39). 
(39) Prototype ofthe MMC: 
[Clause] Noun Copula 
This prototype of the -rv品1Cis based on the MMC in Japanese， a 
predicate-final (or verb-final) language. 
Tagalog would not be expected to have the乱品1C.There are at least 
two reasons for this. 
First; alrnost al of the languages in which the MMC is attested are 
predicate-fmal (or verb-final)， as shown in the other chapters in the present 
volurne. However， Tagalog is predicate-initial (or verb-initial). 
Second， as will be noted in 5ユ1，the MMC rnay be said to resernble 
extemal ACs in th創出enoun is not an訂 gurnent(or an adjunct) of the 
clause. In view of this， the恥仏1Cwould be expected to occur in languages 
in which extemal ACs紅 eabundant and highly acceptable. However， in 
Tagalog， extemal ACs are only rnarginally acceptable. 
Despite these expectations， Tagalog does have the MMC. It is a 
predicate“initial (or verb-initial) language. Its MMC is the rnirror image of 
the kind of the MMC found in Japanese and other predicate-final (or 
verb-final) languages. The Tagalog MMC is oftwo types: (2) and (3). They 
are repe瓜edhere as (40) and (41)， respectively. 
(40) Finite type: 
Noun(-)Linker [Clause (finite)] 
(41) Infinitive type: 
Noun(ー)Linker [Clause (infinitive)] 
As is the case with ACs (4.2.1)，出e‘Noun'and the ‘Clause'訂 elinked by a 
linker. We shalllook at the finite type in 5.2， and the infinitive type in 5.3. 
The Tagalog construction in question is not a prototypical instance of 
the MMC in the sense that it lacks copula， and血at，in the case of the 
infi凶tivetype， the clause cannot be used as a sentence by itself. Nonetheless， 
it is regarded as an instance of the MMC since it is the cornbination of two 
different structures.' 
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5.2 Finite type 
5.2.1 Structure 
In the finite type， the noun that occupies the ‘Noun' slot is mukha‘face， 
facial expression'. It is interesting to note that this word is a loan word from 
Sanskrit: mukha ‘mouth， face， countenance' . According to Yasunari 
Imamura (p.c.)， its descendent mukh (with a dropped) is stil used in Modem 
Hindi， with the meaning of 'face' . 
The use of the word mukha is not limited to educated people. The 
Philippines has been trading with India since as far back as the 7th century， 
and this trade has inf1uence in language. According to Panganiban (1972)， 
of the 30000 root words in Tagalog， close to 300 are loans企omSanskrit. 
Other common Tagalog words of Sanskrit origin include guro 'teacher'， 
asmω‘spouse'， and wika‘language'. 
In Tagalog， mukha‘face， facial expression' can be used outside the 
MMC. When it is used in the MMC， the :rv仏1Chas evidential meanings: 
visual evidence and inference. 
The predicate of the ‘Clause' may be nominal， e.g.， (43); adjectival， 
e.g.， (45); or verbal， e.g.， (47) (same as (4). When the predicate is verbal， it 
is in a finite form. However， when the predicate is a nominal or adjectival， 
the distinction between fmite and nonfinite forms is virtually non-existent. 
Whichever the predicate is， the ‘Clause' c組 beused as a sentence by itself. 




'He is stil a bachelor.' 
(43) Mukha引 g binaω=pa=siya. 
face-LK bachelor=yet=3SG:TOP 
LT:‘Face that he is stil a bachelor.' 
FT:‘It seems he is stil a bachelor.' 
Adjectival predicate: 
(44) Malusog si 
healthy TOP 
‘Erap is healthy.' 
Erap. 
Erap 
(45) Mukha-ng malusog si 
face回 LK healthy TOP 
LT:‘Face that Erap is healthy.' 
FT:‘It seems Erap is healthy.' 
Verbal predicate: 
(46) Sa-sabog=na ang 
AF:CONT -erupt=already TOP 






(47) Mukha-ng sa-sabog=na ang 
face-LK AF:CONT -erupt=already TOP 
LT:‘Face也atthe volcano will erupt already. ' 
FT:‘It seems the volcano will erupt soon.' 
bulkan. 
volcano 
The MMC may look similar to ACs. Note由atmukha‘face' can in no 
way be an町g田nentofthe ‘Clause'. In this respect，出e1仏1Cdiffers丘om
intemal ACs， but it may be said to res~mble extemal ACs. 
As noted above， the predicate of也ピClause'occ町 sma白首teform (剖
least when it is a verb). There is no res仕ictionon the inflection of the 
predicate of the ‘Clause'. It can occur in any focus/aspect/mode form. 
Examples follow. 
(48) Mukha-ng b-um-i-bili ngayon ang lalaki nang 
face-LK AF:IPFV -buy now TOP man GEN 
bago引 !gkotse. 
new四 LKcar 
‘It seems the man is buying a new c紅 now.'
(49) Mukha-ng b-in-ili kahapon nang lalaki 
face-LK PF:PFV -buy yesterday GEN man 
ang bago帽 ng kotse. 
TOP new-LK car 
‘It seems the man bought the new c紅 yesterday.' 
5.2.2 Semantics 
The恥仏1Cwi出 mukha‘face，facial expression' has evidential meanings. 
More specifically it denotes the following: 
(a) visual evidence: on the basis ofwhat the speaker actually sees， he/she 
states that a situation is likely to occ肌 or:
(b) inference: the speaker makes an inference on the basis of the 
surrounding situation. 
Examples have already been given. An additional example is the following. 
(It contains an instance of ‘headless relative clause' (cf. 4ユ1.2):ang 
伊inipriωnanglalaki‘(the one that) the man is向ring'.) 
(50) Mukha-ng isda ang iてp-in・i-prito nαng lalaki. 
face-LK fish TOP PF:IPFV-fry GEN man 
LT:‘Face由瓜theone th剖 theman is frying is fish.' 
FT:‘It seems to be fish that the man is向ring-'
The speaker may utter this sentence in a situation where he/she makes this 
judgment on the basis of the smell. 
Similar meanings can be expressed by using adverbs. Among them， 
sentences with para‘seemingly' apparently takes the s副neform as the 
MMC with mukha‘face'. 
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(51) Para-ng binαta=pα=siyα. 
seemingly-LK bachelor=yet=3 SG:TOP 
‘It seems he is stil a bachelor.' 
(52) Par，α-ng malusog Sl Erαp‘ 
seemingly-LK healthy TOP Erap 
‘It seems Erap is healthy.' 
(53) Para-ng sα-sabog=nα αng bulkan. 
seemingly-LK AF:CONT -e~pt=already TOP volcano 
‘It seems the volcano will erupt soon.' 
Compare these sentences with (43)， (45)， and (47)， respectively. App訂 ently，
they take the same form at least superficially: mukh仰 αra+ linker + clause. 
They are also similar in meaning， only with slight differences in terms of 
probability of the situation happenihg or occurring. Although para can be 
used in situations白剖 onecan actually see just like mukha， the likelihood of 
the OCCI町 enceof the situation is higher with mukhα由anwithpara. 
In fact， many adverbial expressions take the s田町 form described 
above， especially those that denote frequency: madalas‘o抗en'，lagi 
‘always'， madalang/bihira 'r訂 ely'，beses‘times'， etc. 
(54) Dalawα-ng beses sa isa-ng bUl1仰 na
two-LK times OBL one-LK month LK 
nag-bi-bilyar si Noy. 
AF:IPFV -billiard TOP Noy 
LT:‘Two times in a month that N oy plays biliard.' 
FT:‘Noy plays billiard twice a month.' 
百leform observed in (54) is parallel to the structure ofthe MMC given in 
(39) above: Noun (dlαlawang beses sa isang buwan 'twice a mon血')+ 
Linker + Clause. One might argue， then， that mukha is grammaticalized 
and it now has an adverbial function that denotes evidentiality. 
However， there are structural differences between the ]¥品1Cwith 
mukha and those sentences that have the kind of adverbial expression 
illustrated above. In the MMC with mukha， the first p訂t(‘Noun') and the 
second part ('Clause') cannot be inverted， irrespective of whether an 
inversion marker is employed or not. See (55) and (56). In contrast， in(54)， 
the first part can be postposed， although this is not common. Compare (54) 
and (57). 
(55) Mukha-ng u-ulan. 
face-LK AF:CONT -rain 
‘It seems it will rain.' 
(56) 申U-ulan-g (句) mukha. 
AF:CONT -rain-LK INV face 
(57) Nag-bi-bilyar Sl Noy na dalαwa-ng beses 
AF:IPFV -billiard TOP Noy LK two-LK t1mes 
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sα isα-ng buwαn. 
OBL one-LK month 
‘N oy plays billiard twice a month. ' 
Comparison of (55)-(56) and (57) suggests th剖 dal仰 angbeses sa isang 
bωωn 'twice a month' is something like an adverbial phrase， while (55) is 
an established construction， with a rigid relative order of words/phrases. 
Mukha is not an adverbial element. It is a part (and an important part) ofthe 
h仏1C.
This町g田nent，however， does not apply to the word para‘seemingly' ， 
which cannot be postposed， just like mukha cannot. However， mukha and 
para， both of which express evidentiality of an action or state occurring， 
exhibit a difference in word order when negated. Compare (58)ー(59)and 
(60)-(61). 




‘He does not seem to be a bachelor.' 
(59) Mukhα=siya-ng hindi binata.5 
face-3SG:TOP-LK NEG bachelor 
‘He does not look like a bachelor.' 
(60) *H的diニsiya para-ng binata. 
NEG=3SG:TOP seemingly-LK bachelor 
(61) Parα=siya-ng hindi binata. 
seemingly=3SG:TOP-LK NEG bachelor 
官 edoes not seem to be a bachelor.' 
In Tagalog， a negative particle occurs clause-initially， that is， before the 
predicate of the clause. Compare (44うwith(62)， and (46) with (63). 
(62) Hindi malusog si 
NEG healthy TOP 
'Erap is not healthy.' 
(63) Hindi pa sa-sabog 
Erap. 
Erap 
NEG yet AF:CONT-erupt 
αng 
TOP 
'The volcano will not erupt yet.' 
bulkan. 
volcano 
The contrast between (58) and (60) shows the structural difference 
between the MMC wi由 mukhaand sentences with an adverbial expression. 
The fact that the negative particle hindi can naturally occur before mukha， 
but not before parαindicates that mukha behaves as the predicate of the 
sentence， just like a noun of the mermaid construction， while the para does 
not. This suggests again that mukha is not an adverbial element but ιNoun' 
of the MMC. (See (2) and (40) for ‘Noun' ofthe MMC.) 
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5.3 Infinitive type 
[1] Predicate 
The structure of the infmitive type is shown in (3)， and again in (41)， as 
repeated below. 
(41) Infinitive type: 
Noun(-)Linker [Clause (infinitive)] 
The predicate of the‘Clause' is finite in the finite type (瓜leastwhen it is a 
verb). However， it is the infinitive form of a verb，出瓜 IS，a norトfiniteform， 
in the infinitive type. The difference between the白lIteand the infinitive 
forms is roughly as follows. 
(a) Finite forms inflect for focus and aspect. 
(b) Infinitive forms inflect for focus， but not for aspect. 
In the inf・initivetype， the verb in the ‘Clause' is non-finite， and the 
‘Clause' cannot be used as a sentence by itself. 
[2] Nouns 
The nouns that can occupy the ‘Noun' slot in the infinitive守peinclude 
plano 'plan'， e.g.， (5)， (66)， (69); tradisyon 'tradition'， e.g.， (64)， (70); 
destino 'destiny' (al borrowed from Spanish); balak‘plan'; and kapalaran 
‘fate'， e.g.， (65)， (67)， (68). They have an evidential， an aspec加al，or a 
modal meaning. This is summarized in Table 3. 




LT:‘Tradition for Filipinos to celebrate Easter.' 
FT:‘Filipinos have出epractice of celebrating Easter.' 
[3] Actor nominal (1): preposition 
Filipino 
Filipino 
In Tagalog， generally， when an actor nominal agrees with the verb in terms 
of focus marking， it must be preceded by the topic preposition. For ex田nple，
in (13)， the actor nominal lalaki‘man' agrees with the verb b-um-ili 
‘AF.PFV-buy' (in the actor focus)， and it is preceded by the topic 
preposition ang. When the actor nominal does not agree with the verb， it is 
preceded by the genitive preposition， e.g.， (14)組 d(15) (nang lalaki‘GEN 
man'). The verb is in the patient focus in (14)， and in the beneficiary focus 
in (15). The same applies to the MMC of the五回tetype. In (48)， the actor 
nominal (lalaki‘man') agrees with the verb (in the actor focus) and it is 
preceded by the topic preposition ang. In (49)， the actor nominal (lalaki 
'man') does not agree with the verb (in the patient focus) and it is preceded 
by the genitive preposition nang. 
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However， the above does not apply to the MMC of the infinitive type. 
When the actor nominal agrees with the verb， its behavior is different企om
that described above. In some instances， the actor nominal may be preceded 
either by the topic preposition (as is generally the case with an actor 
nominal used as the topic) or by the genitive preposition (as is generally the 
case with an actor used as a non-topic). 
(65) Kapalaran-g ma-wala si / ni Pilar sα 
fate-LK AF:INF-disappear TOP/GEN Pilar OBL 
Maynila upang ma-kita si Pepe. 
Manila in order to PF:INF-see TOP Pepe 
LT:‘Fate for/ofPilar to get lost in Manila in order to see Pepe.' 
FT:‘Pilar was destined to get lost in Manila in order to see Pepe.' 
In other instances， the actor nominal can be preceded by the genitive 
preposition. But the use of the topic preposition is unacceptable or only 
marginally acceptable. This is despite the fact血atit agrees with the verb (in 
the actor focus). 
(66) Plano-ng b-um-isita ni / *si Noy 
plan-LK AF:INF-visit GEN/*TOP Noy 
bukas. 
tomorrow 
LT:‘Plan ofNoy to visit Davao tomorrow.' 
FT:‘Noy plans to visit Davao tomoηow.' 
(67) Kapalaran-g ma-talo ni / ?si Erap noon-g 
fate-LK AF:INF・lose GEN/?TOP Erap last-LK 
eleksyon. 
election 
LT:‘Fate of/for Erap to lose in the last election.' 





[4] Actor nominal (2): relative order 
There is a difference in the behavior of the actor nominal between the 
infinitive type and the finite type. This difference has to do with the genitive 
marking of the actor nominal. 
In the infmitive type， ifthe actor nominal is preceded by the genitive 
case， it may precede the verb and occur immediately after the ‘Noun' ofthe 
MMC. This is possible both (a) when the actor nominal agrees with the verb 
(in the actor focus)， e.g.， (68)， and (b) when the actor nominal does not 




















































LT:‘Fate of Pilar to get lost in M副註lain order to see Pepe.' 
FT: 'Pil町 wasdestined to get lost in Manila [when she went] 
to see Pepe.' 
(69) Plano nang gobyerno-ng apruba-han ang 
plan GEN government-LK approve-PFゴNF TOP 
pag-import nang bigas. 
NMLZ-import GEN rice 
LT:‘Plan of the government to approve the import of rice. ' 
FT:‘The government plans to approve the import of rice.' 
(70) Trαdisyon nang manga Fil伊ino-ng
tradition GEN PL Filipino-LK 
伊ag-diwang ang Easter. 
PF:INF・.celebrate TOP Easter. 
LT:‘Tradition of Filipinos to celebrate Easter.' 
FT:‘Filipinos have the practice of celebrating Easter.' 
Compare， for example， (65) and (68). In (68)，出eactor nominal (Pilar) 
occ町 simmediately after由e明oun'(kapalaran‘fate') and it must be 
preceded by the genitive postposition， and not by the topic preposition. In 
(65)， the actor nominal does not occur immediately a武erthe ‘Noun'， and it 
may be preceded by the topic preposition or by the genitive preposition. 
Only the actor nominal can precede the verb and occur immediately 
afterthe ‘Noun'. 
In contrast to the infinitive type， the finite type (the ‘Noun' is mukha 
‘face') does not allow the actor nominal to occ町 immediatelya白erthe 
‘Noun' mukha， irrespective of whether the actor nominal is the topic， c王
(72)， or not， cf.(74). Compare (71) and (72)， and (73) and (74). 
(71) Mukha-ng bi-bisita si 





'Noy seems to be going to Davao tomorrow.' 
(72) *Mukhα ni Noy na bi-bisita sa 
sα 
OBL 
face GEN Noy LK AF:CONT -go OBL 
bukas. 
tomorrow 
LT:‘Face ofNoy that will visit Davao tomoπow.' 
Intended meaning:‘(As above') 
Dαrvao 
Davao 
(73) Mukha-ng t-in-αnggap=na nang gobyerno 
face-LK PF:PERF-receive=already GEN goverr四国国
ang 初nila-ng pagkaklαmαli. 
TOP 3PL:OBL-LK mistake 
‘The gove口町lentseems to have acknowledged its mistake. ' 
(74) キMukhanang gobyerno-ng t-in-anggap=na 
face GEN government-LK PF:PERF-receive=already 
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αng kanilα-ng pagkakamali. 
TOP 3PL:OBL-LK mistake 
LT:‘Face ofthe government that received their mistake a1ready.' 
lntended meaning: '(As above') 
5.4 Semantics 01 the two types 
We have seen one noun (5.2) and five nouns (5.3) th剖 canoccupy the 
ιNoun' slot ofthe MMC. They can be summarized as in Tab1e 3. As can be 
seen， they町 ehigh1y grammaticalized in the乱品1C，in terms of semantics at 
1east. 














evidentia1: visua1 evidence and inference 
moda1:‘p1an to do' 
aspectua1: habitua1 
moda1:‘be destined to do' 
modal:‘p1an to do' 
moda1:‘be destined to do' 
6. Summary and concluding remarks 
Taga10g would not be expected to have the MMC. First， it is 
predicate-initia1 (or verb-initia1)， whereas a1most al of the 1anguages in 
which the MMC is attested訂 epredic剖e-fina1 (or verb四 fina1).Second， the 
L品1Cmay be said to resemb1e extema1 ACs in that the noun is not佃
argument or an adjunct of the clause， and the MMC might be expected to 
occur in 1anguages where extema1 ACs are abundant. However， inTaga1og， 
extema1 ACs are on1y marginally acceptab1e. 
Despite theseれ7VO expectations， Taga10g does have the MMC. This 
恥仏1Cis the mirror image of the prototype of the MMC， attested in 
predicate-fma11anguages. The Taga10g MMC isoftwo types. 
ln the finite type， the verb of the ‘C1ause' is in a finite foロn，and the 
‘C1ause' can be used as a sentence by itse1f. The ‘Noun' is mukha‘face'， a 
10an from Sanskrit mukha， and也eMMC has evidentia1 meanings of visua1 
evidence and inference:‘the situation is 1ikely to occur'. 
ln the infinitive type， the predicate of the ‘C1ause' is in the infinitive 
form， that is， a non-finite form， and the ‘C1ause' cannot be used as a 
sentence by itse1f. At 1east five nouns are attested in the ‘Noun' slot. Two of 
them訂 e10ans from Spanish， whi1e the remaining two are native Taga10g 
words. The infinitive type has an evidentia1， a moda1， or an aspec回a1
meaning. The infinitive type exhibits an unusua1 behavior in terms of the 
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case and the relative position of the actor nominal. 
Lastly， it is interesting to note th国 thenouns used for either type of the 
mermaid construction are mostly loan words. This might have something to 
do with the preference for verbal constructions of the language per se， but it 
remains for further research. 
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Notes 
1 Note血atthe verb b-um-ili‘AF:PFV -buy' consists of the verb root bili 
‘buy' and the inf1ectional infix -um-‘AF:PFV' (cf. Table 2). It is difficult to 
gloss infixes adequately. The same applies to many other verbs in the 
ex田nplesgiven below. 
2 In standard orthography， the genitive marker nang [na1J] is written as ng. 
To avoid confusion with a suffix -ng [lJ]， which is a linker， nang is used in 
this paper. 
3 There is another， preferred way to express the meaning of (24): 
(i) 1to ang lagari-ng g-in-amit ni Pedro 
出is:TOPTOP saw-LK PF:PFV-use GEN Pedro 
pang-putol nang puno. 
for-cut GEN tree 
‘This is the saw Pedro used to cut a tre.' 
Roughly speaking，由edifference between (24) and (i) is as follows. In (24)， 
the verb for ‘cut' is in the instrumental-focus foロn，whereas (i) employs the 
verb for ‘usピ(inthe patient-focus form) in place ofthe instrumental focus. 
4 The MMC analysis might not be maintained under the “equation 
hypothesis" proposed by Naylor (1995)， for example， among others (cf. 
Schachter and Otanes 1972， Schachter 1976， Kaufrnan 2009)， in which 
Tagalog verbal predicates訂 eassumed to be syntactically nominal， and the 
Tagalog clause structure is best analyzed as an equational. Under this 
hypothesis， there would be no clause showing a combination of 
noun-predicate and verb-predicate structures. In the construction in question 
here， however， the two parts are linked by a linker， instead of parataxis 
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which Naylor (1995) regards as the means ofrealizing“equ剖ional"clauses. 
5 According to my consultant， in this word order， the speaker emphasizes 
the physical appearance， especially the face， of the person. 
Abbreviations 
AC -adnominal clause; ADV -adverbial; AF・actorfocus; BF・beneficiary
focus; CF -causal focus; CONT -contemplated; DF -direction focus; 
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reason focus; SG -singular; TOP -topic. 
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1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes the structure of the prototype of the 
mermaid construction (‘MMC') roughly as follows. 
(1) Prototype ofthe mermaid construction (‘MMC'): 
Clause Noun Copula 
The predicate (which is often a verb) ofthe‘Clause' may be inflected. But it 
may be followed by a nominalizer ('NMLZ')， as in (2). An example is (50)， 
an instance ofthe Japanese恥品1C.
(2) .. verb + NMLZ Copula 
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The prototype， shown in (1)， is based on the MMC of Japanese (cf. 
Tsunoda， this volume-b)， an SOV (or AOV) language. Thai is an SVO (or 
AVO) language. Unlike Mandarin Chinese， another SVO language， which 
has struc印resthat may be considered variants of the MMC， Thai does not 
have a structute that would be unequivocally called the MMC. Nonetheless， 
it has a struc加rethat may be considered ‘quasi-MMC'. It is ofthree types. 
(σ3) Qu瑚1減as討i
a. Psych-verb type: 
(Target +) Copula + [NMLZ + psych-V] 
(+ Obl + Experiencer) 
b. Speech-verb type: 
(Target +) Copula + [l'品t1LZ+ speech-V] 
(+ Obl + Speaker) 
c. Quotative-complementation type: 
Copula + [NMLZ + psych/speech-V] + '[COMP + Clause] 
The psych-verb type (3・a)involves a psych-verb ('psych-V')， while the 
speech-verb type (3・b)contains a speech verb ('speech-V'). Both types of 
verbs are acceptable in the quotative-complemention type (3・c).
(3・c)di民 rsfrom (3-a) and (3-b) in two respects. First， it lacks ‘Target' ， 
‘Obl + Experiencer' and ‘Obl + Speaker'. Second， it obligatorily contains a 
complement clause ('COMP + Clause'). 
All of (3・a)ω(3・c)are similar to the variety of the MMC shown in (2)， 
in which the verb is accompanied by a nominalizer. 
(3・a)is the oldest quasi-MMC in Thai. It has been used since the era of 
the Sukhothai dynasty (13・14C)， the earliest period in the documented 
history of the Thai language (Kitsombat 1981: 33). It has been regarded-by 
Thai linguists as a peculiar sort of passive construction. (3-b) and (3・c)
appear to originate from (3-a). (3・b)seems to have risen rather recently. It is 
not mentioned in studies on Thai grammar. (3・c)emerged in the nineteenth 
century (Kitsombat 1981: 44) and came to be commonly used in the 
同叩tiethcentury (Prasithrathsint 1985: 96). 
2. Initial illustration 
Examples of (3-a) to (3-c) include (4) to (6)， respectively. 
(3・a):
(4) khaw y5:Jm pen [thii chUIa man] 
PRON inevitably COP NMLZ be.confident 
幼 d:Jl) phuu域ybE1JK方。banchaa
GEN subordinates 
LT:‘He is inevitably that/what [they] are confident [of]， ofthe 
subotdinates. ' 
FT:‘He is inevitably trusted by [his] subordinates.' 
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(3・b):
(5) nawan~拘ay 1拍'81) nii pen 
(3同 c):
novel CLF this COP 
[創・ k1aaw 泊均 yaaJ) phree laa jI 
NMLZ say reach widely 
LT:‘This novel is that/what [they] mention widely.' 
FT:‘This novel is widely mentioned.' 
(6) pen 同Ii yaam 1中 kan 泊ua pajl 
COP N恥1LZ admit RECP be.overall go 
[ waa wannakam li7 pha，宅phayon mii 
COMP literary.work and movie have 
万幼やthon tda kan li7 kan yaa1) maak] 
influence upon each.other very.much 
LT:‘[It] is that/what [they] generally admit that literary works and 
movies influence each other very much.' 
FT:‘It is generally admirted that literary works and movies 
influence each other very much.' 
The nominalizer (‘NMLZ') and the verb (a psych-verb or a speech verb) 
form a unit. The quotative complementizer ('COMP') and the complement 
clause ('Clause')， too， are inseparable. In the relevant examples， a 
combination of the nominalizer and the verb is indicated by means of square 
brackets. So is a combination of the complementizer and the complement 
clause. (A combination of the nominalizer and the verb may be expanded by 
means ofmodifier(s) ofthe verb or other verb(s). See 5.3.2・[1]，-[2].) 
3. Profile of the language 
Thai belongs to the Tai group of the Tai・Kadaifamily. It is the official 
language of Thailand. According to Ethnologue (online version 2000)， the 
population of L 1 Thai speakers is about 20，200，000 and that of L2 Thai 
speakers is about 40，000，000. 
The inventory ofThai phonemes is as follows: (a) consonants: Ip， t， k， 1， 
ph， th， kh， b， d，え s，h， c， ch， m， n， 1)1， r， w， y/; (b) vowels: li，田， u，e，:J 0， 
ε， a， :li，町田， uu， ee， :J， 00，ε， aa， :l/; (c) diphthongs: lia，国a，ual; and 
(d) tones: Mid， Low， Falling， High， Rising (e.g.， maa， maa， maa， maa， maa). 
百laiis a typical isolating language. It employs virtually no affixation. 
Verbs do not inflect. Thai is neither dependent-marking nor head-marking. It 
may be regarded as configuratonal， for the verb tends to be tightly 
connected with the object rather than the subject. 
Thai has prepositions. However， like other functional mo叩hemes，they 
are often not used， especially in oral discourse. The basic orders of clausal 
constituents are AVO and Sv. The A， S， and 0 are not marked for case. That 
is， Thai has the neutral case system: A=S=O. Modifiers of a noun， e.g.， 
demonstrative， classifier， and relative (or adnominal) clause， follow the 
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noun. 
Thai abounds with the serial verb construction. See 5.3.2-[1]. 
The Thai writing system was created in the thirteenth century: The 
present work is based on data gathered from the written language.1 The 
examples of the quasi司 MMCcited in the present paper were collected 
mainly from the Thai National Co中us，which is the largest electronic Thai 
co中usavailable on the Intemet， and partially_仕omtwo previous studies: 
Kitsombat (1981) and Prasithrathsint (1985) . " The English glosses and 
translations are mostly those of the present author. Some of the examples 
were slightly modified owing to space limitation and other stylistic 'feasons. 
4. Types of clauses and sentences 
4.1 陪rb-predicateclauses/sentences and noun-predicate clauses/同ntences
Clauses/sentences of Thai can be divided into two types: verb-predicate 
clauses/sentences (4.1.1) and noun-predicate clauses/sentences (4.1.2). 
There is no separate word class of adjectives. What may corr~spond to 
adjectives of， say， English and Japanese are verbs in Thai， e.g.， (9).~ 
Verbs occurring in independent verb/noun-predicate clauses/sentences 
can be modified by a modal/aspectual marker. For example， in(7) and (17)， 
the verb (mii‘exist'， pen 'COP') is preceded by an epistemic modal marker 
(7aat‘maybe'，劫01)'probably'). In (8)， the verb and its nominal argument 
(k~;Jt panhaa‘a problem occurs') are followed by the inchoative aspect 
marker (.khUIn 'INC'). 
4.1.1 陪rb-predicateclauses/sentences 
Verb-predicate clauses/sentences can be classified into four types. 
[1] One-place clauses/sentences with the VS order 
[2] One-place clauses/sentences with the SV order 
[3] Two-place clauses/sentences 
[4] Three-place clauses/sentences 
We shall look at each of these four types. 
[1] One-place clauses/sentences with the VS order 
These clauses/sentences describe existence， e.g.， (7) (mii・ 'exist') or 
emergence/extinction， e.g.， (8) (k~;Jt ‘ occur'). 
(7) 7aat mii panhaa 
maybe exist problem 
‘There may be a problem.' 
(8) k~;Jt panhaa k方的n
occur problem INC 
'A problem occurs.' 
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[2] One-place clauses/sentences with the SV order 
As seen above， one-place clauses/sentences with the VS order describe 
existence or emergence/extinction. One-place clauses/Sentences with the SV 
order describe other situations. Examples follow. 
(9) phdm yaaw 
hair be.long 
寸hehair was long.' 
(10) kfew teek 
glass break 
‘The glass broke.' 
[3] Two-place clauses/sentences 
Two-place clauses/sentences have the AVO order. Examples include: 
(11) miit baat niw 
knife cut finger 
‘The knife cut the finger.' 
As noted in Section 3， the serial verb construction is very common in 
Thai. An example involving a two-place verb is (12) (phat‘blow' + phal] 
‘tumble.down '). 
(12) 10m phat baan phal] 
wind blow house tumble.down 
‘The wind blew the house， which tumbled down. ' 
[4] Three-place clauses/sentences 
The recipient or the like may not be marked for case， e.g.， (13)， or may be 
preceded by the dative preposition ktr‘to'， the comitative/ dative preposition 
kap‘with， to'， e.g.， (14)， or the benefactive preposition hay 'for， to'. 
Irrespective of whether it is marked by a preposition or not， the recipient or 
the like consistently follows the gift， theme， or the like. 
(13) khaw hay 7aahaan maa 
PRON glve food dog 
‘He gave the dog some food.' 
(14) khaw hay 7aahaan kap maa 
PRON glve food COM/DAT dog 
‘He gave some food to the dog.' 
In passing， the word order in (14) is the same as its English counte中art:
He gave some foodωthe dog. In contrast， the word order in (13) is 
unacceptable in English: * He gave some food the dog. 
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4.1.2 Noun-predicate clauses/sentences 
Thai has two copulas: pen， e.g.， (15)， and khlll， e.g.， (16). 
(15) khaw pen 必 ruu
PRON COP teacher 
‘He is a teacher.' 
(16) nan khmm n勾s世田 khaw 
that COP book PRON 
‘That is his book.' 
The two copulas， pen and 幼 lll， have been contrastively characterized as 
‘characterizational' vs.‘identificational' (Kuno & Wongkhomthong 1981) 
and ‘thought-like， slow/analytic processing' vs.‘sensation圃 like，fastlholistic 
processing' (Takahashi & Shinzato 2003). For instance， (15) (pen) portrays a 
characteristic of the referent of the subject (categorization)， whereas (16) 
(幼mm)presents the entity with which the referent of the subject is 
identified (de臼nition).These dichotomic meanings of the two copulas are 
presumably ascribable to the different modes of information processing that 
the speaker excutes. Specifically， the use of pen reflects slow/analytic 
processing of information (thought-like processing)， while the use of kh田町
is associated with fast/holistic processing of information (sensation-like 
processing). Accordingly， the thought-implying copula peI1 is compatible 
with modal modification indicative of the speaker's deliberation， reasoning， 
inference， judgment， reckoning， etc.， e.g.， (17)， but the sensation-implying 
copula khmmis not; see (18). 
(17) nan kho1J pen n句SlIl田 組1ゑw
that probably COP book PRON 
‘That is probably his book.' 
(18) *nan kho1J khmm na.gs田町 劫'aw
that probably COP book PRON 
Intended meaning:‘That is probably his book.' 
Related to this is the fact that pen may be used for expressions of 
negative evaluation， e.g.， (19)， while劫 mmcannot;see (20). 
(19) khaw may pen khruu 
PRON NEG COP teacher 
‘He is not a teacher.' 
(20) *劫aw may khmm khruu 
PRON NEG COP teacher 
Intended meaning:官 eis not a teacher. ' 
Someone who uses an expression of negative evaluation has to engage 
herself in _analytic thinking before reaching the conclusion of negative 
evaluation." Hence， negative evaluation employs the thought-implying 
copulapen. 
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The use of a copula verb is not obligatory， e.g.， (21). A copula verb is 
often absent in daily conversations. 
(21) nan na1Js泊町
that book 
‘That [is] his book.' 
4.2 Adnominal clαuses 
4.2.1 Introductory notes 
話iaw
PRON 
Like Japanese，百laihas both‘intemal adnorninal clauses' (‘intemal ACs') 
(4ユ2)and ‘extemal adnorninal clauses' (‘extemal ACs') (4ユ3).(See 
Terarnura (1969) and Tsunoda (this volurne-a， 7.2) for a characterization of 
these two types of ACs.) Very roughly speaking， the difference between 
thern is as follows. In the intemal ACs， the head noun co汀 espondsto an 
argurnent or an adjunct of the AC. In contrast， in extemal ACs， the head 
noun is， so to speak， added frorn outside the under1ying c1ause. It does not 
correspond to an argurnent or an adjunct ofthe AC. 
1 preferωuse Kullavanijaya's (2008) terms， and in the present paper， 1 
shall often use the following terms. 
(a)‘Relative clauses' in place of ‘intemal ACs' 
(b)‘Noun cornplernent c1auses' in place of ‘extemal ACs' 
The concept of ‘noun cornplernent clause' corresponds to what Cro丘(2001: 
348) narnes‘norninal cornplernent'. A 'cornplernent' is defined as a 
‘cornponent structure th瓜 elaboratesa salient substruc加reof the head (the 
profi1e determinant at a given level of organization)' (Langacker 2000: 21， 
212司 218).1 shall use the terms‘relativizer' and ‘noun cornplernentizer' as 
follows. 
(c) Relativizer: a 白nctionalrnorpherne that heads an ernbedded c1ause， 
the antecedent (head noun) ofwhich rnust have a syntactic 
relation with the verb in the ernbedded clause 
(d) Noun cornplernentizer: a functional rnorpherne th瓜headsan 
ernbedded c1ause， the antecedent (head noun) ofwhich does not have 
any grarnrnatical relation with the verb in the ernbedded clause (cf. 
Kul1avanijaya 2008: 448) 
As noted in Section 3， Thai ACs follow the head noun. Their struc加re
can be shown as in (22). It has three rnost cornrnon variants: (a)， (b)， and (c). 
The AC rnarker (i.e.， adnorninal c1ause rnarker) rnay be absent， as in (a)， or 
present， asin (b) and (c). It rnay be a relativizer， asin (b) and (c)， or a noun 
cornplernentiezer， asin (b) and (c). 
(22) Head noun + (AC rnarker) + clause 
(a) Head noun +の+cIause 
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百leAC marker is absent， e.g.， (23). 
(b) Head noun +泊E十 clause
The AC marker is the nominalizer thi functioning as a 
relativizer， e.g.， (25) and (32)， or as a noun complementizer， e.g.， 
(33). 
(c) Head noun + SUI.y + clause 
百leAC marker is the typical relativizer SUI.y functioning as a 
relativizer， e.g.， (25) to (32)， or as a noun complementizer， e.g.， 
(33). 
Thai ACs are of the ‘extemal-head' ，‘postnominal' type in Keenan's 
(1985) and Lehmann's (1986) terminology. Resumptive pronouns may 
occur in ACs， e.g.， khaw‘PRON' in (25)， (28)， and (31)， and man‘PRON' 
in (26)， (27)， and (30). A classifier also possibly occurs between the head 
noun and an AC， e.g.， (23) and (25). 
4.2.2 Internal ACs 
Examples of intemal ACs follow. 
(23) nak s.政おお (khon) rim か
student (CLF) study continue 
‘the student who continues to study [something]' 
(24) * nak s，政ksaa khaw rian β。
student PRON study continue 
Intended meaning:‘the student who continues to study 
[something] ， 
(25) nak s.血おお (劫on) 1thii / S蜘 L(生垣凶 d'an td:J 
student (CLF) REL (PRON) study continue 
‘the student who continues to study [something]' 
(23) is an example of (22-a). In this type， the clause cannot contain its 
subject. In (24)， the clause contains its subject:劫'aw‘PRON'.It is no 
longer an example of (22-a)， and it does not mean吐lestudent who 
continues to study'. (lt can mean‘as for the student， he continues to s加dy'.)
(25) is an example of (22同 b)and (22-c). 
All由epositions on Keenan & Comrie's (1977) noun phrase accessibility 
hierarchy can be relativized on (Yaowapat & Prasithrathsint 2009). 
(a) Subject， e.g.， (23) and (25) 
(b) Direct object， e.g.， (26) 
(c) Indirect object， e.g.， (27) 
(d) Oblique object， e.g.， (28) and (29) 
(e) Genitive or possessor， e.g.， (30) 
(t) Object of comparison， e.g.， (31) 
(26) nags泊ws命 7 劫'aw ceek (man) nav 泊eesak湖沼
book REL PRON distribute (PRON) LOC festival 
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‘the books which he distributed in the festival' 
(27) maa A命 7 khaw hav ?aahaan (man) 
dog REL PRON give food (PRON) 
‘the dog which he gave some food' 
(28) khon A吻 chan vhuut kav khaw 
person REL PRON talk COMIDAT PRON 
'the person with whom 1 talk' 
(29) kl勾 s白7 khaw sav 劫 :J:m vo'? 
box REL PRON put.in thing many 
‘the box in which he put many things' 
(30) meew A蜘 幼 白 (man) vaaw 
cat REL hair (PRON) long 
‘the cat whose hair is long' 
(31)幼 on s改n chan ken kwaa (kha同
person REL PRON proficient more.than (PRON) 
‘the person whom 1 am more proficient than' 
4.2.3 ExternalACs 
Examples of extemal ACs include the following. 
(32) klln 1thii I s，命7} 劫 aw vaan vlaa 
smell REL PRON gril fish 
LT:‘the smell with which he grils a fish' 
FT:‘the smell ofhim grilling a fish' 
(33) nI1夜明 {泊ils，泊η} khaw rian 泊。
fact COMP PRON study continue 
‘the fact that he continues to study [something]' 
5. Quasi-mermaid construction 
5.1 Introductory notes 
As noted in Section 1， Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes the structure ofthe 
prototype of the mermaid construction ('MMC') roughly as shown in (1)， 
which is repeated as (34). 
(34) Prototype ofthe mermaid construction ('MMC'): 
Clause Noun Copula 
This prototype is based on the MMC of Japanese (c王 Tsunoda，this 
volume-b)， an SOV (or AOV) language. Thai is an SVO (or AVO) language. 
Unlike Mandarin Chinese， another SVO language， which has structures that 
may be considered variants of the MMC， Thai does not have a structure that 
would be unequivocally called the MMC. Nonetheless， it has a structure that 
may be considered ‘quasi-MMC'. It was shown in (3)， which is repeated as 
(35). 
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(35) Quasi-MMC ofThai:5 
a. Psych-verb type: 
(Target +) Copula + [NMLZ + psych-V] 
(+ Obl + Experiencer) 
b. Speech-verb type: 
(Target +) Copula + [NMLZ + speech-V] 
(+ Obl + Speaker) 
c. Quotative-complementation type: 
Copula + [NMLZ + psych/speech-V] + [COMP + Clause] 
The psych-verb type (35-a) involves a psych-verb， e.g.， like， worり1，
know， 陀宅pect，love， acknowledge， be.interested， favor， be.confident， 
be.annoyed， enjoy， understand， be.sure， desire， want， dote.on， believe.in， or 
feel.sati，析'ed.The speech-verb type (35・b)contains a speech verb， e.g.， say， 
mention， criticize， or rumor. Both types of verbs are acceptable in the 
quotative・complementiontype (35・c).
‘Experiencer' refers to the experiencer (i.e.， mental Undergoer) of 
psych-verbs， while ‘Speaker' indicates the speaker (i.e.， verbal Actor) of 
speech verbs. (The terms ‘Undergoer' and ‘Actor' are adopted from Foley 
and Van Valin (1984). They are macro-roles. In the quasi-MMC of Thai， the 
‘Undergoer' and ‘Actor' are， respectively， an experiencer and a speaker.) 
‘Obl' is indicated by a preposition:劫 5:J1)'GEN'， nay‘LOC'， keE:‘DAT'，or 
kap‘COMIDAT'. 
‘Target' identifies the target， goal， or the like of psych-verbs or speech 
verbs. 
The ‘COMP + Clause' (the quotative complementizer waa plus a clause) 
in (34-c) represents the complement ofthe psych-verb or the speech verb. 
In each of (35・a)to (35凶 c)，the following constituents are ob1igatorily 
present: (i)‘Copula' verb， (i)‘NMLZ' (nominalizer)， and (ii) a psych-verb 
or a speech verb. In (35・a) and (35・b)，‘Target' and ιObl + 
Experiencer/Speaker' are sometimes absent.‘COMP + Clause' cannot occu仁
In (35-c)，‘COMP + Clause' is obligatorily present， while ‘Target' and ‘Obl 
+ Experiencer/Speaker' cannot occur. In (35・a)to (35-c)， those constituents 
that are ob1igatorily present are shown in bold face. 
(35-c) differs from (35-a) and (35-b) in two respects. First， itlacks 
‘Target' and ‘Obl + Experiencer/Speaker'. Second， it obligatorily contains a 
complement clause ('COMP + Clause'). 
All of (35・a)to (35-c) are similar to the variety ofthe MMC shown in (2)， 
in which the verb is accompanied by a nominalizer. (35・c)resembles the 
prototype ofthe MMC (see (34)) most closely in that a clause is included. 
We shall now examine each constituent of the quasi-MMC of Thai， as 
shown in (35・a)to (3与c)，paying attention to their semantic and syntactic 
aspects， inparticular. Mo中hologicalissues are largely irrelevant， since Thai 
is basically an isolating language. In order to appreciate the structure and 




The nominalizers used in the quasi-MMC are 泊'iand kaan. In the 
quasi.・MMCof th_e present-day Thai， kaan is litle used， whereas thi is 
dominantly used.o Both kaan and 泊'iare polysemous， polyfunctional 
morphemes， asshown below. 
kaan can be used as (i) a lexical noun that is used in idiomatic 
expressions and means‘actjvity， afair'， e.g.， (36)， and (i) a class noun 
meaning ‘matter'， e.g.， (37). I It can also be used as a functional mo叩heme:
(ii) as a nominalizer， e.g.， (38). 









泊ican be used as (i) a lexical noun meaning ‘place'， e.g.， (39); and (i) 
a class noun meaning ‘entity (thing， instrument， person， etc.)'， e.g.， (40) and 
(41). It can also be used as a functional mo叩hemesuch as (ii) a classifier， 
e.g.， (42); (iv) a preposition， e.g.， (43); (v) a nominalizer， e.g.， (44); (vi) a 
relativizer， e.g.， (25)， (32)， and (45); (vi) a noun complementizer， e.g.， (33) 
and (46); and (vii) a verb complementizer， e.g.， (47). 
(39)盆i din 
place earth 




(41) 泊E Cl) 
entity be.true 
‘in fact' 
(42) m伽 chaa s5:Jl) 泊i
water tea two CLF 
‘two men's tea' 
(43) dekdek 盆i baan 
children at house 
‘the children at home' 
(44)盆i khaw 血友g
NMLZ PRON argue 
‘that he argued' 
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(45) plaa 曲賞 khaw yaalJ 
fish REL PRON gril 
‘the fish that he grilled' 
(46) nIIag 泊i khaw 政falJ
白ct COMP PRON argue 
‘the fact that he argued' 
(47) chan sfa cay 也ui 魁iaw 也!fag
PRON be.sorry CO恥1P PRON argue 
‘1 was so町ythat he argued.' 
It is in the capacity of nominalizers that thi and kaan can occur in the 
quasi-MMC of Thai. Examples of the quasi-MMC involving的'IiInclude(4) 
to (6)， and the following. 
(48) nay batcuban nii 7aahaan J命。rn ca7 pen 
currently food Japan IRR COP 
[thii niyom kan yaalJ phree laajl 
N孔1LZ favor RECP widely 
nay muu 幼 on l占ay
LOC group people Thai 
LT:‘Currently Japanese food is that/what [they] favor widely in the 
group ofThai people.' 
FT:‘Currently Japanese food is widely favored among Thai 
people.' 
Examples ofthe quasi-MMC involving kaan include the following. 
(49) phaasfi pen [kaan ram幼'an] kap 
tax COP NMLZ be.annoyed COM/DAT 
K企ons政lUkhaay 
sbuyers.and.sellers 
LT:‘Tax is that/what [they] are annoyed [瓜]， with buyers and 
selers.' 
FT:‘Buyers and sellers are annoyed at tax' or‘Tax annoys buyers 
and selers.' 
As noted in 5.1， in (35・a)to (35・c)，the nominalizer ('NMLZ') and the 
verb (a psych-verb or speech verb) form a unit， separate from ιCopula' and 
‘Obl + Experiencer/Speaker'. It is in view of this that， in the relevant 
examples， they are shown by means of square brackets. This unit may 
contain modifiers ofthe verb， e.g.， yaalJ phree Jay ‘widely' in (48)， or other 
verb(s). (See 5.3.2-[1]， -[2].) 
In the prototype ofthe MMC， shown in (34)， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied 
by what may be termed a‘lexical noun' or‘content noun'. However， this 
slot may be occupied by a nominalizer. The enclitic =no of Japanese is a 
case in point. Consider the following example， cited from Tsunoda (this 
volume固め.The Japanese MMC with =no expresses cause， reason， or the 
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like. 
(50) Gakusee=ga issyokenmee benかoo-si-te i-ru. 
student=NOM very.hard study-do-TE be-NONPST 
'The students are studying veηhard.' 
Siken=ga ar-u=no=da. 
examination=NOM be-NPST=no=COP.NPST 
‘This is because there will be an examination.' 
The enclitic =no may be regarded as the genitive case marker or a 
non-content noun. It may also be regarded as a nominalizer. The 
quasi-恥fMCof Thai resembles those instances of the MMC (including the 
Japanese MMC with =no) that contain a nominalizer. 
1 have stated that it is in the capacity of nominalizers that泊fIandkaan 
can occur in the quasi-MMC of Thai. Nonetheless， it is interesting to note 
that these nominalizers can be used as nouns in the present-day Thai. kaan 
can be used as a lexical noun‘activity， afair'， and as a class noun‘ma仕er'.
佐ican be used as a lexical noun判ace'，and as a class noun‘entity (thing， 
instrument， person， etc.)'. Note由atthese nouns have generic (as against 
specific) meanings. As noted in Tsunoda (this volume-a) and as shown in 
other chapters in the present volume， nouns that occupy the ‘Noun' slot of 
the MMC in other languages often have generic meanings. (Examples 
include tokoro‘place'， monoιthing' and koto ‘thing' of Japanese (Tsunoda 
(this volume-b， 5.4.3).) In this respect， too， the quasi聞 MMCin Thai is 
similar to the MMC in these languages. 
Having examined the ‘NMLZ' (nominalizer) in (35・a)to (35・c)，we shall 
tum now to verbs. 
5.3 Psych-verbs and speech verbs 
Psych-verbs and speech verbs will be listed in 5.3.1.8 A few issues 
conceming their use in the MMC will be discussed in 5.3ユ
5.3.1 List of psych-verbs and speech verbs 
These verbs can be classified as follows， respectively. 
(a) Psych-verbs 
(ル1)Perception verbs， e.g.， h白‘see'
(a・2)Emotion verbs， e.g.， chUIa man‘be.confident'， e.g.， (4); niyom 
‘favor'， e.g.， (48)， (53)， and (59); ramkhaan‘be.annoyed'， e.g.， 
(49);?un cay‘feel.relieved'， e.g.， (51); t51) kaan 'need' ， e.g.， 
(54); 1:政‘love'，劫ray‘desire'，1d1)lay‘dote.on'， e.g.， (57); 
sanùk'enjoy~ ， e.g.， (60); sat訪aa‘believe.in'，e.g.， (62); ph:J:J 
cay'feel.satisfied'， e.g.， (63); nfe n:J:Jn‘be.sure'， e.g.， (64); and 
bUIa 'be.tired' 
(a-3) Cognition verbs， e.g.， y:J:Jm 1中‘admit'，e.g.， (6); ruu cak 
'know'， e.g.， (58) and (61); and sdn cay‘be.interested' 
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(b) Speech verbs， e.g.， k1aaw'say'， e.g.， (5) and (65); k1aaw幼 wan
‘criticize'， e.g.， (52); and IaIaJ) 1[[[‘rumor' 
(51) phuu 1中 chay 泊E 泊政官 khwaams，砂町 trOl) pen 
employee REL hold loyality COP 
[ thi 7un ca_片幼d:Jl) hiia gaa 
NMLZ feel.relieved GEN boss 
LT:‘Employees who have loyality are that/what [they] fel 
relieved of the bosses.' 
FT:‘Employees with loyality are a relief to the bosses. ' 
(52) phallttc弓phan1aw nII pen 
product these COP 
[的'i ldaaw幼 wan 泊均 yaal)maak] 
NMLZ criticize reach very.much 
LT:‘These products are that/what [they] criticize very much.' 
FT: 'These products are criticized very much.' 
The sample data collected from the Thai National Corpus reveals that 
psych-verbs are more common than宅peechverbs in the quasi回 MMCin 
terms ofboth token and type frequency." 
What may be considered prototypical transitive verbs， such as 'break'， do 
not occur in the quasi-MMC. In this respect， the quasi-MMC is low in 
transltlvlty. 
5.3.2 Other issues 
[1] Serial verb construction 
As noted in Section 3， Thai abounds in the serial verb construction. ln the 
quasi-MMC， too， the psych-verb or speech verb may be followed by other 
verbs. Examples include (5) (‘say + reach')， (6) (‘admit + be.overall + go)， 
(52) (‘criticize + reach')， (53) (‘favor + eat + be.overall + go')， and (61) 
(‘know + be.good'). 
(53) 'laahaan nII pen 
food this COP 
[tωi 1I)のlfl1 1呼苧lJ"a泊'an kan 泊ua pa_片
N恥1LZ favor eat RECP be.overall go 
LT:‘This food is that/what [they] favor for eating generally.' 
FT:‘This food is generally favored for eating.' 
[2] Modifiers of the verb 
The verb in the quasi-MMC may be followed by something like adverbial 
modifier(s). Examples include (5)， (48) (‘widely')， (6)， (48)， (53)， (59)， (61)， 
(65) (‘RECP')， and (52) (‘very much'). The reciprocal marker (kan‘RECP') 
is best considered an adverbial modifier of verbs. 
[3] Non-finiteness ofthe verb 
As mentioned in Section 3， Thai verbs do no inflect. Nonetheless， 
functionally， the verbs in the quasi-恥f恥1Care not finite， except for the 
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copula verb pen (see 5.4). The reasons for this are the following. 
(a) The verbs are preceded by a nominalizer. 
(b) As noted in 4.1， verbs in independent verb/noun-predicate 
clauses/sentences can be modified by a modal/aspectual marker. ln contrast， 
the verbs in the quasi四 MMCcannot be accompanied by a modal/aspectual 
marker. For example， compare (54) and (55). ln (55)， the verb t3IJ kaan 
'need' is accompanied by a modal/aspectual marker (ca7‘IRR')， and it is 
not acceptable. 
(54) 7aahian chee khfIJ IO;Jm pen [幽・ t3IJ kaan] 
frozen.foods begin COP NMLZ need 
LT:‘Frozen foods began to be that/what [they] need.' 
FT:‘Frozen foods began to be needed.' 
(55) * 7aahian chee 幼 fIJ r~;Jm pen [thfi 豆2t3IJ kaan] 
合ozen.foods begin COP N恥fLZ IRR need 
lntended meaning:‘Frozen foods began to be needed.' 
(c) The verbs cannot take nominal arguments.‘Experiencer' in (35・a)
and ‘Speaker' in (35・b)are separated from the verb， being preceded by a 
preposition ('Obl'). In Thai， the A， 0， and S are not preceded by any 
preposition (see Section 3). In contrast， combinations of a preposition and a 
nominal are adverbial elements. That is，‘Obl + Experiencer' and ‘Obl + 
Speaker' in (35) are best regarded as adverbial elements. They are not 
arguments of the psych-verb or speech verb in question. Consider the 
following， for exa)1lple. The ‘[NMLZ + psych-V]' contains ‘Experiencer' 
with no preposition， and this sentence is not acceptable. 
(56) * 7a，幼ゐ刀 cheek方々 IO;Jm pen [l飴・ chaaw yii/JUD 
frozen.foods begin COP NMLZ people Japan 
吻 kaan]
need 
lntended meaning:‘Frozen foods began to be that/what Japanese 
people ~~ed' or‘Frozen foods began to be needed among Japanese 
people.'lv 
5.4 Copul，α 
As mentioned in 4.1.2， Thai has two copula verbs: pen ‘the 
thought-implying copula' and khlIlUJ‘the sensation-implying copula'. Only 
pen is used in the quasi-M孔1C.
'Copula' can participate in the serial verb construction. For example， in 
(54)， 'Copula' is preceded by another verb (IO;Jm‘begin'). 
Functionally，‘Copula' is finite， unlike the verbs that follow the 
nominalizer (5.3.2田[3]).ln the quasi-MMC，‘Copula' may be preceded by 
modal/aspectual markers. Examples include the following: (57) (the irrealis 
marker ca乃， (58) (the continuous aspect marker yaIJ 'stil'， the epistemic 
modal marker 幼 OIJ‘probably'，the negative marker m，今う， and (59) (the 
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progressive aspect marker kam1ag). 
(57) naag 豆2 pen [泊'Ii ra正幼ray ldgldyj 
lady IRR COP NMLZ love desire dote.on 
幼 5:.Jg theep thag laay 
GEN god all.and.sundry 
LT:‘The lady would be that/what [they] love and dote on of al the 
gods.' 
FT:‘The lady would be loved and doted on by al the gods.' 
(58) t:.J:.Jn nan 'laahaan yiipun k5 .YM盆Q!l 単 x
that time food Japan CONJ CONT probably NEG 
pen [幽 IUUcak] 
COP NMLZ know 
LT:‘At that time， Japanese food was probably not yet that/what 
[they] know.' 
FT:‘At that time， Japanese food was probably not yet known.' 
(59) 'laahaan nii 担空白 pen [雌・ nijrom kan] 
food this PROG COP NMLZ favor RECP 
LT:‘This food is being that/what [they] favor.' 
FT:‘This food is being favored. ' 
5.5‘OblキExperiencer/Speα!ker'
The structure shown in (35-a)， which involves a psych-verb， contains ‘Obl + 
Experiencer'， and the structure shown in (35・b)，which involves a speech 
verb， contains ‘Obl + Speaker'. The ‘Obl' slot is occupied by a preposition. 
The following prepositions are attested in this slot:劫 5:.Jg'GEN'， nay 
'LOC'， kiE:‘DAT'， and kap‘COM/DAT'. In the quasi-MMC of the 
present-day Thai， the genitive case and the locative case seem dominant， 
while the dative case and the comitative/dative case are uncommon. When 
the quasi羽 MCinvolves a speech verb， the ‘Speaker' cannot be preceded 
by the dative preposition or the comitative/dative preposition. Examples 
include the following. GEN: (4)， (51)， (57)， and (63); LOC: (48)， (61)， and 
(62); DAT: (60); COMlDAT: (49). 
(60) pen [耐 r sanuk] keE: theepphayadaa thag puag 
COP NMLZ enjoy DAT god al 
LT:‘(lt) was that/what [they] enjoy to al the gods.' 
FT:‘All the gods enjoyed (it)' or‘(lt) was enjoyed by al the gods.' 
Semantically，‘Experiencer' refers to the experiencer (men阻1Undergoer) 
of psych-verbs， and ‘Speaker' refers to the speaker (verbal Actor) of speech 
verbs. Furthermore，‘Experiencer' and ‘Speaker' generally refer to a certain 
group of people_ or the general public， and not a specific individual. 
Scimetimes 'LOC + Experiencer/Speaker' refers to a place. However， the 
named place is a specific place， and it metonimically refers to the people 
living there. For example， in (61)， na'iりa'lsa'lki'l'Nagasaki' refers to 
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Nagasaki people. 
(61) kaai告e pen 劫 r泊'8I)di古田m SUIJ pen [泊'Ii
coffee COP drink REL COP NMLZ 
ruu cak kan diI] nay na71)a7sa_投汐
know RECP be.good LOC Nagasaki 
maa 1吻 te samay 7e7do7 
CONT since the.Edo.era 
LT:‘Co旺eeis the drink which has been that/what [they] know 
well in Nagasaki since the Edo era.' 
FT:‘Co百回 isthe drink which has been well known in Nagasaki 
since the Edo era.' 
As noted in 5.1， in (35-a) and (35-b)，‘Obl + Experiencer' and ‘Obl + 
Speaker' are sometimes absent， e.g.， (5)， (52)， (53)， (54)， (58)， and (59). 
They cannot occur in (35・c).In contrast，‘NMLZ' (nominalizer) and 
‘psych-V /speech-V' are never absent. This constitutes strong evidence that 
‘NMLZ' and ‘psych-V/speech-V' form a unit， to the exclusion of ‘Obl + 
Experiencer/Speaker' . 
Nonetheless，‘Obl + Experiencer/Speaker' is by no means insignificant. 
Indeed its presence is 0白ennecessary for adequately inte中retingan instance 
of the quasi四 MMC-especiallyif‘Experiencer' or‘Speaker' refers to not 
the general public， but members of a certain group. As examples， consider 
(62) and (63). If‘Obl + Experiencer' (nay muu chon chan nak rop 'in the 
group of the warrior class' in (62) and 幼 5:J1) 幼 ':J:JmmiwnIt'of the 
communists' in (63)) were absent， it would be very difficult to understand 
what the sentences mean. 
(62) nikaay sen pen [泊i sat伽 a]
sect Zen COP NMLZ believe.in 
nay muu chon chan nak rop 
LOC group social.class warrior 
LT:‘The Zen sect was that/what [they] believe in in the group 
ofthe warrior clas.' 
FT:‘The Zen sect was believed in by the warriors.' 
(63) buμカon phuu ni pen [的i ph:J:J ca.YI 
person CLF this COP NMLZ feel.satisfied 
幼 5:J1) 幼 :J:Jmmi附 It
GEN communist 
LT:‘This person is that/what [they] feel satisfied ofthe 
communists. ' 
FT:‘This person satisfies the communists' or ‘The communists are 
satisfied with this person.' 
5.6 'Target' 
(35-a) and (35-b) include ‘Target'， e.g.， (4) (‘he')， (5) (‘出isnovel ')， (48)， 
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(58) (‘Japanese food')， (49) (‘tax')， (51) (‘employees with loyality')， (52) 
(‘these products')， (53)， (59) (‘this food')， (54) (‘企ozenfoods')， (57) (‘the 
lady')， (61) (‘the drink')， (62) (‘the Zen sect')， and (63) (‘this person'). 
‘Target' refers to the target， goal， or the like of psych四 verbsor speech verbs. 
It names a salient entity serving as the stimulus of a psychic state or a verbal 
activity， for instance， the object of emotional concem (admiration， desire， 
confidence， anxiety， envy， aversion， etc.)， the focus of cognition， the target 
of criticism， and the center of public attention. Sometimes ‘Target' is absent 
and the preceding sentence or discourse alludes to the target， goal， or the 
like of the verb. 
(35・c)，on the other hand， excludes ‘Target'. This is because the 
description of (35・c)brings focus into the content of ‘Clause' (see 5.7). 
5.7 'COMP + Clause' 
(35・c)contains a complement clause led by the quotative comlementizer 
('COMP + Clause') th瓜 immediatelyfoIIows ‘NMLZ + psych/speech-V' ， 
e.g. (6)， (64)， and (65). 
(64) pen [thi nfe naan] [waa kaan p1u盟 plee1)
COP NMLZ be.sure COMP NMLZ change 
1aw nii day s，勾 phdn tda ー]
these INC transmit effect upon 
LT: '(lt) is that/what [they] are sure th瓜 thesechanges e妊切ted…・'
FT:‘(It) is sure th瓜 thesechanges effected ..' 
(65) pen [泊i ldaaw kan] [ waa camnuan 
COP NMLZ say RECP COMP number 
chaaw yiw 品i taay 101) khaay he1) nii 
people Jew REL die TER camp CLF this 
maak kwaa ..] 
be.many more.than 
LT:‘(It) is that/whatドhey]say th剖 thenumber of Jewish people 
that died in this camp was more than. 
FT:‘(lt) is said that the number of Jewish people that died in this 
camp was more than. . .' 
As mentioned in Section 1， the quotative-complementation type seems to 
have derived from the oldest quasi-MMC (i.e. the psych-verb type)， which 
inherentIy takes no complement clause. Unlike the original one， it specifies 
neither the阻rgetof the psych-V or speech-V (‘Target') nor the experiencer 
or speaker ('Obl + Experiencer/Speaker'). Rather， itsignals that the 
unnamed experiencer or speaker is supposed to be the general public. The 
quotative complement cIause represents the general public's feeling or 
opinion， which the utterer assumes; or more accurately， itexpresses the 
utterer's view or belief that the genral public must feel or think so. On this 
basis， it can be regarded as a rather highly grammaticalized construction 
exhibitive of an epistemic modal sense. Though the original quasi回 MMCis 
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irrelative to modality， this newly derived type may be considered to have 
undergone the process of ‘subjectification' (cf:. Traugott 1995) to some 
degree and gained a more or less modal meaning.11 
Note that the quotative-complementation type of the Thai quasi-MMC， 
e.g.， (6)， (64)， and (65)， issimilar to the Japanese MMC with the enclitic 
=no， e.g.， (50)， inthat they contain a clause as an indispensable constituent 
('Copula [1'品1LZpsych/speech-V] [COMP Clause]'，‘Clause=no Copula') 
and， more important1y， that they are a grammatical construction with an 
epistemic modal f1avor. Specifically， the Thai quasi-MMC expresses the 
utterer's view or beliefregarding the general public's feeling or opinion， and 
the Japanese恥f恥1Cwith the enc1itic =no denotes the utterer's understanding 
or judgment as to what is the cause， reason， or the like of the relevant 
sltuatlOn. 
6. Comparison of the quasi-酌fMCand noun-predicate sentences with a 
copula verb 
The structure ofthe quasi-MMC is shown in (3) and (35). Roughly speaking， 
that of noun-predicate sentences with a copula verb (hereafter often児島rred
to as‘copula sentences'， for convenience) is as shown below. (Recall that in 
noun-predicate sentences the use of a copula verb is not obligatory; see 
4.1.2.) 
(66) Nominal(1) + Copula + Nominal(2) 
The nominals are generally a noun or a pronoun， which may be 
accompanied by modifier(s). Examples inc1ude (15)， (16)， (17)， and (19). 
The quasi-MMC and coupla sentences exhibit commonalities and 
di百erences.
(a) Commonalities 
(a・1)Both contain a copula verb. 
(a-2) In both ofthem (except the quotative・complementationtype ofthe 
quasi-l¥⑪1C shown in (3-c))， the ‘Copula' links two nominals: 
(b) Differences 
(b・1)Structural difference 
The constituent that follows the ‘Copula' is a (modified) noun or 
pronoun in copula sentences， but it is ‘nominalizer + the unit 
including a psych-verb or speech verb' in the quasi-MMC. 
(b・2)Semantic difference 
In the structure shown in (3) (except (3・c)，the nominal th瓜
precedesthe ‘Copula' is the target ofthe psych-verb or speech verb 
that follows. Such a semantic relationship is unlikely to obtain in 
copula sentences. 
On the basis of these structural and semantic di旺erences，it is justified to say 
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that the quasi凶 MMCis a construction distinct.from copula sentences. 
7. Previous studies 
The original type of the quasi-MMC (i.e. the psych-verb type)， shown in 
(3・a)，has been used since the era of the Sukhothai dynasty (13幽 14C).As the 
examples given above show， it has been used to describe a situation where a 
certain enti旬 (personor matter) is the target of people's or the general 
public's psychological activity such as perception， emotion， and cognition. 
Put differently， it is a useful device to effectively encode a human-particular 
event in which a group of associated people are together mentally a町民ted
in some way by a remarkable entity (person or matter) in the society. 
Accordingly， ithas been regarded by Thai linguists as a kind of passive 
construction (e.g.， Prasithrathsint 1985: 17， 92-97). In particular， it is taken 
to be a non-prototypical passive construction with a transiti.ye verb for 
psychological activity. The degree of its transitivity is quite low.'k 
The present paper has proposed an altemative analysis， and indicated that 
this construction can be regarded as a quasi-MMC. 
8. SummaηT and concIuding remarks 
Although Thai is an SVO language， unlike many other languages described 
in the present volume (they are in the main SOV)， it has what may be 
considered the quasi品仏1C，which are of three types: psych-verb type， 
speech-verb type， and quotative-complementation type. The 
quotative・complementationtype employs both psych-verbs and speech 
verbs. All of these verbs are low in transitivity. 
In al of the three types，‘Copula' is necessary. Also， the verb is 
obligatorily accompanied by a nominalizer (劫ior kaan). (In this respect， 
the Thai q中uas討iトMMCresembles a t旬yp戸eoぱfthe MM  C found in languages such 
a部sJapanese.) The quo叫ta瓜ti討veか-c∞omplemen凶lta瓜liontype resembles the protωot旬ype
Oぱfthe恥仏1Ci加nt血hatit (obligatorily) contains a clause. In contrast， the 
psych圃 verbtype and the speech-verb type do not (and cannot) contain a 
clause. 
The experiencer of psych司 verbsand the speaker of speech verbs 
generally refer to the general public or members of a certain group， and not 
to specific individuals. This construction effectively describes such an event 
where a group of people ('Experiencer' or mental Undergoer) are mentally 
affected by a remarkable entity ('Target' or the stimulus ofpsychic states) in 
the society. Because of this， it has been analyzed by Thai grammarians as a 
kind of passive construction. The present paper has shown that it can be 
altematively analyzed as a quasi-MMC. 
thi and kaan can be used as nouns (as lexical nouns and class nouns) in 
the present-day Thai. When used as nouns， they have generic meanings:的i
'place' and ‘entity (thing， instrument， person， etc.)'， and kaan‘activity， 
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afair' and ‘ma社er'.In that these forms have generic meanings when used as 
nouns， the Thai quasi-MMC is similar to the I¥品1Creported in some other 
chapters in the present volume. 
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Notes 
1. This restriction on the type of research data (i.e.， using only da阻 froma 
co中usof written texts) does not come from a belief白瓜 thequasi-MMC 
tends to be used in the written language rather than the oral language. But it 
is simply because it is practically impossible to collect a su百icientamount 
of additional data from the orallanguage in a limited， relatively short period 
of research. 
2. The Thai National Corpus is a general co中usof written texts of various 
genres (e.g.， academic， administration， commerce， religion， law， leters， 
blogs， newpapers， etc.) in the standard Thai language， which is designed to 
be comparable to the British National Corpus in terms of its domain and 
medium proportion (Aroonmanakun 2007). 
3. A c1arification is in order here. In this study 1 follow Prasithrasint's (2000) 
and Enfield's (2004) view that 叫jectivesform a verbal subc1ass in Thai and 
Lao. Post (2008: 376) states that“contrary to c1aims made by at least some 
previous analysts [that there “is not" a class of adjectives in Thai]， there“is" 
a c1ass of terms in Thai which c10sely resembles the adjective classes of 
many other languages in terms of semantic contents， intemal structures， and 
distribution relative to other lexical c1asses". At the same time， however， he 
concurs with Prasithrasint's and Enfield's idea that there is not a c1ass of 
adjectives in Thai and Lao in the sense that adjectives are grouped together 
with verbs at a‘higher taxonomic level' than that at which adjectival 
c1ass-defining criteria are construed as applying. 
4. Takahashi & Shinzato (2003: 138) use Taylor's (1976) finding of his 
experiment as evidence supporting this argument. In the experiment， the 
subjects are asked to make ‘same-different' judgments about successively 
presented pairs of leters， and Taylor found that‘same' responses with the 
recognition of matching leters， which is analogous to the affirmative 'X is 
Y' situation， were faster than ‘different' responses with the recognition of 
mismatching letters， which is more congruous with the negative‘X is not Y' 
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situation. Hence， his conclusion that while ‘fast!holistic' processing is 
employed for‘same' responses (affirmative recognition)，‘slow/analytic' 
processing is utilized for ‘di町erent'responces (negative recognition). 
5. As mentioned in Section 2， in the schematic representations of the 
syntactic struc加res of Thai quasi-MMC， the square brackets are 
conventionally used to mark a unit whose constituents are inseparable. 
6. John Whitman (pι) comments that it might be the case that the 
nominalizer泊iin the Thai quasi-MMC is a calque (loan translation) of the 
nominalizer suo in Chinese. 1 am not in a position to judge whether this idea 
is plausible， for 1 do not have sufficient knowledge of historical changes of 
the two morphemes. Nonetheless， the assumed grammaticalization pathways 
of suo (cf. Yap & Wang 2011) have something parallel to those of泊i(cf. 
Kullavanijaya 2008) indeed. suo， just like泊i，was originally a locative 
noun meanmg ‘place' and evolved into a‘light noun' (viz. semantically 
generalized or bleached noun) (or ‘class noun' in Bisang's (1993) 
terminology; cf. Note 7) before further developing into a wide range of 
functional mo中hemesincluding locative nominalizer， patient nominalizer， 
conditional subordinator， and part of possessive anq passive constructions. 
7. 'Class nouns' are defined by Bisang (1993: 5) as 'nouns with a high level 
of abstraction'. In other words， they are lexical nouns with generic 
(non叩 ecific)meanings. Haas (1964) named those nouns‘class terms'， 
which are adopted by DeLancey (1986). DeLancey (1986: 438-439) 
explicates the characteristics of‘class terms' as follows. (N.B.， The present 
author has supplied the words in the square brackets.) 
“[Class terms = class nouns] are morphemes which occur as the head of a 
number of noun compounds which訂eexamplers of the category labelled 
by the class term [= class noun]. Thus cl出 sterms [= class nouns] have a 
semantic clasi命ingfunction quite similar to that of clasifiers， although 
they do not ordinarily show the incoherent range of uses which is a not 
uncommon feature of clasifiers. Many class terms [= class nouns]， like 
劫 on[‘person' in Thai]， also function as clasifiers (though [..] it is not 
always the c出 ethat a class term [= clas noun] which is also a classifier is 
the clasifier for al compounds in which it functions部 aclass term [= 
class noun]); and a number of class terms [= clas nouns] do not occur 
alone as independent nouns." 
8. The listed psych-verbs and speech verbs are mainly taken from the 
collected sample data and partially supplied by my native speaker 
consultant. 
9. As a reviewer suggests， dealing with data only from a co中usof written 
texts is possibly a disadvantage in describing the language fact. Admittedly， 
if we analyze oral data， too， then we might find a di旺erentfact， say， that 
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psych-verbs and speech verbs are both commonly used in the quasi-MMC. 
10. lfthe noun SlI]‘thing' is inserted in 仕ontof thii， as shown in (i)，的'IiwiII 
be interpreted as relativizer and the construction wiII change into a normal 
copulative predicate meaning that‘Frozen foods are a thing that Japanese 
people need'. ln that case， the subject noun phrase of the verb t5IJ kaan 
'need' (iム chaawyiipun‘Japanese people') may or may not be speci日ed.
(i) ?aahaan chee劫 eIJ pen SlI] 泊Ii chaaw vIi/Jun 
frozen.foods COP thing REL people Japan 
血盆担
need 
‘Frozen foods are a thing that Japanese people need.' 
11. The historical development ofthe quasi-MMC仕omthe psych-verb type 
into the quotative田 complementationtype can be considered a sort of 
‘subjectification' (i.e.， a pragmatic-semantic process whereby meanings 
become increasingly based in the speaker's subjective belief state/attitude 
toward the proposition) or‘modalisation of the epistemic kind' (Traugott 
1989， 1995). As the construction came to suppress a prepositional phrase 
(‘Obl + Experiencer/Speaker') and embrace a complement clause ('COMP 
+ Clause')， the meaning of the construction shifted from less 
subjective/epistemic (i.e.， being based in the extemal described situation) to 
more subjective/epistemic (i.e.， being based in the intemal described 
situation). The derived quotative-complementation type implicitly indicates 
the speaker's epistemic attitude toward what the speaker is talking about， 
while the original psych-verb type does not. 
12. The other types of passive construction in Thai are exemplified below. 
(i) baan nan 盆主主t (呉ゆ phawmay 
house th瓜 undergolPASS (日re) bum 
LT: 'The house has undergone [an event白瓜](the fire) bumt [it].' 
FT:‘The house bumt (by the fire).' 
(i) 幼 aw da自主 主型 chuay lcaa (盛盆 ph政'8I1)
PRON receive NMLZ support (仕om 仕iend)
LT:‘He received the support (仕omhis friends).' 
FT:‘He was helped (by his friends).' 
(ii) na1]s泊III nii khJan 生Qk'nak.k企ian泊i mii ch泊IIIsJ8lj 
book this write by writer REL be.famous 
‘This book was written by the famous writer. ' 
Type (i) contains a transitive verb th瓜 describesa damaging activity or 
process (e.g.， phaw m.砂‘bum').Type (i) by and large conveys the sense of 
adversity. Type (i) contains a transitive verb that describes an activity of 
benefit (e.g.， chuay lz首a‘help').Type (ii) contains a transitive verb th瓜
describes creating activity (e.g.，幼ian‘write').
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Abbreviations 
AC -adnominal clause; CLF -classifier; CO恥lIDAT-comitative/dative; 
COMP -complementizer; CONJ同 conjunction;CONT・continuous;COP -
copula; DAT・dative;FT: free translation: GEN -genitive; INC・inchoative，
IRR -irealis; LOC -locative; LT -literal translation; MMC -mermaid 
construction; NEG -negative; NMLZ -nominalizer; NOM -nominative; 
NPST -nonpast; PASS・passive;PROG -progressive; PRON -pronoun; 
RECP -reciprocal; REL -relativizer; TER -terminative. 
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1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes the prototype of the mermaid 
construction (‘MMC') as follows. 
(1) [Clause] + Noun + Copula 
Khalkha Mongolian has the MMC， but only one noun has been found that 
can occupy the ‘Noun' slot: xereg‘occurrence， fact， event， circumstance， 
necessity'. This MMC adds such a tone as‘1 mean that ..' (or ‘Do you 
mean白瓜.• .' in the interrogative) although it is sometimes difficult to 
pinpoint its exact meaning. The predicate of the ‘Clause' is (i) a verb in a 
verbal-nominal form or (i) an adjective or a noun followed by a copulぽ
verb in a verbal-nominal form. (Mongolian has two copul町 verbs:baj-'to 
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be' and bol-‘to become'.) The subject of the‘Clause' is in the nominative 
case (in contrast with adnominal clauses ('ACs')， inwhich three cases町e
a抗estedfor the subject: nominative， ge凶tiveand accusative). No examples 
oftheMMC紅 eattested where the ‘Copula' appears. 
In addition to the MMC， Khalkha Mongolian has tw刊oMMC-l出i也ke
c∞ons坑tmお則.ctions凶 (仏hereaft武'e町r‘ Qu悶I泊as討iトMMCsピ')， where the sentence-final position 
is occupied by (りi)ge園-senug or ge-deg ug (i.e.ラ thenoun ugιword' preceded 
by a verbal-nominal form of ge同‘tosay')， or (i) an adjective formed with 
血ederivational suffix -taj/イザ/-tり・ 'with'，known as the proprietive suffix. 
There is a sentence-final modal particle (jum)， which may have 
historically derived企oma noun (jum‘thing') used in the MMC. 
2. Initial illustration 
An example of the Khalkha Mongolian MMC is (2). It involves the noun 
xereg‘occuηence， fact， eventヲcircumstance，necessity' in the ‘Noun' slot. 
(2) Viz-eer biznjes x当'gc-i-d cuxαm 
visa-INS business.NOM doer四 EP-PL.NOM actually 
xαna orogno-dog xereg ve? 
where flee-VN .HAB occ町 rence Q 
LT: 'Visa dealers [are] the occuπence [such th剖 they]
actually flee to where?' 
FT:‘Where on earth do illegal visa dealers flee to?' (ON 
1997/06/1 7) 
(In the English translations， the words in squ町ebrackets訂 e‘translations'
of the words th瓜 donot exist in the original Mongolian sentences.) 
3. Profile of the language 
The present chapter deals with Khalkha Mongolian， which is one of the 
largest dialects of the Mongolian language (Mongolian proper)， which is a 
member of the Mongolic language :fi田nily.Khalkha Mongolian is spoken in 
Mongolia and is estimated to have more th如何omillion native speakers. 
Some of the Mongolic languages (including Mongolian proper) have 
literacy traditions. The data in the present chapter were obtained from 
newspaper articles or composed by our three language consultants (a male 
bom in 1971，同ofemales bom in 1976 and in 1979， al of them bom in 
Ulaanbaatar). The sources of the sentences quoted from newspaper articles 
are given after their translations in parentheses. Examples without source 
information訂 ethose composed by our language consultants. 
Khalkha Mongolian (hereafter， simply ‘Mongolian') exhibits vowel 
harmony. Phonological interpretations of this phenomenon differ田nong
researchers. See Svantesson et al. (2005: 22・25). In order to avoid 
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国 mecessaryconfusion caused by adopting any one of the phonological 
notations proposed in previous studies， the present chapter employs the 
orthography used in Mongolia， with the Cyrillic characters transliterated 
into Latin ones: a=a， 6=b， B=V， r=g， ，n;=d， e寸e/jo，村0，)1(=え 3=Z，s=l，首寸，
K=k， n=l， M=m， H=n， 0=0， e=o，日=p，p=r， c=s， r-t， y=u， y=u，中=f，x=x， :u;=c， 
F と，田=s，o="， bI=y， b='， 3=e， IO寸u/ju，同a.
Mongolian is an agglutinative language， and it employs suffixes rather 
than prefixes. Also， it uses postJ?ositions， not prepositions. It is 
dependent-marking and non-configurational. It has the 
nominative-accusative case system. Cases are expressed by suffixes. The 
nominative case is marked by a zero suffix. Furthermore， a case suffix can 
be fused with the stem when attached to a pronoun， e.g.， camajg‘2SG.ACC' 
in (18). 
The basic word order is SOV， and a modifier (such as an adjective and 
佃 AC)precedes the head noun th瓜 itmodifies. 
The object is marked by the accusative or the nominative case. It tends 
to be in the nominative when it is non-referential or indefinite， e.g.， tamxi 
‘tobacco.NOM' in (16). Three cases町 eattested for the subject: nominative， 
genitive， and accusative. See 4.1， 4.2.1 and 5.3-[2]. 
Verbs inflect. Their m司orcategories are the following. 
(吋 Terminatingforms， e.g.， past， non-p出 t，and opt瓜ive.
(b) Converb forms， e.g.， perfective， imperfective， and conditional. 
(c) Verbal-nominal forms， e.g.， past (or perfective)， non-past， 
imperfective， and habitual. 
Verb stems obligatorily take a terminating suffix， a converb suffix， or a 
verbal-nominal suffix. The functions of these coniugational forms町 as
follows. 
(a) A terminating form is used as a finite verb and concludes a 
sentence， iム itforms an independent sentence， e.g.， jav-na in 
(3). 
(b) A converb form can be used as an adverbial or can compose an 
adverbial clause， e.g.， ir-vel in (3). 
(c) A verbal-nominal form (i) can be used as a nominal or can form a 
nominal clause， e.g.， jav-sn-yg in (21)， (i) can be used as an 
adnominal modifier or can form an AC， e.g吋 og-sonin (4)， and 
(ii) can have the same function as a terminating form， namely， to
conclude a sentence， e.g.， gee-sen in (4). 
(3) Tuun-ijg ir-vel bi jav-na. 
3SG-ACC come-CVB.COND ISG.NOM go・TV.NP
'Ifhe comes， 1 will go.' 
(4) Bold Dori-ijn og-son nom-yg 




‘Bold lost the book that Dorj gave [him].' 
百lefunctions ofthese forms are summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1. Verb c型四割
Function Fi凶te Non-finite 
Concluding a 
sentence (an Adverbial Nominal Adnominal 
Conjuga- independent clause clause clause 
tional form sentence) 
Terminating + 
Converb + 
Verbal nominal + + 十
Among these three groups of conjugational forms， verbal-nominal 
forms are used in ACs and also in the MMC. 
4. Types of clauses and sentences 
4.1 Verbてpredicate，adjectiveてpredicate，noun-predicate αnd 
particleてpredicateclauses/sentences 
Clauses and sentences in Mongolian can be classified as follows. 
(a) Verb-predicate clause/sentence， e.g.， (3)， (4). 
(b) Adjective-predicate clause/sentence and noun-predicate clause/ 
sentence. 
(b・1)With a copul町 verb，e.g.， (5)， (7)， (8)， (9). 
(b・2)Without a copular verb， e.g.， (6). 
(c) Particle-predicate clause/sentence， i.e.， clause/sentence with 
the non-existential predic蹴 particlealga， e.g.， (10). 
When a verb-predicate clause is used as an independent sentence， the 
verb must be either in a terminating form， e.g.， jav-na in (3)， or in a 
verbal-nominal form， e.g.， gee-sen in (4). 
As noted in Section 1， Mongolian has two copular verbs: baj-‘to be' 
and bol- 'to become'. Adjective-predicate and noun-predic剖e
clauses/sentences may contain a copul紅 verb.
When the situation described is related to the moment of utterance 
(hereafter， the ιsemantically' present tense)， the copular verb used is baj-ιto 
be'. As mentioned in previous studies such as Kullmann & Tserenpil (1996: 
194-195)ヲ baj-‘tobe' may be present (e.g.， (5) or absent (e.g.， (6) in the 
‘semantically' present tense. (Copular verbs conjugate just like other verbs， 
and， when it is used in an independent sentence they must be in a 
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terminating form or in a verbal-nominal form.) 
(5) Bi onoodor 
1SG.NOM today 
'1 am busy today. ' 
(6) Bi ojuutan. 
1SG.NOM student.NOM 

































However， the conditioning factors that may determine the appearance 
or absence of baj-‘to be' in the ‘semantically' present tense訂 enot fully 
clarified. (For some of the factors， see Kullmann & Tserenpil (1996: 
194・195).)
1n the ‘semantically' past tense， the copul紅 verbused is baj-'to be' or 

















































(8) Dori sajn emc bol-son. 
PN.NOM good doctor.NOM become-VN.PST 
‘Dorj became a good doctor.ヲ
1n the ‘semantically'白印retense， the copular verb employed is bol-‘to 
become'. 1ts use is obligatory， e.g. (9). 
(9) Teg-vel ci sajn emc 
do.that-CVB.COND you.NOM good doctor.NOM 
bol-no. 
become-TV .NP 
ι1f [you] do that， you will become a good doctor.' 
Table 2 summarizes the appearance or absence of the two copul訂
verbs (baj and bol-) in the ‘semantically' past， present， and fu印retenses. 
+ 
The third kind of clause/sentence is concluded by the non田 existential
predicate p制 iclealga 'not exist， be absent'. (In accordance with the 
tradition in Mongolian linguistics， the term下町ticle'refers to enclitic-like 
words th剖 never(or rarely， ifever) inflect.) 
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(10) Neg=c alga. 
one.NOM=even.FP not.exist.NEP 
LT:‘Even one does not exist.' 
FT:‘There isn't even one.' 
The subject in independent sentences (to be precise， the subject of a 
simple sentence and of the main clause of a complex sentence) appe町 sm
the nominative case， e.g.， (4) to (10). (In contrast， three cases訂 eattested for 
the subject in ACs: nominative， genitive and accusative. See 4ユ1and 
5.3-[2].) 
4.2 Subordinate clauses 
4.2.1 Introductory notes 
There町 ethree types of subordinate clauses: adnominal clauses ('ACs') 
(4ユ2)，nominal clauses (4ユ3)，and adverbial clauses (4ユ4).The case 
marking of the subject exhibits an interesting phenomenon. For the subject， 
the nominative， the genitive and the accusative can be used in ACs and 
nominal clauses， while the nominative and the accusative can be used in 
adverbial clauses. However， this does not mean that al the case forms listed 
above訂 epossible for the subject in a specific clause/sentence. The 
conditioning factors， if there町 eany， are not削除 understood.F or 
discussions on this topic， see Mizuno (1995) and von Heusinger et al. 
(2011)，田nongothers. 
4.2.2 Adnominal clauses 
4.2.2.1 Introductory notes. In Mongolian， ACs紅 eformed mainly by the 
gap strategy. The third person possessive particle =n' is used as something 
like a resumptive particle in ACs only when the possessor is relativized on， 
e.g.， (14). The AC precedes the head noun. 
Teramura (1969) classifies Japanese ACs into two main types: internal 
ACs and external ACs. See also Tsunoda (this volume-a， 7.2) for a 
characterization of these two types of ACs. In internal ACs， the head noun 
corresponds to an町 gumentor an adjunct of the AC. In contrast， in external 
ACs， the head noun is， so to speak， added from outside the underlying 
clause. It does not correspond to an訂 gume凶 oran adjunct of the AC. 
Furthermore， Teramura (1992: 192-205) divides external ACs into 
subcategories. 
Presumably on the basis of Teramura's work， Mukai (2006) classifies 
Mongolian ACs into four types. See Table 3， a modified version of the table 
in Mukai (2006: 53， 61). (English translations and labels ‘I-IV'ぽ emme. 
'AdjlN + copula-VN' andιAdj乃~ + copula-VN-GEN' in the column 
‘Predicate'ぽ ealso added by me. Some of the terms in Mukai (2006) have 
been changed for the sake of consistency within the present chapter.‘V'， 
‘Adj'， and ιN' refer to 'verb'ラ‘adjective'，and ιnoun' respectively. The other 
abbreviations are identical to those used in glosses.) 
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AdjlN + copula聞 VN
I 
V-VN 
ω Normal ~4i~_~5盟虫-VN ーーーーーーーーーーーー一一-----u ca 
modification 〈 自国
II 
加 yp凶……胞jωυ 凶胃〈 Relative 
IV 
V-VN-GEN 
relationship AdjlN + copula-VN-GEN 
In Types 1 and I， the predicate in the AC is a verb in a verbal-nominal form 
(e.g.， (11) to (16))， or an adjective/noun followed by a copular verb in a 
verbal-nominal form. It is not certain whether other kinds of predicates (in 
particul訂， adjective/noun predicates without the copul紅 verbbφ‘to be' in 
the ‘semantically' present tense) can appe町 inACs of Type 1 or of Type 1. 
(Examples of an adjective/noun predic剖ewithout baj-in the ‘semantically' 
present tense would be rare， ifany.) 
In Type IV， the possible kinds of predicates町 ethe s紅 neas in Types 1 
and I， except th剖 theverb (as well as a copula) in a verbal-nominal form 
takes the genitive case suffix， e.g.， (19) and (20). (Again， it is not evident 
whether an adiective/noun not followed by the copular verb ba;-'to be' in 
the ιsemantically' present tense can appear as the predicate.) 
In Type II， any kind of PI吋 icatecan be present before ge-sen， ge-deg， 
or ge-x (verbal-nominal forms of ge-‘to say')， e.g.， (17)， (18). 
Examples of each type will be provided in the following. 
4.2.2.2 Type 1: lnternal ACs. Broadly speaking， al positions but foドobject
of comparison' on Keenan and Comrie's (1977) accessibility hierarchy can 
be relativized on. (See M此ai(2006: 54-60) for a detailed description.) 
Examples include (11) (subject)， (4)， and (12) (direct object)， and (13) 
(oblique object). (The ACs紅 eindicated by means of an underline.) 
(11) !1α(-ααs ir-sen mjessjez-ijg komp 'jutjer-t 
PN-ABL come-VN.PST messag~-ACC computer-DAT 
xαdg，α'l-sα!n. 
preserve-VN.PST 
'[1] saved the message [whichl c田nefrom B剖 onthe 
comupter.' 
(12) Dori-un aveir四 sa!1 jum al' ve? 
PN-GEN bring-VN.PST thing.NOM which.NOM Q 
. W hich l is J the thing !)ori brought I with himlγ 
(l3) tuuxu mω xerιse!1 xutga 
raw meat.NOM slice-VN.PST knife 
‘the knife [with which someone 1 sliced raw me剖'
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When the possessor is relativized on， the third person possessive particle 





‘a shirt rwhose 1 butlons have come off 
camc 
shirt 
4.2.2.3 Type 11: External ACs (1). This subtype of AC is the same as Type 1 
(intemal ACs) in terms of the struc加reof the predicate. However， ACs of 
Type I (and also those of Types II and IV)訂 eextemal ACs.百lehead 
noun (e.g.， xereg‘occu町ence'in (15) and zursilιhabit' in (16)) does not 
correspond to any訂 gumentor any 叫junctof the AC. ACs of Type I (and 
those of Type II) describe the content of the head noun. 
(15) Z;arim nef!en oiuutn-uud busd-aar 
some one student-PL.NOM others-INS 




‘There happened even cases [where 1 some students made 
others write their町'aduationtheses.' 
(16) Tedn-ji tα!mxi t，α't-α-x zursl-yg 
3PL・GEN tobacco.NOM pull-EP-VN.NP habit-ACC 
bid boli-ul-α-x xeregtej. 
1PL.NOM quit-CAUS-EP-VN.NP it.is.necessary 
LT:‘It is necessary that we make ftheml quit the habit 
rsuch thatlthey pull [=take 1 tobacco.' 
FT:‘We have to make them quit smoking.' 
4.2.2，4 Type 11: External ACs (2). Ge-sen， ge-deg，α:nd ge-x 抵 e
verbal-nominal forms ofthe verb ge-ιto saγ: ge-sen 'say-VN.PST'， ge-deg 
‘say-VN.HAB'， and ge-x‘say-VN.NP'. They may be translated as‘saymg 
that' or‘to the effect that'. In extemal ACs， ge-sen， ge-deg， or ge-x 
sometimes appears between the predicate and the head noun. (See Mukai 
(2006: 62・64)for some of the factors determining the appearance of 
ge-sen/ge-deg/ge-x.) In this守peof ACs， any type of predicate can appe紅
before ge-sen/ge-deg，イge-x.As is the case with Type I， ACs of Type II 
describe the content of the head noun. 
(17) .4rdcill-vn toloo xucn-uud 
democracy-GEN for.the.sake.of power-PL.NOM 
nezd-e-i niil-e-x iostoi 
unite-EP・CVB.IPFVjoin-EP-VN.NP ought.to 
起草些 bajr+suur' gazar+av-c 
say-VN.PST position.NOM spread-CVB.IPFV 
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baj-x sig. 
be-VN.NP it.seems. that 
‘It seems that the idea is spreading that parties should unite 
for the sake of democracy.' (OD 2000/10/17) 
(18) C'amaif! ir-sen I!e-se! surg-ijg 
2SG.ACC come-VN.PST say-VN.PST rumor田 ACC
sons-loo. 
hear-TV.PST 
'1 heard the rumor that vou have come. ' 
4.2.2.5 Type IV External ACs (3). This type of ACs concems such 
relationships as temporal order， spatial positional relation， and cause and 
e百ect，between the event expressed by the AC on one hand and the referent 
of the head noun on the other. In (19)， for instance， the head noun ueir 
‘reason' is the ‘cause' th剖 hastriggered the event (i.e.，‘effect') expressed 
bytheAC‘to go out this early'. (For further discussions ofthis type of ACs， 
see Teramura (1992: 199・204)on Japanese and Mukai (2006: 61， 64・65)on 
Mongolian.) In ACs of this守pe，the genitive suffix is present after the 
verbal-nominal form in the AC; see (19) and (20). 
(19) Tj'ed iim ert iav-dl!-in 
3PL.NOM like.this early go-VN.HAB-GEN 
udか juu ve? 
reason.NOM what.NOM Q 
ι羽市at[is] the reason 1whv 1 thev gO this eaτly?' (Muk出
(2006: 53); the English transl剖ion，morphological analysis 
and glosses紅 emine.) 
(20) Dulmaa-f!-in ix monf!otei baふg・aa・g・in
PN-EP-GEN very rich be-EトVN.IPFV占P-GEN
ucr-yg med-e・x uu? 
reason-ACC know-EP-VN.NP Q 
‘Do you know the reason 1whv 1 Dulmaa is rich?' 
4.2.3 Nomirial clauses 
Nominal clauses are formed with a verbal-nominal form. See jav-sn-yg 
'go・VN.PST-ACC'in (21). (The nominal clause is indicated with an 
underline.) 
(21) Tuun・i笠 Jωon iω"sn-vf! 
3SG-ACC Japan go-VN.PST-ACC 
me~e~ bαl}-g-α juu? 
know-EP-CVB.lPFV be-EP-VN.lPFV Q 
‘Do you know [thatl he has gone to Japan?' 
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4.2.4 Adverbial clauses 
Adverbial clauses in Mongolian can be classified into three groups: (i) those 
which end in a converb form， e.g.， tuun-ijg ir-vel in (3)， (i) those which 
contain an AC (sometimes followed by a case suffix) + a noun or a 
pos中osition，e.g.， (22)， and (ii) those ending in a verbal-nominal form + a 
p訂 ticlesuch as bol 'if or C‘too， even (though)'， e.g.， (23). (The adverbial 
clauses町eindicated with an underline.) 
(22) Cαmαii! iα~v-sn-v dαrαα 
2SG.ACC go・VN.PST-GEN next 
lr-sen. 
come-VN.PST 
‘Dulmaa came after vou left.' 
(23) Xii-sen=c bol-no. 
doベTN.PST=even.FPbe.alright-TV.NP 
‘[It] will be alright ~ven iffvoul do rthat1.ラ




The prototype of the MMC proposed by Tsunoda (this volume-a) is shown 
in (1). At the present stage of our investigation， only one noun has been 
found th瓜 canoccur in the ‘Noun' slot in Mongolian: xereg. When used as a 
noun outside the MMC， xereg means‘occurrence， fact， event， circumstance， 
necessity'， e.g.， (15). When used in the MMC， it adds such a tone as '1 mean 
th瓜...'(or‘Do you mean th瓜...'in the interrogative). However， itis 
sometimes difficult to gr出 pthe exact nuance added by the construction. 
The predicate of the‘Clause' is (i) a verb in a verbal-nominal form or (i) an 
叫jectiveor a noun followed by a copul訂 verbin a verbal-nominal form. (In 
this respect， the ιClause' is similar to ACs of Types 1 and I; see Table 3.) 
The subject of the ‘Clause' is in the nominative case. No examples of the 
MMC訂 eattested where the ‘Copula' appears. The struc加reof this MMC 
may be shown as follows. 
(24) [Clause] xereg 
Examples include (25-B) (same as (2))， the second 'A' in (26)ラ andthe
second ‘B' in (27). The portion that constitutes the ιClause' of (24) is shown 
with squ訂 ebrackets. The surrounding contexts町 eprovided， for they are 
relevant to deteロniningwhether a sentence with xereg at the final position is 
an example of the MMC or not. Due to space considerations， no glosses町e
given for the sentences where xereg is absent. 
As mentioned in Section 3， the data for the present paper were mainly 
obtained from newspaper articles. Alsoヲ becausemost of the examples were 
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obtained from interview articles， i.e.企omnatural discourse， the examples 
町egenerally elliptical. Furthermore， only a limited number of examples紅 e
available. Examples follow. 
(25) (An interview with an a伽 che剖 theSouth Korean embassy 
in Mongolia (‘A') by a media reporter ('B'.). The attache 
describes the cu町entsituation concerning Mongolian people 
illegally overstaying in Korea.) 
A: 1990 onoos xojS mongolyn irgeded olgoson bux vizijn 
zovsoorol manaj eleingijn komp 'jutj・ert xadgalagddag. 
Xezee， xen gedeg xun jamar xugacaataj viz avaad ergei 
ireeguj gedeg n' manajd beleexnee b呼dag.Komp 'jutert 
oroog的rxuurame vizfぞixumuus Soulijn nisex ongocny 
buudlaas ergei bucαx toxioldol g，αre bajgaa. 
‘Since 1990， al visa permissions given to孔10ngolian
people have been stored in computers in our [South Korean] 
embassy [in Mongolia]. At our embassy， information is 
available about when and who with what name took a 
Korean visa with what duration， and did not return [to 
Mongolia]. There訂 ecases where [Mongolian] people who 
have visas not registered on our computers are sent back [to 
Mongolia] from Seoul Airport.' 
B: [Viz-eer biznjes xijg，ιi-d euxam 
visa-INS business.NOM doer-EP平L.NOM actually 
xaana orogno-dog] xereg ve? 
where flee田 VN.HAB occurrence Q 
LT:‘Visa dealers [are] the occu汀ence[such that they] 
actually flee to where?' 
FT:‘Where on earth do illegal visa dealers flee to7' (ON 
1997/06/17) 
(26) (In an interview， a traditional Mongolian wrestler ('A') 
talks about a deceased close friend of his， who was 
chairman of the Olympic Committee of Mongolia.‘A' 
recalls an episode which took place when he and the 
deceased participated in a traditional sports festival.‘B' is 
the interviewer. The deceased's name is made anonymous 
as‘G' byme.) 
A: […] Erdenetijn neg sajxan bのiarbolson jum. [..] Bid e 
oeson. Sajxan bajar nαdam bolood oroj n' ujaaeid deer 
oeii bid xojor zaal barildaad 
‘[. .] Once， a nice festival was held in Erdenet [= a place 
name]. [..] We two [=‘A' and the deceased] we凶 there，
too. The festival ended successfully， and that evening we 
both went to race-horse trainers [who participated in the 
horse race in the festival] and wrestled [with each other] 
for a while [in front of them] ..' 
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B: Uuc/α!raj， G gu吋xer"nocolddog" bajsαnjum be? 
古田nsoηy [for interrupting]. How well did Mr. G [= the 
deceased] use to "fight" [= j叫 onfor‘towrestle']?' 
A: Oo， sαljxαn barildαna. Tegeed xojuulaa iα!l barildαd 
Bαs bolooguj e. Mα!rgαasn'α2註tajgez bαljg，αα. 
'Oh， [he] used to wrestle nicely. [Back to the wrestling，] 
we two wrestled for a while... There is more to this episode. 
[He] said [he] had work to do the next day.' 
[Gadaad-a-d xaana=c bilee， 
foreign.country-EP-DAT where=even.FP MP 
xurahザ baj-san] xereg. 
with.meeting be-VN.PST occurrence 
LT:‘[He] was the occ国 rence[such也at]in a foreign 
country， where was it， [he was] with a meeting [the 
next day].' 
FT:‘He was going to have a meeting in a foreign country， 
1 cannot remember which country...' 
Suuld n' taαrααd“Minij xurald omsox kos併m可gbαuαsαn
bajnαle suu [..]" gesenjum. 
市弓len[1] ran into [him] later， [he] said，“[When 1 was剖
the meeting the day after the festival， 1 noticed that you] 
had tom off my uniform for the meeting [which 1 was 
wearing then and which 1 had been wearing when we had 
wrestled] […].'" (ON 2001/01118) 
(27) (An interview with a player ('A') of a horse-headed fidd1e， a 
仕aditional Mongolian musical instrument， by a media 
reporter ('B'). The player talks about his experiences during 
his concert in Japan.) 
A: [..] Bidnijg neg sajxαn aral deer avaaesαn. Bi nerijg n' 
martCixaz. Nov nogoon zulgen deer mongol ger bar 'san 
bajlaa. Tegexed unexeer sajxan sanagdsan suu. 
‘[Japanese staf] took us to a凶ceisland. I've forgotten its 
name.百lerewas a Mongolian tent built [for the concert] on 
a really green lawn. 1 thought it was really beautiful.' 
B: Ter ger-ijg Japon-d xij-sen 
that Mongolian.tent-ACC Japan-DAT make-VN.PST 
Jum uu， 
MP QP 
‘Did [they] make that Mongolian tent in Japan， [or]' 
B: [end-ees avaaιsαn xereg] uu? 
here-ABL take-VN.PST occ町 rence Q 
LT: '[they are] the occu汀ence[such that they] took [iけfrom
here [=Mongolia]?' 
FT:‘did they take it from Mongolia?' (ON 1997/11114) 
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There紅 einstances th剖 maylook similar to the MMC， e.g. (32). To put 
the conclusion first， however， they should be distinguished仕omthe MMC 
with xereg.百ley訂 ein fact a type of noun-predicate sentences (but not 
examples of恥1MC).To be specific， they are noun-predicate sentences in 
which (i) a copul紅 verbis absent (cf. 4.1) and (i) the predicate consists of a 
clause and the noun xereg‘occurrence'. They resemble the MMC in出at
both end with a clause followed by xereg， without a copular verb. 
To put it differently， the structure of the MMC can be shown as in (28) 
(same as (24)).百lestructure of noun-predicate se附 nceswith no copula 
(e.g.， (6)) can be shown as in (30). Sentences such as (32) have the structure 
shown in (31). (31) is a kind of noun-predicate sentence where the noun 





申Subject [Clause] xereg 
(30) Noun-predicate sentence: 
Subject Predicate 
(31) Noun-predicate sentence: 
xereg 
Subject Predicate 
Now， asan example of (31)， consider: 
(32) (A KGB age国 revealsa secret.) 
Xamg，α!luuli b吋xumuusbol ov tegs， oncgoj xumUi詰s，tedn可
吋ldelbuxenα!rd olny tusyn tyld b吋dαrggei KGB-d bidnijg 
surg，αdαrg bajlaa. Ted bol busdynαdil 1 xumuus. Zarim n' 
bur busdαs doloon dor αm't，α'd. Bi neg t.司m‘ovtegs' xuntej 
zugaαlijαvlαα. […1 
‘In KGB， [they] used to teach us th剖 thosewho are gu紅 ded
訂 eperfect and special people， and that al their actions are 
for the sake ofthe people. [However，] they are just the same 
people as anyone else. Some of them are much worse伊 ys
than [ordinary] people. Once 1 went on holiday with such a 
“perfect" person. [..]' 
ter zUsα!l-i. bi 
3SG.NOM amuse.oneself-CVB.IPFV 1 SG.NOM 
xamf!aal-i bαj-san xer控.
guard-CVB.IPFV be-VN.PST occurrence 
LT: ‘He [was] enjoying himself [and] 1 [was] the 
occurrence [such th剖 1]was gu訂 ding[him].' 
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FT:‘This means th瓜 hewas enjoying himself while 1 was 
思lardinghim.' (ON 1997/10/23) 
In our analysis， the glossed sentence in (32) is， asa whole， the predicate of a 
noun-predicate sentence， and its subject is understood. An expression 
児島町ingto the preceding context can be added to (32)， and we will obtain 
(33)， where ene=n' (this.NOM=3.POSS)‘this' indicates the preceding 




ter ZUf!，αα~l-z. bi 








LT:‘This [=what is mentioned in the previous context] 
[is] the occurrence [ such th剖 he]was enjoying 
himself [and] 1 was gu紅 ding[him].' 
FT: 'This means that he was enjoying himself while 1 was 
guarding him. ' 
Now， consider the instances of the MMC: (25・B)，the second ‘A' in 
(26)， and the second ‘B' in (27). They become awkward when a subject th剖
refers to the preceding context is present. For instance， Example (34)， which 







































viz-eer biznies xif!c-i-d cuxam 























LT:‘This [is] the occurrence [such that] visa dealers 
actually f1ee to where?' 
百latis， a subject which describes the preceding context can be added to 
sentences such as (32). This shows th瓜 theyare noun-predicate sentences 
whose subject is elliptical. In contrast， the MMC cannot have an additional 
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subject. This is shown in (29). Th瓜 is，the MMC is not a noun-predicate 
sentence whose subject is understood. It constitutes a complete sentence 
without such a subject. This shows白瓜 theMMC should be distinguished 
仕omsentences such as (32). 
At this stage of investigation， it is not known what factors bring about 
the difference between (28) (the MMC)佃 d(31) (nourトpredicatesentence). 
At least， the consultants seem to rely on the context when asked whether a 
subject can be added or not. (lt may be th剖 theMMC in Mongolian is at its 
incipient stage and that its syntactic structure is not stabilized yet. It is 
interesting to note th瓜 OldJapanese (Miyachi， this volume， Section 6) 
exhibits a similar situation. It appe紅 sthat its MMC is at its incipient stage. 
On1y one noun is 副 estedin the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC. Available 
examples can be regarded as instances of both the MMC and noun-predicate 
sentences. It is difficult to find an unequivocal example ofthe MMC in Old 
Japanese.) 
5.2 Characteristics ofthe MMC 
[1] 'Copula' 
The prototype ofthe MMC as proposed by Tsunoda (this volume聞 a)，which 
is shown in (1) above， contains the ‘Copula'. For the Mongolian MMC with 
xereg‘occurrence' ， no examples have been found which contain the 
‘Copula'. As mentioned in 4.1， in the ιsemantically' present tense (though 
not in any other tense) the copular verb bザー‘tobe' may be either present or 
absent. All of the examples of the MMC with xereg‘occuηence'ぽ e
semantically in the present tense， and the ιCopula' is consistently absent， as 
far as our data訂 econcemed. 
f21 Predicate of the‘Clause' 
As Table 1 shows， inf1ected forms of verbs are of three types: terminating 
forms， converb forms， and verbal-nominal forms. Also， as seen in 4.1， the 
predicate of clauses and sentences can be classified into three types: verb 
predicate， adjective/noun predicate， and particle predicate. 
Now， the predicate of the ‘Clause' of the MMC has to be a verbal 
nominal. Specifically， it Is (i) a verb in a verbal-nominal form， e.g.， (25-B)， 
or (i) an a司jective/nounfollowed by a copular verb in a verbal-nominal 
form， e.g.， the second‘A' in (26). On the other hand， for the predicate ofthe 
~Clause' ， the following紅 enot acceptable: (ii) a terminating form， (iv) a 
converb form， (v) an adjective/noun without a copul訂 verb(cf.， (35))， and 
(vi) the non-existential predicate particle α19a. 
(35) * Dulmaa ix aiilsag xereg. 
PN.NOM very diligent occ町田nce
(lntended meaning: 1 mean th瓜 Dulmaais very diligent.) 
(36) * Neg=c α19a xereg. 
one.NOM=even.FP not.exist.NEP occ旧Tence
(lntended meaning: 1 mean th瓜 thereisn't even one.) 
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In terms of the morphological possibilities just mentioned， the 
predicate of the‘Clause' ofthe MMC behaves like that ofthe ACs ofType 1 
(intemal ACs) and ofType I (extemal ACs); see Table 3. 
Furthermore， at least superficially，由e‘Clause'of the MMC looks 
similar to ACs of Type I. With ACs of Type I (extemal ACs)， the head 
noun is preceded by a verbal nominal， and the head noun does not 
correspond to any arg山田ntor any adjunct of the AC (hence， extemal ACs， 
not intemal ACs; c五4ユ2.1).With the ‘Clause' of the MMC， it may look as 
if the noun xereg‘occurrence' is modified by what may look like an AC (i.e. 
the preceding verbal nominal and other words). Furthermore， as is the case 
with the head noun of the ACs of Type I (extemal ACs)， itdoes not 
correspond to any訂 g山nentor any adjunct ofwhat may look like an AC. 
5.3 Compαrison 01 the MMC with other constructions 
We shall comp訂 ethe MMC wi出 independentsentences and ACs， interms 
of (i) the predicate of the ‘Clause'， iム morphology，and (i) the case 
m町kingof the subject， i.e.， syntax. See Table 4. 
[1] Predicate ofthe‘Clause' 
Roughly speaking， the situation is as follows. 
In independent sentences (4.1)， the predicate is (i) a verb in a 
terminating or a verbal-nominal form， (i) an adjective/noun with or without 
a copul訂 verb(in a terminating or a verbal-nominal form) ， or (ii) the 
non-existential predicate particle alga. 
The predicate of the ‘Clause' of the MMC (5.2・[2])is (i) a verb in a 
verbal-nominal form or (i) an adjective/noun followed by a copular verb in 
a verbal-nominal form. 
The predicate of ACs (4ユ2.1)is (i) a verb in a verbal-nominal form 
(which can be followed by the genitive case suffix)， or (i) an adjective/noun 
+ a copular verb in a verbal-nominal form (which can be followed by the 
genitive case suffix) (Table 3). (The predicate of the ACs of Type II is not 
considered here for the sake of the simplification of discussion.) 
[2] Case marking ofthe subject 
The subject in independent sentences is in the nominative (if it is not 
elliptical)， e.g.， (4) to (10). In ACs， three cases are attested for the subject: 
nominative， e.g.， (15)， (17)， (19)， genitive， e.g.， (12)， (16)， (20)， and 
accusative， e.g.， (18). Now， the subject of the ‘Clause' of the MMC is 
consistently in the nominative case， e.g.， (25). 
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AdjlN + copula-TV， 
AdjlN + copula-VN， 
α19α 
V-VN， 




V-VN(-GEN)， NOM， GEN， ACC 
AdjlN + copula-VN(-GEN) 
In terms of the predicate of the ‘Clause二l.e.，mo中hology，roughly 
speak:ing， the MMC behaves like ACs， and differently丘omindependent 
sentences. In contrast， regarding the case marking ofthe subject， i.e.ラ syntax，
the MMC， behaves exactly like independent sentences， and differently from 
ACs. 
6. Quasi-MMCs 
There町'etwo types of sentences that resemble the MMC. They will be 
referred to as quasi-MMCs. 
6.1 Gesen ug and gedeg ug 'say-VN word' 
This旬pecontains the combination of a verbal-nominal form of ge-‘to saγ 
(ge-sen 'say-VN.PST' or ge-deg‘say-VN.HAB') and the noun ug‘word' in 
the final position. Ge-sen ug and ge-deg ug have denotations such as油 is
means that ..'. The predicate is of Type II shown in Table 3: any predicate 
+ ge幽 sen/ge-deg/ge弘 Inour analysis， such sentences町 enoun-predicate 
sentences， asshown shortly. An example: 
(37) (A government official appeals the need to buy new official 
C町 sfor leaders.) 
Jadaz torijn gurvan terguunij masin sine， s叩inbajna gedeg 
bol gojo gangan gesen ug bis. 
‘Th瓜 thec町 sfor the top three leaders of the st瓜e[=the 
president， the prime minister and the chairperson of the 
parliament] are new and good does not mean由atthey are 
luxurious. ' 
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Am'十nαs=n' α!;ulf!U; bα;nα=1 
白live.NOM=3.POSS safe be-TV.NP=only.FP 
I!e-sen UI!. 
say-VN.HAB word 
LT:‘Their lives [are] the word saying th剖 [theirli ves ]町e
only safe.' 
FT: ‘This only means that their lives are safe.' (OD 
2001/01/11) 
It may look as if， insentences such as (37)， a ‘Noun' is preceded by a 
‘Clause'. In this respect， they may look similar to the MMC with xereg. 
Furthermore， as :6訂 asour data紅 econcemed， no examples紅 eattested 
where the ‘Copula' is present. Recall that the ‘Copula' is not attested in the 
MMC with xereg (5.2-[1]). (However， sentences such as (37) differ企omthe 
MMC with xereg in the following respect. The ‘Clause' in sentences such as 
(37) is of Type 11 (i.e.， any predicate + ge-sen/ge-deg/ge-x) in Table 3， 
while the ‘ Clause' in the MMC with xereg is of Type 1 (V-VN， Adj 月序、~ + 
copul同a任-押N)).
Despite the (possible) similarities noted above， sentences such as (37) 
町enot considered instances of the MMC. Again， an anaphoric expression 
indicating the preceding context can be present. For example， ene=n' 
(this.NOM=3.POSS)‘this' can be added at the beginning of (37). It is the 

































be-TV .NP=only .FP 
LT:‘This [=what 1 have mentioned above] [is] the word 
saying th瓜 theirlives訂 eonly safe.' 
FT:‘This only means that their lives訂 esafe.' 
This leads to the analysis th剖 sentencessuch as (37) are instances of 
noun四 predicatesentence which have the covert subject ene=n'， for example， 
and where， for example， am' nas n' ajuulgザ bajna1 gesen ug is the 
predicate. As far as the data available to us町econcemed， an anaphoric 
expression referring to the preceding context can be added to sentences with 
ge-sen ug or ge-deg ug. It is in view of this that sentences such as (37) are 
labelled quasi 
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6.2 A4jectivesformed with the proprietive suffix 
In this construction， the a司jective-derivingsuffix -tajl-toj/-t，ザ‘with'is 
attached to the ‘Noun'. In some instances， the ‘Noun' with -t，ザ/-tザ/-tejis 
followed by the ‘Copu1a'. (See 4.1 on the presence and absence of the 
copu1as.) 
(39) Bi margaas xodoo jav-α-x 
lSG.NOM tomorrow countryside go-EP-VN.NP 
的防vl，δgδo-tej baj-nα. 
p1an-PROP be-TV.NP 
LT:‘1 am with a p1an [that 1] will go to the countryside 
tomorrow.' 
FT:‘I出np1anning to go to the countryside tomorrow. ' 
(40) Mongol-euud ovog+deeds-ee xundel-deg 
Mongo1ian-PL.NOM ancestors-REFL respect-VN.HAB 
zansil.・taj.
custom-PROP 
LT:‘Mongo1ian peop1e [町e]with the custom [th瓜 they]
respect their ancestors.' 
FT: 市10ngo1ianpeop1e have the custom of ancestor 
worship.' 
(41) Dori anxn-aαs-aa uls+tore 
PN.NOM beginning-ABL-REFL po1itician.NOM 
bol-o-x xuv'+zajaa・tajbaj-san. 
become占 P-VN.NP fate-PROP be-VN.PST 
LT:‘Dorj was with the fate [that he] wou1d become a 
po1itician企omthe beginning.' 
FT:‘Dorj w出 destinedto become a po1itician. ' 
These sentences resemb1e the prototype of the MMC (cf. (1)) in two 
respects. First， a‘Noun' is preceded by a‘C1ause'. Second， the ‘Copu1a' is 
present， at 1east in some of the examp1es. However， they differ from the 
prototype of the MMC in that the ‘Noun' is combined with an 
adjective-forming suffix (name1y， the proprietive suffix). Th剖 is，the‘Noun' 
slot is occupied not by a noun， but an adjective. 
As seen in 5.1， on1y one noun has been found that can occupy the 
‘Noun' slot ofthe Mongo1ian MMC: xereg‘occu町ence'.In contrast， a 1arge 
number of adjectives formed with -tajlイザ/-tej'with'ぽ eattested in the 
‘Noun' slot， and the use ofthis construction is much more企equentthan the 
MMC (with xereg‘occurrence'). As shown by Tsunoda (this volume-b)， a 
1arge number of nouns are attested in the ιNoun' slot ofthe Japanese MMC. 
Most of the examp1es of the Japanese MMC can be trans1ated into 
Mongo1ian by this construction (invo1ving ‘N-tajlイojl-t々j').
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7. Meaning of the M~直C and quasi-MMCs 
It is convenient to summarize the meaning of the MMC and quasi-MMCs. 
See Table 5. 
Table 5. Meaning ofthe MMC and quasi 
Key constituent(s) Me出ungof the MMC or quasi 
Nounxereg‘occurrence， fact， 


































Gesen ug and gedeg ug 
ιsay-VN word' 





































































‘The subject has X. ' 
8. The sentence-final modal particlejum and the nounjum‘thing' 
First， recall that inflected forms of verbs町 eof three types: terminating 
forms， converb forms， and verbal-圃nominalforms (Table 1)， and also th瓜 the
predicate of clauses and sentences can be classified into three types: verb 
predicate，叫jective/nounpredicate， and particle predicate (4.1). 
Now， there is one sentence-final modal particle that may have derived 
企oma noun used in the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. 
Mongolian has about fifteen sentence-final modal particles (hereafter 
‘modal particles')， wluch appear after the predicate and have modal 
meanings such as assertion， confirmation， question， and doubt. (Modal 
particles di百erfrom the non-existential predicate particle alga in th剖 they
cannot conclude the sentence alone. They must appe町 aftera verb predicate， 
an adjective/noun predic瓜e，or the non-existential predicate particle alga. 
On the other hand， the non-existential predicate particle alga can conclude 
白esentence by itself.) 
Among the modal particles， we here deal withjum. It adds such tones 
as 'in fact' (Street 1963: 143)， 'termination ofpredication， embodiment of 
character， and certainty' (Bertagaev 1964: 153， the translation is mine)， 
although its precise meaning is sometimes difficult to translate. It can occur 
after: 
(吋 averb in a verbal-nominal formラe.g.，(42); 
(b) an adjective or a noun (with or without a copular verb in a 
verbal-nominal form)， e.g.， (43)， (44); and 
(c) the non-existential predicate particle alga 'not exist， be absent'， e.g.， 
(45). 
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(42) Bi Solongos-t sur-san jum. 
lSG.NOM Korea-DAT study-VN.PST MP 
'In fact， 1 studied in Korea. ' 
(43) Bi oeigdor xura[t，叩・ baj-san jum. 
lSG.NOM yesterday with.meeting be-VN.PST MP 
LT:‘1 was with a meeting yesterday， infact.' 
FT:‘1n fact， 1 had a meeting yesterday. ' 
(44) Dulmaa mas aiilsag jum. 
PN.NOM very diligent MP 
‘1 am amazed to know th瓜 Du1maais very diligent.' 
(45) Neg=e α19a jum. 
one.NOM=even.FP not.exist.NEP MP 
'I've found that there isn't even one.' 
The moda1 particle jum is similar to the noun xeregιoccurrence' used 
in the MMC (5.1) in the following three respects. (i) They can occ町 aftera 
verb in a verba1-nomina1 form. Compare (25・B)(the MMC， with xereg 
‘occurrence') and (42) (j・um).(i) They can occur after an adjective/noun 
followed by a copu1ar verb in a verba1-nomina1 form. Compare the second 
‘A' of (26) (the MMC， with xereg‘occurrence') and (43) (j・um).(ii) They 
cannot appe町 aftera terminating form (see 5.2・[2])，although most of the 
other moda1 particles can. 
On the other hand， jum di旺ersfrom xereg used in the MMC in the 
following two respects. (iv) Jum can occur after an adjective/noun without a 
copu1紅 verb; compぽ e(35) and (44). (v) Jum can occ田 afterthe 
non-existentia1 predicate p訂 ticlealga; comp訂 e(36) and (45). 
These facts are summarized in Tab1e 6. (The p1us s戸nbo1indicates 
‘acceptab1e'， and the minus symbo1 ‘not acceptab1e'. The numbers in 
p紅 enthesesare those of the re1evant examp1es.) As Tab1e 6 shows， the 
behavior of jum is fairly simi1ar to xereg， i.e.， the noun attested in the 
‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC. 
Tab1e 6. C f xere d other moda1 particl ，1um an( 
九Fo、m¥1d町 predic蹴pye1dli¥cat~e V-VN 
AdjlN + 
AdjlN α!lg，α V-TV 
copu1a-VN 





Moda1p訂 ticlejum + (42) 
+ 
+ (44) + (45) 
(43) 
ー
Other mode!l particles + + + + 十
Now， Mongo1ian has the noun (iム anindependent word) jum， and it 
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means‘thing'， e.g.， (12). Ozawa (1986: 191・192)points out the possibility 
血剖 themodal p訂 ticlejum and the noun jum‘由ing'are historically related 
to each other. If that is the case， the following scenario is possible: an earlier 
stage of Mongolian had a variety of the MMC in which the ‘N oun' slot was 
occupied by the noun jum‘thing' and subsequently the‘Noun' changed into 
a modal particle. This would constitute an instance of grammaticalization. 
Its meaning changed， and also the independent word became a p町ticle.
This scenario explains the unacceptability of the modal particle jum in 
the position after a terminating form. In the Mongolian MMC， the predicate 
of the ‘Clause' has to be in a verbal-nominal form， and it cannot be in a 
terminating form. 
According to Ozawa (1997: 296)， no examples of jum as a modal 
p訂 ticleare attested in Secret history 01 Mongols or in Qad-un undusun-u 
erdeniづlintobCi (Bりewelledsummary 01 the origin 01 Khans)， which are 
estimated to have been comtosed in the thirteenth and seventeenth cen加ries，
respectively. This suggests th剖， if the modal particle jum is derived企omthe 
noun juri through its usage as the ‘Noun' of the MMC at al， this process 
must have taken place rather recently. (Japanese has ‘p制 icles'th剖 have
derived企omnouns. See Tsunoda (this volume-b， 7.4 and 7.6).) 
9. SummaηT and concluding remarks 
Mongolian has the MMC， but only one noun is a抗estedin the ‘Noun' slot: 
xereg‘occurrence， fact， event， circumstance， necessi句".百lIsMMC adds 
such a tone as '1 mean由瓜...' (or‘Do you mean that ..' in the 
interrogative). No examples of the MMC紅 eattested where the ‘Copula' 
appe訂 s.The MMC behaves like ACs (and unlike independent sentences) in 
terms of the mo中hologyof the predicate. However， itbehaves like 
independent sentences (and unlike ACs) regarding the case marking of the 
subject (i.e.， concerning syntax). 
百lereare two types of constructions th剖 resemblethe MMC. One 
contains ge-sen ug 0町rge幽-d必'egug‘sa可y-押Nword'， and indicates ‘this means 
that ..'. The other contains a noun followed by the adjective-forming 
proprietive suffix イザ/イザ/イザ ‘with'. This construction indicates 吐le
subject has X'. 
There is a sentence-final modal p町ticle(jum) th剖 mayhave derived 
企oma noun (jum‘thing') used in the MMC. This may constitute an instance 
of grammaticalization. 
Sources 
OD: Intemet version of Odrijn sonin (Daily News newspaper) 
ON: Intemet version of Onoodlδr (Today newspaper) 
Then山nb町 th瓜 follows‘OD' or 'ON' indicates the year， month， and day of 
出enewspaper article cited. 
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Abbreviations 
ABL -ablative; AC -adnorninal clause; ACC -accusative; Adj・adjective;
CAUS -causative; COMPL -cornpletive; COND -conditional; CVB -
converb; DAT -dative-locative; EP司 epenthesis;FP -focus particle; FT国
企eetranslation; GEN -genitive; HAB -habitual; INS -instrurnental; IPFV -
irnperfective; L T -literal transition; MMC -rnermaid construction; MP -
rnodal particle; N -noun; NEG -negative; NEP -non-existential predicate 
p訂 ticle;NOM -norninative; NP -non-past; PL -plural; PN -personal 
n釘ne;POSS -possessive; PROP -proprietive; PST -past; Q -question 
particle; REFL -reflexive-possessive; SG・ singular;TV 聞 terminating
verbal; V -verb; VN -verbal norninal; 1 -first person; 2・secondperson; 3 
-third person 
Enclitics町 epreceded by the equal syrnbol (=)， while affixes訂 eindicated 
by a hyphen. The boundary in a cornpound word is shown with the plus 
syrnbol (+). 
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5.4.4 Nouns meaning “白ture"or “fate" 
5.4.5 Nouns meaning “power" or“abiliザ'
5.4.6 Nouns meaning “event"，“time" or “自lSS"
5.4.7 Nouns meaning “custom" or “habit" 
5.4.8 Nouns meaning “right" or “obligation" 
5.5 Summary ofthe semantics ofthe quasi-MMC 
5.6 Grammaticalization from a nominal to a particle 
6. Summary and concluding remarks 
1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes the structure of the prototype of the 







，.‘、 [Clause] Noun Copula. 
Sakha has a construction which resembles the MMC (hereafter， 
quasi-mermaid construction: quasi-MMC). Twenty-eight nouns have been 
attested in由ピNoun'slot. They訂 eal content nouns， and the meaning of 
the quasi-MMC is modal， aspectual， temporal or the like. The predicate verb 
ofthe‘Clause' is in the adnominal form， i.e. a non-finite form. The ‘Copula' 
is a suffix， not a企eeform. The crucial difference from the prototype of the 
MMC is that the ‘Noun' must take the proprietive suffix meaning ‘having'ラ
as is the case with the q凶 si-MMCin Khalkha Mongolian (see Umet町討
(血isvolume)). The proprietive suffix -LEEX is a derivational suffix (not a 
case suffix) which derives nominals企omnominals. 
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2. Initial illustration 
Examples of the Sakha quasi-MMC are given below as an illustrati~n. 
Recall that nouns in由ピNoun'slot must take the proprietive suffix -LEEX'. 
(2) min tokio-Ka bar-ar 
lSG To匂ro幽 DAT gO-VN.PRS 
LT:‘1 have a plan [th剖 1]go to Tokyo.' 





























(3) ylete suox xaal-ar keskil-leex-ter 
without.work remain-VN.PRS future-PRop-coP.3PL 
LT:‘They have a fu加re[that they] remain without work.' 
FT: 'They will stil be unemployed.' 
3. Profile of the language 
Sakha is a member of the Turkic language family. It is spoken mainly in 
Sakha Republic in eastern Siberia. The number of its speakers is estimated 
to be approximately 450，000. Almost al the speakers訂 eSakha四 Russian
bilinguals. F or the n田neof this language， the present paper uses the 
self-designation name“S北ha"，which is actually cognate with another 
well-known language name，“Yakut". 
The inventory of consonants is as follows: Ip， b， t， d， c，え k，g， s[s~h]， x， 
s"， m， n，員，1)， 1，r， jl". Sakha has twenty vowel phonemes: eight short vowels 
la， e， 0，田，田， i， u， y/， eight long vowels laa， ee， 00，由民国田， i， uu， yy/， and 
four diphthongs Irna， ie， uo， y∞1. Word-stress， which does not have a 
distinctive function， isplaced on the word-final syllable. There訂 erich 
morphophonological alternations， e.g. the vowel harmony rule and 
assimilation of consonants， especially in suffixation. Often， 16 or more 
allomorphs of one suffix result仕ommorphophonological alternations. 
Sakha is a strongly agglutinating language and uses suffixes 
extensively. Sakha exhibits both dependent-marking and head-marking. For 
example， case relations are marked by case suffixes attached to NPs (i.e. 
dependent-marking). On the other hand， possessive suffixes紅 eattached to 
the possessed NPs and possessor NPs take no formal marking (i.e. 
head-marking). The case system is basically of the nominative-accusative 
守pe(A1S vs. 0). The nominative case has a zero suffix， while the 
accusative has an overt suffix. Under certain conditions， the object lacks an 
overt case suffix， and in this respect the case system is of the neutral type 
(S=A=O). 
Verbs inf1ect for negation， tense， person-cum-number of the subject， 
etc. A verb stem must take a finite suffix， a participle suffix， or a converb 
suffix. Participles are also called“verbal nouns". They form a nominal 
clause or an adnominal clause. The copula is a suffix， not a企eeform (with 
zero suffix only for 3sG). 
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The verb-final orders， i.e. AOV and SV， are preferred， but the topic NP 
can precede the A. A demonstrative， a numeral， an adjective and an 
adnominal clause precede the noun they modify. 
Constituents of a sentence can be omitted if their referent is clear. This 
is particularly the case with the subject， for the person-cum-number of the 
subject is indicated in the predicate. 
The current orthography， which employs Cyrillic leters， was 
established in 1939， replacing the previous Latin-alphabetical one. Children 
can choose the Sakha language as their medium of instruction at school， but 
some urban schools provide education only in Russian. The data for the 
present paper are taken from the spoken language of Sakha. 
4. Types of sentences and clauses 
4.1 Verbてpredicateand nominalてpredicatesentences/clauses 
Roughly speaking， the sentences/clauses in Sakha can be classified as 
follows: 
(a) Verb-predicate sentences/clauses， e.g. (4). The predicate verb must 
have a finite suffix and a person-cum-number marking. 
(b) Nominal-predicate sentences/clauses， e.g. (5). Nouns， adjectives and a 
few adverbs can be the predicate with the copula suffix， only when 








































































(5) min ueuutal-bum 
1 SG teacher-cop.1 SG 
古田na teacher.' 
4.2 Adnominal clauses 
The predicate verb of an adnominal clause ('AC') has the form of a verbal 




Like Japanese， Sakha has both“intemal adnominal clauses" (“intemal 
ACs") and“extemal adnominal clauses" (“extemal ACs"). (See Teramura 
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(1969) and Tsunoda (this volume四九 7.2) for a discussion of theseれIVOtypes 
of ACs.) 
[1] Internal ACs 
In internal ACs， the head noun corresponds to an argument or an adjunct of 
血eAC. In terms ofKeenan and Comrie's (1977) accessibili旬hierarchy，the 
following positions can be relativized on: subject， e.g. (6)， direct object， e.g. 
(7)， indirect object， e.g. (8)， oblique object， e.g. (9)， and the possessor， e.g. 
(10). However， the object of comparison c出motbe relativized on. 
When the subject is relativized on， the head noun has no marking， e.g.: 
(6) s:刀lr-er kihi 
戸 run-VN.PRS person 
ιa person who runs' 
Elsewhere the NP qualified by an AC obligatorily takes a possessive 
suffix， which indicates the person-cum-number of the subject of the AC. In 
examples (7)， (8)， and (9)， possessive suffixes (-m， -um， or -but) are 






ιthe book that 1 read' 
kinige-m 
book-poss.1 SG 
(min) belex bier-bit 
lSG present give-VN.psT 


































1 PL come-VN .PST 
‘the way by which we came' 
suo/-but 
way-poss.lPL 
As noted above， the possessor can be also relativized on. In this 
ex田nplethe head noun does not need a possessive suffix because the head 
noun uo/ 'boy' is the possessor ofthe subject in出eAC.
(10) 甘e-te bαl制加hα-IfIα ylelii-r 
mother-poss.3SG hospital-DAT work-vNPRS 
‘a boy whose mother works in a hospital' 
uo/ 
boy 
[2] External ACs 
In external ACs， in con仕astwith internal ACs， the head noun does not 
correspond to any町 gumentor adjunct in the AC but， so to speak， isadded 

















































































(12) 主αd句 u1 buol-ar kuttal-α 
poor become-VN.PRS fear-poss.3sG 
LT:‘the fear th剖 [(s)he]becomes poor' 
FT:ιthe fear ofhis/her becoming poor' 
5. Quasi-MMC 
5.1 Introductory notes 
As noted in Section 1， Sakha has what may be considered a quasi-MMC. 
The crucial difference from the prototype of the MMC isthat由e明 oun'出
the quasi品仏，fCof Sakha has吐leproprietive suffix -LEEX. The ‘Noun' is in 
turn followed by the copula suffix. Twenty-eight nouns have been attested 
in the ‘Noun' slot. The predicate verb of the ιClause' is in the verbal noun 
foロn，i.e. a norトfiniteform. The ‘Clause' cannot be used by itself as a 
sentence. 
We shall first look at the use ofthe proprietive suffix (5.2)， followed by 
a discussion ofvarious aspects ofthe quasi-MMC: the use ofthe proprietive 
suffix in the quasi-MMC (5.3)， and the nouns that are attested in the ιNoun' 
slot (5.4). There is a ‘Noun' with the proprietive suffix -LEEX which may not 
take a copula suffix (5.5). In this case the ‘Noun' is grammaticalized as a 
p訂ticle.
A note on the similarity between extemal ACs and the 1¥仏1Cis in 
order. As noted by Tsunoda (this volume， 7.2) they are similar as follows. In 
extemal ACs， the head noun does not correspond to any町g町田ntor adjunct 
in the AC but， soto speak， is added from outside the underlying clause. That 
is， the head noun is not coreferential with any訂 gumentor any adjunct of 
由eAC. Similarly， in the MMC， the ‘Noun' is not coreferential with the 
subject ofthe‘Clause'. The same applies to the Sakha quasi-MMS. 
As mentioned in Tsunoda (this volume， 7.2)，剖 thebeginning of the 
collaborative research project whose main outcome is the present volume 
(Tsunoda， this volume-a， Section 2)，江 washypothesized that the presence 
of extemal ACs is a prerequisite to the presence ofthe MMC. However， this 
hypothesis has turned out to be untenable. 
Nonetheless， itis important to recall that Sakha has extemal ACs， 
without which the quasi 
5.2 The proprietive suffix -LEEx 
In Sakha， predicative possession is expressed with the proprietive suffix 
-LEEX， which means‘having'. An NP with the suffix -LEEX can be used both 
attributively， e.g. (13)， and predicatively， e.g. (14): 
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(13) uhun battax-taax 
long hair-PROP 
'a girl with long hair' 
k叫似S
girl 
(14) min ys oKo-lo似てpun
lSG 由ree child-PROP-coP.1 SG 
‘1 have three children.' 
A noun followed by the proprietive suffix may be preceded and 
modified by an AC， e.g.: 
(15) 俳句; kepset-er tabaarω-taax-pωn 
just talk.with-VN.PRs 丘iend-PROP-CoP.1SG 
'1 have only企iendsto talk with.' 
In (15)， kepset-er‘talk.with-VN.PRS' modifies just tabaarω 官iend'，and 
not the entire tabaarws-taax-pum‘friend-PROP-CoP.1 SG'. 
5.3 Use ofthe proprietive suffix -LEEX in the quasi-MMC 
The quasi-MMC contains “AC + Noun-LEEX-COP." Although this 
construction is not an instance of the prototypical JIV品1Cin terms of the 
struc仙reshown in (1) above， semantically it is very similar to the MMC of 
Japanese; the latter is an instance of the prototypical恥仏1C.Indeed， many of 
血eMMC examples in Japanese can be translated into S紘haby using an 
“AC十 Noun-LEEX-COP".An example of this quasi-MMC is the following 
(the same as (2)): 
(16) min tokio-Ka bar-ar 
lSG Tokyo-DAT gO-VN.PRS 
LT:‘1 have a plan [th瓜 1]go to Tokyo.ヲ
FT:‘1 plan to go to Tokyo.' 
A Japanese equivalent for (16) is the following: 






LT:‘1 am aplan [由at1] go to Tokyo.' 
FT:‘1 plan to go to Tokyo.' 
There is one important difference between the Japanese MMC and the 
Sakha quasi-MMC. In Sakha， even when tokio-Ka bar-ar‘Tokyo-DAT 
gO-VN.PRS' is deleted from (16)， the resultant sentence is stil acceptable: 
(18) min b wlaan-na似てpwn
lSG plan幽 PROP-cOP.1SG
‘1 have a plan. ' 
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However， in Japanese， if tooかoo=niik-u 'TOkyO=DAT/LOC go・NPST'is 
deleted from (17)， the resultant sentence makes no sense (See Tsunoda， this 
volume-b， 6.4). 
(19) ? watasi=wa yotee=da. 
1 SG=TOP plan=cop .NPST 
LT:‘I紅naplan.' 
Th剖 is，the crucial difference is the presence of the proprietive suffix 
attached to the ‘Noun' in the quasi凶 MMCof Sakha. 
5.4 Nouns in the ‘Noun' slot 
Sakha has no non-content nouns， such as the Japanese mono‘thing' and 
koto‘fact'. Also， no nomina旧lize町r0町rthe like occu町rsi泊nthe 
Twen句守r喝-eigh加tnouns have been attested in the ‘ Noun' s叫山lot.They are difficult 
to classify in a clear-cut way， and也eyare tentatively classified as follows. 
All of these nouns訂 econtent nouns. 
5.4.1 Nouns meaning“哩'[Jearance"or the like 
This group comprises nouns that have the meaning of“appearance" or the 
like: bw.hw.w. 'appe訂 ancピ，kerbJ 'appearancピ，karY1J 'appe紅 ance'，iyhyn 
'shape'， and CinCi‘sign'. Their meaning is evidential: inference， e.g. (20)， or 
direct observation， e.g. (21)， (33). 
(20) bw.haK-ωm sypτpyt keri1J-neex 
knife-poss.l SG disappear-VN .PST appearance-PRop:cop.3 SG 
LT:‘My knife has an appearance [th剖 it]disappeared.' 
FT:‘It seems that my knife has disappeared.' 
(21) iollom-mut iyhyn-neex-xin 
feel.happy-VN .PST shape-PRoP-COP .2SG 
LT:‘Y ou have a shape [由atyou] feel happy.' 
FT:‘You look happy.' 
5.4.2 Nouns meαning "planぺ“idea"or the like 
This group consists of nouns that have the meaning of“planぺ“idea"or the 
like: bw.laan 'plan'， bωr叩.似ak'design'， anαl‘aim'， soruk 'goal'， sωα1 
'goal'， sanaa 'idea'， tolk叩・ 'thought'，baKa‘hope'，かkkyαr‘volition'，and 
iuluur 'ambition'. They have a modal meaning. Examples include (2) 
(=(16)) and: 
(22) yle-ti-n salg似砂r sanaa-la似国pωn
work-poss.3SG-ACC continue-VN.PRs idea-PRop-coP.1SG 
LT:‘1 have an idea [that 1] take up his work.' 
FT:‘1 will take up his work.' 
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(23) policija yareIf-er bar-ar 
police study-poss.3sG:DAT gO-VN.PRS 
baIfa-laax-pωn 
hope-PRop-Cop.1SG 
LT:‘1 have a hope [that 1] go to a police school.' 
FT:‘1 want to go to a police school.ヲ
5.4.3 Nouns meα!ning“'fear" or“anxie砂"
The nouns紅 ekuttalιfeぜ佃dkωhalIfa 'anxiety'. They have a modal 
me田l1ng.




LT:‘Our northem territories have 島町 [th創出ey]soon become 
回世出abited.'
FT:‘[We町eworried也剖]our northem territories might become 
国由由abitedsoon. ' 
5.4.4 Nouns meα!ning“'future " or“fα'te" 
The nouns訂 ekeskil '白t町 e'and i;ωlIfa‘fate'. Their meaning may be 
“temporal" or “modal". Examples include (3) and: 
(25) nuueea omug-u-n k;ωta sωli-ar 
Russian nation-poss.3SG四 ACC ~せth be-VN .PRS 
初 lIfa-laα印 刷t
fate-PRop-Cop.1 PL 
LT:‘We have a fate [that we] live with Russian people.' 
FT: 'We are destined to live with Russian people.' 
5.4.5 Nouns meaning "power" or、b註ity" 
The nouns町 ek凶似‘power'姐 diOIfur‘ability'. They have a modal 
meamng. 
(26) ajmax-tar-a 呼aa-tax-t，αηne=ere 
relative-PL-poss.3SG support-COND-3PL =CL T 
ωeeat-tar-a yαren-er ki似 ax-taax-tar
youth-PL-Poss.3SG study-VN.PRS power-PRop-cop.3PL 
LT:‘The young people have a power [that由ey]s如dyonly 
when their relatives support them. ' 
FT:‘The young people can study only when their relatives 
support them [financially].' 
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(27) kihi atωn kωωl-lar-tan 
person other animal-PL-ABL 
kamyske-n-er iOKur-da似
gu訂 d-REFL-VN .PRS ability-PRoP:coP.3 SG 
LT:‘Humans have an ability [由剖they]protect themselves from 
other animals. ' 
FT:‘Humans can protect themselves企omother animals.ヲ
5.4.6 Nouns meaning “event "， H time " or “かss"
The nouns訂 etygenιevent'， kem‘time'， and ajdaanι白s'.Their meaning 
maybe “temporal" or “experientialヘi.e.a type of“aspectual meaning". The 
quasl掴 MMCwith any of these nouns has an experiential meaning or the like 
(a type of aspectual meaning). The quasi-MMC with tygen‘event' simply 
denotes ‘X has done'. That with kem‘time' conveys the meaning ‘There 
was a time when X did'. Th剖 withajdaan‘白s'meansιThere was a白ssm









LT:‘This writer himselfhas an event [th剖 he]makes an error. ' 







SUlS-p悩 t kem-neex-pin 
AUX-VN.PST tIme-PRoP-coP.1sG 
LT:‘1 have a time [th剖 1was] divorced企ommy husband.' 
FT:‘1 was once divorced企ommy husband.' 
[experiential meaning] 
5.4.7 Nouns meaning “custom" or“hαbit" 
The nouns訂 eyges‘custom'and kemelii‘habit'. Their meaning is probably 
“habitual"， a type of aspectual meaning. 
(30) tarappyt-ter oskuola-Ka seleennii-r 
Pぽ ent-PL school-DAT ‘ entrust-VN.PRS 
yges-teex-ter 
custom-PRoP-COP.3 PL 
LT:‘Parents have a custom [that they] leave [problems] to 
the school.' 











































xonnox-toru-ttan ωl-s-an kie1J kekke-nen 
underarrn-poss.3PL-ABL take-COOP-CVB wide rOW-INS 
ajannωω-r tykteri kemelii-leex-ter 
travel-VN.PRS rude habit-PROP-CoP.3PL 
LT:‘Girls have a bad habit [that they] walk in a wide row along 
sidewalks taking each other's underarrns.' 
FT:‘Girls tend to walk arrn-in-arrn in a wide row across 
sidewalks. ' 
Note出剖 in(31) the ‘Noun' kemelii‘habit' is modified by an adjective 
tykteri‘rude'. We shall re加rnto this in Section 6. 
5.4.8 Nouns meaning “right" or “obligation" 
The nouns訂 ebωraap‘right'and ebeehines‘obligation'. Their meaning is 
“modal". 
(32)αrαss槻'w_ja graidan-nar-α yrdyk yarex-xe 
Russia citizen-PL-poss.3SG high study-DAT 
bosxo yα'ren-er b凶mαrp-t，αrx-t，αr
合ee study-VN.PRS right-PROP-coP.3PL 
LT:‘Russian citizens have a right [th剖 they]study for free 
in higher education. ' 
FT:‘Russian citizens can study for free in higher education' 
5.5 Summaiη1 ofthe semαntics of the quαsi・MMC
We have looked at the twenty-eight nouns th剖 canoccupy the ‘Noun' slot 
ofthe Sakha quasi-MMC. They訂 eal content nouns when used outside the 
quasi-MMC. As seen above， the quasi-MMC has various meanings， such as 
modal， evidential， aspectual and modal. See Table 2. 
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Table 2. Sema飢nt白i比cs0ぱfthe‘No∞unぜl'出吋 thequa泊s討i

























[1] bωhωω appearance 
[2] keri1J appearance 
[3] karY1J appearance 
[4] iyhyn shape 
[5] Cinei slgn 
[6] bωlaan plan 
[7] bωrザωαk design 
[8] anal alm 
[9] soruk goal 
[10] swal goal 
[11] sanaa idea 
[12]ωlkuj thought 
[13] baKa hope 
[14]かkkyar volition 
[15] .iuluu ambition 
[16] kuttal fear 
[17] kωhalKa anxiety 
[18] keskil 印刷re
[19] .í•ωlKa fate 
[20]伽 αx power 
[21].iOKU ability 
[22] tygen event 
[23] kem time 
[24] ajdaan fuss 
[25] yges custom 
[26] kemel.ii habit 
[27] bwraap right 
















Imodal; ~5 .4.8] 
5.6 Grammaticalization斤oma nominal to a particle 
In a1 of the exampμles of the Sa紘kh凶aq伊uas討i
‘明Noun'is fo11owed by the proprietive suffix. Another example is (33). Ifthe 
proprietive suffix is deleted企om(33)， we obtain (34). 
(33) swlaj・b回 bωhωωーlaαx-xωn
be.tired-VN.PST appearance-PRop-coP.2SG 
LT:‘Y ou have an appearance [th剖 you]are tired. ' 
FT:‘Y ou look tired. ' 
(34) * sωlaj-bmt bωhωUl-gωn 
be.tired-VN.PST appearance-coP.2sG 
Intended meaning:‘Y ou look tired. ' 
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Example (34) has the struc同reofthe prototype ofthe MMC， shown in 
(1);也e‘Noun'is no longer followed by the proprietive sufix. However， 
(34) is not grammatical. 
Now， it is interesting to note th剖 (33)can be paraphrased as (35). 
(35) sωlaj-b似 k-kiωn bωhωωlaω 
be.tired-PST・2SG it.appears 
‘It appears that you are tired.' 
In (33)，由everb sωlaj-'be.tired' is in the verbal noun form， i.e. a non-finite 
form. However， in (35)， it is in a脳 teform， having the past form with 
person/number marking. Also， in (33)， the noun b似 hωω ‘appearance'plus 
the proprietive is followed by the copula (-xum 'cop.2sG'). In contrast， it is 
not followed by the copula in (35). These facts suggest th瓜 inthis case 
bωhωω ‘appearance' is no longer a noun， and that bωh似附la似‘it.appears'
has been grammaticalized and become a particle. It now follows a fmite 
form of a verb， i.e. it follows a sentence. 
At出isstage of investigation， bωhωωlaax is the only “Noun-LEEx" that 
can appe訂 aftera fi凶teverb form and has app町entlybecome a particle. 
Petrov (1978) lists several nouns with the proprietive suffixes as particles， 
such as bωhωω-laαx， bωlaan-nαx， kerIlJ-neex， etc. Among these 
“particles" only bw_hw_w_-laax allows the copula to precede， and therefore it 
can be regarded to be grammaticalized. 
6. SummaηT and concluding remarks 
S匂ak凶hahas what ma可.yb恥econsidered to be a qu回1鴎as討i
have been attested in the 'Nounぜl' slot. They are al content nouns. The 
meaning ofthat quasi-MMC has is modal， evidential， aspectual， temporal or 
the like and is summarized in Table 2. The predicate verb of the‘Clause' is 
in the verbal noun form， i.e. a non-finite form. The ‘Clause' cannot be used 
by itself as a sentence. The ‘Noun' has the proprietive suffix ‘having'， like 
由equasi-MMC in Khalkha Mongolian. Without the proprietive suffix the 
sentence is ungrammatical. The noun with the proprietive suffix is followed 
by the copula suffix. One of these nouns followed by the proprietive suffix 
appears to have become a particle. 
In the MMC of some other languages， nouns in the ιNoun' slot are 
grammaticalized and they have a lower degree of “noun寸100d"than when 
they訂 eused outside the MMC. For example， inthe Japanese MMC， nouns 
in the‘Noun' slot cannot be modified by an adjective (Tsunoda this 
volume-b， 5.6.4). However， in the quasi品仏1Cof Sakha， the ‘Noun' can be 
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ABL -ablative; AC -adnominal clause; ACC四 accusative;AUX -auxiliary; 
CLT・clitic;COND・conditional;COOP・cooperative;COP -copula; CVB 
司 converb;DAT -dative; FT -free translation; INS・instrumental;LOC・
locative; L T; literal translation; MMC 圃 mermaidconstruction; NPST -
nonpast; PL -plural; POSS・possessive;PROP -proprietive; PRS -present; 
PST -past; REFL -reflexive; SG -singular; TOP -topic; VN -verbal noun 
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5.3.1 Introductory n9tes 
5.3.2 Uses of =macie: 
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5.3.4 Etymology of=mαa'e: 
5.4恥f恥1Cinvolving the enclitic =bese: 
5.4.1 Uses of =bese: 
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1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes the prototype ofthe mermaid construction 
(henceforth ‘MMC') as follows: 
(1) Clause + Noun + Copula. 
In addition， as Tsunoda (this volume-a， -b) and other papers in the 
present volume show， there are instances in which the ‘Noun' slot is 
occupied by an enclitic which derives from a noun. There are also instances 
in which a noun or an enclitic of nominal origin has changed into a suffix 
and the suffix continues to occupy the ‘Noun' slot. The noun， the enclitic， or 
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the suffix in the ‘Noun' slot in (1) may also be a nominalizer. 
Kurux， a Dravidian language of eastern lndia， has what can be regarded 
as the MMC， unlike other Dravidian languages. Two enclitics =maa'e: and 
=bese:， and possibly one nOl:n caqqe: 'necessity'， are attested in the ‘Noun' 
slot. The M"MC with =mad'e: has a modal or an aspectual meaning:‘X 
plans to ..'，‘X is scheduled to ..'，‘X has the property of . .ing'. The one 
with =bese: has an evidential meaning:‘X looks/appears/seems ..'. The 
one with caqqe: 'necessity' ind~cates cause/reason. 
It seems-Iikely that ~mað'e: and =bese.: derive from nouns that were 
borrowed from Indo-Aryan languages: mad'ya‘middle' and vë~a 'dressに
respectively. 
The existence of the MMC is uncommon among Dravidian languages， 
and it is possible that the Kurux MMC developed after its split from Malto， 
the language that is genetically the closest to Kurux. 
2. Initial iIustration 
Examples of the MMC in Kurux include (2) (=ma(ie: 'be scheduled to') 
and (3) (=bese: 'like'). 
(2) i: 陀 19a:ri: ko:qarma 
this train Koderma 
kaふu:=mad1e千d) hike 
go・PRS.VADJ=ADJ-NMCOP.PRS.3SGNM 
'This train is scheduled to go to Koderma' or 
'This train is the Koderma-bound one.' 
(3) a:s ci.子 na:=bese: rahc-as 
3SGM.NOM cry-VBN=like be.B2-PST.3SGM 
'He was as ifhe would cry' or ・Hewas about to cry'. 
3. Profile of the language 
Kurux is a member of the Dravidian language 
family. It is spoken by the people called the 
Oraons， who mainly live in the states of 
Jharlくhand，Chhattisgarh， and Orissa in eastern 
India. Languages from three language families 
are spoken in this area: Dravidian， 
Indo-European (to which the Indo-Aryan 
languages belong)， and Austro田 Asiatic.The 
lingua franca of this multi回 ethnicarea is an 
Indo-Aryan language called Sadri， Sadani， or 
Nagpuri， which is considered by many to be a 
dialect of Bhojpuri (Jordan-Horstmann 1969). 
According to the Census of India 2001， there 
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are 1，751，489 ethnic Oraons， but the number of Kurux speakers is probably 
less than half of that figure. The language that is linguistically closest to 
Kurux is MaIto， also spoken in Jharkhand. Kurux used to be a non-literary 
language， and literacy in Kurux is stil limited. The data for the present 
paper are cited from the spoken language. 
Kurux has ten distinctive vowels， /a， a:， i， i:， u， U:， e， e:， 0， 0:/， and their 
nasalized counte中arts，that .is，れ~enty . vo~els !n all. lt has ttirty・five
d)stinctive consonants，/?， k，Y，g，gH，c，cH，j，jH，L f，434H，t，tu，d，dH，p，f，b， 
bfl， r， (， ("， 1， 1)，]1， f1.， n， m， y， w， s， h， xI. There is no pair of words contrasting 
in pitch or stress alone. 
Kurux is largely agglutinating， but it is partly fusional. It employs 
suffixes and postpositions， but has neither prefixes nor prepositions. Verbs 
are marked for tense， aspect， and modality while nouns take case suffixes 
and postpositions. Both verbs and nouns show person-number-gender 
concord with the subject when they are predicates. The same set of 
person-number-gender suffixes is used for both verbs and nouns. 
The distinction between nouns and adjectives is not clear-cut. Adjectives 
often function as the head of an NP， similar to nouns. When used 
predicatively， adjectives do not agree with the subject in 
person-number-gender while nouns do. This is against what is expected 
from the agreement hierarchy proposed by Comrie (1975)ヲ accordingto 
which adjectives are more likely to exhibit agreement with the subject than 
nouns will. 
Kurux hasれNOnumbers (singular and plural)， three persons， and the 
inclusive-exclusive distinction in the first persons， plural. It makes a gender 
distinction between human masculine and other referents， and only human 
nouns， masculine and feminine， contrast in number. There are three tenses: 
past， present， and 印刷re.There are aspectual forms， such as progressive and 
perfect. Tense and agreement marking is obligatory in verbal predicates. 
Kurux has two copula verbs: tal-is used to describe permanent 
properties， and ra}-is used for temporary properties and states. The copula 
hik-， which is the Sadri equivalent of tal-， is used， too. 
Table 1 presents a partial paradigm of conjugation， with the verb ‘to 
dance' as an example. The third-person singular masculine and 
non-masculine forms are given for each category. The present perfect and 
the past perfect involve the copula verb ra}-. 
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Table 1: Verb Conjugation 








present verbal adjective 




















Kurux has a norninative-accusative alignrnent systern (A/S vs. 0). The 
norninative case involves no overt suffix， and the gloss明 OM'will 0丘enbe 
ornitted in this study. Kurux has both dependent-rnarking and head-rnarking. 
It is， inthe rnain， configurational. 
Kurux has AOV and SV as the unrnarked word orders. A noun is 
preceded by its rnodifiers， such as a deictic or dernonstrative， a nurneral， and 
an adjective (the position of adnorninal clauses wiII be discussed in 4.2.1ふ
Cornplernent clauses are postposed， as in rnany Indo-Aryan languages. 
When a phrase or clause is heavy or receives focus， it can be placed after the 
finite verb， atthe end of a sentence. 
4. Types of clauses and sentences 
4.1 ~告rb-predicate clauses/sentences， adjective-predicate clauses/sentences， 
and noun-predicate clauses/sentences 
Very roughly speaking， clauses and sentences in Kurux can be classified 
into three groups (aIthough the distinction between nouns and adjectives is 
not clear; cf. Section 3): verb-predicate clauses/sentences， 
adjective-predicate clauses/sentences， and noun-predicate c1auses/sentences. 
[1] Verb-predicate clauses/sentences 
Exarnple: 
(4) a: kukko-s (ianhu:(加-n) hocc-as 
that boy-3SGM bow(-ACC) take.B2-PST.3SGM 
‘That boy took up the bow.' 
[2] Adjective-predicate clauses/sentences 
Adjective同 predicatec1auses/sentences obligatorily contain a copula verb. 
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(5) a: kukko-s sanni: tal-das 
that boy-M sl1!aI1 COP-3SGM 
'That boy is smal.''-
[3] Noun-predicate clauses/sentences 
Noun-predicate clauses/sentences obligatorily contain a copula verb. 
(6) ni:n daw a:lーのF tal-day 
2SGNOM good man-2SG COP-PRS.2SG孔f
'You are a good man.' 
Japanese abounds in noun-predicate sentences in which the subject and 
the complement are not co-referential. The most famous example is the 
following， cited from Okutsu (1978). 
(7) (At a restaurant， someone may order his meal as follows:) 
boku=wa unagi=da. 
1 SG(male )=TOP eel=COP.NPST 
LT:‘1 am an eel.' 
FT:‘1 will order an eel dish'， '1 want to eat an el' . 
In contrast， in noun-predicate sentences in Kurux， the subject and the 
complement must be co-referential， and (7) would have to be expressed as 
follows. 
(8) e:n IJljo・n mo:x-on 
lSGNOM fish四 ACCeat-FUT.l SG 
‘1 wiI1 have fish.' 
4.2 Adnominal and adverbjal clauses 
4.2.1 Adnominal clauses 
4.2.1.11ntroductory notes. Kurux has three ways to form adnominal clauses 
('ACs'): the correlative strategy (4.2.1.2)， the use of a finite verb and a 
deictic (or demonstr瓜ive)(4ユ1.3)司 andthe use of a verbal noun or a verbal 
adjective (4ユ1.4).
Kurux has both ‘internal ACs' and ‘extemal ACs'. Roughly speaking， in
internal ACs， the head noun corresponds to an argument or an adjunct ofthe 
AC. In contrast， the head noun is added from outside the underlying clause 
in external ACs. It does not correspond to an argument nor an adjunct ofthe 
AC. See Teramura (1969) and Tsunoda (this volume-a， 7.2) for a 
characterization ofthese two types of ACs. 
4.2.1.2 Correlative strategy. See Keenan (1985: 163・168) for a 
characterization of the correlative strategy. In Kurux， this strategy involves 
an interrogative pronoun and a distal deictic. The later functions as a 
resumptive pronoun. These ACs are head-internal， and the head noun is 
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within the AC. The verbs employed are in a finite form. Examples follow. 
(9) eka: kukko-s pu('i-n 
which boy-M book-ACC 
a:s 
that.M.NOM 
‘the boy who read a book' . 
(10) eka: pu('i: α kukko-s 





‘the book that the boy read' ーー
(11) e:n eka: orω-s-gane kacTlnaK'r?-idagkan 
1 SGNOM which one-M-with talk-PST.PROG 1 SG 
a:s ne:las pa:ku[ka:l-os 
3SGM.NOM tomorrow Pakur go-FUT.3SGM 
'The man 1 was talking to will go to Pakur tomoηow.' 
4.2.1.3 Use 01 afinite verb and a deictic. Examples include the following. 
An AC precedes the noun it modifies. 
(12) bar?-a:lagi: a: pello: 
come-PRS.PROG3SGNM that woman 
a:s-gahi taJ}g回 day hike 
3SGM-GEN own-elder.sister COP.PRS.3SGNM 
'Th.e woman who is ~oming is his elder sister.' 
(13) pul'i-n par!'?-a:lagyas a 
book-ACC read平ST.PROG3SGM that 
‘the boy who was re~ding a book' 
(14) a: kukko-s pa[TI?-a:lagyas a・
that boy-M read-PST.PROG3SGM that 





4.2.1.4 Use 01 a verbal noun or a verbal αdjective. An AC precedes the noun 
it modifies. The predicate of the AC may be either a verbal noun， e.g. (15)， 
or a verbal adjective， e.g. (16) and (17). Of the three types of verbal 
adjectives (c王Table1)， the past verbal adjective (-ka:)， e.g. (16)， and the 
present verbal adjective (-u・)， e.g. (17)， can modify a noun. 
(15) ko:qarma: ka:-na: re:lga:[i: 
Koderma go・VBNtrain
‘a Koderma-bound train' 
(16) pu('i(-n) pa[hc・ka
book十ACC) read.B2-PST.VADJ 




(17) puh(-n) pal'?-u: kukko-s 
book(国 ACC) read-PRS.VADJ boy-M 
‘the boy who {reads/is reading/will read} a book' 
The past verbal adjective refers to completed actions， e.g. (16)， while the 
present verbal adjectives describe uncompleted actions， e.g. (17) 
4.2.1.5 External ACs. All of the examples of ACs given above may be 
considered ‘intemal ACs'， for the head noun is an argument or an adjunct of 
the AC. In addition， Kurux has ‘extemal ACs'， inwhich the head noun is not 
an argument or an adjunct of the AC and the AC is appositional to the head 
noun， e.g. (18). 
(18) a: a:l-αs-gahi erpa-n xe:nd-na: kattha: 
that marトM-GEN house-ACC buy-VBN story 
‘the story/rumor that the man is buying a house' 
4.2.2 Adverbial clauses 
The structure of adverbial clauses resembles that of an AC plus a noun. 
Roughly speaking， this can be divided into two types. 
One type resembles the type of ACs discussed in 4.2.1.4. What appears 
to be an adnominal clause precedes and modifies the noun. The predicate of 
the clause may be a verbal a司jective，e.g. (19)， (20)， or a verbal noun， .e.g. 
(21). The noun is often in the locative case， e.g. (20)， (21). In (19)， the noun 
caqqeょ‘necessity'functions as a subordinate conjunction and indicates 
cause/reason‘because'. 
(19)α:s-ge lu:r mal-kα cα'qqe: 
3SG.M-DAT wisdom be.not-PST.VADJ because 
a:s amm-αn e:r-das 
3SG.M.NOM water-ACC look圃 PRS.3SG.MASC
ki ka:-dαs 
and go-PRS.3SG.MASC 
‘Because he had no intelligence， he saw water and went away.' 
(20) cando: αrg-ka: bi:ri:-nu-刊
moon climb-PST.VADJ time-LOC-EMPH 
α:s cαilker-αs 
3SG.M.NOM set.out.B2-PAST.3 SG.MASC 
‘He set out when the moon had risen up.' 
(21) bi:ri: putt-na: be:~α:-nu: cαndo-d α!rgy-α: 
sun set-VBN time-LOC moon-NM rise.B2-PST.3SG.N M  
ker-α: 
go.B2・PST.3SG.NM
'At the time of the sunset， the moon has risen up.' 
In the other type， what appears to be an AC involves the correlative 
str瓜egy(c五4ユ1.2).
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(22) ek'?am-bi:ri-m i:di xαCト0:
any-time-EMPH t4is go.o年FU工3SGNM
α:-bi:ri-m /{'e'?-oy k，α:I-oy 
that幽 time-EMPHdie-FUT.2SG go-FUT.2SG 
‘When this [string] goes off， you are going to die.' 
(23) ekanne: α:s uk)匂ーαs
which.way 3SG.M.NOM sit.B2-PST.3SG.M 
αnne-m xα!ndr-αs ker-αs 
that.way-EMPH sleep-PST.3SG.M go.B2-PST.3SGM 
'As soon as he sat down， he fel asleep.' 
What may be considered the subordinate clause precedes what may be 
regarded as the main clause. The predicates of the‘subordinate clauses' are 
finite forms， in(22) and (23). 
5. Mermaid Construction 
5.1 Introductory notes 
As mel).tioned in Section 1， one noun (ca(lc[e:‘necessity') and two enclitics 
(=maa'e and =bese) are attested in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC. It seems 
likely that the two enclitics were originally nouns and that they were 
borrowed into Kurux， which is a Oravidian language， from an Indo圃 Aryan
language. We will consider each of the three mo中hemesseparately. 
5.2 MMC involving the noun caclcle: 'necessi砂'
The noun cac[c[e:‘necessity' can function as a subordinate conjunction and 
indicates cause/reason‘because' (Grignard 1924a:121， 1924b， S.vふ The
predicate of this adverbial clause ('cause， reason') is a verbal adjective. 
Examples include (19) and: 
(24) a:s tambaィーin ilc-ka: 
3SGM.NOM own.father-M-ACC fear.B2-PST.VAOJ 
cac[c[e: bOYJg-as ker-as 
because run.away-PST.3SG.M go.B2・PST.3SG.M
'He ran away because he was scared ofhis father.' 
As mentioned in Section 3， a phrase or clause can be placed after the 
finite verb when it is heavy or is in focus. Thus， the cac[c[e: clause can also 
occur after boゲg-asιer-as:
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(25)α:s boηg-αs ker-αs 
3SGM.NOM run.away-PST.3SGM go.B2-PST.3SGM 
tαmbα-s-in i/c-ka: caqqe: 
own.fi白8.t出he町r-恥Mι-ACCf島b切a町r.B2-平.
‘He ran away， because he was scared of his father.' 
Furthermore， when a more explicit focus is put on it， the caqqe: clause can 
take the copula verb ra;>-(but notω1-) and become an independent sentence， 
as in (26): 
(26) a:s boり'g-as
3SG.M.NOM run.away-PST.3SG.M 
‘He ran away.' 
ker-αs. 
go.B2-PST.3SGM 
a:d tamba-s-in i/c-ka: 
that own.father司 M-ACC fear.B2-PST.VADJ 
caqqe: rahc-αJ 
because be.B2-平.
‘'[It was] because he wa出sscared of his fi白8.t出he町r.'
(27) a: re:lga:ri: bigra:r-ka: caqqe: 
that train be.brokerトPST.VADJ because 
rahc-a:. 
be.B2-PST.3SG.NM  
'[It] is because the train had a technical problem' 
。ゲge di:ri: mのり.ーα:
therefore delay become.B2-PST.3SGNM 
'that it became delayed.' 
Since caqqe: can be used as a noun meaning‘necessity'， the second 
sentence of (26) and the first sentence of (27) may be said to have the 
structure shown in (1): Clause + Noun + Copula. That is， itmay be 
considered an instance ofthe prototype ofthe MMC. 
The second sentence of (26) has close parallels in Japanese. The 
Japanese MMC in which the noun wake ‘cause， reason'， e.g. (28)ラ orthe 
enclitic nominalizer =no occupies the ‘Noun' slot may indicate cause/reason 
or provide an explanation (c王Tsunoda，this volume-b， 5.4.3・[3]).
(28) Hanaゐ=wa isペyokenmeebenかoo-si-te i-ru. 
Hanako=TOP very.hard study-do-GER be-NPST 
'Hanalωis studying very hard.' 
Gookaku-si-ta-i wake=dα. 
passing-do-DESID-NPST reason=COP.NPST 
‘[This is] because [she] wants to pass [the examination].' 
The etymology of caqqe: is not transparent. On the one hand， it100ks 
like a borrowing of Sadri postposition caqe‘because of' (Jordan-Horstmann 
1969: 150， but it also seems to be connected with Kurux ca:r‘necessity'， and 
it might be two independent etyma. If that is the case， the construction with 
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caqqe: cannot be considered an MMC.3 
5.3 MMC involving the enclitic =madhe: 
5.3.1 Introductory no_tes 
The enclitic =mad'e: (Grignard 1924a: 119， 1924b， s.v.) serves as a 
nominalizer or adjectivizer. It is attached to the genitive fomls of pronouns， 
adjectives (including deictics)， and verbal adjectives， nouns and NPs (see 
below)， and it forms adjectives， adjectival phrases (see below)， nouns and 
NPs. 
In (30)， =mad1e: is added to not just a word but to an NP ({u.pi:ωA 
casma: 'cap and glasses'). The resultant form ({u.pi: ar casma:=mad'e.目
'wearing a cap an.d glasses') is notjust an adjective but an a司jectivalphrase. 
Since =m.aa'e: can be attached to a coordinate structure， e.g. (30)， we 
analyze =maa'e: not as a suffix b~t as an enclitic. 
There is no cognate of =mad1e: in Malto， which is genetically close to 
Kurux. The use of =mad'e: is in close parallelism with the Hindi enclitic 
=vaalaa (c王Imamura，this volume). Also， an Indo-Ary~n etymology is 
highly likely (see 5.3.4). In view ofthese three facts，ニmad1e:is probably a 
loan introduced after the divergence of Kurux and Malto.斗
5.3.2 Uses of=madhe: 
As just notedヲtheenclitic =maa'e: is attached to genitive forms of pronouns， 
adjectives (including deictics)， verbal adjectives， and nounslNPs， and it 
forms adjectives/adjectival phrases and nounslNPs. When it is attached to 
verbal adjectives， the resultin去constructionresembles the MMC. We shall 
now examine the uses of =ma(Jze:. 
[1] With nouns and NPs 
When combined with nounslNPs， =mad'e: forms adjectives/adjectival 
phrases meaning ‘having .， characterized by .'， e.g. (29)， (30)， (31)， or 








'That boy wearing a cap is my son.' 
eηgdα-s 
my.son幽 M
(30) a: (u.pi: ar casma:=maa'e: kukko-s 
that cap and glasses=ADJ boy-M.NOM 
'that boy wearing a cap and g.lasses' 
(31) i:d ~asmâ:=maæe: duka:n hike 
this.NM.NOM glasses=ADJ shop COP.PRS.3SG.NM 





[2] With verbal nouns (-na:) 
Wh~n- combined with ~erbal nouns (-na:)， =macfe: forms 
adjectives/adjectival phrases meaning 'for . .ing'. They can also be used as 
nouns. 
(33) i: dudhi: cα:h-nu: sαl}-nα:=mαcfe: hike 
this milk tea-LOC put-VBN=ADJ COP.PRS.3SG.NM 
(Pointing to powder creamer)‘This milk is for putting in tea.' 
[3] With genitive fonns ofpronouns 
When =maa'ιis placed after genitive forms of pronouns， itproduces 
possesslve pronouns. 
(34) i: casma:句g-hの'=macfe-d hike 
this glasses I-GEN=NMLZ-NM.NOM COP.PRS.3SGNM 
'These glasses are mine (lit. my ones).' 
[4] With deictics 
With deictics， such as a ‘th瓜， or i‘this'， =macfe: means‘that one， this 
one'. 
(35) nam-hay {re:n bar}-a:lagi: 
lPL.TNCL-GEN train come-PRS.PROG3SGNM 
i:=macfe: hike 
this=NMLZ COP.PRS.3SGNM 
‘Our train is this coming one.' 
[5] With adjectives 
Wh~n-combim;d with adjectives， =macfe: forms nouns/NPs meaning ‘a. 
one' and adjectives/adjectival phrases meaning ‘somewhat ..'. 
(36) seya:n=macfe: ba}-a:lagi: 
young=NMLZ say-PRS.PROG3SGNM _ 
‘[Among the birds]， th~ younger ones say.'J 
(37) mu:li:-ω~a mo:{=macfe~' qa・ra-n . t a'lq-a: 
root田 side thick=ADJ bough-ACC cut-INF 
helr-as 
start-PST.3SGM 
'He started cutting a somewhat big bough at its root.' 
[6] With verbal adjectives 
Wh~n-combined with-verbal adjectives， =macfe: forms nouns/NPs meaning 
‘that which …， one who ..' and adjectives/adjectival phrases th瓜 function
like anAC. 
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(38) qpa: mal-ka:=mad'e-r bagge: ra'l-nar 
house be.not-PST.VADJ=NMLZ・PL many be・PRS.3PL
LT:‘[There] are many whose house is non-existent. 
FT:‘There are many homeless people.' 
Additional examples include (2)， (39) (same as (2))， and (40). They 
contain a copula verb. 
(39) i: 陀 :lga:戸 ko:qarma:
this train Koderma 
hike 
COP.PRS.3SG.N孔4
‘This train is scheduled to go to Koderma' or‘This train is the 
Koderma-bound one.' 
(40) i: pocgo: kaゲk moχ-na:=mad'e: 
this weevil wood eat-VBN=ADJ 
hike 































‘This weevil is a wood eateピ
In (39) and (40)， which contain a copula verb， the enclitic =mad'e: may 
be considered as occupying the ‘Noun' slot of the 1¥仏1C，shown in (1). In 
view of this， these sentences may be considered instances of the 1¥仏1C，
although they are not prototypical. The ‘Noun' slot is occupieq not by a 
noun， but by an enclitic. Combined with a copula， =madβ， means 
‘Something/someone has the property of . .ing'，‘is supposed to .'， or‘is 
going to ..'. The meaning is aspectual or modal. 
The copula verb (c王Section3) employed here may be tal-(used for 
permanent properties) or ra'l-(used for temporary properties or states)， e.g. 
(41). It may also be hik-， which is the Sadri equivalent of tal-(used for 
permanent properties). (Sadri is an Indo-Aryan language， which is the 
lingua franca ofthe region. See Section 3.) 
Sentences such as (39) and (40) resemble the type ofthe Japanese MMC 
that contains the enclitic =no. This enclitic may be considered a nominalizer 
(although it may be regarded as the genitive case marker， a non-content 
noun， ，or a complementizer). (See Tsunoda (this volume-b， 5.4.4). Note that 
=mad'e is a nominalizer/adjectivizer. 
5.3.3 Comparison with the Hindi enclitic =vaalaa 
Hindi， which is an Indo-Aryan language， has the enclitic =vaalaa. Imamura 
(this volume) notes that =vaalaαhas two uses. In one use， it forms noun 
phrases and adjective phrases that mean‘the one who/which does/is ..'. In 
the other use， it occupies the 
the MMC. This MMC indicates (i)‘be about to' (an aspectual meaning)， or 
(i) schedule， intention (a modal meaning) or (ii) the speaker's firm belief 
about the occurrence/non-occurrence of a situation (a modal meaning). The 
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verb that precedes =vaalaa occurs in the infinitive form. (See Imamura (this 
volume) for further discussion. He considers =vaalaa an enclitic， and not a 
suffix， and 1 have tentatively adopted his view.) 
As can be seen， the uses of the Kurux su田x=maJze: largely overlap 
with those of the Hindi enclitic =vααlaa. (Possibly this is due to structural 
borrowing.) I:lowever， there is one important di旺erence.In the MMC， the 
Kurux =in"aJz e: may be omitted when -referring to a planned future action. 
Compare (41) and J 42). In contrast， the Hindi =vaalaa is mandatory in this 















go-PRS.VADJ be.B2-PST.l SG 
jα-ne=vαiα faa 
go幽骨~F=ADJ. SG.Mbe.PST.SG.M 
5.3.4 Etymology of=madhe: 
A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary by Burro'Y and Emeneau (1984) does 
not suggest any DravTdian etymology for =maJze:. However， the foUowing 














‘Among them， there was one big， intelligent [bird].' 
Grignard's (1 924q: 470) Kurux dictionary gives ‘fn;>m among' as the 
meaning of -=maJze:. If th~ original meaning -of =maJze: was 'middle'， it 
agrees with Sanskrit mad'ya-‘middle'， the entry 9804 in Tumer's A 
comparative dictionary of In.do-Aηlan languages (Tumer 1962-1966; 563). 
Sadri has a pos中ositioninad1e‘irl the middle of，near'aside from mqjhe6id.' 
(Jord3;n-!_-Iorstmann 1969: 167)， and this is the likeliest source of Kurux 
=maa"e. 
5.4 MMC involving the enclitic =bese: 
5.4.1 Uses 9f=bese: 
Like =mαJze:， =bese: is attached to coordinate structures， and we analyze it 
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as an enclitic. It has an evidential meaning-generally， evidence based on 
direct observation. It can be translated as‘like' or‘as if'. 
The enclitic =bese: can follow adjectives/adjectival phrases including 
verbal adjectiyes， e.g. (45)， and nouns/NPs including verbal nouns， e.g. (46). 
Unlike =maa1e:， =bese: can also follow finite verb forms， e.g. (47) (past)， 
(48) (future)， and (49) .(present). =bese: is commonly used with a verb of 
perception， such as e:i~}- '旬 look'，mendrユ‘tosound'， or lag-‘to feel' 
(intransitive ). 




‘It looks like it rained.' 
(46) ce.p poy-na:=bese: e.l'r}-a:lagi: 
rain fal同 VBN=like 100k-PRS.PROG.3SG.NM 
'It looks like it is going to rain.' 




'It looks like it rained.' 
(48) ad-ige xadd-ar man-or=bese: 
3SG.NM-DAT child-PL be.bom-FUT.3PL=like 
e.l'r}-a:lagi: 
look-PRS.PROG.3SG.NM 
‘She looks pregnant.' 
(49) a:s-gahi qaηqi: berxa: ci:x-i:=二bese:
3SG.M-GEN song cat cry-PRS.3SG.NM=like 
mindr}-i: 
sound-PRS.3SG.NM 
‘His song sounds as if a cat is crying.' 
In (48)， man-or=bese:‘be.bom-FUT.3PL=like' can be replaced with 
man-na:=bese: 'be.bom-VBN=like'. Similarly， in (49)， cz:x-i:=bese. 
'cry-PRS.3SG.NM=like' can be replaced with a:x-na:=bese. 
'cry-VBN=like' . 
Sentences such as (47) to (49) may be considered bi-clausal; th剖 is，the 
words that precede the enclitic =bese: constitute a subordinate c1ause. In 
this respect， =bese: functions as a subordinating conjunction. 
Now， a word .involving =bese: can also be used with the copula verb ra}-









‘He is as if he has forgotten everything.' 
In (3) and (50)， =bese: may be considered as occupying the ‘Noun' slot 
of the MMC， shown in (1). In view of this， these sentences may be 
considered instances of the MMC， although they are not prototypical. The 
‘Noun' slot is occupied not by a noun， but by an enclitic. 
The copula that is used in sentences such as (3) and (50) is ra'i-， which 
describes temporary properties. It is not tal-or hik-， which denote 
permanent properties. That is， this MMC concerns temporary properties and 
not permanent propertles. 
5.4.2 Etymology of=bese: 
No likely cognate of =bese: has been found in Malto. Furthermore， no 
Dravidian etymology has been proposed for it. One possible origin is the 
Indo-Aryan etymon represented by Sanskrit ve$a-meaning ‘dress， assumed 
appearance'， given in Turner (1962-66:702) under the en町 12129.It has 
New Indo-Aryan reflexes such as Hindi besa‘dress， guise'， Old Maithili 
besa ‘dress， ornaments'， and Bengali bda 'gaηnent， guise'. The 
development ve$a > be$→ bese: is perfect1y possible in terms ofphonology. 
This is because the Old Indo-Aryan e 0仕enbecomes short in Eastern or 
Eastern Midland New Indo-Aryan languages， and Kurux (and Malto) often 
adds -e/包 tothe end of a loanword， a出sin a'a:r，陀'e:'bladeピ，from the Hindi a'，仏G
‘、edg伊e(いofblade吋)'and nα:me:‘百name'from the Hindi na:m‘name'. Kurux 
be:s 'good， well， verγmuch' from Hindi bda‘good， more' or Bengali besa 
'nice， too much' is probably a different etymon. 
The above suggests that =bese: may have an Indo-Aryan (and not 
Dravidian) origin. 
5.5 Comparison of the three types of MMC 
Table 2 compares the three types of MMC discussed above in terms of (i) 
the possible etymology of the morphemes that occupy the ‘Noun' slot， (i) 
its use and meaning used outside the MMC in present-day Kurux， (ii) the 
morphological status (i.e. word vs. suffix) ofthe morpheme in question， and 
(iv) the meaning/function that the MMC in question has . 
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Table 2. Comparison ofthe three types ofMMC (1) 
etymology outside MMC inMMC: inMMC: 
‘Noun' slot meanmg 
Sadri cac[e noun cac[c[e: wordcαc[c[e: cause/reason: 
‘because of'‘necessity' ‘It is because' 
IAmad'ya noun mad'e enclitic =mad'e: aspectual or modal: 
‘middle' ‘middle'， ‘has the property 
enclitic =mad'e: of ..f，‘is supposed 
‘nominalizer， to .. 
， 
adjectivizer' 
IA vesa enclitic =bese: enclitic =bese: evidential: 
‘dress' ‘like' 'looksl appearsl 
seems as if . . . ' ，‘IS 
like ..' 
Ifthe proposed etymologies are co付ect，=mad'e: and =bese: used in the 
MMC have grammaticalized considerably. In terms of mo中hology，the 
following change is observed. 
(a) word > clitic 
This change is widely reported in many studies of grammaticalization. In 
teロnsof meaning， the following changes are observed. 
(b)‘necessity' > cause， reason. 
(c)‘middle' > property. 
(d)‘dress' > evidential ('It appears as if ..') 
Papers in the present volume report numerous instances of the 
grammaticalization of nouns that occupy由e‘Noun'slot of the M MC. 
However， the changes shown in (b) to (c) seem uncommon. Furthermore， 
they seem uncommon in the grammaticalization of nouns in general. 
Table 3 compares the morphosyntax of the three types of MMC. The 
copulas ra'?-(for temporaηproperties) and tal-(for permanent properties) 
are Kurux words， while the copula hik-(for permanent properties) is a 
loanword from Sadri， a neighboring Indo-Aryan language (cf. Section 3). 
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predicate of ‘Clause' 
verbal adjective 
verbal adjective， verbal noun 
verbal adjective， verbal noun， 
finite verb 
6. Comparison of the MMC and verb-predicate sentences 
We shall compare the MMC with verb-predicate sentences， as in both 
constructions-both MMC and main clauses-the predicate is verbal. The 
MMCdi百ersfrom verb-predicate sentences in the following respects. 
(a) The MMC ends with a copula. (Verb-predicate sentences end with a 
verb.) 
(b) With =bese:， the predicate of the ‘Clause' can be in a finite form 
(Table 3). In this case， the ‘Clause' can be used by itself as a sentence. 
However， elsewhere， the predicate of the ‘Clause' is in a non-finite form: 
when =bese: occurs with (i) a verbal noun or a verbal a司jective，(i) =mad'e 
(a verbal adjective or a verbal noun)， and (ii) ra'l-(a verbal a司jective).In 
the later cases， the ‘Clause' of the MMC cannot be used as a sentence by 
itself. 
The ‘Clause' of the MMC and verb-predicate sentences behaves 
identically in terms of the following respects. 
(c) Word order. AOV and SV are the unmarked orders. 
(d) Case困 marking.For example， the subject can be in the nominative not 
only in verb-predicate sentences， e.g. (4)， but also in the ‘Clause' of the 
MMC， e.g. (3). 
7. Summary and concluding remarks 
Kurux has one noun andれ1'/0enclitics that can occupy the ‘Noun' slot ofthe 
MMC. The MMC involving the noun ，caqqe: 'necessity' indicates 
cause/reason. The one with the -enclitic =mad1e: means ' ..has 'the property 
of .. ing' or '.. is supposed/scheduled to ..'. The one with the enclitic 
=bese: has an evidential meaning:‘It looks/appears/seems' and ‘as if'. 
Except for when =bese: occurs with a finite form， the predicate of the 
‘Clause' is in a non-finite form and the ‘Clause' cannot be used as a 
sentence by itself， unlike verb-predicate sentences. In terms of word order 
and the case of the subject， the ‘Clauses' of the MMC and verb-predicate 
sentences show no di町erence.
The enclitic =mad'e: possibly derives from the Indo-Aryan noun mad'ya 
'middle'， while the enclitic =bese: may be a reflex of the Indo-Aryan noun 
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ve$a 'dress'. If the proposed etymologies are correct， =ma(ie: and =bese: 
are loans that have an Indo-Aryan (not Oravidian) origin and that have 
crossed the language family border. These れ"10 forms have been 
grammaticalized in terms of both morphology and meaning. 
Kurux is a Oravidian language， and as is stil the case in the closely 
related language Malto， it was probably impossible originally to conclude a 
sentence containing a verb element with a noun + copula. However， there 
was apparently a syntactic innovation after the split of Kurux and Malto， 
which explains the existence ofthe MMC in Kurux. 
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1. Introduction 
The present paper is the first report on the existence of any rnermaid 
construction (‘MMC') outside Asia - in Sidaarna of Ethiopia. 
Tasaku Tsunoda (this volurne-a) proposes th剖 theprototype ofthe MMC 
has the foUowing three properties. 
(的Ithas the structure shown in (1). 
(b) The subject ofthe 'Clause; and the ‘N oun' are not coreferential. 
(c) The ιClause' can be used as a sentence by itsel王
(1) Prototype ofthe rnermaid construction (‘MMC'): 
[Clause] Noun Copula. 
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Contrary to the hypothesis previously suggested in the literature (Tsunoda 
1996) that MMCs are peculiar to some Asian languages， Sidaama does have 
MMCs - in fact， as many as three types. Furthermore， one of the three 
types is even a prototypical instance of an MMC. 
The‘N oun' slot is occupied by the noun garaιm出mer，waγin one type 
(gara MMC)， and by the enclitic =gede‘like， as if， so th剖， th瓜
(complementizer)' in another (=gede MMC). Both types have an evidential 
meaning. Specifically， they express the speaker's conjecture on the 
truthfulness of the proposition expressed by the ‘Clause' based on (i) his/her 
own observation of the action or state of the referent of the subject noun 
phrase or (i) what s/he has heard about it from someone else:‘It seems like 
， orι1 t appears that …¥ 
In the third t守ype(DATLOC恥MMC)，ラ the
dative-locative suffix -イraラ andthis suffix follows the verb of the ‘Clause' ， 
which is an infinitive inflected for person， number， and gender. This type 
has the meaning ofwhat Heine 1994 (also， Heine & Kuteva 2002: 78，207， 
214-215，311・313)calls ‘proximative aspect'， namely ‘be about to do …¥ 
The ‘Clause' of the gara MMC and of the =gede MMC can be used as a 
sentence by itself， but that of the DA TLOC MMC cannot. The gara MMC 
conforms to the prototype ofthe MMC， while the other two types do not. 
The present study also speculates how the Sidaama MMCs came to be 
used. 
2. Initial illustration 
Examples ofthe three types ofMMCs follow. 
gara MMC: MMC with the noun garaιmannerラwaγ
(2) ise 
3SG.F.NOM 
dod-d-anno gara-a = ti.
run-3SG.F-IPFV.3 manner-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
LT:‘She is the m田mershe (habitually) runs.' 
FT:‘It seems like she (habitually) runs.ラ




dod-d叩 mo= gede-e = ti.
run-3SG.F-IPFV.3=like-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
LT:‘She is like she will run. ' 
FT:‘It seems like she will run. ' 
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dod-d-a-ra-a = ti. 
run-3 SG.F -INF -DATLOC.MOD-L V=NPC.PRED.MOD 
‘She is about to run.' 
3. Profile of the language 
Sidaama belongs to the Highland-East branch of the Cushitic language 
family ofthe Afro-Asiatic language phylum (Kawachi 2007， inpress a). It is 
spoken in the Sidaama Zone of South-Central Ethiopia. According to the 
2007 Ethiopian Census， as of 2005 the population of the Sidaama people 
was 2，966，377. 
Sidaama has five short vowel phonemes (/i， eヲ aラ 0，u/) and their long 
counte中町ts(Ii， ee， aa， 00， uu). It has the following consonant phonemes: 
Ib， t， d， k， g， " p'， 1'， k'， a，とJ，r，仁 s，s， h， m， n， n， r， 1， w， y/. Sidaama is a 
pitch-accent language， which indicates prominence with high pitch. 
Sidaama sentences normally follow the SOV order， though other orders 
紅ealso possible in some discourse contexts. Adnominal demonstratives and 
adjectives have to precede the noun that they modi今.Genitive noun phrases 
and relative clauses generally precede the noun th剖由eymodifシ.
Sidaama nouns inflect for case， gender and also for the 
‘UnmodifiedlModified' distinction (see below)， and use a suprafix 
(employing high pitch) in addition to suffixes. Sidaama has a nominative-
accusative case system (Kawachi， inpress b). Sidaama uses suffixes for the 
nominative， dative-locative， allative， and ablative-instrumental cases， a 
suprafix for the accusative-oblique case， and both for the genitive case. 
Nouns take different allomorphs of the nominative， genitive， and dative-
locative case suffixes depending on gender and on whether they紅 e
accompanied by any modifier， the possessive pronominal suffix， or both 
(Modified， henceforth)， or not at al (Unmodified， henceforth) (Kawachi & 
Tekleselassie， inpress). See Table 1. 'Modified' and‘Unmodified' (and its 
related term‘Modifier')ぽ ecapitalized because these terms are used here to 
refer to the morphosyntactic distinction specific to nouns in Sidaama. 
Table 1: Nominative， Genitive， and Dative-locative Case Suffixes 
M、o、d、iE¥cad¥onge¥ncad¥se r 
Nominative Genitive Dative-locative 
FEM 孔1ASC FEM MASC FEM MASC 
Unmodified -u 開 te 同 u -te -ho 
Modified 
ーの
-1 -1 ~ 個 ra
Verbs inflect for aspect or mood and also for the person， number， and 
gender ofthe subject(and optionally for those ofthe object). There are five 
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aspectual categories: imperfective， distant perfect， recent perfect， continuous， 
and progressive. The imperfective has both habitual and 白加re
interpretations. The mood categories紅 eof two句rpes:imperative and 
op同tive.
In a verb-predicate sentence (c王4.1)，the verb root has to be accompanied 
either by one of the mood suffixes， e.g. (5) (imperative)， or by吐lesubject 
suffix and one of the aspectual suffixes， e.g. (6) (distant perfect). Both the 
aspec旬aland mood suffixes have different forms depending on the person 
and number ofthe subject. 
(5) farasso usur-i. 
horse.ACC fasten-IMP.2SG 
‘(to the second person singular) Fasten由ehorse!' 
(6) ise farasso 
3SG.F.NO乱1 horse.ACC 
‘She fastened the horse. ' 
usur-t-加o.
fasten-3 SG.F -D .PRF.3 
Sidaama has enclitics th国 maybe called noun-phrase enclitics. They訂 e
used to form noun phrases. One of them takes the forms =臼 (FEM)/=ha 
(MASC) for the singular and the form = re for the pl田 al.The singular 
forms =臼 and= ha are highly relevant to the present study. They atlach to 
(i) a genitive noun phrase or a relative clause to form 印刷 of)an argument 
noun phrase， (i) an adjective， a noun phrase， a genitive noun phrase， or a 
relative clause to form a predic剖e，or (ii) a clause to form a clausal 
complement (Kawachi 2011). The singul町 nounphrase enclitic changes its 
form， depending on the gender of the referent of the noun phrase and on the 
case ofthe noun phrase. See Table 2. (The plural form =re is limited to use 
(i). It is not relevant to the main theme ofthe present paper.) 




ACC =ta =ha 
(i) NOM =tj =hu 
GEN =te =hu 
Unmodified nouns， adjectives， 
=te =ho 
(i) PRED (headless) relative clauses 
Modified nouns =ti 
(ii) CO恥1p =ta =ha 
The present study mainly concems use (i)， the predicative use of the 
singul訂 noun-phraseenclitic. (Note th羽田daamadoes not have a copula 
verb， and the noun-phrase enclitic = taJ = ha perfoロnsthe白nctionof a 
copula.) In血isuse， when preceded by an adjective， the singul紅 noun-
phrase enclitic is = te(FEM)/ = ho (MASC)， e.g. (7). When preceded by a 
common noun， itchanges its form depending on whether the noun is 
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Unmodified (=fe (FEM)/ =ho (MASC))， e.g. (8)， or Modified (=的， e.g. 
(9) to (12). The noun血rasso'horse' is Modified by the adjective dunka 
'slow' in (9)， by the third-person genitive pronoun ise in (10)， by the 
relative clause ise us町'_f-ino'she fastened' in (11)， and the third-person 
possessive pronominal suffix -se in (12). 
(7) farass-u dunka = ho. 
horse-NOM.M slow=NPC 





ιThat is a horse. ' 
(9) ku'u dunka farasso-o = ti.
that.M.NOM slow horse-L V=NPC.PRED.恥10D
















'That is the horse that she fastened.' 
(12) ku'u farasso・se-e=ti.
that.M.NOM horse-3SG.F .POSS-L V=NPC.PRED.MOD 
‘That is her horse. ' 
Constituents of sentences that are not explicitly expressed are often 
understood by addressees as long as their referents are clear 企omthe 
context. The subject noun phrase may be omitted especially because its 
number/personlgender information is on the subject suffix on the verb or its 
gender information is on the predicative noun-phrase enclitic. 
Sidaama is primarily a spoken language. Although it has a writing system 
(based on the Latin alphabet)， the literacy rate is very low. All the examples 
in this paper were collected from my consultants by means of oral elicitation 
or企omorally narrated folk tales 1 transcribed. 
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4. Types of sentences and cIauses 
4.1 Verb-predicα'te，αC哲ective-predicαte，αndnoun-predicαte sentences 
Roughly speaking， sentences are of three types: (i) verb-predicate sentences， 
e.g. (5)， (6)， (i) adjective-predicate sentences， e.g. (7)， and (ii) noun-
predicate sentences， e.g. (8) to (12). The verb predicate is accompa凶edby 
verbal suffixes， whereas the adjective predic瓜eand the noun predicate町e
not. Unlike the verb predicate， the adjective predicate and the noun 
predicate are followed by the predicative noun-phrase enclitic. 
4.2. Relative clauses (or adnominal clα!uses) andαdverbial clα!uses 
4.2.1 Relative clα!uses (or αdnominal clα!uses) 
A relative clause is formed by means ofgapping， e.g. (11)， (13) to (18)， (21) 
to (23)， or by means of pronominal retention (usually， the retention of the 
pronominal possessive suffix)， e.g. (19) to (20)， (24) to (25). No relative 
pronoun is used. A noun may serve as the head of a relative clause， e.g. (15)ヲ
(17)， (19). A noun-phrase enclitic may attach to a clause to form a relative 
clause without a head noun， e.g. (16)， (18)， (20)， (23). Both a noun head and 




















































see-D.PRF .1-1 SG-M 









'1 (MASC) saw the one (MASC) who she gave the book to.' 
(17) isi [ise hakk'iとぬ





‘He broke the ax with which she cuts a tre.' 
(18) isi [ise hakk'iと6





‘He broke the one (FEM) with which she cuts a tre.' 
(19) [ise ledo-si 
3SG.F.NOM CMT-3SG.M.POSS 
dag-g・担0] manco 
come-3SG.F幽 D.PRF.3 person(ACC.mod) 
af-oo-mm-o. 
get.to.know-D .PRF .1-1 SG-M 
ゴ(MASC)know the man with whom she came.' 







'1 (MASC) know the one (MASC) with whom she came.' 















‘1 (MASC) married the woman who is more beautiful than her. ' 
(lit.‘1 (MASC) took the woman to whom she becomes inferior in 
beauty.') 
(22) ani [ise t'ume-te-nni 





'1 (MASC) married the one (FEM) who is more beautiful than her.' 




















see-D .PRF .1-1 SG-M 
manco 
person(ACC.mod) 
‘1 (MASC) saw the man whose book she lost.' 
(25) ani [ise mat'aafa-si 
ISG.NOM 3SG.F.NOM book.ACC-3SG.M.POSS 
hun-t-ino] =ha la'-o-mm-o. 
los問e-3SG.F-D.PRF.3=NPC









hakkonne manco la' -o-mm-o. 
th乱 M.ACC person(ACC.mod) see・D.PRF.l-1SG-M
'1 (MASC) saw th剖 manwho she gave the book to.' 
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1n Sidaama， relativization by means of gapping can be applied not only to 
紅 g山田ntnoun phrases， but also to adjunct noun phrases. It is possible to 
relativize a noun phrase on any position in Keenan & Comrie's (1977) Noun 
Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy. Examples include the following. Subject: 
(13)， direct object: (11)， (23)， indirect object: (15)， (16)， (26)， major oblique 
case NP: (17)， (18)， possessor: (24)， (25)， and object of comparison: (21) to 
(22). Relativization by means of pronominal retention is restricted to 
possessor NPs， e.g. (19) to (20)， (24) to (25). 
Teramura (1969) points out that adnominal clauses ('ACs') of Japanese 
訂 eof two types: internal ACs and external ACs. Roughly speaking， in 
internal ACs， the head noun corresponds to an訂 gumentor an 叫junctofthe 
AC， and the underlying clause is recoverable. 1n contrast， in external ACs， 
the head noun is， so to speak， added from the outside the underlying clause. 
It does not correspond to any argument or adjunct of the AC. See Tsunoda 
(this volume-a， 7ユ).See also Tsunoda (出isvolume-b， 4ユ1)for Japanese 
examples. 
Sidaama has internal ACs; examples have been given in (13)-(26). 
However， it does not have external ACs. As noted by Tsunoda (this volume-
a)， almost al the languages that have MMCs have extemal ACs in addition 
to internal ACs. Sidaama is uncommon in that it has MMCs despite the 
absence of external ACs. 
The verb in a relative clause in Sidaama is in one of its finite forms. It is 
in the imperfective， the distant perfect， the recent perfect， the continuous， or 
the progressive aspect. According to Keenan (1985: 160)， the use of finite 
verb forms is unusual for prenominal relative clauses， which use non-finite 
verb forms (often， called‘participles') in most languages with prenominal 
relative clauses. 1n this respect， Sidaama may be uncommon. 
4.2.2 Adverbial dαuses 
Sidaama uses clause-final markers to form different types of adverbial 
clauses， which normally precede a main clause. Some of them are relevant 
to a discussion ofthe MMCs， and are discussed in 5ユ4.2ヲ 5ユ4.3，and 5.3. 
5. Mermaid constructions 
5.1. Jntroductory notes 
As noted in Section 1， Sidaama has three types of MMCs. One of the three 
types is even a prototypical instance of an MMC. Their struc印resare shown 
in (27)， (28) and (29). 
(27) gara MMC: MMC with the noun gara‘manner， waγ 
(a) Clause gara-a=ti. 
(b) Clause gar-i=te. (for a feminine subject) 
Clause gar国 i= ho. (for a masculine subject) 
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(28) =gede MMC: MMC with the enclitic =gede 'like， as if， so that， that 
( complementizer)' 
(a) Clause = gede田 e=ti.
(b) Clause=gede-e = te. (for a feminine subject) 
Clause=gede-e =ho. (for a masculine subject) 
(29) DATLOC MMC: MMC with an infinitive followed by the dative-
locative suffix 
lSG， 2SG: Subj. V-INF-PERSINUM-GENDER-ra-a= ti. 
3SG， 3PL: Subj. V-PERSINUM/GENDER-INF-ra-a= ti. 
1PL: Subj. V聞 PERSINUM-INF -PERSINUM -ra-a = ti.
2PL: Subj. Y.ヂERSINUM-INF-ra-a=tI.
In the gara MMC in (27) (discussed in 5ユ1)ラ the‘Noun' slot is occupied 
by the noun gara‘m田mer，way'. In (27a)， the final vowel of gara is 
lengthened， and in (27b)， gara is in its genitive form， and its final vowel is 
replaced by -i， the genitive suffix for Modified masculine nouns. (Genitive 
nouns in this position are normally possessor nouns， e.g. 'The horse is the 
boy's'. 1 have only two nouns in my data other than gara whose genitive 
forms in the predicate position are not possessors: umo 'head' and aada 
‘model'， whose genitive forms in this position mean吐lefirst one' (e.g.‘He 
is the first one. ') and ‘a well-organized person' (e.g. 'He is a well-organized 
person.')， respectively.) 
In the =gede MMC in (28) (discussed in 5ユ2)，the 'Noun' slot is occupied 
by the enclitic =gede‘likeラ asif， so th札 that(complementizer)'， and the 
final vowel of =gede is lengthened. 
The ‘Clause' p訂 tof both types of MMCs can stand alone as an 
independent sentence， and has the same pitch pattem when used as an 
independent sentence as when it appears' in an恥1MC.
Unlike in other types of constructions， in both the gara MMC and the 
=gede MMCs， the person of the subject of the ‘Clause' is restricted to the 
third-person， and cannot be the first person or second person. 
Both types have an evidential meaning， specifically the speaker's 
conjecture on the truthfulness of the proposition expressed by the ‘Clause' 
based on (i) his/her own observation of the action or state of the referent of 
the subject noun phrase or (i) what s/he has heard about it from someone 
else:‘It seems like ..' or‘It appe訂 sthat .'， though the gara MMC with 
= tiin (27a) is aspectually a litle more restricted than the gara MMC with 
=te (FEM)/ =ho (MASC) in (27b)， and even more so than the =gede MMC 
in (28). 
In the DATLOC MMC in (29) (discussed in 5.3)， the 'Noun' slot is 
occupied by the dative-locative suffix -ra， and the verb ofthe 'Clause' is an 
infinitive inf1ected for personラ number，and gender. This type has the 
meaning of the proximative aspect:‘be about to do…¥ 
As noted in Section 3， Sidaama has noun-phrase enclitics that are used to 
form noun phrases. See Table 2. As (27) to (29) show， the Sidaama MMCs 
end with one type of noun-phrase enclitic: = ti(used with Modified nouns 
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as predicates) or = te (FE恥1)/=ho (恥1ASC)(used with Unmodified nouns， 
adjectives， and headless relative clauses as predicates). Thus， the MMCs 
resemble noun phrases in that they are folIowed by a noun-phrase enclitic in 
the predicate position. 
In (27) and (28)， the ‘Clause' (preceding gara or =gede) can stand by itself 
as an independent sentence. In contrast， in(29)， the ‘Clause' (preceding -ra-
a = tJ) cannot. The types represented in (27b) and (28b) are particulariy 
cornmonラ butthat in (28a) is somewhat less common. 
5.2 gara MMC and =gede MMC 
Sections 5ユ1and 5.2.2 describe the two types of MMCs separately， and 
Section 5ユ3 comp紅白 their subtypes. Section 5ユ4 discusses the 
similarities and differences between gara and = gede as used in 
constructions other than the MMCs. 
5.2. J gara MMC 
This type ofMMC uses the noun gara 'manner， waγin the ‘Noun' slot. The 
gara MMC has two subtypes: (27a) and (27b). (27b) is more cornmon than 
(27a). The ιClause' of the gara MMC with = tiin (27a) is largely restricted 
to the habitual interpretation of the imperfective aspect， whereas the 
‘Clause' of the gara MMC with = te (FEM)/ = ho (MASC) in (27b) can be 
used in the distant perfect or the白tureinterpretation of the imperfective 
aspect. (Nevertheless， 1 have a small number of examples of the gara-a = ti
MMC with the distant perfect that can be used in informal speech.) Both 
subtypes of this MMC express the speaker's conjecture on the truthfulness 
of the proposition expressed by the ‘Clause' based on (i) his/her own 
observation of the action or state of the referent of the subject noun phrase 
or (i) what s/he has heard about it from someone else:‘1 t seems like ..' or 
'It appears that…'. The two subtypes are illustrated below. 
[1] (27a): Clause gara-a=ti 
In this subtype， gara is followed by = ti， the form of the predicative noun-
phrase enclitic for Modified nouns (c王Table2). Like any other type of 
constituent preceding the predicate noun-phrase enclitic = ti， the final vowel 
of gara is lengthened to form gara-a = ti.Examples are given in (30)-(32). 
(30) ise farasso 
3SG.F.NOM horse.ACC 
guluf-f-anno gara-a = ti.
ride-3SG.F-IPFV.3 manner-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
LT:ιShe is the manner she (habitually) rides a horse.' 






gan-o-anno gara-a = ti.
hi江t幽-3SG.M-IPFV.3 ma紅nne町r-LV=NPC.PRED 
LT: 'The児 sky is the manne町r江(οre句gu叫l訂副ly切抄)hits r悶al恒nhere.' 
FT:‘It seems like it (regularly) rains here.' 




LT:‘She is the manner she (habitually) gets angry.' 
FT:ゴtseems like she (habitua11y) gets angry.' 
The gara-a = tiMMC is compatible only with the imperfective with the 
habitual interpretation， and is incompatible with any other aspec旬al
category including the imperfective with the 白tureinterpretation. 
The gara-a = tiMMC may look like a subjectless constfuction with gara 
in its literal sense as a predicate noun modified by a relative clause. 
However， this is not the case. Consider (11). It is a noun predicate sentence 
and its predicate is modified by a relative clause. Now， recall that the 
subject can be omitted when its referent is clear企omthe context (Section 3)， 
and th剖 arelative clause can relativize adjuncts (4.2). In the =gede MMC 
ending with = ti， because the predicative noun-phrase enclitic is in the form 
for Modified nouns， gara may be analyzed as being treated as a Modified 
noun. Thus， it may be thought that sentences like (30) to (32)訂 ein fact 
noun-predicate sentences whose predicate is modified by a relative clause 
(like (11))， but whose subject has been omitted (unlike (11)). Th剖 is，it 
might be thought that，出 (30)to (32)， the noun gara is used in its literal 
sense 'way， manner'， and is modified by a relative clause (which is 
prenominal)， and serves as the predicate of a noun predicate sentence. 
According to this view， (30)， for example， may appe訂 tobe able to be 
translated as‘[It] is the manner in which she rides a horse'， and (32) as‘[It] 
is the manner in which she gets angry'. In fact， any sentence that is an 
instance of the gara MMC with = ticould also be interpreted as an instance 
of such a construction as long as the omission ofthe subject is obvious from 
the context. 
First， we shall provide examples of gara used in its literal sense modified 
by a relative clause: (33) and (34). 
(33) kuni ise farasso 
t由hi臼S
9伊似u叫luぱl正f-f-a二:'anno ga仰ra-a=ti.  
ride争-3SG.F-IPFV.3 ma紅nne町r-LV=NPC.PRED 







hank'-i-t-anno gara-a= ti. 
get.angry-EP・3SG.F-IPFV.3 manner-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
‘This is the m出merin which she (habitually) gets angry/will get 
angry.' 
In (33) and (34)， the subject could be omitted， e.g. (35) and (36)， which訂 e
identical with (30) and (32)， respectively. Thus， infact， these sentences are 
ambiguous between the two interpretations; they町 epronounced the same 
way regardless of the interpretation. 
(35) ise farasso 
3SG.F.NOM horse.ACC 
guluf-f-anno gara-a = ti.
ride-3SG.F-IPFV.3 manner-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
(a) Relativized predicate noun gara with subject omission: [It] is 
the manner in which she (habitually) rides a horse/will ride a 
horse.' 






(a) Relativized predicate noun gara with subject omission:‘[It] is 
the manner in which she (habitually) gets angry /will get angry.' 
(b) MMC:‘1 t seems like she (habitually) gets angη ， 
However， these two constructions have three differences. 
The first difference concems conjugational c剖egories.As mentioned 
earlier瓜 thebeginning of [1]， in the gara MMC with = ti， ifthe preceding 
verb is in the imperfective aspect， it has only the habitual interpretation. 
Thus， when (35) and (36)訂 eused as MMC sentences， they have only the 
habitual readings， but no白turereadings， e.g. (35b) and (36b). In contrast， 
with gara modified by a relative clause whose verb is in the imperfective， it 
has both habitual and future interpretations， e.g. (35a) and (36a) (and also 
(33) and (34)). In fact， in this construction， the verb of the relative clause 
can be in any aspect， as shown in the distant perfect example (37)， which 
has no MMC interpretation. (As noted in 4.2， the verb in a relative clause 





‘[It] is the manner in which she got ang早'
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Therefore， sentences like (35) and (36) are ambiguous partly because the 
verb is in the imperfective aspect. 
The second difference involves person. As mentioned in 5.1， the MMC 
limits the person of the subject of the ‘Clause' to the third幽 personラ whereas
none of the relative clause constructions places such a person restriction on 
the subject. Thus， if the first or second person is used， as in (38)， the 
sentence has no MMC interpretation and is unambiguously interpreted as 







‘[It] is the manner in which you (MASC) get angry/will get angry.' 
The third difference involves negation. When the negative proclitic di = 
attaches to the verb immediately preceding gara， in a sentence with the 
predicate noun gara used in its literal sense modified by a relative clause， 
the negation applies to the predicate noun phrase， e.g. (39a)， whereas in a 





(a) Relativized predicate noun gara with subject omission:‘[It] 
is not the manner in which she (habitually) gets angry/will get 
angry.' 
(b) MMC:ιIt seems like she (habitually) does not get angry. ' 
To sum upラ thegara MMC with = tishould not be regarded as a 
construction that involves a relative clause. 
[2] (27b): Clause gar-i=te or Clause gar-i=ho 
In this subtype， gar-i (the Modified genitive form of gara) is followed by the 
enclitic =te (FEM) or =ho (MASC)， the forms of the singular predicative 
noun-phrase clitic for Unmodified nouns， adjectives， and (headless) relative 
clauses (Table 2). 
The behavior of gara in this MMC is unusual. As mentioned in 5.1， 
although it is in the genitive case， it does not seem to involve possession. 
Moreover， it is the Modified genitive 伊r-i(as opposed to the Unmodified 
genitive gar-u)， but the enclitic that attaches to it is in one of the forms for 
Unmodified nouns: =te (FEM) or =ho (MASC). Examples are shown in 
(40)ー(42).The aspect of the verb of the ‘Clause' in this MMC is limited to 
the 白印reinterpretation of the imperfective (e.g. (40) and (41)) or the 
distant perfect (e.g. (42)). 
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LT:‘She is the manner' s she will ride a horse.' 




















































gan-o-anno gar-i = ho. 
hit-3SG.M-IPFV.3 manner-GEN.M.MOD=NPC.M.PRED 
LT:‘The sky is the manner's it will rain here.' 





gar-i = te. 
manner-GEN .M.MOD=NPC.F .PRED 
LT:‘She is the maI1}1er' s she got angry. ' 
FT:‘1 t seems like she got angry. ' 
This MMC seems to be usually used for events whose occurrences are 
considered important enough to be conjectured about. It is normally not 
used for events like ‘fastening a horse' or‘eating cabbage'. 
[3] 'Clause' as a sentence 
As noted in 5.1， in the gara MMC， the ‘Clause' can stand by itself as a 
complete sentence. Specifically， the ‘Clause' of the gara-a = tiMMC 
requires the verb of the‘Clause' to be in the imperfective aspect， and that of 
the gar-i=te/gar-i=ho MMC requires the verb ofthe ‘Clause' to be in the 
imperfective aspect or the distant perfect. When the ‘Clause' is used as a 
complete sentence， the verb in the imperfective aspect has both the habitual 
and the future interpretations， but the imperfective verb has on1y the 
habitual interpretation in the gara-a = tiMMC， and has only the白同re
interpretation in the gar-i=te/gar-i=ho MMC. Compare (43) with (30) and 
(40); (44) with (31) and (41); (45) with (32). 










































































‘It (regularly) rains here/will rain here.' 
‘lit. The sky (regularly) hits rain here/will hit rain here.' 
(45) ise hank'-i-t-anno. 
3SG.F.NOM get.angry-EP・3SG.F-IPFV.3
'She (habitually) gets angry/will get angry.' 
[4] The gara MMC possesses al of the properties of血eprototype of the 
MMC (Section 1). First， regarding MMC property (a)， it has the struc旬re
shown in (1). Second， conceming MMC property (b)， in (30)， for example， 
the subj ect (‘she') and the ‘Noun' (‘manner')紅 enot coreferential. Third， as
for MMC property (c)，出e~Clause' can be used as a sentence by itsel王
5.2.2 =gede MMC 
The enclitic = gede， which is phonologically bound to various types of 
constituents， has a sense similar to由enoun gara‘m田mer，way'， and shares 
some grammatical properties with it， asdiscussed later in 5.2.4ユ
= gede seems to have been grammaticalized from a noun. It stil bears 
some properties of nouns (e.g. compatibility with the ablative-instrumental 
suffix and the dative-locative suffix， and modification by some nominal 
modifiers). However， unlike nouns， ithas no lexical gender. It cannot be 
accompanied by the possessive pronominal suffix or any other noun suffix 
血anthe ablative-instrumental suffix and the dative-locative suffix. 
The =gede MMC has two subtypes: (28a) and (28b). (28b) is more 
common than (28a). The verb of the‘Clause' in both subtypes can be in the 
imperfective (向田reinterpretations only)， the distant perfect， and the 
progressive. The =gede-e = tiMMC additionally allows the verb of the 
‘Clause' to be in the recent perfect， and the =gede-e=te/=gede-e=ho 
additionally allows it to be in the continuous. We shall look at each of the 
twosub守pes.
[1] (28a): Clause=gede-e=ti 
In this subtype， =gede is followed by =ti， the form of the singular 
predicative noun-phrase enclitic for Modified nouns (c王Table2). Examples 
include (46)・(48).Compare (46) with (30) and (40). 
(46) ise farasso 
3SG.F.NOM horse.ACC 
guluf-f二anno= gede-e = ti. 
ride-3SG.F四 D.PRF.3=like-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD
LT:‘She is like she will ride a horse. ' 
FT:‘It seems like she will ride a horse.' 
(47) kawiとogord-u t'eena 
here sky-NOM.M rain.ACC 
gan-o-anno = gede-e = ti.
hit-3SG.M-IPFV.3 = like-LV=NPC.PRED 
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LT:‘The sky is 1ike it will hit rain here. ' 
FT:ιIt seems 1ike it will rain here.' 
(48) Ise 
3SG.F.NOM 
hank' -I-t-u = gede-e = ti.
get.angry-EP-3SG.F-R.PRF.3=like-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
LT:‘She is 1ike she got/is angry.' 
FT:‘It seems 1ike she gotlis angry.' 
[2] (28b): C1ause=gede-e = te or C1ause=gede-e = ho 
In this. subtype， =gede is followed by the enclitic =te (FEM) or =ho 
(MASC)， the forms of the singu1ar predicative noun-phrase enclitic for 
Unmodified nouns and adjectives (Tab1e 2). The verb副 theend of the 
‘C1ause' may be in the imperfective (白ture)， the distant perfect， the 
continuous， or由eprogressive. Examp1es include (49)同 (51).Compare (49) 
with (30)， (40)， and (46). 
(49) Ise farasso 
3SG.F.NOM horse.ACC 
gu1uf-f-anno = gede-e = te. 
ride-3SG.F-D.PRF.3=like-LV=NPC.F.PRED 
L T: 'She is 1ike she will ride a horse.' 
FT:‘It seems 1ike she will ride a horse.' 
(50) kawIとogord-u t'eena 
here sky-NOM.M rain.ACC 
gan-o-anno = gede-e = ho. 
hit-3SG.l¥ιIPFV.3 = 1ike-LV=NPC.M.PRED 
LT:‘The sky is 1ike it will hit rain here.' 
FT:‘It seems 1ike it will rain here.' 
(51) Ise hank'ーI-t-e
3SG.F.NOM get.angry-EP-3SG.ιCNV.3 
no = gede-e = te. 
come.to.exit.3=寸1i也ke-LV=N、ぜJPC.F.PRED
LT:‘She is 1ike she has been angry.' (continuous aspect) 
FT:‘It seems 1ike she has been angry. ' 
[3] 'C1ause' as a se凶ence
The ‘C1ause' which precedes = gede-e = tior =gede-e = te/=gede-e = ho can 
stand by itse1f as a comp1ete sentence. Compare， for examp1e， (48) with (52) 
and (51) with (53). 
(52) Ise hankにI-t-u.
3SG.F.NOM get.angry-EP・3SG.F・R.PRF.3
‘She got/is angry.' 
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'She has been angη(continuous aspect).' 
[4] The =gede MMC does not conform to the prototype ofthe MMC (cf. 
Section 1). lndeed， it has MMC prope此y(c): the ‘Clause' can be used as a 
sentence by itself. However， crucially，it lacks property (a)， for the ‘Noun' is 
occupied not by a noun， b叫 anenclitic. 
5.2.3 Differences between the gara MMC subtypes and the =gede MMC 
subtypes 
The subtypes ofthese two types ofMMCs are similar to each other， but they 
have some differences. Specifically， there are the following differences. [1] 
A difference between the gara-a = tiMMC and the other three garwとgede
MMC subtypes (the gar-i=te/旬ar-i=hoMMC， the =gede-e=ti MMC， and 
the =gede-e=te/=gede-e=ho MMC). [2] Differences between the =gede-
e=ti MMC and the two MMC subtypes with =te (FEM)/ =ho (MASC) 
(the gar-i=te匂ar-i= ho MMC and the =gede-e = te/=gede-e = ho MMC). 
[1] A difference between the gara-a = tiMMC and the other three 
gara戸gedeMMC subtypes 
As mentioned earlier， only the gara-a = tiMMC is compatible with the 
habitual reading of the imperfective aspect (5ユ1-[1]，ー[3])，while the other 
three yield future readings with the imperfective aspect. Compare (30) with 
(40)ラ (46)，and (49)， and additionally compare (31) with (41)， (47)， and (50). 
[2] Dif島rencesbetween the =gede-e = tiMMC and the two MMC subtypes 
with = te(FEM)/ = ho (MASC) 
Setting aside the gara-a = ti MMC， which is aspectually limited， the =gede-
e=ti MMC differs from the two MMC subtypes with =te (FEM)/ =ho 
(MASC) (the gar-i=te匂ar-i=hoMMC and the =gede-e=te/=gede-e=ho 
MMC) in two respects. 
One difference concems the degree of the speaker's confidence in his/her 
conjecture on the truthfulness of the content of the ‘Clause'. The speaker 
has more information about the probability of the content of the ‘Clause' ， 
and is more confident， with the =gede-e = tiMMC than with the gar-
i=te/旬'ar-i=hoMMC and the =gede-e=te/=gede向。=hoMMC. Thusラ the
=gede-e = ti MMC example (47) is not compatible with a temporal adverb 
like ga 'a‘tomorrow'， and goes much better with a temporal adverb like 
tecco‘today'. On the other hand， the examples of the other two MMC 
subtypes， (41) and (50)， can contain either adverb. 
Second， in the =gede-e = tiMMC， the subject can be either animate or 
inanimate (e.g. (46)回 (48)，(54)， (57)， (60)， (63)). In contrast， in the =gede-
e =te/=gede-e = ho MMC， the subject basically cannot be inanimate and has 
to be an animate entity or a natural entity出剖 canact like anImate ones (e.g. 
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sky， earth， wind) when the verb is not in the imperfective (e.g. (51)， (55)， 
(58)， (61))， though the subject can be either animate or inanimate when the 
verb is in the imperfective (e.g. (49)， (50)， (64)). In the gar-I = te，タar-I=ho
MMC， the subject basically cannot be non-human， and has to be human 
when the verb is not in the imperfective (e.g. (42)， (56)， (59))， though the 
subject can be either animate or inanimate when the verb is in the 
imperfective (e.g. (40)， (41)， (65)). 
(54) mobaile 
cell.phone.NOM.F 
kヲarris-s-ino= gede-e = ti.
cause.a.problem-3SG.F国 D.PRF.3=like田 LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
L T: 'The cel phone is like it caused a problem.ラ
FT:‘It seems like the cel phone went out of order.' 
(55) *mobaile 
ce11.phone.NOM.F 
k' arris-s-ino = gede-e = te. 
cause.a.problem-3SG.F・D.PRF.3=like-LV=NPC.F.PRED
(56) *mobaile k'arris-s-ino 
cell.phone.NOM.F cause.a.problem-3 SG.F -D.PRF.3 
gar-i = te. 
manner-GEN .MOD.M=NPC.F .PRED 
(57) wosiと-u
dog-NOM.M 
dot -o-ino = gede-e = ti.
bark-3SG.M-D.PRF.3=like-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
LT:‘The dog is like it barked. ' 
FT:‘It seems like the dog barked. ' 
(58) wosiむと-u
dog-NOM.M 
dot -o-ino = gede-e = ho. 
bark-3SG.M-D.PRF.3=like-LV=NPC.M.PRED 
L T: 'The dog is like it b町ked.'
FT:‘It seems like the dog barked.' 









gan-o-ino = gede-e = ti.
b町k-3SG.M-D.PRF.3=like-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
LT:‘The sky is like it hit rain here.' 
FT:‘It seems like it rained here. ' 
(61) kawi記ogord-u l' eena 
here . sk匂y園 NOM
gan-唱の-寸ino= gede-e = ho. 
hit-3SG.M-D.PRF.3=寸like-L V = NPC 
LT:‘The sky is like it hi抗train here.' 
FT:‘It seems like it rained here.ラ
(62) ?kawiとo gord-u t'eena 
here sky-NOM.M rain.ACC 
gan-o-ino gar-i = ho. 
h江-3SG.l¥ιD.PRF.3 manner-GEN .MOD.M=NPC.M.PRED 
(63) mobaile 
cell.phone.NOM.F 
kヲarris-s-anno= gede-e = ti.
cause.a.problem-3SG.F-IPFV.3=like-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
L T: 'The cel phone is like it will cause a problem.' 
FT:‘It seems like the cel phone will go out of order. ' 
(64) mobaile 
cell.phone.NOM.F 
k'arris-s-anno = gede-e = te. 
cause.a.problem-3 SG.F -IPFV .3=like-L V=NPC.F .PRED 
L T: 'The cel phone is like it will cause a problem.' 
FT:‘It seems like the cel phone will go out of order. ' 




LT:‘The cel phone is the manner' s it will cause a problem. ' 
FT:‘It seems like the cel phone will go out of order. ' 
5.2.4 Comparison of gara and = gede outside the MMCs 
We shall now examine the properties that gara and = gede may have when 
they are used outside血eMMCs: the properties found in gara only (5ユ4.1)ヲ
those found in both (5ユ4.2)， and those found in =gede only (5ユ4.3).
Table 3 provides a summary of this comparison. The check and the 
asterisk indicate that the morpheme in question has， and does not have， this 
prope町， respectively. 
. gara has most of the properties that other nouns have， while = gede has 
only limited nominal properties. 
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Table 3: C f of gara and = gede 
Properties 。ara =gede 
5.2.4.1 fl Lexical只ender V * 
[2] Modification by Modifiers V * 
f31 Use as an adiective V * 
f41 Genitive case ゾ * 
f51 Constituting an argument V 牢N
5.2.4.2 [1] 
Occurrence with the ABLINS suffix and イ イ
the DATLOC suffix 




(manner) and‘as if…， (counterfactual) 
f31 Use inm田mercontinuation constructions V V 
[4] 
Forrnation of causal and concesslve イ 4 
clauses 
f51 孔1MC サ サ
5.2.4.3 [1] 
Purpose clause ‘so that ..' and the 
* イperiphrastic causative construction 
f21 Use as a complernentizer 本 V 
[3] 
Use as the rnarker of cornparison in a type 
* 4 of equative construction 
[4] 
Use in the construction 'adj・GEN
* イ=NPC.PRED' 
5.2.4.1 Properties found in gara only. The noun gara‘rnanner， way' has 
lexical properties th瓜 othernouns have， whereas the enclitic = gede lacks 
rnost of thern. 
[1] Lexical gender 
gara has its own lexical gender， unlike =gede. It is a rnasculine noun， and 
shows rnorphosyntactic properties of rnasculine nouns. The subject noun 
gara is Modified by the genitive pronoun in (66)， and by the possessive 
pronorninal suffix in (67). Consequently it is rnarked with -i， the norninative 
suffix for Modified rnasculine nouns (cf. Table 1). Also， the noun phrase ise 
gar-i in (66) and the noun phrase gar-i-se in (67)訂 etreated as rnasculine， as 







di = law-o-ino-' e. 
NEG-becorne.clear-3SG.M-PRF.3-1SG 
‘1 don't understandldon't feel cornfortable with her rnanner.' 






di = law-o-ino-'e. 
NEG四 become.clear-3SG.M-PRF.3-1SG
‘1 don't understand/don't fee1 comfortab1e with her manner.' 
(lit. 'Her manner did not become clear to me.') 
[2] Modification by Modifiers 
gara can be Modified by Modifiers， i.e. modified by nominal modifiers such 
as an adnominal demonstrative， e.g. (68) (‘血is')，an adjective， a genitive 
pronoun， e.g. (66) (ise‘her') and relative clauses， e.g. (69) (‘in which she 






hee'r-o-e-e = nna 
live-3SG.M-CNV -L V=and 
‘They 1ived like this (lit. using this manner)， and …' 
ani ise ikk-i-t-anno 
lSG.NOM 3SG.F.NOM behave-EP-3SG.F-IPFV.3 
gara di=bat' -ee-mm-o. 
manner(ACC) NEG=like-IPFV.l・lSG-M
‘1 (MASC) don't like the way in which she behaves.' 
In contrast， = gede can be neither modified by an adnominal 
demonstrative nor accompanied by the possessive pronominal suffix， 
though it may atlach to (but not‘be modified/Modified by') adjectives， 
genitive noun phrasesヲandclauses (Section 5.2.4.2). 
[3] Use as an adjective 
In Sidaama， where nouns share many properties with adjectives， there a問
cases where nouns are used as adjectives (and vice versa). The noun gara 
can also be used as an adjective that means‘true'，‘appropriate'， or‘well-
mannered (often， inthe negative)' ， e.g. (70)田 (72).
(70) basso ann-i-'ya 
past father-NOM.M.MOD-l SG.POSS 
y-o-ino=ti t'a 
say-3SG.M-D.PRF.3=NPC.F.NOM now 
la' -ee-mm-o woite gara = ho. 
10∞ok-IPFV.lト田1山SG-M when tn叩ue=NPC





di = gara = ho = na 
NEG・appropriate=NPC.M.PRED=and 
‘The things you have done (lit. your job) are not appropriate， 
and …ヲ
(72) isi di=gara=ho. 
3SG.M.NOM NEG=well-mannered=NPC.M.PRED 
'He is not well-mannered.' 
On the other hand， = gede has no such use. 
[4] Genitive case 
Like other nouns， gara can be marked with the genitive case suffix， e.g. (68)ヲ
but = gede cannot. 
[5] Constituting an argument 
gara can constitute an argument， 'and when it does， it normally comes at the 
end ofthe noun phrase， e.g. (66)， (67)ヲ (73).








'He knows how to kil people.' 
gara 
way(ACC) 
(lit.‘He came to know the way to do and kil people.') 
On the other hand， = gede does not seem to be able to constitute an 
arg田nent.Nevertheless， complement clauses formed with =gede as a 
complement (5.2.4.3) could be仕eatedas訂 guments，though it is not 
obvious whether or not such clauses (noun clauses; Dryer 2007: 203-204) 
can be considered an object ofthe main verb. 
5.2.4.2 Properties戸undin both gara and = gede. These properties are 
observed in four constructions in addition to the MMCs. All the 
constructions except the MMCs are adverbial - either adverbial phrases or 
adverbial clauses. 
[1] Occurrence with the ABLINS suffix and the DATLOC suffix 
The ablative-instrumental suffix -nni and the dative-locative suffix -ra can 
attach to g，訂 aand = gede， though no other case suffix can attach to = gede. 
Examples町egiven in (68) and in (82)・(87)below. 
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[2] Formation of adverbials ‘like/as .' (manner) and ‘as if 
( counterfactual) 
Both gara and =gede (and also their forms with the ablative-instrumental 
suffix -nni or the dative-locative suffix -ra) can constitute an adverbial th剖
indicates a manner，‘like/as .:'， when preceded by a clause， e.g. (74)ヲ (75)，
or by a genitive noun phrase， e.g. (76)， (77). The meaning th瓜 the
construction conveys is‘in the manner specified by the preceding clause' or 
‘mam紅mersimilar to that of the referent of the preceding genitive noun 
phrase'. 








'As he said， he called al his brothers， got them together (lit. did 
gamba)， and brought them.' 




woss-o-e gamba ass-o-e 
calト晴-3SG.M慣 CαN、、吋、W [rneaningless ] doか-3SG
abb-正必，-i.
bring-3SG.M-R.PRF.3 
ιAs he said， he called al his brothers， got them together (lit. did 
gamba)， and brought them.' 
(76) beett-u ann-u gara 
child-NOM.M father-GEN.M manner 
c'oi'r-o-anno. 
talk-3SG.M-IPFV.3 
'The boy talks like his father.' 




‘The boy talks like his father.' 
Both gara and = gede can form adverbials of rnanner with some 
adjectives， e.g. (78) and (79). 
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(78) isi danとa gara daah-o-ino. 
3SG.M.NOM good manner swim-3SG.M-D.PRF 
‘He swam well.' 
(79) isi danとa=gede
3SG.M.NOM good=like 
‘He swam well.' 
daah-o-ino. 
swim-3SG.M-D.PRF 
Both gara and = gede can also form an adverbial clause 'as if .' 
( counterfactual)ヲ where gara immediately follows or = gede directly 
attaches to the verb of the subordinate clause in the distant perfect， e.g. (80) 
and (81). In this construction， gara and = gede can be optionally followed 
by the converb form ofthe verb ikk-'behave'. 
(80) ise lowo re 
3SG.F.NOM many things(ACC.mod) 
~~~ g~ 
get.to.know-3 SG.F・D.PRF.3 as.if 
(ikk-i-t-e) ピoia-a-副mo.
(behave聞 EP-3SG.F-CNV)talk-3SG.F-IPFV.3 
'She talks as if she knew many things.' 
(81) ise lowo re 
3SG.F.NOM many things(ACC.mod) 
af-f-ino = gede 
get.to.know四 3SG.F -D .PRF .3=as.if 
(ikk-i-t-e) ピoia-a-anno.
(behave-EP-3SG.F-CNV) talk-3SG.F・IPFV.3
'She talks as if she knew many th出gs.'
[3] U se in manner continuation constructions 
Forms of gara and =gede with the ablative-instrumental suffix -nni， gar千
nni [manner-GEN.M.MOD同 ABLINS]or =gede-e-nni [like-LV-ABLINS]， 
can follow a manner of motion verb to emphasize the continuation or 
repetition of the manner before the occuηence of the motion component 
expressed by the main verb， e.g. (82) and (83). (Without the suffix -nni， 
neither gara nor = gede can be used由isway.) 














‘Continuously jumping， she entered the w瓜er.'
[4] Formation of causal and concessive clauses 
Both gara and = gede can follow a verb to form a causal clause 
('because…') or a concessive clause ('even though …'). They often take the 
following form: (i) gar-i二.ni[manner-GEN.M.MOD閏 ABL町 S]，e.g. (84)， or 
=gede-nni [=like-ABLINS]， e.g. (85)， in a causal clause， and (i) gar-i-ra 
[ manner-GEN.M.MOD幽 DATLOC.MOD]，e.g. (86)， and二 gede-ra[=like-
DA TLOC.MOD] in a concessive clause， e.g. (87). 





become. wet -3 SG.F -D .PRF.3 
baatto 
ground.NOM.F 
'Because it rained， the ground is/became wet.' 
(lit. 'With the manner (impersona13SG.M subject) hit rain，…') 




'Because it rained， the ground islbecame wet.ラ
(lit.刈Tithlike (impersonal 3SG.M subject) hit rain，…ヲ)




baatto di = k'uf-f-ino. 
ground.NOM.F NEG=become.wet-3SG.F四 D.PRF.3
‘Even though it rained， the ground is not/has not become wet. ' 
(lit. 'To the manner (impersona13SG.M subject) hit rain，…ラ)
(87) t'eena gan-o-ino=gede四 ra
rain hit-3SG.M・.D.PRF.3=like-DATLOC.MOD 
baatto di = k'uf-f-ino. 
ground.NOM.F NEG=become.wet-3SG.F-D.PRF.3 
‘Even though it rained， the ground is notlhas not become wet.' 
(lit. 'To like (impersonal 3SG.M subject) hit rain，…') 
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5.2.4.3 Properties found in = gede only. There are four types of 
constructions where = gede can occur， but gara cannot. 
[1] Purpose clause ‘so that .' and the periphrastic causative construction 
The enclitic = gede occupies the final position of a subordinate clause that 
expresses a pu中ose，e.g. (88). The verb preceding =gede is in the 
imperfective aspect. 
(88) lubboo-nke=nna gangoota c'alla 
life.NOM.F-lPL.POSS=and mule.PL.NOM.F only 
gati-n-s-ee-mmo = gede 




other.side-L V -LOC 
ful-lo. 
cross-IMP.l PL 
'Let us cross the river to the other side quickly so that we will save 
only our lives and mules. ' 
Jawaa-n-t-e 
hurry-lPL同 hurry-CNV
Also， = gede occurs in the periphrastic causative construction， e.g. (89). 
ass-'to do' is the main verb and the =gede clause preceding it expresses the 
result of causation. The verb in the =gede clause is in the imperfective 
aspect， and =gede is optional. This construction could be regarded as one 















'When he makes a joke， he makes people show their teeth (lit. say 
mUUSS1) unconsciously (lit. without coming to like it).' 
[2] Use as a complementizer 
=gede can occur at the end of a clause to form a clausal complement， e.g. 
(90) and (91). (90) is an instance of a 'jussive construction'， where the 
person who is told and the subject of the clausal complement are identical. 
(91) is an instance of a reported speech constructionヲ wherethey are 
different from each other. 






























tel-3 SG.M-D.PRF.3 SG.M -3 SG.F 
‘He told her to come (lit. go) to his place tomorrow.' 






‘He told her that he would go to her place tomo汀ow.'
ise=wa 
3SG.F.GEN=place 
[3] Use as the marker of comparison in a type of equative construction 
百lere訂etwo types of equative constructionsラ andone of them involves 
= gede. = gede attaches to the end of the genitive noun phrase that refers to 
the standard of comparison， e.g. (92). The final vowel of =gede is 
optionally lengthened as = gede-e. 
(92) ise isi = gede 
3SG.F.NOM.M 3SG.M.GEN=like 



























[4] Use in the construction 'adj-GEN…=NPC.PRED' 
In this construction， = gede is preceded by the genitive case form of an 
a司jective，and is followed by the predicate noun-phrase enclitic for 
Unmodified nouns (=te (FEM)/ =ho (MASC)， e.g. (93)， (94). Like the 
gara MMC and the =gede MMC， the construction expresses組 evidential
meanmg:‘the speaker's co吋ec加reon the referent of the subject noun 
phrase's possession of the property expressed by the adjective， based on the 











‘It seems like he is bad.' 
We saw (cf. Table 3) that gara has the properties of nouns， but =gede 
does not (5ユ4.1).We also saw th剖 =gede can function as an adverbial 
clause marker or complementizer in various constructions， but gara c副mot
(5ユ4.3).(The properties examined in 5.2.4.2 are shared by both of them， 
though.) As noted in Section 1， the etymological relationship between them 
is not clear. Nonetheless， it is certain that =gede is more grammaticalized 
than gara. 
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5.3 DATLOC MMC 
The structure of this type of MMC is shown in (29). The verb with the 
inf・initivesuffix -a and the agreement suffix(es) (the personlnumber suffix 
and the gender suffix in the case of the first and second person singular; the 
personlnumber suffix in the case of the first and second person plural; the 
personlnumber/gender suffix in the case of the third person) is followed by 
the dative-locative suffix -ra， the lengthened vowel -a， and the predicative 
noun-phrase clitic for Modified nouns = ti.That is， the ιNoun' slot is 
occupied by the dative-locative suffix -ra. It has the meaning of the 





'The baby boy is about to cry.' 
(96) hamass・u bale-si giddo-ra 
snake-NOM.M hole(GEN.F.MOD)-3SG.POSS inside-ALL 
e'ーの-a-ra-a=ti.
enter-3SG.孔1-INF四 DATLOC-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD





ιWe are about to sleep.' 
The DATLOC MMC does not conform to the prototype of the MMC 
(Section 1). First， regaτding MMC prope町T (吋， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied 
not by a noun， but by a suffix.1 Second， conceming MMC prope町 (c)，the 
predicate of the ιClause' cannot be used as a sentence by itself. The 
predicate is a verb in one ofits two agreement-inflected infinitive forms (the 
other inflected infinitive is irrelevant to and is not dealt with in the present 
paper)， not in any of its finite forms. 
As noted above， this type ofMMC has the meaning ofproximative aspect. 
It generally describes白tureevents， e.g. (4) and (95) to (97). However， it 
may concem白tureevents viewed from the past:‘was/were about to do .' 
In order to express this specifically， the MMC is followed by the past tense 
marker =nka or hee'r-o-i [live-3SG.M-R.PRF.3]， whose form is invariable 
regardless of the person， number， and gender of the subject. Examples are 
given in (98) and (99). 
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(98) hamass-u bale-si giddo-ra 
snake-NOM.M hole(GEN.F.MOD)-3SG.POSS inside-ALL 
ピ-o-a-ra-a=ti= nka. 
enter-3SG.M-INF-DATLOC-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD=PAST 







'We were about to sleep.' 
6. Comparison of the MMCs with other constructions 
Table 4 compares the three types of MMCs with relative clauses， verb-
predicate sentences， adjective-predicate sentencesラ andnoun-predic剖e
sentences， interms of the following. 
(a) Animacy and person ofthe subject. 
(b) Acceptability of the aspectual c剖egories.
(c) Occurrence with the singular noun-phrase enclitic ('NPC'). 
The animacy and person of the subject and the aspectual c剖egories
acceptable in the MMCs were discussed in the relevant subsections of 
Section 5. The forms of the singular noun-phrase enc1itic were shown in 
Table 2. The use ofthis enc1itic was discussed for some ofthe constructions 
shown in Table 4. (As mentioned in connection with Table 2， the plural 
form is not relevant to the theme ofthe present paper.) 
The gar-i=te/gar-i=ho MMC and the =gede-e=te/=gede-e=ho MMC-
un1ike the gara-a=ti MMC， the =gede-e=ti MMC， the DATLOC MMCラ
and the other句rpesof constructions - restrict the subject to human or 
animate entities and those that can be considered equivalent to them when 
the verb is not in the imperfective， though this restriction does not apply 
when the verb is in the imperfective. 
The gara and =gede MMCs訂 equite different from the DATLOC MMC 
and the other types of constructions in th剖 theyallow on1y the third person 
as subject. These MMCs have an evidential meaning， and are useful for 
talking about a third person's feelings when the speaker is not sure about 
thern， but they are not used for the conversation p訂ticipants'own actions or 
states， which are obvious or easily accessible to the speaker. 
In terms of aspectual categories， the DATLOC MMC is different企omthe 
other types of MMCs and also from verb predicate sentences. Its verb does 
not have any aspectual category. It has the infinitive suffix and an 
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agreement. suffix( es)， followed by the dative-locative suffix and a 
predicative noun-phrase enclitic. 
Verb-predicate sentences do not employ a noun-phrase encliticヲ andin this 
respect they differ from al the other constructions. That is， regarding the 
occurrence of a noun国 phraseenclitic， the MMCs and relative clauses exhibit 
similar behavior. 
We shall now印mto syntactic aspects of these constructions. 
This has not been discussed explicitly， although it has been exemplified 
amply. Namely， across the constructions listed in Table 4， argument noun 
phrases are marked in the same way. The subject noun phrase is in the 
nominative case， the direct object noun phrase is in the accusative case， and 
the indirect object noun phrase is in the dative-locative case. 
In relative clauses (or adnominal clauses) in Japanese (see Tsunoda， this 
volume-b， 6.3.2)， the subject can exhibit nominative/genitive conversionラ
but in Sidaama， no construction listed in Table 4 can show such an 
altemation. 
Thus， in terms of syntax， the MMCs are similar to both relative clauses 
and independent sentences (verb-predicate sentences， adjective-predicate 
sentences， and noun-predicate sentences)， but overall， the MMCs are more 
similar to relative clauses than to independent sentences as far as the 
phenomena examined are concemed. 




Occurrence with NPC 
person of categories 
subject 
relative clause can be 
ammate 
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directly followed by the 
(11)， 
inammat 




aIl aspect coηesponding gender 
(26)， 
second， 
categones and case (has to b巴
(33)-(39) 
and third 
directly followed by the 
NPC when there is no 
persons 
common noun head) 




gara-a=ti (35)- mammat 
(sometimes， 
gara directly followed by 
MMC (36)， e; third 







(40)・ (and non- distant perfect or gara directly followed by 
(42)， human in future =te(FEM)/ 
i=hoMMC 













=gede-e=ti (60)， mammat = gede directly follow巴d




recent perfect， or 








=gede・ e in the imperfective， = gede directly followed 
e = te/= gede-
(51)， 











(4)， (95)・ mammat 
DATLOC 
(99)， e; first， 
aspect expressed = ra directly followed by 
MMC 
(110b) second， 














(66)・ e;日rst， * sentence 
(67)， second， 
categories 










Adj. pred. (7)， (70)， 
llam町lat Adj. directly followed by 
sentence (72)， (92) 








Noun directly followed 
sentence (33)-(39) 
e;日rst， N/A 
by NPC (U nmodifi巴d:
second， 
= te(FEM)/ = ho 
and third 
(MASC)， Modified: = t1)
Dersons 
7. Why Sidaama has the mermaid constructions 
As noted in Section 1， MMCs have been mainly reported from languages in 
Asia， and the present paper is the first report on the existence of MMCs 
outside Asia. It is important to inquire why Sidaama - a language outside 
Asia - has MMCs. The present section a託emptsto address this question. 
No definite answer is as yet forthcoming， and only speculative notes will be 
given. We shalllook at three possibilities in the following. 
ス1Why Sidaama has the gara MMC and the =gede MMC 
Recall that these two types of MMCs have an evidential meaning:ιIt seems 
like …'. Now， Sidaama has a noun whose meaning is similar to that of these 
two types of MMCs: ordo 'appearance'. This noun itself is not used as part 
of either MMC. Nonetheless， itcan be added to the gara MMC and the 
=gede MMC. Examples of ordo added to由e=gede MMC are shown in 
(100) and (101)， where ordo occurs in the nominative case and in the 
accusative-oblique case， respectively. (The accusative-oblique case is 
matked with a suprafix consisting of a high pitch on the final vowel 
segment. 1 t can be translated as‘with respect to' (Kawachi， inpress c).) I 
(100) ord-u ise 
appe町 ance-NOM.M 3SG.F.NOM 
hank'ーi-t-anno=gede-e=ti. 
get.angry-EP-3SG.F-IPFV.3=like四 LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
LT: 'The appearance is she is like she will get angry.' 







hank' -i-t-anno = gede-e = ti.
get.angry-EP-3SG.F-IPFV.3=like-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
LT: 'With respect to appearance she is like she wi1 get angry' 
FT:‘It seems like she wi1 get angry. ' 
What was stated about the =gede-e=ti MMC applies to the gara MMC 
and the =gede-e = te/=gede-e = ho MMC， as well. 
Importantly， ordo is the only noun whose nominative or accusative-
oblique form can be added to the MMCs as in (100) and (101). Furthermore， 
the set of requirements on the animacy and person of the subject and 
aspectual categories for each MMC subtype (discussed in Section 5 and 
summarized in Table 4) applies to constructions like (100) and (101)， 
depending on the subtype. 
As noted above， ordo 'appe町 ance'itself is not used as p訂 tof either 
MMC. Nevertheless， it is possible， though by no means certain， that either 
the gara MMC or the =gede MMC， or both， originated in sentences that 
contain a noun such as ordoιappe訂 ancピ.As shown in Tsunoda (this 
volume-a) and other chapters in the present volume， many nouns that 
occupy the ‘Noun' slot in MMCs have the meaning of ‘appearance' ，‘shape'， 
'sight' or the like， and such an MMC has an evidential meaning:‘It 
appears/looks/seems' . 
7.2 Why Sidααmαhαs the DATLOC MMC 
Again， it is difficult to figure out why this type of MMC exists in Sidaama. 
Nonetheless， there is one construction that may be relevant: the c1eft 
construction. 
The Sidaama cleft construction takes the form ‘c1ause =hu…=ti' (or‘… 
=ti c1ause =hu'). Its subject consists of a c1ause and the nominative 
singul町 masculinenoun-phrase enclitic = hu， and the predicate is a focused 
constituent followed by the predicating noun-phrase enc1itic =丘 Anytype 
of constituent other than the subject ofthe c1ause can be extracted. Compare 
(102) and (103) (direct object) with (104) and (105) (indirect object). (In the 
ex出nplesofthe cleft construction， the subject is underlined.) 
(102) laatto bune 
Laatto(NOM.F) Bune.ACC 
‘Laato saw Bune. ' 
la'ー'ー担o.
see-3SG.F-D.PRF.3 
(103) !aatto la' -'-泊o=hu
Laatto(NOM.F) see-3 SG.F -D.PRF .3=NPC.M.NOM 
bune-e=ti. 
Bune-L V=NPC.PRED.MOD 





















ιBune gave money to Laa抗0'.






'It is Laatto who Bune gave money to.' 
Adverbial clauses， too， can be extracted. Compare (106) and (107) (cause) 








become.late-3 SG.M四 CNV arrive-3SG.M-D.PRF.3 

































































'It is in order for his daugh記rto buy food that he gave money to 
her.' 
As mentioned in Section 3， inSidaama， the subject is 0丘enomirted when 
its referent is clear from the context. Hence， if the subject of (109) (the 
underlined portion) is omirted， the resultant sentence is (110). It can be 







(a) Clefting:‘[It] is in order for her to buy food.' 
(b) MMC: 'She is about to buy food.' 
In fact， the predicate part of the cleft construction extracting a pu中ose
clause has exactly the same structure as the DA TLOC MMC. Both contain 
the infinitive suffix and the dative-locative suffix (c王(29)and 5.3). 
Therefore， (110) can also be interpreted as an MMC sentence， as shown in 
(110b). 
It is possible， though not certain， that the DA TLOC rv仏1Cand eliptical 
cleft sentences such as (110)訂 ediachronically related. In this connection， it 
lS use白1to mention the following. It has been reported that it is very 
common for a pu叩osemarker to become an infinitive verb form 
(Haspelmath 1989)， which has a nuance of incompleteness and is often used 
for an event that has not been realized. 
ス3Another possible origin 01 the gara MMC and the =gede MMC 
There is another possible origin of the gara MMC and the = gede MMC. 
This， too， involves the cle丘construction.(Strictly speaking， the scenario 
presented below is somewhat simplified for the sake of exposition.) The 
verb lab-‘appear' takes a clausal complement ending with the noun-phrase 
enclitic =ha as the complementizer， e.g. (11). When the clausal 
complement is clefted， the complementizer is =gede， e.g. (112). In fact， this 
sentence has the s田nemeaning as its predicate part alone， namely (113). 
(113) is an instance ofthe =gede-e=tiMMC. 
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law-o-ino-' e = hl1 ise 
appe訂 -3SG.M-D.PRF.3-1SG=NPC.M.NOM 3SG.F.NOM 
hank'ーi-t-anno= gede-e = ti.
get.angry-EP-3SG.F-IPFV.3=like四 LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
LT:ι羽市atappeared to me is that she is like she will get angry. ' 




hank'ーi-t-創立10= gede-e = ti.
get.angry-EP-3SG.F-IPFV.3=like-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
‘1 t seems like she will get angry.' 
Also， =gede-e=tiin (112) can be replaced with gara-a=ti， as in (114). In 
fact， (114) has the same meaning as its predicate part alone， namely (115). 
(115) is an instance ofthe gara-a=tiMMC. Both (114) and (115) have a 
habitual meaning. 




appe訂 -3SG.M開 D.PRF.3-1SG=NPC.M.NOM 3SG.F.NOM 
hank' -i-t-anno gara-a = ti.
get.angry-EP・3SG.F-IPFV.3 manner-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
LT:引もatappeared to me is th瓜 sheis the manner she (habitually) 
gets angry. ' 






hank'ーI-t-anno gara-a = ti.
get.angry -EP -3 SG.ιIPFV.3 manner-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD 
‘It seems like she (habitually) gets angry.' 
In sentences such as (112) and (114)ヲ theverb lab-'appeぽ， can be 
replaced withヲ forex田nple，hed-'think'， accompanied by its subject (in the 
nominative case). An example involving hed-‘think' clefting is (116). 
Again， (116) has the same meaning as its predicate p訂taloneラ namely(117). 
(117) is in fact an instance of the = gede-e = tiMMC. (116) happens to 
contain = gede-e = ti， rather than gara-a =丘Butthe same applies if = gede-
e = tiis replaced with gara-a =丘)
(116) Cleft sentence 
am 
lSG.NOM 
tled-ee-mm-o = hu 
think-IPFV .1-1 SG-M=NPC.M.NOM 




LT: 'Vo，弓1瓜 1(MASC) think is that she is like she will get angry.' 





hank'ーI-t-anno= gede-e = ti.
get.angry-EP・3SG.F-IPFV.3=like-LV=NPC.PRED.MOD
'It seems like she will get angry. ' 
Whichever of the MMC subtypes occurs as a predicate in such 
constructions， the same requirements on the animacy and person of the 
subject and the aspectual categories for each MMC subtype (see Table 4) 
apply， and the meaning ofthe sentence as awhole is the same as the MMC 
subtype serving as the predicate. 
To sum up， the omission of the subject (the underlined portion) from 
sentences such as (112) and (114) (which are instances of the cleft 
construction) may also be a possible source for these MMCs. 
8. Summary and concluding remarks 
The present paper is the first report on the existence of MMCs outside Asia， 
i.e. in Sidaama ofEthiopia. Sidaama has three types ofMMCs. 
In the gara MMC， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by the noun gara‘m副mer，
way'. In the =gede MMC， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by the enclitic =gede 
‘like， as if， so that， th剖 (complementizer)，• Both types have an evidential 
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meaning: the speaker's conjecture on the truthfu1ness of the proposition 
expressed by the ‘C1ause' based on his/her own observation ofthe subject's 
action or state or on the information on it that s/he has obtained from 
someone e1se. 
In the DATLOC MMC， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by the dative-1ocative 
suffix -ra. The verb of the ‘C1ause' is an infinitive inf1ected for person， 
number， and gender， followed by the dative-1ocative suffix. This type has 
the meaning of ‘proximative aspect' • 
The ‘C1ause' of the gara MMC and of the =gede MMC can be used as a 
sentence by itse1f， but that ofthe DATLOC MMC cannot. 
The gara MMC is an instance of the prototype of the MMC， whi1e the 
other two types are not. 
In terms of morphosyntax and semantics， the gara MMC and the =gede 
MMC訂 every simi1町.Although the etymo1ogica1 connection between gara 
and =gede is not known， =gede may have been grammatica1ized企oma 
noun. In contrast， the DATLOC MMC seems un1ike1y to have deve10ped 
through the grammatica1ization of a noun. 
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1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes the structure of the prototype of the 
mermaid construction ('MMC') as follows. 
(1) Prototype of the mermaid construction: 
[Clause] Noun Copula 
In addition， as Tsunoda (this volume-a) and other papers in the present 
volume show， there are instances in which the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by an 
enclitic. (The enclitic may have derived from a noun.) There are also 
instances in which a noun or an enclitic has changed into a suffix and the 
suffix continues to occupy the ボJoun'slo1. The noun、theenclitic or the 
suffix may be a nominalizer. 
Kolyma Yukaghir does not have the prototype ofthe MMC. Nonetheless司
it has two constructions that may be considered varieties ofthe MMC. 
In one type， the 'Noun' slot of the MMC is occupied by an enclitic 
whose allomorphs are =ben and =bed (represented by =ben). The verb 
preceding this encl itic is in either of the two participle forms (cf. 4.2). That 
is， it is in a norトfiniteform. This MMC (i) expresses past situations， or (i) 
has a modal meaning， such as strong assertion. This construction is marginal 
in the language. The etymology of =ben is not known for certain. 
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Nonetheless， it has been suggested that this enclitic is related to the noun 
pen that means‘thing'， or more precisely，‘supernatural thing'. 
In the other type， which is even more removed from the prototype than 
is the first type， the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by a suffix whose allomorphs 
areゾ0川与o:d，-d'o:n/-d'o:d， and -t'o:n/-t'o:d (represented byブio:n).This 
suffix is a nominalizer and it is added to the stem of a verb. This MMC， too， 
expresses past situations， although it does not seem to have a modal 
meaning. It is not known if etymologically this suffix derived from a noun. 
2. Initial illustration 
As an initial illustration， two examples ofthe MMC in Kolyma Yukaghir are 
given: (2) (the enclitic =ben) and (3) (the nominalizer suffixブ'o:n).
(Throughout this paper， glosses are mine.) 
(2)jel'0.犬 puden nutn 'eゾ=bed-ek.
sun upward stay-PTCP=ben-FOC 
マhesun stayed high outside.' (Nikolaeva 1997: 21) 
(3) tet tuda: xon・d'o川 o:-d'ek.
2SG before goて;0川 be-12SG
‘You went [there] before.' (Nagasaki 2001: 63) 
3. Profile of the language 
Kolyma Yukaghir is spoken in the Taiga area along the upper reaches of the 
river Kolyma in East Siberia. It is c10sely related to Tundra Yukaghir. The 
possibility of the genetic affinity of the Yukaghir languages to the Uralic 
language family has been suggested by several researchers， such as 
Collinder (1940) and Angere (1956). No definitive conclusion， however， has 
been reached so far. 
Kolyma Yukaghir is a critically endangered， or possibly moribund‘ 
language. The number of its fluent speakers is around 20. 
The following phonemes can be set up: twenty-one consonants /p， b， t， d， 
k，g‘m，n，n'Idl，O9巳己 [tS-J1，J[ d3]， S， 3，χ， K， W， j， 1， l' [Jl]/， six short vowels 
/i， e，δ， a， 0、u/，and six long vowels /i:， e:，δ:， a:， 0:， u:/. The main stress 
within a word fal1s on the final heavy syllable. Stress placement on words 
with light syl1ables only is largely unpredictable. 
Kolyma Yukaghir overwhelmingly shows agglutinating mo中hology.It 
possesses suffixing mo中hology.
Verbs have the following forms. 
(a) Finite forms， which may inflect for aspect， mood， 
number-plus-person ofthe subject， and for focus on the subject and 
the object. 
(b) Nonfinite forms: two participles and one verbal noun， and five 
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converbs. 
Kolyma Yukaghir shows both head-marking and dependent-marking. It 
is mildly configurational. 
The case system in Kolyma Yukaghir is basically of the NOM-ACC 
type， where the nominative case has the zero-suffix， while the accusative 
case has a non-zero suffix. (In the examples th瓜 follow，the nominative case 
will be left unglossed.) 
(4) tudel met-kele juδ-m. 
3SG 1 SG-ACC see-T3SG 
‘He/She saw me.‘ 
The subject is consistently in the nominative case (zero) (unless it is 
followed by a focus marker; see 4.1). The object generally has the 
accusative case marker， e.g. (4)， although it has no case suffix if the subject 
is the first or second person and the object is the third person. When both the 
subject and the object are third persons， the object is marked by the 
accusative case if it is definite， e.g. (5)， and by the instrumental case if it is 
indefinite， e.g. (6). 
(5) tudel Ni初lザーde:-gele jua-m. 
3SG Nikolai-DIM-ACC see-T3SG 
'He saw Nikolai.' 
(6) tat emり-gi qaJe-Ie a-m. 
then mother-POSS porridge-亦JS make-T3SG 
‘Then their mother made porridge.' (Nikolaeva 1997: 30) 
Kolyma Yukaghir has SOV as the unmarked order. It has postpositions， 
and does not have prepositions. Noun modifiers， including an adnominal 
cIause (' AC')， precede the noun they modi行.Kolyma Yukaghir does not 
have adjectives proper as a word class. The concepts that may be expressed 
by adjectives in languages such as Japanese are often expressed by 
participles. A participle precedes the noun it modifies. 
Kolyma Yukaghir does not have a written tradition. With the 
development of primary education in recent decades， however， a few 
introductory textbooks using “Yukaghir alphabets" (based on Cyrillic 
alphabets) have been published. Children are taught how to write and read 
them in primary schools in their village. 
The data used in this paper were obtained from the spoken language. 
The data cited from previously published books and articIes are indicated to 
that effect， while the ones 1 directly obtained from my language consuItants 
during the field trips are not accompanied by any citation information. 
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4. Types of clauses and sentences 
4.1陪rbてpredicateand noun-predicate sentences 
Kolyma Yukaghir has two major sentence types: verb-predicate sentence 
and noun-predicate sentence. 
Examples of the verb-predicate sentence include (7) (transitive) and (8) 
(intransitive ). 
(7) talJ Joro111o-pul pama: 





‘The people understood the language of ravens.' 
(8) irki-n anil のi kies'. 
one-ATTR fish again come.I3SG 
‘A fish came again.司
The subject is cross-referenced by the number-plus田 personagreement 
marker on the verb in verb-predicate sentences. For the same 
person-pl us-num ber.令 themarker alternates depending on whether the verb is 
transitive or intransitive. In glosses， the person-plus-number marker is 
preceded by 'T' if the verb is transitive (e.g.‘T3PL' in (7))， and by T ifthe 
verb is intransitive (e.g. 'I2SG' in (10)). 
Examples ofthe noun-predicate sentence include the following. 
(9) (The following is a conversation between Person A and Person B.) 
A: tituon nem-dik? 
here.this what-FOC 
6、Thatis this here?司
B: fuon lunbuge-lek. 
this pot-FOC 
・Thisis a pot.' 





'1 am a shaJTlan.' 
In noun-predicate sentences， generally (though not always) the predicate 
includes a focus markerラ whichis attached to a noun or a pronoun， e.g. 
nem-dik 'what-FOC' in (9・A)and lunbuge-lek‘pot-FOC‘in (9・B).In this 
case， the predicate does not include any person-number agreement markers. 
The focus marker in effect functions as the copula. 
Focus markers indicate informational focus (essentially a new piece of 
information or contrastive focus). The focus marker on nouns has two 
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variants: (i) -lek (after vowels) ~ -ek (after consonants) and (i) -k (after 
vowels) ~ -ek (a白erconsonants). -lek!同 ekis used if the noun is low in 
definiteness or referentiality句 e.g.(9-B)， while -k/-ek is used if the noun is 
high in definiteness or referentiality. The focus marker on pronouns is 
lexically conditioned， e.g. nem・dik 'what-FOC'， cf. (9・A)， kin-tek 
'who-FOC'， and met-ek‘ISG-FOC'. 
The same focus markers are used in verb-predicate sentences， as well. 
They concern the information status of the intransitive subject， e.g. (45)， and 
the object， e.g. (46). 
I f the subject refers to the first or the second person司 thec∞opula verb 0: 
.もbeピ司 may appea町rwith a per悶son-引m川1孔lU山I川mbe町ragr陀eementmarker， e.g. (10). 
Alternatively， the verbalizing suffix -1)0ソ be'，is attached to the noun， 
followed by a person-number marker， e.g. (11). 
4.2 Adnominal clauses 
Kolyma Yukaghir has internal adnominal clauses ('internal ACs')， but does 
not seem to have external adnominal clauses ('external ACs'). See Teramura 
(1969) and Tsunoda (this volume-a， 7.2) for details of internal and external 
ACs. Roughly speaking， in internal ACs， the head noun coηesponds to an 
argument or an adjunct of the AC. In contrast， in external ACs， the head 
noun is， so to speak、addedfrom outside the underlying clause. It does not 
co汀espondto an argument or an adjunct of the AC. There are three ways to 
form internal ACゲ:(i) aブ'eparticiple (4.2.1)、(ii)a -me participle (4ユ2)，
and (ii) a verbal noun (4.2.3). These three types of ACs dぬ rin terms of 
their accessibility on Keenan and Comrie's (1977) hierarchy. 
4.2.1 ACs with a -je participle 
Aブeparticiple can be used to modify the subject， e.g. (12)， and it is 
marginally acceptable for the direct object， e.g. (13)， but it is not acceptable 
for any other position on the hierarchy; see (14) (indirect object). 
(12) ekjil' a.ブe foromo 
[boat make-PTCP] person 
‘the person who made a boat' 
(13) tilJ foromo a・ブe ekjil' 
[this person make-PTCP] boat 
'the boat that this person made' 
(14) *met cu:l tadiゾe foromo 
[1 SG meat give-PTCP] person 
Intended meaning: 'the person to whom T gave meat' 
4.2.2A仁swith a -me pαrticiple 
A -me participle inf1ects for person-and-number， and agrees with the subject 
of the AC. An AC involving a -me participle can be used to modify the 
direct object， e.g. (15)， and the indirect object， e.g. (16). However， it cannot 
be used for any other position on the hierarchy; see (17) (subject). 
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(15)均 foromo a:-mele ek.fil' 
[this person make-PTCP.3SG] boat 
'the boat that this person made' 
(16) met cu:1 tadi-me foromo 
[1 SG meat give-PTCP.l SG] person 
'the person to whom 1 gave meat' 
(17) *ek.fil' a:-mele Joromo 
[boat make-PTCP.3SG] person 
Intended meaning:、theperson who made a boat' 
4.2.3 ACs with a verbal noun 
The verbal noun suffix is -1. It is suffixed to verb stems. Verbal nouns have 
three functions， one of which is to form ACs. In terms of Keenan and 
Comrie's hierarchy， the ACs involving a verbal noun have the widest range 
of possibilities among the three types of ACs. They can be used to modify 
the subject， e.g. (18)弓 thedirect object， e.g. (19)， the indirect object， e.g. (20)， 
the oblique object， e.g. (21)， and the possessor， e.g. (22). However， they 
cannot be used to modify the 0吋ectof comparison. 
(18) ek.fil' a:-I foromo 
[boat make-VN] person 
‘the person who made a boat' 
(19) tiIJ foromo a:-I ek.fil' 
[this person make-VN] boat 
‘the boat that this person made' 
(20) met cu:1 tadi-I foromo 
[1 SG meat give-VN] person 
'the person to whom 1 gave meat' 
(21) met modo-I nume 
[ISG live-VN] house 
'the house in which 1 lived' 
(22) alJie-gi embe-I foromo 
[eye-POSS be.black-VN] person 
'the person whose eyes are black' 
The possibilities discussed above of the three methods for forming ACs 
are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Possibilities ofthe three types of AC 
Subject Direct Indirect Oblique Possessor 
object object 
ブe OK (OK) * * * 
participle 
-me * OK OK * * 
parti c ijJ_lt! 
verbal (OK) (OK) (OK) OK OK 
noun 
NB (OK): elicited from language consultants but poorly attested 
in text data 
5. Mermaid construction 
5.1 1ntroductory notes 
The struc回reof the prototype of the mermaid construction ('MMC') as 
proposed by Tsunoda (this volume-a) was shown in (1). Kolyma Yukaghir 
has two varieties of the MMC although they are not prototypical ones. No 
previous study has recognized the MMC in this language. The MMC 
involves a construction that is called the 'Periphrastic Past' by Maslova 
(2003: 179-181). (Nagasaki (2001)， too， gives a description of the same 
construction. ) 
Maslova (2003) and Nagasaki (2001) note that the periphrastic past is of 
two types. 
(a) Type A involves an enclitic whose allomorphs are =ben and =bed 
(represented by =ben). 
(b) Type B involves a nominalizer suffix whose allomorphs are 
ブ;0・nケ;0:・d，-d'o:n/-d・o:d，and -t '0川'/-1'o:d (represented byプ0川).
(The allomorphs ending in d are used before vowels， and the allomorphs 
ending with n are used elsewhere.) 
The Periphrastic Past is a marginal construction in the language. It does 
not occur仕equentlyin folklore text collections， such as Nikolaeva (1989). 
We shall look at the MMC involving =ben in 5.2， followed by the MMC 
withゴ0川 in5.3. 
5.2 MMC wilh the enclitic =ben 
Although this construction does not fal into the major construction types of 
the language， it clear1y contrasts with other constructions syntactically as 
well as semantically. 
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5.2.1 Morphosynt似
[ 1] Structure 
This MMC has the structure shown below. 
(23) (SUBJ) .. (OBJ) V(non-finite)=ben-FOC 
Examples include (2) and: 
(24) tudel tuda: mi:d'i:-le xonrofmele二 bed-ek
3SG before sledge-INS break-正心.平TCP.3SG=ben-FOC 
‘官Hebroke a “sle凶吋dg伊ebefore.' (Nagasaki 2001: 63) 
(25) xa:xa:， tinla:lfet lebeidi: ningeブ=bed-ek
grandfather over.there berry many-PTCP=ben-FOC 
‘Grandfather.‘there are a lot ofberries over there!' 
(Nikolaeva 1989: 60) 
[2]‘Predicate' ofthe‘Clause' 
As shown in (23)， the verb is non-finite. The forms employed are aブ'e
pa口iciple，e.g. (25)， (26)， (27)， or a -me pa此iciple，e.g. (24)， (28)， (29). Note 
that these two forms of verbs can be used for ACs司 too(see 4.2). (A verbal 
noun can be used for ACs. It can also precede =ben、e.g.(37). lt does not 
form MMCs， however.) 
(26) tudel amdeゾ=bed-ek <…>  
3SG die-PTCP=ben-FOC 
'She has died <.. .>!' (Maslova 2003: J 80) 
(27) tuda: unu1j-gen りreブ=bed-ek<…>  
before river-PROL walk-PTCP=ben-FOC 
'He walked along the rivers before.' (Nikolaeva 1997: 52) 
(28) Pのりe-n p叩'lu:l-gele n 'an 'u:lben el 
woman-ATTR cunningness-ACC devil NEG 
muddej-mele=bed-ek 
overcome-PTCP.3SG=ben-FOC 
‘The devil could not overcome the cunningness ofwomen' 
(Nikolaeva 1997: 23) 
(29) met tawke juo-me=bed-ek 
1 SG dog see-PTCP.l SG=ben-FOC 
‘1 saw a dog‘(Nagasaki2001:64) 
The predicate of the ‘Clause' of this MMC is non~finite ， and 
consequently the ‘Clause' by itself cannot be used as a sentence. For 
example， if=bed-ek is deleted from (24)， the resultant form is not a correct， 
complete sentence. 
(30) *tudel tuda: mi:d'i:-le xonrofmele 
3SG before sledge-INS break-PTCP.3SG 
Intended meaning: as (24) 
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A finite form needs to be used instead， e.g.: 
(31) tudel tudα: mi:d'i:-Ie 
3SG before sledge-INS 
‘(as (24))' 
xonrofu-m 
break-ct -T3 SG 
(Theのinthe gloss in (31) means the vowel in question is inserted for 
phonological reasons and that it does not have any meaning. The same 
applies to the similar examples below.) 
Although the amount of data available is stil limited句 thegeneral 
tendency appears to be for aブ'eparticiple to occur with intransitive verbs， 
and a -me participle with transitive verbs. 
[3] This MMC does not contain the copula verb. The enclitic =ben is 
always followed by the focus marker -kl-ek， e.g. (24) to (29). (This focus 
marker is the one that is used for nouns that are high in de日nitenessor 
referentiality. See 4.1.) 
[4] Case marking in the 'Clause' 
In terms of case marking， the 'Clause' of the MMC behaves like an 
independent sentence (cf. Section 3). The subject is consistently marked by 
the nominative (zero). The object generally has the accusative case marker， 
although it has no case suffix if the subject is the first or second person and 
the object is the third person. When both the subject and the object are third 
persons， the object is marked by the accusative case if it is definite， e.g. (5) 
(‘Nikolai・DIM-ACC')，and by the instrumental case if it is indefinite， e.g. 
(6) (‘porridge-TNS'). The same applies to this MMC. The subject is always 
in the nominative case. In (29)， the subject is first person. The object is the 
third person ('dog‘)， and it has no case suffix. In (24) and (28)， both the 
subject and the object are third person. In (28)‘ the object ('women's 
cunningness') is definite， and it is marked by the accusative case 
(‘cunningness-ACC'). In (24)， itis indefinite， and it is marked by the 
instrumental (‘sledge-INS '). 
5.2.2 Function 
Nagasaki (2001: 63-64) points out that this construction basically describes 
past situations. She observes that an adverb which refers to the time of 
utterance cannot co・occurwith this construction. 
(32) met tuda: tet-ul jaLRiI-l)in 
1 SG before 2SG-ACC lake-ALL 
P彼 j-me=bed-ek.
throw幽 PTCP.ISG=ben-FOC 
‘1 threw you into the lake then.' (Nagasaki 2001: 64) 
(33) *met t'a:Jet tet-ul jaLRil-l)in 
1 SG now 2SG-ACC lake-ALL 
peJej-me=bed-ek 
throw-PTCP.1 SG=ben同 FOC
'1 wilI throw you into the lake now!' (Nagasaki 2001: 64) 
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(32) is appropriately taken as referring to the past， and it is acceptable. On 
the other hand， (33) contains the adverb t 'a:jet‘now' which refers to the 
time of utterance， and it is not acceptable. 
Furthermore， Nagasaki (2001: 63-64) points out that this construction 
also has a modal meaning， such as strong assertion. In this case， it can refer 
to present situations. This usage is， however， found very rarely， as Mas10va 
(2003: 181) mentions. An example is (26). 
5.2.3 Etymology and grammaticalization of=ben 
[1] Etymology 
lochelson (1905) and Krejnovic (1979) suggest that =ben can be related to 































































































































































lochelson suggests that the word pen basically means‘su叩erna加ralthing‘. 
Specifically， he states that“[T]n olden times this word used to indicate the 
name of a deity embracing al nature， the universe. Pon [sic] indicates 
something that is unknown." (italics in the original) (lochelson 1905: 406) 
The verb forms employed in ACs (4.2) and those used in this MMC are 
almost identical (aゾeparticiple and a -me participle)， except that a verbal 
noun can be used ACs， but not in this MMC. This suggests that this MMC 
may have originated in ACs. In turn， this will lend some support to 
lochelson's view that =ben was originally a noun. 
It is relevant to mention that in Hindi (Imamura (this volume)) the 
‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC isoccupied by the enclitic =vaalaa， and the MMC 
means (i)‘be about to' (an aspectual meaning)， (i) schedule， intention (a 
modal meaning)， and (ii) the speaker's 日rm belief about the 
occurrence/non-occurrence of a situation (a modal meaning). The 
etymology of =vωlaa is suggested to be the Sanskrit noun paala如
、guardian，protector， one who maintains or observes'. This suggested 
etymology is reminiscent ofthe suggested etymology of =ben. Both refer to 
something more than ordinary humans. 
[2] =ben as an enclitic， and not a suffix 
Maslova (2003: 1 79・181)regards二 ben('Relative Nominal form' in her 
terminology) as a suffix. In my view， however， itis more appropriate to 
regard it as an enclitic. The reason is twofold. 
Firstラ thiselement is attached to aゾeparticiple， a -me participle 
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(‘A仕ributive'in Maslova's term) and to a verbal noun (-/) (‘Action Nominal' 
in Maslova's term). They are al fully inflected forms. An example with a 
verbal noun is as follows: 
(37) tal) uor-pe， tite emり JoJfU Je-I =ben-pe 
that child-PL 3PL.POSS mother 10se-VN=ben-PL 
'those children， the ones who lost their mother.' 
Although this is an example of a slightly complicated noun phrase， not an 
MMC， it c1early shows that =ben can be attached to a verbal noun. .The fact 
that the element in question is attached to fully inflected forms indicates that 
it should be regarded as an enclitic， and not as a suffix (see Zwicky 1994: 
576). 
Second， as noted above， the forms of the verbs to which this element is 
attached are exactly the same as those employed in ACs. This suggests that 
this element occupies the structural position of a noun modified by an AC， 
that is， it occupies the structural position of the head noun. 
To sum up， it is possible to say (although not definitively) that here we 
are dealing with an instance of grammaticalization of the noun (i.e. an 
independent word) pen‘name of a deity embracing al na加re，the universe' 
to the enclitic =ben， which is used in a construction that (i) expresses past 
situations司 or(i) has a modal meaning， such as strong assertion. 
5.3 MMC with the suffix困jo:n
Kolyma Yukaghir has a suffix whose allomorphs are ブo:nl-jo:d，
-d'o:nl-d'o:d， and イ'o:n/イ'o:d(represented byブ'o:n).This suffix is added to 





‘one who/which lives; animal' 
This suffix can be used in what may be considered a variant of the MMC. 
This construction has the following structure. 
(40) Subject: 1 st person 01' 2nd person: 
(SUBJ) … V(stem)ブ0川 Copula-AGR
(41) Subject: 3rd person: 
(SUBJ) … V(stem)ブo:n田 (PL)-FOC
In (40) and (41)， what may be regarded as the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC (cf. 
(1)) is occupied by the nominalizer suffixブo:n.The su而xis in turn added 
to a verb stem. The MMC discussed in 5.2 does not contain the copula verb 
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(although it contains the focus marker町 k/-ek;this focus marker is the one 
that is used for nouns that are high in definiteness or referentiality. See 4.1.) 
In contrast， (40) contains the copula verb， which is followed by an 
agreement suffix. (41) contains the focus marker -k/-ek， which in effect 
functions as the copula， as is the case with noun-predicate sentences， e.g. 
(9-A，圃B).Note that the plural marker can occur in (41)， e.g. (44)， but not in 
(40). 
Recall that the MMC with the enclitic二位n(i) expresses past situations， 
and (ii) has a modal meaning， such as strong assertion. The MMC with the 
nominalizer suffixゾo:n，too， describes past situations. But it does not seem 
to have a modal meaning. 
Maslova (2003) and Nagasaki (2001) note that only intransitive verbs 
appear in this construction. 
An example of(40) is (42). Examples of(41) include (43) and (44). 
(42) tet tuda: xon-d'o:n o:-d'ek. 
2SG before goブo:n be-I2SG 
‘You went [there] before.' (Nagasaki 2001: 63) 
(43) tilJ kni:ge omo-s 'o:d-ek. 
this book be.goodブ'o:n-FOC
'This book was interesting.' (Nagasaki 2001: 63) 
(44) titel kie-t'o:nてpe-k.
3PL comeブ0川ーPL-FOC
‘They came.' (Nagasaki 2001 :62) 
This construction may be considered a variety of the MMC， although 
admittedly it is not a prototypical one. The following facts are relevant. 
(a) In one variety ofthe MMC in Japanese (see Tsunoda (this volume-b句
5.4.4)， the ・Noun'slot is occupied by the enclitic =no， which may be 
analyzed as a nominalizer. Note that (40) and (41) contain the nominalizer 
suffixブ'0川 inwhat may be regarded as the 'Noun弓 slot.
(b) As Tsunoda (this volume-a， 4.1， 6.2， 6.3) notes， in the MMC in a 
number of languages司 the‘Noun司 slotis occupied by a suffix that was 
etymologically a noun. In this regard， it is worth noting Nagasaki 's (2001: 
62) suggestion that the nominalizer suffixゴo:nwas formed through fusion 
of aブ'eparticiple and the enclitic =ben. Recall thatニ benmay have been 
etymologically a noun pen. Although more phonological data is needed to 
justify her analysis， this possibility cannot be discounted outright， in the 
case of languages like Kolyma Yukaghir that have no written tradition. 
6. Comparison of the MMC with other constructions 
We shall now compare the ‘Clause' of MMC with independent sentences 
and ACs. Specifically， we shall compare the following. 
(a) Independent sentences. 
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(b) MMC with =ben (5.2). 
(c) MMC withゾo:n(5.3). 
(d) ACs (4.2). 
[1] Form ofthe verb 
The predicate verb of independent sentences ((a)) has ful1 inflectional 
possibilities (Section 3): 
(i) finite forms， which may inflect for aspect， mood， number-plus-person 
ofthe subject， and for focus on the subject and the object; and 
(i) nonfinite forms: two participles and one verbal noun， and five 
converbs. 
In the MMC of(b) and in ACs (d)， the verb ofthe 'Clause' is non-finite. It 
may be aゾeparticiple， a -me participle吟 ora verbal noun (available on1y for 
ACs). In the MMC of (c)， the verb of the‘Clause司 isa verb stem. 
The verb of the 'Clause' of the MMC is in a non-finite form or a verb 
stem (and not an inflected form). Therefore， the‘Clause' cannot be used by 
itself as a sentence. 
[2] Case-marking 
In al of (a) to (d)、thesubject is marked by the nominative case (zero). The 
object is marked as follows. 
In (a)， (b) and (d)， general1y the object is marked by the accusative case， 
which has a non-zero suffix， although it has no case su伍xif the subject is 
the first or second person and the object is the third person. When both the 
subject and the object are third persons， the object is marked by the 
accusative case (if itis definite)， and by the instrumental case (if it is 
indefinite). Examples of(a) include (3)， (4) and (5). Examples of(b) include 
(24) and (28). (d) differs from (a) and (b) in that the instrumental marking 
on the third-person object tends to be dropped. Examples of (d) include (12) 
and (16). 
In (c)， the object does not exist. As noted in 5.3， only intransitive verbs 
appear in this construction. 
[3] Focus marking 
In independent sentences， a focus marker can be attached to the object or the 
intransitive subject. It can also be attached to the complement， in e庁ect
functioning as the copula. For example: 
(i) Verb-predicate sentences: transitive， e.g. (46) (object). 
(ii)Verb-predicate sentences: intransitive， e.g. (45) (subject). 
(ii) Noun-predicate sentences， e.g. (9・A，B) (complement). 
(45)ゐmparna:-k mara:-l 'el-u-l. 
raven-FOC fly-EVID-の-VN
'Araven has flown (there).' 
(46) ugurara:-k keCi:-1 'el-IJile. 
willow-FOC bring-EVID・PTCP.3PL
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‘They brought (some branches ot) willow.' 
Regarding the two types of the MMC ((b)， (c))， Nagasaki (2001)， 
Maslova (2003)， the folklore texts in Nikolaeva (1997) and my data have 
yielded no example in which focus markers occur in the 'Clause' of the 
MMC. It seems that focus markers cannot occur in the ‘Clause'. This 
suggests that in this respect the sentencehood of the ‘Clause' is low. Focus 
markers can occur outside the ‘Clause' within the MMC， e.g. (24) to (29)， 
(32)， (43) and (44). In (d)ーnofocus marking occurs. 
The result ofthis comparison is shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Comparison ofthe MMC with independent sentences and ACs 
Verb form Subject Object Focus marker 
(a) independent ful inflectional NOM ACC，INS + (except transitive 
sentence posibilities subject) 
(b)民側Cwith ヅeparticiple， NOM ACC，INS 
=ben -me participle 
(c) MMC with stem NOM nJa 
づo:n
(d) AC ゴepa此icipleヲ NOM ACC，INS 
-me participle， 
verbal noun 
In terms of the form of the verb司 theMMC of (b) almost parallels ACs， 
except for the non-use of verbal nouns. However， the MMC of (c) resembles 
neither ACs nor independent sentences. 
Regarding the absence of focus marker， both the MMC of (b) and the 
MMC of (c) are identical with ACs. In this respect， their sentencehood is 
low. 
The MMC of (c) di汀ersfrom the other constructions in that it does not 
(and probably cannot) contain the object. 
In terms of the case-marking of the subject， both the MMC of (b) and 
the MMC of (c) are identical with both independent sentences and ACs. 
Concerning the case-marking of the object， the MMC of (b) parallel both 
independent sentences and ACs. 
To sum up， the MMC of(b) behaves like ACs in terms of(i) the form of 
the verb (i.e. morphology) and (i) focus marking (i.e. syntax). The MMC of 
(c) behaves like ACs regarding focus marking. That is， in the main， these 
two types of the MMC are more similar to ACs than to independent 
sentences. 
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7. Summaηr and concluding remarks 
Kolyma Yukaghir has two constructions that may be considered varieties of 
the mermaid construction ('MMC')， although they are not prototypical 
MMC. The 'Noun' slot is not occupied by a noun. Both types ofthe MMC 
are marginal in the language. 
In one type， the ‘Noun' slot of this MMC is occupied by the enclitic 
=ben. The verb preceding this enclitic is in either ofthe two participle forms. 
This MMC (i) expresses past situations， and (i) has a modal meaning， such 
as strong assertion. The etymology of this enclitic is not known for certain. 
Nonetheless， ithas been suggested that it is related to the noun pen that 
means‘thing'， or more precisely，ιsupematural thing'. This is reminiscent of 
the etymology of the enclitic =vaalaa used in the MMC in Hindi: the 
Sanskrit noun paalaka 'guardian， protector'. (The Hindi MMC indicates (i) 
‘just about to'， (i) intention， schedule， and (ii) the speaker's firm belief 
about the occurrence/non-occurrence of a situation.) 
In the other type句 the'Noun' slot is occupied by the nominalizer suffix 
ゾ0・n，which is added to the stem of a verb. This construction describes past 
situations， but it does not seem to have a modal meaning. It is not known if 
etymologically this suffix derived from a noun. 
In terms of both the morphological and syntactic aspects examined， 
these two types of the MMC are more similar to ACs than to independent 
sentences. 
Abbreviations and symbol 
AC -adnominal clause; ACC -accusative; AGR -agreement marker; ALL -
allative; ATTR -attributive; COP -copula; DAT -dative; DIM -diminutive， 
EVID -evidential; FOC -focus; FUT -future; 1 -intransitive; INS -
instrumental; LOC -locative; NEG -negation; PTCP -participle; PL -
plural; POSS -possessive; PROG -progressive; N -noun; NEG・negative;
RELNR -relative nominal; RECP -reciprocal; SG -singular; T -transitive; 
VN -verbal noun; ゅー insertedvowel. 
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7. Summary and concluding remarks 
1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this volume-a) proposes that the prototype of the mermaid 
construction ('MMC') has the following three properties. 
(a) It has the structure shown in (1). 
(b) The subject ofthe‘Clause' and the ‘Nounラarenot co・referential.
(c) The ‘Clause' can be used as a sentence by itself. 
(1) Prototype ofthe rnermaid construction ('MMC'): 
[Clause] Noun Copula. 
Hindi has a variant ofthe MMC， inwhich the ‘Noun' slot is occupied not by 
a noun， but by an enclitic: =vaalaa. Etymologically， this enclitic is said to 
derive from the Sanskrit noun paalaka 'guardian， protector; one who 
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maintains or observes'. (Paalaka also means a foster-father; a prince， ruler， 
sovereign， etc. However， it does not refer to a god.) The enclitic =vaalaa 
has two uses. In one use， it forms noun phrases and adjective phrases th剖
mean 'the one who/which does/is ..'. In the other use， it is used in what 1 
have termed 'the =vaalaa construction'. 
(2) The =vaalaa construction: 
[Clause] =vaalaa Copula 
1 propose that the =vaalaa construction is a variant of the MMC， as 
indicated above. It indicates (i)‘be about to' (an aspectual meaning)， (i) 
schedule， intention (a modal meaning)ヲ or(ii) the speaker's五rmbelief 
about the occurrence/non-occurrence of a situation (a modal meaning). The 
verb that precedes the enclitic =vaalaa occurs in an infinitive form， not a 
finite form. 
2. Initial illustration 
As an initial illustration ofthe MMC in Hindi， three examples are given. 
(3) [mai yuunivarsiTii jaa-ne] =W;lalaα 
1 SG university.F.SG go・町F.OBL=vaalaa.M. SG 
hitit. 
COP.PRS.lSG (McGregor 1995: 171) 
LT:‘1 am a person who goes to the university.' 
FT (i):‘1 am about to go to the university.' 
FT (i):‘1 am on my way to the university.' 
(4) [Diskavarii sanivaar=ko floriDaa pahu舟c-ne]
Discovery.M.SG Saturday=on Florida arrIVe閏 INF.OBL
=vaalaa hai. 
=vaalaa.M.SG COP.PRS.3SG 
LT: '[Space Shuttle] Discovery is one which [will] arrive in 
Florida on Saturday.' 
FT:ιDiscovery is due to arrive in Florida on Saturday.' 
(h抗p:llkhab訂'.ibnlive.in.comlnewsI10760/2(20 Mar 2011)) 
(5) [vah aaj kal mar-ne]=vaαlaa 
3SG today tomorrow die-INF.OBL=vaalaa.M.SG 
hαi. 
COP.PRS.3SG (Platts 1878: 330) 
LT: 'He is a person who dies in (the course of) a day or so.' 
FT:ιHe will die in a day or so.' 
3. Profile of the language 
Hindi is one of the 22 official languages of India and is used as the prim訂 y
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officia1 1anguage of the Repub1ic of India. Hindi is a New 1ndo-Aryan 
1anguage， which be10ngs to the 1ndo-Iranian branch of the lndo-European 
fami1y. It is wide1y spoken in northem lndia， and a1so in Trinidad， Guyana， 
Fiji， Mauritius， South Africa， and m加 yother countries by peop1es of 1ndian 
origin (Kachru 2009: 399). According to the Census ofIndia 2001 (0伍ceof 
the Registrar Genera1 & Census Commissioner， lndia. Census 2001 Data 
Online (Datαon Languagり.<http://censusindia.gov.in/Census_Data_2001l 
Census _ Data _ On1ine/Language/data _ on _language.htm1> (20 March 2011))， 
the tota1 popu1ation of India is 1，028，610，328 and the number of persons 
who returned Hindi as their mother tongue is 422，048，642 (41.03%). 
Hindi is close1y re1ated to Urdu， the nationa11anguage of Pakistan. Hindi 
and Urdu share the same grammar and core vocabu1ary. The main 
differences between the two are that Hindi is written in the Devanagari 
script and contains a 1arge vocabu1ary from Sanskrit， whereas Urdu is 
written in the Perso-Arabic script and contains a 1arge vocabu1ary from 
Persian and Arabic. At the colloquia11eve1， there is 1it1e difference between 
the two， and they can be considered varieties of the same language. 
Therefore， it is frequent1y referred to as Hindi-Urdu in linguistic literature. 
Hindi has the following phonemes. Vowe1s: la， aaラ1，11ラu，uu，tラe，at， 0， 
au， a， aa， i， IT， U， UU， e， ai，δ， aw. (Letters with a ti1de訂 enasa1 vowe1s.) 
Consonants: Ik， kh， g， gh，白ラ c，ch， j， jhラn，T， Th， D， Dh， N， t， th， d， dh， n， p， 
ph， b， bh， mラy，r， 1， v， S， S， s， h， R， Rh， (z)， (f)， (q)， (x)， (y)/. (Capita11etters 
represent retroflex consonants. Loan phonemes are given in paτentheses.) 
Stress (Kachru 2009: 401) and pitch are not distinctive in Hindi. 
Morpho1ogically， Hindi has both fusiona1 and agg1utinating 
characteristics. Hindi emp10ys both prefixes and suffixes. It is 
dependent四 markingand configurational. 
Hindi distinguishes two genders (mascu1ine and feminine)， two numbers 
(singu1ar and plura1)， and three cases (direct (=O)ラ ob1iqueラ andvocative 
cases). 1n addition， it has seven postpositions: =ne‘ERG'， =ko 'ACCIDAT'， 
=se ‘INS/ABL'， =kaa 'GEN'， =me 'in'， =par‘on， at'， and =tak‘til， up to'. 
Nouns and infinitives (also called verba1 nouns) take the ob1ique case form 
when they are followed by a postposition. 
Hindi is a sp1it-ergative 1anguage. It exhibits the ergative pattem (A vs. 
S/O) when the aspect is perfective and the 0 is neither animate nor definite. 
The case marking of the A， the S， and the 0 is summarized in Table 1. 
Tab1e 1. The case marking system 
A S 


































=初 (0:animate* or defini臼)
=o (0: otherwise) 
=加 (0:animate* or defini臼)
=o (0: otherwise) 
申especiallyhuman 
The basic word orders are SV and AOV. Adjectives precede the noun 
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they modifシヲ butadnominal clauses (including relative clauses) may either 
precede or follow the noun they qualify. (See 4ユ)
Hindi has two types of agreement pa抗ems:modifier-head agreement and 
noun-verb agreement. To put it simply， modifiers agree with their head noun 
in gender， number， and case， and the finite verb agrees with an unmarked NP， 
if any， in the sentence in gender， number， and person. For details， see 
Kachru (2006: 161・166).
Hindi is written with the Devanagari script， which is also used to write 
Sanskrit， Marathi， and Nepali. The data in this paper are taken from the 
written language. 
4. Types of clauses and sentences 
4.1 陪rb-predicate， adjective-predicαte， and noun-p陀 dicate clauses/ 
sentences 
The following three types of clauses/sentences can be recognized. 
(a) Verb-predicate clauses/sentencesラ e.g.，(6). 
(b) Adjective-predicate clauses/sentences， e.g.， (7). 
(c) Noun-predicate clauses/sentencesラ e.g.，(8). 
(6) vah mujh=ko sab bα'fe bαtαα-egaα. 
3SG 1 SG.OBL=DAT al matter.F.PL 
‘He will tel me everything' 
(7) raam si的。=se lambaa 
tell-FUT.3.恥1.SG
(Kachru 2006: 140) 
hαi. 
Ram.M Sita.F=than tall.M.SG COP.PRS.3SG 
'Ram is taller than Sita.' 
(8) bhaarat=kii raの'dhaanii naii dili 
India=GEN.F capital.F.SG New Delhi 
'The capital ofIndia is New Delhi.' 
hαi. 
COP.PRS.3SG 
The predicate in adjective-predicate and noun-predicate clauses/ 
sentences， e.g.， (7)， (8)， involves the copula verb honaa 'be'. The same verb 
is also very frequently used in verb-predicate clauses/sentences as an 
auxiliary verb， e.g.， (9)， and as the existential verb， e.g.， (l0). 
(9) vah kitaab paRh rahα hai. 
3SG book.F.SG read PROG.M.SG AUX.PRS.3SG 
'He is reading a book.' 
(l0) mez=par do kitaabe hai. 
table.F.SG=on two book.F.PL exist.PRS.3PL 
'There町 etwo books on the table. ' 
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4.2 Adnominα1 clauses 
4.2.1 Jntroductory notes 
An overview of the adnominal clauses ('ACs') is shown in Table 2. Note 
that 1 use the term ‘adnominal clause' for al of the types listed in Table 2， 
but that 1 use the label ‘relative clause' for one type only. 
Hindi has both ιintemal adnominal clauses' (‘intemal ACピ)and 
'extemal adnominal clauses' (ιextemal ACs'). (See Teramura (1969) and 
TSUlloda (this volume-a， 7.2) for a characterization of these two types of 
ACs.) Very roughly speakingラ inintemal ACs， the head noun corresponds to 
an argument or an adjunct of the AC. In contrast， in extemal ACs， the head 
noun lSヲ soto speak， added from ‘outside the underlying clause'. It does not 
co町espondto any訂 gumentor any adjunct ofthe AC. 
T"able 2. Classification of AC structures 
AC (non-finite) + noun 
Intemal ACs participle clause + noun 
Extemal ACs infinitival clause + noun 
4.2.2 1nternal ACs 
noun + AC (finite) 
noun + relative clause 
noun + appositional clause 
There are two kinds of intemal ACs: participle clause十 noun(4ユ2.1)and
noun + relative clause (4.2.2.2). 
4.2.2.1 Participle clause + noun. Hindi has irnperfective and perfective 
participles. They can be used to form ACs. They are often followed by an 
auxiliary verb: the perfective participle of the verb honαα'to bピヲ e.g.ラ huaα
‘AUX.M.SG' in (11) and huiiιAUX.F' in (12). Examples of ACs include 
(11) (which contains the imperfective participle sun-taa 
‘listen-IMPF.M.SG')， and (12) (the perfective participle likh-i 
'write-PFV.F'). In the examples below， the AC is indicated by an underline. 
In this type of AC， the subject NP is marked with the genitive postpositionラ
e.g.ヲdost=kii官iend.M.SG.OBL=GEN.F'in (12). 
(11) vαh r，eDivo sun-taa huaa aadmii 
that radio.M listen-IMPF.M.SG AUX.M.SG man.M.SG 
kaun hai? 
who COP.PRS.3SG (Snell & Weightman 2003: 232) 
市1hois that man listening to the radio?' 
(12) yah me陀 dost=kii
this 1SG.GEN.M.SG.OBL friend.M.SG.OBL=GEN.F 
likh-i huii pustak hai. 
write-PFV.F AUX.F book.F.SG COP.PRS.3SG 
'This is a book that my friend wrote.' 
(Tanaka & Machida 1986: 120) 
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4.2.2.2 Noun + relative clause. The formation of what 1 term‘relative 
clauses' in Hindi employs the ‘corelative strategy' (c王Keenan(1985: 
163-168)). Hindi relative clauses are introduced by the relative pronounjo 
(or one of its inf1ected varian，ts). A part of the relative clause may precede 
the head noun; see maf=nピ ISG=ERG'in (15). Relative clauses can be 
fo_rmed on al the positions on the accessibility hierarchy of Keenan & 
Comrie (1977)， except for the object of comparison. Examples are the 
following: (i) subject: (13)， (i) direct object: (14)， (ii) indirect object: (15)， 
(iv) oblique case NP: (16)， and (v) genitive or possessor: (17). Relativization 
on the object of comparison is not perfectly acceptable. See (18). 
(13) jo 1αRkα so rαhαα thα 
REL boy.M.SG sleep PROG.M.SG AUX.PST.M.SG 
vα'h sor=se jααg g，句Jαα.
COR noise=INS wake go.PFV.M.SG (Kachru 1980: 30) 
‘The boy who was asleep woke up because of the noise.' 
(14) yα!h Pα!hli hindii kitα!b hαi 
this first Hindi book.F.SG COP.PRS.3SG 
ise maf=ne α'khir=f.α!k vαRh-αα. 
REL.ACC 1 SG=ERG last=up.to read-PFV.孔1.SG
ιThis is the first Hindi book that 1 read through. ' 
(Tanaka & Machida 1986: 112) 
(15)盟主とne jis laRkii=ko 史α慣れ似
1 SG=ERG REL.OBL girl.F.SG.OBL=DAT sing-INF 
si妨ω-vaa vah αb reDiyo=pαr 
teach-PFV.M.SG COR now radio.M=on 
gaa-tii hai. 
sing-IMPF.F AUX.PRS.3SG (Kachru 1980: 31) 
寸hegirl whom 1同ughtsinging sings on the radio now.' 
(16) jis kursii=var diidii ii baiTh-ii 
REL.OBL chair.F.SG=on big.sister HON sit-PFV.F 
hai vah banaaras=me ban-ii 
AUX.PRS.3SG COR Banaras=in be.made-PFV.F 
thi. 
AUX.PST.F.SG (Shapiro 2003: 272) 
'The chair on which [my] big sister is sitting was made in 
Banaras.' 
(17) jis りlakti=kaa vaisaa corii 
REL.OBL person.M=GEN.M.SG money.M.SG stealing 
h'0 J!，ωω vah cintit hαi. 
become go.PFV.M.SG COR worried COP.PRS.3SG 
'The man whose money was stolen is worried.' (Kachru 1980: 31) 
(18) ?包担旦 jis laRke~se lambaa 
Hasan REL.OBL boy.M.SG.OBL=ABL tall.M.SG 
hai vah hasan=se Dar-tα 
COP.PRS.3SG COR Hasan=ABL be afraid-I恥1PF.M.SG
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hai. 
AUX.PRS.3SG (Kachru 1980: 31) 
'The boy whom Hasan is taler than is afraid ofHasan.' 
4.2.3 ExternαrlACs 
There紅 etwo kinds of extemal ACs: infinitival clause + noun (4.2.3.1) and 
apposition ofnoun and clause (4.2.3.2). 
4.2.3.1 I析nitivalclause + noun. In this structure， the infinitive (the verbal 
root + -naa) cannot modi命 thehead noun directly and the genitive case 
marker =kaa (or one of its inflected variants) must be inserted between the 
infinitive and the head noun. 
(19) Hn=ke vaαrTi choR-ne=kii 
3PL.OBL=GEN.M.OBL pa吋y.F.SG leave-INF. OBL=GEN.F 
carcαG 
rumor.F.SG 
'a rumor that he willleave his party' (Koga 1996: 77r) 
(20) machlivaa tal-ne=釘i gandh 
fish.F.PL fry-INF.OBL=GEN.F smell.F.SG 
‘the smell offish frying' (Koga & Takahashi 2006: 319r) 




‘an investigation of the reasons for spread of [dengue] feverヲ
(BBC061002_delhi_dengue (4 Oct 2006)) 
4.2.3.2 Apposition ofnoun and clause. This type ofextemal AC involves the 
apposition of the head noun and the modifying clause. The clause is 
introduced with the conjunction ki ιth剖， Roughly speaking， this 
conjunction is equivalent to the complementizer that of English. 
(22) raajαn=ko aasaa hai ki 
Rajan=DAT hope.F.SG exist.PRS.3SG CONJ 
use naukrii mil ;aa-eJ!i. 
3SG.DAT job.F.SG accrue go・FUT.3.F.SG
LT: 'To Rajan exists the hope th剖 tohim the job accrues.' 
FT:‘R司anhopes that he will get the job.' (Kachru 1980: 38) 
(23)ω=kaa yah daavα ki 
3SG.OBL=GEN.M.SG this claim.M.SG CONJ 
muniis J!huus le-taa hαi 
Munish bribe.F.SG take-IMPF.M.SG AUX.PRS.3SG 
bilkul sahii hai. 
quite coロect COP.PRS.3SG (Kachru 1980: 28) 
‘His claim that Munish takes bribe is quite co町ect.'
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In (22)， the clause use naukrii mil jaaegii‘He will get the job' is in 
apposition with the noun aasaa‘hopeにandin (23)， the clause muniis ghuus 
letaa hai市1unishtakes bribe' is in apposition with the noun diαavaa 
'claim' . 
5. Mermaid construction and its related construction 
To the best of my knowledge， Hindi does not have a construction that 
conforms to the prototype of the MMC (see (1). Howeverラ ithas a 
construction which c加 arguablybe treated as a variant of the MMC: the 
=vaalaa construction (5.1). In addition， it has a construction that may be 
considered related to the MMC. It involves the existential verb (5.2). 
5.1 =vaalaa construction 
5.1.1 Introductory notes 
The enclitic =vaalaa is used very productively and frequently. It inflects for 
gender， number， and case. As noted in Section 1， etymologically， this 
enc1itic is said to derive from the Sanskrit noun paala初 meaning‘guardian， 
protector; one who maintains or observes'. (Paalaka also means a 
foster-father; a prince， ruler， sovereign， etc. However， it does not refer to a 
god.) The encliticニvaalaahas two uses. In one use， it forms noun phrases 
and adjective phrases that mean‘the one who/which does/is ..'. In the other 
useラ itis used in what 1 have termed 'the ニ vaalaaconstruction' as a 
nominalizer. 1 propose that the =vaalaa construction is a variant of the 
M孔1Cラ asindicated above. We shalllook at these two uses. 
5.1.2 =vaalaa usedfor forming noun phrases and adjective phrases 
=vaalaa can be used for forming noun phrases and adjective phrases th剖
meanιthe one who/which does/is ..'. The noun phrases denote agents， 
possessors， or the like. In this use， =vaalaa inflects for gender， number， and 
case. Examples follow. 
(24) ganne =vaal，α 
sugarcane.M.SG.OBL=vaalaa.恥1.SG
'sug訂 caneseler' 
(25) mar-ne aur 
die-INF.OBL and 
ghaayal ho-ne=vaalδ=kii taadaad 
be.injured四 INF.OBL=vaalaa.M.PL.OBL=GEN.F number.F.SG 
(BBC06031 0_ kashinath _ varanasi (12 Mar 2006)) 
ιthe number of dead and iniured' 
(26) dili jaa-ne=vaalii gaaRii 
Delhi go-INF.OBL=vaalaa.F vehicle.F.SG 
'a train bound for Delhi' 
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(27) lambe baalo=vaalii laRkii 
long.M.PL.OBL hair.M.PL.OBL=vaalaα.F girl.F.SG 
'a girl who has long hair' (Montaut 2004: 153) 
5.1.3 =vaalaa construction: a variant ofthe mermaid construction 
In this use， =vααlaa occurs as a part of the predicate in the construction 
shown in (2). More specifically， its struc印reis shown in (29). 
(28) =(2) =vωlaa construction: a variant ofthe MMC: 
[Clause] =vaalaa Copula 
(29) [X V -ne] =vaalaa honaa. 
This construction is formed by 副 achingthe enclitic =νααlaa to an infinitive 
form of a verb. (The infinitive suffix -naa occurs in the oblique case form 
ドne.)The enclitic =vaalaa is followed by the copula verb honaα. (The 
copula verb inflects for person and number in the present tense， and for 
gender and number in the past tense.) 
An overall characterization ofthe MMC in Hindi is the following. 
(伊ωa司)The 
enclitic: =lνyαlaαa. =vaalaa inflects for gender and nurnber. (When used in 
the MMC， it does not inflect for case.) 
(b) The predicate in the ‘Clause' is in an infinitive forrn. It is not a finite 
form. In this respect， the MMC resembles the ACs described in 4.2ユl
(participle) and 4ユ3.1(infinitive). 
(c) In the ACs described in 4.2ユ1and 4ユ3.1， the subject is marked 
with the genitive postposition. In contrast， the subject of the =vaalaa 
construction is not rnarked with the genitive postposition. It is consistently 
in the direct case. (As Table 1 shows， the A is in the ergative case in the 
perfective aspect， and in the direct case， inthe irnperfective aspect; the S is 
consistently in the direct case. In the MMC， the predicate of the ‘Clause' is 
in an infinitive form， and it cannot be in the perfective aspect. 
Concomitantly the subject (whether it is the A or the S) is consistently in the 
direct case.) 
(d) The MMC indicates: (i)‘be about to' (an aspec加almeaning)， (i) 
schedule， intention (a rnodal rneaning)， or (ii) the speaker's firm belief 
about the occurrence/non-occurrence of a situation (a rnodal rneaning， tobe 
precise， episternic). 
(e) The et戸nologyof =vωlaa is said to be the Sanskrit noun pωlaka 
ιguardianヲprotector;one who rnaintains or observes'. 
Exarnples of ‘be about to' (an aspectual rneaning) include (3)， (30)， and 
(31). This use may provide an evidential meaning， asin (31). 
(30) baiTh-ie， [mai αrp=ko bulaa-ne] =vaalii 
sit-IMP.HON 1 SG 2HON=ACC call-INF.OBL=vααlaα.F 
thi. 
COP.PST.F.SG (Nirmal Verma， Antim Aranya) 
‘Sit down， please. 1 was about to cal you. ' 
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(31) [paαni baras-ne=hii]=vaalaa hai. 
rain.M fi白llト圃-INF.OBL=EMPH=vααlaα
ι守Itlooks like i抗tis j知uお胤Sはtabout tωor悶a1加n.' (Jagannathan 1981: 321) 
Examples of‘schedule， intention' (a modal meaning) include (4)， and 
(32) to (35). According to previous studies (e.g.， Platts (1878: 330)ヲMontaut
(2004: 112))， the =vaalaa construction concerns a situation in the 
proximate/ne紅白ture.However， my own examination of relevant examples 
has revealed that this construction can also refer to a situation in the remote 
白印reprovided that the situation is highly likely to occur， e.g.， (34) and 
(35). 
(32) do tin mahiine baad， [mai' yah kaam 
two three month.M.PL after 1 SG this job.M 
choR de-ne] =vaalaa hi1i1. 
quit give-INF.OBL=vααlaa.M.SG COP.PRS.l SG 
'I intend to quit this job after two or t胎eemonths.' 
(Tsuchida 1985: 613) 
(33) [mai' tapascaryaa=me 

















(34) [haridvaar=kaa aglaa kumbh 2021=me=hii 
Haridwar=GEN next Kumbh 2021 =in=EMPH 
ho-ne]=vaαlaa hαi. 
be.held-nぜF.OBL=vaalaa.M.SG COP.PRS.3SG 
‘The next Kumbh (a grand Hindu re1igious fair) at Haridwar is 
schedu1ed to be held in 2021. ' 
(肋h耐加1t市悦tp:川/i泊n札1.伊gra組n.ya油ho∞o.c∞oml泊news/凶凡10ωcal!沿刷bi出har/44 6436984一l.html
(23 Sep 2011り)
(35) [ek kSudragrah epofis 2029=me 〆thvii=ke
a asteroid apophis 2029=in earth=GEN 
bahut paas αa-ne] =vaalaα hai. 
very ne訂 come-INF.OBL=vaalaa.M.SG COP.PRS.3 SG 
'An asteroid called Apophis is schedu1ed to come very close to 
earth in 2029.' 
(h抗p://www.dw-world.de/dw/article/0..5261769.00.htm1(1Aug 
2011)) 
Examples of the speaker's firm be1ief about the 
occurrence/non-occurrence of a situation (a moda1 meaning: epistemic) 
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include (5) and the following. 
(36) hame paωa thaa ki 
lPL.DAT information.M.SG exist.PST.M.SG CONJ 
[Toかo=meek bαRaa bhuukamp ω-ne] 
Tokyo=in a big earthquake.M.SG come-INF.OBL 
=vaalaa hai. 
=vaalaa.M.SG COP.PRS.3SG 
'We knew that a big earthquake would certainly occur in Tokyo.' 
(h即 ://www.amarujala.comlvichaarNichaarDetail.aspx?nid=897&
tp=b&Secid=4&SubSecid=9 (5 M訂 2012))
As these examples indicate， the =vaalaa construction is used to describe 
situations that have high probability of occurring， but are not realized yet (or 
the situations that were not realized if the copula verb is in the past formラ as
in (30)). 
The main difference between the prototype ofthe MMC (see Section 1) 
and the =vaalααconstruction is the following. The ‘Clause' of the prototype 
of the MMC can be used as a sentence by itself. In contrast， this is not the 
case with the ‘Clause' of theニ vaalaaconstruction; it cannot be used as a 
sentence by itself. The predicate of the ιClause' is in an infinitive form of a 
verb. Th剖 is，it is not finite. Compare (37) (same as (3) (an instance ofthe 
=vaalaa construction) and (38) (the ‘Clause' of (37)). 
(37) [mai' yuunivarsiTii jαa-ne] =vaalaa 
ISG university.F.SG go-INF.OBL=vaalaa.M.SG 
hu. 
COP.PRS.lSG (McGregor 1995: 171) 
LT:‘I am a person who goes to the university.' 
FT (i):‘I am about to go to the university.' 
FT (i):‘I am on my way to the university.' 
(38)牢mai' yuunivarsi刀i jaa-ne. 
1 SG university go・INF.OBL
Intended meaning:‘I go to the university. ' 
5.1.4 Status of=vaalaa as an enclitic 
Almost al ofthe previous studies (e.g.， Shukla (2001: 97)， Montaut (2004: 
153)， Kachru (2009: 413)) treat =vaalaa as a su伍x.(Bu抗(1995:72-74) 
identifies two types of vaalaa; a suffix -vααlωand an enclitic =vaalaa.) In 
my view， however， ithas a more independent status than suffixes and I 
regard it as an enclitic. The reasons for this are the following. 
(a) =vaalaαinflects for gender， number， and case， like independent 
words. (Suffixes themselves do not inflect.) 
(b) Diverse categories of words can be the host for =vaalaa: nouns (e.g.， 
(24) and (27))， infinitives of verbs (e.g.， (25)， (26)， and (30) to (37))， 
adverbs (e.g.， (39))， a司jectives(e.g.; (40))， and demonstratives (e.g.， (41-B)). 
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(39) us=kii hameiaa=vαli miiThii αvaaz 
3SG.OBL=GEN always=vaalaa.F sweet voice.F.SG 
'her usual sweet voice' (Abhimanyu Anat， Ek Ummid Aur) 
(40) choTe=vωle kamre=me 
small.M.SG.OBL=vaalaa.M.SG.OBL room.M.SG.OBL=in 
Tivi hai. 
television.M.SG exist.PRS.3SG (Bha抗 2007:210) 
寸hetelevision is in the small room (not the big room).' 
(41) A:ααrp kaunsii saaRii legii? 
2HON which.F sari.F.SG take.FUT.2HON.F 
'Which sari will you take?' 
B: yah=vaalii. 
this=vaalaa.F.SG 
'This one.' (Montaut 2004: 154) 
(c) When =vaalaa is attached， the host is placed in its oblique form (if it 
is a noun or an infinitive ofverbs， e.g.， (24) to (27) and (30) to (37)). Th剖 is，
=vaalaa govems the case of its host. (Suffixes do not govem the case of the 
preceding element.) 
(d) According to Butt & King (2004: 173)， ，‘One classic test for clitic 
status is the interaction with coordinate structures. Inflectional affixes do not 
scope over a coordinate structure". In contrast， =vaalaa scopes over 
coordinate structures. In (33)， two clauses are coordinated by the 
conjunction aur‘and'. =vααlaαis attached to the second infinitive (karnaa 
'to do')ヲ andthe infinitive is in the oblique case form (-ne). Note th剖 the
first infinitive (rat rahnaa 'to devote')， too， is in the oblique case form. This 
indicates that =vaalaa scopes over this coordinate structure. Another 
example in which =vaalaa scopes over a coordinate structure is (25). 
(e) The emphatic clitic =hii may be placed between the infinitive and 
=vaαlaα， asin (31). 
5.2 Related construction 
The following sentences are examples oftheιrelated construction' . 
(42) rohit=kaa fiziks pαRh-ne=kα 
Rohit=GEN.M.SG physics S加dy-INF.OBL=GEN.M.SG 
iraadaa hai. 
intention.M exist.PRS.3SG 
LT:‘Rohit's intention to study physics exists.' 
FT:‘Rohit intends to study physics.' (Kachru 1990: 65) 
(43) hemaa=par saaraa ghar samhaal-ne=kii 
Hema=on entire home manage-INF.OBL=GEN.F 
zimmevaarii hai. 
responsibility.F exist.PRS.3SG (Kachru 1990: 65) 
LT:ιOn Hema the responsibility of managing the entire house 
exists. ' 
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FT:‘Hema has the responsibility of managing the entire house.' 
(44) raat so-ne=se pahle sibu=ko paan 
night. sleep-INF.OBL=than before Shibu=DAT betel 
khaa-ne=kii aadat hai. 
eat-INF.OBL=GEN.F habit.F exist.PRS.3SG 
LT:‘At night before sleeping， toShibu a habit of chewing betel 
exists. ' 
FT:‘Shibu has a habit of chewing betel at night before sleeping.' 
(Vikesh Nijhavani， Bhukh) 
These sentences may look similar to the prototype of the MMC shown 
in Section 1. First， (cf. (a)， superficially， they may appear to have the 
structure of ιClause + Noun + Copula'. Second (cf. (b))， in (42)， for 
example， what may be considered the subject of the ‘Clause' (i.e.， 'Rohit') 
and the '}ぜoun'(i.e.， intention') are not co-referential. Third， note also th剖
the verb honaa may be used as the copula verb ('be')， e.g・ラ (8) (and as the 
existential verb ('exist')， e.g.， (10). 
Howeverヲ thesesentences differ from the prototype of the MMC in that 
what may appear to be the ιClause' cannot be used by itself as a sentence; 
the verb is in an infinitive form. For exampleラ compare(42) and (45). (45) is 
not acceptable. 
(45)キrohit=kaa βziks paRh-ne. 
Rohit=GEN.M.SG physics study-INF.OBL 
lntended meaning:‘Rohit studies physics.' 
These sentences resemble the MMC with =vaal，ωin that the predicate 
of the ‘Clause' contains a verb in an infinitive form in the oblique case. 
However， they di妊er仕omthe latler in the following respects. (i) The verb in 
an infinitive form in the oblique case is followed by =vaalωin the MMC， 
but by the ge凶tivecase postposition in (42) to (44). (i)明司1瓜 maybe 
considered the subject is consistently in the direct case in the MMC， but it is 
in the genitive case in (42) (rohit=kαa 'Rohit=GEN.M.SG')， the locative 
caseιon' in (43) (hemaa=par‘Hema=onヲ)， and the dative case in (44) 
(sibu=ko 'Shibu=DAT'). 
Hindi has no possessive verb corresponding to the English havム and
predicative possession (X has/owns Y) is expressed periphrastically by a 
postposition and the existential verb honaa. (Recall th剖 thisverb can also 
be used as the copula verb.) Di百erentpostpositions are used for different 
possessees). ln view of the above， examples such as (42) to (44)町 ebest 
considered instances of existentiallpossessive expression. This is reflected in 
the English translations of these sentences. 
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6. Historical change 
6.1 Etymology of =刊誌aa
1 have only limited information on the etymology of =vααla. Beams (1879: 
238-239) and Kellogg (1893: 342) state th剖 =vaalaaderives from the 
Sanskrit noun pωla初‘guardian，protector; one who maintains or 0 bserves' . 
(Paalak(a) is stil used as a noun‘guardian， protector' and an adjective 
‘protecting， supporting' in Hindi. The word-final a is dropped by a regular 
phonological rule of Hindi.) They point out the correspondence between the 
Sanskrit gopaalaka‘cowherd' and the Hindi gvaalaa‘cowherd'. In a recent 
literature， Montaut (2004: 146， 153) gives the same etymology for =vaalaa. 
However， itshould be noted that， to the best of my knowledge， no 
construction such as‘[Clause] paalaka Copula' has been found in Sanskrit. 
6.2. Grammαucalizαtion of=v制組
In this section， 1 shall examine the grammaticalization of =vaal，α， assummg 
that its etymology proposed by Beams (1879)， Kellogg (1893)， and Montaut 
(2004) is correct. 
[1] A noun (paalaka‘guardian， protectorヲ inSanskrit) changed to an 
enclitic (=vaalaa in Hindi). 
[2] The meaning changed fromιlexical' to 'grammatical'， namely， from 
‘guardian， protector; one who maintains or observes' to (i)‘be about to' (an 
aspectual meaning)， (i) schedule， intention (a modal meaning)， and (ii) the 
speaker 's firm belief about the occurrence/non-occurrence of a situation (a 
modal meaning). Beams (1879: 240) st剖esas follows:“this [i.e. =vaalaa 
construction - YI] is not perhaps a classical phrase， but it is one which one 
hears a dozen times a day from the mouths of people of al classes". 
[3] The Sanskrit pαlaka 'guardian， protector; one who maintains or 
observes' was used as組 independentword or second member of a 
compound (e.g.， lokapaalaka 'a world protector'). On the other hand， the 
Hindi =vaal，ααis a dependent element， and in the =vaalaa construction， 
=vaαlaa is used as a p訂 tof the predicate. 
[4] Now， se凶encesinvolving =vaalaa (hereafter， =vaalaa sentences) 
訂 eoccasionally ambiguous and two (or more) readings are possible， e.g.， 
(46) and (47). 
(46) laRkaa pαRh-ne=vαalaa hαi. 
boy.M.SG study-INF.OBL=vaalaa.孔1.SG COP.PRS.3SG 
(i)‘The boy is studious type. ' 
(i) 'The boy is about to start studying.' (Verma 1971: 104) 
(47) ser aadmii khaa-ne=vaalaα 
tigar.M.SG man.M eat-INF.OBL=vααlαα.M.SG 
hai. 
COP.PRS.3SG 
(i)‘The tiger is man-eating type.' 
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(i) 'The tiger is about to eat a man.ヲ (Verma 1971: 104) 
The two readings in each of (46) and (47) di旺erin the type of predication. 
When the sentence has the reading of (i)， =vααlaa is used for forming noun 
phrases and adjective phrases (5.1.2). Also， it is an instance of‘prope向f
predication'， which describes a particular characteristic of a person or thing. 
When the se凶encehas the reading of (i)ヲ itis a variant of MMC and an 
instance of ιevent predication'， which describes a specific event. The 
meaning of the sentence depends， for example， on the context or the 
presence of a certain type of adverb of time. (If the sentence includes 
‘today'， as against 'always'ラ itis interpreted as an instance of event 
predication.) (See Kageyama (2006) for a discussion ofproperty predication 
and event predication.) 
These two types of =vααlaa sentences have di町erent syntactic 
structures; see Table 3. 









‘X is the one that V' (prope此y)
‘X is about to V' (aspectual) 
‘X is due to V' (schedule) 
ιX intends to V' (intention) 
‘X will V' (speaker's fiロn
belief about the occurrencel 
non-occu町enceof an eventl 
situation) 
The difference between the two syntactic structures is illustrated by the 
position of a negation word in the sentence. Hindi has three negation words. 
A negation word generally comes immediately before the predicate verb. 
(48) is an instance of property predication， and the negation word nahii 
occurs before the copula verb. This shows th瓜， in (48)， the ιCOP.PST.M.PL' 
is the predicate， and th剖 (48)has the structure of ‘Property predication' 
shown in Table 3. (49) and (50) are instances of event predication， and nαhπ 
‘NEG' comes before the verb phrase V-ne=vaαlaa honaa. This shows (i) 
that the predicate is kar-ne=vaalaa huu 'do・INF.OBL=vaalaa.M.SG
COP.PRS.1SG' in (49)， and aa-ne=vaalaa hai 
‘come-INF.OBL=vaalaα.M.SG COP.PRS.3SG' in (50)， and (i) that， 
consequently， (49) and (50) have the structure of‘Event predication' shown 
in Table 3. 
(48) minisTar saahab cup baiTh-ne=vaαle 
minister HON silent sit-INF.OBL=vaalaa.M.PL 
nahu the. 
NEG COP.PST.M.PL (Rahi Masoom Raza， Neem初 Ped)
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‘The minister was not a type of person to sit si1ent.' 
(49) lekin mai koii taariix t，α~ nahu 





‘But 1 am not going to set a precise [retirement] date now.' 
(BBC060907 _ b1air _party _1eave (8 Sep 2006)) 
(50) jab tak aap apnii soc=ko nah汀
by the time 2HON REFL.GEN thought=ACC NEG 
badl-ege， tab tak badlaav nahu 
change圃 FUT.2HON.M by then change.M.SG NEG 
aa-ne=vaalaa hαi. 
come-INF.OBL=vaalaa.M.SG COP.PRS.3SG 
ιUnless you change your thoughts， change will not come.' 
(ZEEl11115 (16 Dec 2011)) 
The deve10pment of =vααlaa can be surmised in terms of 
grammatica1ization as in Table 4. 
Table 4. The development of =vaalaa 
Stage 1 Sanskrit noun paalaka ‘guardian， protector' 
Stage 1 Hindi grammatical element二 vaalaa















































Stage 111 [X [にne=vaalaa]honaα] property predication 
Stage IV [X[にne=vaαlaahonaa]] 
(by reanalysis) 
event predication 
The change企omthe Sanskrit noun paalaka to the Hindi enclitic 
=vaalaa is a typical case of grammaticalization in that an independent 
lexical item has become a dependent form and acquired grammatical 
functions (cf. Hopper and Traugott 2003: xv). As already stated， =vaalaa 
sentences exhibit two types of predication: property predication and event 
predication. It can be speculated that the change from property predication 
to event predication is the result of reanalysis. In event predication， the 
concrete meaning of =vaalaa; 'the one who/which does/is... ' has been 10st 
(i.e.， semantic b1eaching)， and syntactically， =vaalaa has become a part of 
the predicate. 
7. SummaηT and concluding remarks 
Hindi has a variant of the MMC in which the predicate of the ‘Clause' is a 
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verb in an infinitive form and the 'Noun' slot is occupied by the enclitic 
=vaalaa， which is in tum followed by the copula verb. The meanings of this 
MMC are aspectual and modal. Etymologicallぁtheenclitic =vααlaa may 
have been the Sanskrit noun paalaka‘guardian， protector; one who 
maintains or observes'. If this etymology is correct，二vαlaahas undergone 
grammaticalization: (i) from a noun (an independent word) to an enclitic， 
and (i)企oma lexical meaning to grammatical meanings. 
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Abbreviations 
A -transitive subject; ABL四 ablative;AC -adnominal clause; ACC -
accusative; AUX閏 auxiliaryverb; CONJ -conjunction; COP四 copula;COR 
-correlative; DAT -dative; EMPH -emphatic; ERG -ergative; F -feminine; 
FT回 freetranslation; FUT -future; GEN -genitive; HON -honorific; IMP -
imperative; IMPF -imperfective; INF -infinitive; INS・instrumental;LT -
literal translation; M -masculine; MMC -mermaid construction; NEG -
negative; 0 -object; OBL幽 oblique;PFV四 perfective;PL -plural; PROG -
progressive; PRS -present; PST -past; REFL -reflexive; REL -relative 
pronoun; S四 intransitivesubject; SG同 singular;V -verb; 1 -first person; 2 -
second person; 3・thirdperson 
Enclitics are preceded by the equal symbol， while a伍xesare indicated with 
a hyphen. 
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1. Introduction 
Tsunoda (this v01ume-a) proposes that the prototype of the mermaid 
construction ('MMC') is as follows: 
(1) Protype ofthe MMC: 
[C1ause] Noun Copu1a 
In addition， as Tsunoda (this v01ume-b) and other papers in the present 
v01ume show， there are instances in which the 'Noun' s10t is occupied by an 
enclitic (which may have derived丘oma noun). There訂 ea1so instances in 
which a noun or an enclitic has become a suffix and this suffix continues to 
occupy the ‘Noun' s10t. The noun， the enclitic or the su百ixin the ‘Noun' 
s10t in (1) may be a nomina1izer. 
Ko巧rakdoes not have the prototypica1 MMC. Nonetheless， it exhibits a 
structure similar to the MMC; the ‘Noun' slot is occupied by a su伍x，to be 
precise， a nominalizing suffix. 1 shall refer to this c∞ons坑tructionas the 
Ko町rya北kq叩ua出悶s討i
‘宝X'denotes an紅 gume凶，‘V'a verb and‘Y' an adjunct. 
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(σ2) Korηya北kQu闘1泊as討i
(X) (Y) V + N omina1izi加ngs叩u百伍ix+ Person-p1us-Number Su 古白lX
Un1ike the prototypica1 structure shown in (1)， (2) 1acks the ‘Copu1a'， for 
Koryak does not have a copu1a. A1so， as word order in Koryak is丘ee，the 
re1ative order of the verb，町gumentsand adjuncts is not fixed. 
The QMMC inyo1ves the nomina1izing suffixてjolq:J1(hereafter JQ). The 
words th剖 areformed by means of JQ (JQ-words) have three uses: (i) as an 
紅 gumentin sentences， (i) as the predicate of adnomina1 clauses， and (ii) as 
the predicate ofthe QMMC. 
These three uses of JQ-words exhibit a cline of degree of noun-hood， 
and conversely， a cline of degree of verb-hood， inthe following order: (i) > 
(i) > (ii). Among the three uses， JQ-words used in the QMMC show the 
highest degree of verb-hood. Semantical1y， the QMMC has a moda1 
meaning， tobe precise， a deontic meaning of ob1igation ('shou1d'). 
The QMMC is simi1ar to the Japanese MMC that emp10ys the enclitic 
=no in the ‘Noun' slot (Tsunoda， this vo1ume-b， 5.4.4). This =no may be 
considered a nomina1izer， although it may a1so be regarded as a non-content 
noun， the genitive case marker or a comp1ementizer. 
It is not known if the JQ su伍xis derived from a noun. In this respect， 
the QMMC differs from those instances of the MMC in some other 
1anguages in which the etymo1ogy of the suffix in question is known to be a 
noun (cf. Tsunoda， this vo1ume-a). 
2. Initial illustration 
As an initia1 illustration of the QMMC， consider the following ex田np1es.
Note th瓜 in(3) and (4) (intransitive sentences) JQ agrees with the 
intransitive subject (S)， whi1e in (5) and (6) (transitive sentences) it agrees 
with the object (0). That is， the agreement in the QMMC oper瓜esin the 
ergative paほm (A vs. S/O). In (3)， f.or instance， the glossヨSG.S'indicates 
th剖 thisJQ-word is in the second person singu1ar and th剖 itagrees with the 
S ('2SG.ABS'). (The JQ-word in (4) is intransitive， not transitive， a1though 
its Eng1ish gloss contains the transitive verb eat.) Simi1ar1y， in (5)， for 
instance， the glossゴSG.0' indicates th剖 thisJQ-word is in the third person 
singu1ar and th剖 it agrees with the 0 ('boy司 E・ABS.SG').Persona1 pronouns 
訂 ebracketed of; they are non-ob1igatory due to the presence of a 
person-number marker on JQ words (see Section 3). 
(3) (yxci) ec戸川ゾolq:Jl-e ye y-en 'pici-te 
2SG.ABS today stay-JQ-2SG.S COM-father-COM 
jaja-k. 
house-LOC 
'You (SG) shou1d stay home with your father today.' 
(4) (.9ccu) 仰 jeゾolq:Jl-o awjeゾa-k.
3PL.ABS eat-JQ・3PL.S eat-house-LOC 
'They shou1d eat剖 thebuffet' 
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(5) (y;mznan) infe fajl)仰がIq~/-Ø q仰肋i1)-;>-n.
1 SG.ERG soon call-JQ・3SG.O boy-E-ABS.SG 
'1 should cal the boy soon.' 
(6) Mitiw (y:;man) 1)elv~1 f-;>-1)qo 
tomorrow 2SG.ERG reindeer.herd-E-ABL 
j~/eてjolq~/-Ø t;mzゴo-n.
bring-JQ・3SG.O kill-NMLZ-ABS.SG 
‘You should bring the killed [reindeer]仕omthe herd tomorrow.' 
3. Profile of the language 
The Koryak language is a member of the Chukchi.長amchatkanlanguage 
family. It is mainly spoken in the northem part of the Kamchatka Oblast and 
in the Magadan Oblast along the sea of Okhotsk in Russia. According to the 
o百icial2002 Russian census， 2，369 people (27.1% of the total Koryak 
population) regard Koryak as their native language (RAIPON 2012). 
Koryak is characterized by marked dialectal diversity (Zhukova 1968). 
The present paper deals with the Chawchavan dialect. All the data presented 
in the present paper were obtained in elicitation from the spoken language 
of a single speaker. 
The phonemic inventory of the Chawchavan dialect set up by Kurebito 
(2004) is as follows. Consonants: /p，えt'， k， q， v， y， f， ιm， n， n'， 1)， 1， 1'， j， w / 
and vowels: /i， e， a， 0， U， ~/. There is no laryngeal contrast in obstruents. 
Stops訂 etypically voiceless and 企icativesvoiced. The s戸nbol['] denotes 
palatalization of the dentals. /c/ presents the affricate [tJ]. Pitch and stress 
町enot distinctive. 
Koryak is a polysynthetic language which employs inco中oration佃 da
variety of a伍xesincluding su伍xes，prefixes， and circumfixes. Therefore， 
Koryak can quite easily create a 'word' which would correspond to a 
‘sentence' in less synthetic languages， e.g.: 
(7) T'-;トktep-nα，1y-;jトピーicf-;トサZトk-o.
1SG.S町/A田 E-wi日ld.s油he閃ep-s北ki泊nト-E-make司-c∞oa剖t-E-make.占-1SG.S-平PF
ι'1 have made a c∞oa瓜twith wild sheep s北ki泊n.'
(8) T'-;rn 'ke-翌ojα-nomαrkav-;rk-o.
1 SG. S/ A -E-midnight -reindeer占erd-E・1SG.S-PF
'1 have herded the reindeer at midnight. ' 。1) K-enα-mαr/-;トn-kemetf-;>-jp-αn-;>-1)-o. 
IPF-1SG.O-well-E-CAUS-clothes-E-put.on-CAUS-E・IPF-3SG.S
'He/She is dressing me with clothes.' 
Koryak is also agglutinating， double-marking (both dependent-marking 
and head-marking)， and non-configurational. Nouns are marked for both 
case and number. There are twelve cases: absolutive (-O， -nヲ -1)a，and 
reduplication of the stem initial CVC)， locative (-k/-k~)， instrumental 
(-elーがte/-ta)， dative (-1)， allative (-et~l)内jt~1))， prolative 
(ィP~1)/-jp~1)/- y;)JJ~1))， ablative (ーl)qo)， contactive (てjite/-eta)，causal 
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(-lgit/-kjet)， essive (-w.ー0)，comitative (ye-/戸ーー-e/-a/-te!・的，yaw~-..-ma)， 
and associative (yejq-/yajqγ e/-a/-te/-ta). The absolutive case exhibits a 
three田 numberdistinction: singular， dual， and plural. In other cases， human 
nouns and proper nouns in a higher position on the animacy hierarchy 
distinguish between singular and plural. 
Case-marking of丘eeNPs follows the ergative pattem (S/O vs. A). 
There is no special form for the ergative case except in the personal 
pronouns. Either the locative or the instrumental is employed for the 
ergative according to the animacy hierarchy (Kurebito 2002). 
The relative order of訂guments(A， 0， S)， adjuncts and V is not fixed. 
Similarly， the relative order of a noun and its modifier is not fixed. 
Inflectional categories of intransitive and transitive verbs are shown in 
Table 1 and Table 2， respectively. Verbs basically inflect according to a 
combination of tense (白turevs. non-白川e)and aspect (perfect vs. 
imperfect). 
T'able 1: Inflection of intransitive t仰げilJ‘cough'(lSG.S.IND) 
Future 




Koryak has no traditional orthography of its own. Although a 
Cyrillic-based orthographic system was introduced in 1930s， it is currently 
not widespread. 
4. Types of clauses and sentences 
4.1 Verb-predicα'fe， noun-predicate， αnd 。djective-predicate
clα~uses/sentences 
Koryak clauses/sentences may be roughly classified into verb-predicate， 
noun-predicate， and adjective-predicate clauses/sentences. In each type， the 
predicate inflects， showing agreement in terms of person-plus-number. 
(a) Verb-predicate clauses/sentences 
Their predicate agrees with the S (when it is intransitive)， e.g. (10)， and with 
both the A and the 0 (when it is transitive)， e.g. (11). For ex田nple，the 
prefix t-‘lSG.S/A' agrees with the S ('lSG.ABS') in (10) and with the A 
(‘1 SG.ERG') in (11). In addition， -n ‘3SG.0' agrees with the 0 
('book-ABS.SG') in (11). Th剖 is，the agreement in verb-predicate sentences 
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(11) (y:>>nnan) vitku kalikal・o t-ekmit-:1-n-o. 
ISGERG just book-ABS.SG ISGS/A圃 buy-E-3SGO-PF
'1 have just bought the book.' 
(b) Noun-predicate clauses/sentences 
Their predicate (a noun) agrees with the S， e.g. (12). 
(12) (y:>>nmo) en 'piciゾy:>>n.
1 SGABS father-l SGS 
'1 am a father. ' 
(c) Adjective-predicate clauses/sentences 
They employ the s副ne agreement markers used in noun-predicate 









































Koryak does not have any copula， and bo由 noun-predicate
clauses/sentences and adjective clauses/sentences lack a copula. 
As seen in Section 2， JQ-words can be used as the predicate of the 
QMMC. In this use， a JQ-word inflects for person-plus-number， as is the 
case with the predicate of the types of clauses/sentences discussed above. 
The agreement in the QMMC employs the same agreement markers used in 
noun-predicate clauses/sentences and adjective-predicate clauses/sentences. 
That is， it uses suffixes only， and no prefixes. A JQ-word agrees with the S， 
e.g. (3)， (4)， (14)， or wi由the0， e.g. (5)， (6). 
(14) (y~mo) ec戸 qx-colq;1-ey:>>n 1)elv;1μt;1).・
1 SGABS today go・JQ-lSGS herd-ALL 
‘1 should go to the herd today.' 
4.2 Adnominal clauses 
4.2.1 1ntroductory notes 
Koryak employs two main strategies to form adnominal clauses ('ACs'): the 
p紅白ipialstr剖egy(4.2.2) and the自国tesubordinate strategy (4ユ3).A 
participial clause modifies the S and由e0 (both in the absolutive case). A 
自国tesubordinate clause modifies oblique NPs and possessor nouns， with 
the help of a relativizer， such as a relative adverb and a relative pronoun. 
The use of theseれ7VOstrategies exhibits a complementary distribution as per 
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Keenan and Comrie's (1977) Accessibility Hierarchy (AH). See Table 3. 
Specifically， NPs in a higher position of the hierarchy are modified by a less 
explicit strategy， namely a participle， and NPs in a lower position紅 e
modified by a more explicit 抑国egy，namely a relativizer. (As it stands， the 
A (ERG) cannot be relativized on. 1t has to be tumed into the S， by means of 
antipassivization， tobe relativized on.) 
Table3 Koryak relativization strategies and AH 
AH Explicitness participle finite: finite: 
(LH/JQ) relative relative 
adverb pronoun 
High Less S 十 ー . 
exMp! 1C1t 
A . ー . 
direct 0 . ー . 
indirect 0 つ
oblique noun . + . 
posseslVe ー . + 
Low re object of . ー ' 
explicit companson 
+ acceptable; ? m紅 ginallyacceptable;・unacceptable.
Koryak has ‘intemal adnominal clauses' (‘intemal ACs')， but does not 
seem to have ‘extemal adnominal clauses' (‘extemal ACs'). (See Ter創nura
(1969) and Tsunoda (this volume-a， 7.2) for details of intemal and extemal 
ACs.) Roughly speaking， inintemal ACs， the head noun corresponds to an 
訂 gumentor an adjunct of the AC. 1n contrast， in extemal ACs， the head 
noun is， so to speak， added企omoutside of the underlying clause. 1t does 
not correspond to an紅gumentor an adjunct ofthe AC. 
4.2.2 Participial strαtegy 
In this strategy， Koryak mainly employs two nominalizing su:fixes to form 
ACs: -1 r (LH hereafter) and the above mentionedてjolq;)l('JQ') (K町 ebito
2008a， 2008b). LH is a single su:fix， while JQ is a complex su伍xwhich 
can be further divided into two components:ゾO and -lq;)l.ブoIS a 
nominalizing su:fix that is attached to verbal stems. When it is added to 
intransitive stems， the resultant nouns refer to the S， e.g. jel)aブo-n'one th剖
t1ies' .羽市enit is su百ixedto transitive stems， the resultant nouns refers to 
the 0， e.g. t;:mzゾo-n'one白瓜 [someone]killed' (e.g. (6)) (the word-final -n 
is the marker ofthe absolutive singular). -lq;)l is a derivational su:fix th剖 IS
added to nominal stems， yielding nouns th剖 me如、nefor 印刷reJ，
‘material for making~' ， 'one th剖 shouldbecome ~'， e.g.ja-lq;)l-O 'material 
for building a house'， i.e. 'post'， and cαwatーかlq;)l・o'material for making 
rope' (the word-final -o is the marker ofthe absolutive singular). 
Both LH and JQ produce stems th剖 referto the S or the O. That is， this 
word formation operates in the ergative p副 em.They differ in terms of time 
reference. To simpliち1somewhat， LH refers to situations in the present or 
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the past， e.g. (15)， (16)， while JQ denotes those in the future， e.g. (17)， (18). 
In the examples below， the head nouns are underlined and the ACs are in 
brackets. The interjection famin is often inserted between the head noun 
and the AC as the sentence is expanded. It shows the beginning of the AC. 
It also reminds the hearer of a previously known statement. 
(15) ÇJ_aj:Jkmin-会n~ [famin ec戸 jザルk
boy-E-ABS.SG INTRJ today house-LOC 
ujicv-会lf-ふn 戸-caket-a]
play幽 E-LH-E-3SG.S COM-sister-COM 
ιthe boy who is playing with his sister at home today' 
(16) 包主担L [famin ajy;we qaj:JkmilJ-a 
book (ABS.SG) INTRJ yesterday boy-INS(ERG) 
j:JllJ-会lf-~トn]
read-E-LH-E・3SG.O
‘the book that the boy read yesterday' 
(17) g_aj:Jkmin-会 !b [famin mitiw 
boy-E-ABS.SG INTRJ tomorrow 
lajv-;J-jolq:Jl-O t:mop-et:JlJ] 
go圃 E-JQ・3SG.S hill-ALL 
‘the boy who is supposed to walk to the hil tomorrow' 
(18) 包在包L [famin mitiw y;Jmnan 
book(ABS.SG) INTRJ tomorrow 1 SG.ERG 
O初7ec-colq:Jl-O]
buy-JQ・3SG.O
‘the book which 1 am supposed to buy tomorrow' 
(ABS.SG of kalikal in (18) is glossed in brackets unlike the glosses given in 
other nouns， because this is a reduplicated form and cannot morphologically 
be analyzed clearly. Also akmec岨 co-lq:Jl-Oin (18) is the surface form 
realized企ompalataliz剖ionofthe stop t by the followingj at the morpheme 
boundary of the underlying ekmitヅo-lq:Jl-O.) 
As noted above， it is something of a simplification to say that LH refers 
to situations in the past or the present， while JQ denotes those in the future. 
Consider for ex田nple(34) and (37)， in which the predicate of the AC 
involves JQ. The predicate ofthe main clause is in the perfective in (34) and 
the resulative in (37). In both， the main clause refers to a situation in the 
past， and the AC describes a situation that precedes that of the main clause. 
These examples indicate th瓜 itis more accurate to say th剖 JQrefers to (i) a 
situation th剖 followsthe situation described by the main clause and (i) 
(where the main clause is absent) a situation in the fu印re.Specifically， JQ 
may indicate obligation， schedule， expectation ('be expected to')， or 
intention. This can be translated as‘be supposed to' . 
4.2.3 Finite subordinate strategy 
The verb in ACs is in a finite form. 
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4.2.3.1 Relative adverbs. Relative adverbs町eused when oblique nouns訂 e
modified， e.g. (19) (milJki 'where')ラ (20)(melJqo官omwhere')， and (21) 
(tite‘when'). 
(19) 凶 em-O， [milJki famin ザy~e yxci 
river-ABS.SG where INTRJ yesterday 2SG.ABS 
Kーザe必ず'-O]
IPF-fish-IPF-2SG.S 
'the river where you fished yesterday.' 
(20) 盟主盟二五i [famin me1]qo ano・k
river-ABS.SG INTRJ from.where spring-LOC 
lJel会o m~t-叩itala-n-Ø]
reindeer.herd-ABS.SG lPL.S/A-drive-3SG.O-PF 
‘the river from where we drove the reindeer herd in spring' 
(21) !1'anen vivi-k [tite Kol 'a-O 
that year-LOC when Kol'a-ABS.SG 
ye-pZ' ~tko-lin kalicit-ふ旬
RES-finish-RES+3SG.S learn-E-INF 
‘in the ye紅 whenKol'a finished learning [剖school]，
4.2.3.2 Relative pronoun. The possessive relative pronoun mik;m‘whose' is 
used when the possessive is modified. 
(22) el' fa， [famin qun mik~n lJavak~k-Ø 
woman-ABS.S INT則 INTRJwhose daughter-ABS.SG 
malmゲゴルk ko-vetat-;rlJ-O doktor-o] 
cure-house聞 LOC IPF-work-E-IPF-3SG.S doctor-ESS 
吐lewoman whose daughter works as a doctor at the hospital' 
5. Nominalizing suffrx JQ 
5.1 lntroductory notes 
The nominalizing suffix JQ is attached to verb stems. Resultant words (i.e. 
JQ words) have three uses: (i) as an訂 gumentin sentences (5.2)， (i) as the 
predicate of adnominal clauses (‘ACs') (4ユ2，5.3)， and (ii) as the predicate 
of the QMMC (5.4) (Kurebito 2011a， 20日b).It is useful and truly 
fascinating to consider al ofthese three uses of JQ. 
5.2 JQ-wordsfor arguments 
JQ-words can be used as an訂 g団関ntin a sentence. 
山 Meaningand formation of JQ-words 
JQ-words used as an 町 g田nent may indicate obligation， schedule， 
expectation ('be expected to')， or intention. This can be glossed as 'be 
supposed to'. When attached to an intransitive verb， JQ produces words， 
specifically nouns， th瓜 mean‘theS who/that is/was supposed to do (Vi)' ， 
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e.g. (23). When attached to a transitive verb， it produces words th剖 rnean
‘the 0 to whorn/which sorneone (the A) is/was supposed to do (Vt) 
sornething'， e.g. (24). 
(23) a. vaゴolq;Jl-O
stay-JQ-ABS.SG 
'a person who is/was supposed to stay' 
b. vaヅolq;Jl-te
stay-JQ-ABS.DU 
‘two persons who are/were supposed to stay' 
c. vaてjolq;Jl・0
stay-JQ-ABS.PL 
‘(rnore than two) persons who are/were supposed to stay' 
(24) a. t，φ・;J-jolq;Jl・8
rnake-E-JQ-ABS.SG 
'a thing which [sorneone] is/was supposed to rnake' 
b. tejk吋 olq;Jl-te
rnake回 E-JQ-ABS.DU
‘(two) things which [sorneone] is/was supposed to rnake' 
c. t，り・k-;J-jolq;Jl-o
rnake-E-JQ-ABS.PL 
‘(rnore than two) things which [sorneone] is/was supposed 
to rnake' 
[2] Case of JQ-words 
J Q-words used as an訂 gurnentinflect for case-plus-nurnber. To the best of 
rny knowledge， their case rnarking is restricted to the absolutive and the 
locative cases. (25) is an exarnple of the absolutive for the S. (26) is佃
exarnple of the absolutive for the O. (27) is an exarnple of the locative. The 
instrurnental case， for exarnple， is not allowed. (28)， in which the 
instrurnental case is used for the A (i.e. the ergative case)， is not permi抗ed.
(25) Tal)ataw-jolq;Jl-O ec戸 kuゴ;Jlqet-;J-l)田o.
get.dressed-JQ-ABS.SG now IPF田 sleep聞 E-IPF-3SG.S
‘The one who is supposed to dress hirnself is stil sleeping.' 
(ρ26均め) Jio抑nα仰n t胤m1e可ブ如州0/仰l勾qρ;Jl-O ιM会 nt:>nl)e仰v
l~G.ERG s問ew-JQ-ABS.SG 1 SG.S町/A圃 E-los田e-E-3SG.O-PF
‘'1 lost the one which 1 wa部ssupposed tωos鎚ew.'
(27) Jel)，αゴolq;Jlーふk mitiw ye-minnine-te. 
fly-JQ-E-LOC torno町owIMPR-join-IMPR 
'Join the one who is supposed to fly tornorrow.' 
(28) 申Jel)aゴolq;Jl-a na-k-enajej-ye 
fly-JQ-INS(ERG) INV-IPF-look.for・2SG.O
‘The one who is supposed to fly is looking for you. ' 
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[3] The agent町 gumentand adjuncts of JQ-words 
Consider: 
(29) ymn-nin-O;牢ymnnan fajJ}仰 てjolq;Jl・8
ISG・GEN-ABS.SG/*1 SG.ERG call-JQ-ABS.SG 
mil)k~e amu ye-lq-ふlin.
where probably RES-leave-E-RES+3SG.S 
‘The one whom 1 was supposed to cal has probably gone 
somewhere. ' 
(mil)k~e amu‘where probably' means‘somewhere' .) 
As (29) shows， the A NP of a JQ-word must be in the genitive case， and 
cannot be in the ergative case. This is an instance of Givon's (2001: 25) 
observation that subject and/or object acquire genitive case-marking through 
nominalization. 
(29)副首bitsan interesting phenomenon. First， the verb fajl)av 'cal' is 
transitive. It takes the following case fr創ne:‘agent-ERGpatient-ABS'， e.g.: 
(30) ymnnan fojacek-O 
ISG.ERG young.guy-ABS.SG 
t-;>-faj l)av-;>-n-o. 
1 SG.S/ A-E-call-E-3SG.O-PF 
'1 called a young guy.' 
Now， like any other JQ-words， the JQ“word involving this verb can be an 
町g田nent.Consider (31)， in which the JQ-word functions as the subject of 
an intransitive verb. 
(31) 向。'aw-jolq:JI-O mil)k抑制U
call-JQ-ABS.SG where probably 
ye-lq-会 lin.
RES-leave-E-RES+ 3 SG. S 
'The one whom [someone] was supposed to cal has probably 
gone somewhere.' 
The NP that would correspond to the agent NP (ERG) can occur in (31). See 
(29). There訂 eimportant points to note about (29). 
First， the JQ-word functions as an argument. 
Second， this叫 ument(involving the verb fajl}ω'call') in tum has an 
訂 gument，i.e. the agent NP that refers to the person who is supposed to call. 
Third， this verb is transitive， and has the ‘agent回ERGpatient-ABS' case 
企amein (30). However， in (29) the agent NP cannot occur in the ergative 
case. It must first take the genitive case suffix (-nin)， and then a 
case-plus-number suffix (-O). The genitive ma:τking is obligatory. 
Fourth， the agent NP and the JQ word agree in terms of 
case-plus-number: ABS.SG. 
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As for adjuncts， JQ-words can take an oblique noun， e.g. (32) 
(‘Magadan-ALL'). However， temporal adverbs are not permitted; see (33). 
The reason for this may be that the adverb mitiw‘tomoπow' has no overt 
case suffix. 
(32) Magadan-et;Jl) jel)aゾolq;Jl-O jepp;J ko-tva-l)-o 
Magadan・ALL f1y-JQ-ABS.SG yet IPF-be-IPF-3SG.S 
l)elv;Jl f-;)-k. 
reindeer.herd -E-LOC 
'The one who is supposed to f1y to Magadan is stil in the 
reindeer herd. ' 
(33) * Mitiw vaゴolq;Jl-O jザα-k ec戸
tomorrow be-JQ-ABS.SG house-LOC now 
feqev-i-O l)elv;Jlιk. 
leave-PF・3SG.Sreindeer.herd-E-LOC 
マheone who is supposed to stay home tomoηow has left for the 
reindeer herd. ' 
5.3 JQ-wordsfor adnominal clauses 
JQ-words can be used as the predicate ofadnominal clauses ('ACs'). 
[1] Meaning of JQ-words 
As noted in 4ユ2，when a JQ.明 ordis used as the predicate of ACs， it refers 
to (i) a situation th剖 followsthe situation described by the main clause and 
(i) _. in the absence of a main clause _ a situation in the fu加re.
Specifically， JQ may indicate obligation， schedule， expectation (‘be 
expected to')， or intention. This can be glossed as‘be supposed to' . 
[2] Case of JQ-words 
JQ幽 wordsused in ACs inf1ect for case-plus-number. They refer to the S or 
the 0 (4.2.2). Here， JQ国 wordshave only one case: the absolutive. In terms 
of case marking， JQ-words in ACs訂 emore limited than JQ-words used as 
an町 gument(5.2); the later occurs in two cases: absolutive and locative. 
[3] The agent訂 gumentand adjuncts of JQ-words 
Like JQ-words used as arguments， JQ同 wordsused as the predicate of ACs 
can take an agent NP. Recall th剖， with the JQ-words used as arguments， the 
agent NP has to occur in the genitive， and cannot occur in the ergative case; 
see (29). In contrast， with JQ-words used as the predic剖e0'[ ACs， the agent 
NP can be in the ergative case， e.g. (18) (1SG.ERG)， (36) (1SG.ERG)， (37) 
(‘young.man-INS(ERG)')， although the genitive-plus-absolutive case also 
rarely occurs， e.g. (34) (1 SG.GEN-ABS.SG). 
(34) [ymn-nin-O t;)Yle-jolq;Jl-O] 
1 SG-GEN-ABS.SG sew-JQ-ABS.SG 
主妊皇全担旦 t-;)-ntmnl)e仰v
自白lr.C∞oa剖t-E-ABS.SG1 SG.S町/A-E-los詑e-E-3SG.O-♂PF
'1 have lost the fur co剖 th剖 1am supposed (or 1 should) to sew.' 
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Furthermore， ACs whose predicate is a JQ-word can contain oblique 
nouns and adverbs (with no overt case suffix). Examples involving an 
oblique noun include (17) (‘hill-ALL')， (33) (‘house-LOC'). Those 
involving an adverb include (17) (‘tomoηow')， (18) (‘tomo汀ow')，(35) 
(‘today')， and (36) (‘tomorrow'). Examples follow. (The verb in (35) is an 
intransitive verb， despite its English translation ‘clean'. This JQ-word refers 
to the S ('aunt'). 
(35) f?fQとfl [famin ec戸 j叩かk
aunt-ABS.SG INTRJ today house-LOC 
lJajq:}tv吋olq:}l-O]
clean-JQ-ABS.SG 
吐leaunt who is supposed to clean at home today' 
(36) 包主包L [famin Y:}mnan mitiw 
book(ABS.SG) INTRJ ISG.ERG tomorrow 
a伽 ec・colq:}l-O]
buy-JQ-ABS.SG 
'the book th剖 1should (or， intend to) buy tomorrow' 
(37) 笠 位 五 [famin mitiw fojacek-a 
knife-ABS.SG INTRJ tomorrow young.marトINS(ERG)
javαヅolq:}/・o qoja-nm-at-;rk]， 
use-JQ-ABS.SG reindeer-kill-AP・E-CONV
qilJ:Jn ya・nt:}mlJaw-len-O en 'pici-te. 
likely RES-lose-RES+3SG.S/A・3SG.O father-INS(ERG) 
‘Father is likely to have lost the knife which the man [i.e. herder] 
should use tomo町owwhen he kils reindeer' 
5.4 JQ-wordsfor the QMMC 
As mentioned in Section 1， Koryak does not have a construction which 
exactly comforms to the prototype of the MMC. Nonetheless， ith出 a
V訂iantof the MMC， th剖 is，the quasi-MMC (Q乱品1C).In (38)， the schema 
ofKoryak QMMC is shown in more detail than in (2) above. 
(38) Koryak QMMC: 
[(Ar別ments) (Adjuncts) [V]] +ヅo-lq:}l十
Person-plus-Number 
Main characteristics ofthe QMMC in Koryak訂 ethe following. 
(a) The ‘Noun' slot is occupied by the nominalizing suffix JQ， and not 
by an independent noun. (At this stage of investigation， it is not known if 
there is組 yother nominalizing suffix that can be used in the QMMC.) 
(b) The ‘Copula' is absent. 
(c) The JQ suffix is followed by a person-plus-number marker， which 
agrees with the S or the 0 (Table 4). 
(d) JQ-words used as the predicate of the QMMC do not take any case 
marking. This is despite the fact th剖 both ヅo and -lq:}l 訂e
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noun-stem-forming su百ixes.In contrast， JQ-words used as an訂 gumentand 
those used as the predicate of ACs inflect for case-plus田 number.
(e) Wi由 JQ-wordsused as the predicate of the QMMC， the訂 g田nents
(A (ERG)， S/O (ABS)) and adjuncts (both oblique nouns and adverbs with 
no overt case su伍x)can occu巳asis the case with full-fledged sentences. 
Examples involving an oblique noun include (3) (‘young.man-DAT')， (4) 
(‘e剖-house回 LOC')，(39) (‘house-LOC')， and (40) (ιherd-ALL'). Examples 
involving an adverb with no overt suffix include (3) (ιtoday')， (5) (‘soon')， 
(6)(‘tomorrow')， and (40) (‘today'). 
(f) The agent NP is consistently marked by the ergative case， e.g. (5) 
(‘1 SG.ERG')， as is the case with finite verbs. In contrast， the agent NP must 
have the GEN-ABS marking with JQ-words used as an町別ment，and it can 
be either in the ergative case or， though rarely， the GEN-ABS form with 
JQ-words used as the predicate of ACs. 
A similar phenomenon is observed in Japanese (Tsunoda， this volume田 b，
6.3ユ1).In ACs， the subject may be marked by the nominative case or the 
genitive case. In contrast， in the MMC， as in independent sentences， the 
subject may be marked by the nominative case， but not by the genitive case. 
(g) The QMMC expresses obligation ‘should'， i.e. a modal meaning， to
be precise， a deontic meaning. 
As an example， the paradigm of JQ-words derived from the intransitive 
verb va-‘stay' is given in Table 4. Examles ofthe QMMC include (3) to (6)， 
(39) and (40). Example (39) contains the verb va-ιS胞y'.
(39) Ekilu mitiw je-muqeゾuf-会 l)-o to 
if tomo汀ow FUT-rain-ICH回 E-FUT-3SG.S and 
m1no jaja-k vaゾolq:JI-o.
3SG.ABS house-LOC stay-JQ・3SG.S
'If it st紅白 rainingtomorrow， then he should stay home.' 
(40) ymnmo ec戸 qx-colq:Jl-eymn l)elv:Jl f-et:Jl). 
lSG.ABS today go-JQ-1SG.S herd-ALL 
‘1 should go to the herd today.' 
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5.5 Comparison ofthe three uses of JQ-words 
We have seen the three uses of JQ: as町gume目s(5.2)， as the predicate of 
ACs (5.3) and as the predicate ofthe QMMC (5.4). We shall comp町eJQ in 
these three uses with typical nouns and自国teverbs. The result of this 
comparison is shown in Table 5. They constitute a cline in terms of the 
degree ofnoun-hood or conversely in terms ofthe degree ofverb-hood. 
(吋 Typicalnouns， JQ-words as arguments and JQ-words used in ACs 
inflect for case-plus-number. In contrast， JQ-words in the QMMC and finite 
verbs inflect for person-plus-number. 
(b) Typical nouns have eleven cases. Argument JQ園 wordshave two 
cases: absolutive and locative. JQ-words in ACs have only one case: 
absolutive. JQ-words used in the QMMC and finite verbs have no case. 
(c) An agent NP takes the genitive case su伍xwith JQ-words as 
紅忠rments，the ergative or rarely the genitive with JQ-words in ACs， and the 
ergative in the QMMC and with fi凶teverbs. This criterion is not applicable 
toザpicalnouns. 
(d) Oblique nouns can occ町 withJQ-words in ACs， JQ-words in the 
QMMC and finite verbs. This criterion is not applicable to typical nouns. 
(e) Adverbs (with no overt suffix) can occur with JQ-words in ACs， 
JQ-words in the QMMC， and finite verbs， but not with JQ-words as 
訂guments.This criterion is not applicable to typical nouns. 
(f) Finite verbs inflect for modal categories: indicative， imperative， and 
opt副ive.But JQ-words do not. This criterion is not applicable to typical 
nouns. 
Table 5. Comparison of JQ-words with typical nouns and自国teverbs 
noun-hood verb-hood 
く > 
typical JQ: JQ: JQ: 自国te
noun ぽgument AC QMMC verb 
(a) agreement case+ case+ case+ person+ person+ 
number number number number number 
(b) case 1 2 n.a. n.a. 
(c) agentNP n.a. GEN田 ABSERG ERG ERG 
GEN-ABS 
(d) oblique n.a. n.a. + + + 
noun 
(e) adverb n.a. n.a. + + + 
(f) modal n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. + 
inflection 
(g) meaning n.a. obligation， obligation， obligation n.a. 




In terrns ofthe criteria (a) to (f) (though not (g))， Table 5 exhibits a cline 
of noun-hood， and conversely， a cline of verb-hood. Natura11y， typical nouns 
have a fu1 status as a noun， and finite verbs have a白1status as a verb. 
Among the three uses of JQ-words， JQ-words used as arguments have the 
highest degree ofnoun-hood (and the lowest degree ofverb-hood)， fo11owed 
by JQ-words used in ACs， which紅 ein tum fo11owed by JQ-words in the 
QMMC. 
We have considered the three uses of JQ-words in terrns of noun-hood 
and verb-hood. We can also look at their degree of sentence-hood. Among 
the three uses， sentences th剖 containa JQ-word used as an訂 gumenthave 
the lowest degree of sentence開 hood，and the QMMC has the highest degree 
of sentence-hood. In terms ofthe syntactic criteria， i.e. (a) to (e)， the MMC 
possesses the properties of independent sentences， which contain a finite 
verb as the predicate. 
6. Summaη， and concluding remarks 
The nominalizing JQ suffix produces words th瓜 havethree uses: (i) as 
紅guments，(i) as the predicate of ACs， and (ii) as the predicate of the 
QMMC. These three uses e油ibita decreasing cline of noun-hood， and 
conversely an increasing degree of verb-hood. Among these three uses， 
JQ-words in the QMMC have the lowest degree of noun-hood， and the 
highest degree of verb-hood. 
Syntactica11y the QMMC possesses the properties of independent 
sentences. Semantica11y， the QMMC expresses deontic modality: obligation 
‘should' . 
This QMMC is not a prototypical MMC. The ‘Copula' is absent. The 
‘Noun' slot is occupied by a suffix (a nominalizer suffix)， and not by a noun. 
This QMMC is similar to the Japanese MMC that has the enclitic =no in the 
‘Noun' slot. This =no may be considered a nominalizer， although it may be 
a non-content noun， the genitive case marker or a complementizer. 
It is not known ifthe JQ suffix is derived from a noun. 
As shown in other chapters of the present volume， there訂 elanguages 
that allow a large number of nouns in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC， while 
there訂 ealso languages that allow a veηsmall number of nouns in this slot. 
The conditioning factor - if there is any - is unknown. 1 suggest that one 
possibility is the absence/presence of agreement. Namely， it is possible th剖
languages with agreement allow a very small number of nouns， while those 
without agreement allow a large number of nouns. However， this is merely 
conjecture and requires further investigation. 
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Ab breviations 
A -transitive subject; ABL -ablative; ABS・absolutive;AC -adnominal 
clause; ALL・allative;ANM -animate; AP -antipassive; ASC・associative;
CAUS -causative; COM -comitative ; CONV -converb; COP -copula; 
DAT -dative.; DU・dual;E -epenthesis; ERG・ergative;ESS -essive; FUT 
-future; GEN -genitive; IMPR-imperative; INH -inchoative; INS -
instrumental; INT -intensive; INTRJ -interjection;町V 開 inverse;IPF -
imperfective; LOC・ locative;NMLZ 帽 nominalizer;0 -object; PF -
perfective; PL幽 plural;PRP -property predication; RECP -reciprocal; RES 
-resultative; S・ intransitivesubject; SG・ singular;TOP -topic; Vi -
intransitive verb; Vt -transitive verb; 1・firstperson; 2・secondperson; 3・
third person 
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Mermaid construction in Ainu 
Anna Bugaeva 
National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics 
1. Introduction 
The present chapter presents a very brief summ紅 yof the mermaid 
construction ('MMC') of Ainu. (To be precise， it deals with the dialects of 
Saru and Chitose of Southem Hokkaido.) Ainu has the SOV order. 
Arguments in Ainu (ei由ernouns or pronouns)紅 enot marked for case. 
Grammatical relations町 edistinguished by (i) the relative position of A and 
o in the clause， and also (i) obligatory verbal cross-referencing， which 
employs mainly proclitics， with the exception of two enclitics. The third 
person lS zero. 
Ainu has mixed alignment. Pronouns， though usually omitted， show 
neutral alignment: A=S=O. In contrast， there are distinct verbal 
cross-referencing markers， i.e. tripartite alignment， for A， S and 0 - at 
least in‘1PL.EXC' and ‘IND'. The indefinite form (‘IND') has three 
functions: (i) the indefinite person proper， (i)血efirst person plural 
inclusive (' 1PL.INC')， (ii) the second person singular/plural honorific， and 
(iv) logophoric or t4e so-called person of the protagonist which is very 
common in folktales. I There訂 ealso elements of the nominative-accusative 
(1SG.S) and neutral alignment (2nd and 3rd persons) in the verbal 
cross-referencing. 
Adjuncts are followed by postpositions. All modifiers are prepositive. 
There is no separ瓜eword class of adjectives. The concep臼 th剖 maybe 
expressed by adjectives in some other languages are expressed by 
intransitive verbs in Ainu. 
Common nouns in Ainu may take ‘concep加al'forms， which are企ee
and unmarked， and ‘possessive' forms， which are bound and derived from 
‘concep印al' forms with an allomorphic possessive suffix (ーPOSS).
Possessive forms of nouns can be marked for the person and number of the 
possessor by one of pronominal prefixes of the A (= transitive subject) 
series: sik‘an eye' -sik-ihi (eye田 POSS)ιtheeye of; hislher eye' -
ku=sik-ihi (lSG.A=eye-POSS)‘my eye'. Not al common nouns have 
possessive forms in Southem Hokkaido Ainu (see Tamura (2001 (1964， 
1966)))， unlike those of Sakhalin Ainu (Murasaki 1979). 
1 Folktales in Ainu have the structure of reported discourse with the whole story being a 
quote. Most examples in this summary are from folktales， hence a high合equencyin the use 
of the indefinite person. F orconvenience， the indefinite form with the logophoric function 
is translated as '1， although it is glossed as‘IND'. 
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2. Nouns 
The following ten nouns can occur in the ιNoun' slot of the I'v仏1C.They 
can be classified into the following types: (i) evidential， (i) rnodal， and (ii) 
aspectual. Where possible， the rneanings that these nouns have when used 
outside the MMC， are shown too. 
(i) Evidential: 
1. ru→i'-e (trace/footprint-EP-POSS)‘the trace of -inferential， also 
used as a rnodality rnarker of cert出nty
2. haw-e (voice-POSS) 'the voice of -reportative 
3. sir-i (sight-POSS)‘the sight of -visual 
4. hum-i (sound-POSS)‘the sound of -non-visual sensory 
(i) Modal: 
5. kus-u (reason-POSS)‘the reason of -intentional 
6. kun-i.予(obligation?ーPOSS-thing/person)‘should' -deontic 
7. pe/p‘thing/person' -assertive/pragrnatic irnperative 
8. kat-u (shape-POSS)吐leshape/rnanner of -assertive 
9. hi‘place/tirne/血ing'-assertive 
(ii) Aspectual: 
10. us-ke (place-POSS)‘the place of -progressive 
Most of these nouns紅 eindependent words which can be used as 
cornrnon nouns in their lexical rneanings outside the MMC， asshown above， 
and even when used within the MMC they retain such an irnportant norninal 
prope均ras the possessive rnarking. 
Sorne nouns， i.e. pe‘thing/person， hi‘place/tirne/thing'， and us-ke 
(place-POSS)‘the place of， belong to a srnal class of bound nouns which 
町 epeculiar in that由eyc創motoccur on their own and rnust be rnodified by 
a determiner， noun or adnorninal clause， e.g. tan pe‘this thing/this person 
(pejorative)'， but not *pe 'a thing/person'. Most bound nouns do not take 
possessive suffixes， and sorne can ernploy a different possessive suffix， 
narnely -ke (<‘place'). Outside the MMC， the bound nouns can be used as 
derivational norninalizing suffixes in lexical norninalizations and as 
subordinating conjunctions. 
And fmally， there is the deontic noun kun-句
(obligation?四 POSS-thing/person)which is rnost strongly grarnrnaticalized 
and is not used outside the MMC. It consists of two nouns but the original 
rneaning of the frst is no longer transp訂 ent.
3. Examples of the mermaid construction 
In declarative MMCs，由enouns in the ‘Noun' slot訂 epreceded by a clause 
and followed by the equative copula ne‘be(corne) sth/sb'， so this 
construction is traditionally viewed as biclausal. See， for exarnple， the 
description of evidentials in (Tarnura 2000: 227): “The expressive 
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nominalizers r肌 仰 eEVD，hω仰 eSAID，siri eSEEN， and humi eFEL T can 
be placed after sentences that end with verb phrases， where由eynominalize 
the sentence， and the copula ne is placed afterwards to complete the phrase" 
組 d“extemalrelative clause analysis" in Okuda (1989) and Satoo (2008: 
175) (emphasis by Anna Bugaeva). 
Here， 1 suggest a minor clarification: at least originally， the 1.仙1C
consisted of a copula complement clause: [[Clause]NP Noun-POSS]NP 
COP， inwhich the copula should be analyzed as the matrix clause predicate， 
the Noun as the copula complement (the copula subject is left unexpressed， 
since it is a dummy) ， and the clause preceding the Noun as a nominal 
complement clause functioning as modifier ofthe Noun. 
However， inthe course oftime， the nouns in the ‘Noun' slot ofthe MMC 
constructions became considerably grammaticalized and the biclausal 
construction in question is in the process of tuming into a monoclausal 
complex-predicate construction in which the erstwhile Noun and Copula 
白nctionas a new Noun+Copula auxiliary verb. In fact， the auxiliary 
analysis is implicitly taken in Kindaichi (1993 (1931): 326・336)and M. 
Chiri (1974 [1936]: 132-133， 155-157)， see their use of血eterm joshi 
‘auxiliary particle' and hyphen in ruwe/hawe/siri/humi-ne， which is 
suggestive of such analysis. In the present s田町n訂y，1 will try to show that 
the truth is intermediate between Tamura's biclausal nominalized clause (or 
my nominal complement clause) analysis and Kindaichi's and Chiri's 
monoclausal analysis. In fact， in most cases， the reanalysis of‘Nouns' as 
auxiliaries is stil incomplete， which is one of m司orreasons to distinguish 
也eMMC in Ainu. For convenience， inexamples below， the adnominal part 
(‘Clause') is put in brackets; it does not necessarily imply embedding. In 
仕eetranslations， the p訂 tcorresponding to the ‘N oun' is underlined and， in
literal translations， it is bold司 faced.
。)[t，αne 句mu kot，αn hanke] ru-w-e ne 
already Ainu village be.close trace-EV聞 POSS COP 
‘1 infer that an Ainu village is already nearby.' -inferential 
evidential 
Lit. 'It is the trace (that) Ainu village is already close.' (AB 254) 
ο~) [pかkα uepeker ne] haw-e ne wα. 
be.good folktale COP voice-POSS COP FIN 
1t is said to be/based on what vou said 1 ass山 nethat江isa good 
folktale.' (N 54) -reportative evidential 
Lit. 'It is the voice (that) the folktale is good.' 。1)[1α=kor huci a=kor ekasi 
IND.A=have grandmother IND.A=have grandfather 
α=imekk，α'r] sir-i ne. 
IND.A=give.presents.to sight-POSS COP 
‘Grandmother， grandfather， look， this is for you.' 
(K7803231 UP.219) -visual evidential 
Lit. 'It is the sight (th剖)1 am giving presents to my grandmother 
and grandfather.' 
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(4) [α印ryesatsaci ω ray=an] hum-i ne... 
sha110w.stream LOC d副ie.SG=ThトND.S sound.平OSS COP 
‘守1felt (that) 1 wa出sgoing ωdie in the shallow stream.' (N 11) -
non-visual sensory evidential 
Lit. 'It was the feeling (白at)1 was going to die in the shallow 
stream.' 
(5) [α=uk wa a=e] kus・u ne 
IND.A=take.SG and IND.A=eat reason-POSS COP 
'(If you offer some hard wine lees)， 1 w担 acceptthat and eat.' 
(K7807151KY.180) -intentional modal 
Lit. 'It is the reasonlintention (that) 1 will accept that and eat.' 
(6) [eci=ki] kun-;.予 ne na. 
2PL.A=do obligation下POSS-thing/person COP FIN 
'You sho旦lddo (this).' (KK 341) -deontic modal 
Lit. 'It is the obligation (?) (th剖)you (will) do出is.'
(7)a. [nupuri kes un puri wen 
mountain end attach. to habit be. bad 
kur a=ne] p ne kusu， 
person IND.A=COP thing/person COP because 
‘Because 1出ns盟主lythe demon企omthe end of the mountains. . . ' 
(K81 0623 3 UP .134) -assertive modal 
Lit. 'It is the thing/fact (that) 1創nap町 son(who) belongs to由e
end of the mountains.' 
b. [isepo ka cironnupια tap neno tap 
rabbit evenlalso fox evenlalso出is as this 
neno a=hopun-pa-re] p ne na. 
as IND.A=rise-司PL-CAUS thing/person COP FIN 
'Send (to the heaven) rabbits and foxes in the same way (as bears 
and deer).' (K7708242UP.064) -pragmatic imperative reading 
Lit.‘It is the thing/fact (that) rabbits and foxes訂 esent in the 
same way (as bears and deer).' 
(8) [α=kar ayne aynu u-w-as-te] 
IND.A=make finally human REC-EP-stand.SG-CAUS 
ka~u ne 
shape/閃 ason-POSS COP 
‘(The gods) made (this and由副)， so finally humans reproduced 
(and became so numerous).' (T3 36) -assertive modal 
Lit.‘It is the shape (that) h凹nansgrew mn田nber.'
(9) [kamuy renkayne e=pa wa e=siknu-re] 
gods thanks 2SG.A=fmd and 2SG.A=be.alive-CAUS 
hi ne aan. 
place/time/thing COP ADM 
‘You血血1have found (that girl) with the help of the gods and 
revived her!' (K8106233UP.156) -assertive modal 
Lit. 'It is the thing (that) you found (that girl) with the help of gods 
and revived her.' 
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(10) [tane ipe=αn] us-ke ne 
already eat=IND.S place-POSS COP 
'I'm eating right now.' (KS #1849) -progressive aspect 
Lit.‘It is the place (白羽)1 am eating now.' 
In (10)， the MMC contains a noun wi由 themeaning ofιplace' and the 
entire sentence has the meaning of progressive. A parallel phenomenon is 
observed wi血 theMMC in Japanese when it contains the noun tokoro 
'place'. See Tsunoda (this volume-b: (2) in Section 2). 
4.‘Nouns' or‘Noun+COP au玄iliaηTverbs'? 
In the 乱仏r1C of Ainu， different nouns show different degrees of 
grammaticalization into Noun+COP auxiliary verbs， which should be 
investigated in detail in the fu加re.
To my current st蹴 ofknowledge，evidentials (type (i) in ~2) seem to be 
less grammaticalized由anaspectual and modal ‘Nouns'. They show the 
following nominal properties. Namely， they: 
(吋 prosodically，in dec1arative sentences， take a standard 'modifier十noun'
pattem in which the noun loses its accent while the main c1ause 
predicate (COP) retains its accent， i.e. Noun and COP do not constitute 
one phonological unit (Osami Okuda， p.c.); 
(b) retain possessive suffixes with an associative anaphoric function 
providing reference to a larger situation encoded in the c1ausal 
nominalization; 
(c) may be followed by nominal restrictive partic1es， e.g. ka ‘even!also' and 
focus partic1e he; 
(d) formally function as arguments of the main clause predicates， i.e. 
complements ofthe equative copula ne in dec1arative sentences， subjects 
of the locative copula an in content question and exc1amation c1auses 
etc.; 
(e) allow for some variability of the main c1ause predicate， i.e. not on1y the 
equative copula ne‘be( come) sthl sb'， but also verbs an‘exist.SG'， isam 
'not exist'， and as 'stand.SG' have been attested in this position， and; 
(ηmay fal under a sep訂剖.escope of negation， modality， and aspect. 
Nevertheless， even evidentials are considerably grammaticalized， for they: 
(g) do not allow for other modifiers (demonstratives， determiners) in 
addition to the nominal complement clause， which distinguishes them 
from non-grammaticalized nouns in a position of the head of a relative 
c1ause， and; 
(h) can be used with any subject of the modifシingclause， and most 
importantly， inequative c1auses， asin (1)， where subjects are clearly not 
identical with the evidential noun in question， which shows that they 
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have ceased to subcategorize for a specific semantic category， and thus 
have become semantically“empザ， (Heiko N arrog， pふ).
Generally， among the ten nouns employed in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC， 
ru-w-e ne (trace-EP-POSS COP) with the epistemic meaning extension of 
certainty (not as inferential evidential proper)， intentional kus-u ne lit. 
(reason-POSS COP)， deontic kuni-p ne (obligation?ーthing/person田 COP)，
and assertive/pragmatic imperative pe ne (thing/person COP)訂 emore 
advanced in gr紅nmaticalizationinto Noun+COP auxiliary verbs than也e
other nouns. These ‘Nouns' are much more semantically bleached and allow 
出egreatest syntactic comb也abilitywith modal， aspectual and evidential 
markers， which can also be encoded wi也 other‘Nouns' and thus也e
.construction can tum into a double MMC， e.g. (11)-(13)， and even a triple 
MMC， e.g. (14). 
(11) [i-ωra=αn] kus-u ne] haw-e ne 
APASS-follow=IND.S reason-POSS COP voice-POSS COP 
Tt is said that we shall go together.' (N 282) 
Lit. 'It is the voice (that)江lS出ereason/intention (白瓜)we go 
together.' 
(12) [[e=ray-ke] ru-w-e ne] kus-u ne yakun 
2SG.A=die-CAUStrace-EV-POSS COP reasorトPOSSCOP if 
‘Ifhe is g旦ingt旦kilyou型lyway.. .' (K1 206) 
Lit.‘If it is the reason/intention (th瓜)it is trace (由剖)he (will) 
kil you.' 
The context for (13) is as follows: A few ye訂 sago a hero fought a sword 
battle against a man企omanother village. Later he was told that出eman 
was his cousin and then he finally realized why the man had been such a 
brave warrior. 
(13) [a=irwak-ihi ne] haw-e ne wa kusu 
IND.A=sibling-POSS COP voice-POSS COP and because 
rametok-kor] sir-i ne anan ru-w-e ne 
bravery-have sight-POSS COP ADM trace-EP-POSS COP 
‘(Now， 1 realize that) he had 10盛皇生soundoubtedly brave because 
it was said tha1 he was my cousin!' (N2303) 
Lit. '(Now， 1 realize that) it had been the trace (that) it had been 
the sight (th砿)he had been so brave because it was the voice (也剖)
hewasmy∞usin!' 
Note白瓜 (13)contains血reeevidential nouns in one sentence: one in the 
first clause and two in the second. 
(14) [[α=ekas-i i=resu hi ne] 
IND.A=grandfather-POSS IND.O=raise place/time/thing COP 
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haw-e an] ru-w-e] ne 
voice-POSS exist.SG trace-EP-POSS COP 
‘(“Y ou must say，“This and this happened， and) it is â盟~盟id that， 
m 一主ct， grandfather raised me，" (said grandfather.)' 
(K7807151UP.051) 
Lit. '(“Y ou must say，“This and this happened， and) it is吐letrace 
(that) [=s町 ely]it is the voice (that) it is the thinglfact (由at)
grandfather raised me司"(said grandfather.)' 
No noun in the ‘Noun' slot of the MMC seem to allow the clefting of 
由esubjectlobject， which indicates that the erstwhile copula complement 
clause has not been completely reanalyzed as the main clause and the 
erstwhile ‘Noun' as the auxiliary verb. 
Similar MMC developments訂 efound in Japanese (Takahashi 1979， 
Tsunoda 1996， this volume-a， 5.4) and a few Tibeto-Burman languages 
(DeLan∞y 2011: 243)， and it would be interesting ωfind out to what extent 
6Noun COP' > Noun+COP auxiliarv ver12 grammaticalization p叫his 
common crosslingistically and to what extent the target has been reached in 
particular languages， and also what a問 theother possible scenarios attested 
in the world's languages. 
Abbreviations 
= = inf1ectional boundary in the mo叩hemicline，ー=derivational boundary in 
the mo中hemicline， A = transitive subject， ADM = admirative， APASS = 
antipassive， CAUS = causative， COP = copulaヲ EP= epenthetic consonant， 
FIN = final p紅 ticle，問D= indefinite， KY = kamuy yukarιsongs of gods'ラ
LOC = locative， 0 = object， PERF = perfect， PL = plural， POSS = 
possessive， REC = reciprocal， REFL = ref1exive， S = intransitive subject， sb 
-somebody， sth = something， SG = singular， UP = uwepeker‘prosalc 
folktales' . 
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Mermaid construction in Mandarin Chinese 
Hideki Ono 
The University of Tokyo 
1. Introduction 
The present chapter presents a very brief s田町n訂yof the mermaid 
construction ('MMC') of Mandarin Chinese. This language has the SVO 
order， unlike most of the languages reported in the present volume. 
Nonetheless， it has what may be considered a variant ofthe MMC. 
2. Nouns 
The following nouns can occur in the ‘Noun' slot ofthe ~仏1C.
yangzi‘appearance， expressions'， yuangu‘reason， circumstance'， piqi 
‘nature， character'， dexing‘bada枇itudピ，jiashi‘posture，訂rogance'
All of these nouns紅 eindependent words. But when血eyoccur in the ~品1C，
they are generally grammaticalized and have an evidential meaning， a 
modal meaning or the like. 
The MMC of Mandarin Chinese has the structure shown in (1) or th瓜
shown in (2). 
(1) Subject + Copula + Clause + Noun. 
(2) Subject (Clause-l) + Copula + Clause之+Noun. 
In the struc印reshown in (1)， the ‘Clause' does not have its own subject. 
Th瓜 is，it is possible to say th剖 thesubject of the ‘Clause' is separated by 
出e‘Copula'丘omthe other constituents of the ‘Clause'. Examples include 
(3)， and (5) to (7). In the structure presented也 (2)，也efirst clause (i.e. 
Clause-l) is the subject ofthe entire sentence. Examples include (4). 
3. Examples of the mermaid construction 
One example of each noun that can occ町 inthe ιNoun' slot ofthe MMC is 
given below. As these examples show， the MMC ofMandarin Chinese may 
express evidentiality ('X seems/looks…')， e.g. (3)， reason ('This is 
because …')， e.g. (4)， a person's na同re，personality， propensity (' X has 
been .')， e.g. (5)， (6)， and a person's attitude， e.g. (7). 
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(3) Dajia dδu shi 





sδng-le yi kou qi 
relax-ASP one CL brea由
Clause (continued) 
LT:‘Everyone was an appearance such由at[they] were relieved.' 
FT:‘Everyone seemed to be relievedllooked relieved. ' 
F (4) Feng Qing cong xiao bian zhang-de
Feng Qing from vounεalreadv grow-PART 




dagai shi chi jan 
probably COP ~剖 meal
Copula Clause-2 (continued) 
shizhδng mei you weikou de yuangu. 
throughout NEG have appetit怠 PART reason 
Clause-2 Noun 
L T: 'That Feng Qing has been阻1，thin and pre町 skinnysince he 
was a child is probably a reason such that [he] has never had a 
[good] appetite. 
FT:‘F eng Qing has been tal， thin and pre句Tskinny since he was a 
child， and this is probably because he has never had a [good] 
appetite. ' 













JIU shi yl ju 
already COP one CL 
Copula Clause (continued) 
di bu pα de 
earth NEG fe訂 PART 
LT:‘He is a nature such th瓜 [he]has not feared the heaven or the 
earth since he was a child. ' 
FT:ιHe has been afraid of nothing since he was a child. ' 






xiao jiu shi 
young already COP 
Copula 
bu qin jiujiu bu 










LT:‘He is a bad attitude such th副 [his]grandmother did not kiss 
[him] and [his] uncle did not love [him] since [he] was a 
child.' 
FT:‘He has been disliked by others since he was a child. ' 











shi yz j詰 yαo 
COP one CL will 
Copula Clause (continued) 
mα de 
horse PART 
LT:‘He is now completely an a町ogantmanner such that [he] will 
make the emperor pull down horses.' 
FT:‘Now， he is now totally a町ogantenough to attempt to topple 
the emperor.' 
Adnominal clauses， i.e. clauses that modifシnouns，in Mandarin 
Chinese end with the particle de， and in this respect the ‘Clause' of the 
MMC resembles adnominal clauses. This fact is reflected in the literal 
translations ('L T') given above. 
Abbreviations 
ASP -aspect marker; CAUS四 causative;CL -classifier; COP -copula: FT -
free translation; L T -literal translation;乱仏1C-mermaid construction; NEG 
-negation; P AR T・particle;SG -singular; 3・thirdperson. 
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Mermaid construction in Sive 
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1. Introduction 
The present chapter presents a very brief summary of the mermaid 
construction ('MMC') of Sive. Details are provided by Kogura and Kubo 
(2012) and Kubo et al. (2011). 
Sive is組 endangeredlanguage spoken in the Xin-jiang Uyghur 
Autonomous Region of the Peoples' Republic of China.百1enumber of its 
speakers is estimated to be not more than 30，000， many of whom訂e
multi-lingual between Sive， Chinese， Uyghur， and， in some cases， Kazakh 
as well. Sive has the SOV order， like most ofthe languages reported in the 
present volume. 
2. Nouns 
At least two forms are attested in the ‘Noun' slot of the Sive品仏1C:ali1Je 
‘like' and =1Je‘nominalizer'. While ali1Je isan independent word， =1Je isan 
enclitic. Both町 egrammaticalized to some extent. Nonetheless， they do 
exhibit their status as no山 lS，as shown below. 
[1] ali1Je ‘like' 
This form is an independent word. It appe町 sin the following two contexts. 
(a) Context 1: NP=i ali1Je‘like X' 
=i is the genitive marker. The fact that ali1Je can be modified by a 
genitive-marked NP shows that ali1Je isa noun. An example is (1). 
(1) moN=i alige guruN 
lPL.EXCL=GEN like people 
‘the people like us (exclusive)' 
(b) Context 2: V同 ADali1Je 'It seems th副…'
ιV-AD' indicates an adnominal form of a verb. The fact that ali1Je can be 
modified by an adnorninal form of a verb also shows that ali1Je isa noun. 
The use (b) of ali1Je‘like' provides an instance of the MMC. An example is 
(4). 
[2] =1Je‘nominalizer' 
This form is an enclitic. It appears in the following two contexts. 
(a) Context 1: NP=i市‘NP's'
=i is the genitive marker. The fact th瓜 =1Jecan be modified by a 





one 1 SG=GEN=NMLZ 
‘This one is mine.' 
Sive does not have a copula verb. 
(b) Context 2: V -AD=ye 
‘V-AD' indicates an adnominal form of a verb. The fact that =ye can be 
modified by an adnominal form of a verb also shows th剖 =yefunctions as a 
noUll.‘V-AD=ye' can be used in a complement clause， with =ye being 
followed by an appropri瓜ecase marker， e.g. =we‘ACC' in (3). 
(3) tere si ere aniχ，ase'ke gisuN=we 
3SG 2SG 血lS ye町 Kazakh language=ACC 
taci-Xe=ge=we sa=qu. 
study-PRF.AD=NMLZ=ACC know=IRR.NEG 
‘He doesn't know由atyou studied the Kazakh language this year.' 
V司 AD=yecan also be used to form the MMC. Examples訂 e(5・B)and (6・A，
B). 
3. Examples of the mermaid construction 
As noted in connection with (2)， Sive does not have a copula verb. 
Consequently， the Sive MMC does not contain a copula. 
[1] The MMC involving aliye‘like' indicates inference ('It seems 
th瓜…')， i.e.， it has an evidential meaning. 
(4) merxenje da ji-xe ali司e. kicebu da 
Merxenie come-PRF.AD like Kicebu 
J1・xe aqu alige. 
come-PRF.AD NEG like 
‘It seems th剖 Merxe吋ecame. [But] it seems由剖Kicebudidn't 
co宜le.'
(The particle da frequently appears after the subject NP.) 
[2]百leMMC involving =ye appe町sto have discourse-related 
functions. They are difficult to describe precisely， but one of the functions 
appears to be ‘assertive' (a kind of modal meaning)， in which case the 
乱仏1:C may be translated as 'It is indeed the case that…'. Examples follow. 
(5) (A conversation between A and B) 
A: si z1珂#go nane na? 
2SG China person yes/no.Q 
‘Are you a Chinese?' 
B: waqe. bi zibeN=deri' ji・xe=ge.
not 1SG Japan=ABL come-PRF.AD=N恥1LZ
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‘No. 1 c創nefrom Japan.' 
(5・B)indicates a correction of the proposition th剖‘you紅 ea Chinese'. It 
may be translated as 'It is indeed the case that 1 c国ne企omJapan (so， 1田n
not a Chinese)' . 
(6) (A conversation between A and B) 
A: si ai are-maχ，e=ge? 
2SG what do-PROG.AD=NMLZ 
'¥弓latare you doing?' 
B: bitke' ta-maχ，e=ge. 
book read-PROG.AD=NMLZ 
'I'm reading a book.' 
Abbreviations 
ABL -ablative; ACC司 accusative;AD -adnominal; EXCL -exclusive; 
GEN -genitive; IRR -irealis; MMC・ mermaidconstruction; NEG -
negation; NMLZ -nominalizer; PROG -progressive; PL -plural; PRF -
perfect; Q -question; SG -singular; 1 -first person; 2・secondperson; 3 -
third person. 
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